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WHAT IS A PHRENOLOGICAL EXAMINATION.
This question Is asked occasionally by those who are

not acquainted with the claims of Phrenology and the
method of applying it to the living subject. The purpose
of a Phrenological Examination istostudy the Temperament,
or constitution in relation to health, talent, and character,
and how the different vital organs are developed and act
with each other in the promotion of physical and mental
harmony and power. Next the Size of the Brain and the
Quality which the temperament gives it ; then the develop
ments of the different Groups ol Organs ; those of intellect,
preception, memory, reason; those of force and energy ;
those that give policy, prudence, thrift, ingenuity, taste,
refinement ; those that give aspiration, pride, self-reliance ,
ambition ; those tnat give social power ami effect ion ; and
oot least, though last, the strength and tendency of the
moral sentiments.

These peculiarities of temperament, constitution, laws
of health, development of faculties, and the harmonies and
contradictions that exist in an organization, are plainly set
forth and discribed to the person under our hands, showing
the strong and weak points, what to encourage and what
to restrain, with a view to a proper self control and balance
of mind and character. We also study and described the
Adaptations and talents of each person for giving Pursuits,
and in which their abilities can be used to the best advan
ce- MODEL HEAD.

We teach parents how to understand and guard their precocious children who need prudent care to
them, also how to train their turbulent and vicious children, and how to bring their moral and inl
powers into the ascendant.

In reaching our conclusions we take into account Physiology, Phrenology, Physiognomy, habit, diet, and
constitution— everything, Indeed, which belongs to the make up of a person, and in this way we confer on men
ten thousand dollars' worth of benefit for a small outlay of time and money.

We have made thousands of Examinations from Photographs. Send for Mirror of the Mind to

FOWLER & WELLS CO.,
27 East 21st Street, NBW YORK.
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A Study of Temperaments in the Pulpit.
By the Editor.

The thought has come to us to pre
sent our readers with a comparative
study of temperaments of leading
workers of Plymouth Church. Thus
we have four distinguished representa
tive men illustrating different tempera
mental conditions; in the Bev. Henry
Ward Beecher we have the Vital-Men
tal; in the Bev. Samuel B. Halliday
the Nervous and Super-emotional; in
the Bev. Lyman Abbott the Mental, and
in the Bev. Newell Dwight Hillis the
Motive-Mental. The consideration of
these men's work brings our subject
within a period of fifty years, and in
troduces to us the wonderful personali
ties who have stepped upon one of the
most remarkable platforms of modern

days and held the people entranced with
their logic and eloquence.

Henry Ward Beecher was the prime
mover of Plymouth Church from 1847
to his death in 1887, and possessed a

wonderful oratorical mind, and ability
to convince and comfort his listeners in
a marvellous way, and his last portrait
shows this in every line of his face and

every development of his head. He was
born in 1813, and inherited from his
father, Lyman Beecher, the famous
preacher of his day, and through whom
he received his inspiration. His mother
died when he was but three years old,
but his stepmother was a woman of re
finement, culture, and great suscepti
bility of mind, and she influenced
Henry Ward greatly. He was gradu
ated from Amherst College in 1834, and
entered the Lane Theological Seminary
where his father was a professor. Law-
renceburg, Ind., was his first church.
It was a- primitive parish where the
pastor was also the sexton and had to
sweep out his own church. In 1839
he went to a church in Indianapolis,
where he remained until he was called to
Brooklyn in 1847.

In a word, Mr. Beecher will be recog
nized as having a high and broad fore
head, expressive eyes, which were large
and bulging as though capable of taking
everything into account that passed be
fore him. His cheeks were spare, but
net so much so as a man of Mr. Hillis'
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type. His mouth was compressed and
firm with always a lurking humor in the
corners. His nose was executive, and
carried a broad ridge which meant ac

tive service. His voice was full of music,
his body was well developed, and he
lived up to his maxim of keeping it in
first-rate working order. His motions
were quick and electrical, his manner
frank and cordial such as to attract
rather than to repel. His chest was

capacious, and was well able to carry
as well as to generate the fuel necessary
for the brain. His head was high in the

region of Benevolence and Human Nat
ure, but comparatively less so in the
crown. His hair was thin, and it looked
as though nature delighted to play hide
and seek in its natural folds. The arch
of the brow indicated how Mr. Beeeher
collected his knowledge of men and

things, for there was hardly a subject, be
it on horses, trees, ferns, fruit, precious
stones, opals, soaps, wall papers, engrav
ings, or music, among fifty other topics,
that he was not intensely interested to
fathom.

The application of constitutional law

to moral reform questions, physiology,
and hygiene, these among other current
topics he dilated upon with that genius
of nature, coupled with its quickness, its

mobility, its serious and humorous

touches, that never had an equal, and

made up some of the traits of his per
sonal character. His first sermon at

Plymouth Church showed this wonder
ful capacity to touch life with a fulness

and freshness of thought on up-to-date
subjects, and it will be remembered by
all who heard it that it expressed various

opinions on slavery, war, temperance,
and moral reforms.

He continued for forty years to treat
in a masterly way every great topic of
the day, hence the church grew in
strength and numbers as the fame of
this great preacher spread. It was al

ways a liberal and progressive congrega
tion, its creed was strictly evangelical
and, therefore, it brought within its
walls a wide circle of communicants. So

philanthropic was the whole tone of Mr.

Beecher's character that, during his
English tour in 1863, by his sheer force
and vigor of mind, he convinced hostile

English audiences of the righteousness
of the cause for which the north was

fighting, and, consequently, did more
than anyone else to prevent English in
tervention on behalf of the rebel Con
federate States.

As an editor and lecturer he was im
mensely popular, while his published
writings make a long and varied list.
Beeeher was the greatest mind, charac

ter, and man of this century, and while
he never wrote a line of rhyme he was

the greatest poet of his age.

One of Mr. Beecher's characteristics
was his inventiveness of mind; he would
have had no poor success as a carpenter
or builder, or architect and designer,
though we cannot say the same as to a

farmer, for his potatoes cost one dollar
twenty-five cents each—for which Mark
Twain is authority! *

Mr. Beeeher was passionately fond of
children, and many illustrations of this
fact could be given. His organs of
Philoprogenitiveness and Benevolence
were so very active that he could not see

a child in any kind of distress without
helping it. At his last service he was

talking to some gentlemen afterwards,
and two ragged children came into the
church and wanted to speak to him, he
looked at them and took both under the
flap of his large coat, caressingly kissed
them, and marched them off with him
out of the building. Every Sunday-
school scholar knew and loved him.

Though he helped so many people
out of their distress, he nevertheless was
not a good adviser, he was too sympa
thetic.

* We should like to reproduce the picture of
a two-story residence which he built and
painted with his own hands ; suffice it to say
that it did full justice to the needs of his fam
ily as well as became a respectable and highly
substantial building. It was on a high hill
overlooking Peekskill, and giving an extensive
view of the Hudson. This view was an un
ending delight to him. He used to confess
that when he bought the site he cheated the
man out of the view.
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MR. BEECHER AT DIFFERENT
AGES.

One very interesting phase of phren
ological work is comparing one period
of a man's life with another, and in Mr.
Beecher's case his character at twenty-
three, with the active life that he led

of time to thoroughly examine ourselves
so as to model our lives according to the
bent of our natures. At thirty, his por
trait indicates an increased intensity of
mental power; at forty, and from this
age on to fifty, he was in the zenith of
his power, and spoke many times to
twenty thousand people in political

Photo by Rockwood.
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in preaching, reveals a growth of de

velopment which was in perfect har

mony with the unfolding of his char
acter. At twenty-three years of age he
was just budding and his life work was
in his own hands, yet there was an in
dication of what the young man could
do, and it teaches us that it is no waste

meetings; at fifty he had ripened into
the man of experience, and was the
primal cause of the great action of the
slave resolution. He wielded immense
power at this period in the anti-slavery
question and spoke right from the han
dle. He was like an Atlantic liner with
complete engine-power going at full
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speed with an important and valuable

cargo on board. At sixty-five his energy
was not abated, while his last portrait
by Eockwood, taken at the full maturity
of his power, shows him to be a man

who has gone through the heat of the

day and has come out unscathed and

unspoiled and still ready for service.
He made it tolerable for Christian

men of different creeds to speak to each
other as gentlemen, and if he did noth
ing else but accomplish this one effort
of his life it was a grandly noble one.

and independence of mind. He be
lieved that religion was the science of
growth into perfect manhood, and his
favorite text was " the perfect man,"
which thought is so beautifully ex

pressed in Eph. iv. 13.

EEV. SAMUEL B. HALLIDAY, D.D.

Mr. Halliday's portrait indicates that
he was a man of refined culture, deep
reflection, intense sympathies, strong
convictions, and purity of motives. His

Photo by Rockwood.
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Tins was accomplished through the
strong views that he took on the anti-
slavery question. As an illustration of
this at his funeral were to be found the
extreme Arminian (Protestant), the
Catholic priest, and the Jewish Rabbi,
who wept together over his bier, and

pronounced eulogies on his life and
character. He influenced to liberality
the whole civilized world, forgetting
himself in the cause for which he la
bored.

It is wonderful how his thoughts have

permeated the public mind, but it was

owing to his individuality of thought

lips were firm and self-contained like
those of the late William Ewart Glad
stone, but they looked as though they
would open with as much richness, soft
ness, and tenderness as is betokened in
the eyes. Seldom have we seen a more
consecrated look to the service of the

highest calling in life than that which is
shown in the Rev. Samuel B. Halliday,
D.D., and we have seen all kinds of ex

pressions of eyes. The full eye seems

to reveal what it wants to say even with
out any oral indication, consequently,
he must have been a herald of light
wherever he went.
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It will be noticed that in relation to
the features of his face there is a strong
union with the development of the cra
nium. The brain appears to be particu
larly active in the region of Benevolence,
which towers up at the top of the fore

head and gives an exceptionally great
height from the opening of the ear to
this portion of the head. The richness
of sympathy, and the quickness of in
sight on his part must have been one of
the great charms of his personality. He
must have had a keen discernment of
the wants of others, thus as pastoral
helper he was admirably adapted to the
work of keeping together such a tre
mendous congregation as Plymouth
church possessed. He must have shown
intense piety and sweetness of disposi
tion.

He also possessed a keen spiritual
earnestness which is apparent from his
large moral brain, while his practical in
tellect made him not only a sympathizer
in the wants of the members, but a

valued friend and counsellor. Though
Mr. Beecher in his sermons was all of
this, yet the live grip of a man so ably
endowed in the homes of the people,
must have gone far toward cementing
the work of the church. It was prac
tically impossible for Mr. Beecher him
self to keep in touch through pastoral
visitation with the whole of his congre
gation, consequently, it was a wise se

lection that called Mr. Halliday to his
aid. He visited the sick, superintended
the mission work in its various depart
ments, conversed with inquirers, and

kept account of the church charities, at
tended the funerals, and even celebrated
the weddings. His coming to the
church was an experiment that by some
was considered to be an impossible suc
cess, but he proved how two good men
could work in harness together in per
fect sympathy, and thus the division of
labor was beautiful to behold, and it is
an example which many churches would
do well to follow.

His many-sided character served to
carry out the many departments that
fell to his lot. and no one could estimate
the amount of success that resulted from

the co-pastorate of Mr. Beecher and his
genial, gentle friend. He was endowed
with a good vocabulary of language,
which must have been used to convey
many effective thoughts and appropri
ate axioms, and as he loved metaphor,
he is sure to have brought his rich ex
perience to practical use. Mr. Halliday
was associated with Mr. Beecher as pas
tor for many years before the letter's
death, and remained in the same work
for four years after that period.

REV. LYMAN ABBOTT.

Lyman Abbott, who is a New Eng
land man, born at Roxbury, Mass., in
1835, is the third son of Jacob Abbott,
a once well-known writer and historian.
He was graduated, in 1855, at the Uni
versity of the City of New York, and
studied law as a profession, but in 185G

he began the study of theology, en
tering the ministry in 1860. After
preaching at Terre Haute, Ind., where
he remained until 1865, he was called
to New York, and for a part of the
time he edited the " Literary Record "

of " Harper's Magazine," as well as

edited the " Illustrated Christian
Weekly," and the " Christian Union,"
in which paper he was associated with
Mr. Beecher; he also edited several col
lections of Mr. Beecher's writings.

His character indicates a strong men
tal temperament, and his forehead is

remarkably high, and his moral quali
ties are strongly represented. He is
not so full in the base over the eyes as

Mr. Beecher, Mr. Halliday, or Mr. Hil-
lis, but he is an undemonstrative, vig
orous, and philosophic thinker, and
possesses no intellectual narrowness.
His organization is wiry and tough,
though he has none too much physical
strength, and is able to get through an
immense amount of routine work. His
central faculties are intense in develop
ment, and give him a very retentive
historical memory, gTeat power of crit
icism and analysis, logical ability to
understand complex problems, and ca

pacity to hit the nail square on the
head. He is decidedly a thinker, and
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knows how to dissect a topic into
shreds as fine as a split hair. He is

bright and intelligent, and his brill
iancy has many sides to it. His humor
is cynical, marked, and telling, particu
larly when he wants to say a trenchant
and severe thing, or denounce any so

cial or commercial enterprise that does

not agree with his tenets. He is a

great scholar, but needs some of the
warmth, the enthusiasm of a Beecher
and a Parkhurst.

a scarcely less difficult problem had to
be solved than that which presented it
self to the congregation and members
of Plymouth Church on the death of
Mr. Beecher; but in due time the choice
fell upon Dr. Hillis, who was born Sep
tember 1, 1858, and comes of good old
Puritan Xew England stock. His
father was the deacon of the church of
which Lyman Beecher was pastor.
When only seventeen years old, young
Hillis became a commissioner for the

HEV. I.TMAN ABBOTT.
Photo by Roclswood.

He can understand mathematical

problems, for he is in his element when

dealing with abstruse subjects; hence,
in matters of theology and law he would
have few peers on the argumentative
side. His financial faculties were

strongly marked; this is quite the op
posite to the experience of Mr. Beecher,
who did not care sufficiently for money
or finance.

REV. XEWELL DWIGHT HILLIS.

When the Rev. Lyman Abbott re

signed his charge, in the fall of 1898,

Sunday-School Union, but subsequent
ly entered college at Lake Forest. 111.,

coming thence to the McCormiek Sem
inary in Chicago. He was four years
pastor of the Central Church in Chi
cago, where his success was immediate,
and he was soon widely known as a

lecturer and writer, as well as a preach
er. He is very liberal in theology, and
follows closely in the path of Mr.
Beecher in this respect. With one ex
ception Dr. Hillis is said to have the
best and most complete Beecher library
of any man in the country. It is a re
markable thing that so young a man
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should be called to so important a cen
tre as that of Plymouth Church, but
those who know Mr. Hillis best do not
doubt that his nobility of character and
his noblest efforts will be able to con
tinue the work so ably commenced by
his predecessors. It is said, however,
that just at the time when he was asked
to occupy Plymouth Church he had the
desire of his heart presented to him in
a very tempting offer to another church,
and those who are acquainted with him
realize the great anxiety that he experi
enced when he made his present choice,

feeling he could do more good in
Brooklyn.

It will be noticed that there are
many points of difference between Mr.
Beecher and Dr. Hillis; the latter has
the spontaneous flow of language of the
motive-mental type, which is accom

panied by the keen, piercing, speaking
eye, and when he speaks he seems to
use his full intellect.

With Beecher, his expansive chest,
his sympathetic expression, his melodi
ous voice, could work upon his hearers
in a very different manner to one who
has a strong development of the mo
tive temperament.

Mr. Beecher had a large mouth, and
from it was hurled anathemas of every
form of evil, and goodness and purity
of heart were exhibited in the most
speaking sentences. He realized what
he spoke upon, and was no mere actor
on life's chess-board. Though his chin
and jaw were comparatively strong, yet
they were not so prominent, as will be

noticed in the case of Dr. Hillis.
Beecher's was well rounded in latter
years when he took on more flesh and
when body and brain appeared to be
competing together to preserve health,
strength, and vitality.

Dr. Hillis is strong and vigorous, yet
he is not without pathos, and knows
how to bring out a touching incident
at the most appropriate point of his
discourse; he has no fear when ho
wishes to denounce a certain course of
action, though he is not a man to hurl
any explosive bulletB among the heads
of his congregation to substantiate any
pet theory or theme of his own, yet so

strong in his perceptive intellect and
his scientific attainments that he is
capable of drawing on metaphor for all
his illustrations. His head indicates
that he is a great reader and a profound
thinker. Two strong points that must
show themselves particularly in his
character are: (1) his scientific grasp
of subjects, his love of accuracy, his
power to collect facts, and (2) his won
derful gift of illustration, metaphor,
analysis, and critical ability. He never
sees one side of the question without the
other side presenting itself also, thus
he is able to argue like a lawyer, and
enjoy debate, and get hold of the se

quence of things. He is conscientious
in all his work. His disposition is lov
able to a degree, and while differing
from the great preacher, Mr. Beecher,
he seems to secure at once the love and
appreciation of his friends in a remark
able way.

Phrenotypes and Side Views. No. 34.

GRANT ALLEN.

By H. S. Drayton, M.D.

This gentleman lias achieved an emi- life. He devoted himself, after leav-
nent reputation as a writer. He was ing college, to scientific studies and
born on this side of the water, in Can- teaching, besides writing, in a fashion
ada; was educated in England, and that was quite remarkable for its fer-
lived there the greater part of his active tility, for many periodicals.
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Evolution according to the Darwin
theory appears to have won his convic
tion, for in his scientific studies that
theory occupies a prominent place. He
was fond also of discussions on socio
logical and psychological questions, as

appears in several of his publications.
He was a sensitive man by native dis

position, and this quality was much en
hanced by the want of robust strength
and fortitude. The forehead shows
fulness in the upper section, and that
type of development associated with
trained intellectual organs. He was
much of the thinker, and with so much
side development, necessarily, imagina
tion had its effect upon his thought.
While he would strongly appreciate the
relation of causal conditions and make
much account of a substantial basis for
his logic, yet his views as expressed
were largely veined by hypothesis and
speculation. His imagination appro
priated with marked effect whatever
was impressive esthetically in the world
of thought; euch a man would have
high aims yet seek to introduce reform
and improvement according to philo
sophical principle. He would be con
servative to a degree on the logical side,
yet cannot be pressing views that ap
pealed to the esthetic nature and social
feeling.

In some respects his opinions in
sociology were of an eccentric nature,
as in " The Woman Who Did," a novel
that many critics have regarded as

revolutionary in its suggestions respect
ing the domestic relations. Such a nat-
xire could scarcely help being earnest
and emphatic in the assertion of opin
ion, for it has a tendency to grow, as it
were, into ways of thinking which be

come more and more positive with the
lapse of time. It must be admitted that
there was no want of breadth in Mr.
Allen's views, yet the breadth is of a
kind that people of settled opinions
glance at, merely, and so do not com
prehend, because the point of view is
unusual to their experience.

The expression of his face, taken all
together, is that of an earnest thinker,
who believes that his methods are ra

tional and safe. Intimations of self-
esteem and of a conscientious reliance
upon his own powers are definite
enough in the face, notwithstanding
that the portrait is but an indifferent
one.

Highly intelligent, highly cultivated,
sympathetic, sensitive, amicable, we
could scarcely conceive Mr. Allen as be

ing other than a man very highly es

teemed by his friends and associates.
His weaknesses, and he had some that
subjected him to rather sharp criti
cisms, were largely due to drawbacks
affecting health. It is most likely that
for many years he was not a strong
man, and, being handicapped by poor
health, achievements that seemed al
together possible by his ambitious soul
were not consummated either in part
or to the fulness of his desire.

This gentleman has achieved a little
reputation as a writer. He was born on
this side of the water, in Canada, and
was educated in England, and lived
there the greater part of his active life.
He devoted himself, after leaving col
lege, to scientific studies and teaching,
besides writing, in a fashion that was
quite remarkable for its fertility, for
many periodicals.

Evolution, according to the Darwin
theory, appears to have won his expec
tations, for in his scientific studies that
theory occupies a prominent place. He
was fond of sociological and psycholog
ical questions, which appear in several
of his fictitious works.

The organization as shown by the por
trait does not indicate a firm physical
constitution, but rather a delicate order,
or the nerve and mental temperament
appear to be especially dominant, im
parting an earnest and intense element
to the action of his faculties.

He was a sensitive man by disposi
tion, and this quality was much en
hanced by the want of robust strength
and fortitude, for it shows fulness in
the upper section.

He was much of the thinker, and
with so much side development his im
agination had its effect upon his
thought, while he would strongly ap
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predate the relation of the causal con
ditions and make much account of a

substantial basis for his logic, yet his
expression was largely gained by apo
theosis and speculation. His imagina
tion appropriated with marked effect;
therefore, in his thought he was a man
of views, a man who would introduce
reform and improvement according to
philosophical principle, so we find in
his social and economic writings sug

gestions and propositions. urged with
not a little insistence.

In some respects his opinions in so

ciological talk were of an eccentric

range, as intimated in " The Woman
Who Did." In novelistic talk, that
many regarded as of an accessive revo

lutionary type. Such a nature could
scarcely help being earnest and em

phatic in the assertion of opinion, for
it has a tendency to grow, as it were,
into ways of thinking which become
more and more positive with the lapse
of time.

It must be admitted that there was
no want of breadth in Mr. Allen's views,
that the breadth was a kind that peo
ple of settled opinions would be likely
to consider narrow or too positive in the
assertion.

His expression taken all together is

that of a thinker who believes that his
methods are rational. Intimations of
Self-Esteem, of rallying upon his own

powers, are definite enough in the face,

notwithstanding that the portrait is
but an indifferent one. Highly intel
ligent, highly cultivated, gracious, sen
sitive, amicable men could scarcely con
ceive Mr. Allen being other than the
man very highly esteemed by his friends
and associates.

His weaknesses, and he had some that
subjected him to rather sharp criti
cisms, were largely due to drawbacks af
fecting health. It is most likely for
many years that he was not a strong
man on the health side of his constitu
tion.
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The Scope and Method of Psychology.
By Lewis G. Janes, M.A.

DIRECTOR OF THE CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL CONFERENCES.

The subject-matter of the science of
Psychology is the phenomena of con
sciousness. In the evolution of lan
guage, a word which originally meant
the breath, life, or spirit, rather than the
intellect or understanding, has been
transformed in signification so that it
now includes not only soul-life, but
every form of conscious experience.
Psychology, therefore, is the science
which treats of the phenomena of con
sciousness as facts of the mental life of
all finite individuals. Once we might
have limited this definition of the scope
of psychological science to the life of the
human individual; but now, under the

inspiration of the doctrine of evolution,
psychology, like all the other human
sciences, is studied comparatively. The
mind of man is recognized as having a

certain kinship to the mind of the lower
animals; and many of its functions are
better understood, and their values are
more rightly estimated, when we clearlv
note their relations to forms of con
sciousness which are manifested in the
sub-human sphere of animate existence.
Valuable light has been thrown upon
some of the problems of human psychol
ogy even by the study of the lowest
forms of animal life, as exemplified in
such works as Alfred Binet's interesting
monograph on the " Psychic Life of
Micro-organisms."

As in all the branches of scientific
research, psychology begins by investi

gating the specific and particular facts
in the mental life of men and animals.
Its ultimate aim, however, like that of
all other sciences, is to understand the
real nature of that mental life of which
these facts are phenomenal manifesta
tions, and the laws which govern its
various activities. Here, however, psy
chology should be sharply differentiated
from philosophy or metaphysics, which

treat of general principles or laws by
processes of abstract reasoning rather
than by scientific induction from the
observation of facts or phenomena.
When philosophy uses the data derived
from scientific investigation as the basis
of its deductive reasoning, there is no

necessary antagonism between it and
mental science. One should complete
and reinforce the conclusions of the
other. The scope of psychological sci
ence, however, does not extend into
those ontologieal and purely speculative
regions of thought which are regarded
as the proper sphere of metaphysics.

The older psychology recognized the
method of introspection as the only
valid basis of scientific induction con

cerning the facts of the mental life. It
held the phenomena of the individual's
own consciousness to be the only orig
inal and immediate data for psycho
logical investigation. A cautious use of
material derived from the observation of
the actions of other individuals, as

sumed as indicating their mental states,

might also be allowable, with due regard
for the fallibility of our inferences.
But little attention was paid to physical
structure or physiological conditions as

influencing the mental activities. The
main reliance was upon introspection,
or the mental awareness of the individ
ual.

All this has been radically changed
within the last half-century. The
pioneers of this change, as I have noted
in a previous article, were the older
Phrenologists — Gall, Combe. and

Spurzheim —who insisted upon the im
portance of the relation between the

physical structure of the brain and
nervous system, and physiological con
ditions generally, and the facts of the
mental life. The influence of the

spread of evolutionary views has also
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been important in its results upon the

development of psychological science.

Auguste Comte, in the early part of this
century, denied that psychology had

any scientific status whatever; ranking
it with those speculative and metaphys
ical studies which he regarded as wholly
outside the pale of a positive philosophy.
Herbert Spencer, on the other hand,

gave to psychology an important place
in his noble system of Synthetic Philos
ophy, regarding it as a necessary prelim
inary study to sociology and ethics. It
is interesting to remember that the first
edition of his " Principles of Psychol
ogy

"
was the earliest contribution to

his philosophical series, preceding by
several years his " First Principles "

which subsequently became the opening
volume of the Synthetic Philosophy.
In the first edition of the Psychology,
the doctrine of evolution was clearly
stated, four years before Darwin pub
lished his " Origin of Species."

In Mr. Spencer's system, the facts of
consciousness made known to the indi
vidual by introspection are demon

strated to be no less phenomenal than

the fact^ of the outward universe which
are revealed by sense-perception. The
alleged advantage claimed for the

method of introspection in directly re
vealing the secrets of our mental life is
thus shown to be a" fallacy. Our own

thought-processes reveal to us the laws
of mind under the finite limitations of
our mental and physical constitution, in
exactly the same way as they reveal to us
the phenomena and laws of the physical
universe. In studying the mental ac

tivities of other individuals we are in
deed removed one step farther from that

Reality which is partially manifested in
both mental and material phenomena;
but on the other hand the inferences
carefully and logically drawn from the
actions of other individuals, and from
the activities of the lower animals, yield
invaluable data for the comparative
study of mental phenomena, without
which no genuine psychological science
would be possible.

The most recent investigations of the
psychologist have greatly widened the

scope of the science by prolonging our
vision into the field of social psychology.
Investigators like Professor Josiah
Royce, of Harvard University, have em

phasized the importance of our social

life in determining the form and con

tents of our consciousness, not only as

it relates to the development of self-
consciousness in the individual and his
conviction of the obligations due to
other individuals, but even as it influ
ences our conception of the external
world in which we live. Curiously
enough, we thus have, from the stand

point of the philosophical idealist, a new

confirmation of the fact that no genu
ine mental science can be ereeted on a

basis of pure subjectivity or introspec
tion. For, though Dr. Royce traces the
evolution of our definite conception of
self and others, of ego and alter, out of a

primitive, indefinite state of conscious
ness in which this distinction had not

yet arisen, his theory has no reasonable
foundation save in the prior assumption
of a real objective distinction a priori to

experience, to which the contents of our
conscious life are gradually compelled
to conform. We are thus beginning to
realize the truth of Goethe's saying:

" The gauge that from himself man takes
Measure s him now too small and now too

great ;

Only in Man, man knows himself."

In quite another department of social

psychology, investigators like Tardc, Le
Bon, Ward, Boris Sidis, and others, are
drawing important inferences and con
clusions bearing upon the practical
problems of education, politics, econom
ics, sociology, penology — the entire

range, in fact, of the human or anthro
pological sciences. No less to the states
man and legislator than to the profes
sional student and teacher of these sci
ences has it become necessary to be well
grounded in a basic knowledge of sound

psychological data and principles. In
our modern civilization the problems of
governmental administration are be
coming more and more complex and
difficult; and with the spread of the
democratic spirit their successful solu
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tion depends more and more on the uni
versal diffusion of sound educational

principles, especially as they bear on a

true knowledge of the nature and ca

pacities of the human mind and will.
In the remaining papers of the pres

ent series I shall endeavor to treat spe

cifically, and in as untechnical phraseol
ogy as possible, some of the principles

involved in the scientific study of the
human mind; especially as they relate
to the training of the individual for a

successful grappling with the problems
of life, so as to assure the wisest service
of society and the largest return of con
scious satisfaction to the individual for
the right use of the capacities with
which he is endowed.

The Life and Letters of Lewis Carroll (Rev. C. L.

Dodgson).

" The man that can smile is the man
that's worth while," and the man who

can make others smile is still more
worth while, for are we not taught in
the good book that merriness is medi
cinal, or, if one may quote from more
modern authority, has not Spencer as

sured us that mirth and good spirits
raise the tide of vitality, thereby im
proving the health, disposition, and

character?
Who, then, can measure the value of

the services of an author like Lewis
Carroll, the instigator and promoter of
smiles in the young and quiet chuckles
in the old? It might, indeed, be an

interesting and profitable study for
some psychologist to compute the num
ber of smiles, dimples, and twinkles

(and their results on facial expression,
health, and morals) produced by
"Alice in Wonderland " and " Through
a Looking Glass."

Although the world has known for
a good many years that humor was good
for adults, it has, until the last half
century, been most gingerly of that
quality in children's books. Until
Lewis Carroll took up his pen in their
behalf most stories for the young were
dilute and insipid. Even now, in an

age when a modest-sized town might be

built of juvenile literature, there are

comparatively few children's stories

that have any real humor in them.

Kipling, Joel Chandler Harris, Kate
Douglas Wiggin, Mark Twain, and

Mrs. Burnett have saved the day. No
one, however, has ever matched the
quaint drolleries, delectable nonsense,
and dreamlike absurdities that lurk in
the pages of " Alice in Wonderland "
and " Through a Looking Glass." Can
even the " Magerful Mongli " himself
alienate our affections from Mr. Dodg-
son's whimsical " Hatter " and " Gry
phon," his sad-eyed

" Turtle " and il
lustrious " Jabberwock"? In all their
sayings and doings we detect no damag
ing reminiscent flavor. Whether they
eat, drink, or dance, they are always
consistent with the irrelevance and in
consistency of the^ childish dreamland
from which they were evoked.

Most of Mr. Dodgson's nonsense

rhymes have become so deservedly
classic that one needs only to mention
their titles and the listener can repeat
stanza after stanza, carried along by the

rollicking metre that moved the " Tur
tle":

" Will you walk a little faster," said a whiting
to a snail,

" There's a porpoise just behind us, and he'R
treading on ray tail.

See how eagerly the lobsters and the turtles
all advance !

They are waiting on the shingle —will you
come and join the dance ? "

In the "Life and Letters of Lewis
Carroll," by his nephew, S. D. Colling-
wood, published this (February 5th)
week by the Century Company, one
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finds several old favorites and a large
number of pen sketches which will be

new to many readers. In the letters of
Mr. Dodgson one is not surprised to
find a very serious strain, which Landor
says is always found with genuine wit
and humor.

To those who think of Lewis Carroll
as a writer of " funny verses " exclusive

ly, the little song (printed with the mu-

"My fifth Rule is
, if your friend

makes a severe remark, either leave it

unnoticed or make your reply distinct

ly less severe: and, if he makes a friend

ly remark, tending towards ' making
up ' the little difference that has arisen
between you, let your reply be distinctly
more friendly. If, in picking a quar
rel, each party declined to go more than
three-eighths of the way, and if

,

in mak-

LEWI8 CARROLL.

sic in this book) will be a very pleasant
and touching revelation:

DREAMLAND.

Words by Lewis Carroll.

When midnight mists are creeping,
And all the land is sleeping,
Around me tread the mighty dead,
And slowly pass away.

Another letter, combining his better-
known vein and a good deal of sound
philosophy on letter-writing and quar
rels, contains this extract:

ing friends, each was ready to go five-
eighths of the way —why, there would
be more reconciliations than quarrels!
Which is like the Irishman's remon
strance to his gad-about daughter:

' Shure, you're always goin' out! You
go out three times for wanst that you
come in! '

" My sixth Rule is
,

don?t try to have
the last word! How many a contro
versy would be nipped in the bud, if

each was anxious to let the other have
the last word! Never mind how telling

a rejoinder you leave unuttered: never
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mind your friend's supposing that you
are silent from lack of anything to say:
let the thing drop, as soon as it is pos
sible without discourtesy: remember
'

Speech is silvern, but silence is gold
en'! (N.B. If you are a gentleman,
and your friend a lady, this Rule is

superfluous: you won't get the last

word!)" Remember the old proverb,
' Cross-

writing makes cross-reading."
' The

old proverb?' you say inquiringly.
' How old? ' Well, not so very ancient,
I must confess. In fact, I invented it
while writing this paragraph. Still,
you know, ' old ' is a comparative term.
I think you would be quite justified in
addressing a chicken, just out of the

shell, as
' old boy!

' when compared
with another chicken that was only
half out."

While Mr. Dodgson was at Christ
Church College he was editor of " Col
lege Rhymes," to which he contributed
many poems that betray their kinship
to the well-known rollicking classics
that are dear to the readers of the
Wonderland books. Here is one of the
most daring of his poetic caricatures:

I painted her a gushing thing,
With years perhaps a score ;

I little thought to find they were
At least a dozen more ;

My fancy gave her eyes of blue,
A curly auburn head ;

I came to find the blue a green,
The auburn turned to red.

She boxed my ears this morning,
They tingled very much ;

I own that I could wish her
A somewhat lighter touch ;

And if you were to ask me how
Her charms might be improved,

I would not have them added to,
But just a few removed !

She has the bear's ethereal grace,
The bland hyena's laugh,

The footstep of the elephant,
The neck of the giraffe ;

I love her still, believe me,
Though my heart its passion hides ;" She is all my fancy painted her,"
But oh ! how much besides !

The comparative indifference of the
world to his serious works on mathe
matics and its clamorous approval of
his illuminated nonsense were almost
unpleasant to Mr. Dodgson in his later
years. But after all the popular em
phasis was doubtless right. The world
will always admit the superior useful
ness of the multiplication table, but it
prefers the "Mad Hatter's" table to
any table of logarithms and the propo
sitions of the " Walrus " to those of
Euclid. Notwithstanding the approv
ing pats given to " the man with his
fact," the man with his fancy is the
man who finds his way into the heart
and memory of mankind. Especially
is this so when that fancy is like Lewis
Carroll's, a pure and sympathetic one,
which carries the reader away from the
sad, grown-up world of disillusions back
into the wonderland of childhood.

When one remembers that Mr. Dodg
son, though intensely fond of children,
lived and died in the " long polar night
of bachelorhood "

(with acknowledg
ments to James Lane Allen), it is but
natural for a grateful reader to heave
a sympathetic sigh or two. For Rumor,
though one would not repeat all her
whisperings, or question her too closely,
hints that there was a real Alice in a
real Wonderland, who became a dream
to the dreamer, and the smiles of the
tales we know died away, perchance, in
sighs beneath the vest of an Oxford
Don. For despite the gayety of his rol
licking verses, one feels in his letters
and all his life a profoundly sad under
tone, which is perhaps most distinctly
voiced in a poem of his later years:

I could not see, for blinding tears,
The glories of the west :

A heavenly music filled my ears,
A heavenly peace my breast.

" Come unto me, come unto me —
All ye that labour, unto me—
Ye heavy laden, oome to me—

And I will give you rest."

Ellen Burns Sherman.
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Heredity.
By Clark Bell, Esq., LL.D., or New York, President Medico-Legal Congress.

Ribot, in his work on Heredity,
which is not only an authority but a

classic, defines heredity as
" that bio

logical law by which all beings endowed

with life tend to repeat themselves in
their descendants; it is for the species
what personal identity is for the indi
vidual."

This is universally conceded on man's

physiological side; but questions are

raised as to the psychology of hered

ity, and we are compelled to ask, are
mental characteristics, traits, virtues,
vices, passions and the emotional side

of man transmissible?
Certain characteristics have been gen

erally conceded, as thus existing and in
heritable and almost unquestionable.
Among these I will enumerate fecun

dity, longevity, and such personal char
acteristics as may properly be called

idiosyncrasies in the individual.
Schopenhauer says of heredity:

The most ordinary experience teaches
that in generation the combined seed of
the parents not only propagates the pe
culiarity of the species, but also those of
the individual, as far as bodily (objectives
external) qualities are concerned, and
this always has been recognized.
" Naturm sequltur semina quiaque suae."

Now whether this also holds good of
mental (subjectives internal) qualities,
so that these also are transmitted by the
parents to the children is a question
which has already often been raised,
and almost always answered in the af
firmative.

HABITS OF THE INDIVIDUAL.

Darwin notes a case of a peculiar
habit of hand motions in the father,
transmitted to his daughter, and pecul
iarities in handwriting clearly follow
this law. (Darwin, " Variation in Ani
mals and Plants," Vol. II., p. 6, 1868

edition.)
Can we say that the characteristics

of the senses are hereditary? Touch,
vision, hearing, taste; are they under
this law?

Congenital blindness is certainly; and

the deaf mute, if congenital, has, when
mated with another deaf mute, reason
able right to expect this defect in the

offspring.
Color blindness is undoubtedly hered

itary.
Smell in animals and man is beyond

doubt transmissible, and special and pe
culiar tastes in the parent are, as most
men believe, traceable in the offspring.

Memory and aphasia may be purely
physiological, and if so subject to the
law of heredity. Characteristics of
memory often relate to an individual,
as one can always remember a face or
the color of the eye, but with difficulty
a name; another the reverse. So far
as memory is physiological it is doubt
less under the law of heredity.

The classification of the poets made
by Eibot, and their origin, shows how
large a share of the imagination comes
under the law of heredity. The same
is true of musical taste, and painting, of
high artistic excellence, and attainment
in literature, and in the sciences.

Eibot's classification of authors and
their genealogy, leaves us little room to
doubt the transmissible influence of the
parent upon the offspring; now what
shall we say of the passions, the emo
tions, the vices of man?

AH breeders of animals, as the horse
and the dog, believe that courage and
game qualities are the result of intelli
gent breeding, and are hereditary quali
ties.

The thoroughbred horse is a result of
this belief in its production, as is the
trotting horse: and courage, tenacity,
and what horsemen call "game" qual
ities, determine not only the truth of
heredity, but the excellence of the prod
uct, in securing the result desired and

sought for.
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Experienced breeders study as care

fully the lineage and physical charac
teristics of the dam, as they do the sire,
in breeding the horse, and in my own

experience and observation, which has
been quite large, I have been led to re

gard the mother as rather the more im
portant factor, as I believe it to be in
man, in estimating character and quali
ties, especially in the higher types of
each.

Likes and dislikes which become
traits in the individual are beyond ques
tion reproduced in the offspring.

Ribot says:

That the passion known as dipsomania
or alcoholism is so frequently transmit
ted that all are agreed in considering it
hereditary as the rule; not, however, that
the passion for drink is always transmit
ted in that identical form, for it often
degenerates into mania, idiocy, halluci
nation, etc.

Conversely, insanity in the parents
may become alcoholism in the descend
ants.

Magnus Huss says:

A frequent effect of alcoholism is par
tial or total atrophy of the brain; the
organ is reduced in volume, so thai it no
longer fills the bony case. The conse
quence is a mental degeneration, which,
in the progeny, results in lunatics and
idiots.

The cases cited by Morel, of insanity
in the offspring, resulting from the fixed
disease of inebriety in the parent, com
bined with our own personal experience
and observation of those closely associ
ated or known intimately to us, in our
own lives and experience, have led us all
to look at this relation of inebriety be

heredity to insanity so as not to leave it
an open question for discussion. (Morel," Fraites des Degeneracies," p. 103.)

Abnormalities of the sexual passions
are beyond question transmitted to
the offspring. Other vices and propen
sities are undoubtedly in the same cate
gory as are avarice, theft, and criminal
instincts.

Dr. Despines's Genealogy of the
Christian Family (Despine, Vol. II., p.

40), and Mr. Gerard's tracing of Our
American Mother of Criminals, leave
little room for doubt that criminal in
stincts and tendencies are hereditary.

Insanity, which is a physical disease,
must be regarded as a pathological con
dition, and it is

,

in accordance with the
laws of heredity, transmissible.

Inebriety, as a disease, is under the
same law when it becomes a distinct
state or condition in a pathological
sense. Hence insanity in all its forms,
mania, dementia, melancholia, with sui
cidal tendencies, being the result of an
organic disease affecting the organic
structures, is as liable to be traceable
in the offspring as an organic defect
would be in an animal.

I have bred a great many horses, per
haps more than one hundred. If the
mother has a spavin she would not be
used. Her colts would not necessarily
have spavins, but the spavin is the re
sult of a physical weakness in that part
of the leg, and her get would have a

tendency to that weakness, which soon
er or later, especially under severe usage
or strain, would result in a spavin on
the colts; perhaps not till late in his
life, but rather certain to develop sooner
or later.

Brierre du Boismont, Voltaire, Mo-
reau of Tours, Lucas, Esquirol, all rec
ognized this tendency.

Esquirol saw, at the Salpetriere, in
Paris, an idiot woman, the mother of
two daughters and a son, all idiots.

Haller quotes two noble families
where idiocy appeared in the fourth or
fifth generation after its first appear
ance.

Pibot is of the opinion that the cases
of hereditary insanity represent from
one-half to one-third of the whole num
ber (" Pibot on Heredity," p. 131), and
he quotes Moreau of Tours as plac ing
nine-tenths: Maudsley, from one-fourth
to less than one-half. In hi? fifty cases
cited, sixteen were hereditary, or about
one-third.

Shakespeare says:

" Cowards father cowards, and base
things sire base."

" Cymbeline," IV., 2.
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Who shall say how much the warlike
Philip's fondness for power and love of
conquest, bequeathed to his great and
illustrious son, Alexander the Great,
came under this law.

Nero was a lineal descendant of the
Olaudian family, from which came Ti
berias and Caligula, and the terrible
atrocities which marked his career and
reign commenced in his grandfather,
were more strongly developed in his own
father, and became fully developed in
him.

His mother was Agrippina, a Bac
chante.

If we look at Soman history we learn

that the father of the great General
Hannibal was Hamilcar, a worthy sire
of so great a son. The son of Miltiades
vas Cimon, and the illustrious and no
ble Scipios show how the grand charac
ter of the father passed to the son.

Illustrious examples of the heredity
of vice and criminal instincts may be
found on every page of history.

Caesar Borgia, hideous and execrable,
was the exact image and counterpart
of his father, Pope Alexander VI.

The Queen called Bloody Mary, was
the daughter of the bloodthirsty tyrant
Henry VIII., of England, by his first
marriage.

How to Study Phrenology.
Rev. F. W. Wilkinson.

,( Continued from page 382, Vol. J08.)

Perhaps in passing from the in
terior it would be wise on my part just
for a moment to dwell upon " the other
things" and the "being equal." Un
fortunately too many persons have
taken it, maybe one fact, viz., " Size a

measure of power
" and have neglected

the points of reservation or limitation
and have brandished this one fact be

fore our eyes, and have brought what
was considered a practical refutation of
this principle. It is wonderfully easy

to make snow men or even men of straw
and knock them down again, and it may
be easy to take part of an argument or
statement and pulverize it; that is what
our opponents do, because they don't
know any better. But what about these
other things? Well there is the texture
of skin, fineness of hair, quality of con
stitution, temperament, nature of bony
system, and other things which go to
make up the same difference between
men as between thoroughbred animals;
and if we bear these features in mind
we shall not be led astray. I am aware
that to distinguish quality with some
persons is not a very easy process; but
just as a painter has to learn to dis

tinguish very closely between different
blends, and as a cattle-dealer will with
almost, half a glance distinguish between
the qualities of various cattle, so must
the student of Phrenology learn to do
this in a practical form. But the true
student will not rest satisfied with the
exterior, he will want to know some
thing about the brain and its substance,
he will be desirous not simply to read
descriptions of it

,

of its various cover
ings and of the functions they perform,
of the various parts and where they are
situated, of the extent of the hemi
spheres and lobes, of the difference
between the cerebrum and the cerebel
lum. He will want to know its compo
sition, its gray matter and white matter,
the proportions of each, and their dis
tinguishing features besides that of
color; the functions of each. He will
be desirous to become acquainted with
the commissures, fissures, and convolu
tions; to know the geography of the
brain as well as that of the skull, and to
become as fully conversant with its
topography as possible. Then if he pos
sibly can, he will see a brain dissected,
noticing its different ventricles and!
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parts; how these affect each other. He
will be desirous to become acquainted
with the structure of the cranial nerves
and their positions, and how each one

accomplishes its work and adds to the

harmony and comfort of the whole man.
The various parts of the brain will not
only come under review, but each will
become a subject for deep thought and

study, and he will find that the more he
thinks about the brain with its complex
movements and its complications, the
more wonderful will the subject appear,
and the greatness of the work to be ac

complished in the study of Phrenology
will manifest itself. It is not my pur
pose here to describe the brain, its func
tions, and parts, it is only to show how

to study it
,

and the more thorough a

person's acquaintance with it is
,

the bet
ter for himself and for those he may be

wishful to help or instruct. I need not
say that a knowledge of physiology and

hygiene is exceedingly helpful. At least
the more you know about the constitu
tion of the man the better. You will
perceive from the remarks already made
that you will not be able to study Phre
nology from a shilling book. It would
be well for the student to get the best
and most complete works and study
them thoroughly. Get to know the his
tory of Phrenology, together with that
of its founder and first leaders, and
study its progress up to the present
time.

Notes and Comments.
By Db. M. L. Holbrook.

A MIND TO LET.
Professor Crookes, in his presidential

address before the Society for Psychical
Research, states that a majority of men
of science are occasionally forced to
write off as worthless a considerable
part of their knowledge, and that it is

of great advantage to them to do so, for

it lightens the intellectual burden they
have to carry, and leaves them free to

explore new fields. To this he adds
that he has often found it necessary to
write " to let " over some of the vacant

spaces of the mind. By "to let" is

meant that here is an opening for new

thought on a new line of research —
research in fields neglected or unoccu

pied. It is to this flexibility of mind,
he says, he is indebted largely to his
discoveries in fields where others did
not care to tread.

If Professor Crookes, so eminent in
many departments of science, can with

advantage write " to let " over some of
the empty chambers of his mind, how
much more so can those of us who oc

cupy lower planes? We all of us hug
opinions which we have acquired by
reading and much study, opinions
which have no value and which burden
our brains and prevent us from progress.
Why do we not at the beginning of the
year cancel them, and write " to let "

on the chambers they have occupied in
our heads? In this way progress may
be made and new growth acquired.

BE MORE PHILOSOPHICAL.
Walter L. Sheldon, in an address be

fore the Ethical Society of St. Louis,
on " Why prosperity does not always
bring happiness," says there is sense in
the notion of being philosophical. It
means seeing things in their right re
lations and proportions, and in being
able to know in advance what is inevi
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table. " If," he says,
" the American

people could acquire a little more of
the spirit of philosophy they would get
a great deal more satisfaction out of
their prosperity, because by means of
such philosophy they might be able to

keep their expectations on the proper
level. Disappointment would not be
so keen. There is nothing much more

bitter than the going to pieces of our
expectations. It gives a shock to the

moral character. We accomplish some

thing, therefore, if we can save people
from some of these disillusions by giv
ing them warning in advance. Money
can buy a degree of happiness. Having
a little more money may make it more

possible for us to get a little more happi
ness. The relationship is really there.

The mistake of the philosopher has

been in denying any connection there

at all. But money or prosperity can

not guarantee happiness. That is the

important distinction. It cannot give
happiness wholesale. Take it alto

gether the American people are hap

pier to-day than they were two or three

years ago. But they would be still hap

pier if they took a little of this philos
ophy into consideration and did not
expect that as long as their bank ac

count of prosperity held out they could
draw indefinitely on the stock of hap
piness. They cannot do it. Why? I
can only answer in the statement made

before: Because they are not built that
way."

PLACE FOR OLD PEOPLE.

It is said that there are more old peo

ple, those more than one hundred years
old, in the tropics than in cold climates.

Central America and Mexico are noted

for the large number of centenarians.

It is true many of these people do not
know how old they are, and when they
get past sixty or seventy often jump up
to one hundred almost by a bound; yet

despite all this many are very old.
Dr. Belis, who has practised medicine

many years in Central America and in
Mexico, counsels Europeans who wish

for a long life to settle in the tropics.
The sunshine of these lands is the best
of doctors. Northerners go South,
says he, in their craving for more light
and more warmth— that is to say, for
more sunshine. They will find what
they want in the tropics, though with
two drawbacks: one is malaria, the
other is alcoholism. He contends that
" the first of these evils is only dan

gerous for those who play with the sec

ond." The man who wishes to live long
in the tropics must be an abstainer
from alcohol. The number of " trop
ical nonagenarians

" is, the doctor fur
ther points out, surprising, even after
a few years have been deducted from
some of the old men and women, who
take a pride in exaggerating their age.
Those who age early are invariably
great drinkers. Men and women who
have passed their seventieth year are
often remarkable for their mental and
bodily vigor. He mentions an old gen
tleman of ninety-eight who has lately
married a fifth time, and is rejoicing
in the birth of a son!

THE ABDOMINAL BRAIN.

" In all mammals there exist two
brains of almost equal importance to
the individual and to the race. One
is the cranial brain, the instrument of
mental progress and physical penetra
tion; the other is the abdominal brain,
the instrument of nutrition and vis
ceral rhythm. A study of the abdom
inal brain brings to light most impor
tant and instructive facts. In the
cranial brain resides consciousness.
Here is the seat of progress, mental or
moral, and in it lies the instinct to pro
tect life, and the fear of death. But in
the abdomen there exists a brain which
presides over organic life. Its chief
functions are nutrition and visceral

rhythm. In this abdominal brain are

repented all the physiological and path
ological manifestations of nutrition and

rhythm of the viscera. It controls
nourishment and secretion. It initi
ates, sustains, and prohibits rhythms.
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It receives sensations and transmits
motion. It is an automatic nervous
centre. In short, it is a nervous gan
glion possessing rhythmical power.
The abdominal brain is situated around
the root of the celic axis and superior
mesenteric artery. It lies just behind
the stomach, consists of a blended
mesh-work of nervous ganglia, and is
made up of the union of the splanch-
nics, the pneumogastrics, and the right
phrenic. A general summary of the
abdominal brain is that it presides over
nutrition, controls circulation, controls
gland secretion, presides over the or

gans of generation, and influences in a

dominant, though not an absolute, con
trol its peripheral visceral automatic

ganglia. Its thousands of distributing
and communicating fibres represent the

conducting cord. The various gangli
onic machines located in each viscus

represent the periphery."
Good health is largely, though not

absolutely, dependent on a well devel

oped abdominal brain. It is often
called the solar plexus, often the sym
pathetic nervous system. It is

,

in truth,
an abdominal brain.

THE MAGIC OF A SPLENDID
PHYSIQUE.

The Greeks worshipped, so to speak,
physical perfection; and, instinctively,
most of us do the same. In proof of

this read what Mr. Higginson says of
Daniel Webster:

" Where a man's mere physique is so

magnificent that it is two-thirds of the
battle, why should he make a long
speech? Why shouldn't he present
what he has to say in the simplest pos
sible manner? And that magnificent
simplicity gave him [Webster] a large

portion of his power and saved him
from the necessity of rhetorical flour
ishes—almost too much. When my old

school-mate. James Russell Lowell —
one of the most brilliant and penetrat
ing of Americans—after Webster's
death, was to write a critical essay on
him, I remember he was surprised in

reading over his speeches to find what

a commonplace man he was, and he said
that if anybody but Webster had said
those things they would have made lit
tle impression.

" Once, at a Phi Beta Kappa oration, •

which Edward Everett was giving at

Cambridge, in the midst of one of those

elaborately and exquisitely balanced

periods, there suddenly swelled up a

subdued roar of applause among that
cultivated audience, and I looked up to
see what had happened. There I saw
Mr. Webster coming from the back

ground, with his majestic figure, strong,
solid, massive, with great luminous
black eyes, and a face of such massive

strength and power that you felt the
mere presence of it was enough to ap
plaud. And as this applause hushed,
the words of the orator, who was speak
ing of the influence of the Greek and
Latin classics in the world and their
continued importance, he looked up,
saw Mr. Webster, and said: 'Tell us,
sir, if this is not true, you who know
better than anybody else.' And the

' god-like Daniel,' as they used to call
him, simply inclined his head a little.

I don't know whether he heard the sen

tence or remembered a word of Greek
since his college days, but when Web
ster simply nodded assent, it was like
the nodding of Jove."

PHRENOLOGY AND THE COMPLEX
NATURE OF CHILDREN.

It is because of the complex nature of
our children that we need to take many
things into account, and particularly
phrenological knowledge, to the rearing
of the young. The complex child is the
teacher's problem. He presents himself
to the teacher as the product of a very
significant past. We find that heredity,
environment, and education, have all been
exerting very silent but strong influences
in shaping his career; in teaching the re
sults of these influences must be reck
oned with. Influences have been scat
tered around a child for good or evil:
what we need to-day is to preserve the
good and crowd out the evil, so that the
tendencies may not have an opportunity
to show themselves which would be detri
mental to the child.
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" The best mother is she who studies the peculiar character of each child and acta wlth'well
1 judgment upon the knowledge so obtained."

Child Culture.

SOME POINTS OF CONTRAST.

By Uncle Joseph.

Fig. 522.—Andrew Charles G. Wel-
don, Grenfell, Canada. —This lad is an

exceptional one in many respects, and
we give his portrait to show how excep
tionally clear his temperamental condi
tions are. It will be readily noticed that
he has a fine quality of organization, all
the conditions of his being are high-

eighteen, provided he is not coerced or
urged on too fast while he is still in his
boyhood. He needs more chest power
and breadth for his amount of brain,
and not only does his size of brain count
in his case, but the accompanying qual
ity speaks for so much. If he weighed
one hundred and twenty pounds in-

FIO. 522. —ANDREW CHARLES O. WELDON, GRENFELL, CANADA.

Circnmferencc of head. 21 : height. 1-1X ; length, 14 ; height, o feet f>X inches : weight. 110: hair, brown ; eyes,
grey-blue ; complexion, fuir ; iige. In. Will make a professor, writer, mathematician.

keyed, he is constituted to feel things
very acutely, and cannot give up a task
or relinquish a purpose, or forego an
ambition without considerable disap
pointment. His brain has taken the
start of his body; we wish that two years
ago, when he was fourteen, that his body
had taken the initiative and started
ahead of his mentality; however, wo
look for better things when he is about

stead of one hundred and ten, with his
size of head (twenty-one inches) he
would be better balanced, his neck
would be larger, and his physical en
durance would be greater, and he would
not be subject to so many headaches.
He should be kept back rather than
pressed forward, and be given physical
work of a light nature to do, particularly
if it will take him out of doors. He
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should be encouraged to dig up the gar
den, and plant the flowers, and water

the plants in the conservatory, and feed

the chickens, and fetch home the cows,
and run errands; he will never want to

take exercise simply for the exercise; if
some object is attached to the work he

will get pleasure out of it
,

and this is

what should be aimed at. He is thor
oughly in his element when he is sur

rounded by his books, and will take to

his pen just as ducks take to water. It

do good and benefit humanity, and rea
son logically from a principle or fact.

Fig. 523.—A. E. Souter, Shelby,
Mich. —This lad is a born hustler, and
his photographs indicate great strength
of character. He is remarkable for his
self-possession, self-composure and ca

pacity to carry out a piece of work by
himself. He will need very little help
as he travels along in the world, for he
will find out things for himself, and will
know what he is about, consequently he

FIO. 523. —ALKKED LAVERNE SOUTElt.

Circumference of head, 21>; ; height, 14 ; letieth. 18X ; hnir, black : eye*, blue ; complexion, dark ; age, 10. Good
business man, or lawyer.

would not be surprising if he wanted to
sit up far into the night to invent and
bring out some new idea connected with
electric lighting or to save labor, but
he must not make too much of a drain
upon Dame Nature's preserves, hence
must seek his rest early in the evening
rather than sit up to see the company.
He is aboiit twenty-five years of age now,
and it will be hard to keep him within
his years. Literature, art, invention,
and high-class music will be his hob
bies, while his tastes will incline him to

will be a leading man wherever he is,
and will show remarkable skill in prac
tical affairs. He will he fond of read
ing up matters, and his reading will he
of a useful character, for instance, he
will bo fond of biography, history, and
the laws of his country, also internation

a
l

law. He will he very sagacious and
understanding the rights of people, and
will early be inclined to direct, control,
and give advice to others. He is more
in his element when he is doing this
than when he is following instructions.
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If you hear this lad say, How do you do
this, papa? you may know that it is a

pretty intricate piece of work for a lad
of his years to understand, for he would
much rather work a thing out himself
than trouble anyone else for it.

His language will be to the point. He
will not trouble to talk unless he has

something to say, and if he has been to a

picnic or an excursion, and his mother
asks him when he comes home what he
has seen he will tell her in as few words
as possible, and be off on some other
work. He will always have plenty on
hand to do. for he is not an idle boy.
He would like to go into a machine shop
and watch the engines revolving and see

how one part fits into another and re

peats its motions.
If he were engaged in the study of

navigation his object would be to in
crease the speed of travel, and as we
have already found that ocean travel in
the next century is going to be phe
nomenal, compared with the present
speed, he would be just the one to un
derstand that increased rate and glory
in it. It will not take him long to make

up his mind on any important work
connected with science, and on this ac

count he will be in his element when
he has to start people to work. If he
were captain of a fire brigade he would
be remarkable for the trained men he
would have under him, and he would
have no men to do his work who did not
understand any job he put them to. He
is a thoroughly conscientious lad, but
has not much agreeableness, youthful-
ness, blandness, and buoyancy.

He has already taken on the voice and
manner of his father, and wishes to be
considered out of his boyhood. Noth
ing could insult him more at the present
time than for him to be considered a

little boy and obliged to go to bed early,
for he delights to sit up to hear the elder
ones talk, particularly if he can join in
and say a word upon what he thinks is
right. He will be very strict in his dis
cipline, both of himself and others. If
he promises to do a thing he will do it,
and nothing will shake him from his

resolution. He is an exceedingly perse
vering lad, and will use his influence

right and accomplish a great deal dur
ing his lifetime.

He will not be scared with ghost
stories, or in fact any fear of animals.
He would as soon go out and hunt a

bear as not; but what would be notice
able of the lad if he went would be that
he prepared himself with necessary am
munition to accomplish the feat of
bringing home the bear's head, and
without losing a drop of blood himself.
He knows how to grapple with difficul
ties, and he feels so much power within
himself that it will be somewhat diffi
cult for him to recognize his own

strength without going to some ex
tremes.

His ear indicates longevity and his

jaw shows will-power, dogged determi
nation to succeed in the study he pur
sues.

He should have as good an education
as possible, for he will repay anyone
who gives him this, and he will make a

better citizen and possess a keener pub
lic spirit if he is educated either for the
commercial world or for the study of
law. We mention the latter because he
would be good in argument and debate,

because he is not afraid of expressing his

opinions and because he is conscientious
in carrying out his duties and obliga
tions with men. He would be good in
cross-examining witnesses, and would
know exactly what questions to ask. He
would be more than an ordinary lawyer,
for he would rise to the position of ex

ert and make a special line of discovery
is delight. He will have, however,

some drawings toward the life and work
of a mechanical engineer. If we are not
considerably mistaken his constructive-
ness is well represented, and he will
want to organize, construct, and work
out from a pattern some of his original
ideas. Therefore, it will not be easy for
him to decide all at once what he would
like to be, for he will find so many
things to entertain him, and he will not
be easily satisfied with any until he has-

made a good trial of each.

P
h
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The Motherhood of the Twentieth Century.
Shall my child become a criminal or

& respected member of society?
" The preparation for motherhood

should commence one hundred years
before the birth of the child," said Oli
ver Wendell Holmes. This should be

written on every woman's heart and
conscience, and handed down from
mother to daughter in every land. We
cannot begin too soon to agitate the
need of more enlightened motherhood;
and while talking with mothers every
day we are astonished to find they plead
ignorance of their own children's nat
ure, hence they cannot reasonably ex

pect the best results.

Napoleon once sagely remarked,
" What France needs is mothers." I
trust it will never be said of America,
the land of mothers, congresses, and
mothers' clubs. Still the great mass
of motherhood is sadly wanting in that
knowledge that comes after the chil
dren are born and which should have
been gained previously.

Time and money are spent on per
sonal adornments which might more
profitably be given to the study of sub

jects that deal with pre-natal condi
tions.

Sorrow and weeping might often be

saved if timely thought had only been
given to the preparation of the unborn
child.

While I am decidedly optimistic in
my views regarding the future mother
hood of the race, still we must face
boldly the question asked at the head of
our paper, namely, Shall my child be
come an criminal or a respected member
of society?

We as women have the problem much
in our own hands to determine, even if
the father is a dipsomaniac and curses
and swears, for the mother's influence
on the child she carries has weight in
counteracting whatever influence or
taint he may have given it. So many
proofs have we of this fact that we are
thoroughly convinced that if every
mother knew this, she would not spend

her time in bewailing her environments,
but would make her own mental at

mosphere for her child's growing and
sensitive nature. We begin at the

wrong end when we punish a child for
doing what he has seen others do.

In the criminal world we find an-
thropometrical measurements are be

ing taken of the criminal's physical
characteristics, and his head, face, ears,
hands, and feet, etc., are measured with
scrupulous care and scientific accuracy,
every deviation from the normal being
noted.

But is this enough? Oh no: in too

many cases the rosebud has already
been blighted, and the apple contains
a canker-worm before maturity begins;
even in the embryonic stage of flower
and fruit are to be seen these parasites.

We do not want to wait and see what
evil tendencies have been inherited be
fore we do anything to form a beautiful
character; we must begin at the com
mencement of the seed sowing, at the
foundation of life itself, at its incipi
ent stage, and not when the thief has
been caught in the act and is in the
hands of the law.

When were these perverted natures

taught their evil ways, and why do such
habits cling so tenaciously to them?

Heredity and environment have to
answer for the development of mind,
body, and character; and not only in
one generation do we find the taint, but
in many succeeding ones.

Hence the mother has been given the
great responsibility of moulding the
morals of her future unborn child.

Compare the life of Ishmael and
Isaac. The life of Hagar was im
planted before Ishmael's birth; she had
been at war with others for her own ex
istence, and to-day in the Bedouin of
the desert we find the effect of pre
natal influence, though more than three
thousand years have passed.

Can mothers afford to treat lightly
such a precious prerogative?

History also points to the influence
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that the mothers of many great men
have given to their sons good and
bad heritage. The mothers of Napo
leon, Nero, Washington, Lincoln, Bis
marck. Guiteau, and the Pomeroy boy,
have had just as much responsibility
in the determining their children's
character, as Hagar of old, during that
period when nature is building the

physical and mental temple, for the

coming man or woman to live in.
History is full of illustrations where

a blot on the brain and character of
the father or mother has been inten
sified in the child, and then the re
sult has been a sad story of crime. Ad
artist takes every pains to produce a

beautiful picture from his living model;
while a mother, through her actions,
thougth, feeling, and work before the
birth of her child, produces a human
picture, more valuable than the costli
est painting, yet how many deformed,
crooked, and imperfect images there
are.

Sometimes the taint of intemper
ance or vice of one form or another has

impressed the parents until the delicate

organisms have reproduced their own
weaknesses. If we build up our chil
dren's bodies by the food they take,
must not their characters be formed by
the activity that is given to the various
faculties of their minds and the every
day influences that surround them be
fore, as well as after their birth. We
have our societies and clubs for " Child
Culture," can we not say a word that
will make mothers stop and think deep
ly of conditions before the child is
born? For it lives over again the life
of its parents. One mother carried her
child in the atmosphere of profane lan
guage and drinking habits, and so great
was her fear for the consequences that
they might have on the child, that she

fought against them and filled her
mind with counteracting influences
and had a beautiful image constantly
before her. She bore a child that was
as near an angel as possible; she would
not let the angry words have any influ
ence over her, and she saved her child
from a quiver-full of evil thought and
habits.

By a knowledge of the elements of
the mind and the functions of the
brain, a parent can stimulate the ones
that he wishes to encourage.

AVhat is more easy than for the little
one to imitate what it sees done?

Physiologically speaking, we know
that poisons affect the delicate nerve-
tissue and brain-cells of the adult
through alcohol, tobacco, and opium,
and that they influence a person to do

many criminal acts; yet how many
mothers poison the brain substance of
their infants by the taking of beer, por
ter, alcohol, thinking they are only
strengthening themselves and not in
juring their little ones. Instead of
which their growing brains are mad
dened, perverted, and stimulated to
commit sin and crime.

I know of many mothers who have
talked with me of their ignorance in
these matters, and we wish our warning
could go out in time to hundreds of
their sisters who are ignorantly making
it easy for their children to do wrong
and difficult for them to do right.
Every parent knows or should know
that the education of the child begins
with the dawn of its existence, so that
parents should prepare themselves for
parenthood and give their very best,
both of body and mind, to the forming
of the new life.

The joy of every parent should be to
produce the very best environments
possible. J. A. F.

The Inventive Faculty.
Walter K. Palmer, M.E., Lawrence, Kansas.

I have found a peculiar interest and ity to produce what we term an " inven-
fascination in noting the mental char- tion," and in following, in so far as it is
acteristics of those who possess the abil- possible, the mental processes whereby
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an invention is evolved. And it has

seemed hopeful, too, that from these

observations might result, perhaps,
some knowledge which would prove of
value in bringing forth and stimulating
this creative faculty in our students.

Data for such a study are at first not
easy to obtain, but an intimate acquaint
ance with one who possessed this fac

ulty in the highest development gave
an insight which has made it possible
to trace, in many instances, the steps
that led through a maze of intricate
operations, mental and material, to the

complete invention.
The finished invention, standing

complete, wonderful in its simplicity
and absolute fitness, is the marvel of
all. In those who can see nothing but
the accomplished fact, it produces a

strange feeling of wonder and admira
tion. But to those who can see beyond,
into the mental workshop whence it
came, how much more of meaning at
taches to it.

First of all, we see that there was in
the beginning a problem, a clearly
stated, definite end toward which to
work. Before any step could be taken
the object to be attained must have been
determined in all its details. There can
be nothing vague, else the work when

begun will be aimless and unproductive.
Every desirable feature of the solution
must be clearly imagined and distinctly
held in mind, while everything not ab
solutely essential is excluded. No com

promise is to be permitted, if a truly
great result is sought — the ideal reali
zation of the desired end, in all its de
tails must be in clear outline before the
mind and held there constantly in
view.

Then comes the mental review of all
applicable principles, experiences with
similar problems, and old forms and de

vices which, perchance, may contribute
in some way to the accomplishment of
the result. Last of all is the embodi
ment in actual dimensions. If an in
tricate machine be the subject every
motion will be performing its part in
relation to every other, before the mind

of the inventor, before a thought is

given to the actual final proportions.
This, then, is the way the inventor

works— first, a problem clearly con
ceived — then a solution in abstract

principle, conforming, however, to

physical considerations, derived by re

peated trials and eliminations —then
the embodiment in practical propor
tions.

Seeing thus the steps, what, then, are
some of the requisites which a success
ful inventor must possess? The first
is naturally great knowledge of all sub

jects pertaining to the field of his in
ventive work. His mind must be
stocked with details —intricate, diffi
cult details of experience, of study and
of observation. And there must be that
vividness of imagination which will en
able him to pass all of these in review
before his mind—every form, principle,
fact, and formula, clearly, quickly, and
systematically, by classes and kinds, as

sociated and related, so that from
among them all may be chosen those
immediately helpful. Then with this
imaginative power of reviewing stored
knowledge, there must be that creative
imagination which at will can conjure
up new shapes, form new combinations,
twist old forms to new ends, or modify
old ideas, formulae, or methods to meet
new requirements.

Then there must be a strong will
power — a tireless determination coup
led with the power of abstraction in
a high degree. For success only comes
by holding constantly before the mind's
eye the full realization of the desired
result, never yielding, never compro
mising, applying, and trying ever}' rele
vant item of knowledge, and excluding
sharply every thought not clearly in
the direction of the desired end.

And withal, there must be a certain
indefinable "

sense of fitness," an intui
tive judgment, to make possible an
harmonious and artistic whole, and
which when rules and science fail will
point the way to an attempt, a sort of
genius akin to the poetic, which must
be innate.
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Is Brain Power Deteriorating ?

FROM TWO POINTS OF VIEW.

It is generally agreed among scholars

that the ancient Greek brain rep

resented the high-water mark of the

human intellect, from which the tide

is now steadily receding. Even Mr.

Gladstone was free to confess that, in

his opinion, the brains of the modern

generation of Britons showed a de

terioration of power as compared with

the brain-power of the Elizabethan pe

riod.

A writer in " The Nineteenth Cen

tury "
argues the matter from four

standpoints, as is stated in the " Liter
ary Digest." First, he says, the tre

mendous increase of knowledge, and

the consequent increased demand upon
the receptive faculties, which are devel

oped at the expense of the creative

faculties. He illustrates this at length

by comparing the accumulations of

knowledge in mathematics, through
which the student must now find his

way before he can begin to do original

work, with that in the days of the an

cient Greeks, when Euclid represented

the farthest limits of teaching, beyond

which the student had to depend upon

his own researches and reflections. The

same consideration applies to other

forms of learning, and our modern sys

tem of education has perforce become

one of constant cultivation of the re

ceptive powers and the constant neglect

of the creative powers, tending to de

velop clever, ready, and shallow wits at

the expense of real original talent and

self-reliant brains.

The second reason for brain deterio

ration is " the mental impatience of the

age," indicated by the small sale of

serious, solid books and the increase in

reading of newspapers, novels, and va

rious other forms of hop-skip-and-jump
literature; indicated also by the un

popularity of sermons that call for any

sustained attention. As the habit of

steady and sustained thought is a fun
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damental requisite of real brain-power,
this tendency in our reading is destruc

tive. Probably 99 per cent, of our

Anglo-Saxon race (" emphatically a

race of workers rather than thinkers")
do not to-day cultivate the mental habit

of sustained thought and resist the

temptation to mere brain dissipation.
The levelling and democratic spirit of

the age is also responsible for the de

crease in original power. The monarch

must lean upon his ministers and peo

ple; the ministers must reckon with

badly enlightened constituencies; the

members of Parliament are bound to

the caucuses and party leaders. Per

sonal judgment and individual opinion
are at a discount. The centralization

of industrial and commercial power

operates in the same way for business

men and workmen. Even artists and

professional men are hampered by the

hard conditions of hurry, worry, com

petition, and overpressure which the

democratic spirit has imposed.

And, lastly, the steadily increasing

mammon-worship of the age, and the

growing love of luxury and opulent

ease, are unfavorable to the production
of master-minds. This is the root

cause of "the scanty development of

really first-rate and commanding intel

lect" in the United States; and the

same cause prevails largely, though not

to the same extent, in Great Britain.

In conclusion, the writer expresses a

not very vivid hope that great world-

movements are even now in progress
^jinder the surface which will in the

futtrffi eventuate a new order of things,

set up w^eithier ideals of sacrifice and

devotion, an3^p«>duce a new race of

greater exponents an\d apostles.

The writer makes o^t
a pretty good

case, and evidently belieY'68 i° the di

visibility of the faculties of the mind,

for he considers the retentive faculties

are over-stimulated at the expense of

the creative or orginating ones, so that

the mind is crowded with facts, on the

one hand, and it is not asked to do any

hard thinking on its own account. But
is this really the case? Let us examine

what another well-known writer says

on the deterioration of the race.

Professor W. J. McGee, head of the

Ethnological Bureau, TJ. S. A., holds
an optimistic view of mankind.

He says mankind is growing better,

that we are stronger, physically, men

tally, and morally. He says, notwith

standing what the croakers say respect

ing the offspring of to-day, they are

growing healthier, stronger, brainier;

they are larger, more fleet of foot and

strong of limb, more quick to think and

to do; they know more, work more, ac

complish more, and are better fit for

the life that they lead to-day. Con

trary to a wide-spread and general im

pression, they are less given to the ex

cessive use of liquors and of tobacco

than they once were; they are more re

ligious and more moral.

He says man is at the high-water
mark of his development as compared

with the past; and, looking forward, it
may safely be predicted, in view of the

present progress, that the 1,500,000,000

of human beings who inhabit the globe

are waking; that we are but on the eve

of a development which will as far
transcend that of the present as the pres

ent surpasses that of centuries ago. He
says it is totally wrong to say that the

son of to-day is not physically, mental

ly, and morally equal to his father, and

the son of to-morrow will prove a bet

ter man in every way than the father of

to-day. He will far surpass in these
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elements the grandfather of yesterday.

The world is moving onward and up

ward. As men grow old, their mental

ity reverts, and they appreciate more

keenly the triumphs, the struggles, the

achievements of their younger days.

What is good and what is great in the

past comes keenly to them. With Mark

Antony they are too willing to believe

that the evil that men do lives after

them, while the good is too often in

terred with their bones.

But, the professor continues, the

stores of useful knowledge which men

are accumulating, the good that they

are doing, is not buried with them.

Knowledge may be transferred indefi

nitely from party to party; yet no party

loses, though all may gain. He says

that if all grant that we are advancing
from the standpoint of mentality, yet

critics say, on the ground of physical

stamina, the present man is not equal

to the man of the past.

Professor McGee proceeds to give

some actuaries' tables which have been

exhumed from the ruins of Pompeii
and made by the insurance agents in

ancient Italy. When these were com

pared with similar ones in the United

States, it was discovered that the ex

pectation of life of the American citi
zen exceeds by eleven years the expec

tation of the ancient Italian.

Another important factor which

must be considered with the question

of the improvement of mankind, he

says, is that of stature. It is a fact

that the average American of to-day is

a taller man than the average founder
of this country. The average English
man of to-day is unable to encase him
self in the armor which his forebears

wore on either side at the battle of

Hastings. By way of comparison, it

might be noted that the American is

an inch taller.

These, among many other things
which were reported by James M.

Thompson, explained his reasons for
believing that mankind is growing bet

ter on every side, and that he is not

deteriorating, mentally or physically.
From a phrenological standpoint, we be

lieve that man is improving in the scale-

of development, and we are now pre

paring tables from our records of head

measurements and bodily weights and

heights which may throw some light on
the question. We cannot of course com

pare these with the head or hat meas

urements of any of our Greek or Ro
man worthies, for we had not the pleas

ure of examining their heads, nor do

we believe in taking size of head alone

as a measure of power; but where size

of head and quality of organization,
stature, and weight, correspond, then
we shall find power and the survival of
the fittest.

The objective mind is developed by

science, but we do not think that the

world is growing less creative or orig
inal. Certainly there were a few of the

ancient Greeks and Romans who stood

out as geniuses; but take the average

man of to-day and compare him with
the average man of earlier days, and he

will be seen to have advanced and im

proved considerably.

THE LIBRARY.

All readers of phrenological litera
ture will be well repaid in joining the

libraries of the American Institute of

Phrenology at the Fowler & Wells of

fice, or the Fowler Phrenological Insti
tute, London, where the works on all

subjects touching on character and edu
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cation. Phrenology, and physiognomy
are fully treated upon. The subscrip

tion for membership is small when

compared with many club dues, and

will amply repay the diligent searcher

after truth.

LIBBABY.
In this department we give short reviews of

such New Books as publishers see Jit to send us
In these reviews we seek to treat author and
publisher satisfactorily and justly, and also to

furnish our readers with such information as
shall enable them, to form an opinion of the de
sirability of any particular volume for person
al use. It is our wish to notice the better class
of books issuing from the press, and we invite
publishers to favor the Editor with recent publi
cations, especially those related in any way to
mental and physiological science. We can sup
ply any of the books noticed at prices quoted

" The New Pacific," by Herbert Howe
Bancroft. The Bancroft Company.
New York.
When one reads a book on a subject

in which he is particularly interested,

the writer so as to compare one's ideas
with the original. We give our read
ers who have not read " The New Pa
cific," a recent portrait of the author
of the above-named book. This picture
reveals to us at once the practicability of
Mr. Bancroft's mind. We have before us
his finely written book, called " The New
Pacific," which is so complete in its de
scription of this far-away quarter of the
globe that many minor books on the sub
ject could easily be wiped out of exis
tence. The work contains 724 pages of
genuine thought relative to the "far
East," and when one has completed the
reading of such a work as this, one feels
in possession of facts that must have
taken the writer many years to collect.
There are points which an ordinary ob
server or traveler would lose sight of, and
we are glad to be able to use Mr. Ban
croft's eyes and his fertility of brain to
increase our knowledge of that pertaining
to the hitherto unknowable country
around the Pacific coast. War, perhaps,
has one redeeming feature, if any; name
ly, that of bringing before the public the
geographical situation of countries that
are practically unknown. The war with
Spain has certainly taken us to the East,
where we have consulted our maps in re
gard to the Philippine Islands, and when

HERBERT HOWE BANCROFT.

he naturally forms an opinion and gen
eral idea of the writer. This has been
our practice for many years, and it is
quite interesting to see a portrait of

we examine a work like " The New Pa
cific." which treats of all the coast line
of the Pacific Ocean, we are greatly in
debted to the writer for his valuable in-
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formation. The work is not a mere geo
graphical survey of the surrounding
countries that border the Pacific Ocean,
but it is a digested amount of thought
upon these localities, and this is where
the value to the reader comes in. All
might study the map of the East, but it
requires a mind quickened with experi
ence and practical insight to deal with
" European Barbarism in America," " New
Naval Tactics," " War with Spain," ' The
Attitude of the Nations," " Europe in
Asia," " Inter-oceanic Communication,"
" Resources of the Pacific," " Climates of
the Pacific," " Mines and Manufactures,"
" The Commerce of the Pacific," " The
Terrestrial Paradise "; these are some of
the chapters which are introduced into
the book. It would seem also as though
the writer had added chapter by chapter
as he found the importance of giving his
further knowledge to others, and the book
is written in such an interesting way that
it would seem as though the writer did
not want to leave his subject, and as
though he clung to it with an enduring
friendship. This is the right kind of im
pression to give to the reader, for it gives
one the immense importance of whatever
is written.

To glance at the author's portrait for a
moment, we see a man of marked ability,
one whose physical as well as mental en
dowments are health}', one who receives
from the foundation of his bodily powers
much to sustain him mentally, and fur
ther a personal industry that is perfectly
remarkable. He is a man who should
make his mark in science or literature.
When passing through the Mediterranean
on our journey to Australia we passed the
renowned rock of Gibraltar; as we came
near to it we could see the clock on the
coast which was just striking the hour of
five; on close inspection we found there
were about one hundred and fifty cannons
peeping out from the edge of the cliff,
these we were told once a year are tired off
as a salute, the noise, as may be imagined,
is tremendous. In applying the above
statement we would like to say that many
organs of Mr. Bancroft's brain stand out
in bold relief the same as the Rock of Gib
raltar, as you get nearer to him and un
derstand his innate characteristics you
realize the minute power of his charac
ter, and all the stronger elements exhibit
themselves just as the cannon on the hill
or rock, and they are worth a close in
spection. His organ of Language is large,
hence his power to explain his ideas in a
free and copious manner. Firmness of
character is expressed in the height of
the head as well as in the nose and chin,
and his perseverance of spirit to continue
in an object or work is worthy of imita
tion by a large class of people to-day. His
works should have a large sale, and we

have not the slightest doubt but what
they will be influential in appealing to the
thoughtful side of humanity.

TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
Character Sketches from Photographs.

— New subscribers sending photographs for re
marks on their character vnder this heading
must observe the following conditions: Each
photograph must be accompanied by a stamped
and directed envelope for the return of the

photograph. The photograph or photographs
(for, where possible, two should be sent, one giv
ing a front and the other a side view) must be

good .ind recent ; and, lastly, each application
must b' accompanied by a remittance of fl.00
(5s. English ) for twelve months' subscription
to the Phrenological Journal. Letters to be

atldressed to Foivler $ Wells Co., New York,
or L. N. Fowler .y Co., London.

No. 485.— B. H.—Condon, Ore— The
photographs of this gentleman indicate
that he is exceedingly ingenious and full
of contrivances, and of bringing out some'

new ideas. He could apply these ideas
to business, and on this account is able
to see where to place goods, and where to
take advantage of circumstances. He ap
pears to be sharp and shrewd in matters
that pertain to his work; he is never
caught napping; he resents the thought
of any man taking undue advantage of
him. He is generous in his own way, and
likes to help and support others in their
work. He is firm and positive when he
knows he is right. This person should
have a full delineation of character if
these remarks do not cover the ground.

No. 486.— C. K.—Monmouth, Kan.—You
have an active brain, and it is easier for
you to do your own thinking. You have
brain substance and quality of organiza
tion which should give you intellectual
grasp of mind, and an interest in those
things that pertain to management. You
could control others and superintend
stock in business, and know exactly what
to do in times of emergency. You are
very firm, positive, and persevering in
your efforts, yet your sympathy some
times even over-rules your firmness. You
are cautious, anxious, and solicitous
about results, but do not like to run until
you have learned to walk. You possess
more power in front of your ears than
behind, consequently you will be in your
element when you are studying and work
ing out problems and increasing a busi
ness. You could succeed in literature,
particularly journalism and the publish
ing line.

No. 487.— T. S. S.— Buckhannon, W. Va.
—Your head is certainly worth a good
deal, and you had better use it well by
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coming up to the full status of your char
acter. You are somewhat impulsive and
fond of society, but you can correct the
one by controlling' your own desires,
and you can make the other serve you in
business or a professional line of work.
If you were to follow a business career
you would be a favorite in working off
goods, for persons would see in you a
ready compliance with their wishes;
while were you to study law you would
understand the technicalities of it, and
apply a good deal of original thought to
its investigation. Your perceptive intel
lect being strong you will be interested
in outdoor work and in following that
line of pursuit that will be favorable to
this line of work. If you can take up
study let it be law, for there are several
departments of it in which you could suc
ceed, particularly in the real estate busi
ness and in commercial law as applied to
the conditions of export trade and
finance. You appear to be a good talker,
hence you could express yourself well,
both in a professional career and in busi
ness.

No. 488— S. J. S— Knowles, Wis— You
possess a sharp, intelligent, and capable
mind, one that is intensely interested in
all progressive lines of work, and one
that could succeed well in practical
mathematics; you could apply them in
several directions such as to building and
contracting or engineering. If you took
up a business line and cultivated your
self at a business college you would be
fitted and adapted to commercial life.
You could wait on the company in an of
fice, and attend to the wants of callers
on a busy public man, and gradually work
up into the foremost ranks as an enter
prising man. You will never be content
to stay where you are, for you have the
real push about you that will succeed in
overcoming difficulties on a large scale.
The study of chemistry more in regard
to experimental work would be interest
ing to you, and if you take up some manu
facturing line of work this will be of ser
vice to you.

No. 489.— R. S. F.— San Francisco, Cal.
—Your photograph indicates intensity of
mind, a fine quality of organization, spe
cial endowments for business, and an in
terest in all that pertains to invention
and it would not be surprising if you
brought out one or two important inven
tions yourself. Comparison is a very
large faculty with you, and hence it will
have its due influence over your charac
ter. Order and calculation are also
large, consequently, you would make a
good accountant, bookkeeper, secretary,
or business manager. You have a respon
sive nature, and are interested in all that
is going on around you in reformatory
movements. Study hard and you will be
amply repaid for all your work.

No. 490. —Pekin, 111.—Your photograph
indicates unusual mental inquiry into the
process of things, you are not content to
let anything pass your notice without
making inquiry concerning it. You have
not the blind faith that will believe
everything, hence you would make a keen
investigator, and an active business man;
still more you will have influence in pub
lic matters, you will take a prominent
place if one at all, for you cannot very
well be content with playing second fid
dle to anyone else, and your talents will
bring you to the front. You will care
more for study than for business, though
you may take up business at the outset
of your career as a means to break
ground. You will succeed in an intel
lectual pursuit, particularly in literature,
and you apparently have a good deal of
appreciation for music and had better
give some attention in that direction.

OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions of General Interest only
will be answered in this department. But one
question at a time, and that clearly stated, must
be propounded, if correspondents expect vs to
give them the benefit of an early consideration.

If You Use a Pseudonym or Initials,
write your full name and address also. Some
correspondents forget to sign their names.

Q. T. Byland. —Lebanon, O.—We are
glad to note that in your last communi
cation you say you are building up an
office practice among the seven hundred
students of the National Normal Uni
versity, Lebanon, O. That is a good field
for labor, and we expect to hear good re
sults from your work.

B. F. Early.— Boston, Mass.—We are
glad to note that you are preparing a
number of addresses to be given before
the K. of G. in that city. We trust that
they will be thoroughly successful. We
have no doubt about the power of enter
tainment that you possess, for you are
so full of enthusiasm and alive on the
subject of mental science that you have
more than enough material to present
we are quite sure, and, therefore, you will
have as much pleasure in giving off your
ideas as others will have in listening to
them. We wish you every success in your
new office on Tremont Street.

(i. W. Wolfe.— Tremont, Wash.— You
are not alone in your desire to know-
about the frontal sinus, and we are pre
paring, for your benefit as well as others,
an article that will embrace some of your
queries. In the meantime we would re
fer you to the following books, " Brain
and Mind." " Heads and Faces." Combe's" Lectures on Phrenology," Br. Gall's
works, all of which will make 3-ou better
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acquainted with the extent, position, and
cause of its presence, and, further, how a
Phrenologist can be sure of its presence
when examining1 a head.

E. F. Creevy.— Chicago, 111.—We areglad
to know that you are settled in Chicago
and are making headway in Phrenology.
Many thanks for the Indian face which
you have sent us, it is truly a remark
able portrait. Bartelda Apache has a

more perfect outline of head than we
have ever seen on any Indian shoulders
before. There is something in the mouth
and nose that harmonises with Napoleon
Bonaparte. Being a splendid side view
we shall take pleasure in comparing it
with another head of imperfect form
very soon.

P. J. VV. —Washington. —The more we
study animal life, and all Phrenologists
and psychologists are obliged to recog
nize intelligence in animals, the more we
come to the conclusion that the element
ary proofs of Phrenology rest largely in
our animal kingdom. We shall, there
fore, take pleasure in showing from time
to time how animals indicate the divisi
bility of the faculties of the mind. The
fact daily becomes more evident that the
study of the mind is becoming more and
more of general interest; it is taken up
more in comparative study, and conse
quently, is being more universally ac

cepted as a necessary part of one's edu
cation.

r^WHAT PHRENOLOGISTS ARE7"

DOING.

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
PHRENOLOGY.

On Wednesday, December 6th, the
American Institute of Phrenology held
its second meeting of the session, when
Dr. McGuire, of Brooklyn, gave a very
interesting lecture on the " Choice of a
Profession, particularly the Medical Pro
fession." The address, which appears in
another page of the Journal, was unique
in character and was given from the
standpoint of an expert. Dr. McGuire
admits the use that Phrenology has been

to him in his medical work, and advises
others to take up a thorough study of
the science to better qualify them for
their life-work. Quite a number of med
icals were present to hear the lecture, and
the room was full of enthusiastic and ap
preciative friends and students. At the
close of the address two examinations
were made by Miss Fowler, one a man
ager of one of the most important dry-
goods firms in this city, who was a very
fine illustration of the work that he had
in hand to do, the other was a lady with
estimable talent, fine energies, and an
executive brnin, with considerable talent

for literature which she has already been
able to make use of. Phrenology was
able to discriminate these points, though
nothing had been previously said with re
gard to the occupation of either. A vote
of thanks was accorded to Dr. McGuire
for his able presentation of his subject.
Dr. McGuire's and Miss Dexter's addresses
will appear in next month's Joubnax.

The report of the Board of Examiners
for the special examination held in Oc
tober, 1899, at the close of this session
of the American Institute of Phrenology,
is as follows: After careful consideration
of the papers submitted, we have awarded
the following in order of merit: Mr.
Early, Massachusetts; Mr. Fowler, New
Jersey; .Mr. Trunk, Pennsylvania; Mr.
Kington, Canada; Mr. Kane, Massachu
setts; Miss Minott, The West Indies.
The standard was good in every case,
which shows excellent preparation and
hard stud v.

(Signed) E. P. Fowler, M. D.,
R. M. Dixon, M. E.
L. W. Baner, M. D.

The next Wednesday evening lecture
will be held on January 3d, when Dr.
Henry S. Drayton will deliver a special
address on " Suggestion, and its influence
upon character." He believes that sug
gestion has a great part to play upon the
influence of the faculties, and is able to
show the divisibility of the faculties by
the way in which other minds act upon
certain strong or weak characteristics.
Phrenology will be proved to have a dis
tinct proof in such a lecture. All should
make an effort to attend who want to
have a real treat. Examinations of sev
eral members of the audience will be
made at the close. Tickets for friends
should be sent for, and we trust sub
scribers will make this notice as widely
known as possible.

THE FOWLER PHRENOLOGICAL
INSTITUTE, LONDON.

Report of meeting held on November loth.
The chair was occupied by Mr. William

Brown, the president, and a goodly num
ber of members and friends attended to
hear Miss S. Dexter read a paper entitled,
" Thoughts on Education." Miss Dexter,
besides being one of our oldest " Fellows,"
has for many years moved in an educa
tional sphere, and by the skill with which
the various points were handled, conclu-'
sively proved her thorough grasp of the
subject. The paper was listened to with
the greatest interest, and in the discussion
which followed Mr. Williamson dwelt
upon the necessity of teaching gentle
manners; another friend suggested that
insutlicient attention is paid to children's
diet, which point was emphasized by Mr.
Elliott. Mr. Bone thought care was not
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taken to secure sufficient sleep, rest, and
recreation; Mr. Feroza doubted whether
the prominence given to objective educa
tion, in our schools of the present day,
would prove so useful to the children
when they entered various occupations
as was generally supposed. Mr. Brown,
Mr. Hill, and Mr. Overall having spoken.
Miss Dexter replied to the suggestions and
questions and thanked the meeting for
the friendly criticisms and the cordiality
with which they had accorded her the
vote of thanks proposed by the president.

During the month of November, Mr. D.
T. Elliott, Phrenological examiner at the
Fowler Institute, lectured in Hackney
and Leyton, and attended bazaars at
Woolwich and Harringay.

On November 24th Mr. Elliott lectured
on " The Perceptive Faculties," at Ley-
ton. There was a good attendance, and
the lecture was well received. At the
close he examined a young lady, whose
two brothers being present testified to
the accuracy of the delineation.

Lectures during January at the Fowler
Institute, London, will be given by Will
iam Brown, Esq., J. P., President, and Mr.
James Webb, Esq., of Leyton. We can
bespeak for these gentlemen a hearty
welcome by the members, and we are sure
that those who wish two thorough hours
entertainment will receive more than
they expect.

The examination of students for
diplomas and certificates will take place
on January 24th and 2.">th at the Fowler
Institute, London.

FIELD NOTES.

I have been very successful in giving
accurate delineations of character in
South Bend, Ind. Joseph A. Jones.

A Phrenological Society has been
formed in San Diego, CaJ.; we wish it
every success.

You will recollect that I have filled out
your Charts for upwards of forty years.

W. H. W., Brockton City, Mass.
Professor Corlett is in Acton, Ontario.
Mr. Byland, Class '98, writes from Leba

non, O., that he is continuing his work
there with success.

Mr. Welsh, Class '97, is in Canada travel
ing and disseminating Phrenology. He
has just visited Peterboro, Ont.

Mr. Creevy, Class '98, is working in
Chicago on Phrenological lines.

Mr. John W. Brooks has been lecturing
with success at the Y. M. C. A. Booms.
St. Thomas, Ont. He is interesting the
young men in Phrenology.

George Cozens writes: " I gave eleven
lectures in Winnipeg, Canada, and had a

good time."

On November 17th Miss Fowler lect
ured in Calvary Methodist Episcopal
church, East Orange, N. J., before a large
gathering on " Some Psychological Ef
fects of Music on Character." The illus
trations were aptly carried out by mu
sical numbers introduced by Miss Nellie
Baldwin, on the piano, Miss , by sev
eral songs, and Mr. Albert Gossweiler,
violinist. The selections given on this
occasion were varied and appropriate to
the different ideas that Miss Fowler
wished to enforce, and covered a wide
repertoire of music. At the close Miss
Fowler made a couple of examinations.
The Rev. Henry Buchtel occupied the
chair, and made some interesting re
marks with regard to the benefit of Phre
nology.

All lovers of music will be glad to
know that Madame Cappiani lias re
turned to New York, where she will re
sume her lessons at her new studio, " The
Louella," 159 West 45th Street. So unique
is her method of teaching that we are
glad that New York City is not to be de
prived of her excellent instruction. Her
grand concert, given at Mendelssohn Hall
on December 8th, was a thorough suc
cess. On this occasion Madame Cap
piani, in a characteristic speech, ex
plained her method of teaching, much to
the delight of her audience.

J. E. Z. — Rockaway Beach. — In order to
develop musical talent in various ways
one needs, as we indicated before, to de
velop suitable characteristics; one is
Tune, another Time, while Benevolence,
Comparison, Spirituality, and Construc-
tiveness are all necessary adjuncts to the
success of the student. A person who is
going to take up the work of sacred music
must cultivate the moral faculties, a per
son who is going to take up classical
music must cultivate the reflective quali
ties, a person who is going to take up
ballad music needs the emotional quali
ties, while those who are going to take
up band music need large Sublimity, and
a Motive Temperament.

In the September and October Jour
nals credit should have been given to Mr.
Rockwood for his excellent portraits of
Mr. Frank Tilford, and Fig. 516, A. P., in
Child Culture Department. We regret
this courtesy was accidentally omitted.

Twenty-five years of my life have been
spent in eight States in lecturing upon
the grandest, most ennobling, and most
useful of all sciences—Phrenology; and
now, away down in my seventieth year, I
love the grand science more dearly than
ever.

H. D. McDowell, Pineville, Mo.
We regret that II. D. McDowell's name

is not in the Annual through not being
received in time.
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FOWLER DWELLS CO.

On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorporated
under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the pros
ecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of Fowler & Wells.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the

business, or in its general management. All remittances should be made payable
to the order of FOWLER & WELLS CO.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of the Phrenological
Journal and Phrenological Magazine is Ji.oo a
year, payable in advance.

HONEY, when sent by mail, should be in the form of
Monev Orders, Express Money Orders, Drafts on
New York, or Registered Letters. All Postmasters
are required to Register Letters whenever requested
to do so.

SILVER or other coin should not be sent by mail, as it
is almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope and be lost.

P0STABE-STAHP8 will be received for fractional parts
of a dollar. The larger stamps are preferred ; they
should never be stuck to the letters, and should always
be sent in sheets— that is, not torn apart.

CHANGE of post-office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without this
information. Notice should be received the first of the
preceding month.

LETTERS OF INQUIRY requesting an answer should
inclose a stamp for return postage, and be sure and
give name and full address every time you write.

ALL LETTERS should be addressed to Fowler & Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the office.
In this wav ":ily can prompt and careful attention be
secured.

ANY BOOK, PERIODICAL, CHART, Etc., may be or
dered from this office at Publishers* prices.

AGENTS WANTED for the Phrenological Journal
and our Book Publications, to whom liberal terms will
be given. "

CURRENT EXCHANGES.
" Human Nature "—San Francisco, Cal.

—takes on the character of the month,
and gives as an opening; article " The
Prince of Peace," by C. P. Holt, illus
trated. Another article by the same
writer is " Is Phrenology a Science? " In
this article he takes to task a writer in" The Progressive Thinker," whose opin
ion of Phrenology is adverse to the idea
that it is a science. We are glad to see
such strong evidence given in favor of it.

" The Journal of Hygeio-Therapy."—
Kokomo, Ind.— In the November number
we And " Hygeio-Therapy and Drug Medi
cation Compared." It is well worth read
ing.

" The Bookseller " — The Christmas
Number —Chicago — is a beautiful issue
and contains many fine illustrations of
life under various phases.

"Mind." — New York. — "The Inter
national Metaphysical League Convention

Number." Since its new editor has taken
control of this magazine we find it en
larged.and the December number contains
a full report of the Metaphysical meetings
that were recently held in Boston. It is
a good twenty cents' worth, ns all the
writers are earnest thinkers. The article
on " Thought-Grafting," by Ursula N.
Gestefeld, is very suggestive." The Penman and Artist." —Columbus.
—This is a very practical and helpful
magazine. No one can nowadays with its
aid make any good excuse for being a
poor writer. There was a time when it
was considered aristocratic to write so
that no one could understand the calig-
raphy without considerable study, but
now the vertical writing has done away
with all that kind of argument." Physical Culture."— New York.— This
is a magazine that is calculated to do a
vast amount of good. It stimulates the
necessity for more physical development
among our younger members of society,
and this is whnt we need now that the
brain has as much and more than it can
do in the way of exercise." The Book Buyer." —Christmas Num
ber. — New York. — "Louis Stevenson's
Letters " occupies the first space in this
number. " Books for the Holiday Sea
son " are particularly interesting. " Ben
jamin West's Pencil Sketch of Franklin "

is given in profile. A copy of a painting,
by Branwell Bronte is reproduced, illus
trating the Bronte family. The chapter
on " Jlolitlay Books for Young People " is
exceedingly entertaining, and illustrates
many books for children which they will
be glad to read.

" Humanitarian."—London. —This num
ber opens with an article on " The Origin
and Cause of My English Sympathies,"
by Professor Arminius Vambery, whose
portrait indicates a man of deep thought
and reflection, of keen sympathies and
broad principles. " Two Aspects of Hyp
notism " is a subject discussed by Arthur
Hallam." The Literary World "—New York-
has as usual a collection of criticisms of
many things that we want to read, and
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ill this estimable digest we get a sugges
tion as to what we may expect before we
purchase the books. We cannot do with
out this magazine." The Club Woman."— Boston.— The ar
ticles are printed on first-class paper and
deal with subjects that club women are
in the habit of discussing. " The General
Federation of Women's Clubs " is dealt
with by several of its members. An in
teresting article on " Parliamentary
Usage," written by Mrs. Emma A. Fox,
has reached its eleventh number.

" The Scientific American "— New York
— for December 9th, presents a number of
illustrations on " Education by Corre
spondence," which is a comprehensive
work. The International Correspondence
School has grown immensely during the
last year. It is located at Scranton, Pa.,
and possesses a corps of 226 professors
and assistants. The founder and present
manager is Mr. T. J. Foster. His ideas
are excellent. " The Holland Submarine
Boat " is fully explained and illustrated.
One article, on The Crime of a Cen
tury," describes the wiping out of the
American Bison.

" The Household." — Boston. — The
Christmas Number. — It is full of appro
priate allusions to Christmas. One page
is devoted to "

Queen Victoria as a Moth
er, Christmas at Osborne House, and
how the Queen observes Christmas."
" Christmas for Children," is the leading
for one page that will be read with in
terest.

" Appleton's Monthly." —New York. —
" Exact Methods in Sociology," by Frank
lin H. Geddings, Ph.D., is an article of
considerable importance. " Eastern Oys
ter Culture in Oregon," is an article by F.
L. Washburn. It is finely illustrated with
specimens of oyster shells and the places
where they are found. " Development of
the American Newspaper," by Walter L.
Hawley, is an article of great curiosity
as it contains specimens of the early time
newspapers. " Electricity from Thales to
Faraday," is a comprehensive article, and
will be interesting to all students of the
subject.

" The American Monthly Review of Re
views." —New York. —" The Significance
of Elections," is the article of first mo
ment in the December number, while the
" Progress of the two Wars in the Philip
pines and South Africa," is another valu
able contribution. One article attracts
our special attention, namelv, " The City
School " and " Method of Pupil Self-Gov-
ernment," by Albert Shaw. It is fully il
lustrated, and Mr. Wilson L. Gill, the
originator of the " City School," should be
justly proud of the success of his plan.
The illustrations in the article of " Wag
ner in America." include our principal
operatic performers.

" Lippincott." —New York.— In the De
cember number Dr. S. S. Cohen writes on" Washington's Death and the Doctors."
Dr. Cohen shows that the treatment was
most heroic and calls it little short of
murder. William Perrine describes " The
Return of William Penn in December,
1699," after his three months' voyage in
the Canterbury. " The End of the Cen
tury," is by the writer of the " Man With
the Hoe," and is finely expressed.

" The Ladies Home Journal." —Phila
delphia. —The Rev. John Watson (Ian
MacLaren), contributes an essay under
the extraordinary title " Should the Old
Clergyman be Shot." He rehearses the
miseries of the minister who unfortu
nately has grown old but has not retired.
Mr. Watson suggests that a retirement
scheme on a large scale would relieve
churches of many a difficulty. " Mr.
Bok " writes a plea for the simplification
of Christmas habits and quotes the say
ing, " Well, I will be truly thankful when
this Christmas business is over." He
thinks it would be a good plan to let the
men buy all the presents, as he thinks it
is the women who suffer chiefly. This is
sue contains its usual number of well-as
sorted and interesting articles.

" Harper's Magazine." —New York. —It
contains a large number of Christinas
stories and is quite brilliant with colored
illustrations. The most striking effort in
this direction is in Mr. Howard Pyles's
Christmas Extravaganza, " A Puppet of
Fate." The colored illustrations are deli
cate to a degree. A fine piece of negro
literature is Virginia Frazer Boyle's
" Darker De Moon," " A Devil Tale," and
" Mr. Frost's Pictures of the Devilish Oc
currences " herein depicted in darky dia
lect are inimitable. " Mark Twain's
story. " The Man that Corrupted Hadley-
burg," is a bright and entertaining ar
ticle. Mr. E. S. Martin has written an es
say on " Children," which is embellished
with painted pictures. He says "A fam
ily of well-born children committed to
parents who appreciate their charge, and
are equal to it, is one of the very best
things going." He is perfectly right.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
"Phrenology in Business," is the title

of the last issue of the Human Nature
Library, and which has been well re
ceived. It ought to be in the hands of all
our merchants, as every business house
will benefit by readinp the practical ideas
contained therein. Its retail price is but
ten cents, and the publishers will be glad
to be put in touch with any wholesale
house who would introduce it in large
quantifies. Any of the friends of Phre
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nology who would take up this thought
and help along this little brochure will
be friends indeed.

The bound volume of the Phrenolog
ical Journal for 1899 is now ready. It
makes a beautiful gift book. With one
subscription, we give a bound volume for
$2.50.

" Phrenology Proved and Applied."
Price, $1.25. Always new aud entertain
ing.

A handsome symbolical head, made
from new and special drawings, litho
graphed in colors. Price, 30 cents.

" Mental Science," by L. N. Fowler, is a
plain interpretation of Phrenology which
can be slipped into the pocket, and
" studied by the way." Price, 30 cents.

" The Science of Mind applied to
Teaching," by W. J. Hoffman; 100 illus
trations. Price, $1.50. Is a decided help
to teachers. It should be in the posses
sion of every superintendent.

" Phrenology from a Scriptural Stand
point " is explained by the Rev. John
Pierpont. Price, 10 cents. Theological
students and Sunday-school scholars can
not afford to be without it.

" Human Science," by O. S. Fowler, is
a thorough study of Phrenology and
health, and contains over 1,000 pages, and
214 illustrations. Price, $3.00.

The new edition of " The Commercial
Dictation " book, by W. L. Mason, is just
off the press. This book having been out
of print for some time will be found very
beneficial and will recommend itself to
all students of stenography. It is a prac
tical treatise that we strongly recom
mend. Price, 50 cents.

" Of Such is the Kingdom," by Anna Ol-
cott Commelin, is a series of poems that
are highly commented upon and will be a
beautifufpresent for the new year. Price,
$1.50.

THE NEW CHART.

The Chart is now off the press. Six
teen pages have been added for the use of
examiners, there is a beautiful frontis
piece of the early Phrenologists. It has
been carefully compiled from all previous
charts, and the endeavor of the author
has been to modernize and condense all
the matter into as small a compass as pos
sible, and includes valuable information.
All Phrenologists will use this Chart, and
a large sale is anticipated. The price is
25 centB each, $8 per hundred by express.

On the first of January all orders for
M. L. Holbrook's publications should be
sent to the office of Fowler & Wrells Com
pany, who have taken over the whole of
his publications, and agents are wanted
for these as well as others of our publica
tions. Write for particulars.

NEW YEAR'S PRESENTS.

Seated around the evening lamp are a
number of children home for their holi
days. A phrenological game would be
just the thing to put in their hands, for
entertainment and amusement would be
abundant. Price, 15 cents.

Lovers of history will be charmed with
Mr. C. F. Wells's " Life of Gall and Spurz-
heim." It is well printed, and is a valu
able record of " the great masters " of the
science. Price, 25 cents.

George Combe was at all times an ac
ceptable writer, and his " Lectures on
Phrenologv " make valuable reading.
Price, $1.25.

THE ANNUAL FOR 1900.

LIST OF ARTICLES PROMISED.

" Some Heads of Small Circumference,"
R. M. Whallock; "Phrenology, a Means
of Self-Know ledge," W. A. Williams;
" The Phrenologist's Mission," G. H. J.
Dutton; " What is a Phrenologist," John
Allen; "Woman, Equal Mentally but
Physically Inferior to Man," A. 1. Oppen-
heim; "The Consultation —and After,"
Vincent; " The Science and Philosophy of
Character Heading," C. Burton; "Self-
Control," E. M. II.; " Is Character Hered
itary?" James Allen; "Sociology and
Phrenology," F. Feroza; " A New System
of Diagnosis," Henry Seymour; " Char
acter and Reputation," James W:ebb;
" Hobbies," I. Todd; " The Educator," S.
Dexter; " Is it Possible to Change or
Modifv our Temperamental Conditions?
If so to What Extent?" R. B. D. Wells;
" Our Privileges and Responsibilities,"
Gervais Johnson; "Consciousness and
Telepathy," James Coates; "Hatters' Ex
perience Relative to the Shapes and Sizes
of Heads," J. Millott Severn; " Phrenol
ogy and the Christian Religion," J. B.
Eland; "Does the Shape of Man's Head
Indicate His Actual Character? " J. W.
Taylor; besides articles by Mr. Brown,
Mr. Elliott, Rev. F. W. Wilkinson, Mr. F.
J. Desai, Mr. J. B. Keswick, Mr. A. Hu
bert, and Miss J. A. Fowler, besides char
acter sketches of noted men in the
Transvaal.

WHAT THEY SAY.

I wish you to accept my sincere thanks
for your kindness, and I assure you that
those few thoughts written in my behalf
has given me much pleasure and inspira
tion. If every poor young man and
woman could be taught and inspired as I
have been, by you and those once so dear
and now departed, I feel certain that the
unhappiness and misfortune of this world
would forever be banished. God bless you,
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and may your grand and glorious work be
forever continued, and for my part I shall
always do all in my power to aid you.

I shall study all I can of Phrenology
this winter, for no other study interests
me so much, and in my opinion is so valu
able. C. E. Barr, Dayton, 0.

I have received the November and De
cember numbers of the Purenological
Journal and have read them with great
care and interest, and thank you heartily
for placing within my reach this literary
feast. I am a devoted admirer of the sci
ence of Phrenology, and I congratulate
you on being able to take the lead in plac
ing before the public all that is best and
newest in the science that enables us to
thoroughly know ourselves. It is my
earnest hope that your Journal will find
its way into thousands of new homes dur
ing the coming year, and I feel confident
that where it goes next year it will go for
many years to come. I regard its visits
to my home as highly as those of my
dearest friends, and presume other read
ers do the same.

W. W. Warner, Jackson, Mich.
The following special books will inter

est a variety of readers for $1.25 each:
" The Colossus," A story of to-day, by
Morley Roberts. The interest of this
story centers in Cecil Rhodes's empire-

building plans in Africa. " The Colos
sus " has already attracted great atten
tion in England. " Wotan, Siegfried and
Briinnhilde," by Anna Alice Chapin, a
sympathetic study of the three principal
characters of the Nibelungenlied. On
both the literary and the musical side the
author has caught the very essence of
Wagner's spirit. " The Human Boy," by
Eden Phillpotts. This collection of eleven
stories is one of the most delightful
studies of " boy," boy-life, and character
that has appeared since " Tom Brown at
Rugby."

A special series of short stories for the
young and beautifully bound, selling at 50
cents each, are as follows: (The set of ten
books for $4 by express.) " The Captured
Dream," " The Stories of Peace and War,"
" Cobwebs From a Library Corner,"
" Evelina's Garden," " The Woman's Ex
change," "Episodes in Van Bibber's Life,"
" Two Gentlemen of Kentucky," " The
Story of the Other Wise Man," "'The First
Christmas," and " Good for the Soul."

" The Holy Family," by Amory H. Brad
ford, D.D., previously noticed in this
Journal, contains many beautiful scenes,
and the " Holy Family " is the first, fol
lowed by " The Ideal Family," " The Un
seen Ministry " and the Divine Revela
tion." Price, 50 cents.

ANEW

ARTICULATED
FIVE-PART

"A real luxury for bathing and
shampooing, and a protection against
contagion." —Medical Press.

Packer's
PHRENOLOGICAL BUST Tar Soap

Giving relative location of Phreno

logical organs on convolutions of

the brain and Physiognomical Char

acteristics on the face. This latest

and best Bust, made in material

lighter and more durable than

plaster of paris, and furnished at

the low price of $5 ; 20s. English.
Should be in the hands of every

student.

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
27 East 2 1st Street

NEW YORK

is pure, mild, thoroughly-
cleansing and delightfully-
refreshing. It quickly re
lieves irritations of the skin
caused by

Chapping,
Chafing, etc.

" An all-round soap, good for the
body and for the hair and scalp."

— Woman's Medical Journal.
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Phrenological Journal
S#AND THE (1838)

Phrenological Magazine« 0 (1880
Edited by JESSIE A. FOWLER

A8SOCIATE EDITORS : H. S. DRAYTON, M.D. M. L. HOLBROOK. M.D.
Published for over SIXTY YEA US, and has always been In advance of the times In everything pertaining to the

study of Unman Nature, Psychology, as well as all questions of Health and Hygiene. It Is steadily (raining
In public favor, and we are confident that this year will mark an Important epoch In its history. To
secure this resnlt we are determined to spare neither trouble nor expense.
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Among the most prominent and attractive features will be

CHARACTER STUDIES OF FAMOUS
MEN AND WOMEN.

CHILD CULTURE DEPARTMENT
Mothers should read this as a guide to proper
development.

SCIENCE OF HEALTH DEPARTMENT
8H0RT, USEFUL CONTRIBUTIONS,

ARTICLES AND STORIES
will also appear from time to time.

INTERESTING ITEMS
on what they say about Phrenology.

NEWS AND NOTES OF THE' MONTH
will contain Notes and Queries from members of
the American and Kngllsh Institutes, and reports
of the meetings.

NEW Subscribers 'to Tun Phrenological Journal
are given ahort character readlng.^deslred.

See New Departure"*

WW LIB k WELLS CO., 27 E. 21st St., Hew York L. N. FOWLER A CO., 7 Imperial Arcade, Ludgate Circus,
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If you suffer
from any form of chronio
disease, the proper appli
cation of Mechanical Mas
sage — the invention of
Dr. Geo. H. Taylor— will

'■Thb Manipulator "
cure yon even after drags,

WlvmfK batn^nd electricity have
cbanloal Massage, failed.

For particulars call at or address

THE IMPROVED MOVEMENT CURE INSTITUTE
687 Madlaon Are., X. E. Corner of 69th St., Ken York

G«o. H. Taylor, M.D.,
Founder, Inventor of
Mechanical Massage.

G. H. Patohkn, M.D.,
Medical Director.

HEALTH AND WEALTH
SCIENTIFIC TRITII8 and
STARTLING FACTS.

Natural Hi-uIInfer a paying profes
sion—taught by mall. Anyone can
easily learn & successfully practice
it No experimentation. r*tnllB*nrf.
Kverr known disease promptly re-

>^^*'S3 lieveil. Special professional advice
<lHy /STami payiiigadvertisingmntter fur-
7 fl ni*hed- Act quickly. Golden har-

=?,.. '■
A

.
Jil

l

ventsure. Circulars free.
National Institute of Science* Dept.F. O. 810, Chicago

Pnr ID pontc (fillver^we w111seD(1 vour uame
lUI I U U G II lo and address to over 300publishers

and yon will receive not less than 300sample copies of

their papers. H. STREY. Box 904, Chicago. 111.

These trade-mark crtssci

GLUTE
SPECIAL
K. C.WHOL
Unlike all

For b
.

Farwell & Rhines,

lines on every package

For
DYSPEPSIA.

FLOUR.
FLOUR.

Ask Grocers,
write

N.Y..U.S.A.
50 YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

i rade ivi
Designs

Copyrights Ac.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
Invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.

Patents taken through Munn St Co. receive
fpecial notice, without charge, In the

Scientific American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly.
cutation of any scientific Journal.

; four months, $L Sold by all newsdealers.

Largest cfr-
Terms, $3 a

year :

MUNN &Co.3S1Broad"a>- New York
Branch Office. 6S5 F »t- Washington. D. C.

STRIKE OF A SEX £S
Zuggassent's Discovery mage a success

and the honeymoon as long as life. Fortieth Thousand.
Circulars of books on Health and Sexual Science free.

ALICE B. ST0CKHAM & CO., 56 FIFTH AVE., CHICAGO

GEO. ri. MILLER,
Each S&c.
Postpaid.

The way to make

HOW TO SUCCEED
U' ill power ri,,li Personal Magnetism insure

>h<>otnerwiae Impossible, at
tracting friends and businesssuccess. Allpos- I

sessthis power. Learn how to use It. "K.KY '

TO I'OWFlt" 30cte. or 12cts. and addresses
of three ministers, teachers or physicians.

Circulars FREE. Address,
National Institute «n Belesee, Wept.V. O. 10t Ihlmgo

RAM PI F copies of 100 different Leading News-
OHlTlrLL papers and Magazines Bent to any ad
dress upon receipt of 10cents to pay for mailing. U. 8.
Subscription Agency,216N. Liberty St.Jndlanapolla.Ind.

MONEY IN HONEY!

The Weekly
American Bee Journal

Tells all about It.
Sample Copy Mailed Free

G.W.YOBK&CO.
IIS MichiganSt.. CBKtCO, ILL

THE *

METAPHYSICAL MAGAZINE
SURPASSES ALL OTHERS

Presents tbe Metaphysical Thought o
f

the World

Reviews all Science and Philosophy
Relating to the Metaphysical Movement.
Its contributors are the best writers of
the day ,

THE METAPHYSICAL PUBLISHING CO.
465 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

DIXON'S &M PENCILS
Are unenjualad for smooth, toug li leads.

If yourRtattoner does not keep them, mention The
Phrknol< 'Uical Journal, and send 16c. in stamps to
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J., for
Bamples worth double the money

PLANS READY TO BUILD FROM.
Send for the Natto***

i. de a, a monthly Journal
devoted to bulldlnglnteresta.
Bach number contains a
complete sat of plans ready
to build from. Pries, t2 par
year. Samplecopvandbook
"Beautiful Homes,1* con
taining 20 plans lu colors,

Catalogue fj free,

THE NATIONAL BUILDER,
Adams Express Building. CHICAQO.

Beautiful Stamping Outfit
Designs for Ilonlton Lace

work traycloths, centrepieces
doilies, outlining and cut work,
many M Ins. in size,2alph-
a>>ets,pewderaodpad. Given
for a 3 months 's trial subscrip
tion to The Home, a household
Journal of stories, fashions .fan
cy work, literary sketehes.etc.
Send ISc.and get the outfit and
Journal. THE HOME, 141
Milk St., Boston, Muss.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Phrenological Journal.
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Just a little sunshine, just a

little rain,
Just a little banquet, followed

by a pain ;

Just a Ripans Tabule, taken
ne'er in vain,

Routs your indigestion, makes
you smile again.

W ANTED.-Acaw of bad health that RIP- AN- 8
VV will uot benefit. They banish pain and prolong

life. One gives relief. Note the word R-l-P- A-N-8 on
the package and accept no substitute. BTP-A-N'H,
10 for S cents, may be had at an> drug store. Ten sam
ples and one thousand testimonials will be mailed to
any address for 6 cents, forwarded to the Ripans
Chemical Co.. >"o.10Spruce St., New York.

FREE to F.A.M. An engrav
ing of the Hall of the Mys
teries, also large Catalogue of
Masonic books and goods,
with bottom prices. New Il
lustrated History of Free
masonry for Agents Beware
of spurious Masonic bookB.
REDDING & CO., Publishers
and Manufacturers of Mas
onic Goods, No. 212 Broad
way, New York City.

Human Nature
A Monthly Magazine of
World-Wide Repute

Edited by Prof. Allen Haddock

Subscription price, 60 cents.

1020 Market Street San Francisco

What Am I Best Fined For? *s$E*
i^m Mlud."

"
Home Course in Mental Science

"

By HELEN WILMANS
A series of twenty lessons, In pamphlet form, giving

a plain, logical statement of the means by which any
one may develop his mental powers to the extent of
making himself master of bis environments. Price,
post paid. $5 00.

International Scientific Association. Seabreeze, Florida

FIVE-GRAIN

TABLETS

LH0 DIIUGHABITINDUCED- NO.T0XIC EFFECT.:

F\y\ w\\\v a
REGISTERED, 6EPT. 3RD, 1890.

EXACT SIZE

FAC-SIMIIjE

"The name Itself suggests what Antikamnla Is, and what Its remedial properties are:— Antl (Greek' Avri) .

Opposed to, and Kamnla (Grcek-Kapvoc;) , Pain— therefore, "ANTIKAMNIA" (Opposed to Pain)— a remedy to
relieve pain and suffering.

"In certainty and celerity of action, it has been found superior to any of Its predecessors In this field, espe
cially In cases of Acute and Chronic Neuralgia. Neuralgic Toothache, Tlc-Douloureux, Myalgia, Migraine,
Hemicranla, and all forms of Headache, yield to its Influence Tn a remarkably short time, and In no Instance have
any evil after-effects developed. The chief claim advanced in favor of Antikamnla over all other products Is, that
its use Is not followed by depression of the heart

4*The dose for adults, which always gives relief In severe headaches, especially those of bookkeepers,
actors, lawyers, students, mothers, teachers and nurses, In short all headaches caused by anxiety or mental strain.
Is two tablets, crushed, followed by a swallow of water or wine. It Is tbe remedyfor La Grippe. . As a preventive of
and cure for nausea while traveling by railroad or steamboat, and for genuine mat dc titer or sea sickness, Antikamnla
Is unsurpassed, and is recommended by the Surgeons of The White Star, Cunard and American Steamship Lines.

. "There are very many Important uses for Antikamnla, of which physicians as a rule may be uninformed. A
five gTain Antikamnla Tablet prescribed for patients before starting on an outing, and this Includes tourists,

picknlckers, bicyclers, and in fact, anybody who Is out in the sun and air all day, will entirely prevent that demoral
izing headache which frequently mars the pleasure of such an occasion. This applies equally to women on
shopping tours, and especially to those who Invariably come home cross and out of sorts, with a wretched "sight
seer's headache." The nervous headache and irritable condition of the busy business man is prevented by the
timely use of a ten grain dose. Every bicycle rider, after a hard run, should take two five grain Antikamnla
Tablets on going to bed. In the morning fte'will awake minus the usual muscular pains, aches and soreness. As a
cure and preventive of the pains peculiar to women at time of period, Antikamnla Is unequalled and unaccom
panied by habit or unpleasant after-effect. If the pain Is over the lower border of the liver, or lower part of the
stomach, or in short, be It headache, side-ache, backache, or pain of any other description caused by suppressed or
irregular menstruation. It will yield totwo five grain tablets of Antikamnla. This dose may be repeated In an hour
or two. If needed. For very prompt relief. It Is advisable to crush the tablets and swallow them with a little
diluted whisky or toddy. A dozen tablets kept about the house, will always be found useful In time of pain."

Genuine Antikamnla Tablets always bear the monogram /K

GOOD DRUQQtSTS OFFER NO SUBSTITUTES

THE ANTIKAMNIA CHEMICAL COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MO., V. S. A.

In writing: to advertisers please mention The Phrenological Journal.
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A PATRIOTIC HOLIDAY GIFT

Washington; o
r, The Drama o
f

the Revolution

A GREAT NATIONAL EPIC
By COL. ETHAN ALLEN

A TRUK HISTORY of the AMKIIICAN KKVOLUTION from the Boston Massacre to Washington's
Inauguration as President of the United States. It should be In tbe bands of every youth In our land.

In two parts, Ave acts each, In one volume. Illustrated by Henry Kratzner. Blank verse. Dramatic form.
Vivid scenes. Col. Ethan Allen's father was captain In the War of 1818, and his grandfather an officer In the
Revolutionary War.

In most generous spirit Col. Ethan Alien has placed at tbe disposal of the Young People's Auxiliary of the
George Washington Memorial Association twenty thousand volumes of " The Drama of the Revolution." The
profits of sale at the regular price of two dollars will accrue to the objects so dear to the Association and so
appropriate during the centennial year of Washington's death, the erection of a memorial building In Washing
ton, D. C, to commemorate George Washington's devotion to a University of the United States, for which he
left twenty-five thousand dollars in his will.

Price ss.oo FOWLER & WELLS CO., 27 East 21st St., New York

Witter Wall Pictures, 25c.
PLATE, AVERAGE, 14x18
SIZE OF CARD, 20 x 25

Sufficiently Large for Wall or
Portfolio

Good reproductions of good subjects at a price
which enables schools to have as many pictures as

may be desired for the walls and for portfolio use.

Nothing approaching them in size, price, and

quality before the public. Do not judge the

quality by the price but see them and you will at

once have these remarkable pictures for your
home or schools. J^-Your money refunded if

Mme. Lk Brum and Datjohtkr. I^Brun.
Qreat reduced in site you desire it.

Shepherdess. /-« Roll*.
By the Kiver Side. Lt Rolle.
Angelus. Millet.
The Sower. Millet.
Old Temeraire. Turner.
Joan of Arc. Bastien I^epage.
Madouna of the Chair. Raphael.
Autumn Oaks. Innes.

Pay sage. Corot.
Aurora. Reni.
Song of the Lark. Breton.
Columbus at Court of Spain Van Brozlk.
Horse Fair. Bonheur,
Beading from Homer. Tadema,
Beturn of the Mayflower. Boughton.
Washington Crossing the Delaware. Leutt.

Other subjects to follow.

The Balloon. Dupri.
Mme. Le Brun and Daughter. I.e.Brim.
Christ in the Temple. Huffman.
Sir Galahad and Horse, watt*.
Children of the Shell. Murillo.
Baby Stuart. Van Ift/ck.
Mona Lisa. Da Vinci.
Beturn to the Farm. Troyon.

MaT Price, 35c each. Discount by the dozen. Postage and tube—one to t/iree, 10c.; six, 13c.: twelve, 35c
Agents desired.

The J. C. Witter CO., 123 Fifth Ave., New York

SUBBO]
Fowler & Wells Co.

PUBLISHERS
27 East 2 7 st Street, Hew York, N. Y

.

•TIORT
PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL

(1.00 por year, 5s. English

HUMAN NATURE LIBRARY
30c. per year, Is. 6d. English •

1900.
Inclosed please find $

for one year's subscription to Phrenological Journal,
" •' " " " Human Mature Library.

Name, Post Office,

County, State,

In writing- to advertisers please mention Tbe Pnrenolc
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HOMO CULTURE
Or the Improvement of Children Through
Wiser Generation and Training

Chapters: J. Stirpiculture, 50 pages.
" 2. Prenatal Culture, 45 pages."

3. Evolution's hopeful promise for a
healthier race, 30 pages." 4. The Germ Plasm and its Rela
tion to Children, 17 pages."

5. Fewer Children and Better, 8
pages.

6. The Theoretical Baby, enlarged,
30 pages. This chapter has
createa profound interest." 7. Heredity and Education. 32 pages.

Mrs. Florence Mann Lyman, long a

teacher in the kindergarten department
•of the Teachers' College, New York,
writes: "I have read it through and
enjoyed every page thoroughly, it is
so readable that I have been able to take
it up at odd moments and open at any
place. I hope it may, as it deserves,
have a large sale.

Price by mail, $1.00 cloth binding
paper, 50 cents

DR. M. L. HOLBROOK,
46 East 2 1st Street - - New York

MILLER'S HOTEL J
37, 39. 41 West 26th Street,

NEW YORK CITY.
The great popularity that Miller's Hotel has acquired

can be traced to

Its Unique Location.
Its Bxcellent Cuisine.

Its Courteous Service.
Its Moderate Prices.

Its Satisfied Patrons.
Its Homelike Atmosphere.

Turkish, Electric, and Roman Baths connected
with the hotel, and furnished to guests at a
very moderate rate.

CHAM. H. MAVISES, Prop.

TOKOLOGY
A BOOK FOR EVERY WOMAN

By Dr. ALICE B. STOCKMAN
Third edition. Revised, enlarged, and illus

trated. With special physiological plates.
Nearly 400 pages.

HO WORK OFTHK KIND KVKR HAD SUCH
A PHENOMENAL SALE

The author, in sympathy with the needs of her sex,
discusses at length, with strength and purity, physical
questions of the greatest importance.

Cloth, $2.25. Morocco, $2.75
FOWLER & WELLS CO., 27 E. 21st St.. New York

BECOME A VEGETARIAN
And becomestronger,healthier,happier, clearer-headed—
and Mve money. Learn aboutVegetarianismthrough

fcADAMJ& HESIODgjCAVTAMA ISAIAHft DANiCl ft PUTC

it Xlcoctarian j®
.(PaflQSinc.^.'

b ZORCHSTER0 OlSTOTtE ft SCiECA ft OVID| PLVT*BCH|

Sent,postpaid,to youraddress,i year,for $i ; 6mo*.,50c.;
3 r 35c.;i mo., IOC, No freecopies. SendmoneytoFOWIjBR dfe OO-

DR. FOREST'S

|\/| assflGE Pollers.
The Reduction of Flesh

is secured without. Drugging or Dieting: by
the use of the Massage n<>ller night and
morning in accordance with directions: as
much as six Inches reduction In hip measure
bus been reported in a few weeks.

Women with excessive hip and waist de-
veloppment and men with
largo abdomens should use
•he Holler: there will be a
steady reduction in siz)
wiih an increase in health
and st length.

Women should use No. 1
or a pair of No. 4 Men
eithor No. 1 or No. s, which
I- prefered by many as be
ing more convenient.

A vtvll known New
York professional wo
man says :

"In two monlhs time I
hnvo reduced my hips six
inches as shown by tape
measurement and have had
to have my gowns altered.
All my friends noticed the
impn A'pment. I consider
the Mas-age "Roller one of
my best friends."

PRICE-LIST.
No 1. f>wheels. t_>no. No. 2. 4 win

N >.ls. ij wheels. Abdominal Holler $t (XI.
FOWI.KR A. WELLS CO., CT E. Cist St., New York

Scud for descriptivecircular

For reducing Hips.

pis. J1.60

In writing to advertisers please mention The Phrenological Journal.
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Founded by E. LITTELL in 1844.

THE LIVING AGE
"Made up of every creature's best."

a THUeeftls itoaQasinc of Contemporary ^Literature ano Ubougbt.

As Heretofore
The Living Age will continue to supply its readers

with the Choicest of the Best, the Most Valuable

Thought of the time.

Each Weekly Number
Contains sixty-four pages, in which are given, without

abridgment, the most interesting and important contri

butions to the periodicals of Great Britain and the

Continent, from the weighty articles in the quarterlies

to the light literary and social essays of the weeklies.

All Departments
of knowledge and discussion which interest intelligent

readers, with fiction and poetry, are represented in its

pages.

Original Translations
of striking articles from Continental sources are made

expressly for the magazine by its own staff of trans

lators.

A Short Story
and an instalment of a serial story appear in each issue.

A Monthly Supplement
presents readings from the most important new books,

editorial notes on books and authors, and a list of the

books of the month.

Published Weekly at $6.00 a year. Single numbers 13 its.

READ THIS — .

In order to Introduce THE LIVING AGE to the readers of THE PHRENOLOGICAL
JOURNAL, not now on its subscription lists, the publishers will send the two maga
zines, each one year, postpaid, for $6.10. This offer is good only to absolutely
NEW SUBSCRIBERS to The Living Age.

rnrr Toall NEW SUBSCRIBERS for the year 1900, remitting before Jan. 1,

I l\LL tne weekly numbers of 1899, issued after receipt of their subscriptions,
. will be sent FREE.

Published

Every Saturday
and giving about

3500 pages a year
of the

World's
Best
Literature
including

Science and Art
Biography
Politics
Discovery
Public Affairs
Literary Criticism
Fiction and Poetry

Popular, yet of

Permanent
Value
Indispensable to the

Intelligent Reader

THF: LIVING AfiE CO- P. 0. Rnx 5?0r, IWnn. Mass.
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Phrenological Examinations
FROM

Photographs

We always recommend a personal examination where

possible. If you can not come to us perhaps there is a

graduate of the .....
American Institute of Phrenology

in your neighborhood. If
,

however, for any reason per*
sonal examination is impossib'e, delineations from photo

graphs b
y our method will be found very satisfactory.

Each delineation is a careful, conscientious, pains

taking study of photograph* and measurements, b
y an

expert examiner. The fee is uniformly five dollars

OUR METHOD
Have two photographs, profile and full front, taken

especially for the purpose. Have the hair smoothed (not
frizzed or curly) to show the contours of the head.

Send these to us with the following measurements : Dis
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Marconi, the Inventor of Wireless Telegraphy.
By the Editor.

The century which in another year

will come to a close will not do so be

fore one very important invention will
be put to a practical test; in fact, it has

already been used and tested, and prob
ably during the next year it will still
further astonish us by its advance. We
refer to the wireless messages that have

been successfully put into motion by

Signor Marconi. He has been able to

telephone without wires, which seems a

perfectly marvellous and unprecedented
invention. One of the recent successes

of this ingenious man was tried during
the recent yacht races in New York,
but it has also worked successfully

abroad for the past two years. A little
talk about Signor Marconi may be ap

propriate just now and prove interest

ing to our readers.
At the autumnal conference of the

American Institute of Phrenology, Mr.
Rockwood, the eminent New York pho
tographer, in a characteristic speech,
showed some excellent photographs of
celebrated people whom he had photo

graphed; among these was the above-

mentioned inventor. Before knowing
who he was, he asked the writer to de
scribe in a few words the disposition
and talent of the man. The photograph
was an excellent one, and had not then
been reproduced. The examination,
though short and to the point, was as

follows:
" The photograph of this gentleman

indicates a wonderful degree of quality
of organization; he should be able to
do exquisite work, and is one who will
not be content until he has produced
the very best article of its kind that he
is working upon. His organization is
healthy, and hence his work will take
on also a healthy influence; he is not
morbid, but thoroughly practical and
far-seeing. In the front and side viewB
of the head we find that the perceptive
and reflective faculties are both very-
active. The development of his brow
indicates that he has used his scientific
mind considerably, while it would not
be correct to leave out from an estimate
of his character the great amount of
thoughtfulness and mathematical pre
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cision that is to be noticed in the height
of the head. With his fine quality of
brain-fibre he should be able to use his
mind to a much better advantage than
one who has even a larger circumfer
ence and less quality of organization.
He is a born inventor, and his head in
dicates this in a marvellous way. He
is not only capable of working out in
genious ideas, but he is considerable

peciaJly in the idealistic and creative
departments of work."

It may be appropriate to point out,
in addition to the above, one or two
other thoughts with regard to the
physiognomy of the face and head. It
will be noticed that the head is high
from the opening of the ear over the top
of the head, especially in the organ of
Firmness, which gives to him deter-

Photo by Rockwood.

MABCONI, TI1E INVENTOR OP WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.

of a mechanic, judging from the union
or combination of his intellectual
and semi-intellectual faculties. The
breadth of the forehead, as well as the

lateral portion, gives wonderful scope
for the centralization of nerve-cells, and

his brain must be something like a

telegraph wire communicating to all
parts of his organization. We should
say that he was a promoter of that
which was new and comprehensive, es-

mination of mind, strength of purpose,
and continuity of thought up to a cer
tain point; while the crown of the head
is not so fully represented and does not
yield the same percentage of power, but
we should judge it is sufficiently well
represented to manifest independence
of thought and ability to carry on a
train of work according to the judg
ment of his intellect without help from
others. He appears to have foresight
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without fear, caution without temerity,
and consequently will be in his element
when he has scope to work out his in
numerable ideas. His ear is a strikingly
characteristic one; the upper portion
of it points to the region of the brain
which gives ambition, but not conceit;
and this ambition will not know defeat
until it has accomplished its object.
The length of the brain-fibres from the

acter, which is seen in the height and
breadth of the central bridge of the
nose, as well as from the width of the
tip and the curve of the septum where
it touches the face and stands out from
the lip. There is not a melancholic ten
dency in such a nose, but it accords
with the length of the ear and the
strength of the upper portion or divis
ion of the ear, which is highly intellect-

opening of the ear to the front of the
forehead must produce a measurement

above the average; we should judge
that from ear to ear across the brow the
measurement will be over twelve inches,
which indicates strength and power of
a practical nature. In the nose there
is great strength, which is seen in both
portraits; there is the power of the

artist, which is shown in the Grecian
type, and there is a persistency of char-

ual in character and indicates a mental
temperament. We should not neglect
to say that he has a strong predominance
of the nervous-mental temperament,
but he has no adipose tissue for disease
to attack. The motive temperament
stands next to the mental in develop
ment, but his bones are not large,
clumsy, or awkward in build; nature
seems to have done her best to make
the finest kind of human machine in his
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organization, and has implanted within
it a spirit, mind, and conscience that are

capable of the highest kind of exquisite
work. The chin is firm and well made,
there is a decision, strength, and relia
bility in such a foundation of the face,
while we cannot find bigotry, arrogance,
or self-conceit in any part of it. Few
inventors are so finely developed or
have so much availability of mind as is
the case with Marconi; he has his men
tal materials well oiled, and works
without friction or irritability. We are

glad to say he believes in taking his full
complement of sleep, and is not, like so

many inventors, inclined to forget their
material aid or needs.

FACTS ABOUT HIS PHYSIOGNOMY.

He is slender and of the average
height; his hair is fine and light in
shade; his eyes are light blue in color
and thoughtful in character. He is

highly nervous and sensitive in organi
zation, and it is said that when he smiles
wrinkles collect around his mouth and
eyes instantaneously, and quickly dis

appear as though they were a flash that
lighted up his face and left it again
serene and calm.

BORN.

■
He was born at Griffore, near Bo

logna, on April 25, 1874. He was
educated at Leghorn and at the Uni
versity of Bologna, where he was grad
uated as an electrical engineer, as well
as in England. In manner he is always
affable, and generally carries a preoc
cupied mind.

BENT OF MIND IN EARLY YOUTH.

He has always followed up scientific
discoveries; even as a boy, he was al
ways on the track of anything new. It
was thus that he became interested in
the discovery of wireless telegraphy by
Hertz of Germany. He does not pre
tend to be the discoverer of the wire
less telegraphy, but he has perfected it
and made it of commercial value. It

was in 1893 that Hertz demonstrated
that waves propagated by electricity
could be sent for thirty or forty yards
and could be recorded. Lodge de
tected their influence at seventy yards
from the transmitter. It was then
thought that a great distance could not
be traversed in this way. Marconi,
however, erected poles on his father's
estate, near Bologna, and experimented,
and through subsequent discoveries of
his own he was able to send the mes

sages from one pole to another at a dis
tance of two miles. He did this in
1895, and discovered that by connect
ing one pole to a transmitter and one

pole of a receiver to earth and the other
end to wires held vertically, the electric
rays polarized at right angles to the sur
face of the earth, which then did not
absorb them as it did before, but left
them free to go to a greater distance.
Then he found that through the dis
charge of electricity into the air that
waves or rays were made to record

messages sent to a considerable dis
tance. The principle, he says, is this,
that if the wires are horizontal the
earth will collect the rays instead of
the opposing perpendicular wire. The
vertical wires are insulated. By tap
ping a Morse key on the transmitter, a

spark is caused by the leap of the elec
tricity between two brass balls, the elec
tricity jumps to the vertical wires, and
instantaneously causes oscillations or
rays.

IN THE FUTURE.

He believes that it will be possible in
the future to send messages without
using elevated wires; but whether he
will be able to send messages a great
distance without them he does not at
present care to say. At present, to send
a message four times the distance, it is
necessary to double the length of the
vertical wires. The invention seems

simple enough to the gifted Marconi,
and he modestly says there is much that
he does not understand. Its possibili
ties seem limitless. When asked if he
could receive a message in the room
where he was sitting without having a
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vertical wire fastened to a pole in the
roof, he said this could be done, pro
vided one could house the vertical
wire corresponding to the vertical wire
of the transmitter. So far as is known,
up to the present no one else has done
anything practical in this line.

In an interview on the subject with
Curtis Brown, of the St. Louis " Daily
Globe-Democrat," an assistant says that
if two more steps of improvement can
be taken sucessfully in wireless teleg
raphy we may actually have messages
sent across the Atlantic without the aid
of wires; and not only that, but there
is a possibility that they can be sent
within the coming year without any
great expense. The preliminary steps
in this direction will be tried some time
this winter, if all goes well; it will be

an attempt to send wireless messages
over far greater distances than has yet
been tried, possibly from Land's End
to the coast of Spain. Up to now the
greatest distance over which dots and
dashes have been tossed without wires
has been sixty-two miles, the messages
having been sent between H. M. S.
Europa and H. M. S. Juno, when both
were at sea and both in motion. In
struments of exceeding delicacy were
required to make the messages distinct.

It can be safely said that after many
experiments Signor Marconi has found
a way to the required developments;
just what the modification is he will not
tell for publication, but it can be said
in a general way that by means of it he
can make an electric current do more
work than it has done hitherto. In
spite of the occasional interviews pur
porting to come from Signor Marconi,
he has talked but little for publication
and does not like to be quoted; but on
the authority of one of his assistants it
can be said that the new modification
of his system is practically complete
and has met every test except that of
actual practice over a long distance.
Theoretically, it works all right, and as

Signor Marconi's theories seem to have
a habit of according with the facts as

afterwards proved, it is not unreason
able to suppose that very soon wireless

messages will be sent a distance of sev

eral hundred miles; and if messages can
be sent without wire over a distance of
three hundred miles it is thought that
they will be sent three thousand miles
in time; and if the experiment with a

few hundred miles is successful, say
from Land's End to the coast of Spain,
the very next step will be a stride across
the Atlantic.

THE BRITISH ADMIRALTY.

The British Admiralty has been so

well satisfied with the experiments on
the cruiser Juno that they have ordered
a complete set of the apparatus to be

supplied to the schoolship Defiance. It
is said the War Office has also been
using the system to send messages be
tween the camps at Epsom Downs and
Aldershot, twenty-seven miles apart.
The messages were sent back and forth
with surprising distinctness, and it was
made impossible for any intervening
stations to intercept them.

IMPORTANT USE I.N SOUTH AFRICA.

The results were reported by experts
to the War Office, and it said that the
Marconi system is to be adopted offi
cially as a means of conveying orders
from corps to corps. This is doing
away with the necessity for war bal
loons and of making it impossible for
the enemy to interfere with communi
cation by cutting or tapping wires.
The possibilities of the system in war
time are extended by the demonstration
of the fact that messages could be sent
between South Foreland Lightship and
the Dover Town Hall, between which
are not only twelve miles of sea, but
four miles of solid cliffs, through or
over which the current had to pass.

MARCONI AND THE PRINCE OF WALES.

The Prince of Wales once invited him
to come on board the royal yacht Os
borne, at the time he was laid up with
an injured knee, and establish com
munication between the yacht at Cowes
Bay and the Queen at Osborne House,
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which was out of sight behind the hills, the Duke of Connaught, who have kept
The success of that enterprise made up their interest in wireless telegraphy
firm friends of the Prince of Wales and and in Marconi ever since.

Brain T
The success of recent experiments in

wireless telegraphy has brought to the

front the believers in telepathy or

thought-transference, who are anxious

to know why the human brain may not
send out ether waves just as well as a

Marconi transmitter. Phrenologists
have been pointing out this possibility
for many years. An example of

the ideas of such persons is shown in
the following communication to The
jS'ineteenth Century by James Knowles.
Says Mr. Knowles:

" Signor Marconi has proved to the
whole world that, by the use of his ap
paratus, messages can be passed through
space for great distances, from brain to
brain, in the entire absence of any
known means of physical communica
tion between two widely separated sta

tions.
" To explain, or even to express, the

modus operandi of what occurs it is nec

essary, in the present state of science,
to assume the existence of that ' ethe
real medium '

pervading space which
has become for many reasons an indis
pensable scientific assumption, and also
the existence of movements, tremors, or
waves of energy propagated through the

ether, from the generating to the re

ceiving station. . . .
" Now, if a small electric battery can

send out tremors or waves of energy
which are propagated through space for
thirty miles or more, and can then be

caught and manifested by a sensitive
mechanical receiver, why may not such
a mechanism as the human brain—
which is perpetually, while in action,

decomposing its own material, and
which is in this respect analogous to an
electric battery —generate and emit
tremors or waves of energy which such
sensitive ' receivers '

as other human
brains might catch and feel, although
not conveyed to them through the usual

legraphy.
channels of sensation? Why might not
such a battery as, say, the brain of Mr.
Gladstone radiate into space, when in
action, quasi-magnetic waves of inllu-
ence which might affect other brains
brought within the magnetic field of
his great personality, much as the influ
ence of a great magnet deflects a small
compass needle? Many men (some per
haps of Mr. Gladstone's own colleagues)
would admit their experience of such a

quasi-magnetic force in his case, a pre
disposing and persuasive influence quite
apart from and independent of the in-'
iluence of spoken words."

Mr. Knowles restates a theory of
brain waves which he first made public
in a communication to The Spectator in
]869, and which, he thinks, serves to
connect closely the phenomena of tele
pathy, as they are asserted to exist by
those who believe in them, and those
of the recently discovered electro-mag
netic radiation. His hypothesis, which
he admits is a very crude one, is as fol
lows :

" Let it be granted that whensoever
any action takes place in the brain, 8

chemical change of its substance takes
place also; or, in other words, an atomic
movement occurs; for all chemical
change involves —perhaps consists in—
a change in the relative positions of
the constituent particles of the sub
stance changed.

"An electric manifestation is the
likeliest outcome of any such chemical
change, whatever other manifestations
may also occur.

" Let it be also granted that there is
,

diffused throughout all known space,
and permeating the interspaces of all
bodies, solid, fluid, or gaseous, an uni
versal, impalpable, elastic 'ether/ or
material medium of surpassing and in
conceivable tenuity.

" The undulations of this imponder
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able ether, if not of substances sub

merged in it
,

may probably prove to be

light, magnetism, heat, etc.
" But if these two assumptions he

granted— and the present condition of
discovery seems to warrant them —
should it not follow that no brain action
can take place without creating a wave
or undulation (whether electric or oth

erwise) in the ether; for the movement
of any solid particle submerged in any
such medium must create a wave?

" If so, we should have as one result
of brain action an undulation or wave
in the circumambient, all-embracing
ether —we should have what I will call
brain-waves proceeding from every
brain when in action.

" Each acting, thinking brain then
would become a centre of undulations
transmitted from it in all directions
through space. Such undulations would
vary in character and intensity in ac

cordance with the varying nature and
force of brain actions; e.g., the thoughts
of love or hate, of life or death, of mur
der or rescue, of consent or refusal,
would each have its corresponding tone
or intensity of brain action, and con
sequently of brain-wave (as each passion
has its correspond ing tone of voice).

" Why might not such undulations,
when meeting with and falling upon
duly sensitive substances, ae if upon the
sensitized paper of the photographer,
produce impressions, dim portraits of
thoughts, as undulations of light pro
duce portraits of objects?"

The application of such a theory to
the explanation of various dreams,
ghost-stories, etc., and to many of the
phenomena of hypnotism is obvious,
and Mr. Knowlee makes it specifically
in the case of some well-known stories
of the kind. Of this hypothetical brain
wave the writer says, in closing:

" It will but be a vague, dim way, at
the be6t, of communicating thought, or
the sense of human presence, and pro
portionally so as the receiving brain is

less and less highly sensitive. Yet,
though it can never take the place of
rudest articulation, it may have its own
place and office other than and beyond
speech. It may convey sympathies of
feeling beyond all words to tell—groan-
ings of the spirit which ennnot be ut
tered, visions of influences and impres
sions not elsehow communicable, may
carry one's living human presence to
another by a more subtle and excellent
way of sympathy."

The Inventive Faculty.
By Walter K. Palmer, M.E.

( I'art H. — Continual from page 20.)

If " Poeta nascitur, non fit," be true,

it is likewise true that the inventor
must be born. That is

,

he must be born
with this almost poetic nature, and
with the capacity for receiving the re

quisite of mental powers. Then he

may be made an inventor. Without
this capacity and this instinct, no
amount of training can avail. And on
the other hand, with this quality pres
ent in the highest degree, no one can be

an inventor in this scientific age with
out certain kinds of training, which will
afford the essential mental discipline.

The Erench, with their characteristic

spirit, recognize this poetic element in
the inventor's nature. " L'invention
n'est —elle pas la poesie de la science? "

asks M. Pataille, in his " Traite des

Machines a Vapeur." Continuing he

says:—" All great discoveries bear an
unmistakable mark of poetic thought.
One must be a poet to create. There
fore, if the powerful machinery, the true
source of the productiveness and indus
try of our day, is to undergo radical
change it will be to men of imagination,
and not to men who are merely special
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ists, that we shall owe the transforma
tion."

This peculiar poetic instinct cannot
be created, but must be inborn. The
dormant germ of it may be awakened,
however, and nurtured and developed.
And few indeed are the natures that do
not possess at least one little germ —
covered deeply it may be, sometimes,
but present in greater or less degree. To
find this and bring it into as full a life
as possible, should be the pleasure and

duty of every teacher. To the teacher
of young pupils, especially, is given the

great privilege, for in early youth,
when nature is plastic, this element is
most easily found and increased.

Not every one can acquire the ability
to become a successful mechanical in
ventor, nor is this to be desired at all.
But this inventive or creative faculty is
of the utmost value to all. The chem
ist, the physicist, the biologist, the
writer, the musician, the lawyer, the
physician—all, as well as the engineer,
can profit well from its possession.
Every one in modern life needs the
power of vigorous, original thought and
work, which comes best from a large de

velopment of this inventive faculty.
How, then, can we produce this de

velopment in the natures of our stu
dents, presuming, as well we may, that

nearly all possess at least a weak germ
of the essential poetic disposition? The
first and greatest of all means is the
teacher — an enthusiastic teacher — a

teacher of original thought —a true
teacher —one who possesses the poetic
feeling, the rigid discipline, and deep
sympathies. To such a teacher, ever)'
incident is an opportunity, and all
things meant for drawing out and ex

panding and making original the pu
pil's nature.

But there are certain courses of dis
cipline which may be helpfully em

ployed as agencies in the development.
Too much stress cannot be laid upon the
study of the geometrical mathematics —
inventional geometry at an early stage
—the working of " originals "

so-called,
in the course in Euclid, geometrical
drawing and descriptive geometry. And
for the engineer the study of Kinemat
ics, the science of pure motion, for its
educational results as well as knowledge
acquired.

These subjects pursued under the
guidance of such a teacher as just de
scribed, cannot fail to awaken powers of
original thought and action if there be

any germs of them at all present in the
natures of the pupils, with the result of
producing stronger, more useful men,
better members of society. Education.

How to Study Phrenology.
Rev. F. W. Wilkinson.

(Continued from page 18.)

But now I waut for a short time to
deal with the practical knowledge, that
which does not come from the reading
of books. We must remember that we
can study things without books, al

though they are a great help, and by
them we get to know the thoughts of
others and the progress of matters

previous to our time; but I fear we rely
too much upon books. We shall have

to learn to observe for ourselves and

think for ourselves, and in studying

Phrenology we must of necessity edu
cate the perceptive faculties. We must
learn to use our eyes. I have been
amused sometimes when drawing the
attention of persons to different shaped
heads they have noticed a little differ
ence, but not much, while to my gaze
the difference and variation were ex

ceedingly great. We must learn to
notice finely and to distinguish very
closely. In order that you may acquire
proficiency in this matter, for the eye
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has to be trained, notice the growth and

development in the heads of children,
and how they change aa the various

powers of the mind are brought into
requisition and manifested through bod

ily actions. I need only give you this
hint; you can apply for yourselves, but
in some instances you will be almost as

tounded at the change. When any
friend or acquaintance of yours changes
his vocation, especially in young people,
notice the effect that this change has
upon their cranial development. In
some instances it has been so marked
that it has astonished me. I remember
one particularly, a young man had an
exceedingly narrow forehead, it was
well rounded and full, but being wide
at Cautiousness it seemed exceedingly
narrow in the front. Three or four
years passed, the young man devoted
himself to hard study, and the effect was

surprising; the forehead broadened out
to such an extent that one could hardly
think it was the same person. Of course
we do not come across cases like this
every day, but this will show what I
mean. Learn to observe closely and
critically. I need not tell you that
some persons have eyes but seldom use
them, and then not to much advantage.
But a Phrenologist must use his eyes if
he is to become proficient in the study
of human nature. You need not al

ways let it be known that you are a

Phrenologist, because some people be

come very nervous if they think that
they are being quizzed in any way by
a Phrenologist. It would be wise to
learn to look at people without staring
and without them knowing that you are
looking at them, as it will add to your
comfort as well as to theirs.

We must not only use our eyes, but
it will be well to learn how to use our
fingers, too. The practical part of the
study is necessary and has to be ac

quired, and it would be well to get it
firmly fixed in one's mind, so that you
can quickly place your fingers upon
them, the various sutures, and the cen
tres of ossification; these will be land
marks from which your fingers can
travel over that most interesting and

sometimes puzzling region, the human
head. It would be well, also, in your
study to keep in mind that we are not
studying bumpology. A great deal of
fun has been created by that term, and
a great deal of harm has been done to
the science of Phrenology by the word

bumps. One must learn to estimate
length of brain-fibre together with size
of organ, viz., long, broad, or sharp, and
then determine its activity, etc. This
will require not only deep study, but
practice. The student will not be
wanting a subject for some time to
come. A person may be able to say that
one has large organs, small, or other
wise, but that is not the zenith of phreno
logical efficiency. We now come to the
most critical and difficult part of Phre
nology, one that needs not only the ob
serving powers and the sense of touch,
but that of discrimination and judg
ment. I mean delineation. And let me
say here that, whilst there may be many
students of Phrenology, many who can

give you its theories very well, there are
comparatively few good delineators.
To be a good delineator requires a great
deal of care and painstaking work. It
may be a simple matter to hit off, as

the Yankees say, the principal features
in one's character, and a fair student
with practice may readily do that, but
that is not sufficient. The object of
the student is to so master his subject
that he may not only be able to give a

general outline, but may enter into the
minor details. And here comes in that
very intricate part, viz., the combina
tions of the faculties. It will be the
duty of the student to ascertain how
the various faculties blend, or combine,
and in this phase of the work there
comes out the diversity of character
which is so apparent to even a novice,
but it is for the student to find out why
one man differs from another. We may,
on the surface, see some men are so to
tally opposite to each other that we can
give expression to the reason, but there
are others that are so much alike and
yet so different, and here comes in the
fineness in discrimination and adjust
ment. The law of permutation comes
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in, also, and accounts for the wonderful
variety by which we are surrounded.
The study of the combinations and

blendings will be a long, but to the true
student a deeply interesting work. He
will see how a comparatively small
variation makes all the difference in the
world in the character of a person.
When you get into the run of the com
binations it becomes most fascinating.
I know it appears at first an insuperable
task. " But a faint heart never won a

fair lady," and the student must plod;
well directed effort and industry are
sure to succeed. It would be well for
the novice to practice on his friends,
who will forgive his few slips and mis
takes, rather than on strangers. But do
not be in too great hurry. Try and be
sure of your ground before you start.
I have been pained when I have heard
persons give expression to certain
things when I have known they were
making mistakes, and, perhaps, uncon
sciously injuring Phrenology. It is
wise in your study to ascertain which
are the controlling organs or faculties in
each group, and then see how the others
blend with each other and how they as

sist in the production of the main dis
tinguishing features, and when you
have settled these points in you own

mind, then go on from your knowledge
of the science, building up your delinea
tion by giving expression to the various
or peculiar features you find, keeping
well in your mind the influence of the
constitution, temperament, and quality
exercise upon the various groups and

organs in those groups.
Another very helpful plan, in study

ing Phrenology, is to see how the char
acter of a person shines out in his writ
ings, and how the dominant features
are continually expressing themselves.
It may be that this phase of study may
be more clearly seen in the poets, but
it may be found in the prose authors as

well; and when we are unable to practice
upon the head of a living person, we

may study his words and find out his
character from them. We shall see Self-
esteem in the constant use of the I, or
Cautiousness in the mode of expression,
Ideality and Sublimity in the descrip
tion; Eventuality and Individuality in
the minuteness of detail, etc. But I
must leave you to carry this out for
yourselves. The more I think upon the
subject the greater it grows; hence I
think it best for me now to close with
the advice, Be thorough, and study
your subject well, so that you know all
you can about it.

People of Note.

DWIGHT L. MOODY. THE RE
NOWNED REVIVALIST.

Few men have had so influential a

career in evangelistic work since the
days of St. Paul as Mr. Moody. We
have seen him at different periods of
his life; hence, when taking into ac

count his psychological qualities, we
have noticed the following characteris
tics: He possessed a predominance of
the vital temperament, which warmed
up to a subject and gave him vigor,
enthusiasm, and picturesque imagina
tion to a remarkable degree. Mr.
Moody makes a strong contrast when
compared with Lyman Abbott; the one

was plain, clear, logical, and practical,
while the other is cool, intellectual, and
stands unmoved before a largo audience.

D. L. MOODY.
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There was no artificialism about Mr.
Moody, and anyone knowing him is able
to realize what a storehouse of practical
illustrations he possessed. Men of all
beliefs have stood on his platform and

accepted his simple yet effective Chris
tianity. He did not talk above his
hearers, but made everything he said

ring with a lustiness that was thorough
.and genuine. He was an indefatigable

hold the position of commander or gov
ernor with equity and tact, another is
well able to do so. The secret of Gen.
Wood's success is his well-balanced
character; this is manifested by his
capacity to judge of men and under
stand the delicate sides of character of
those over whom he is to wave the flag
of peace and reconciliation. He has an

observing mind, the perceptive facul-

OENEHAL LEOHARD WOOD.

worker, and his head indicates that he

had the power to generate life, energy,
force, and executive ability. His com

parative mind was one of the strongest
allies which he possessed in the working
out of his ideas; it was the sauce to the

pudding, the butter to the bread, the

sunlight to the flowers, and the moon
to the weary traveller at night. May
the twentieth century be able to pro
duce as able a worker aa Mr. Moody!

GENERAL LEONARD WOOD :

WHAT MAKES HIM A GOOD
CIVIL GOVERNOR?

We live in a practical age, and there
fore need practical men around us.
While one man would be unfitted to

ties are all large; he readily remembers
faces, places he has visited, the forms
and outlines of things, and possesses
the excellent quality of order and ar

rangement, which all rulers, superin
tendents, and managers must have. He
is not a wordy man, nor given to much
parleying, but he is able to set to work
with a will, and before people know it
they have acquiesced with his plans.
He will prove, we are sure, a wise leader
of a people somewhat difficult to govern.

DR. FOWLER-BREAKSPEAR.

There are few among the toilers of
this hardworking world who labor so

unweariedly and unselfishly as its physi
cians. Theirs is work, however, which
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brings its own reward in the love and

gratitude of their patients —a monu
ment far more enduring than those of
marble. At sunset, on Sunday, the last

day of the old year, one of these busy

workers was called to leave this world
of stress and strain and enter upon the
duties of a better and purer life. Dr.
Almira Lee Fowler-Breakspear (who
was one of the vice-presidents of the
Fowler Institute) had led a remarkably
active and useful life, and it seemed fit-

UR. POWLER-BREAK8PEAR 1

ting that it should close with the close

of the year, and that she should, with
the new year, commence her new life in
a world where the pain and suffering to

which she had so long and faithfully
ministered, should be no more.

She was for years one of the most

prominent physicians in the Oranges,
and thus was well known throughout
that section of New Jersey. She was

born in Cohocton, N. Y., in 1826, and

was the daughter of Horace and Mary
Taylor Fowler, both of whom were

prominent church workers. The moth
er of Dr. Fowler-Breakspear, who was

a remarkably influential, refined, and

intellectual woman, was born at Heath,
in the hilly part of Massachusetts,
whence so much brain power has per
meated the life of New York, and so in
fluenced the whole world. She was sis
ter of Mrs. C. Fowler-Wells, of 0. S.
and L. N. Fowler, and Dr. E. P. Fowler,
of New York, is the only brother to
survive her. She was first graduated
from Jackson Academy, Michigan, and
later from the Woman's Medical Col
lege, Philadelphia, Pa. She was twice
married, in 1871 to Mr. J. Holden
Ormsbee, and in 1884 to Mr. Edward
Breakspear, of Birmingham, England,
where she resided until after his death
in 1898. In the spring of 1899 she re
turned, with her niece, Miss Break
spear, to her native country. She left
many friends in Birmingham, where she
worked as a deaconess of Carr's Lane
Church.

The personal character of Dr. Fow
ler - Breakspear combined many re
markable, attractive, unselfish, and
sterling qualities. She had cultivated
the habit of self-control, and so was
able to help others to govern them
selves. Her personal magnetism was

great; her patients often said that a

visit from her did them good, indepen
dent of her prescriptions; children
were always attracted to her, and she
could soothe their restlessness in sick
ness when their own mothers failed.
Her life was one of self-devotion to
others. She won the love and confi
dence of all her patients, and many, on
both sides of the Atlantic, will mourn
the loss of a warm, true-hearted friend.

Rev. Dr. Amory H. Bradford, of
Montclair, conducted the funeral ser
vices, and in the course of a sympathetic
and appreciative address spoke of his
long friendship with the departed and
of his sense of the high character of her
life and work. If he were to choose a
single word to express what her life had
been it would be the word, service. In
years gone by she had been perhaps the
best known woman in New Jersey, and
in later years, in her more retired life in
England, she had given to her fellows
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unstinted and consecrated service. John
Howard, when on his deathbed, re

quested that no monument should be
raised to him, but that a sun-dial should
be placed on his grave. England, how
ever, would not allow her noble son to
be forgotten, and a beautiful monument
was placed to his memory in Westmin
ster Abbey. The friend who had gone
might have said " let me be forgotten,"
but although no sculptured stone or
even sun-dial may be raised, her mem

ory will live in the hearts of many
whom she loved and to whom she min
istered. M. B.

minded of what he then said. As there
was no war to disturb the atmosphere
then, his predictions are all the more

appropriate. He said: " Available
power finds the quickest sale in the
market. In the ancient times, the

strongest draught horse was the most
valuable, at the present day the fastest
horse brings the greatest price; slow
and sure used to be the saying, while
despatch is the present order of the day.
Many men have great gifts, but they
are not available on the spur of the mo
ment. Experience teaches business men
that a nimble sixpence is worth as much

aft.
LORD SALISBURY. FRIME MINISTEH OF ENGLAND ; THE HON. J. CHAMBERLAIN, 8EC. OP STATE

FOR THE COLONIES; CECIL RHODES, MILLIONAIRE MAGNATE; LIEUTENANT - GENERAL
SIB GEORGE STEWART WHITE, COMMANDING BRITISH KORCE8 IN THE BATTLES AROUND
LADY8MITH AND DUNDEE ; GENERAL LORD METHUKN, AND GENERAL SIR BEDVKBB
BULIjER, COMMANDER OP THE BRITISH TROOPS IN SOUTH AFRICA.

A GROUP OF STATESMEN AND
GENERALS.

In 1882 Professor L. N. Fowler gave
a character sketch of the Right Hon.
Joseph Chamberlain, M.P., in the
Phbenological Magazine, and, con
sidering the prominence of this gentle
man at present, it may be interesting
for students of Phrenology to be re

in business as a whole shilling. The
little wheel in the carriage gets to its
journey's end as soon as the larger
wheel, because the little wheel goes
round faster than the larger one. Mr.
Chamberlain is the man for the day, the
occasion; he is alive to the interests of
the hour, his gun is always loaded and
ready for game; he is one among thou
sands for the availability of his power.
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His skin is thin, and the nerves lie near

the surface and are easily acted upon;
his entire make-up of body and brain
indicate prompt, clear, distinct thought
and action. His head is high and nar
row; Cautiousness is barely large
enough to give prudence in speech and

action, but not large enough to give
undue restraint in the majority of cases;
he has more propelling power than re

straint, and in times of excitement he
is guided by his- wide-awake intellect
and sagacity, rather than by fear. The
head is high in the crown, and ambition
is a strong feature of his character, and

by it he is powerfully stimulated. He
has large perceptive faculties, which
make him alive to what is going on

around him and enable him to quickly
gather knowledge from the outside
world and be a good judge of men and

things, of the value and use of prop
erty, and the general state of society,
and of the ways and doings of the day.
His mind comes to a focus at once and
acts upon the spur of the moment.
For prompt action, for distinctness of
character, for clearness and versatility
of intellect he will be known among
men."

These few thoughts, culled from a

full description of the man before us,
are true to life, and what we wish to

point out particularly at the present
moment is this, that had a different
man held the office of Colonial Secre
tary at this juncture, with a broader
and well-balanced head, we should have
had one of two things—either no war
at all, or else greater preparations for
the tremendous odds against which
Great Britain has to fight to-day. The
latter have been ignored by the very
man who ought to have taken them in
to account, more particularly as he must
have become aware of the general feel
ing of the Transvaal since the Jameson
raid. Many men say that brains do not
count, but at no time in political life do
they fail to be of service. Brains in the
right place, developed in the right cen
tres, are the brains we want to seek.

When compared with Lord Salisbury
or Cecil Rhodes, Mr. Chamberlain's

head will be seen to be comparatively
narrow, and this is what is enlarged
upon by Mr. Fowler in his remarks on
the spontaneity of his character. In
times of peace, this may not show to a

disadvantage, but in times of great
emergency, where a whole nation is
thrown into a position of great respon
sibility, there is need of a great amount
of foresight in the one at the head of
affairs to keep abreast of the aggressive
ness of foreign and particularly colonial
powers.

From one point of view Mr. Cham
berlain may be considered tactful in
leaving Lord Salisbury and the Hon. A.
Balfour to explain matters relating to
the policy he has adopted when it is too
late to retrieve his work. From another
standpoint his conduct shows the want
of penetration that made him the will
ing dupe of the ready and wily Kruger
who sought a coveted revenge through
the present war.

Had Mr. Chamberlain been more like
Mr. Gladstone, who was a Liberal Con
servative, he would have waived one
point to gain another, instead of plac
ing so much stress on the suzerainty of
the Transvaal.

The man who has precipitated this
matter and conducted the British ne
gotiations with the Transvaal for the
past few years must have seen what was
pending, yet it is astonishing to those
who are not students of Phrenology
that so little foresight has been shown
in not preparing the country for the
present crisis. Mr. Chamberlain is not
a money lover, or an accumulator of
great wealth, like Cecil Rhodes, nor is
he a conservative diplomat like Lord
Salisbury; and we notice a great con
trast evinced between the the heads of
these three men in the developments of
Secretiveness, Acquisitiveness, and Cau
tiousness. Lord Salisbury is not a man
to be so easily influenced as is Mr.
Chamberlain, and moves more slowly.
It is sometimes difficult to judge where
people draw the line between the love
of greed, the ambition for wealth, self
ish accumulation, the amassing of the
" almighty dollar," and the enforce
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ment of the Monroe doctrine. While
we do not wish to do injustice to the

qualities of Cecil llhodes, yet the head,
the nose, and the jaw all point to a high
er degree of forethought, tact, diplo
macy, and intrigue than the more out

spoken, free, frank, undiplomatic de

velopments of Mr. Chamberlain. The
look from the eye of the latter is straight
and full of meaning, however much he

may be in the wrong, while the look of

General Sir Bedvers Buller. The one
has a strong motive temperament, bal
anced by an active brain; the other has
a marked vital temperament, with a less

responsive action of the brain. There
is certainly bull-dog determination in
the latter, but there is not the alertness
that we find in General White. The
latter lias resources within himself, the
former looks as though he would be a

good disciplinarian. Both men are

MAP OF THE SEAT OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN WAR.

the former indicates a covered business,
a plot within a plot, a power behind the

scenes, and the curve of the mouth
shows that love of power and authority
that W'ould encourage strong measures
to gain it.

While we are not in favor of the de

velopment of Africa at the point of the

bayonet, yet we must recognize the fact
that the Boers have and never woidd
be able to make full use of its resources.

Lieutenant-General Sir George Stew
art White makes a fine contrast with

stern, but General White appears to
have a kindliness of disposition that
sees, thinks, plans, and works for the

highest good of his men. General Bull
er looks as though his men would have

to yield to his command where his judg
ment was set upon accomplishing a

task.
General Methuen possesses the mo

tive vital temperament, consequently he

has shown much of the motive energy
of General White and the determination
of mind of General Buller.
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Notes and Comments.
By Dr. M. L. Holbrook.

BRAIN WORKERS.

The brain worker has always been

considered a fortunate person and the

mere muscle worker generally com

miserated. Henry Ward Beecher, who

always gladly expressed his indebted
ness to Phrenology, once said on this
subject:

" The laborer that sits smoking at

noon, looks upon the lawyer that passes

by, and says,
' Ah! if he knew how to

earn his bread by work, perhaps he

would have more compassion on a poor
fellow like me.'

" The brain worker works harder
than the muscle worker. And there is

no work like professional work. Bodily
work, honorable and needful, is the

lowest work, and derives its measure

from the mind. First, are mind work
ers. Second, are mixed workers—body
and mind workers. Last and lowest are

body workers. The lowest are honor
able; but they must not arrogate to
themselves the credit of being the only
workers, because they stand in the great
class of workers. He that addresses
himself to the accomplishment of
worthy objects, works. The instru
ment which he employs is more or less

important; but the criterion of work is
not the kind of instruments that a man
uses, but the fact that he has directed
the forces of his being upon the attain
ment of some end, whether he does it
by the brain, by the brain and body,
or mainly by the body. The instru
ment determines something, but not
everything.

" The true ideal of work, then, is the
force of thought addressed to ends, and

accomplishing its purposes with as lit-
tie material interposition as possible.
In fact, the mind powers and the bodily
powers are mingled in life; and the

greatest number of men think that they
may act. They first plan, and then
execute. There is a partnership be
tween the mind and the body, in which
the one directs and the other executes.

" The normal condition of the hu
man race is that of work, and, I think,
mixed work. If a man's body does not
require bodily work, he had better add
it by way of luxury. The forces of the
mind and the body should be so min
gled in the work that we pursue as to se

cure the greatest happiness and health.
And, in order to secure these objects,
there should, it seems to me, be in our
work a larger proportion of mine- force
than of the physical element, though
there should be more or less of the

physical."

DRUDGERY.

The same author continues:
" Work is said to have been the

primal curse in consequence of our
father Adam's fall. I beg your pardon,
it was not. Drudgery was; but what is

drudgery but slavery? After the fall
of man, slavery began as a brute pun
ishment—not honest work, in which
man himself is the projector, the work
er, and the recipient of his own earn

ings;- but slavery, in which the strong
made the weak work, doing disagreeable
things without reward. Simple toil is

drudgery, and that was the primal
curse; but work, which was ordained of
God for the whole human race, could
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not have been the primal curse. Work
we are to regard as a privilege and a

benefit."

GREAT MINDEDNESS.
And yet again:
" There is no man that cannot bring

great mindedness to any calling in
which he is embarked. It does not need
that a man should be born a United
States Senator, for a man that is on
the shoemaker's bench may make him
self one of the greatest of statesmen.
It does not need that a man should be

born a geologist; for a man in a stone

quarry may make himself one of the
most eminent of philosophers. Where
a man begins to work is where he be

gins; but it does not follow that that
is where he ends. And the point of
criticism is

,

that a man should suppose
his trade to be the measure of what he

is to be; that he should look upon him
self as shut up in it; that he should take
the view that he must be as big as that
trade, and no bigger." The manhood that God gave you
the capacity of exercising is the meas
ure of your life; and when you fill the
avocation that you are in, and have a

great deal to spare, you will be called to
go up higher. If you are engaged in
that which is drudgery, you will soon

grow out of it if you have the spirit of
emancipation in you. If you are just
fit for a drudge, if you only have a

thought for the present, if you think
your present attainments are enough,
then be content in the state which you
are in, and do not grumble. But if you
are fit for something more, then make

something more of yourself, and do not
grumble. Why do you grumble if you
are fit for nothing more? And if you
are fit for something more, why do
you grumble? A man is fit for some
thing higher when he shows himself to
be so by doing something higher."

NEGRO CHILDREN NOT BORN
WHITE.

It is a common belief among those
who do not know that neg'*- children

are born white. Medical men without
experience have accepted this popular
belief on hear-say evidence; but it is not
true. Though not all of the same tint,
they are usually of a pinkish hue.

Negro babies do not, however, retain
this pinkish color long, but soon be

come a beautiful black—we say beauti
ful, and in this few will dispute, for it

is true, and, were it not for our preju
dices, we would say almost or quite as

beautiful as if it were white.

DIFFICULTY IN CHANGING
OUR MINDS.

It was Buckle who declared in one
of his able papers that men and women
rarely change their opinions on great
questions after they are forty years of
age. Probably the reason of this is be
cause the mental character of human
beings is built up for permanence and
not change. And, like the altering over
of a building which has been built of
solid material, all changes cause disrup
tions and, for the time, distress. If this
be true, how very important that the
minds of children be directed wisely in
their plastic state, so that in after years
they shall not be obliged to change en

tirely their whole course of life and

thought in order to adapt themselves
to new discoveries and new truths.
Particularly is this true in regard to
habits which influence health. It is

much easier to teach the young to live
naturally than the aged. And if it

is true, a6 Buckle says, that people
rarely change their opinions on great
questions after forty, it is equally true
that they do not often materially change
their physical habits after that age.
This rule, however, ought not to apply
to men with bad habits. The most vul
gar and debasing habits ought to be

given up, no matter at what age. It is,
in a large majority of cases, better to
break off the use of tobacco, opium,
and intoxicating drinks, even if the per
son is old, than to retain them. It is

true, the change which the body must

undergo in such cases is often a great
one, and not unlike that undergone in
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a house when it is remodelled and new

improvements added, and old carpets,
furniture, and rooms demolished. In
the latter case, it requires capital and
sense to make the change an improve
ment; in the former case, it requires
also physical energy and a careful ad

justment of the strength to the work
to be accomplished. It may, in con
clusion, be remarked that even if it is
fact, that people rarely change their

opinions after mature age, it ought not
to be so, and would not be so, were all
ardent lovers of and seekers after truth.

The mind should be so educated that
.change of opinion may take place easily
when necessary, and if we lived as we

ought the brain-cells would retain their
plasticity to a greater age than is now
the case. The rightly trained and
instructed mind accepts new truth
when reason demands, at whatever age.

Truth About Alcohol.
By H. S. Drayton, M.D.

Following certain investigations of
recent date, there has been much mis

representation or misunderstanding
of their bearing upon the habits and

health of people. Our temperance ad

vocates of the radical stripe have shown

a severity of criticism that trends upon
the excessive and irrational, because

of conclusions jumped at in regard
to Professor Atwatei^s experiments;
while the friends of drinking " when

you feel like it " have exhibited a joy
ful enthusiasm because of a jumped-at
conclusion that the latest facts about

alcohol are on their side. An editorial
note in the " American Medical Asso

ciation Journal " for November 25th

treats this matter intelligently and

clearly, and we know that the readers

of the Phrenological Journal are

sufficiently interested in the cause of
temperance reform to wish for a trust
worthy view of the conclusions reached

by scientific observation. Quoting
from the " American Medical Associa
tion Journal ":

" The rather recent experiments of
Atwater, which were made under spe
cial conditions to exclude everything
but the one question of the heat and

energy-producing action of alcohol in
the human body, have been published
and quoted over and over again as

showing that it is in all respects a valu
able food and not in any way deleterious
to the system. The fact that these ex

periments had no reference to the ac

tion of the agent on the circulatory or
nervous systems, which are by far its
most important effects, is never men
tioned. The single truth that alcohol
is consumed in the body, producing
heat and energy, proves no more that it
is a useful food, as one of Professor At-
water's colleagues says, than would the
fact that gunpowder burns up, produc
ing heat and energy, proves it a profit
able fuel for the kitchen stove. There
are more things to be considered in re
lation to this question than appear to
be dreamed of in the philosophy of
most people. The latest example of
misuse and misrepresentation in this
special way is brought out in the suit
started against certain advertising liq
uor dealers by a New York physician
who recently read a paper on alcohol
before an eastern medical association.
Though many things reported in the
paper were distinctly enough favorable
to alcohol as a beverage and a medicine,
the commercial instincts of the dealers
could not, it appears, let them go un
disturbed .or in their normal connec
tion, hence the libel suit. We would
advise physicians and investigators who
write on this subject to cultivate the
greatest conciseness and exactitude of
expression, to so word their communi
cations as to preclude the possibility of
misrepresentation or misconstruction,
otherwise there is no telling what in
tellectual offspring they may be called
on to father." D.
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" The best mother is she who studies the peculiar character of each child and aots with well
instructed judgment upon the knowledge so obtained."

Child Culture.

THOUGHTFUL AND EE FINED.

Br Uholk Joe.

This little child has a very strong
character, and for one so young has a

peculiarly shaped head. As will be

seen, the head is developed in advance
cf the body; in fact, it is too large to

less trouble than all his brothers and
sisters. We are told that he is orderly,
and puts away his clothes at night and
finds them in the morning without ask
ing help from anyone. His mother's

FTO 524.— .1 TV D., GREIN BAY, WIS.

Circumference of haul. '&% ; length. 18: height. IRV; height. 87>J: weight. 41 prnindu ; hnir. brnu n; eyei<
brown : complexion, fair; age, 1i; health, very good.

allow of proper growth of body; there
were some probable reasons for the
premature development of brain and
the insufficient growth of physique.
He is the eighth of a family of twelve
children, and is said to give his mother

health is perfect, never having heen
sick. Neither father nor mother, how
ever, have had educational advantages.
Before he was born, his mother had a

fright and became quite excited, which
probably had its effect upon the child.
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Phrenologically speaking, we can see

that there is a superior development of
brain-in the upper region ; the child evi

dently thinks in advance of his age, and
must be able to carry out work ahead
of hi6 years, and his career in life will
depend largely upon whether he can
maintain his health and keep up his
vitality so as to nourish his brain; if
he cannot do this he will probably be

obliged to be supported. This, his spirit
of independence will not like, and there
fore he should be carefully trained and
educated so that he can become de
pendent upon himself. There are sev

eral lines of work that such a mind can
do without having the mortification of
mixing with others, providing his
health will allow him to take a sufficient
amount of education.

His head indicates that he will be

fond of argument debate and math
ematics; he will not be content with a

put-off answer to his questions. His
Causality is phenomenally developed,
consequently he will be inclined to ask
many questions about things he sees,
and will know many wise things in
advance of his age. What he needs at

resent is plenty of sleep; he should be

ept a little boy as long as possible; it
will be difficult to do, but it is neverthe
less important, so that he may get all
the rest his nature needs. He will be

very sagacious in knowing whether peo
ple answer him correctly and give him
the right explanation to his queries.

He is not one to readily give up an
undertaking, hence he will surmount
difficulties and overcome impediments,
and will show a superior degree of in
telligence. His perceptive faculties are
not very large when compared with his
reflectives, although they are not alto
gether lacking in activity, yet his re
flective powers call out his perception
and observation; this is why he is able
to find his things and is desirous of
putting them away so that he can
quickly lay his hands upon them when
he wants them. He appears to have an
excellent memory, and this will help
him in his mathematical studies and in
mental philosophy.

Morally, he will be able to be trusted
with responsibility, and this is where he
will be of great service to others. He
will not be able to come out and face
or compete with others who have the

capacity to rough it and get over the
ground, but he will be a steadying pow
er; and if he were trained as an ac

countant, bookkeeper, financier, or
banker he would not then come into
that publicity that would make him feel
the defects of his organization, more
particularly in regard to his stature.
He may take a start when he is thirteen
years old and become better propor
tioned and more like other boys, but he
will always be thoughtful, careful of
the future, anxious, intuitive in coming
to his decisions, sympathetic in recog
nizing the wants of others, and a great
reader. It would be a good thing
for him to study botany, to encourage
close perception, and if he were to study
outside of the schoolroom he would
have more scope for his originality than
if he were ground down to a prescribed
form. He will eventually want to en

gage in some literary pursuit, but he
will not care so much to write for money
as to trace out his independent opinions.
He will not be miserly in the acquisition
of money, but will be liberally disposed
and inclined to turn over and circulate
what he makes.

His brain should be kept cool, and
he should avoid excitement as much as

possible. While he will not make so

many general friends, he will be likely
to form friendships with those who are
older than himself, and the more he is
known the better he will be liked. The
study of bookkeeping, finance, banking,
literature, and journalism will suit his
tastes, while he could become a reliable
help in a business, provided he was not
obliged to mix with others.

Fig. 525. —The pleasing portrait that
is before us is the third of a series of
grandma and grandchild which we have
produced in the Child Culture depart
ment. We are always glad to be able
to see the different members of the
family, when possible, to see if any rc-

P
k
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semblance i6 to be found in the char
acter of one or the other. Sometimes
there is only an influence that can be

traced from the father, sometimes it is
from the mother; in other cases we have
to go back to a more remote period,
and then we see a curious influence
manifesting itself through the grand
parents. In this case the grandmother
has a distinctly observing character,
while the intellect of this little child
is about evenly represented.

She has a fine disposition, and although
she will generally get what she wants,
she will not be unreasonable. She has
a very full top side-head, which indi
cates that she is quite artistic and capa
ble of showing a remarkable degree of
taste to plan and work out from a pat
tern what she sees; it will not take her
long to work over an old thing and
make it look like new. She will make
an excellent dressmaker, milliner, art
ist, or designer, and will have to have

FIG. 525. — MRS. KINO AND HER GRANDDAUGHTER GLADYS.

What a full forehead we see, what a

lot of things she wants to know, and
how grandma will be puzzled to an
swer the questions of this little magnet,
for she will be able to put all kinds of
-queries to her teachers, and however
far-fetched they may be she will expect
them all to be answered. She will be a

wide-awake young lady and will have all
her wits about her, and will know what
to do and how to direct others. It will
not be long before she will be deciding
what father and mother ought to do.

some work on hand of this nature to
keep her hands busy. She will prefer
to choose her own clothes rather than
let anyone else do it for her, hence she

will be quite in her element when doing
her own shopping.

THE CHILD STUDY MOVEMENT.

Long ago a lonely little boy was
looking at a mother plaving with her
child.
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In his tender heart there grew a long
ing for mother love.

This desire became so intense that
he lost no opportunity of watching
mothers with their children, in their
work, in their play, in all the ways of
their home-world together.

So sympathetic was his interest that
he grew to understand the motives in
the measures these mothers used in
dealing with their children, much bet
ter even than they did themselves.

He studied too their effect upon the
minds and actions of the children, and
divined very clearly where it was good
and where it was ill.

He began to be very sorry for the
mothers who, through excess of love —
rather, love unaided by good judgment
—or lack of love, were making grave
mistakes; and yet more sorry was he

for the little children condemned

through all their lives to reap the har
vest of these mistakes, and sow the
seeds again in the lives of their own
children.

Then he wished that the methods
and manners of those mothers whose
correct motives showed such happy re

sults in the healthful minds and bodies
of their children, might be given to the
other mothers who so needed them.

So he studied very diligently and
wrote down all the commendable songs
and plays; made mottoes and commen
taries on them; and deducted a valuable
philosophy of education.

lie offered to give and teach it to the
world, but the people, blind to their
own needs, did not appreciate or thank
him; but, instead, abused and perse
cuted him.

But no truth ever dies; and no

worthy work is ever lost; and that of
Frederick Froebel eventually found
many minds capable of appreciating it.
So it was preserved and translated from
the German into other languages, un
til the world over it became the basis
of kindergarten schools, the source of
such blessing to little children.

Here again progress has been balked

by Ignorance, that—hand in hand with
Prejudice — stands ever in her way.

Hundreds of people whose children
should be enjoying the benefits of kin
dergarten training in the public schools,
are not. because they —the parents —do
not understand just what it is

,

are
either actively opposed to it or passive

ly indifferent, and make no effort to

provide it.
Even where kindergartens have been

established they have been hampered
by a lack of co-operation on the part of

parents; and teachers have seen that,
to be successful in the highest degree, it

is necessary first to instruct those who
have the care of children in their homes,
and so mothers' meetings were started,
nurses' training-schools established; in
fact, the Child-Study Movement insti
tuted.

This has grown from local to State
and National interest and importance.
It is now being taught by fifteen chairs
in colleges, eleven State, sixty cities, and
three hundred local organizations.

Earnest kindcrgartners in session at
Chautauqua in 1895, discussing the
great need of intelligent help and sys
tematic instruction for mothers, con
ceived the idea of making effort whereby

a great and general interest might be
created in the matter.

This was the inception of the move
ment which culminated in 1897 in the
First Congress of, Mothers in Washing
ton, which was so decidedly successful
that at the Second National Congress
of Mothers, which convened at Wash
ington last May, the mothers were ready
to make it a permanent organization,
with constitution and by-laws. The
object was therein stated, being to pro
mote conference among parents upon
questions most vital to the welfare of
their children; to further develop the
manifold interests of the home; to co

operate with educators and legislators
to secure the best methods of physical,
mental, and moral training of the
young; to enlighten motherhood upon
all the problems of race development;
to uplift and improve the condition of
mothers in all walks of life; and to these
ends to promote the formation of
Mothers' and Home-makers' Clubs in
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all States and Territories of the United
States.

One of the most valuable results of
this movement is already to be seen in
its beautiful broadening effect. As soon
as mothers put themselves in the right
relation to their own children, their
sympathies immediately reach out to
ward other little ones and other moth

ers, with a desire to help them.
It was this made these National Con

gresses a possibility and a success; that
made mothers all over the land, from
the highest in place and position to the

humblest, desire to get and give all the
assistance they might in this way; that
made the wealthy offer freely of their
means, the scholarly of their thought,
the skilled of their tact, and all, of their
attention and sympathy. That is why
in such large crowds, that usually de

velop the selfish side of people, such
remarkable kindness and pood-nature

prevailed. Why so many men and
women, married and unmarried, par
ents, teachers, friends, could so lay
aside all differences of sex, race, and
denomination, as to join hands heart

ily and harmoniously- for such purpose.
We feel in the Child-Study Move

ment the power of that " touch of nat
ure that makes the whole world akin.''

We see the full beauty of that almost
divine trinity— father, mother, child;
and we foresee the possibility of a nobl ',

pure, and upright people, the glory of
a redeemed humanity.

The Child-Study Movement may be

said to be a very popular one.
The intelligent and thoughtful every

where welcome it, and the pulpit com
mends it as a hopeful means of bring
ing about that for which we pray daily:
" Thy will be done on earth as it is

done in Heaven."
There is scarcely any high-class pub

lication but gives space to reports and
devotes regular departments to matter
germain to the work, showing that the
press estimates at its great value a

movement that directs its efforts to
ward the very foundation upon which
society rests—purifying the stream of
humanity at its source —since it cannot

rise higher—by teaching the great im
portance of a pure purpose in assuming
the responsibility of parenthood, and
in providing childhood with clean,
healthful, and elevating tendency in in
heritance, environment, and in educa
tion.

Helen Raymund Wells.

SEND THEM TO BED WITH A KISS.

O mothers, so weary, discouraged.
Worn out with the cares of the day,

You often grow cross and impatient,
Complain of the noise and the play;

For the day brings so many vexations,
So many things going amiss:

But mothers, whatever may vex you,
Send the children to bed with a kiss!

The dear little feet wander often.
Perhaps from the pathway of right;

The dear little hands find new mischief
To try you from morn till night;

But think of the desolate mothers
Who'd give all the world for your bliss.

And, as thanks for your infinite bless
ings,

Send the children to bed with a kiss!

For some day their noise will not vex you.
The Rilence will hurt you far more;

You will long for the sweet children
voices,

For a sweet, childish face at the door,
And to press a child's face to your bosom.

You'd give all the world for just this:
For the comfort 'twill bring you in sor

row,
Send the children to bed with a kiss!

— New Orleans Picayune.

Cream for Children. — Cream is a most
nourishing article of diet, and many deli
cate children with small appetites digest

it
. easily, and thrive upon it. It can be

given, a teaspoonful at a time, in n baby's
bottle. Older children can have it added
to their porridge, and it may also be used
spread upon bread. With the addition of
a little golden syrup it is generally en
joyed by children, and it often tempts
them to eat heartily when they otherwise
would not do so.

"No, Willie, dear," said mamma, " no
more cakes to-night. Don't you know
you can't sleep on a full stomach? "

" Well," replied Willie, " I can sleep
on my back."
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Thoughts on Education.
By Miss S. Dexter, of London.

The subject which we are about to
examine is of most wide and far-reach
ing extent, so I have taken care to limit
the heading of my paper to " Thoughts
on Education," and in giving you these
" Thoughts "

you will easily see that I
must necessarily quote very largely from
the thoughts and ideas of those great
thinkers whose influence has gone to the
building-up of our educational system,
as it at present stands.

What does the term education imply?
Unfortunately the term has been, and
still is very largely narrowed down, and
misused. According to the derivation,
e, out of, and duco, I lead, it signifies a

leading or drawing out; and this sig
nification has been applied by us to the
leading, or drawing out of all powers in
nate in the human organization.

You, at least, who realize something
of the immense possibilities of the hu
man soul and body, can comprehend in
a large degree how much is included in
the term.

One of the truest and highest ideas
of education I know of emanated from
that noble practical educational reform
er Friedrich Froebel, who wrote " The
destiny of the human being is to become
conscious of his spiritual nature, and to
reveal it in his life, i.e., to manifest the
eternal in the temporal, the infinite in
the finite, the heavenly in the earthly,
the divine in the human —and the pur
pose of education is to assist him to do
this consciously, resolutely, and freely."" There is a divine idea for every human
being, for we are all God's offspring.
The object of the education of a human
being is to further the development of
his divine idea. This is attainable only
through action, for the development of
every organism depends on its self-ac
tivity. Self-activity, then, activity with
a will, is the main thing to be cared for
in education."

This immediately starts us with a very
important truth, viz., that education, in
its broadest and truest meaning. does not

consist solely in school and college life,
but rather that as long as a man has life
and individuality to be called into ac

tivity, so long has he the opportunity of

being educated, for education, as we

said, signifies a leading or drawing out

of power. Someone has truly said:
" The education of a man of open mind
is never ended;

" and in this connection

Ruskin writes,
" Every great man is al

ways being helped by everybody, for his
gift is to get good out of all things and
all persons."

Froebel, with other great thinkers,
held the belief that every human being
must be complete in himself. That this
completion and perfection can only be

approached or realized as the powers
innate in the child are brought out into
activity. That these powers consist not
in the physical alone, not in the emo
tions alone, not in the mind alone, not
in the spirit alone, but that the human
child has an individuality comprising
powers of body, of feeling, of mind, of
spirit, all of which have to be drawn out
into controlled activity before the com

pletion and perfection of the nature is
attained. These lofty ideals of educa
tion have been and are now held by all
true educationists. Childish faults are
often caused by this neglect to recognize
the organism as one of complexity.
Therein lies one of the chief difficulties
of the educator, and requires him to
spend much time and thought upon bis
methods, for as the child's many-sided
nature is developing as a whole, so the

training and active exercise given by the
teacher should aim to preserve this har

mony of development. It is when the
mental powers, say, are kept actively at
work without an attempt at an accom

panying activity in the physical and
moral faculties, that such faults as idle
ness, heedlessness, and inattention arise.
Nature is the greatest educator — we can
not do better than follow her slow and
quiet methods.

(To be continued.)
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The Moral Sense in the Lower Animals.
By W. Laudeb Lindsay, F.R.S.E.

All the ordinary definitions of what
is variously called in man the moral
sense —sentiment, feeling, faculty, or
instinct —apply, though not necessarily
equally, in the same degree, with quite
the same sense or force, to an equiva
lent mental attribute or series of psy
chical qualities in other animals, and
which attribute or qualities in other
animals there is no good reason for dis
tinguishing by any other name, simply
because they are to be found in animals
zoologically lower than man.

Thus the moral sense in man has
been defined by different classes of au
thors to be, or to include:

1. A knowledge, appreciation, or
sense of—

a. Right and wrong.
b. Good and evil.
c. Justice and injustice.

2. Conscience, involving feelings of
approbation or the reverse in relation to
ideas of right and wrong.

3. The approval of what is conducive
to well-being, and the disapproval of
the reverse.

4. Sense of duty and of moral obli
gation.

5. Appreciation of the results of
honesty and dishonesty.

6. Virtue or virtuousness, including
especially such moral virtues as consci
entiousness, scrupulousness, integrity,
compassion, benevolence, fidelity, char
ity, mercy, magnanimity, disinterested
ness, chastity, modesty.

There is not one of these moral qual
ities that is not possessed, sometimes in
a high degree, by certain of the lower
animals, and more especially the dog;
and there are many authors, who have
been desirous of drawing marked psy
chical distinctions between man and
other animals, who have nevertheless
felt themselves compelled by the evi
dence of facte to concede to these other
animals, or certain of them, the posses
sion of morality akin to that of man.

Agassiz, for instance, grants them mor
als; Froude speaks of their principles of
morality; Brodie refers to the moral
sentiments as occurring in gregarious
animals; Shaftesbury allows to them a
sense and practice of moral rectitude;
Watson gives instances of their moral
feeling, and Wood of their conscience.
And certain animals have even been de
scribed as possessing a moral law and
codes of morals.

The dog, at least, frequently exhibits
a knowledge of right and wrong, mak
ing a deliberate choice of the one or the
other, perfectly aware of and prepared
for the consequences of such a selec
tion. The animal has occasionally the

AN HONORABLE AND SAGACIOUS DOG.

moral courage to choose the right and
to suffer for it

,

to bear wrong rather
than do it (Elam). Not only does this
frequently noble animal know the right,
but it dares to do it, enduring the ex
pected, the inevitable, consequent suf
fering. One of the many evidences that
the dog is sensible of right doing is to
be found in the familiar fact that when

it performs an action which to it seems

meritorious, or which it has reason to
believe its master will deem so—when

it saves a life, or successfully defends a
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trust, or resists some great temptation
—it looks at once for some sign of the

said master's approbation, perhaps for
some reward. There are both the self-

approbation or self-satisfaction of the

mens conscia recti and an expectation
of man's approval. The animal is grati
fied if such approval is in any form
vouchsafed, disappointed if it be with
held.

It must also distinguish between the

right and the expedient —what would
be most for its own interest to do. In
other words, it is just as apt as man is

,

and not more so, to take a selfish view of
all affairs — to consider how they are

likely to affect its own personal inter
ests. The choice that is finally made
between the right, the expedient, and
the wrong is determined by a variety
of considerations —by conflicting emo

tions, by the balancing of probabilities
and inclinations, by the degree or kind
of temptation, by the presence or ab
sence of witnesses, especially human, by
other specialties of an animal's position,
by the nature and extent of its moral

training, by the character of the rewards
and punishments offered on previous
occasions. In the dog there is some
times obviously the same kind of con
flict and collision between virtue and
selfishness, between a sense of what is

ri<rht —which is too generally also what

is painful, what calls for terrible self-
denial and suffering, including the

physical pangs of hunger and thirst, as

well as the moral pangs, say, of unsatis
fied revenge —and a sense of what is

simply pleasant and profitable.
Temptation frequently begets in the

dog, cat, and other animals the same

kind of mental or moral agitation, and
the same sort of result, as in man.
Sometimes we can see— in the dog, for
instance —the whole play of the ani
mal's mind— the battle between its virt
uous and vicious propensities, its
promptings to the right and its endeav
ors to stick by the right, its longing for
the wrong— for the titbit, which it

knows it would be improper to steal —
and the final triumph either of virtue
or temptation. The poor animal, know
ing or feeling the weakness of the flesh,

sometimes has the moral strength, the
force of character, the good sense, to
avoid temptation altogether. But dogs,
like men, are apt to have the most try
ing temptations thrust unexpectedly
upon them, and then comes the tug of
war of the appetites and passions —the

moral turmoil that may make shipwreck
of or that may strengthen virtue.
Sometimes, then, by the dog, as by the
man, temptation is successfully re
sisted after perhaps a series of pro
tracted and painful moral struggles that
have been very apparent to the on
looker. 1'nfortunately, however, equal

ly in dog and man, the resistance of
temptation is less common by far than
non-resistance or non-success in resis
tance, the result of which is various
forms or degrees of wrong-doing.

AN HONEST AND INQUISITIVE CAT.

But in the dog, cat, and other animals
this wrong-doing is accompanied by a

perfect consciousness or conception of
the nature of their behavior. They are
quite aware of being engaged in actions
that will bring inevitable punishment,
which penalty, moreover, they are sen
sible they deserve. Miss Buist gives the
history of a pet canary that was given
to prancing about on her piano-keys,
and that knew it was wrong in so doing.

(To be continued.)
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The Conservation of Energy.
" He who f(M« to be better, case* to be good." —Oliver Cromwell.

As 1900 has now commenced and

we have broken ground with one issue,

we earnestly trust that all our readers

will be able to bring a full measure of

health, strength, intelligence, and busi

ness success into their work. The
Phrenological Journal will do what

it can to help different classes in their

endeavors to understand the right way

of living, for we are confident that, with

a proper understanding of individual

powers and the amount of strength one

has to use, an increase from year to

year may be added to one's stock, and

life itself be prolonged to some purpose.

Though the millennium has not

come, we are entering upon the closing

year of the century, and while there are

errors to correct, and prejudices to over

come, and reforms to be advanced, yet

we see progress is before us, if we will

only make use of the right facilities.

We trust that universal peace will be

restored; that in the place of those

who have commenced a new year in a

heavenly atmosphere, there may be

others rise up to take their places.

We would all do well to ask ourselves

one question as we turn over the first

sheet of the new year and press it upon
the clean blotting-pad; the question is

this: " Am I drifting or steering? —
drifting in society, drifting in health,

drifting in business, drifting in habits,

and wasting talent; or steering the frail
bark of life into the channels that will

yield the greatest percentage of good ?
"

By answering these questions we shall

get upon the phrenological ground of

inspiration and receive new confidence

in fresh responsibilities.

The " Phrenological Annual and

Register" is now ready, and will, we

believe, receive a large sale. It con

tains many interesting articles and il
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lustrations on the current topics of the

day which bear on mental science. The

portraits of some of our distinguished

writers are included in its pages. Dr.

Henry S. Drayton and Dr. M. L. Hol-
brook, associate editors of the Phreno
logical Journal, are some of our old

est contributors on the subjects of

Phrenology, physiology, and hygiene;

comments, therefore, on their work and

efforts in promulgating these subjects

will be interesting to our Amerjcan

readers. But these are not all whose

portraits will be welcome. We should

be glad to see a copy in the home of

every subscriber to the Journal, and,

according to the principle of the Trib
une Sunshine Society, each copy when

read might be passed on to someone

else who has not had an opportunity of

seeing it.

We would draw attention to a

thought that has been expressed before,

that as other institutes and colleges are

constantly receiving donations for

scholarships, we would like to see some

effort in this direction made by our

wealthy friends for the benefit of

Phrenology. It would be a compara

tively easy task for five influential men

or women to subscribe a scholarship
each for the coming session of the

American Institute of Phrenology.

Arrangements for the suitable selection

or election of candidates for these schol

arships could be made by the trustees

and professors. Let us ventilate this

subject as fully and freely as possible.

We regret that from us has passed

one of the grandest and noblest workers

in Christian reform that the century
has known. The inspiration of Mr.

Moody's life came to him through mak

ing opportunities instead of waiting for-

something to turn up. Out of much

opposition he fought his way and used'

his energies in a remarkable manner,,

which resulted in benefit to thousands-

upon thousands of people.

Moody was a man who at different

periods of his life was misunderstood-

and maligned, but he kept his purpose-

before his eyes and pressed forward

toward the mark of his calling. Had

he relinquished his efforts because of

opposition he would have violated the

laws of his nature and have lost golden,

opportunities to speak for his Master.

Some people's lives speak louder than

their words; it does not matter so much,

the way we take to follow out our be

liefs, and they need not be imitations-

of others, provided we do honest, ear

nest, and executive work. We may do-

more upon the bed of sickness than

upon our feet, if we are so placed;

therefore each one should study en

vironment and opportunities.

One very important lesson that comes-

to us from the war in South Africa is

this, that, whether we believe in the war

or not, we must not forget that South

Africa would never have been devel

oped if left to the efforts and interests

of the Boers, and while it might have

been better to have waited a few years

longer before endeavoring to force a

railway from north to south, yet we can

not afford to lose sight of the impor
tance of the result of the present strug

gle. We are glad that Americans in

England have bestirred themselves to

come to the relief of the sick and

wounded by chartering a hospital-ship.

We are gratified to see many refer

ences to the practical methods of de
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veloping character. In the " Kinder

garten Review," for December, we no

tice an able article by Marion Thomp
son Morse, which is a very suggestive

theme and one of importance; it is calcu

lated to do a great amount of good, for

it lays before the minds of its readers

the government of life, and how it can

be determined and increased. The

problems of life are many, and several

of them have been here worked out in a

beautiful way. We want more of such

literature.

We trust that the veil will be lifted

from the Philippines and South Africa,
and that these countries may be fully
developed.

We believe that if Phrenology was

only universally understood that the

right men and women would come to

the front instead of those who are often

put there by wire-pullers. There is a

constant demand for skilled laborers

all over the world; many ne'er-do-wells

think that they can go to the English
colonies and succeed in making a better

livelihood than if they remained at

home; but, alas, the ne'er-do-well has

but little place anywhere, while the

skilled mechanic, clever bookkeeper,

sagacious lawyer, and bright operator

are wanted in every country.

The man who is wanting in energy,

pluck, resolution, and strength of char

acter finds it just as difficult to succeed

in a new country as in an old one. This
should be a lesson to many to make a

fresh resolve in 1900 to put forth proper

efforts and re-energize themselves, so

that they may be able to find their true
sphere, and then follow diligently in it.

We are glad to welcome new mem

bers into the Institute, and, as we have

before stated, the privileges of such

membership will amply repay anyone

who cares to join; these are, the
Phrenological Journal for one year,

the use of the circulating library, and

admission to the monthly course of
lectures.

LIBRARY.
In this department we give short reviews of

such- New Books as publishers seefit to send us.
In these reviews we seek to treat author and
publisher satisfactorily and justly, and also to

furnish our readers with such information as
shall enable them to form an opinion of the de
sirability of any particular volume for person'
al use. It is our wish to notice the better class
of books issuing from the press, and we invite
publishers to favor the Editor with recent publi
cations, especially those related in any way to
mental and physiological science. We can sup
ply any of the books noticed at prices quoted-

" American Ideals, and other Essays, So
cial and Political," by Theodore Roose
velt. Q. P. Putnam's Sons, New York
and London; The Knickerbocker Press.
1899.

To be able to write a book on this sub
ject one must have seen considerable
of life itself; one must know American
character, and more than that, be able
to state in a straightforward yet enter
taining' way the ideas that one entertains.
In taking up this subject Theodore Roose
velt (Governor of New York State) has
shown his honesty of purpose, and his
intimate knowledge of many phases of
American life. For instance, he tells us
of the " Manly virtues and practical poli
tics of American life," The college
graduate and public life " of the Ameri^
can people, the " Machine politics in New

GOVERNOR ROOSEVELT.
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York State," the " Civil Service reform,"
Administering' the New York Police
Force and the law," " National Life and
Character," and many other points;
therefore the reader will see that he has
touched upon the very vitals of law and
justice and reform, and the amelioration
of the condition of the masses, and the
selfishness and pride of some, and the
unselfishness and devotion of others in
public work. His treatment of the Mon
roe doctrine is a fine exposition of the
principles that it was intended to express,
and we confidently recommend such a
book to our English readers if they wish
to have a nearer touch and receive a closer
glance of the American people as they
are. He has not attempted to gloss over
any deficiencies, while the nobility of
their character he has portrayed with
telling force. The writer himself is no
figure-head in the modelling of the po
litical life of New York State, for he has
had experience in executive affairs at
Washington and in federal matters con
nected with the government, therefore he
can speak with authority. This is one
among several interesting books from the
pen of the same writer, all of which show
a practical experience of life.

performing a post-mortem examination
that he applied a match to it, when it
burst into flames. Our advice to you is
to keep your brain clear from the use of
alcohol or narcotics.

V. M. Balyon. —San Diego. —We shall be
pleased to exchange help and encourage
ment. Many thanks for your short arti
cle.

James B. Arnold.—Milford, Ind.—
Thank you for kindly enclosing us the
picture of the Mathematical Prodigy.
Can you secure another slip, so that we
may use this if necessary? He will prob
ably be coming to New York one of these
days, and he must be sure to call on us.

F. E. Mitchell. —New York. —We were
glad to hear again of your little girl.
She is a clever child. Keep her a little
girl as long as possible. Thank you for
the loan of the electro.

J. Jackson.—Texas. —Yes, there is rea
son to believe that much harm is done
by over-education in some directions, and
close watch of children should be kept to
prevent this.

TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

CORRESPONDENCE.

A. L. Smith. — Providence. — In reply to
your query regarding the memory of
faces, we consider that the faculty of
Form is necessary for the definite out
line to be recalled, but Individuality re
members the person as a whole and
separates one from another, while Com
parison says " how much that child looks
like his mother," and recalls what that
difference is.

We are glad to receive the renewals of
your five subscribers, and feel sure it will
be an incentive for others to follow in
yor lead.

J. M. Smith. —Kansas. —The evil effects
of smoking you will find to result largely
in defective memory, imperfect digestion,
poor eyesight, and a lowering of the sys
tem from its normal condition. You ask" What effect alcohol has on the brain."
In reply, we would remind you that when
the brain is in a normal condition it is
soft and pulpy, and has to be kept in
place by its dura mater (or strong
mother) and skull-cap, but a hard drink
er's brain presents a striking contrast —
it becomes hardened. A celebrated anat
omist declares that he could tell a
drinker's brain in the dark by the sense
of touch alone. A London physician re
ported a case in which he found so strong
an odor emanating from the brain when

ORARACTER SKETCHES FROM PHOTOGRAPHS.

No. 491.— E. E.— Klemme, Iowa.— The
vital temperament predominates in your
case, and gives you quite a sympathetic,
emotional, and tender regard for your
friends, and inclines you to lean upon
someone else for your principal support
as regards advice. You should learn to
depend more on yourself, for you are
quite a responsible and capable lady, and
were you to cultivate more Self-esteem
and regard for your own talents you
would succeed remarkably well in what
ever you undertook to do. You are quite
religiously inclined, and would like to
take up some mission work and do good
in the world. You could succeed in do
mestic science and the working out of
many social problems, for the home is
your kingdom and you are queen of it.

No. 492.— C. C—Maquoketa, Iowa.- -We
cannot do justice to the question enclosed
in your letter, but say this much, that the
lady has a strong character and is well
adapted to married life, is highly intel
lectual, and is capable of making others
around her happy and comfortable. She
has an intense desire to do her best in
the lines of pleasing her friends, and
could succeed in life either in teaching
or art. She would grace any public posi
tion, though she is not one to push hei-
self forward in society. We consider her
a fine complement to yourself.
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493. —Elbert W. Miller—Minneapolis,
Minn. —This little child is bright and
winning, she is thoroughly wide-awake,
and has a large head and tine quality of
organization. The head measures nine
teen and a half inches, while her age is
two years and seven months. She is
thoughtful and anxious to think, plan
and suggest for others, and will never
want others to do her thinking for her.
She is in her element when she is with
older people, or playing mama with her
<3olls. She will be a very social young
lady, and it will be difficult for her to
draw the line in making friends. She has
a strong temper and will want her own
way, and sometimes she will work hard
in order to get it. Calmness, coolness,
and kindness will win her round to obe
dience, but any show of temper or feel
ing will make her all the stronger in
carrying her own point. She will make
-a fine writer as well as teacher.

494. — E. C. H. P.—Webster, S. Dak.—
This lad has a good practical intellect;
he would make a first-rate hydropathic
doctor, and is one capable of taking up
all the newest ideas of the day; he will
never be behind the times and will work
out for himself an independent position.
If he takes up business he will never be
content with retail work, but will always
be planning new and enlarged fields for
placing his goods. He will enjoy travell
ing highly, and will gain much benefit
by and through travelling; he is in his
■element when knocking about and study
ing nature. It will not do for him to
confine his attention closely to indoor
work, for he will weary of the sedentary
life. He has an excellent disposition, and
will have a beneficial influence over
•others; he is sympathetic, kind-hearted,
persevering, and independent.

Master Bellwood, England, has a very
active temperament, an enquiring mind,
and an excellent memory for what he has
seen and heard; he will be fond of ques
tioning his elders and will want to know
the " reason why " of everything that is
told him. He is critical, observant, and
<juick to notice the ludicrous side of
things: he should l>e trained to apply
himself to one thing at a time. He is
sensitive and cautious, very affectionate,
and fond of pets; possesses a good share
of vitality, and eventually will do best in
professional work, requiring analytical
ability.

WHAT PHRENOLOGISTS ARE
DOING.

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
PHRENOLOGY.

On Wednesday, January 3, the Ameri
can Institute of Phrenology held the

third meeting of the session, and Dr.
Brandenburg gave a very valuable con
tribution to Phrenology in the fortu of
a lecture on " Impressibility and its Re
lation to Character." Before the doctor
came in, Miss Fowler (chairman of the
evening) made some remarks on " How to
Develop Character, and yet preserve Indi
viduality." She said the beginning of the
year (which she trusted would be a very
useful and happy one to all present) was
a good opportunity to examine ourselves,
and recognize just where we stood. In
every department in life we find that sug
gestion does effective work, and in the
formation of character this is particu
larly so. We sow actions and reap hab
its. We sow character and reap individu
ality. The Spartan fathers suggested to
their boys the necessity of becoming
strong and warlike; the Athenians sug
gested a freer life; the Romans gave a

suggestion of sacrifice for country to
their children, while the Greeks suggest
ed a love of beauty. Each country and
each nation had, as we see, a different
individuality, and suggestion calls out
that difference. There are three factors
in forming character — 1, temperament;
2, environment; 3, will. Pryor, in his
great work on " The Soul of the Child,"
attaches great importance to these fac
tors. The necessity of having good sug
gestions presented to children is of ut
most importance, as we have to make
daily ladders upon which they have to
advance.

In presenting Dr. Brandenburg, Miss
Fowler said that she felt sure that their
New Year's gathering would be long re
membered, as he always had something
practical to say. In opening his subject
on " Impressibility," he said it has been
said that whatever beautifies the face ex
presses the character. The face expresses
the designer, whilst the sculptor lives in
the brain. The physical conditions of
life are exceedingly necessary to study,
for nervous depression, imperfect circu
lation and poor digestion were all im
pressed upon the face, and if the physical
conditions are not kept in a healthy state,
the brain centers are unable to carry out
their high functions. Dr. Brandenburg
proved by an illustration of a skull the
impressibility of the temporal, frontal,
and parietal regions, and how susceptible
they are to different impressions. A per
son who had a high head became im
pressed very differently to one who had
a broad and low head. The weather has
a great effect in impressing the various
faculties of the mind, hence people in the
North and South are called into action
in different ways. Some are impressed
through their Spirituality, others through
their Benevolence, while some Wall Street
brokers are impressed through their Ac
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quisitiveness. We hope in a future num
ber to give more of Dr. Brandenburg's
address. At the close, both he and Miss
Fowler were asked to illustrate the re
marks that had been made on the im
pressible centers, by Dr. Walton, who
was present, and who offered his cranium
for any demonstration that was thought
advisable, whereupon Dr. Walton was
asked to come upon the platform, and a

diagnosis of his character was made, also
of a friend who had known him for many
years. Both gentlemen explained the ex
ercise of their faculties and the pursuits
which they followed. One being in the
medical profession, the other a keen law
yer, which justified the remarks that had
been made concerning them.

Another gentleman from Australia,
who had a remarkably developed head,
was told that he would be inclined to
invent and bring out new ideas, that he
would be fond of roving from place to
place, and that it would be difficult for
him to concentrate his energies, but this
he must endeavor to do. It was inter
esting to listen to this man's experience
as he related it in all simplicity, for he
had been a great traveller, and he said
that in his trunk at home he stored many
inventions, but that he had always found
a difficulty in settling down to one thing
or remain in one place.

The next Wednesday evening lecture
will be held on February 7, when Dr. C.
O. Sahler, of Kingston, will deliver an
address on the " Duality of the Mind, and
how to Account for it." Those who know
of Dr. Sahler's work at Kingston, and his
continued help to his fellow-men on" Suggestive Therapeutics," will become
willing listeners to the practical sugges
tions that he will offer. He is a thorough
convert to Phrenology through hearing
a lecture many years ago by Professor
Sizer before the medical students in con
nection with Columbia College, where he
was then studying, and has ever since
advocated the claims and the usefulness
of Phrenology in his practice.

Examinations of several members of
the audience will be made at the close.

Special tickets for friends can be had
on application to the Secretary. We
trust subscribers will make this notice as
widely known as possible.

FOWLER INSTITUTE REPORT,
LONDON.

At the meeting held on December 6,
1899, the president, W. Brown, Esq., in
the chair, Dr. Withinshaw gave a most
interesting and instructive lecture on the
"Anatomy of the Skull." The lecture
was illustrated by several specimens of
crania and highly finished drawings.
The doctor was very clear and concise in
his description of the various bones of

the skull, and their relations to each
other, and replied to several questions
put to him by the Chairman, Messrs.
Williamson, Whellock, and Bone. In re
ply to a very hearty vote of thanks the
doctor expressed his pleasure at meeting
the members and students of the Fowler
Institute, and promised to lecture on the" Nervous System " next session. Dr.
Withinshaw is an enthusiastic Phrenolo
gist. His medical knowledge and in
vestigations confirm his belief in the
science. The doctor submitted to an ex
amination by Mr. D. T. Elliott, and after
wards expressed his satisfaction at the
accuracy of the delineation.

On December 14 and 15, Mr. D. T. Elliott
gave phrenological readings at a bazaar
held in the Memorial Hall, E.C., under
the auspices of the London Vegetarian
Society.

Mr. A. Young, of Belfast, has visited
the Institute, and reports progress in his
phrenological work in that city.

The monthly practical class for Fellows,
Associates and Students of the Fowler
Institute is very popular, as is shown in
the excellent attendance on November 28,
eighteen being present. Mr. J. B. Eland,.
F.F.I., opened the meeting with a few
remarks on the " Marking of the Regis
ter." A most interesting and lively dis
cussion followed. The remainder of the
evening was spent in examining live
craniums. These meetings are held on
the last Tuesday evening in the month.

On Tuesday, December 5, Miss I. Todd,
F.F.I., gave a lecture on " Phrenology,"
in connection with the Guild, at the Vic
toria Park Congregational Church. The
lecture and her practical examinations
were much appreciated by a large audi
ence.

A special meeting of fellows, associates,
and students of the Institute was held in
connection with the Institute Class for the
study of Phrenology, on October 31st, fif
teen present. Mr. Elliott gave an address
on " How to examine a head." Delinea
tions were given by Miss Hendin, Messrs.
Eland, Desai, and Ramsay. In future
these special meetings will be held on
the last Tueslday evening in the month.
We hope all our fellows and associates
will endeavor to attend.

PHRENOLOGY IN THE LIGHT OF
METAPHYSICS.

Lec'tvee Delivered by T. J. Desai.

I may say at the very beginning of my
lecture that, as Mr. Elliott (who has a
great deal of phrenological knowledge and
who examines heads here every day) told
us in his Inst lecture thnt the more he ex
amines human heads the loss he thinks he
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knows of Phrenology, and for an ama
teur like myself it would be great pre
sumption to make any remarks with posi-
tiveness; not because the science is de
ficient in any respect, but because my
knowledge of Phrenology is deficient.

If you take up the syllabus of my lect
ure you will find Phrenology and Meta
physics the two chief words which would
attract your attention. Phrenology in
the light of Metaphysics; what do I mean
thereby?

There are a good many ladies and gen
tlemen here, perhaps, who have made
Phrenology their study, and who have
taken diplomas from the " Fowler Insti
tute," and who consequently do not want
any information from me as regards
Phrenology; I think there are a good
many in the audience at the same time
who would like to know the fundamental
principles of Phrenology, which I shall
sum up in a few words.

The science of Phrenology, so far as I
understand it, teaches us that the mind
acts on the brain, and as is the mind so is
the development of the brain. We see in
practical life that different men are
known for different characteristics and
they have likewise different shaped heads.
Phrenology teaches that the mind la a
multitude of distinct faculties, and each
faculty has its location in the brain, and
each part of the brain is developed ac
cording to the action of the different fac
ulties of the mind on the different parts
of the brain, that is the reason why we
sometimes see a man with a high fore
head, another man with plenty of pro
tuberances about his eyebrows, and again
another man has a large moral brain, and
his head is consequently towering up.
These men might have the social brain
large and plenty of brain located in the
practical part of their heads, thus these
main developments in different heads at
tract our attention at the very outset.
But a Phrenologist goes deeper into the
matter; he does not satisfy himself with
any great group, as there are other fac
ulties, but each group of faculties he di
vides into different faculties, and tells us
the peculiarities of each faculty and what
it indicates.

He takes into account the size of the
brain of a man, then which of the group
of faculties are predominant. For in
stance, the intellectual group is located
in the forehead, the moral on the top of
the head, the executive faculties are lo
cated at the side of the head, and the
social faculties are located at the back of
the head, and each group he divides into
different faculties, and by measuring
their relative size he can tell the exact
character of a person. If he errs at all
he does so because his knowledge of the
science is deficient, and also his practice.

A man might be very good at Phrenology
theoretically, but at the same time de
ficient practically.

These are the main principles of Phre
nology, and I am now going to say some
thing about metaphysics, and Bhow its
relation to the variety of heads which we
see in every-day life.

At first my object was to deal with
some Indian philosophy, and having only
a smattering of Phrenology I thought,
perhaps, what I lacked my friends would
supply, but I would speak as far as I
could of the six systems of Hindoo phi
losophy and how they have a bearing up
on the different shapes of heads, and what
was the ultimate goal of mankind, and
others; in my own Hindoo way of think
ing, to put before the British public the
ideas we have of the human mind, which
is the proper subject for metaphysics.
We in the East have devoted most of our
time to metaphysics; that which is not
seen but that which our people try to
pierce into and get knowledge of. Some
of the English saints have said that
things which are not seen are real and
things which are seen are unreal —tem
porary. All the material world that is
seen by us with our physical senses has
been believed by Indian thinkers of
metaphysics to be unreal, and what you
call Ood and what the Brahmins call
Brahmin is the only thing that remains at
last, and this idea has been summed up
by a great philosopher, Max Miiller.

Speaking of evolution Mr. Desai said:
Take a low type of man and watch his
process of evolution. Now can you at
tribute to a man whom you regard as a
low type of humanity credit for being
highly intellectual or highly moral, spirit
ual, benevolent, conscientious, with great
refinement. Here comes in the system of
Phrenology as a practical proof of ex
plaining all these things. It is very good
to go into abstract reasonings and ab
stract theories, but it is given to very few
men to understand abstract things with
out putting anything before them that
they can touch and perceive with their
senses. The Indians are not so shrewd
and practical as regards the affairs of this
life as the Europeans.

The Chairman, Mr. F. Feroza, then
called on Mr. T. Crow, who said :

Mr. Chairman, Ladies, and Gentlemen,
I am not going to criticise the lecturer,
my object is altogether different; I thor
oughly enjoyed the address, and now es
pecially rise to propose a vote of thanks
to Mr. Desai for his lecture or address,
and further, I wish you will allow me to
say, I want you to do more than give him
just an ordinary " vote of thanks " for his
address to us this evening.

I have had the pleasure of knowing Mr.
Desai for some little time, and had many
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pleasurable chats with him here. I be
lieve I am not going beyond my province
in telling you that during his stay
amongst us in this country he has been
studying English law, and now, as I have
gone so far safely, I venture to go further
and tell you another thing, that is, to
day only, I believe, he has learned that
one of his chief objects in coming to this
country has been attained by him, and I
now want you to join me most heartily in
congratulating Mr. Desai on his success
in passing the examination. His success,
however, is a very great cause ■of regret
to myself and one or two others; a re
gret not for him —oh no—but a regret
for ourselves, because I fear that the suc
cess on which I so heartily congratulate
him, means a parting of our friend from
us, as I fear now he has gained the ob
ject for which he came to England he
will return to his country.

With these few remarks I hope you
will give our friend your thanks and
hearty congratulations.

I believe Mr. Elliott desires to second
this proposition:
Mr. Elliott:

Mr. Chairman, Ladies, and Gentlemen.
It affords me very great pleasure to sec
ond and support what Mr. Crow has al
ready proposed. I heartily congratulate
Mr. Desai on his success. He has been in
this country for the last six or seven
years and has been intimately acquainted
with this Institute for quite six years,
and I would also congratulate him on be
half of the members of this Institute and
on behalf of the lady president, Miss J. A.
Fowler. I am quite sure she would lie
delighted to hear of Mr. Desai's success.

I will not add anything further as I do
not think it necessary, but I am sure
Mr. Desai will leave many friends in Eng
land on his return to India.

The Chairman: It has been proposed
by Mr. Crow and seconded by Mr. Elliott
that a hearty vote of thanks, representing
this Institute, be given our friend Mr.
Desai on his success in the great enter
prise he has attained. Those who are in
favor kindly assent in the heartiest man
ner possible.

Mr. Desai in responding said:
Mr. Chairman, Ladies, and Gentlemen.

I thank you all very much, especially Mr.
Crow and Mr. Elliott for the vote of
thanks and congratulations, and had it,

not been for their encouragement and
the certainties of Phrenology I should
have lost patience long ago, and it is after
seven years hard work studying law I
have succeeded in attaining my object. I
thank you very much for the encourage
ment I have received at different times.

I also thank you very much for your
hearty expressions of friendship, and I
find if an Englishman says a man is his

friend, he is his friend and they would
die for him when the moment came. I
shall take this message to my country
men and tell them that if the English
people sometimes do not seem to be one
with you in sentiment they must not
think that they have any unkind feeling
and do not feel for them.

I have to thank you sincerely for the
vote of thanks and congratulation you
have given me on behalf of the " F. I.,"
and I take it as a great honor and shall
return to my country with pleasant mem
ories of the warm-hearted greeting which
I have received on every occasion with
the members of the " F. I."

An interesting discussion followed the
lecture in which Messrs. Pritchard, Will
iamson, Corbett, Hill, Elliott, and the
Chairman took part. The meeting was a
unique one. The Chairman and lecturer
are natives of India, and the lecturer
appeared in his Indian costume. Mr.
D. T. Elliott examined the head of a bar-
rister-of-law who is also a native of India.

FIELD NOTES.

Professor D. F. McDonald is now in
Spokane, Wash., and is having great pros
perity.

Professor Knox is forming classes in
Phrenology, and is meeting with general
success.

" I have just received a sample copy of
your New Chart, and am delighted with
it. I have no criticisms to offer. It meets
my view entirely. You may book me
1,000 copies for February 1."

Professor Allen Haddock,
San Francisco, Cal.

" I have read some old numbers of the
Journal, and I find it a very valuable
publication."

L. S., Tateville, Ky.
" Sample copy of the New Chart re

ceived. It is very fine, and supplies a
long-felt want."

Otto Hatry, Cleveland, O.

We should urge the students purposing
to attend the next course of the Ameri
can Institute of Phrenology to make all
preparations they can in advance in order
to receive full benefit from the advanced
lessons of the subject. We call attention
to this matter now, as many students in
former years regretted that they had not
given more time to the study of Phre
nology before attending. The secretary
will be pleased to give information to any
inquirers. Address the Secretary, 27

East Twenty-first Street. New York.
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On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorporated

under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the pros

ecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of Fowler & Wells.
The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the

business, or in its general management. All remittances should be made payable

to the order of FOWLER & WELLS CO.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of the Phrenological
Journal and Phrenological Magazine is Ji.oo a
year, payable In advance.

MONEY, when sent by mail, should be in the form of
Money Orders, Express Money Orders, Drafts on
New York, or Registered Letters. All Postmasters
are required to Register Letters whenever requested
to do so.

SILVER or other coin should not be sent by mail, as it
is almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope and be lost.

POST ABE-STAMPS will be received for fractional parts
of a dollar. The larger stamps are preferred; they
should never be stuck to the letters, and should always
be sent in sheets— that is, not torn apart.

CHANGE of post-office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without this
information. Notice should be received the first of the
preceding month.

LETTERS OF INQUIRY requesting an answer should
inclose a stamp for return postage, and be sure and
give name and full address every time you write.

ALL LETTERS should be addressed to Fowler & Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the office.
In this wav only can prompt and careful attention be
secured.

ANY BOOK, PERIODICAL, CHART, Etc, may be or
dered from this office at Publishers' prices.

AGENTS WANTED for the Phrenological Journal
and our Book Publications, to whom liberal terms will
be given.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.
" Human Nature "—San Francisco —

contains a leading article on " Our New
Countrymen," illustrated with some
I'hilippino musicians. They are sturdy
looking and intelligent. If all our friends
on the other side were of this description
we should have reason to be proud of
them. " Practical Psychology " is the
subject treated upon by John S. Pryor,
and it is well worth studying. Mr. Had
dock has written an interesting article on
" How to Bead Character." The Health
Department is always a valuable r>age.

The American Review of Reviews "—
New York —contains many articles on
current affairs. A character sketch of
Secretary John Hny is written by Henry
Macfarland. Portraits of himself taken
at various periods of his life, as well as
those of his wife and family, are exceed
ingly interesting. John Barrett explains
the question of the hour in regard to

" Our Interests in China." John Bassett
Moore discusses, " What the Arbitration
Treaty is, and is not."" Harper's Magazine "—New York —
contains several articles of timely inter
est. Professor Albert Bushnell Hart tells
us " What the Fathers of the Union
thought concerning Territorial Prob
lems." Mr. Sidney Brookes discusses the
British and Dutch in South Africa,

" Ladies' Home Journal." —Philadel
phia. —Thirty-two authors, ten illus
trators, and eight photographic artists
contribute to the excellent January issue
of the " Ladies' Home Journal." Among
the special features are " The Home-com
ing of the-Nakannies," by W. A. Frazer;
" The Boer Girl of South Africa," by
Howard ('. Hillegns, and " Where the New
Century will Really Begin," by John
Ritchie. Mr. Ritchie is one of the editors
of the " Science Observer," and a writer
of wide repute on scientific subjects." Vick's Illustrated Magazine." —
Rochester. — It contains as many beauti
ful ideas as ever. " Winter Hanging Bas
kets," " Preparing Soil, and getting As
paragus Plants," " Timely Hints,"
" I'ears for Profit," are some of the
specialties of the number." Vegetarian Magazine " — Chicago —
contains a frontispi^e of Charles E.
Schwartz. We note an interesting arti
cle on "A Dietetic Exjjeriment," by C.
F. Backmyer. " Live, and Let Live " is
the title of an editorial. " Variety and
Vegetarian Fare " is the heading of sev
eral valuable menu tables from which se
lections could be made by the uninitiated
in vegetarianism." The Bookman."— New York.—" Char
lotte Bronte " is the text for one inter
esting article of the January number.
Stevenson's " Second Visit to America '*

gives an opportunity for several very
beautiful illustrations of himself and
wife, and n medallion of the latter.
Portraits of Richard Mansfield, the Man
of Letters, Sarah Coyle Le Moyne, appear
before us in excellent form.

" Educational Gazette " — Rochester —
gives a frontispiece of the president of
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the New York State Grammar School
Council, Samuel P. Moulthrop, who is one
of the foremost educators of the State,
and a highly esteemed resident of Koch-
ester. His head indicates great admin
istrative power. Many school matters
are discussed, and quite a number on
" Thoughts of the Progress of the Kin
dergarten System " are touched upon.

" The New Voice "—Chicago —keeps us
informed of matters relating to temper
ance. Its work is therefore special and
important.

rf Physical Culture "—New York— for
January contains an article by Senator
Depew on " Physical Culture." It is ac
companied by an excellent portrait of the
writer. J. Stuart tells us " The Cause
and Cure of Colds," which many people
would be glad to read and profit by. He
mentions indigestion, caused by rich and
heavy food, while imperfect ventilation
is another. Want of sleep he might have
added as another inducement to take cold
when the body is not able to throw off
accidental chills.

" Popular Phrenologist " — London —
contains a character sketch of Rev.
Joseph Parker. He is a remarkable char
acter, and vindicates the truth of Phre
nology through his cerebral develop
ments.

" Omega."— New York.— This highly in
structive journal contains an article by
Susan W. Dodds, M.D., on " The use of
Stimulants," " Hygiene and the Kidney,"
by Dr. M. L. Holbrook, and "The Mind
the factor in Heredity," by Albert Cha-
vannes. The latter is a subject in which
we, as Phrenologists, are very much in
terested. The magazine is doing a great
amount of good." The Hospital."—London.— " Rheuma
tism and Gout," " Abdominal Surgery,"
and " Adiposis Dolorosa," are subjects
that are treated upon in the December
number, which contains other useful ar
ticles. •

" The Hahnemannian Advocate." —Chi
cago. —This is a magazine whose aim is
thoroughly practical for those who are
ignorant of the practical facts of homeo
pathic medicine; the hints are varied,
and there are always practical demon
strations of the theories enlarged upon.

"The Book Buyer."—New York.— The
number opens with a portrait of Fletcher,
by Marshall, it is from a rare print in
the possession of Mr. Beverley Chew.
One article on " Old and New Masters "
is particularly worthy of attention, as it
gives a review of recent works on life and
art in Flanders, England, and Pompeii.
A fine portrait of Lord Tennyson, by
George F. Watts, R.A., is included in this
article. An interesting article on the
literary news in England is one of con
siderable importance.

" The Open Court."—Chicago and Lon
don.—A portrait of C. C. Bonney is the
frontispiece of the January number. He
is known to the world as the inaugurator
of the Parliament of Religions and presi
dent of the World's Congress, held in
Chicago in 1S93. He exercised a strict
impartiality, and did not allow the man
agers of the Parliament of Religions to
press their own views. He was a man of
broad principles and of fine culture.
" The Idol and the Ideal of the French
Republic," by Moncure D. Conway, is an
article which is treated upon in his usual
effective and fine literary style. " Tant
Fritzchen's Last Hour " iB a sketch by
Hans Hoffman and translated by W. H. A.
Carruth; it is well written and practical.

" Education, a monthly magazine de
voted to the science, art, and literature
of education." —Boston. —The January
number contains several interesting ar
ticles; one on " The Nurture of Moral
Impulses " is an article which would do
every teacher good to read. " Booker T.
Washington and his Work " is another
article of interest; it shows what the
colored people are capable of producing
and becoming, and under the instruction
of such a man we may expect increasing
intelligence to be developed. " College
Women and Matrimony," by Dean George
E. Gardner, Bangor, Me., is a suitable sub
ject for such a magazine to include in ita
pages." The Writer."— Boston.— The personal
gossip about authors is quite interesting.
"Humors of Criticism," by Ruth Hall;
" Correspondence " by E. S. Goodhue ia
a clever criticism on letter writing.

" The American Kitchen Magazine." —
Boston. —This number is particularly in
teresting, and contains pictures of " A
cooking class in Japan," " A kitchen
scene," and " Washing silk." The Japan
ese have a home science of their own, and
do all their work seated on the floor." Maori Housekeeping " is another arti
cle illustrated with a native Maori
woman, who carries a child wrapped in
a mat on her back. This article takes one
out to New Zealand, and gives us a good
idea of life in that far away country." The Child in the Home " is an abstract
of a paper by Mrs. Charles H. Kerr.

"The Homiletic Review."— New York
and London. —An article on " Preaching
and the Preacher," by Herrick Johnson,
D.D., " Seed Thoughts and Gold Nuggets
for Public Speakers," and many other
interesting articles are contained in this
number.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
Our new descriptive circular is just out.

On receipt of two cents, prospectus of our
publications will be sent.
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The Phrenological Annual for 1900 is
just at hand, and presents to us many
useful articles and sketches of various
Phrenologists, of whom we may specially
mention Edward J. Chalfant, who began
studying Phrenology in 1851. A very in
teresting picture is found of Ira W. Ely,
who has recently willed his cranium to
the study of Phrenology.

Miss Fowler's articles on " The Vital
Temperament in a Nutshell " is beauti
fully illustrated, and an object lesson for
the readers of it. " Phrenology and
Business " is also commented upon.

Prominent military men, namely, Gen
eral Buller, President Eruger, General
Joubert, General White, Colonel Baden-
Powell, and Commander Cronje are used
as illustrations to Mr. Elliott's article.

The report of the last year's work of
various Institutes of Phrenology will
gratify the inquiring mind of the ad
vance of Phrenology during the year of
1899.

J. B. Eland's article on " Phrenology
and the Christian Religion," is very ap
propriate.

John William Taylor's article on " Does
the Shape of Man's Head Indicate his
Actual Character? " is also a very inter
esting article.

" Woman Equal Mentally but Physical
ly Inferior to Man," by Annie Isabella
Oppenheim, gives several measurements
of the diagnosis of character.

The pictures of some of the writers in
the Phrenological Journal appear in
the Annual with character sketches by
D. T. Elliott.

On going to press we received a copy
of " Bibliography of Progressive Litera
ture." The author of this list of books
has spared no time and trouble in com
piling a very comprehensive list of pub
lications on science. Publishers will find
much valuable information in this " Bib
liography." Price, 25 cents. Fowler A
Wells Co.

"The Power of Silence," by H. W.
Dresser, is being very much read by both
sexes. Everybody should read this work.
Price, $1.25. Fowler & Wells Co." Health and Hygiene " is the best in
centive to a large and useful life. Over
25,000 copies of this book have been sold,
and it is one that mothers can present to
their daughters with pleasure and profit
to them.

We announced laat month that we have
taken over the entire business of M. L.
Holbrook A Co., and a complete list of all
his publications will be sent on applica
tion. The March number will contain
more pages of his publications.

How can I learn Phrenology? Stu
dents are recommended to use the Stu
dent's Set, advertised on another page,
for private study at home.

"How to Keep a Store." "It is the
best book that I ever bought," says D. A.
Hopkins, of Nebraska. Innumerable val
uable testimonials are received. For $1.00
many thousands of dollars may be saved
by the perusal of this book.

During February any new subscriber will
be given any dollar book in the Catalogue
of Fowler & Wells Co.

WANTED: A professional Phrenologist
to come to Oakland City, Ind. Write at
once for further particulars. Address

Clifford H. Dougan,
Oakland City, Ind.

" For the enclosed $1.00 put my name
on your subscription list of the Journal.
I have missed it badly for the last two
years."

" Enclosed find $1.00 for one year's sub
scription to the Phrenological Journal,
and I earnestly hope you will pardon me
for being late, as I have been away and
just returned home New Year's day, and
forgot all about my Journal expiring,
and hope I am not too late for the Jan
uary number, for I like it better than
ever."

T. G. Barton, Sacramento, Cal.
"Health in the Household," by Su

sanna W. Dodds, M.D., is unquestionably
the best work ever written on the health
ful preparation of food. The " American
Grocer says: " We see no reason why
it should not go into every household.
The recipes are numerous, and, we judge,
admirable. We believe those for prepar
ing cereals, cooking fruits and vegetables,
making the least objectionable sorts of
pastry, are among the best available.
The book is desirable on that account,
and we recommend it to our readers as a
valuable addition to the store library."
The "Scientific American" says: "The
book cannot fail to be of great value in
every household to those who will intel
ligently appreciate the author's stand
point. And there are but few who will
not concede that it would be a public
benefit if our people generally would be
come informed as to the better mode of
living that the author intends."

The January, 1894, number of "The
Quarterly Journal of Inebriety," pub
lished under the auspices of the American
Association for the Study and Cure of In
ebriates, Hartford, Conn., U. S. A., says,
through its able editor, T. D. Crothers,
A.M., M.D. —" Antikamnia is one of the
best remedies in influenza, and in many
instances is very valuable as a mild nar
cotic in neuralgias from alcohol and opi
um excesses. We have used it with best
results." In a letter of more recent
date to the Antikamnia Chemical Com
pany, Dr. Crothers writes: " Antikam
nia continues to improve in value
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and usefulness, and we are using it
freely." The " Edinburgh Medical Jour
nal," Scotland, says, regarding anti-
kamnia: " In doses of three to ten
grains, it appears to act as a speedy and
effective antipyretic and analgesic." The
" Medical Annual," London, Eng., says:
" Our attention was first called to this
analgesic by an American physician,
whom we saw in consultation regarding
one of his patients who suffered from
locomotor ataxia. He told us that noth
ing had relieved the lightning pains so
well as antikamnia, which at that time
was practically unknown in England.
We have since used it repeatedly for the
purpose of removing pain, with most
satisfactory results. The average dose is
only five grains, which may be repeated
without fear of unpleasant symptoms."

Through the study of Phrenology I feel
that I am possessed of a better knowledge
of human character than ever before, my
only regret is that I did not begin the
study in earlier life, as I could have great
ly improved upon the many travelled
roads, and as in nearly every life there
are many crooked paths by which this
science could become straight, even, and

smooth. I am sure as the age of science
advances that the evidence revealed from
a thorough investigation of this holy
truth will bring to bear its teaching on
educational and marriage relations, when
by laws of adaptation and affinity facul
ties may be blended for the betterment
of the human race. I hope to see the day
when this system of talent knowledge
may be inaugurated in our schools and
legislative halls for general good, as re
sults would prove only to strengthen the
science in the leading minds of the peo
ple. In conclusion there is another
branch in which I desire to ask your ad
vice, and that is mind influence over
mind. I have seen such so vividly dem
onstrated that I am led to look into it.
Our Professor Bishop, whose history per
haps you know, was undoubtedly an ex
ponent of this thought reading. What
think you of it, and have you any infor
mation upon same? I will send for a few
pamphlets and anything you have that is
valuable scientific proven-fact matter,
such as Fowler, Sizer, will lead me to in
vest in further truth.
Dr. Lucien V. Weathers, Bracken, Canal

County, Texas.
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Chords s Piano.

A Quick Method of Learning to Play the Piano
Without a Teacher.

Intended for those
,who have not the
<time to take lennons.
iA complete Mtlf-in-
itructor, enabling
anyone to play the
piano or orfi'in at

-in. Thischnrtis
,the practical result
tfuf years of study by

Charles E. Pratt,
the noted American
composer and mu
sician. With this
rhart anyone can
become an nrpTt
I'ianist, playing ac
companiments to

the most difficult songa at sivht . as well as dance
music, marches, etc. This chart is valuable to the
advanced musician as well hs t<>tin- beginner, embrac
ing nearly every major and minor chord used in
music. It is the ni"»t cninpreli.-nsive yet simplest
chart ever published, and is indorsed by teachers
and musicians everywhere.

To introduce Pratt's (.'hart in every home, we will
§end free with each chart tho " Gia>t Album op
Bongs," containing lfc4 Knin!*, with words and
music, Including the grrat hits, I Won't He a
Xtin," and "Tin* Mountain Maid's Invitation."
ANo old and new favorites, and war songs.

The i rice of the Chart alone is*l. but wo will send
the Chart and Journal for one year for $1.25. postpaid.
FOWLER & WELLS CO., 27 East 21st Street, New York

"A real luxury for bathing and
shampooing, and a protection against
contagion." —Medical Press.

Packer's
Tar Soap

is pure, mild, thoroughly-
cleansing and delightfully
refreshing. It quickly re
lieves irritations of the skin
caused by

Chapping,
Chafing, etc.

"An all-round soap, good for the
body and for the hair and scalp."

— Woman's Medical Journal.
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"The name Itself suggests what Antlkaronla Is, and what Its remedial properties are;—Antl (Greek-Avrt) .

Opposed to, and Kamnla (0«A-Ka/xwf), Pain— therefore, "ANTIKAMNIA" (Opposed to Pain)— a remedy to
relieve pain and suffering.

"In certainty and celerity of action, It has been found superior to any of Its predecessors In this field, espe
cially In cases of Acute and Chronic Neuralgia. Neuralgfc Toothache, Tic-Douloureux, Myalgia, Migraine,
Hemicrania, and all forrrs of Headache, yield to Its Influencein a remarkably short time, and In no Instance have
any evil after-effects developed. The chief claim advanced In favor of Antikamnia over ail other products Is, that
Its use Is not followed by depression of the heart.

"The dose for adults, which always gives relief In severe headaches, especially those of bookkeepers,
actors, lawyers, students, mothers, teachers and nurses, In short all headaches caused by anxiety or mental strain,
is two tablets, crushed, followed by a swallow of water or wine. It Is the remedyfor La Grippe. . As a preventive of
and cure for nausea while traveling by railroad or steamboat, and for genuine mat de mcr or sea sickness, Antikamnia
Is unsurpassed, and Is recommended by the Surgeons of The White Star, Cunard and American Steamship Lines.

"There are very many Important uses for Antikamnia, of which physicians as a rule may be uninformed. A
five grain Antikamnia Tablet prescribed for patients before starting on an outing, and this Includes tourists,

Ekknlckers,
bicyclers, and In fact, anybody who Is out In the sun and air all day, will entirely prevent that demoral-

:lng headache which frequently mars the pleasure of such an occasion. This applies equally to women on
shopping tours, and especially to those who Invariably come home cross and out of sorts, with a wretched "slght-
s?er's headache." The nervous headache and Irritable condition of the busy business man Is prevented by the
timely use of a ten grain dose. Every bicycle rider, after a hard run, should take two five grain Antikamnia
Tablets on going to bed. In the morning he will awake minus the usual muscular pains, aches and soreness. As a
cure and preventive of the pains peculiar to women at time of period, Antikamnia Is unequalled and unaccom
panied by habit or unpleasant after-effect. If the pain Is over the lower border of the liver, or lower part of the
stomach, or In short, be It headache, side-ache, backache, or pain of any other description caused by suppressed or
Irregular menstruation, It will yield totwo five grain tablets of Antikamnia. This dose may be repeated In an hour
or two. If needed. For very prompt relief, it Is advisable to crush the tablets and swallow them with a little wine,
diluted whisky or toddy. A dozen tablets kept about the house, will always be found useful in time of pain.*'

Genuine Antikamnia Tablets always bear the monogram /K

GOOD DRUGG/STS OFFER NO SUBSTITUTES

THE ANTIKAMNIA CHEMICAL COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MO., U. 5. A.

ilense mention The Phrenological Jonrnnl.
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HOMO CULTURE
Or the Improvement of Children Through
Wiser Generation and Training

Chapters: I. Stirpkulture, 50 pages.
"

2. Prenatal Culture, 45 pages."
3. Evolution's hopeful promise for a

healthier race, 30 pages.
44 4. The Germ Plasm and its Rela

tion to Children, 17 pages.
44

5. Fewer Children and Better, 8
pages.

44 6. The Theoretical Baby, enlarged,
30 pages. This chapter has
created profound interest." 7. Heredity and Education. 32 pages.

Mrs. Florence Mann Lyman, long a

teacher in the kindergarten department
of the Teachers' College, New York,
writes :

" I have read it through and
enjoyed every page thoroughly, it is
so readable that I have been able to take
it up at odd moments and open at any
place. I hope it may, as it deserves,
have a large sale.

Price by mail, $1 .00 cloth binding
paper, BO cents

DR. M. L, HOLBROOK,
46 East 2Jst Street - - New York

When sleep shuns your eyes
in the night,

And your nerves are in ter
rible plight,

Just include in your plans
A good course of Ripans

And you'll find they will fix
you all right.

\\T ANTED.-A ease of bad health that It I P A N S
vT will not benefit. They banish pain and prolong

life. One (rives relief. Note the word R-1-P-AN-H on
the package and accept no substitute. R-I-P-A-N-8,
10 for 5 cents, may be had at any drug store. Tec
samples and one thousand testimonials will be mailed
to any address for 6 cents, forwarded to the Ripans
Chemical Co., No. 10Spruce St., Mew York.

Ia wrltlmc to aaVrerttaera

The Wonderful Mission
of the Internal Bath

Do von know that many of the greatest physicians of
this city, including such authorities as Dr. Daniel Lewis,
President of the State Board of Health. New York, Dr.
Cyrus Edson, Late Chief Inspector of Contagions Dis
eases, New York, and Drs. Herman J. Boldt and W. B.
De Qarmo, both Professors at the Post-Graduate Hospi
tal, endorse and prescribe this treatment t Also that the
following distinguished people are among Its patrons:
Princess Hartfeldt, Governor Pingree, of Michigan, ex-
Governor Goodell, of Vermont, u. 8. Senator A. P. Gor
man, of Maryland. Richard Croker. of New York. General
T. 8. Peck. G. A. R., Vermont, Miles Devine. City Attor
ney. Chicago, 111.,Lillian Russell, New York, and hosts
of others ? Do yon know that it goes to the root of and
eradicates scores of the most troublesome and dangerous
diseases that afflict mankind T Do you know that an oc
casional Internal Bath is a better preventive of Illness and
preserver of health than any other single means ?

The record of its cures and benefits reads like a revela
tion to those hitherto unacquainted with it. It is used
(by means of the "J. B. Km Cascade," the only
scientific appliance for this purpose) by hundreds of the
best-known people in New York ana by innumerable
ministers, lawyers, actors and other persona whose in
telligence gives unequivocal weight to their testimony.

It is known that seven-tenths of all disease arises from
the retention of foreign matter In the human system ;
also that the greatest part of this waste is held In the
colon, which is Nature's sewer. Hence, the flushing of
this sewer removes the greatest cause of disease. While
immeasurably the best treatment for constipation. Indi
gestion, etc., there is scarcely any known disease for
which the "J. B, I,. Cascade" may not be confi
dently prescribed.

We want to send free to every person, sick or well, a
simple statement setting forth this treatment. It con
tains matter which must interest every thinking person.
If you live in New York you are earnestly invited to call
and make an appointment for a free treatment, but. If
you cannot call, write for our pamphlet, "The What, The
why. The Way," which will be sent free on application,
together with our Great Special Offer for this month only

TYRRELL'S HYGIENIC INSTITUTE
1362 Broadway, New York (Bet. 46th ft 47th sts.)

Her head with pain w as throbbing

And her eyes were red from sobbing,

Bnt she took of Ripans Taboles one

or two ;

It was what the doctor ordered,

For her stomach was disordered,

And they quickly made her feel as

good as new.

W ANTED.-A case of bad health that R-I-P-A-N-8
will not benefit. Tueybani«h pain and prolong

life. One gives relief. Note the word R-I-P-A-N-8 on
the package and accept no substitute. R-I-P-A-N-8,
10 for 6 cents, may be had at any drugstore. Ten sam
ples and one thousand testimonials will be mailed to
any address for 6 cents, forwarded to the Ripans
Chemical Co., No. 10 Spruce St., New York.

m rntlon The I'hrenoloa;lcaJ Jnormal.
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THE NATIONAL TEMPERANCE SOCIETY
Announces the following New Temperance Publications*

FOR SUNDAY-SCHOOL LIBRARIES
GOLDEN GRAIN SERIES. 6 vols . 36 Illustrations each, 71 pages each ; per set $1 60
CYNTH IA S SONGS. By Mrs. J. McNalr Wright. 18mo : 1M
WILL HILTON'S WILL; or Father Against Son. By .J. C. Cowdrlck. Umo 60
A POT OF DAISIES. By Earnest Gllmore. 18mo SO
SUMMERW1LD. By Annette L. Noble. 18mo 1 «6
HER READY-MADE FAMILY. By Mrs. J. McNalr Wright. 12mo 1 25
LEWIS ELMORE. THE CRUSADER. By Faye Huntington. 18mo. 85 cents. When mailed 30
THE PARSONAGE SECRET. By Annette L. Noble. ISmo. !5 cents. When mailed 30

SHALL LAW BE NULLIFIED?
ANARCHISM; OR, SHALL LAW HE NULLIFIEH?

A 32-page pamphlet, containing a description of tbe Canteen, with Illustrations; tbe law as passed by
Congress ; the opinion of Attorney-General Griggs In full ; protests of Congressmen ; the press comments,
etc., etc. A perfect encyclopedia of tbe whole Canteen question. 5 cents single .copy j s.'i.oo per
hundred for distribution.

AGNATION'S CRIME AGAINST HER OWN SOLDIERS
An address before the National Temperance Society and Publication House, at their annual camp-meeting
at Ocean Grove, N. J., July 28th. IBM, by the Hon. Henhy B. Mbtcalf, of Rhode Island. 16 pages, large
Umo. ft cents per copy ; 93. OO per hundred for distribution.

NULLIFICATION ; By the Attorney-General of the United States
An address to the President of the United States by a delegation of tbe National Temperance Society, and
The Legal Brief prepared by Col. Ell F. Rltter, attorney for the Society, and presented to the President,
and the letters, papers and protests submitted, herewith. A 48-page pamphlet. Price, by mall, single
copy, lO cents ; Sft.OO per hundred for distribution.

TEMPERANCE PERIODICALS
(1) THE NATIONAL ADVOCATE, a lt-page monthly, devoted to the Temperance Reform throughout

the country. Per rear fl 00
(2) THE YOUTH'S TEMPERANCE BANNER, an Illustrated 4-page monthly, 26 cents per year. Seml-

monthlTjper year 40
(3) THE WATER-LILY, a small Illustrated 4-page monthly for very little folks. Per year 10

Send for samples of all these papers.
We have 2100TEMPERANCE PUBLICATIONS: Books, Pamphlets, Tracts, Leaflets. Periodicals. Songsters,

etc. ,covering every possible phase of the Temperance question, and helpful along all lines of Temperance work.

Bind for a Catalogue. Addrkhh

THE NATIONAL TEMPERANCE SOCIETY AND PUBLICATION HOUSE
3 and 3 Weat 18th Street, New York City

FREE
YOU CAN BE A MIND-READER

TELEPATHY 18 NOW A FACT FREE
We have prepared tbe only Course In Mind-reading that ban ever been written, It is perfect and

complete. It is divided Into TWENTY l,KS>o\>. It teaches exactly bow yon can at once become
an expert mind-reader and makes all clear and easy. Nothing will dive yon so much profit or so much
entertainment as this course. Our reputation for progressive scientific research is well known. We have
spent five years in perfecting this Course. Send us your name and address, A l'OHT-OAKD will do,
and we will mail you free a copy of the first lesson. MEND NO MONEY* We will also send you,
absolutely free, the current number of our popular psychological magazine, 60juges monthly. These are
free gifts and you are under no obligation to buy anything. Write at onoe or our stock may be exhausted.

THE PSYCHIC BESEABCH COMPAHY, DEPT. TlHEg-HKBALD BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.

HOW TO STRENGTHEN THE MEMORY ;

Or, NATURAL AND SCIKSTirit METHODS
OF NEVER FORGETTING

THE BOOK CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING CHAPTERS:
I Introductory. The Nature of Memory.
8 The Best Foundation for a Good Memory.
3 Memory and Nutrition ; Memory and Fatigue ;

Memory and the Circulation of the Blood ; Qual
ity of the Blood ; Memory and Disease I Memory
and Narcotics.

4 Exaltation and Degeneration of the Memory.
5 Memory and Attention.
6 Memory and Repetition.
7 Memory and Associations, links and Chains.
8 A Striking Example of Restoration of tbe Memory,

and the Methods Employed.
8 Methods of Memory Culture for Schools.

10 Sett-culture of the Memory.II Memory for Names and Its Culture.

FKEOX BY MAIL (

FOWLER A WELLS CO.. Pablliher*. NEW YORK

In writing to advertiser, plena*

-OOH, M-33.
18 Memory for Faces and Its Improvement.
13 Memory for Places and Localities.
14 Culture of the Musical Memory.
15 Strengthening tbe Memory for Facts and Events.
16 Memory for Figures and Dates.
17 Tbe Figure Alphabet.
18 TrlckB of Memorv.
18 How to I.earn a New Language, or the Surest and

Most Effectual Way to Ensure an Easy and Ac
curate Reproduction of Ideas.

90 Culture of a Memory for Words.
81 Advice to Clergymen Concerning their Memories.
88 The Lawyer's Memory.
23 Mastering the Contents of a Book.
84 The Art of Forgetting and what to Forget.
85 Abnormal Memories.

ENGLISH: 4=8.1, ei.OO
L N. FOWLER * CO., Publishers,

lentlon The Phrenological Journal.
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Al CONQUEST OF POVERTY.
There la magic in tbe title. Its teaching appeals'

to the reason and Is practical. Poverty can be over-
come. There la opulence for all. Send fifty cents
for a copy and bid farewell to poverty. Agents
wanted In every locality. Write, enclosing stamp,
lor terms and territory,

INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC ASSOCIATION
SEABREEZE, FLORIDA

If you suffer
from any form of chronic
disease, the proper appli
cation of Mechanical Mas
sage — the invention of
Dr. Geo. H. Taylor— will
curt you eren after drags,
hatha. and electricity have
failed.

For particulars call at or address

THE IMPROVED MOVEMENT CURE INSTITUTE
M7 ladlaon At*., H. E. Corner of 691h St., New York

" The Manipulator "
One of the machines
used for giving Me

chanical MasBage.

Ghjo. H. Tayior, M.D.,
Founder, Inventor of
Mechanical Massage.

. H. Patchen, M.D.,
Medical Director.

HEALTH AND WEALTH
SCIENTIFIC ll.'llll- and
8TARTL1NO FACTS.

Natural Healing— a paying profes-
vton—tauf[h t by mull. Anyone can
easily learn & Bucees»full.vpractice
it Koexperltnentatlon, malu iur*>.
Every known disease promptly re-
lieved. Special professional advice
an<lpa.vlngatlvt-rtlHlng matter fur
nished. Act quickly. Golden har
vest sure, circular* free.

Iaatltnie of Sclesee, Dept.F. o. ««0, Chlfiro

nes on every package.

is
Perfect Breakfast

PANSY FLOUR,

Unlike all
For

FARWELl & RI1IN

STALS,
Health Cereals.

Cake and Pastry.

Ask Grocers,
write

N. Y.. U.S.A.

BO YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

trade marks
Designs

Copyrights &c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
Invention is prohnbly patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.

Patents taken through Munn >vCo. receive
tpccUUnotUe, without charge, In the

Scientific American.
A handsomely Illustrated weekly.
culatlon of any scientific journal."

;_four months, $L Sold by all newsdealers.year : four raonl

MUNN&C
Branch Office

Largest cir-
Terms, $3 a

0.3S1Broadwa».|||eWY0rk
Ice, ffiS F St., Washington, D. C.

HOW TO SUCCEED
Will Power Personal Magiietlem insure

otherwise impossible, at
tracting: friends and businesssuccess. AllpoB-
Bessthis power. Learn how to use It. *»KKY
TO POWER" 30cte. or 13cts. and addresses
of three ministers, teachers or physicians.

Circulars FREE. Address,
National In-tltutr mTKetenee, Di pl. F. O. ISO,

MONEY IN HONEY 1

The Weekly
American Bee Journal

Tells all abont tt.
Sample Copy Mailed Free

G.W.YORK & CO.
118Michigan St., CHICAGO,ILL

THE

METAPHYSICAL MAGAZINE
SURPASSES ALL OTHERS

Presents tbe Metaphysical Thought of the World

Reviews all Science and Philosophy
Relating to the Metaphysical Movement.
Its contributors are the best writers of
the day .

THE METAPHYSICAL PUBLISHING CO.
465 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

DIXON AMERICAN
GRAPHITE PENCILS

Are unequaled for smooth, tough leads.
If your stationer docs not keep them, mention The

Phrenological Jocbnal, and send 16c. in stamps to
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J., for
samples worth double the money

PLANS READY TO BUILD FROM.
Send for the Nattom**,

Builder, a monthly journal
devoted to buildinginterests
Kach number contains a
complet« set of plans ready
to build from. Price, S3 per
year. Samplecopvandbook**Beautiful Homes," con*
tainlng 30 plans In colors,
25cent h. Catalogue free.

THE NATIONAL BUILDER,
Adams RwpreM Building CHICAGO,

Beautiful Stamping- Outfit
Designs for Ho niton Lace

work tray cloths, centre pieces
doilies, outliuing and cut work,
many 14 Ins. in size, 2 alph
abets, powder and pad, GlTea
fora3 months's trial subscrip
tion to The Home, a household
Journal of stories, fashions .faa-
cy work, literaryBketches.ese.
Send l&c.and get tbe outfit asd
Journal. THE HOME* 141
Milk St., Boston, Mass,

In writing; to advertisers please mention The Phrenological Journal.
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE fOWLER & WELLS COMPANY.

AN ALPHABETICAL LIST
Arranged by Authors and Titles.

Alphabet for Deaf and Dumb, paper 10
Amativeness, Fowler, O. S., paper 25
Anatomical and Physiolog'l Plates, Trail, net. .20 00

Combe On Education, net 6 M
Conscientiousness, Drayton, paper 10
Consumption, Its Prevention, etc., Wark, paper 26
C«»k Hook, The Hydropathic, Trail 1 00
Cook Book, 'lygiean Home, Trail 80

Cowan, John, H. D., The Science of a New Life. 3 00
Tbe same, leather 3 50

Compend of Physiology and Anatomy 1 OS
Commelin, Anna O., New Poems, in Press ...
Commelin, Kaaterskill Fairies 1 00

TalksaboutMarried Life 1 50 Counsel to Parents, Blaclcwell 1 00

Andrews, Alf., "How to Teach Vocal Music" 75
The same, paper 50

Accidents and Emergencies, Smee, paper 15
, Wm. D. D., Life at Home 1 60

Aims and Aids for Girls and Young Women. 1 00
Ambition or Approbativeness, Sizer, paper 10
Alcoholic Controversy, The, Trail, paper 50
Alcott, Dr. William, Tobacco, paper 26

Tea aud Coffee, paper 26
ArtofModelinginClay.papei.net 50
Armstrong, Kev. J. , The Temp. Refurination. . . 1 00

Fanny L., Tbe Children uf tbe llible, 1 00

Annuals, Combined, 1874to 1883.
Advantages of Phrenology, Beall,

damsTR. C
"

8vo..

. . C.J., Where it My Dog,.
Amateur Phrenologist, Drayton,

75

mi
50

1 50

Baby, How to Feed the, Page
The same, paper

Baker, Arthur M..How to Learn Shorthand, pap.
How to .Succeed asStenog. orTypew'tY, pap.

Barlow. W. 8 , Immortality Inherent in Nature.
Bath, The, Trail, paper. 25 cts. : cloth
Biography. The, of Din Lewis, M. D., Eastman., i w
Brain and; Mind, Drayton and McNeill 1 50
Bell, Sir Charles, Expression 1 00
Biography, Everyday, Calver 1 60

Business Forms and Dictations, Mason 1 00
Bust, Fowler's Imp. Phrenological, china, net. . 5 00
Bust, Phrenological, larger.. 1 00
Blackwell, Elizabeth, Dr.. Counsel to Parents. . . 1 00
Bradford, E. Q., Search Lights 50
Brown, Common School Elocution and Oratory. 1 00

Character Reading from Photos, Sixer, paper.. . 10
Calver, Amelia J., Everyday Biography 1 5C
Capen, Nahum, LL.B., Kemin. of Dr. Spurzhelm 1 25
Capital Punishment, paper. Combe 10
Carriage Painter'* Manual. Gardner 1 00
Char-.cter, " ■•» ■•■>W-lls 1 25
'• l" How to Study, Hjde 75

Character, Indications of. Dra> ton, paper Jt
Chart, New Descriptive, Welts, paper 28
Chart of Compar. Phonos.. Andrews. 15x20 in.. 15
Chart, Phrenological, for hanging, 19x24 in 1 00
Chats with Young Women, Lewis, cloth 1 50
Chastity, or Our Secret Sins, Lewis, clo., fi gilt, 2 00
Chastity, Lectures to Young Men. etc.. paper. . Ml
Children of tbe Bible, The, Armstrong, lfmo ',00
Christian Household, The. Weaver 75
Chronic Diseases. Rosch, paper 25
Chronic Diseases, paper 25
Coleridge, Sam T.,Rlmeof the Anc'ent Mariner, 1 00

The same, people's edition, boards. 25
Combe, Andrew, M. D., Physiology, 8 vo 1 50

Management of Infancy, cloth 1 00
Combe, Geo., A System of Phrenology 1 25

Capital Punishment, paper 10
Constitution of Man 1 25
Complete Works, Uniform Edition 5 00

Lectures on Phrenology 1 25
Life of, by Gibbon, net 10 00
Moral Philosophy 1 25

Common Schiol Elrcution aud Oratory, Brown. 1 00

Daniell, W. H., How to Sing- Ti
The same, paper 50

Drayton, H. 8., A Complete Man, paper 10
Brain and Mind 1 50

The same. Library Edition 2 00

Heads and Faces, 8 vo 1 00
The same, paper 40

How to Study Phrenology, paper 10
Human Magnetism I OO
Indications of Character, paper 26
Nervousness, paper 25
Physical Factors in Character, paper 10
Self-study, paper 10
The Servant Question, paper 10

Deluxe, J. P. F., Animal Magnetism 2 00
Diaglott, The Emphatic, Wilson tN
Diet Question, The, Dodds, paper 26
Digestion and Dyspepsia, Trail 1 00

The same, paper 60
Diseases of Modern Life, Richardson 1 50
Diseases of Throat and Lungs, Trail, paper 25
Dodds, S. W , M. D , Health in the Household .. 2 00

The Diet Question, paper 25
Dods, John liuvee, Mesmerism, paper 50

Electrical Psychology 1 00
Domestic Life, Thoughts on, Sizer, paper 16
Dowd, D. L., Physical Culture 1 60

Del Sartean Physical Culture. Le FavTe
cloth, 7J

, Mary F., Biography of Dio Lewis 1 00
Expression : Its Anatomy and Philosophy 1 00
Editorials and Other Waifs, Gillette, paper .... 20
Elocution and Oratory, A System of, Hyde 2 00
Education and Self-Improvement, Fowler 3 00
Education, Spurzhelm 1 26
Education, Pa|iera on. Combe, net 6 00
Eyes and Eyebrows, A Chapter on. Story, net. . IS
Ecob, Helen G., Well Dressed Woman, i oo

Fables, .Ksop's. extra gilt 1 00

Face as Indicative oT Character, Story 60
Faculty and Organism, Hollander, paper 10
Faircbild, M. Augusta, M. D., How to be Well . . 1 00
Faithful!, Emily, Three Visits to America 1 50
Fallacies in "Prog. and Poverty," Hanson 1 00
Family Physician, Shew 3 00
Fascination, or the Philosophy of Charming ... 1 00
Feelings and Affeetiuns,The Education of, Hray, 1 50
Ferris, Ben. V., The Origin of Species 1 50
Feet, Dress i nd Care of the. Beck 1 00

For Girts, A Special Physiology for, Shepherd... 1 00
Foreordained, A Story of Heredity 76

The same, paper 50
Forward Forever, Shaw, paper 26
Fowler, l.ydia F , M. D . Heart Melodies, net. . . 86

Familiar Lessons on Astronomy, paper, net. 16" " " Phrenology, paper, net. 16
■' " " Physiology, paper, net. 16
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE FOWLER & WELLS COMPANY.

Fowler, Lydia F., M, D., Nora, the Lost and
Redeemed, net.* 1 fO

PetofthelIousehold.net 1 25
Woman ; Her Destiny, etc.. paper, net 20

Fowler, L. N., Lectures on Man. net 1 60
How to Learn Phrenology, paper, net IS
Improved Phrenological Bust, china, net... 5 00
Marriage, Its Hittory. etc 1 00
Mental Science as Exp. by Phren., pap., net, 25
The Phrenological Register, paper, net 15

Fowler, O. S., Amativeness, paper 25
Creative and Sexual Science, 8 vo 3 75
Education and Sell Improvement, Comp 3 00
Hereditary Descent 1 00

the Gravel Wall 46
Human Science, 8 vo 3 75
Love and Parentage, paper 40
Maternity 1 00
Matrimony, paper 40
Memory and Intellectual Improvement 1 00
Phrenology, Proved, Illustrated, etc 1 50

The same. Library Elition 2 00
Physiology, Animal and Mental 1 00
Self-Culture and Perfection of Character. . . 1 00
Self Instructor in Phrenology, etc 1 00

The same, paper 50
Synopsis of Phrenology, paper 10

Fruits and Farinacea, etc., Smith 1 50
Pruits, How to Raise. Gregg 1 00
Fruits, How to Use Them, Poole 1 00
Fruii v ulture for the Million, paper 25
Dr. Gall's Life. J. A. howler as
Dr. Gall and Spurzheim, C. F. Wells SO
Health by Exercise, Taylor X K)
Gardener, F. B., How to Paint 1 00

The Carriage Painter's Manual 1 00
Graham, Sylvester, The Science of Human Life, 3 00

The fame. Library Edition 3 50
Gems of Goldsmith, gilt 1 0.1

The same, people'a edition, boards 25
Geer, Geo. Jarvia D. D , Conversion of St. Paul. 1 00
Gregg, Thomas, How to Raise Fruits 1 (0
Gibbon, Charles, Life of Geo. Combe, net 5 00
Gypsies, Whywe went Gypsying, I*ewis 1 50
Gillette, L. Fidelia W., Editorials, paper SO
Goldsmith. Oliver, The Traveler, etc., gilt 1 00

The same, people's edition, boards 96 -
Gully, J. M.,M. D„ Water Cure in Chronic Dis. 1 25
Symuasium, Illustrated Family, Trail 1 85
Jetting Married and Keeping Married, paper... 10
3ettlnginto Bu-iness 2S
Same Perfect M .n 15
Hanson. Wm., the Fallacies in " Progress and

Poverty" 1 00
Heads and Faces, Sizer and Drayton, 8 vo 1 00

The Biiine, paper 40
Health Catechism, A, Trail, paper 10
Health in the Household, Dodds 2 00
Health Miscellany, The, Trail and others, paper 2 1
Heart Echoes, Manville, cloth 1 O

j)

Heart Melodies, poems. Fowler, L. F., net 85
Hereditary Descent, Fowler, O. 8 1 00
Heredity : Responsibility in Parentage, Piatt. io
Health for Women I oo
Hoffman, W. J., The Science of the Mind Ap

plied to Teaching 1 50
Homes for All, or the Gravel Wall, Fowler, O. S. 1 00
Home Improvement, Hand-Books for 2 00
Home Treatment for Self-Abuse, Trail 50
Hopes and Helps for the Young, etc.. Weaver.. 1 00
Horses ; Their Feed and their Feet, Page >5

The same, paper 50
How to Behave 80
How to be Successful on the Road, paper 20
How to be Weatherwise. Noyes, |>aper 25
How to Conduct a Public Meeting, paiier 15
How to Do Business 50
How to Feed the Baby, Page 75

The same, paper. . 50
How Six Girls made Money «5
How to Grow Handsome, Jaques 1 00
How to Keep a Store, Terry 1 50
How to I.earn Phrenology, B'owler, L. N., p., net 15
How to I-earn Shorthand, Baker, paper 25
How to Live, Robinson 1 00'
How to Magnetize, Wilson, paper 25
How to Paiut. Gardener 1 00
How to Raise FruiU, Gregg.... 1 00

How to Read, Petit on
How to Read Character, Wells 1 25

The same, paper 1 00
How to Sing, Daniel 75

The same, paper 50
How to Succeed as Stenographer, baker, paper. 15
How to Study Strangers .Sizer 1 !0
How to Talk 00
How to Write 00
How to Teach, Sizer 1 50
How to Teach Vocal Music, Andrews 75
How to Use Fruits, Poole 1 00

The same, paper 50
Human Nature Library, The, per annum, 4 Nos. 80
No. 1

, Self Reliance or Self-Esteem, Sizer 10
2. Phrenology : its Principles, etc., Tracey. . 10
3. Physical Factors in Character. Drayton. 10
4. The Choice of Occupation, Sizer 10
5. The Servant Question, Drayton 10

6
. Inventive Genius, Sizer 10

7
. Integrity or Conscientiousness. Drayton. 10

8. Right Selection in Marriage, Sizer 10

0
. A Debate Among the Mental Faculties,

Sizer 10
10. The Will, Shull 10
11. Ambition or Approbativeness, Sizer 10
12. A Complete Man, Drayton 10
13. Addresses —Am. Institute of Phrenology 10
14. Faculty and Organism, Hollander 10
15. Resemblance to Parents, Sizer 10
16. Self Study, Drayton 10
t8. Getting Married and Keeping Married .... xo
10. Character Reading from Photograph.

Prof. Nelson Sizer to
ao. The Perceptive Faculties, by Nelson Sizer io
ax. Phrenology a Science to
12. The Amateur Phrenologist, by H. S. Dray

ton xo
•5. What is Phrenology ? By Nelson Sizer. . . 10
29. Value oi Phrenology 10
30. Phrenology in Actual Life xo
31. Phrenology as an Art xo
32. The Organ of Human Nature. By Jessie

A. Fowler xo
33. Phrenology Applied. By Prof. Nelson

Sizer 10

34. Phrenology in the Home. By Jessie A.
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Field Marshal Lord Roberts, of Kandahar, K.P.,
P.C., G.C.B., G.C.S.I., V.C.

By D. T. Elliott.

The departure of Lord Hoberts to

the seat of the war in South Africa as

Commander-in-Chief of the British
Army, with Lord Kitchener of Khar
toum as his chief of staff, has given
universal satisfaction. This gallant of
ficer has had a brilliant career, and al

though advanced in years, it can be said

"his natural force is not abated." He
was born in 1832 at Cawnpore, the son

of General Sir Abraham Roberts,
G.C.B. The army was his earliest

school, and he was a soldier from a very

early age. Lord Roberts joined the

Bengal Artillery in 1851. He won the

V. C. during the Indian Mutiny. It
was his march to Kabul and relief of
Kandahar in 1879 that made his name
as one of the greatest generals in the

army. From 1881 until 1885 he was
Commander-in-Chief in Madras, and
from 1885 to 1893 Commander-in-
Chief in India. Since 1895 he has
been Commander-in-Chief in Ireland.
Lord Roberts has probably more
medals and decorations than any other
officer in the service. He has received

the thanks of both Houses of Par
liament on two occasions and was
mentioned in despatches twenty-three
times before the Afghanistan campaign.
Among other honors that have been
showered upon him are the Freedom of
London, Edinburgh, and several large
provincial towns in the United King
dom. He is a peer of the realm, under
the title of Lord Roberts of Kandahar
and Waterford. It will be seen from
the above brief sketch that Lord Rob
erts holds an unique position in the
British army. Surely the fates have
been kind to him; but Lord Roberts is
not the type of man to wait for " some

thing to turn up," he is a man of ac

tion, sagacity, and foresight, can be

depended upon to make the most of his
opportunities, and will never overlook
the minor details of a campaign. He is
a typical soldier in temperament and
menial power; there is no superfluous
adipose to incline him to ease or in
ertia. Sprightliness, promptness, keen
ness of perception, and mental smart
ness are leading traits in his character.
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He is not to be caught napping nor
indulging in reveries, he is always on
the alert and watchful of consequences;
he has too much caution and fore
thought to be rash in his actions, and
this undoubtedly is the secret of his
past successes. While he will exercise
a great amount of discretion in the

his tactics will be marked by precision;
in this particular his mistakes will be

very few indeed, for he takes into ac

count all the details, and nothing is
overlooked. His Causality, Construc-
tiveness, and Cautiousness, combined
with his strong perceptive powers, give
him unusual ability in organizing ways

LORD ROBERTS.

manipulation of his forces, he will show

little fear or timidity in the discharge

of his duty. The development of his
head in the region of the parietal emi

nences indicate that he is a very safe

man and can be depended upon to do

the right thing in an emergency. Lord
Roberts will always excel in planning,

and means. He is pre-eminently prac
tical, critical, and far-seeing; his ob
servations are so keen and his mind so

comprehensive that he is able to take
an extensive survey of his surroundings,
and will always act in a very decisive
manner. His organization is a very
interesting study, there is so much
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strength, mental and physical vigor, in
domitable will-power, energy, resolute
ness and determination, that he can go
through severer tasks than most men.
Yet there is no lack of sympathy,
warmth of feeling, or generosity in his
nature; he is influenced by the highest
motives in all his work and is thorough
ly conscientious in his dealings with
subordinates. Although a strict dis

ciplinarian, it is contrary to his nature
to be harsh or unduly severe without a

just cause. The development of the
crown of his head is very marked. Such
a man would rise to prominence in any
sphere of life and take the reins in any
daring enterprise. He will need plenty
of freedom to successfully accomplish

his work, and will not be able to tolerate
too much red tape. Thoroughness will
characterize all his undertakings, and
his active mind will not allow him to be
lazy; his ingenuity is as marked as his
activity, and his resources are very
great. Lord Roberts is deservedly very
popular in the army, and great sympa
thy is felt for him at the loss of his only
Bon, Lieutenant Roberts, which oc
curred at General Buller's recent reverse
at Tugela River. There is no need to

speculate as to what Lord Roberta will
do in South Africa; hiB past achieve
ments in the service of his country in
cline us to think he will be successful
in bringing to a conclusion his difficult
task in the shortest practicable time.

A Irue Physiognomical Story.
By Edward J. Chalfant.

The following story is entirely true
in every respect; but for several rea
sons, I prefer not to give the names of
two individuals connected with it.

In 1860, Thomas D. Anderson, now
deceased, was engaged in the whole
sale and retail hardware business, on the
northwest corner of Pratt and Light
Streets, Baltimore, Md. He had three
clerks, I being the bookkeeper, and
also a general assistant when occasion
required it.

I had been studying Phrenology,
Physiognomy, and all the sciences con
nected with them, from Fowler and
Wells's books, for about ten years. I
had also attended about ten lectures on
these sciences, which were delivered in
Baltimore, by Professor 0. S. Fowler,
and by Professors L. N. Fowler and S.
R. Wells. And, having sufficient intel
lectual ability, a strong constitution,
and energy that kept me in perpetual
motion, I had become a very expert
Physiognomist, perhaps the best one in
the city.

In 1860, too, a man whom I will
designate as Sharper, who was very well
known in Baltimore, and who moved in

the best society, came to my employer,
and made arrangements with him to
furnish the hardware for a number of
houses, which were to be erected in the
northwestern part of the city.

As soon as I saw Sharper, who was a

stranger to me, I told Mr. Anderson that
he would lose money by him if he did
not take the precaution to make himself
entirely secure. But Sharper had such
a good reputation in church circles, and
in other circles in society in which he
and Mr. Anderson moved, that my em

ployer only ridiculed Physiognomy and

myself, in a style in which he was a mas
ter. He simply told me that Physiog
nomy was mainly moonshine, and that I
knew entirely too much about unknow
able tilings in general.

A very honest, worthy, and highly re

spected carpenter, whom I will desig
nate as Lamb, because Sharper was a

very dangerous wolf in sheep's clothing,
was selected by Sharper to build the
houses. Lamb had known Sharper for
several years, and had full and complete
confidence in him, based as I suppose on

Sharper's excellent reputation in church
circles. Lamb was well known to all of
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us at the store; and we all loved and ad
mired him for his manly conduct on all
occasions. He was so thoroughly hon
est himself, that he could not realize or
understand what a complete and perfect
scoundrel Sharper really was.

Although I had had no success in at

tempting to save my worthy employer
from loss, I decided to try to save my
friend, Lamb, from the very dangerous
situation in which I believed he was

placing himself. And it was only be
cause I had sincere regard for him, that
I watched for an opportunity to suggest
to him to take advantage of the excel
lent lien laws of the State of Mary
land.

One day, which was a very bad day
for me, I said to Lamb that under simi
lar circumstances, I would take advan

tage of the lien laws. I was careful to

say nothing to Lamb about my opinion
of Sharper; as I knew they were very
close friends.

Lamb, to my great astonishment,
went direct to Sharper and informed
him that I was saying things which re
flected upon his character. And
Sharper, pale with rage, came to the
store, made a very abusive attack upon
me, charging me with saying things I
did not say, and demanding my immedi
ate discharge. I denied all his charges;
but at the earnest request of my em

ployer, who was greatly distressed about
the affair, I asked Sharper's pardon, if
I had said or done anything improper.
And this ended a very strange occur

rence, which astonished everyone at the
store.

After the completion of the houses,
my employer sent me to Sharper, to
take three notes, in payment, amount

ing to about eight hundred dollars.
Sharper had three notes ready for me;
but I declined to receive them, because

they were all dated on Sunday, and were
therefore worthless. Sharper feigned
surprise, tore them up, and gave me
three genuine notes, which T gave him a

receipt for. Mr. Anderson was greatly
astonished when I related my extraordi

nary experience in settling with
Sharper.

Months passed away, the rebellion
came on rapidly, business in Baltimore
was almost exterminated, and I finally
left Mr. Anderson's store. Coming to
York, Pa., I entered Uncle Sam's In
ternal Revenue service. I also joined
three companies of Pennsylvania's mili
tia, in succession; and on the third of
September, 1864, I enlisted in the
United States Navy, where I remained
until the collapse of the Confederacy,
being sent with the gunboat Wissa-
hickon to the mouth of the Altamaha
river, to capture Jeff Davis.

While in the Navy, I received a letter
from Mr. Anderson, requesting me to
come back to him. Rut Uncle Sam had
a death grip on me, and did not dis
charge me until I had eaten my share of
his bacon, salt-horse, beans, and other
delicacies, too numerous to mention.

After bidding Uncle Sam a hearty
good-by, and wishing him good luck
and happiness forever, I went to Balti
more to see all my old friends and ac

quaintances. I called on Mr. Anderson,
at the old stand. And the first thing
he said was: " Physiognomy is true;
you do know something about rogues;
Sharper swindled me out of all that
money; and Lamb put several thousand
dollars into those houses, and lost all he
had in the world." Sharper was, in
fact, the sharpest sort of a sharper, just
as I had stated privately to Mr. Ander
son, at the beginning.

Sharper became a Confederate block
ade runner. He had a hollow cane, a

false bottom in his hat, and other ar
rangements for carrying quinine to the
Confederates; and he made many trips
to the South before he was captured and
sent to Fort Lafayette. And an account
of his wonderful exploits in this line
can be seen in detective L. C. Baker's
book, which contains the record of the
United States detectives, during the Re
bellion.

The reader will see, from this aston
ishing story, that it will pay business
men, and all who have dealings with ac

quaintances and strangers, to obtain a

sufficient knowledge of the greatest of
all sciences—Physiognomy.
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Moral Influence of Phrenology.
By Elsie Cassell Smith.

" Can you always tell a bad man by
the shape of his head?

'"
is a question

that has been very frequently addressed
to me during my professional career.

" Of course," the querist usually
adds,

" I do not mean the degenerate
or the moral idiot. Everybody recog
nizes these types—the sloping brow,
the heavy base brain, the gross and sen

sual mouth, the small and cruel eye —
but not all bad men have heads that are

badly shaped, while some who are quite
moral and upright have modifications
of the features mentioned."

Sometimes some well-meaning per
son will say,

" Mr. So-and-So is coming
to you for a consultation this after
noon, and I hope you will tell him just
what an unprincipled fellow he is. I
think it would do him good to know
what people think of him."

Then will follow a recital of Mr. So-
and-So's failings, which, of course, I
do not want to hear, and must, when
ever possible, suppress.

The gentleman thus discussed event
ually appears, and according to the
querist's judgment, reveals a rather
good head, fairly well proportioned,
not over large in any of the selfish pro
pensities; and yet, according to popular
report, his character is indisputably
bad in certain ways.

The querist would promptly ask:
" Could the average Phrenologist, with
a few years' varied experience, see re
vealed in this man all the badness re

ported to be active in his daily life? "

I would answer the question in part
by asking another: Is it the highest
purpose of the examiner to tell this
man he is a liar, an unprincipled money-
grabber, an infidel, a libertine—any or
all of these?

If not (and I assert that it is not),
what is the true purpose of a phreno
logical consultation?

To me it has become one of the most

sacred responsibilities of my life, one
to which cannot be given too much care
ful consideration—to read the pages of
a person's history, his possibilities, his
liabilities, what he is now and what he
can be. I feel that if the delineation
is to be anything to him, he must go out
of my presence more fully conscious of
his " divine origin

" and his infinite
possibilities for growth and develop
ment; he must be made to realize not
only his need, but also how to supply
that need.

If he has some great fault, he must
be made to feel that it is he who is

getting the worst of it by indulging that
fault, and by so doing he is losing some
joy, some satisfaction of life that ought
to be his.

Not what is the worst a man can be
guilty of, but what is the best of which
he is capable, should be the aim of the
Phrenologist in delineating a charac
ter. A consultation of this kind is

really a
" treatment " in mental thera

peutics. It is a series of suggestions.
The hypnotic state is not necessary; the
subject presents himself in a plastic,
receptive mood. All he has to do is to

impress his memory with what the ex
aminer is saying. The suggestions,
therefore, ought to be good — that is

,

up
lifting, elevating, encouraging, rather
than accusative, belittling, or depress
ing.

" You have told me hardly any of
my faults," is the terse comment some
times heard after giving a delineation
of character. A little recapitulation
convinces that nearly all the person's
faults have been plainly dealt with, but
he has been made to feel, not that he is

"
prone to evil and desperately wicked,"

but rather that his deficiencies exist be
cause he has not yet come into the full
inheritance of his highest possibili
ties.

It often happens that sensitive peo
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pie are already too fully conscious of
their deficiencies, faults, and abnormal
ities (everyone having more or less of
these), but rarely—no, I will say what

1 believe —never is an individual fully
aware of the heights of attainment and

the depths of soul expression of which
he is truly capable unless he has gained
such knowledge through a personal ap

plication of phrenological principles.
The travelling Phrenologist has less

difficulties of certain kinds to contend
with than one who conducts a local
practice. To the former, the material
that comes under his professional ken
is always fresh and new. The examiner
and his patron must meet on the plane
of a common humanity. A minute
knowledge of Phrenology must supply
all the inspiration, and the result is

likely to prove more satisfactory as a

test. But where a Phrenologist is ex

tending the gospel of Phrenology in
some civic centre, unless the locality be

very large, he is bound to become more
or less acquainted with the aggregate
character of his chosen field of labor,
for all villages, towns, or cities have
each a character differing in its grand
personel from every other. He must,
therefore, meet his patrons upon
grounds of more or less familiarity,
which may result to his disadvantage,
for however unbiassed his own mind
may be, there is likely to be a lurking
suspicion in the mind of the subject
that the examiner is telling more or less

of what he has heard outside. Yet if
the Phrenologist is both wise and hon
est, and has the highest interests of hu
manity at heart, even such knowledge,
if he happens to possess it

,

may be used
to the advantage of his patron without
in the least influencing his reading of
character from the actual brain devel
opment. To illustrate this so that I

will not be misunderstood, I must draw

upon my own experience, which I hope
will be pardoned.

A friend introduced a gentleman to'
me who had come for a delineation and
business advice. I knew him at once,
by reputation, as having disgraced him
self in the judgment of the whole com

munity. He was one of those " bad
men with good heads

" who are pointed
out as insurmountable objections to
Phrenology.

Had 1 known nothing of him, I

would have read his story in his face.
He was drinking the bitter dregs of sin.
Kemorse, shame, resentment, and a dig
nity dethroned were all manifest in his
countenance and manner. Without the
remotest reference to his recent ex

posure, I told him all the good I found
in him, revealed to him unknown paths
of success and happiness, fanned the
flickering flame of his self-trust and
fortitude; then pointed out his de

ficiencies, clearly but delicately defined
his weaknesses. He saw, and I felt that
he saw, his crime in a new light. He
wept, but the tears washed away his
bitterness and despair. Phrenology had,
as it were, given him a new lease of life,
and he went out that day fortified by a

knowledge of himself, strong to live
down his disgrace, with courage en
livened, master now of his own fate, be
cause he had been made master of him
self.

The practical Phrenologist to be thor
ough must know how to read the active
states of the mind by the flexible con
ditions of the individual. The cranial
development, corresponding to the de

velopment of the brain within, denotes
the fundamental character, and is of
first and greatest importance; but each

faculty wears some outward signal
which will reveal its active or inactive
states, its normal or abnormal expres
sions, and such knowledge is to be

gained from the walk, from the atti
tude of the chest and shoulders, from
the poise of the head, the light of the

eye, and from every inflection of the
voice.

Professor 0. S. Fowler was once en

abled to read the story of a blighted
love from hearing a gentleman make
the commonplace remark, " Day is

dawned."
No smirk of the lips, no twist of the

fingers, no droop of the eyelid is too in
significant to denote the active states
of character, and the watchful student
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of Phrenology will find the scope of his the same, ever and ever widening as he

understanding of human character, and gives more and more attention to these
also his influence in the application of minute details.

People Under the Public Eye.

COLONEL GEORGE BRINTON
MACCLELLAN HARVEY, THE
NEW HEAD OF HARPER &
BROS.

This young man bids fair to make
a name in the world wherever he is sit
uated. He possesses a practical intel
lect, and has all the mental strength

high he would be aesthetical in tastes and
theoretical in work, but not very prac
tical; as it is

,

he will look out for the
scientific side of things; he will know

a thing before he utters it; he will make

good use of his time and will be indus
trious. He has great powers of method,

system, and order, which ought to
enable him to systematize work. His

COLONEL HAHVEY.

about him that is calculated to carry
him into the arena of public life. In
dividuality is a strong characteristic of
his, consequently he will remember

people and understand conditions of
work with marked sagacity. His fore
head is broad, which makes his ideas

comprehensive; if
- it were narrow and

reflective faculties seek for practical
outlets, so that as an administrator of
business he would build well before he
ornamented his handiwork.

He appears to be an executive man
with considerable public spirit, and,
further, a man of great energy. He
possesses a good type of the motive
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mental vital temperament; by this we

mean that his motive power is in work
ing order, that his brain is capable of
much exercise and responsibility, and

that the vital conditions of his organ
ization will be in keeping with the de

mands made upon them if he is careful
and lives within the strength of his
organization. We trust that he will be
all to which he is capable of rising, for
he possesses great magnetic and execu
tive abilities.

His capacity to collect information
is remarkable. Some journalists write
an article with their wits, if they have

not news they make it up; Col. Har
vey is one who would obtain all the
desired information he wanted to use

before he began his work, and he would
know how to secure more information,
even from persons who thought they
had nothing more to tell him, than is

ordinarily the case; hence he should
succeed in his new line of work, and
retrieve the long and revered name of
Harper & Bros.

Col. Harvey has been elected presi
dent of the publishing house of Harper
& Bros., and has shown within a re

markably short period how talent can
be put to the right use. He is rising
rapidly in the line of journalism and
finance; in fact, he began to write when
he was about fifteen years of age, and
obtained his first regular engagement
with the " Springfield Republican "

when eighteen. He afterward worked
as a newspaper man in New York and

Chicago. Strange to say, he was man

aging editor of the New York " World "

when he attracted the attention of Will
iam C. Whitney, the financier, who

perceived in the young newspaper man
a marked capacity for financial manage
ment. Mr. Whitney's confidence in him
has evidently been fully justified, and
he has been rewarded by promotion in
several important enterprises.

Col. Harvey, it will be remembered,
recently became proprietor of the
" North American Review," which has
doubled its circulation since he took
control. It is confidently believed that
his acceptance of the great responsibili

ties connected with the management of

Harper & Bros, is likely to assume a

future for that prominent house more
successful even than its illustrious past.

GENERAL SIR BADEN-POWELL.

The hero of Mafeking, besides being
one of England's most dashing generals,
is what we might call a kingly fighter;
he is one of the most popular officers
in the British army, and has a head

piece of which anyone might be proud.
He has height of head, which makes
him master of himself; his forehead is
broad and massive in front; he knows
how to think, plan, organize, and look
ahead, and will doubtless prove himself
to be a strong ally in the work of the
Transvaal. The brilliant qualities
which he has already displayed in
Ashanti and Matebeleland are highly
noticeable. When hemmed in for several
weeks in Mafeking he displayed his
originality by a unique device by which
he added to the defence of the place;
this consisted of building a railway
track entirely around the town and
running armored trains around to pre
vent the Boers from approaching too
near. He shows a striking contrast in
personal magnetism between himself
and General Buller, who is perceptibly
lacking in that characteristic, although
he is said to be a great fighter, depend
ing rather on brute force and sledge
hammer blows to beat down his adver
saries than upon finesse and delicate
strategy; the latter unfortunately is
what is needed in the Transvaal to-day
to outwit General Joubert, Commander-
in-Chief of the Boer forces, and General
Cronje, who headed the forces which
met General Buller.

To make Phrenology a practical sci
ence we must take material as we pass

along in the world, instead of only sit
ting down quietly and working out the
philosophy of the subject. It is perhaps
as well for us sometimes to carry our
studies of character into the midst of
active life, which is now so largely cen
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tred in the eastern part of the world.
We refer our readers to a sketch of Lord
Kitchener which appeared, with Mb
portrait, in the February number of the
Phrenological Joubnal, and a fur
ther explanation of President Kruger
and Sir Alfred Milner in the August
number. J. A. P.

J. P. KNOWLES.

We had the pleasure recently of
putting our hands on the head of one
of our oldest subscribers. His first
reading of the Journal began in 1851,
and he has been a constant subscriber

ONE OP THE OLDEST CONTINUOUS SUBSCRI
BERS TO THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL
NOW LIVING.

since 1852—this is nearly fifty years.
We are proud of having so fine a dis

ciple of Phrenology as the photograph
indicates, and it will be readily seen

that his head indicates love of all prac
tical reforms. He has a healthy or
ganization, and bids fair to live a good
many years yet; he is very tough and
wiry, and has an exceedingly enduring
constitution. He has a good height of

head above the central line of the fore
head, which shows that his pleasures
do not come from the lower strata, but
rather from the stimulus of the moral
and intellectual forces of his nature.
He is very intuitive and capable of
judging of the characteristics of others,
and will make but few mistakes in in
terpreting the value of men. He must
have been strict in regard to his habits,
as well as very simple in his tastes. He
is highly conscientious, and believes in
keeping his agreements and performing
his obligations to others. He is exceed
ingly kind and benevolent, sympathetic
and thoughtful toward others, and is
always doing some act of kindness with
out ostentation. He was born in 1835;
his father was a native of South Kings
ton, R. I., his mother was of Scotch
parentage, reared in Norwich, England,
and was a neighbor of the Quaker Gur-
ney and his sister, Elizabeth Fry, the
philanthropist, of whom she often
spoke; she lived to be over eighty-six
years; his father was seventy-three.

" When a mere boy," Air. Knowles
said,

" the science of Phrenology was
introduced to my notice by an eccentric
old friend of the family. One remark
of his was characteristic, ' I believe
there is something in Phrenology, for
while some people's heads are smooth,
mine is all rough.' We thought him
sound on the phrenological theory.
The father was a radical temperance
man and abolitionist. Mr. Knowles
said, " I first had the reading of the
Journal in 1851 from an uncle who
was a subscriber, _and in 1852 I sub
scribed, and have taken it ever since.
The reading of it has always been an
incentive toward a higher and better
life, and I think mainly by its reading
I became interested in health reform
and adopted vegetarianism in diet and
total abstinence from all intoxicants,
along with some other reform ideas
which got the name of hobbies, one of
them beinp an objection to shaving the
beard, which I have always observed,
and, I think, to my profit and satisfac
tion. With aspirations for other things,
my environments were such that I
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adopted farming as an occupation, but
have never lost my love for the cause of
human progress. I sent my son to the
American Institute of Phrenology in
1883; he was the youngest of the class.

He did some good work for the science

during his brief life. I believe that
Phrenology is the handmaid of Chris
tianity and is worthy of a place in ev

ery schoolroom and by every fireside.

My life has been made richer and better

by its truths. It seems to me that to
make the best of the gifts God has given
us is the privilege and duty of all of
God's children."

He is very strict, yet simple, in his
beliefs; he cares but little for forms
and ceremonies, and, therefore, is more

like a Quaker in his simplicity of wor
ship.

SHEHADI A. SHEHADI.

FROM PERSIA.

This gentleman is gifted with the vi
tal temperament, though his tempera
ments are all very well balanced
and give him harmony of power in
using his brain and body. There is
not much friction in his work, and

consequently he has more freedom of
action and more quickness of percep
tion and more clearness of thought
than as if he had a greater predom
inance of one temperament over the
other. His brain is available; in fact,
it is very active in its operations.

He is quick to see what is going on
around him; he is quick to understand
the process of thought, and does not

8IIEIIADI A. SHEHADI.
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need more than a suggestion before he

has comprehended the whole principle
which is involved. He is very intuitive,
and comes to his conclusions very rap
idly with regard to character and the

organization of men; he finds it com

paratively easy to get on with people,
because he can understand them from
an intuitive standpoint, therefore he is

able to understand and carry out his
views with regard to business and man

with more than the average ability; he

is not one who will rub people up the

wrong way, but he has the agreeable-
ness and adaptability of mind which
enables him to understand the inner
line of life. He seems to be able to
know what they are thinking of, and
reads their thoughts; he is occult with
out knowing it

,

in his way of under
standing the mysterious portions of life
and character, consequently he is in
his element when he is examining new

processes of work.
He is also very persistent in his ef

forts when he has made up his mind
to do a certain thing, and is thorough
in his investigations of it

,

and goes
right through with it and carries it out.
He is not one who will be easily turned
aside by opposition, yet he does not
begin his work by opposing, but rather
by acquiescing, with the general tenor
of the work which is being carried on
in the place where he is. In this way
he is helped in the progress of his own
work.

He has a keen appreciation for the

respect and superiority of others; he

goes to those who have authority and
who are able to express ideas which will
be of benefit to him, and always seeks
those who are the very best informed
on any subject, and gathers his knowl
edge and inspiration from these, rather
than from those who have merely power
given to them by study.

His sympathies are wide awake; he
realizes the wants of people who are
around him, and it is difficult for him
to limit them and curtail them and put
them one side whenever he is asked for
help, and it is easier for him to give it

than to deprive himself of the pleasure

of assisting others; he is
,

in fact, warm
and social, and others feel at home in
his society and he feels equally at home
in theirs.

His mind acts spontaneously in re

spect to impressions, and on this ac
count he is capable of a good deal of
power, which comes to him as a flash
of lightning, so that those inspirations
which come to him on the spur of
the moment are very often his best

thoughts, and in making a speech he
will very often be able to trust to the

inspiration of the moment, rather than
to prepare a set speech.

He likes that which is grand and

sublime in nature, and anything, in
fact, which is beautiful and refined, and
that which expresses taste and culture,
and therefore work on a large scale will
suit him better than that which is small
and diminutive. His organ of Sublim
ity will show itself in his appreciation
for art, in oratory, in scenery, and in
the grand problems of music.

Were he to cultivate his voice for
singing, public speaking, and reading,
he would show a good deal of sym
pathy and power of expression; in
fact, he has quite a talent for express
ing his knowledge, and he had bet
ter make it a part of his career to re

produce ideas, knowledge, and experi
ence, for he can not only benefit his
own character, but he can understand
and benefit the public, for what he
would produce in the light of knowl
edge and experience would be of use and
benefit to them.

Cultivate a little more verbal mem

ory of place and allow your Continuity
to show itself by concentrating his ef
forts on one thing until it is com

pleted.
His perceptive faculties enable him

to be scientific and practical, they en
able him to take in everything which is

taking place around him.
His sense of order and method shows

itself in his way of doing business; he
has a general plan and system about his
work.

Mr. Shehadi is a successful Oriental
merchant and also a lecturer of repute.
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WILLIAM GOEBEL.

In reviewing the events of the past

month and the strange experiences of

politicians of Kentucky, one is natu
rally led to examine the bent of mind
of the leaders who have come promi
nently before public notice, and in do

ing so William Goebel demands our at

tention. In the survey of a personal
character many points must be taken

into account; first a strong and vindic
tive character may come or result from

WILLIAM GOEBEL.

or show through various faculties of the
mind. Probably if we were to ask non-
students of Phrenology what faculties
they would expect to find in the char
acter of such a man as Goebel, we should
find that fifty per cent, of them would
say that Destructiveness and Com-
bativeness were the leading qualities;
but those initiated in the subject would
reply that Firmness and Self-esteem
would weigh with such a man in as

forceful a manner as the faculties al
ready mentioned, and the latter con
clusion would be the correct one. In
William Goebel's head and face we find

indications of a strong representation
of both centres. Draw a line from the

centre of the ear forward to the nose,

and from the orifice upward to the root

of the nose, where Individuality is sit

uated, and you find what Mr. Bridges
would say was an angle of about forty-
five degrees. Then if we take a meas

urement from the opening of the ear

to the top of the head where Firmness
is located, we find a height that would
correspond with very great will power.
The angle of forty-five degrees borders

on the force that is possessed by the

most persistent men who have ever

lived. The mouth, chin, and nose, as

well as the expression of the eye, indi
cate this remarkable force of character,
which we would like to see blended with
the tenderer attributes, such as Benevo
lence, Friendship, etc.

Goebel's head indicates that he has
no relentless feelings, and that a work
once commenced would be pursued by
him, no matter how great the opposi
tion; therefore we are not surprised
that he has displayed qualities which
are difficult to understand by the novice.

MRS. " JENNIE JUNE " CROLY.

Mrs. Jennie June Croly, the mother
of woman's clubs, has just completed
her threescore years and ten, and on

December 19th a suitable reception was

tendered to her by the Daughters of
1812 of the State of New York, who
took the initiative in the several recep
tions that followed. Mrs. William Tod
Helmuth, president of the State Fed
eration of Woman's Clubs; Mrs. Charles
H. Denison, president of Sorosis, and a

long list of leaders of women's associa

tions were present. On February 15th

the Woman's Press Club of New York
City presented her with a loving-cup
in recognition of her labors as presi
dent of that club and her general work
among women. The 14th being the
anniversary of her wedding-day. It
should he borne in mind that Jennie
June is a pioneer in the joiiraalistic
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MRS. "JENNIE JUNE" CROI.Y.

field, which she entered at her marriage
to David G. Croly. Her pen-name
was acquired at twelve, when a friend
called her the " funniest little girl he
knew," and it is her faculty of humor
that has largely endeared her to her
friends and co-laborers. An early por
trait of her indicates that she had a

very symmetrical and almost a perfect
curve of head. On being asked the
other day about, making her will, she
wittily replied: " Oh, yes, I have made
my will many times; but some man

always spoils it
,

and I am obliged to
make it over. I am not at all super
stitious about making a will. My only
trouble is having nothing to leave."
She is a very executive woman, and
mentally she is bright and entertain
ing, though three score years and ten
have graced her life.

Thoughts and Education.

Part II.

By S. Dexter, of London.

Let the child's physical powers oper
ate in conjunction with the abstract

mental exercise, bring him to see, to

feel, to manipulate in the concrete, and

there will be an excess rather than a

dearth of attention and conscientious

activity if the child be healthy. There

is no cause to complain of want of life,
want of activity, or want of interest in a

healthy child. What is requisite is that
the educator should continually bear in
mind the nature of the child, the life
in the child. His mission is to help the
child to live out his own nature, to pre
pare, to equip him for his future living.
The life, the activity, the ebullitions of
spirit, need never to be crushed, but to
be turned into legitimate channels, to be

controlled, to be utilized actively on the

subject-matter presented by the teacher.
That superabundance of life is truly a

blessing, and is a source of wonderful
joy and happiness.

Truly Krause says,
" Life and living

are what concerns the educator, and that
an education which makes instruction
its chief aim and end is not worthy the
name."

The educator has to help the child
to find joy in living, to find joy in him
self and his powers. In his future he
will be met by monotony, but he will
still he in possession of that great gift
the imagination, and of his memory, and

if these are educated to activity, his
monotony may be largely enlivened by
his power to recall or picture far differ
ent scenes and surroundings. Life will
often be very serious to him, but he will
still have in his possession the power to

hope, he will still have the faculty of
mirthfulness, he will still have the power
to sing, and if he has been taught to
find comfort in himself, his seriousness
will be much lightened, and his life
brightened by his power to appreciate
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and turn to sunnier thoughts. Life to
him will sometimes appear very hard
and practical, and may be situated amid

any but beautiful surroundings, but if
he has been educated to appreciate the
beautiful in Nature, in the ever-varying
sky, the restful green carpet of grass,
the waving trees, the insect, bird, and
animal life around him, he will never be

quite without influences which shall lift
him above his unlovely and distasteful
surroundings, he will never be utterly at
the mercy of his environment. I read
somewhere in this connection,

" With
himself he is always." How important,
then, it is whether you have given him
a happy or a morbid turn of mind,
whether the current of his life is a clear,
wholesome stream, or bitter as Marah.
The education to happiness is a possible
thing, not to a happiness supposed to
rest on enjoyments of any kind, but to
one built upon content and resignation.
This is the best part of philosophy, and
can be taught. What a man has learnt
is of importance, but what he is

,

what he
can do, what he will become are more

significant things. Indeed it seems to
me that one of the proofs of a good edu
cation is the happy, contended spirit of
the educated. Education should train
the child to find this contentment and

happiness in the use of his own faculties;
to find relaxation, recreation, and pleas
ure in bringing into activity faculties
that have not come under the previous
strain. He will not then be at the mercy
of exterior forms of pleasure, so that if

debarred from them he becomes discon
tented and miserable. If his varied fac
ulties are trained to activity he possesses
in himself plenty of resource for happi
ness. The picture Wordsworth draws
for us of " The Happy Warrior," shows
us something of an educated man, of the
man who has received what a Phrenolo
gist would consider a good education.

Many of us know or have heard of
people who are always seeking recrea
tion and pleasure outside their home.
They cannot content themselves by their
own fire-side with paint-brush or pencil,
with carving or other handy work, with
study or with good music. They own to

enjoying a novel, but even that recrea
tion is comparatively passive. The
powers of concentration, the imagina
tion, and critical ability are not suffi
ciently alive to yield the exquisite and
lasting recreation which an educated
mind can derive from reading and mak

ing his the productions of some good
novelist.

And even among a deeper class of
people, those who enjoy good lectures,
there are those who are continually tak
ing in the ideas of others —and, accord
ing to the amount they take in, they
might be supposed to be growing rapid

ly in knowledge and wisdom —but they
do not actively engage themselves in
originating thought, they do not even
discuss that which they have heard, they
do not even pass on that which they
have gained, and, I think, we are right
in considering such conduct as a neglect
of opportunity to increase power and
usefulness, in fact, a neglect of educa
tional opportunity. If we were only wise
enough to realize that it is in the giving
out of power that we grow in strength,
we should not be so dreadfully afraid of
that ofttimes cold thing criticism, we
should know that the way to silence it

would be to rise superior to it by in
creased ability.

Pestalozzi writes, " Education instead
of merely considering what is to be im
parted to children ought to consider first
what they already possess."

Education has not as one of its of
fices the duty of creating new faculty, it

does not undertake to create, it works on
that which is already present, perhaps
only in embryo, in the human constitu
tion.

In an autobiography by Dr. Parker,
lately come out, he tells how, when
quite a young man, he had a school for
boys, and in the prospectus which he
had printed, setting forth the advan
tages of the school and the subjects
taught, he ended up by saying some

thing to the effect that —Brains were not
among the things to be given for the
money. Unfortunately, not having yet
seen the book, I cannot give you the
story in the Doctor's own characteristic
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words, but it is quite true that parents
sometimes do expect the most prepos
terous things from teachers. As Frcebel

puts it
,

the educator is to be a gardener,
fostering, tending, giving the necessary
conditions, pruning, feeding, and help
ing the innate potentialities to become,

b
y growth from within outwards, active

powers.

What kind of a creature should this
educator be? As nearly perfect as it is

possible for man to be. What a store of
knowledge of human nature he should

possess! What keen insight! What
judgment and tact! What self-control!
What sympathy! What powers of con
tinuity! What patience!

The Moral Sense in the Lower Animals.
By W. Lander Lindsey, F.R.S.E.

PART II.

Abundant evidence of a conscious
ness of wrong-doing is to be found
either generally in the—

1. Pricks, stings, or pangs of con
science.

2. The various expressions of a sense

of guilt—for instance the—
a. Sneaking gait (Secretiveness).

b
.

Depressed heads, ears, and tail
(Humility).

c. Temporary disappearance (fear
of punishment).

d. Permanent absconding; deser
tion of home and master (con
science-stricken).

3. The multiform exhibitions of
contrition, regret, repentance, self-

reproach, remorse —
Or more specifically in the—
4. Efforts at reconciliation and par

don, including the giving of peace-
offerings (Friendship).

5
. Various forms of making atone

ment.

6
. Concealment of crime or its

proofs (Secretiveness).

7
. Artifices for escaping detection or

conviction (Cautiousness).
8. Non-resentment of punishment

(Veneration).

9
. Sensitiveness to reproof, or even

under mere reference to former delin
quency (Approbativenes8).

10. Punishment of offenders by and
among each other.

Conscience is frequently as severe a

monitor in other animals as in man, its
reproaches as stinging and hard to be
borne, its torments sometimes intoler

able. We may speak quite correctly,
for instance, of the conscience-stricken
animal thief, the cat or dog caught in
the act of pilfering from the larder.
The signs of detected and acknowledged
guilt are the same in kind as would be

exhibited under parallel circumstances

UONKbTY AND B1NCEIIITT.

b
y the human child. The animal, like

the child, if rendered sensitive by pre
vious moral training, shows unmistak
ably its consciousness of delinquency.
Its look and demeanor alike eloquently
bespeak its sense of detection and dis

grace. It understands its master's

accusation as conveyed by eye, tone,
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word, gesture, and it either makes in
stant effort to escape the punishment
which it knows it has incurred and de

served, or, if escape be hopeless, it
,

as

calmly as may be, awaits the said pun
ishment, and does not resent it

,

as it

would did it feel it to be unmerited.

A bitch having once eaten a quantity of
shrimps intended for her master's din
ner sauce, had only to be asked ever

after, "Who stole the shrimps?" to

cause her to take to ignominious flight
—ears and tail down —going to bed,
" refusing to be comforted . . . the

picture of shame and remorse," while
we are told " she never stole again

"

(" Animal World ").

A young dog having committed some

offence against the established rules of
his master's household, " after we had
shaken our heads at him and turned
away . . . although he must have

been very hungry, would not touch his
food, but sat close at the door, whining
and crying, till we made it up with him
by telling him that he was forgiven and

taking his offered paw, when he ate his
supper and went quietly to bed." An
other dog,

" if he has done anything
wrong, comes up looking very much
ashamed of himself and voluntarily of
fers his paw

"
(Wood). Here we have

decided efforts at propitiation of an of
fended master or mistress, and after the
fashion of man's reconciliations by the
shaking of hands, as nearly as the dog
can imitate this arrangement. There
are cases in which regret or remorse
leads to the restoration of stolen goods.

A dog that had murdered a duck was

caught in the act of burying its dead
body — that is

,

of concealing the evi
dences of his crime. " So deeply was his
conscience pricked that when he found
himself arrested by a bush he ran the
risk of dying of cold and hunger rather
than allow himself to be discovered "

(Wood). When a large, magnanimous,
powerful dog—for instance, of the
Newfoundland breed —has allowed im
pulse or passion to hurry it into some
rash act, such as killing or too severely
punishing some puny pug that has been
merely forward, impudent, or annoying,

it frequently and eloquently expresses

its shame, regret, or remorse.
As in man, conscience or conscien

tiousness sometimes has its strange or

striking vagaries, eccentricities, or in
consistencies in other animals. Thus

a retriever that would himself touch no
food belonging to his master, yet of
fered no objection to theft of the same
food by a cat, nor did he decline to ac

cept a share of her plunder (Wood).
Not only do animals feel their own

wrong-doing, but they appreciate evil
or evil deeds in their young and in their
fellows, including other genera and
species, and man himself. They show
this, for instance (1), by the punishment
of offenders, if not of offences, as well
as (2) by the prevention of threatened
wrong-doing or the defence of the
wronged, or (3) by the resentment or
revenge of injury or injustice of any
kind. Thus various animals resent and

revenge the wrongs committed by man
not only on themselves or their fellows,
but even on brother man; and this
sense of wrong or injury inflicted upon
others leads sometimes to their defence
of man against his fellow man. A case

happened recently in Ireland of a pet
cow that defended its mistress against
the ill-usage of its master, its mistress's
husband; and many instances have been
recorded of the dog, elephant, and horse
doing similar kindnesses to their human
favorites. It ought to be not a little
humiliating to man's pride that the so-
called " lower " animals have so fre
quently to act as mediators in human
quarrels— to defend lordly man against
his own species.

In the same sense in which it can be
said that the dog and other animals are
endowed sometimes with a perception
of wrong, it may also be said that they
acquire a sense of the illegality of cer
tain not only of their own actions, but
also of man's. Human tribunals have
apparently regarded sheep-stealing dogs
as conscious of the illegality of their
deeds, as sensible of the nature of their
nefarious employment, as aware of the
character of their offence or crime, as

alive to the chances of detection and of
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the necessity for secrecy or conceal
ment, for nocturnal operations, for the
avoidance of being found associated
with any of the evidences of guilt, as

feeling that they deserve punishment
and that they will receive it on capture
or conviction. These tribunals have,
in other words, recognized the power
the guilty animals have possessed of
selecting between the right and the

wrong, and of their having chosen the
latter with full knowledge of conse

quences. And in all these respects hu
man judges have so far formed correct
conclusions or decisions, though they
have erred in forgetting that the crim
inality in such cases has been the evil
fruit of man's education of his animal
accomplices. The dogs of the brigand,
smuggler, or poacher, like those of the

sheep-stealer, display a knowledge of
the illegality of the operations in which
they are habitually engaged. They take
all means of avoiding custom-house of
ficers or gamekeepers, deliberately mak

ing use of all kinds of deception; but
to all this they are trained by man.

No doubt what is popularly spoken
of as a sense of right or wrong, of
legality or illegality, in the lower ani
mals may, or will if strictly analyzed,
be reduced to a distinction between
what is forbidden and what is permitted
by man, who is recognized as a suffi
cient lawgiver and administrator— what

will bring punishment on the one hand
and reward on the other. But this is

just the kind of feeling as to right and

wrong, legality and illegality, that ex
ists in the savage adult, that is gen
erated at first in the civilized child,
that is exhibited (if at all) in the crim
inal, the lunatic, or the idiot. It can
not be truthfully affirmed that abstract
or refined ideas of moral good and evil
are common to all ranks of men. or are
innate even in civilized man. In our
brother man, and with all the help that
spoken and written language can give
us, there can be no doubt of the diffi
culty, frequently the utter impossibil
ity, of knowing whether any and what
conceptions exist as to right or wrong,
good or evil, justice or injustice, hon
esty or dishonesty. It need, therefore,
be no matter of surprise if we cannot
ascertain or demonstrate the presence
or absence of any sort of definite con

ceptions on such subjects in the dogs,
fowls, or other domestic animals that
are so constantly under man's observa
tion. Practically, however, as has been
seen, as practically as in whole races of
man, the dog and other animals give
unquestionable evidence that they know
what, according to man's law to them,
is right and wrong, and they prefer to
do the one or the other according to
their individuality and the character of
their previous moral training.

Notes and Comments.
By Db. M. L. Holbrook.

THE VALUE OF SELFISHNESS

At a recent meeting of some philan
thropists among the lower classes in
New York, a gentleman whose life has
been devoted to good and unselfish work

among the poor, remarked, in substance,
that selfishness would do more than
all the virtues to reform the world."

In a still more recent address, Mr.
Andrew Carnegie, who is giving of his
millions to found libraries in all parts
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of the world, told his hearers that nine-
tenths of all our charities do more harm
than good. When is selfishness a good
thing r When it induces us to do those

things which are for our benefit and the
benefit of those depending on us. A
wise person does not wish to be depen
dent on the charity of others for bread
and a home, and so plans his life that
he can provide for his own wants. This
is true selfishness. There is nothing
mean or ignoble about it. A man takes
care of his health for his own sake that
he may be strong and able to work and
that he may enjoy life and do for those
entitled to his services. He trains his
faculties that he may be fitted to live in
society and perform his duties properly.
He educates his children for like rea
sons, and perhaps to gratify his pride
in them. If all would do these things,
how little need there would be for char
ity! Is it not true that in this sense

selfishness is of more importance than
charity? Selfishness becomes a sin
when it is practiced without regard to
the rights of others, as in stealing,
cheating, selling goods or other things
under false names, passing counterfeit
money, getting rid of worthless prop
erty for a high price, or taking advan
tage of the ignorance of others to
swindle and cheat them. This sort of
selfishness is an evil and will be so long
as time lasts. Eegarded rightly, self
ishness is a virtue, and to it we are in
debted for most of our progress.

But, says one, is there then no place
for unselfishness? Yes, there is abun
dant place for it

,

and it comes first
in our sympathy for the young and
helpless who can do nothing for them
selves; in the relation of the child to
its parents after it has grown old
enough; in our unselfishness to the sick,
the old and infirm, the unfortunate and
downtrodden, and especially in that
form of unselfishness which respects the
rights of others and does not override
them to its own advantage. There is

plenty of room for humane sympathy,
but how can we be of much good to
others unless we are first good to our
selves?

CULTUBE VS. WILL.
In our time culture is regarded b

y a

vast multitude as the most direct means
of progress, the best way to reach a high
position in society and in the world.
What is culture? In the best sense it

is the training, polishing, disciplining
of our faculties, and certainly this is

important. But there is such a thing
as over training the intellect, will and
body, and there is also danger in sub

stituting culture, as popularly under
stood, for a heroic will. In our time
much of our culture is superficial and
slipshod. It is a sort of veneering to
hide the hideous uncouth side of our
natures. It does not touch the centre
of our being. Let the volitional side,
the will side, of our being receive more
attention. It is worth a thousand times
more to a young man and woman to
possess heroic will-power than any
amount of veneering by which they can
pass themselves off for what they are
not. Culture, John Lovejoy Elliott
has said, can do little more than refine
our pleasures. It is chiefly on a strong
and resolute will and unselfish aims
that we must rely for our advancement.

MAKING PEOPLE GOOD BY
LAWS.

There is a tendency everywhere to
try to improve people by legislation.
In hygiene this is often seen. Many
European countries have laws for the
compulsory medical surveillance of
women of bad character.

Mrs. Josephine E. Buller, of Eng
land, and the late A. M. Powell, of this
country, have been a mighty force
against such laws and their repeal if

already in force. They have lately been
reinforced by a strong letter from Her
bert Spencer. He says:" I learn with pleasure that you and
some others are opposing the adoption
of coercive methods for achieving moral
ends. Briefly stated, my own views on
such matters are these:"

Nearly all thinking about political
and social affairs is vitiated by ignoring
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all effects save those immediately con

templated. Men anxious to stop an

evil or obtain a good do not consider

what will be the collateral results of the

governmental agencies they employ, or
what will be the remote results. They
do not recognize the fact that every new

instrumentality established for con

trolling individual conduct becomes a

precedent for other such instrumentali
ties; that year after year philanthropists
with new aims urge on further coercive

agencies; and that so, little by little,
they establish a type of social organiza
tion — a type which no one of them con

templated when he was urging on his
particular plan." The highest aim, ever to be kept in
view by legislators and those who seek
for legislation, is the formation of char
acter. Citizens of a high type are self-
regulating, and citizens who have to be

regulated by external force are mani

festly of a low type. Men, like all other
creatures, are ever being moulded into
harmony with their conditions. If,
generation after generation, their con
duct in all its details is prescribed for
them, they will more and more need
official control in all things. Assuming
that the governmental control is suffi
cient to mantain social security, the
more men are habituated to self-rule,
and left to experience the benefits of
good conduct and the evils of miscon
duct, the more will they acquire the
self-regulating nature." The final outcome of the policy in
favor with philanthropists and legis
lators is a form of society like that
which existed in ancient Peru, where

every tenth man was an official con
trolling the other nine, and where the

regulation went to the extreme of in
specting every household to see that it
was well administered, the furniture in
good order, and the children properly
managed; and where the effect of this
universal regulation of conduct was the
production of a character such that the
enfeebled society went down like a

house of cards before a handful of
Spaniards.

" I am, faithfully yours," Herbert Spencer."

BORAX A NON-POISONOUS
DOMESTIC REMEDY.

A simple domestic remedy is borax.

My mother kept a solution of salt water
and borax constantly on hand, and if
the slightest irritation or sore throat
developed among us, she had us gargle
three times a day, and lave our mouths
and tonsils freely. Our good health
and freedom from fevers and contagious
diseases was owing, in part, no doubt,
to its use.

In the case of a burn, we wet cloths,
dipped in a strong solution of borax
water, and were very careful to exclude
the air in putting them off and on. It is
very cooling and healing, and a child
does not rebel against it as with some
remedies. One thing in its favor in
using it among children is

,
it is so harm

less, while other gargles with carbolic
acid are often taken by mistake, and
cause great distress. I often think if

every young mother only knew of its
virtues she would be thankful, and hav

ing once adopted it
,

would never give it

up. As a disinfectant it is excellent.
One should keep it on the kitchen shelf.

If you awaken in the night coughing
and cannot stop, get a small portion of
powdered borax and place on your
tongue, and let it slowly dissolve, and

it will almost instantly stop the cough,
as it will also relieve an ulcer in the
throat. Our great singers use it to aid
them in keeping the throat in health.
Water will dissolve only a certain
amount of borax, and so all one need to
do is to put a quantity into a pint or
quart bottle and pour on water. What
cannot be dissolved sinks to the bot
tom, and when the solution is gone, add
more water. Use it full strength.

GREAT THOUGHTS.

"We live in deeds, not years;
In thoughts, not breaths;
In feelings, not in figures on a dial;
We should count life by heart throbs.
He lives most who thinks most,
Feels the noblest, acts the best."

—Festus.
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" The best mother is she who studies the peculiar character of each child aiid acts with W"H

instrnoted judgment upon the knowledge so obtained."

Child Culture.
JOE.

By Uhcle Joseph.

Fig. 526.—Samuel Vaughan Hulse.
—This child has a remarkable organiza
tion in several ways; first, he is healthy
and is capable of exerting a heajthy
influence over others. He has come
from good stock, and consequently

together in giving him more than or
dinary advantages over lads of his age.
He will not need to be taught just like
other boys, for he will know a good deal
in advance of his age, and will show
that advance of thought right along as

FIG. .")2(>.— S. V. HUI.8E, NliWAHIi. N. J.
Circumference of head, 19si ; height, 13X i length, 13Ji ; weight, 5S pounds; age, 5 years.

will be able to do more with his vital
ity and development of brain than many
lads; in fact, body and mind will act

he meets with men. He will not need
so many details in his work as some
do, for his intellect is very active. His
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Causality is one of hits largest faculties,

consequently his questions will come

out before he sees and answers them for
himself, lie has inherited his sharp,

quick, intelligent mind and combines

a good deal of ingenuity and common

sense.
He is a lively companion, and people

miss him when he is out of the house.

He shows the force of the base of the
brain in giving energy, force, and de
cision to his actions, while his moral
brain is a gniding rod, an anchor to his
conclusions and principles. He will be

a monitor wherever he is
,

for he will
want to see the right executed in every
thing, li a person promises him any
thing, that person must be very careful
to execute that promise, for he will
never forget it. He is a lad who prom
ises to show a remarkable amount of
moral courage and moral principle; on
this account he will toe the line and
make others come right up to the mark,
and will therefore be trusted and relied
upon in the transaction of his work. He
will have so many things on hand to
do that it will be difficult for him to
execute them all. If he is encouraged
and advised and helped to accomplish
one thing at a time he will learn a very
important lesson in life while he is

young.
His mind will be exceptionally bright,

and this will be an advantage and also

a drawback if he is not guided har
moniously and carefully. He will make
an excellent judge, for he has all the

power to adjudicate on matters of dis

cipline and equity and justice; he will
see so clearly while a lad what this one

ought to have done and what the other
one failed to do, that as a man he will
be desirous of pointing out these things.
In judicial measures he would succeed
much better than in the rank and file.
He could become a manager, superin
tendent, banker, and financier in some
large and comprehensive mercantile
business or trust company, or could
succeed in the study of law, with the
object of rising to the top of the pro
fession as a pleader, administrator, or
ambassador. If drawn to medical work,

he could bring his influence into direct
line with his patients, for he will have
more work than he can do. His own

personal magnetism and his ability to
understand the characteristics of others
will be so great that he will be able to
utilize them in a very special direction.

THE BRINGING UP OF YOUTH.

From "The Schoolmaster."

Learning is both hindered and in
jured too by the ill choice of those who

send young scholars to the universities.

Of whom must needs come all our di
vines, lawyers, and physicians.

These young scholars are chosen com

monly, as young apples are chosen by
children, in a fair garden, about St.
James tide: a child will choose a sweet

ing, because it is presently fair and
pleasant, and refuse a russet, because

it is then green, hard, and sour; when
the one, if it be eaten, doth breed both
worms and ill humors; the other, if it

stand his time, is ordered and kept as

it should, is wholesome of itself and

helpeth to the good digestion of other
meats: sweetings will receive worms,
rot, and die on the tree, and never or
seldom come to the gathering for good
and lasting store. *

For very grief of heart I will not ap
ply the similitude, but hereby is plainly
seen how learning is robbed of her best
wits, first by the great beating, and
after b

y the ill choosing of scholars to

go to the universities. Whereof comcth

partly that popular spiteful proverb,
sounding to the great hurt of learning
and shame of learned men that the

greatest clerks be not the wisest men.
And though I, in all this discourse,

seem plainly to prefer hard and rough
wits before quick and light wits, both
for learning and manners, yet am I not
ignorant that some quickness of wit is

a singular gift of God, and so most rare

among men, and namely such a wit as

is quick without lightness, sharp with
out brittleness, desirous of good things
without newfangledness, diligent in
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painful things without wearisomeness,

and constant in good-will to do all

things well.
But it is notable and true that So

crates said in Plato to his friend Crito:
That that number of men is fewest

which far exceed, either in good or ill,
in wisdom or folly, but the mean be

twixt both be the greatest number:
which he proveth true in diverse other

things: as in greyhounds, amongst

which few are found exceeding great or

exceeding little, exceeding swift or ex

ceedingly slow. And therefore, I speak

ing of quick and hard wits, I meant the

common number of quick and hard
wits, amongst the which, for the most

part, the hard wit proveth many times

the better, learned, wiser, and honester

man: and therefore do I the more la
ment that such wits commonly be

either kept from learning by fond
father, or bet from learning by school

masters.
And speaking thus much of the wits

of children for learning, the opportu
nity of the place and goodness of the

matter might require to have here de

clared the most special notes of a good
wit for learning in a child after the

manner and custom of a good horse

man, who is skilful to know and able

to tell others, how by certain sure signs
a man may choose a colt, that is like to

prove another day excellent for the
saddle. And it is pity, that commonly
more care is had, yea and that amongst

very wise men, to find out rather a cun

ning man for their horse, than a cun

ning man for their children. They say

nay in word, but they do so indeed.

For, to the one, they will gladly give a

stipend of 200 crowns by year, and loath
to offer to the other 200 shillings. God,
that sitteth in heaven, laugheth their
choice to scorn, and rewardeth their
liberality as it should: for he suffereth

them to have tame and well-ordered
horse, but wild and unfortunate chil
dren: and therefore in the end they
find more pleasure in their horse than
comfort in their children.

A DROP OF INK.
" I don't see why you won't let me

play with Robert Scott," pouted Walter
Brown. I know he does not always
mind his mother, and smokes cigars, and
sometimes swears. But I have been
brought up better than that. He won't
hurt me, and I should think you would
trust me. Perhaps I can do him good."

" Walter," said his mother, " take this
glass of pure water and put just one drop
of ink into it."

He did so.
" Oh, mother, would you have thought

one drop would blacken a whole glass
so?"

" Yes, it has changed the color of the
whole, has it not? It is a shame to do
that. Just put one drop of clear water
in it and restore its purity," said his
mother.

" Why, mother, you are laughing at
me. One drop, nor a dozen, nor fifty,
won't do that."

"No, my son; and therefore I cannot
allow one drop of Robert Scott's evil nat
ure to mingle with your careful training,
many drops of which will make no im
pression on him."—Selected.

The Choice of a Profession.
By Dr. C. F. McGuibe.

The question of choosing a profession
is one that should be of interest to all
those who have not as yet made a selec
tion, but more especially does this apply
to parents and guardians upon whom de
volves the duty of assisting those who are
committed to their charge. In this age of
intense competition it is of the utmost
importance to take up that vocation for
which one has a special predilection, to
the end that in after years one may not
have reason to regret an unsuitable choice

and even to be forced to begin at an ad
vanced period of life that which should
have been accomplished at a more youth
ful period.

What I intend saying this evening will
have bearing more particularly on the
medical profession, for the reason that I
know more of this profession than any
of the others, having now been in the
practice of medicine for the past eighteen
years. There is this to be remembered,
however, that the underlying principles
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of all the professions are of the same
nature, and what applies to one, can in
general, be applied to all.

Before I begin to speak, however, of the
characteristics of the medical man, it
may be well for me to explain that the
fountain from which I draw my informa
tion is Phrenology. Now Phrenology is
somewhat tabooed in certain quarters as
unscientific. This arises, I think, in a
great measure, from a false conception
regarding it. If people object to Phrenol
ogy, they may call it Cephalology, or even
Psychology.if they prefer that name. The
members of this institute, however, prefer
Phrenology, as that is the name by which
it is generally known, and, moreover, the
name Cephalology might infer that bump-
opology is what was really meant. Now
this question of bumps is one that has
caused more injury to Phrenology than
any other, and yet it is the generally ac
cepted view of the matter. We hear peo
ple say that such a one has a bump for
this or that, or they will ask what bump
represents such and such a characteristic.
Phrenology, when properly understood,
means the relation of one part of the
brain to that of another, and, moreover,
if this relationship is not appreciated, we
cannot understand the science. Taking
the ear as a center, we draw imaginary
lines from it to different portions of the
brain; and in this way we judge of the
relative importance of each. Take for ex
ample a man with large Cautiousness
which make one careful and circumspect,
yet this may be overruled by other por
tions of the brain that are much stronger.
Now it is the recognition of these facts
that differentiate the true Phrenologist
from the charlatan. Then again we may
take Combativeness, which can again
be modified by Cautiousness; or this
same Combativeness may be exercised
in the direction of protecting one's chil
dren, and yet not toward our friends
simply for the lack of friendship. Thus
you see, that to be a good Phrenologist
is not so easy a matter as some think, and
it cannot be acquired by the mere cursory
study of a book on the subject.

Then again, what a mine of informa
tion this subject opens up to one seeking
knowledge, and that knowledge the best
of all information— the understanding of
one's weak as well as one's strong points
of character.

There is no other science that will do
this, and though one may glean much
information from physiognomy or from
a study of the temperaments, still the fact
remains that Phrenology is the most re
liable and trustworthy. I have inter
jected these few remarks with the inten
tion of directing your minds to the source
of my information; for the great object
1 have in view, in speaking here this even

ing, is to stimulate your minds as to the
utility of this most practical science and
which might be denominated the logic of
Physiology, and which responds also to
the dictum of the poet, " The proper study
of mankind is man."

It affords me much pleasure to be called
upon to address you in regard to my pro
fession for two reasons: In the first
place, you are a body of men and women
who intend devoting yourselves to the
propagation of the noble principles of
Phrenology, and for that reason wish to
learn all you can regarding the different
professions and trades in order that you
may be able to direct those who will ap
ply to you for advice. In the second
place, it affords me the opportunity of
vindicating my profession from the asper
sions cast upon it by so-called reformers.
As teachers, you will be often called upon
for an expression of opinion, and it is
necessary for you to have correct views
regarding this subject.

I propose giving you a short sketch of
the medical profession, its qualifications,
requirements, studies, and rewards, and
hope, however imperfect the sketch may
be, that it will at least give you some in
sight into that noble calling that has done
so much in modern times to increase our
means of physical happiness, and to dis
pel those clouds of ignorance that have
hung like a pall over the minds of men.

In the enumeration of the qualities that
are necessary to one aspiring to be a
physician, that of good health is of the
highest importance. Statistics demon
strate that the prospects of a long life for
the medical man are not so good as that
of the clergyman or lawyer, and that it
is, moreover, classed with that of the slate
and stone quarrymen, whose occupation
is ranked among the lowest. Heart dis
ease is especially prevalent among physi
cians, and large numbers of them suc
cumb to pneumonia. Many fall victims
to zymotic diseases as well as other in
firmities due to their profession.

In view of these facts the young aspi
rant should not only be in possession of
robust health, but he should be especially
free from all habits that tend to under
mine his constitution. For this reason
tobacco and the use of intoxicating drinks
are to be avoided, as their use is generally
attended by evil consequences. It is now
generally admitted by educators that the
brain, in order to do its best work, great
ly depends upon the healthy working con
dition of the bodily organs. For this rea
son we hear more of physical culture and
like matters nowadays than was the case
at a more remote period, and I may add,
speaking from experience, that the time
expended in this direction will more than
repay me in after years.

To stand erect, to breathe through the
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nose, to try and keep the larynx down
while speaking, and to cultivate repose of
manner, are all excellent suggestions and
as health maxims cannot be surpassed. I
am not an advocate of gymnastic exer
cises as usually conducted, for the rea
son that there is a training of the body
that should precede the evolutions of a
gymnasium, and which are as a rule ig
nored by instructors. It is not every
young man that is fitted to engage in
these contests of the gymnasium, and,
moreover, there are many sad cases of in
juries having been received in these strug
gles, which might have been prevented
or at 'least greatly lessened by a proper
preparatory drill. To my mind a young
man should be first taught to handle his
body by means of tumbling, wrestling,
and 'turning hand springs. All these are
not beyond his strength and will build
up his body securely. He should then be
taught the set-up drill of a soldier in
order to acquire a healthful carriage of
the body. Next, he should be taught to
use his diaphragm in speaking and also
instructed in the effects of the passions
on the mind and body, so that he may at
tain that composure of mind which peo
ple in general attribute to a gentleman.
These exercises will develop qualities that
will not only conduce to health, but will
also add a charm to his deportment that
will be noticeable to even the most casual
observer.

In considering the question of tempera
ment, it may be remarked that the mod
ern physician does not pay the same at
tention to it that the ancients did, and
this, no doubt, arises in part from the fact
that the doctor of to-day lays more stress
on his instruments of precision and the
results of his test-tubes. There is, no
doubt, however, in my mind, but that
temperament has not only a great deal
to do with one's sickness, but also has
reference to one's success in any calling.
For practical purposes there are three
temperaments: the motor, or one in
which the bones predominate: the vital,
in which the organs of assimilation and
digestion predominate, and the nervous,
in which the brain predominates. The
first gives strength and activity, the sec
ond good digestion, and the third love of
study, but with a body not built for
hardship or exposure. Now the doctor
needs a combination of all these tempera
ments—the motor, so that he may not be
slow in responding to the calls of his
patients, night or day; the vital, that he
always be in good humor, and. therefore,
agreeable to his patients; and the nervous,
that he may love study and thus keep
abreast with the latest discoveries of his
profession. By this mixed temperament
some men have obtained large ahd lucra
tive practices and this, in the face of the

greatest difficulties, such as lack of edu
cational opportunities and other factors,
without which the average man rarely
succeeds.

Whether we accept or not the proposi
tion that the brain is the organ of the
mind, there is no doubt that men differ
as to their adaptability to certain work,
and it is generally designated by the name
of talent. Now, there are certain quali
ties of the mind necessary to the success
ful doctor, and though as a rule he may
develop them by study, or effort, still the
rule holds good that one having them
naturally has better prospects of success,
and will find his journey through life
much easier than the one who must strive
to attain it.

In the division of the brain into percep
tion and reflection, I will say that the
preceptive faculties should predominate
in the physician for the reason that lie
has to deal with facts. I do not mean,
however, that he does not need the reflec
tive faculties, but that his theories must
be based upon a foundation of facts,
which facts rest upon things seen and
felt. It is for this reason that the pro
fession of medicine has been accused of
a materialistic tendency, and to my mind
there is danger in this direction, but only
to those who have been superficially edu
cated. When one is fortified, however,
by a good course of Christian philosophy
the danger is reduced to a minimum.
There is no reason why questions of be
ing and substance should be any more
difficult than the similar ones of force and
matter, if they have been properly pre
sented. Students are apt to think that
all the problems of natural philosophy
are demonstrable to the senses, whereas,
those of metaphysics are relegated to the
unknowable and unthinkable. For this
and like reasons the medical student
should be well grounded in his faith and
its practice, else he may be carried oft"

by the sophistical arguments of his fel
lows, or, on the other hand, by some one
of his professors whom he may regard
witli respect and even admiration.

The next faculty to be considered is the
mechanical, which is very important to
the surgeon, for without it he could not
succeed in his work. A man may practice
considerably, however, in a city without
much knowledge of surgery, but in a

country place where there are no hos
pitals, he would find great difficulties.
This faculty, like all others, must be ex
ercised, otherwise it will become atro
phied, and for this reason the student
should seize every opportunity in the way
of making and constructing things. Our
manual training schools are working in
this line, and many educators consider
that such training is necessary for the
proper development of the brain. One
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thing is certain, that many eminent men
have risen from the blacksmith shop and
the carpenter's stool. An old friend of
mine, and one who is classed with the best
surgeons of this city, informed me once
that he owed in a great measure his skill
in surgery to the opportunities afforded
him by his father's shop.

As the doctor deals with human beings
he must necessarily be interested in other
matters than those of medicine. For this
reason his social organs should be well
developed, otherwise he will gain a repu
tation of being cold and formal. Much
of the so-called personal magnetism is
owing to the large development of these
organs, and it is especially useful to the
doctor seeing that the majority of his
patients consist of women and children.

The doctor should also be a man of up
right character and endowed with a
strong sense of justice; otherwise his
presence in a community will be a curse
instead of a blessing. Then again, the
doctor should not only be a man of hon
or, but a most unselfish man, as in many
cases he must work against his own in
terests, something rarely witnessed in the
business world. All the great sanitary
and hygenic reforms have been insti
tuted by physicians, and all the present
advancement of the profession is in the di
rection of preventative medicine. For this
reason the editor of the " Lancet " claims
that the profession is not to be recom
mended to poor young men, as the pros
pect of securing a competence grows less
as the laws of health are better under
stood by the laity and the sanitary laws
are more strictly enforced by public of
ficials.

We now come to the important question
whether the classics or the study of pure
science is superior in the way of prepara
tion for the study of medicine. The clas
sics have been the usual method hereto
fore for most students, but of late years
courses that pay more attention to sci
ence and modern languages appear to be
growing- in favor. The advocates of a
scientific course point out the fact that
Franklin, Sir Humphry Davy, Michael
Faraday did not study the classics, and
yet there can be no question as to the
power of their intellect. With a view to
settling- this mooted question the Univer
sity of Berlin instituted an investigation
into this matter, and ns a result discov
ered that the classical-taught student was
superior to one trained in the sciences and
modern languages. There is also this to
be 6aid in favor of the classics, that all
the technical terms are derived from
Latin and Greek, and that the knowledge
of these words alone is of great advan
tage.

Another thing to be remembered in this
connection is, that all modern text-books

make use of the mathematics. Such
studies as arithmetic, algebra, geometry,
and trigonometry are very important, for
without them he will find it difficult to
appreciate works on science. With a good
idea of the classics and a good working
knowledge of mathematics there is no rea
son why one should not master the prin
ciples of medicine as now taught in the
universities of the land. This arises in
part from the fact that all the universi
ties have a graded course of four years;
during this time the subjects usually
taught in scientific schools are repeated
in a thorough manner, and I mean by
these studies chemistry and physics. The
universities also have excellent labora
tories in which practice is combined with
theory, and as at present arranged they
cannot be surpassed in the way of equip
ment.

After having completed his medical
studies the student should by all means
try to secure an appointment in a hos
pital, as here he will be able to apply the
knowledge he received at the medical
school, and, moreover, he will come in
personal contact with men who have
been years in practice and from whom
he will be able to glean many points of
information that will be of service to him
when he begins practice on his own ac
count.

You all, no doubt, have read that
beautiful poem,

" The Deserted Village,"
in which the author speaks of the hope
of one day returning to the scenes of his
youth, and the pleasure of revisiting these
scenes would be a recompense to him for
all the care and misfortunes he had un
dergone; so in like manner, I purpose
giving you some idea of the rewards one
may expect by becoming a physician. It
is said by an authority that the incomes
of successful doctors vary from two
thousand dollars a year and upward, but
that the public is very much mistaken in
regard to the large incomes of many phy
sicians. If one desires to become rich I
would advise him not to become a physi
cian, or even if he is desirous of public
fame or honor. These are not the re
wards of our profession in general. One's
reward lies principally in the fact that he
has been the instrument of much good in
the way of relieving suffering humanity,
and that he has been able to imitate his
Divine Master in this respect. One will
no doubt be honored in a measure for his
learning and skill as a practitioner, but
one must not think that this will bring
him large returns in the way of money,
or public office. Virtue and learning of
themselves have very little intrinsic value
in this world, no matter what some peo
ple may say; but on the other hand
money and power are always respected.

Before bringing my remarks to a close,
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I will read for you an interesting story
told by Professor Humbert of the good
a country doctor may do in a small and
neglected parish, and which is quite
worth recording:

" I know a place," says he, " where fif
teen or twenty years ago the level, not
merely in intellectual culture, but even of
common agricultural knowledge, was ex
tremely low. The cottages and cattle
sheds were filthy, the women dirty, the
men boorish, the children ill-fed, rickety,
and wild. A good-hearted young doctor
settled down in this wretched locality and
soon stirred the cure and the inmates of
the great house to take some interest in
the schools.

" He induced the lady of the house to
bring some litle girls together and to put
benches for them in the orangery, where
she taught them to knit, to darn stock
ings, to mend clothes, to keep their home
a little tidy, and to cook vegetables and
eggs in different ways." All this, of course, does not of itself
put a new face on things, but frequent
contact with the great lady gradually
tamed these uncivilized little beings,
taught them gentler manners, and gradu
ally formed a class of maidens knowing
how to manage their little homes prop
erly, and when they married, to counter
act the attractions of the public house by
a comfortable and cheerful home.

" The doctor pointed out to the curg,
who, himself, was a good musician, that
some of the little ragamuffins who went
about snaring birds and robbing orchards,
had very good voices; and reminded him
that he had a good harmonium in the
Presbytery. He remarked to him that
Orpheus had not many strings to his lyre
and that yet he managed to tame wild
beasts, and that the cure ran no danger
of being eaten if he tried to teach these
little vagabonds their notes. The cure
consented to beat time with his staff and
soon succeeded in teaching them some
simple tunes; and then, in the course of
time, hymns for festivals, which delighted
the parishioners and induced many of
them to attend the services in the church." In the meantime the young man him
self set actively to work on his part. In
the long winter evenings he got the young
lads together to listen to him reading
some good and amusing book, for to him
who knows nothing everything is inter
esting. Now and then he interspersed his
readings with lectures, sometimes on
drunkenness, which brings a man below
the level of the brute; sometimes he
taught them gymnastics; sometimes he
gave them elementary lessons in domestic
hygiene and taught them how to take
care of their health; while he opened to
them an insight into many things which
helped to make them wiser and better.

" He instructed the older men in the
general principles of agriculture, pointed
out the lands that needed draining and
those which required a dressing of lime,
and went into all those details of hus
bandry which an intelligent man, not bred
to the farm, could teach an ignorant
peasantry." He showed the women how to feed
their children, how to wash and dress
them, how to nurse their husbands when
ill, as well as how to make the cattle and
the dairy bring in the best returns.

" After the doctor had followed his
apostolate for some years all the villagers
worshiped him, and the village itself waa
so changed as to be unrecognizable. Such
changes are not to be wrought in a day,
and uphill work is hard and needs time,
patience, and persevering labor. But
among the so-called great men and those
to whom a grateful public erect statues,
is there any who can with greater justice
than this man bear witness to himself.
1

1 have been useful to the great family of
mankind; I have really brought about
some good.' Transeamus Benefaciendo.
Let us pass through life doing good. Such
is the duty of every man in this world,
and more especially is it that of a doctor."

In conclusion I will say, that I can find
no higher reward than these: they seem
to me ample enough —a well-spent life, a
happy home, sufficiency for my daily
needs and something more; and he who
has and values these, like the shepherd
lad in the " Pilgrim's Progress," will wear
more of the herb heartsease in his bosom
than many another man, and when work
is done, and the evening shadows tell of
the approaching sunset, he will calmly
wait as the story tells the pilgrims waited,
their journey almost over, in the happy
country:" Neighboring on heaven, and that no
foreign land."

" The ascent of life is the ascent of
ideals." This is how evolution evolves.
To reach a high plane of life, then our
ideals must be high. To have no lofty
ideals, no aspirations for the purer, the
nobler, the grander, the more refined, is
to spend one's life in, or on, the primary,
the provisional, the undeveloped, the
sensuous planes of being.

We think of heaven as something that
must visit us from afar. . . . Rut the
new heaven and the new earth will only
be the unveiling to us of what already
is. It is only our blindness that needs to
be removed, only our spiritual faculties
that need to be awakened.— Lucy Lar-
com.
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Knowledge Is Power.
" Our deeds determine us as muoh as we determine our deeds. " —George Eliot.

" Knowledge is power
" is one of the

old sayings that have withstood the test

of time. The very fact that the saying

has reached such a great age is evidence

in favor of its truth.

We must not -forget, however, that

knowledge is very often misapplied,

and more often disregarded in many

operations of life. It does not matter

how positive our knowledge is in regard

to anything if we do not direct it in
a proper manner, or into a proper chan

nel; as steam, though a great power, is

uncontrollable and useless unless con

fined within the walls of the boiler, so

is knowledge useless unless directed by

a well-balanced mind. The knowledge

of Phrenology, if handled in the right

way, is one of the greatest blessings that
can be given to a young man starting
out in life, to a business man entering
into a new contract, to a lawyer who

deals with the technical regulation of

justice, to the minister who is to unfold

the problems of life here and hereafter,

to the mother who has the individuality
of the child to study, to the teacher who

has bright and intelligent students as

well as feeble-minded minds to encour

age, and thus we encourage its proper

study. When persons say they cannot

help their defects or restrain their ex

cesses, they do not know what they are

talking about, for just as the develop

ment of a shrub in the garden shows it
self in the spring or summer, or the
trees unfold their character and form,
which is capable of being bent in vari

ous directions, so the character, the

part of man that is worth considering,
can be moulded and guided by proper
thought and knowledge into models of

good citizenship when a knowledge of
that character is properly studied.

The American Institute of Phrenol

ogy presents opportunities for all grades

and conditions of mankind to advance
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this above-named knowledge of self.

Its professors have had experience in

the way of presenting the subject in

such a manner that students are spared

a great deal of unnecessary reading, for

they focus the thoughts and experience

of so many writers that the knowledge

is given to the students in a manner that
is easily assimilated. Private lessons,

as well as class instruction, can be ar

ranged for, to suit the circumstances of

many who have for years been thinking
of benefitting themselves by a complete

study of the subject.

The Hygienic and Home Department
is ably edited by Dr. M. L. Holbrook,
who has had a wide experience on mat

ters of health. His reading touches all

classes of modern thought, and he

knows how to sift the wheat from the

chaff. We are glad that he keeps up

his vitality, and we trust he will con

tinue to do this into a ripe old age.

to promote the cause of Temperance in
its various departments, going often to

conduct a meeting in the evening after

spending a busy day in the city.
She accompanied her husband and

sister on a Phrenological tour through
the Australian Colonies, working with
an ardour that knew no defeat. The
Fowler Institute, London, and her

father's London business, were greatly
augmented by her labors. Her last ill
ness was a verification of what her
whole life had been; namely, self-sac

rifice and devotion to the uplifting of
others, and one of her greatest regrets

was when patiently suffering, that she

would leave so much work undone that
would have to be undertaken by others.

She rests by the side of her father, the

late Professor L. N. Fowler, in Rose-

dale Cemetery, West Orange, N. J.
She was the wife of Mr. M. H. Piercy,

of The Fowler & Wells Co., and leaves

one little boy who is a namesake of his
grandfather.

THE LATE LORETTA L. FOWLER
PIERCY.

On January 28th one of the most de

voted workers in the Phrenological
cause laid down her work at the bidding
of the Master.

Though never one to push herself to

the front for public recognition, yet so

effective were her efforts that she will
leave a gap that never can be filled in
the same unique manner.

She was known to a large circle of
friends, more particularly in England,
and was always spoken of as one who

carried with her personal encourage

ment and cheer.

She was indefatigable in her efforts

LIBRARY.
In tku department we give short reviews of

tuch New Books as publishers seefit to send vs.
/« these reviews we seek to treat author and
publisher satisfactorily and justly, and also to

furnish our readers with such information as
shall enable them to form an opinion of the de
sirability of any particular volume for person
al use. It is our wish to notice the better class
of books issuing from the press, and we invite
publishers to favor the Editor with recent publi
cations, especially those related in any way to
mental and physiological science. We can sup
ply any of the books noticed at prices quoted-

" The Map of Life, Conduct and Charac
ter," by W. E. H. Lecky. Longmans,
Green, & Co., New York, London, and
Bombay. 1899.

The writer of this book has not been
afraid to take up a broad and compre
hensive subject, and to attack it in a
brave and comprehensive manner. Mr.
Lecky is too well-known as a philosophic
writer to need further introduction here,
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but he has touched in so many ways on
the phrenological principles and cardinal
points of life, that we cannot help but
feel that all who are willing' to be in
structed and benefited by his survey of
character will be repaid for their trouble
in reading his three hundred and fifty
pages of interesting matter. Who in the
nineteenth century does not want to
know something about the " manage
ment of character? " Mr. Lecky has
given an excellent digest in a new form
of the ethics of this topic, and we feel
strongly tempted to make several quota-
tations from his pages to show that the
subject of Phrenology is being absorbed
by the thoughtful men of the age without
even credit of the source of its impor
tance. However, this is a minor point so
long1 as the subject is being used and in
cluded as we find it so practically. In
the chapter on unselfishness and happi
ness the writer has wisely stated that
" Character supplies a larger part than
intellect in the happiness of life, and the
cultivation of the unselfish part of our
nature is not only one of the first lessons
of morals but also a wisdom. Like most
other things, its difficulties lie at the be
ginning, and it is by steady practice that
it passes into a second and instinctive
nature."

He considers the power of man to
charge organically his nature is some
what limited, but on the whole the im
provement of character is probably more
within his reach than intellectual devel
opment. Phrenologically speaking, we
find that as man understands himself and
his powers of mind, in that degree does
he set to work to improve his environ
ment for the cultivation of certain pow
ers, talents, or abilities, hence the wis
dom of the oft-quoted maxim " knowl
edge is power."

On pag-e 7 he states that " Men contin
ually forget that happiness is a condition
of mind and not a disposition of circum
stances, and one of the most common of
errors is that of confusing happiness with
the means of happiness, sacrificing the
first for the attainment of the second.
. . . Circumstances and character both
contribute to happiness, but the propor
tional attention paid to one or other of
these great departments not only varies
largely in the different individuals, but
also with different nations and in differ
ent ages."

On the subject of marriage he speaks
eloquently and truly of the characteris
tics of a perfect marriage, which agrees
with the phrenological doctrine in toto.
He says of a perfect marriage: "This does
not by any means imply that one partner
Bhould be a kind of duplicate of the
other. Woman is not a mere weaker man,
and the best marriages are those in which

in tastes, character, and intellectual qual
ities the wife is rather a complement than
the reflection of her husband. In intel
lectual things this is constantly Bhown.
A purely practical and prosaic intellect
is united with an intellect strongly tinged
with poetry and romance; the man
whose strength is in facts with the wom
an whose strength is in ideas; the man
who is fully absorbed in science or poli
tics with a woman who possesses the
talent, or at least the temperament, of
an artist or musician. In such cases one
partner brings sympathies or qualities,
tastes or appreciations, or kinds of knowl
edge in which the other is most defec
tive; and by the close and constant con
tact of two dissimilar types each is, often
insensibly, and usually very effectively,
improved."

On the subject of hereditary transmis
sion of character he has given some use
ful hints which we shall take pleasure in
referring to at another time. We know
all who read this very interesting and
unique way of interpreting life will be
better pleased with the time so spent
than in perusing the latest novel.

" How to Prepare for a Civil Service Ex
amination." By Francis E. Leuwp.
Hinds and Noble, Cooper Institute, New
York.
Hardly a book that has been published

during the past twelve months will have
a better chance to court popularity than
Francis E. Leuwp's compilation, " How
to Prepare for a Civil Service Examina
tion," with recent questions and answers.
So many of our youth to-day are entering
such a line of work that it will prove a
perfect guide to the Federal civil service;
whatever branch or division a young man
may wiRh to enter, the door is open to
every step he must take, and his scope
of work is ably set forth. The plan of
the book is masterly in conception and
is carefully carried out. If studied, the
book will save an immense amount of
unnecessary labor, it covers the whole
civil service programme, there does not
appear to be a word too much or one too
little. It contains five hundred and sixty
pages, and costs, cloth edition, $2 post
paid.

We have also received from the Open
Court Publishing Co., " Psychology and
Reasoning," by Alfred Binet, and " An
Outline Sketch of Psychology for Begin
ners," by Hiram M. Stanley, both of
which books will be reviewed in a future
number of the Journal. " The Dawn of
Reason," by James Weir, jr., M.D., The
Macmillan Company, London and New
York, 1899, is also a very interesting book
on the psychology of the lower animals.
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TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

Character Sketches from Photographs.
— New subscribers sending photographs for re

marks on their character under this heading
must observe the following conditions: Each

photograph must be accompanied by a stamped
and directed envelope for the return of the

photograph. The photograph or photographs
(for, where possible, tiro should be sent, one giv
ing a front and the other a side view) must be

good ind recent ; and, lastly, each application
must 4? accompanied by a remittance of fl.00
(as. English) for twelve months' subscription
to the Phrenological Journal. Letters to be

addressed to Fowler $ Wells Co., New York,
or L. N. Fowler Jf Co., London.

495. —A. A. H.—Ocheyedan, la— You
possess more brain in front of your ears
than behind them, hence are more of an
intellectual than a social man. You are
kind and sympathetic, and through your
Benevolence show a considerable amount
of sympathy in doing all kinds of things
for others, but do not care so much for
social life. You should be able to work
well by the eye, and reckon up distances
and proportions without a measure. You
would make a good mechanic, engineer,
and could fit machinery correctly. You
have the motive temperament which in
clines you toward active work; try to
invent something that everybody will
want, to draw out your abilities in such
a way as to be able to appear to a good
advantage. You have large order, meth
od, and system, hence regulate your af
fairs on principle rather than fancy. You
remember people well and could manage,
oversee, and direct men with success, but
you have none too much dignity, and
should cultivate more.

496. —F. T. B.— Derby, la—This boy
resembles his mother in a good many of
his characteristics; his forehead is simi
lar to hers, his eyes are exactly like hers,
and the width of his head above the ears
resembles hers. He does most of his
work with the superior part of his brain,
namely, in the upper story. He knows
how to think out aloud, and will make use
of his energy. He has an excellent mem
ory and can be trained in the right direc
tion in voice culture and elocution. He
is fond of fun, but will be rather too sen
sitive to take it. He is idealistic, quite
poetical, and somewhat sentimental, at
least he will be when he is thoroughly
matured. If possible he should have a
good education, for he will repay any out
lay when he reaches man's estate. He
will make many friends, and captivate
and win to his way of thinking the ma
jority of people whom he tries to influ
ence. He is a bonny lad, and should be
taught to depend on himself. He will
make an excellent teacher or writer.

497. — E. D.—Marathon, X. Y.— Your
photograph indicates that you are very
particular over your work, you could be
come an expert or critic of art or litera
ture; or were you to study law you would
excel in this profession, you would be
very exact in all your statements, and
would be desirous of gaining accuracy
from others. You have a well disciplined
intellect and show a large development
of Human Nature, hence can study char
acter with accuracy. You are interested
in all that -pertains to life, culture, and
refinement, and are a little above the or
dinary line of work. Things may not
suit you, and yet you may have to put
up with them; try to be as patient as pos
sible with the defects of others, for very
few can rise to your ideals. Some intel
lectual line of work will suit you better
than anything else, such as law, teaching,
or as a superintendent or manager.

498. — J. K.— ltock Point, Ore.—We agree
with you that we would like to see the
Journal in every household, and know
you will do your part toward putting it
there. You have a strong motive-metnal
temperament, are a vigorous thinker, and
an active worker. You make the sparks
fly when you take hold of anything, and
are as crisp as the frost in winter. You
are a keen observer of men and things,
and know how to count up the cost of
material and lay out money to advantage;
you do not waste and squander anything,
and are a thoroughly good business man;
you could import goods to advantage. It
is doubtful whether men will allow you
much peace and quiet, for they will be
sure to beset your path with requests for
advice in public affairs and political mat
ters, hence it will not be surprising if you
have your hands doubly full. You have
much versatility and talent. If you have
never had a full delineation you should
do so, for your character is worth re
cording.

499. — W. H. — Judsonia, Ark. — Your
photograph indicates a full development
of the motive-mental temperament. You
have no angles standing out, hence are
well developed; in a baseball game you
would not get many knocks or wounds.
You will know how to slip through life
more easily than many people, for you
have a genial disposition and know how
to work easily without friction and irri
tation. You are a student of human char
acter, and could succeed well in taking up
the work. You are not far-fetched in
your ideas, but come down to practical
truths. You could succeed well in en
gineering, and would like the constant
change of work that would be necessary.
You are active and energetic, consequent
ly you know how to manage men and
superintend business. You would make
a good physician or specialist.
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500— W. W. D.— Maiden, Mass.— Your
photographs indicate that you are a
leader rather than a follower among men.
You must have been early called out and
thrown upon your own resources. You
are in your element when you have some
thing practical to do. If you had been
brought up on a farm you would have
produced something better than anyone
else in your special line of work, conse
quently, you will be capable of pushing
things through and doing expert work.
Were you a traveller you would cut off
all the points of your journey so as to re
duce the number of miles to a minimum;
you do not believe in wasting time. You
are firm yet kind, and when you say a
thing you mean it, and men can take your
word for meaning all it says. You
should be in a wholesale comprehensive
line of work, where you will have some
thirty men under you to carry out your
orders.

OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions op General Interest onlt
will be answered in this department. But one

qi estion at a time, and that clearly stated, must
be propounded, if correspondents expect tts to

give them the benefit of an early consideration.
If You Use a Pseudonym or Initials,

write your full name and address also. Some

correspondents forget to sign their names.

E. C. S.— North Dak.— You say that, " a
mature gentleman of distinguished posi
tion, and a profound mind, and large well-
balanced brain complains that when he
places himself under intense mental con
centration for several hours at a time, as
his occupation sometimes requires, there
comes a congestive pressure just below
the temple, and at the same time a notice
able depression exteriorly at this point
making quite a sinking there." You also
say that a similar case has come to your
notice of a boy in your school, who, when
studying out a very difficult problem, has
a similar depression at the inner angle
of the brow. These facts are not new, as
many have previously experienced the
same thing; they indicate that after a
great effort has been made by Causality or
Constructiveness, that these faculties
have exhausted the supply of arterial
blood that has been required to carry
out the process of reasoning.

We know of a young man in Belfast
who once stated that after hard study his
sutures apparently opened at the sides to
allow of sufficient growth of brnin, but
that when he gave up his study they re
laxed again into their old condition.

Rockaway Beach. — In order to cultivate
the qualities that develop sweetness and

purity in the voice, it is necessary to de
velop these characteristics in the life, so
that they may become an integral part of
the character. They cannot be had for
the asking only, but they must be
wrought out with discipline and culture if
they are not in the character to begin
with.

G. W.— Grenfell, N. W. T., Canada.— We
regret that the pictures in the child cult
ure department got into their wrong
places, and instead of Alfred Laverne
Souter, the two pictures of Andrew
Charles G. Weldon were inserted. The
boys were, however, so different in type,
we trust that all readers made the dis
covery.

E. U.— Dayton. —We are glad that you
received the delineation of character and
pictures all right, and that you will be
helped thereby. You will find yourself
very much benefitted by joining a de
bating society or club, and take your
share in some of the debates. Yes, I think
you would succeed well if you " took a
business course," and " got into a whole
sale house," but we would not advise
you to " go on your own hook and borrow
the money and start up a shoe store,"
unless there is a special call for such a
work in your neighborhood. You had
better wait until you are competent to
support a wife and family before you set
tle down in life, though eight or ten years,
as you suggest, appears to us a long time
for you to wait, you will then be thirty-
three years of age, possibly you will be
able to do something before that time of
a positive character.

Mrs. Thompson. — Australia. —We were
glad to hear from you and to know that
you have arrived home safely, and had
had such a warm welcome from your
townsmen. You are certainly properly
appreciated. We are very glad that your
work with us has been beneficial and
trust you will be able to reproduce and
make use of your knowledge gained. You
possess a very practical nature, and know
how to make the most of everything. You
must try to reduce the unimportant lines
of work that may have been engaging
your attention so as to give more time to
those that will yield the greatest amount
of good.

E. H. P.—Conshohocken, Penn. —You
ask for a definition of a positive and
negative character, and how we can tell
the difference between them. A positive
character, phrenologically speaking, is
one that possesses large Self-esteem,
Firmness, Destructiveness, and Com-
bativeness, and acts like a master man;
he takes the lead and gives directions and
asks no questions; while the negative
man has more Self-esteem, large Venera
tion, less Destructiveness, Combative-
ness, and more Approbativeness, hence
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such a person follows the lead of another,
has not confidence enough in his own
ability, and sometimes falls below his pos
sible attainment. He should take a leaf
out of his friend's note-book, and then he

would succeed better.

WHAT PHRENOLOGISTS ARE
DOING.

FIELD NOTES.
" I am having a nice office practise here

with good prospects."
Dr. G. F. Byland, F. P. I.,

Lebanon, Ohio.
" It seems since I took the course at the

American Institute of Phrenology I am
now in harmony with my vocation and
seem to accomplish more with less effort."

F. V. Townsend,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

" This is a town of 2,000 people. I lect
ured here about twenty years ago, and
expect to stay in this place for four
weeks. " Professor George Morris,

"Willmar, Minn."
" I remember calling on you many

years ago with my eldest child. What
you told me then was true and I am
proud of her. She is the mother of seven
children. " Mrs. E. A. H.,

" St. Louis, Mo."

Rev. Morrell is actively at work in Man
chester, where he is doing a great
amount of good in his pulpit and
through his lectures on Phrenology.

" I shall now take Brandon, Carberry,
Minndosa, Nepewa, Gladstone, and Por
tage la Prairie, Manitoba.

" George Cozens,
" Brandon, Ont., Can."

Mr. Elliott lectured at the Wesleyan
Chapel, Canning Town, Londdn, on Phre
nology.

Miss E. Higgs has been lecturing with
success in Glasgow, Scot., on the subject
of Phrenology.

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
PHRENOLOGY, NEW YORK.

On February 7, the fourth lecture of
the season was given by Dr. C. O. Sahler,
of Kingston, N. Y., who gave an address
on the " Duality of Mind, and How to Ac
count for It." The meeting was well at
tended and gave general satisfaction. As
the doctor was unable to reach the In
stitute before half-past eight, Miss Fow
ler took the first half hour to answer

some of the questions that had been
asked at the previous meeting. She ex
plained how to an expert it was com
paratively easy to point out the charac
teristics of different types of professional
and business men. She described the
various kinds of lawyers and physicians,
and indicated what types of heads one had
to look for in the different shades of de
velopment that made up a fine attorney,
judge, surgeon, or physician.

In introducing Dr. Sahler she referred
her audience to the lecture he had given
a year ago on " The Five Senses, and
How They Could be Influenced," and
stated that Dr. Sahler was a broad and
liberal-minded man who was not afraid
to state that he believed in Phrenology,
and was one who looked upon the newer
subjects that were engaging the atten
tion of medical men in a high and ele
vated way.

In treating his Bubject the doctor
spoke of the duality of mind and of the
physical and spiritual experiences that
every man has, that when there was no
fear of the future change, that life ebbed
out quietly and without pair or distress.
He spoke of the various component parts
of man to show of what he was composed,
and explained the positive and negative
man as introduced by Dr. Hudson in his
work on " The Law of Psychic Phenom
ena." He explained how the objective
and the subjective minds worked, and
traced many experiences in his own prac
tice of the use of suggestion as a psy
chological means of changing the condi
tion of thought

At the close of the lecture questions
were invited from the audience and sev
eral people availed themselves of the op
portunity. One question put forth was

Can memory be strengthened by the
influence of the suggestive therapeutics,"
to which the doctor answered in the af
firmative. After all had had an oppor
tunity to discuss the subject, Miss Fowler
said that in the new century that we
were just thinking about, and would in
another year enter, the linking of Phre
nology with the highest study of the
mind would be endorsed by nearly every
one. She pointed out that all the faculties
of the mind were capable of being de
veloped, and urged all present to become
thoroughly enthusiastic on the subject
and spread the principles and examine the
subject as thoroughly as possible. She
had had, as well as Professor Sizer, the
opportunity of examining Dr. Sahler's
head, and both had agreed that he pos
sessed the high mental and moral per
ception of how these subjects should be
handled. She then called upon Dr. Bran
denburg to make a few remarks, who
said he thought he was the first one to
make a delineation of Dr. Sahler's char
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acter some fourteen years ago, and
thought then what a finely developed
mind he had for the work of the medi
cal profession. He spoke further on the
benefits of the American Institute of
Phrenology, and urged those who were
thinking of taking up the subject to make
arrangements to join the next class, or
take private lessons as they preferred. He
mentioned the Annual and the Phre
nological Journal, and recommended
the same to the attention of the audience.

A hearty vote of thanks was given to
the doctor for his admirable address and
the interest he had awakened in the sub
ject of man in his entirety.

THE FOWLER PHRENOLOGICAL IN
STITUTE, LONDON.

The winter session of the above Insti
tute was opened by William Brown, Esq.,
J. P., President of the Institute, when
he gave an interesting address on Phre
nology, illustrated with blackboard
sketches, which are always highly ap
preciated. On January 17, James Webb,
Esq., gave a lecture on the " Letters of
Comte and John Stuart Mill on Phrenol
ogy," a resumfe of which we hope to give
in a future number of the Journal. On
February 7, Mr. William Becker gave an
address on Phrenology, while on Feb
ruary 21, Miss E. Higgs was announced to
lecture, but on going to press we had not
received a report of the meeting. On
March 7, Mr. F. P. Feroza was advertised
to speak, and on March 21, Mr. P. K.
Zyto was to address the Institute.

PERSONAL.

GENERAL BULLER.

It was on March 28, 1879, after the re
treat from Isandwala, says the " West
minster Gazette," that Sir Redvers Buller
gained the Victoria Cross. He had been
making one of his intrepid reconnais
sances, when his men were suddenly sur
prised by the approach of a large num
ber of Zulus. It was necessary to retire.
But never for a moment did Buller lose
his coolness and calmness. The Zulus
came down the hill in hot pursuit. Man
after man fell before their assegais, or
were buried under the dislodged boul
ders. Captain D'Arcy was one of the
first to fall. Buller rescued him from his
assailants, placed him on the back of his
horse, and galloped off with him to a
place of safety. Scarcely had he returned
when Lieutenant Everitt was dismount
ed, and once again he snatched him from
the ground and bore him to the rear.
And yet again, seeing a wounded trooper
whose doom seemed assured, he also car

ried him off the field when the enemy
was within a hundred yards of their
prostrate victim. For this almost super
human feat he now bears the coveted
bronze badge.

TRIBUTE TO A STERLING MAN.
In Memoriam of Garret A. Hobart, Late

Vice-President, Who Expired Novem
ber 21, 1899; Born June 3d, 1844.

The nation mourns, our State the most,
for one whose life has passed away,

For whom our pillars, stately draped,
betoken grief, both night and day.

They recall Hobart, good and brave,
who steered his course with manly
strength

Until disease, which levels all, o'ertook
the valiant man at length.

We rejoice, indeed, that so near was born
a hero who loved truth and right,

Whose probity inspired the mind, whose
modesty evoked delight —

In settling trouble out of court when
there was chance to win without

Recourse to litigation means, which
makes his name esteemed, no doubt.

'Tis histr'y that delights to dwell upon
the deeds of good and great,

That young and old and middle-aged may
have their heroes to relate

Who fought their way in country's need
through vortexes of angry flood,

Which ever and anon break out like pim
ples that betray the blood.

Phrenologists have read the brow that
Jersey chose to plant her man,

Who, best and foremost of her sons, was
e'en designed by God's own plan

To turn the table of " foul play " which
ever and anon did hie

The purest sentiments of truth, which
flow from heart and speak from eye.

Now Substantialism rules the State, the
watchword of her darling sons,

Who can't be bribed to do a wrong, nor
anything that is buncombe.

Oh, may the memory of her son be held
so dear that though in grave

His Spirit may abide and dwell to nerve
the good and thrill the brave.

In Hobart many traits shine out in
majesty that crown the mind.

Benevolence was highly marked, Venera
tion, too, was large, we find.

The social range was telling too, and
when we study well his bust

We, scholars of the mystic arts, know
truth excels—and ever Must.

Artist Phrenologist.
Morris Plains, N. J. - -
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WIT AND WISDOM.

WHERE IT COUNTS.
Maud —" Do you like to have men flat

ter you? "

Ethel—" Oh, I don't mind, if they hap
pen to be photographers." —Harper's
Bazar.

Hyphens. — " Might I ask what your
nationality is? " inquired the man who

had been talking politics.
" Certainly.

My ancestors came from various coun
tries. I am a German - Irish - French-
Dutch - Swedish - American. I have no

patience with a man who limits himself
to merely one hyphen." —Washington
Star.

Bliss Ahead. —" Von fare for the

rroundt trip? " asked the gentleman with
the long coat and nose to match.
" That's what," said the ticket agent,
with the easy courtesy of one accustomed
to accommodating the public. " Andt
vill you tell me vich halluf off der ride
iss der free halluf, so I can enchoy it? "
— Indianapolis Journal.

A RECORD-BREAKER.
Miles — " There's a man over in that

museum who has lived for forty days on
water."

Giles— " Pshaw! That's nothing. I
have an uncle who has lived for nearly
forty years on water."

Miles —" Impossible! "

Giles — " Not at all. He's a sea captain."
—Chicago News.

A Western Hustler. —" Idler! " said the
ant, scornfully. "Me?" answered the
grasshopper. " My dear fellow, I have

been on the jump ever since I was born."
—Indianapolis Journal.

Classed.—Alfred Austin is the poet
laureate. Rudyard Kipling is the poet
litigant.— Boston Globe.

ALWAYS FIRST.
Friend— " I suppose you consider Chi

cago the eighth wonder of the world? "

Chicagoan —"No, indeed! I consider
it the first."—Puck.

His Serenade.—" That dog of mine is

a poetical cur. When he howls at the
moon it sounds as if he were making
rimes." " Doggerel, I suppose." —Cleve

land Plain Dealer.
The new south terminal station has

added about $35,000,000 to Boston land
values. Taxes around Dewey square
have been doubled.

" Don't leave the table," said the land
lady, as her new boarder rose from his
scanty breakfast. "I must, madam; it's
hardwood, and my teeth are not what
thev> used to.be."— Tit-Bits.

How easily we lose poise, swept by the
currents of life! Our root is not deep

enough. Consider the lily resting on the
face of the waters, its roots far below.
How serene it rides the ripples, and how
confidently it has sought the light, that
its life may expand therein above the tur
bulence of the waves! —Trinities and
Sanctities.

A soul in which the spirit of a divine
purpose is at flood glorifies everything it
touches, enhaloes every place and act,
lifts the meanest thing to be divine, sends
the thrill of its energy through the dull
est, puts life into that which seems death.
Such a soul transfigures, if it may not
transmute, everything it comes in con
tact with— J. 1'. W. Ware.

THE TWENTIETH CENTURY.

The New York Sun has received so

many evidences of confused minds re
garding the beginning of the twentieth
century that it will present a proof that
the twentieth century begins after the
year 1900 is ended, in the shape of a little
conversation:

Question —What is a year?
Answer—Three hundred and sixty-five

days. •

What is a century?
One hundred years.
When did the year 1 end?
December 31 of the year 1.

When did the year 2 begin?
January 1 of the year 2.

When did the year 99 end?
December 31, A. D. 99.

Did that complete a century?
No.
When was the century completed?
At the close of the year following 99, or

at the close of the year 100.

When did the second century bgin?
January 1 of the year 1 of the second

century, that is January 1, A. D. 101.

When does fhe ninetieth century end?
At the close of the nineteen hundredth

year, or at the close of 1900.

Q, When does the twentieth century
begin?

A. It begins on day No. 1 of year No. 1

of the twentieth hundred years —that is.
on January 1, A. D. 1901.

We must still see one more Christmas
before the twentieth century dawns.

NOTICE.

The next lecture of the American Insti
tute of Phrenology will lie held on March
7th (Wednesday) at eight o'clock. Sub
ject of lecture. The Influence of Thought
on the Physcal Organism, by Charles
Brodie Patterson, editor of " Mind."
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.

On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorporated
under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the pros
ecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of Fowler & Wells.

The change of name involves no cnange in the nature and object of the

business, or in its general management All remittances should be made payable
to the order of FOWLER & WELLS CO.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of the Phrenological
Journal and Phrenological Magazine is Ji.oo a
year, payable in advance.

MONEY, when sent by mail, should be in the form of
Money Orders, Express Money Orders, Drafts on
New York, or Registered Letters. All Postmasters
are required to Register Letters whenever requested
to do so.

S/LVER or other coin should not be sent by mail, as it
is almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope and be lost.

POST ABEST A ItPS will be received for fractional parts
of a dollar. The larger stamps are preferred; they
should never be stuck to the letters, and should always
be sent in sheets— that is, not torn apart.

CHANGE of post-office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without this,
information. Notice should be received the first of the
preceding month.

LETTERS OF INQUIRY requesting an answer should
inclose a stamp for return postage, and be sure and
give name and full address every time you write.

ALL LETTERS should be addressed to Fowler & Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the office.
In this wav «aly can prompt and careful attention be
secured,

ANY BOOK. PERIODICAL, CHART, Etc., may be or
dered from this office at Publishers' prices.

AGENTS WANTED for the Phrenological Journal
and our Book Publications, to whom liberal terms will
be given.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.
" The Review of Reviews "—New York —

contains some interesting literature, and
among the portraits given are Senator
Morgan, of Alabama; Hon. A. J. Beve-
ridge, Gen. White, the hero of Ladysmith,
the late Lady Salisbury, the late Sir
James Paget (one of the most distin
guished British surgeons), the late Dr.
James Martineau, Father Malone, and
Father McGlynn, besides a fine character
sketch of Mr. Moody. The article on " A
French View of the German Empire " is
one that is highly interesting as it brings
Germany to our very door. Field Marshal
Lord Roberts is the title of another ar
ticle, while " The Perilous Position of
England," by W. T. Stead is written with
characteristic frankness.

"
Lippincott's Monthly Magazine "—

Philadelphia—has for its principal story
this month "The Siren from Bath," by
Lewis Zangwill. A fine portrait of Hor

ace Howard Furness graces the first page
of the magazine. Elizabeth B. Custer
writes a sketch of " A Woman's Life on
the Frontier."" Harper's Magazine." —New York. —Dr.
Henry Smith Williams writes an excellent
article on the progress of science in the
February number entitled " To-day's
Science in Europe." He explains how Dr.
Dohrn began twenty-five years ago his
laboratory organization which developed
into the marine geographical laboratory
at Naples, now the Mecca of all biological
eyes throughout the world. " The Missis
sippi Valley of the Future " is a very in
teresting article.

" The Ladies Home Journal." — Phila
delphia. —A very important question is
asked in the February number, namely," Should women insure their lives?" The
question is answered in the affirmative
and reasons are given for so doing. Other
interesting articles fill up the number.

" The Arena." —The January number
opens with an article by Mrs. Jefferson
Davis entitled " Why We Do Not Want
the Philippines." The trust question is
treated by Mr. Charles Grant Miller and
others, while several articles in this num
ber are devoted to the divorce evil. The
need of a uniform law in the United
States is admitted by all.

" The Quarterly Journal of Lnebriety "
—Hartford, Conn.—opens with a fine por
trait of the late Norman Kerr, M. D. The
editor, Dr. Crothers, writes a biographical
sketch of this eminent Englishman, which
is sure to secure favorable comment.

" The American Medical Journal "—St.
Louis, Mo.—contains a discussion on vege
tarianism.

" The Churchman "—New York— Febru
ary 3d, contains an able article on the
teachings of John Ruskin. It is an inter
esting article, and as many magazines
have discussed his merits and demerits
this one will be equally accepted as the
others.

" The Temperance Banner "—New York
—contains many interesting stories for
children on the temperance question.
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" The Phrenological Annual and Regis
ter "—London and New York —contains
an article on " Why We Should Believe in
Phrenology," by J. B. Keswick. Some
very good reasons are given in this com
pact article, one being that Phrenology
teaches that the mind is not a unit, but
that it is composed of certain primary
powers, all distinct and capable of acting
separately. " Phrenology a Means of Self
Knowledge," by W. A. Williams, is an ar
ticle representing considerable thought
and usefulness.

" The Eclectic Medical Journal." —At
lanta, Ga.— S. A. Whittaker calls attention
to one phase of disease arising from
epilepsy, giving its etiology, its symp
toms, its diagnosis, prognosis, and pa
thology. " The Value of Hypnotism," by
Prof. W. I. Honeycombe, of West Su
perior, Wis., who is a consulting Phrenol
ogist. He quotes Dr. John Quackenbos,
who is emeritus professor of Columbia
College, New York, who has been making
experiments with hypnotism in the treat
ment of disease, assuming that it is proper
to call the manifold afflictions of the
drunkard and cigarette smoker diseases.
He reports that he has practised on con
firmed cigarette smokers, drunkards, and
persons with delusions, and states that
his subjects have not only been cured tem
porarily, but so changed as to leave little
doubt that the cures would prove perma
nent. To show how successful he was in
curing victims of tobacco smoking the
doctor says he succeeded in fifteen cases
at the newsboys' home in New York. His
patients smoked from forty to fifty cigar
ettes a day.

" The Homiletic Review." — New York
and London. —The opening article in the
February number is by Rev. Frederick W.
Farrar, D. D., Dean of Canterbury, Eng
land. His article is on " The Temperance
Progress in Great Britain in the Nine
teenth Century," which gives an inter
esting digest of this most important
movement. "The Ideal Americanism, Il
lustrated in Washington," is an article by
the Rev. Newell Dwight Hillis, D. D.,
which was an address or discourse given
in Plymouth Church, December 10, 1899,

in view of the one hundredth anniversary
of the death of George Washington.

" The Connecticut School Journal." —
" Gingerbread Her Fortune," is an article
copied from the St. Louis " Globe Demo
crat " on Mrs. Harriet Brainard, and
shows what an immense amount of work
this lady has accomplished.

" The National Advocate."— New York.
—" Drinking Among Women " is an ar
ticle on Mrs. Fry's work in Chicago, who
has been making observations of the
habits of women in regard to drinking.

" The Open Court."—Chicago— " China
and the Philippines " is an article by the
editor in the February number, and at the
present day it is one that can be con
sidered of considerable interest and im
portance. Roscoe C. E. Brown writes on
" The Constitution of the Open Door,"
and is highly instructive.

" Mind."—New York.—" Mental health
and disease " is discussed by J. W. Wink-
ley in a thoroughly practical manner.
" The metaphysics of music " will be read
with interest by all who have given the
subject of sound a true amount of atten
tion.

" The Humanitarian."—New York and
London. — In the February number there
appears an article on long heads and
short heads by C. O. Ovington. He quotes
Herbert Spencer, who pointed out some
time ago that there was a substratum of
truth underlying the doctrines of Phre
nologists because clearly the process of
mental evolution results in a " physical
division of labor," by which special nerve
centres are developed for the perform
ance of certain special functions. As he
says,

" every mental faculty is an internal
plexus of nervous connections corre
sponding to some plexus of relations
among external phenomena that are
habitually experienced." It must not be
forgotten that Herbert Spencer was an
ardent admirer of Dr. Gall's teachings as
far back as 1844. The writer also quotes
Professor McAllister, who recently stated
as a physiological, and therefore ethno
logical truth, that the infantile and prim
itive skull is relatively long, and there is
a gradual change, racial as well as indi
vidual, toward brachycephaly (short-
headed type) which is certainly correlated
with, and is apparently produced by, cere
bral activity and growth." Physical Culture "—New York— for
February contains interesting matter on
the subject of health, longevity, and how
to increase them. In this period of brain
pressure, we must not forget that our
bodies need restoring day by day.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
" I received the little book ordered

from you entitled * Shorthand and Type
writing,' and find that it is one of the
finest books on the subject that I have
ever road. I have been in the last few
years acting in the capacity of an aman
uensis, and have endeavored to secure
any little book that might help me in my
work, but I have secured no book on the
subject of shorthand and typewriting so
valuable as the one above mentioned."

John H. Logan,
■ Richmond, Va.
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" I have all the Journals since 1887 and
don't want to miss a single number. I
have studied Phrenology for seventeen
years, and whatever success I have been
able to attain has been due to my knowl
edge of Human Nature."

W. H. Dinsmore, Anita, Iowa.

Paul B. Kington is now lecturing at
Montour Falls, N. V., and is meeting with
success. His examinations give general
satisfaction.

The character sketches in the Child
Culture Department should be read by
every parent who is at all skeptical with
regard to Phrenology.

"Health and Hygiene."— " For Girls."
—By Mrs. E. K. Shepherd —is plain, prac
tical, and easily understood. This work
is used in many schools for young ladies
and very acceptable. The price is $1.00.

The new edition of the " Diet Ques
tion " is just off the press and sells at
25 cents. This is a stepping-stone to the
large work of " Health in the House
hold," $2.00, by Susanna W. Dodds, M. D.

We carry a line of works on Physiog
nomy ranging from 10 cents to $5.00

A few volumes of Lavater's works can
be procured at $10 a volume.

The Student's Set should now be pur
chased by every intending pupil for the
class of 1900.

The " Home Exerciser " is one of the
most useful instruments to introduce
into the family, and is sold at a price
within the reach of all classes. Price
from $2.00 to $5.00.

Send $1.00 for a copy of " Food and
Diet " and their relation to health and
work.

A few copies of the bound volumes of
the Journal for 1899 can be had for $2.00
a volume.

" I have taken the Journal for several
years and think it steadily improves. You
are certainly doing a good work, and I
wish you every success."

T. S. D.,
Moor's Mills, N. Y.

" I am successful in obtaining the best
people for examinations, and am becom
ing acquainted with the foremost min
isters of this city. I think I can convert
most of them to Phrenology. Find no
difficulty in meeting their objections to
the science and in convincing them of its
utility.

" The charts are excellent, the most
complete, sensible and perfect ones I have
ever seen. Splendidly adapted to my
method of examination."

J. M. Fitzgerald,
Chicago, 111.

" Thanks for the new chart you sent me.
It has some excellent new features."

H. Q. Fowler,
Kingston, N. Y.

One of our most successful agents is
Mr. Owen H. Williams, who has just pur
chased 1,000 of " How to Read Charac
ter." Other agents would do well to fol
low his example." How to Study Strangers "

($1.50) is
very popular with the graduates to have
on their table to recommend to friends.

We have a number of friends in the
cause of Phrenology who take care to
have one book on hand that will interest
their circle of friends. By this means
much good is done in spreading the cause
of Phrenology.

Works of the late Nelson Sizer still
live and our list of works for teachers
and students will adapt themselves to the
taste of every mind. Complete circulars
will be sent on application.

We have only a few copies of the 1900

Annual left. Price, 25 cents.
" Homo-Culture "

($1.00) is the latest
work by Dr. M. L. Holbrook and is said
by some eminent thinker to be the best
work ever written by this author.

" The Hygienic Treatment of Consump
tion " ($1.00), usually sold at $2.00, is a
very excellent book. A very great ma
jority of all cases of consumption which
have recdvered have been cured by hy
gienic remedies and not by drug raedicar
tion. In most cases the patients have
applied these remedies themselves, often,
perhaps, in a rude way; but even thus
applied they have proved of the greatest
advantage." The February Number is now before
me. In it I notice you have advertised
your publications more than usual. If
the Journal itself and the works there
in described in particular or in the list,
could have a very much wider circula
tion it would indeed be better for the
world. You are faithfully doing your
part to augment light, save from error
and sin, guide the young, aid the house
hold, increase holiness and happiness. I
think your patronage should be greatly
enlarged, your plant every way estab
lished.

" L. Holmes.
" Webster, Mass."

Mr. A. H. Welch has been lecturing at
the Alberta Hall, Belleville, Ont., to large
and appreciative audiences. He has taken
Phrenology and Physiognomy for his
subjects, and has given some good de
lineations of character.

Miss Fowler has been invited to lecture
at the Brooklyn Institute, on April 12th,
at 4 p.m., on Child Culture, under the
auspices of the Section on Educational
Psychology.

Am much pleased with the Phreno
logical Journal.

J. D. C, Ewing College, 111.

j
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" I understand the New Chart and can
mark it correct, and like the tables and
the blank leaves are a good addition to
the Chart. J. H. S.,

" Maquoketa, la."
" After giving much time (in a way)

to the studying of character from the
head, face, and temperament, I must say
I am very much pleased with your Jour
nal, and shall send for it in two or three
weeks. I also desire the Student's Set."

J. W. H., Mich.
" I cannot get along without the

Journal."
M. U. N., Tenn.

" Kindly enter my subscription to the
Journal for 1900. You have my best
wishes for even a larger circulation. I
wish it would find its way into every
home, then Phrenology would be better
understood by all classes than it is nt
the present. My experience teaches me
that many so-called learned individuals
who laugh at our science are quite ig
norant concerning it."

C, Toronto, Can.

WINTER COUGHS— GRIPPAL NEU
ROSES.

That codeine had an especially bene
ficial effect in cases of nervous cough, and
that it was capable of controlling exces
sive coughing in various lung affections,
was noted before its true physiological
action was understood. Later it was clear
that its power as a nerve calmative was
due, as Bartholow says, to its special ac
tion on the pneumogastric nerve. Codeine
stands apart from the rest of its group,
in that it does not arrest secretion in the
respiratory and intestinal tract. In
marked contrast is it in this respect to
morphine. Morphine dries the mucous
membrane of the respiratory tract to such
a degree that the condition is often made
worse by its use; while its effect on the
intestinal tract is to produce constipation.
There are none of these disagreeable ef
fects attending the use of codeine.—The
Laryngoscope.

The Phrenological Journal is im
proving. I could not get along without it.

A. S., Rockford, O.

A premiumofferwiththePhrenologicalJournalat$1.00ayear

$3.25 for only Si.25

Our PREMIUM OFFER of the YEAR !
ITER! HEADER SHOULD KNOW AND UNDERSTAND THIS EX
TRAORDINARY OFFER. IT BEANS MONEY IK THEIR POCKETS
THE FARMER IS INTERESTED!
THE GARDENER IS 1NTERKSTED!~ HOVSKWIFE IS INTERESTED!

VER GROWER IS INTERESTED!
WHY

We have arranged with the world-renowned Seedsman,
Harry N. Hammond, Fitield. Mich., to furnish his cele
brated Northern Grown Seeds and Monthly one year,
which will be given to each new yearly subscriber, 91.00
Cash, your choice of Vegetable or Flower.

OUR OFFER IS THIS :-Seed» and Journal
by mall postpaid.

VEGETABLES
Per i pkt. each.

THE HOtst
THE FLOW!

... Sc

FLOWERS
Per i pkt. each.

Aster,goodmixedsorts 5c
Aperaturn 5c
Alyssum, Sweet 5c
Antirrhinum(Snapdragon)... «;c
Bachelor Button (Feverfew)5c
Balsam,Hammond'sSuperb.5c
Calliopsis SC
CanaryBird Flower SC
Canna Jc
Candytuft, Dwarf. 5C
CosmosHybridus 5c
Chrysanthemums,Annual 5c
Carnation,Marguerite SC
Dahlia, Double 5c
Dianthus,ChinesePink 5c
FourO'Clock, Marvelof Peru 5c
Gourds,Miied 5c
Hollyhock. Double 5C
Mangold, Tall 5c
Mignonette.Giant 5c
MorningGlory, Japanese.... 5c
Nasturtium,Dwarf SC
Pansy, Hammond'sPremium5c
SweetPeas, Eckfords Se
Wild Flower Garden 5c

I 35pkts. Flowers,worth $1.90
THINK OF THIS BAKU A IN ! ALL THIS 1

Now Is tbe time—Send your order at once

Beet,Crosby'sEgyptian SC
Cabbage,Early Wmningstadt5c
Carrot, Imp. Long Orange.. . 5c
Celery, White Plume 5c
SweetCorn, First of All IOC
SweetCorn,Evergreen 10c
Cucumber,Early Russian <c
Lettuce.Early Prize Head..
Muskmelon,Celebrated

Rocky Ford. 5c
Onion,Red Wethersfield
Peas.EarliestandBrown.
Parsnip,HollowCrown 5c
Radish, White Tip Scarlet., sc
Spinach.Victoria 5c
Squash,SummerCrookneck.. 5c
Squash,Warted Hubbard 5c
Salsify(VegetableOyster).... 5c
Tomato, Trophy Red 5c
Turnip. StrapLeaf Purple.. . 5c
Kuta Baga, HammondsImp. 5c

90pkts.Vegetables,worth $1.15

" A real luxury for bathing and
shampooing, and a protection against
contagion." —Medical Press.

Packer's
Tar Soap

is pure, mild, thoroughly
cleansing and delightfully
refreshing. It quickly re
lieves irritations of the skin
caused by

Chapping,
Chafing, etc.

"An all-round soap, good forJ_ the
body and for the hair and scalp."" *— Woman's Medical Journal.
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BaDy's Diary as a Means of Child Culture
Embryonic Character Studied and Developed —The Experiment an Assured Success

—Child Study Reduced to a Science— Phrenological Demonstration from Life.

OR A MANUAL OF MENTAL SCIENCE FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS

By JESSIE A. FOWLER
Author qf'The Early Developmentoj Our Children" "Phrenology In theSchool," ' Physical Cu.'Nre." "The Lije oj Dr. Halt, ttc.jtc.

250 pages, specially Illustrated
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The individuality of the book explains in a condensed lorm :

I. The various bones of the skull.
II. The important parts of the brain.

III. The temperaments, so that the characteristics of each
child may be easily detected.

IV. An original way of arranging the faculties as they de
velop in childhood.

V. The location of the organs, not only as thev appear in the
head, but in the brain.

VI. The physiognomical sign of each of the faculties, which
has not been given in any previous work in a consecutive manner,
or on any phrenological plan.

VII. Each chapter is divided into two sections,— (a) contains
a short explanation for teachers; and (b) for the children them
selves.

VIII. There will be found a German equivalent appropriate
for each English term ; also the name of the discoverer is attached
to the description of each faculty.

IX. It is intended as a stepping-stone for students who will
6nd crumbs of knowledge presenteuin a new form.

X. The seven groups of faculties are rearranged to suit the
comprehension of children ; and lastly, the book contains a
glossary of anatomical terms which will prove of great help to
the student.

AN INTERESTINGAMDINVALUABLE.RECORDFOR
ruRENTSi

t TV.XmofCkUi_

nilEIIJ

The chapters are fully illustrated, and contain reproductions of new photographs of children, skulls, and
the human brain, most of which have been personally examined by the writer. The work possesses a wide
outlook, not only in America but in England, where there are many who are interested in the subject.

The book also contains an original chart, which can be used, if desired, by experts and teachers who under
stand the subject.

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 27 East 21st Street, New York
L. N. FOWLER & CO., 1 Imperial Arcade, Ludgate Circus, London
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DR. FOREST'S

[V] ass age Pollers.
The Reduction of Flesh

is secured without Drugging or Dieting: by
the use of the Massage Roller night and
morning in accordance with directions; as
much as six inches reduction in hip measure
has been reported in a few weeks.

Women with excessive hip and waist de-
velopement and men with
large abdomens should use
the Holler: there will be a
steady reduction in size
with an increase In health
and strength.

Women should use No. 1
or a pair of No. 2. Men
either No. l or No. 5. which
is prefered by many as be
ing more convenient.

A well known New
York professional wo
man says :

"In two months time I
have reduced my hips six
inches as shown by tape
measurement and have had
to have my gowns altered.
All my friends noticed the
Improvement- I consider
the Massage Roller one of
my best friends."

PRICE-LI!
No. 1, 6 wheels, $2 00. No. 2. 4 wheels. $1.60

N.i. 6. 12 whenls. Abdominal Holler *4.0n.
FOWLER .1 WKLM CO., »T E. Slut St., New Tork

Send for descriptivecircular

For Reducing Hip..

The woes which high living
engenders

In Society's banquet attend-
ers,

Can be driven away
By three Ripans a day—

Of health they're the greatest
defenders.

WANTED.— A case of bad health tliat R-I-P-A-N-8
TT will not benefit. Tbev banish pain and prolong

life. One Rives relief. Note the word R-I-P-A-N-fl on
the package and accept no substitute. R-l-P-A-N-8.
10 for 0 cents, mav be had at any drug store. Ten
samples and one thousand testimonials will be mailed
to any address for 0 cents, forwarded to the Ripans
Chemical Co., No. 10Spruce St., New York.

The Wonderful Mission
of the Internal Bath

Do you know that maiiy of tbe greatest physicians of
this city, including such authorities an Dr. Daniel Lewis,
President of the State Board of Health. New York, Dr.
Gyrus Edson, Late Chief Inspector of Contagious Dis
eases, New York, and Drs. Herman J Boldt and \Y. B.
De Garmo, both Professors at the Post-Graduate Hospi
tal, endorse and prescribe this treatment ? Also that Hie
following distinguished people are among its patrons:
Princess Hartfeldt, Governor Pingree, of Michigan, ex-
Governor Goodell, of Vermont, U. 8. 8enator A. P. Gor
man, of Maryland, Richard Croker, of New York. General
T. 8. Peck. G. A. R„ Vermont, Miles Devine. City Attor
ney, Chicago, 111.,Lillian Russell, New York, and hosts
of others ? Do you know that it goes to the root of and
eradicates scores of the most troublesome and dangerous
diseases that afflict mankind V Do you know that an oc
casional Internal Bath is a better preventive of illness and
preserver of health than any other single means ?

The record of its cures and benefits reads like a revela
tion to those hitherto unacquainted with it. It is used
(by means of the *'J. B. L,. Cascade," the only
scientific appliance for this purpose) by hundreds of the
best-known people in New York ana by innumerable
ministers, lawyers, actors and other persons whose in
telligence gives unequivocal weight to their testimony.

It is known that seven-tenths of all disease arises from
the retention of foreign matter in tbe human system ;
also that the greatest part of this waste is held in the
colon, which is Nature's sewer. Hence, the flushing of
this sewer removes the greatest cause or disease. While
immeasurably the best treatment for constipation, indi
gestion, etc., there is scarcely any known disease for
which the "J. H. L. C'nscade" may not be confi
dently prescribed.

We want to send free to every person, sick or well, a
simple statement setting forth this treatment. It con
tains matter which must interest every thinking person.
If you live in New York you are earnestly Invited to call
and make an appointment for a free treatment, but, if
you cannot call, write for our pamphlet, "The What, The
why, The Wav, which will be sent free on application,
together with our Great Special Offer for this month only.

TYRRELL'S HYGIENIC INSTITUTE
136*2 Broadway. New York (Bet. 46th k 47th Sts.)

Ripans Tabules (good suggestion)

Cured my painful indigestion-

Relieved my headache in a trice,

Made my complexion smooth and
nice.

Cleansed my liver, made me sleep,

Now I'm happy, life is sweet.

WANTED.-A
case of bad health that R-I-P-A-N-8

will not benefit. They banish pain and prolong
life. One gives relief. Note the word R-IjJVA-N-S on
the package and accept no substitute. R-I-P-A-N-8,
10 forB cents, may be had at any drug store. Ten sam
ples and one thousand testimonials will be mailed to
any address for S cents, forwarded to the Ripans
Chemical Co., No. 10 Spruce St, New York.

In writing: to advertisers please mention The Phrenol oar teal Journal.
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THE NATIONAL TEMPERANCE SOCIETY
Announces the following' New Temperance Publications

FOR SUNDAY-SCHOOL LIBRARIES
GOLDEN GRAIN SERIES. 6 vols , 36 Illustrations each, 72 pages each ; per get f1 SO
CYNTHIA'S SONGS. By Mrs. J. McNalr Wright. 12mo 1 !5
WILL HILTON'S WILL; or Father AgalnBt Son. By J. C. Cowdrlck. 12mo 60
A POT OF DAISIES. By Earnest Gllmore. 12mo 60
SUMMERWILD. By Annette L. Noble. 12mo 125
IIER READY-MADE FAMILY. B; Mrs. J. McNalr Wright. 12rao 126
LEWIS ELMORE. THE CRUSADER. Ilv Faye Huntington. 18mo. 25 cents. When mailed 30
THE PARSONAGE SECRET. By Annette L. Noble. 18mo. SS cents. When mailed 30

SHALL LAW BE NULLIFIED?
ANARCHISM; OR, SHALL LAW HE NULLIFIED?

A 32-page pamphlet, containing a description of the Canteen, with Illustrations ; the law as passed by
Congress ; the opinion of Attorney-General GrtggB In full ; protests of Congressmen : the press comments,
etc., etc. A perfect encyclopaedia of the whole Canteen question, fi cents single copy ; S3. 00 per
hundred for distribution.

A NATION'S CRIME AGAINST HER OWN SOLDIERS
An address before the National Temperance Society and Publication House, at their annual camp-meeting
at Ocean Grove, N. J., July 28th. 1899.by the Hon. Henry B. Mktcalf, of Rhode lBland. 16 pages, large
12mo. 5 cents per copy; 93.00 per hundred for distribution.

NULLIFICATION ; By the Attorney-General of the United States
An address to the President of the United States by a delegation of the National Temperance Society, and
The Legal Brief prepared by Col. Ell F. Rltter, attorney for the society, and presented to the President,
and the letters, papers and protests submitted, herewith. A 48 pane pamphlet. Pi-Ice, by mail, single
copy, lO cents ; na.OO per hundred for distribution.

TEMPERANCE PERIODICALS
(1) THE NATIONAL ADVOCATE, a It-page monthly, devoted to the Temperance Reform throughout

the country. Per year $1 00
(2) THE YOUTH'S TEMPERANCE BANNER, an Illustrated 4-pagc monthly, 25 cents per year. Semi

monthly, per year 40
(3) THE WATER-LILY', a small Illustrated 4-page monthly for very little folks. Per year 10

Send for samples of all these papers.
We have 2100TEMPERANCE PUBLICATIONS: Books. Pamphlets. Tracts, Leaflets. Periodicals, Songsters,

etc., coveting every possible phase of the Temperance question, and helpful along all lines of Temperance work.

Send for a Catalogue. Address

THE NATIONAL TEMPERANCE SOCIETY AND PUBLICATION HOUSE
3 and 5 West ISth Street, New York City

rnrr you can be a mind-reader rnrr
lUEE telepathy is now a fact rllLL

We have prepared the only Course Id Mind-readinft that has ever been written. It is perfect and
complete. It is divided into T WENT V l,KSSO\S It teaches exactly how yon can at once become
an exi>ert mind-reader and makes all clear and easy. Nothing will give yon so much profit or no much
entertainment as this course. Our reputation for progressive scientific research Is well known. We have
■pent five years in perfecting tbis Course. Send us your name and address, A IM>ST-<'A K l> will do,
and we will mail yon free a copy of the first lesson. SKSD NO MONEY. We will al«o send yon,
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A Phrenograph of Mr. Robert Campbell.
FROM A PERSONAL EXAMINATION.

By the Editor.

We have often been asked if it is nec

essary for us to have a college education

before going into business, and consid

ering that Mr. Ogden, manager of Wan-
amaker's, has had a great deal of experi
ence in this matter, we unhesitatingly
take his opinion. He considers that a

business man can utilize knowledge of
various kinds, and where a college edu

cation tends to make a business man

understand character more distinctly by
his study of the human face and char
acter, then we can see the great impor
tance of an education to a business

manager.
Business to-day has made such rapid

strides, and has broadened its lines so

completely, that to be a first-class busi
ness man one must have knowledge of
finance, of export and import, agencies,
of business law, and a hundred and one
other departments where keen competi
tion is constantly at work. In the case

of Mr. Robert J. Campbell, who was
born in New York City early in the

fifties, we find a man well equipped for
a business enterprise, and one who is

highly prepared to fill every position
that a business manager is required to
occupy. He has the advantage in the
first place of inheriting good stock, and
this is noticeable throughout his whole
organization. We have heard since mak
ing the examination that from both

parents he has inherited a high degree
of quality, health, and moral principle,
from parents who were not too busy to
have morning prayers and a daily bless
ing at the table.

He impressed us (when examining
his head) that he had come from sur
roundings that were favorable for his
advancement in life, hence he must
have made use of the refinement and
culture of his early training. His
ideals of life are very high, for he pos
sesses length of fibre from the opening
of the ear forward and upward, and his
thoughts and aspirations must be
above the average. The fulness of the
head along the line from the opening
of the ear to the organ of Human Nat
ure, or that point where the hair sepa
rates itself from the forehead is very
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marked. He is not only highly intui
tive, but very artistic, poetic, and liter
ary; though more practical affairs in
life may have turned his principle
thoughts into other channels. He is,

however, not wanting in the essentials
to appreciate all the subtler avenues of
thought that go to make up a thorough
ly artistic mind.

If we draw the line from the ear to
Benevolence (an inch behind or back of
Human Nature) we shall find a rich
ness of sympathy, combining with his
large Causality and Comparison, which
make his services to others highly bene
ficial and practical. He is not a man
who lives in the clouds, and is not car
ried away by false imagination or ethe
real subjects, for he is capable of blend
ing his ideas in such a thoroughly utili
tarian way that he is constantly on the
lookout for whatever he deems to be
useful and necessary for the comfort
and enjoyment of others.

In his present work of manager of
one of the largest and most important
up-to-date dry-goods establishments in
this city, he shows practical common

sense in dealing with men and women
in many spheres of work. By the ac

tivity of many of his faculties we judge
that his character is put to the test in a

variety of ways; for a business man in
his position, and with his responsibili
ties has not only to understand the mul
titudinous phases of character, but he
has further to realize the needs of all
the employees, and when we say that he
has thirty-five hundred clerks under
him we can estimate but imperfectly
how full his time must be absorbed.

He has inherited much of his moth
er's temperament, and many of her
tastes, while his organizing abilities,
size of head, and constructive talent
must have come to him through his pa
ternal side of the house.

Taking a survey of the moral group
we cannot help but be struck with the

large development of Veneration, and

the deep respect that must have been

consequent upon so active a faculty.
By bearing a respect to others he must
be able to call out that same attention

in others. His Conscientiousness is a

ruling principle in his character, it
marks him as a man of honor and in
tegrity, he is above any mere mercenary
advantage that a position of responsi
bility would give to some people, con

sequently, he could be appealed to for
his views without any fear of a bias be
ing put upon his opinions, and there
fore, no matter how much was involved
in the transaction, a dollar or a million,
would be all the same to him.

His ambitions appear to come mostly
from an intellectual stimulus, and
probably actuate his life and work more
than simply what proves to be so attrac
tive to many men, namely, the sur
roundings of wealth, affluence, and per
sonal popularity.

He is unassuming, and not a man of

many words; in fact, if his language
had been equal to his ideas he would
have been on the public platform years
ago. Instead of which he is a "hard
thinker" and talks only when con
genial surroundings, a favorite subject,
or the necessity of the case draws him
out. He is keenly energetic and is a

great worker, and knows how to econo
mize time by doing two things at the
same time, or, rather, by saving steps
and making everything tell to advan

tage.
He should be intensely interested in

matters phrenological and psychologi
cal, for such a mind as his could not
very well treat with indifference those
who appeal to him for an accurate
knowledge of cause and effect, and so

receptive is his mind through the pecul
iar blending of his practical and sym
pathetic qualities that he has an irre
sistible force for good.

We would call attention for a mo
ment to the finely developed arch over
the eye. He remembers in consequence
the faces of individuals with great
clearness, which must be of very great
service to him in his present work. HiB
memory of forms and outlines is also

good, which enables him at a glance to

discover any inaccuracies in the shape
and proportion of things, while his

Order and Calculation make him ex
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ceedingly mindful of the accuracy with
which things have been done, or where

they have failed to come up to the ideal.
His capacity to judge of the quality of
materials is excellent, and in a moment
he could detect any flaw which might
take the uninitiated considerable time
to discover.

With all his energy, force of charac
ter, planning, talent, and enterprise, he

a clear insight into the honest workings
of a business, and was under the tutel
age of one of New York's greatest busi
ness men. With one exception, Mr.
Campbell has continued in the dry
goods business ever since, having filled
various positions, including that of
buyer for a number of departments, and
to-day is acting in an executive capacity
as manager of a similar store to his first

MR. BOBBRT J. CAMPBELL.

shows a wonderful amount of self-poise,
quiet dignity, prudential wisdom, and

thoughtfulness which knows how to
control armies and regulate commerce,
or to keep in touch with all the newest
and best lines of goods, materials, or
fabrics to be sold.

Mr. Robert J. Campbell finished his
education by graduating in one of the
New York schools about the year 1867,
after which he entered the employ of
the late A. T. Stewart, where he gained

business instructor. He has few peers
in the line of his work, and truly he can
be called " grand worthy master," or
"

dean," of his professional business.
The excellent photograph which we

present with these few words was taken
by David & Sanford, of Fifth Avenue,
New York City, and truly we have

nothing but praise to offer in regard to

the excellence of their work, and in the
production of this high-class photo
graph. Few photographers have the
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intuitional talent to take the photo- to see that Phrenology is as important
graphs of their clients in such a way as to a photographer as photography is
to be useful to a phrenological maga- necessary to a Phrenologist,
zine, and we are daily brought forcibly

Correlation of Thoughts.
By Lewis G.„Janes, M.A.

DIRECTOR OF THE CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL CONFERENCES.

The recognition of one's self as an in
dependent being, separate from the sur
rounding world and from other living
beings depends upon self -consciousness;

i.e., upon the perception of the thought-
process as related to a continuing sub

ject, substantially identical in its unity
and individuality from moment to mo
ment. The possibility of self-con
sciousness depends upon memory. A
momentary state of consciousness, how
ever acute, if unrelated to any other,
would never testify to the existence of
an individual being. Such a state of
consciousness is

,

indeed, inconceivable.

Without memory, without the distinct
recognition of thought as a related proc
ess, there could be neither conscious
ness nor self-consciousness; we could
know neither ourselves nor the external
world.

All conscious life, therefore, depends
upon memory, and this, in turn, is de

pendent on the correlation of thoughts.

A succession of psychical shocks, such

as those into which Mr. Spencer, with
his marvellous power of analysis, has re

solved all our mental operations, occur

ring without causal sequence or relation,
would be as incompetent to testify either
to the fact or to the unity of conscious
ness as would a single psychical shock.

I am I, a sane and conscious individual
of the genus homo, simply because I re
late the conscious experience of the mo
ment to that of previous moments, and
conceive of this experience as having a

unity which is at once sequential and
co-relational or co-existent.

Evidently, then, the correlation of
thoughts is a most important factor in

our mental life. The more perfect the
correlation, the more normal and health
ful is the mental activity. In different
individuals this faculty varies in kind,
degree and quality. It may be culti
vated by normal educational processes,
or it may be weakened and dissipated by
those habits of the mental and physical
life which are irregular and unmethodi
cal or in any way destructive to the well-
being of mind or body. The new
psychology clearly recognizes the fact
that all normal mental action is also cor
related to certain physical processes;
that health of mind depends largely up
on the quality of the brain and nervous
tissue, and thus, directly and indirectly,
upon all the habits of mind and body
which keep the bodily functions in a

normal state of health and activity.
We are just beginning to understand

the bearing of this fact upon our educa
tional methods. Every voluntary phys
ical action is accompanied by a parallel
activity of the mind and will. The
enormous educational value of system
atic physical effort in the development
of mental power is one of the most sig
nificant facts revealed b

y the evolution
ary study of man in comparison with his
pre-historic animal ancestry and his
contemporary brute relations. As com
pared with man, the activity of most
brute animals is irregular, spasmodic,
and lacking in order and persistence. It

is probable that the mental superiority
of man is largely due to the fact that in
some pre-historic era, owing to circum
stances that we cannot now wholly un
derstand, he was compelled to more

regular, persistent, and continuous
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activity than the brute creatures by
which he was surrounded. As the men
tal activities are called out naturally by
contact with the environment, the con

tinuity and persistence of muscular ef
fort would inevitably be accompanied by
a more regular concomitant sequence of
thought-images. The relations of cause
and effect would thus be observed and
noted. The repetition of similar cir
cumstances would call up corresponding
trains of ideas, and man would at last
learn to do deliberately and intention
ally what had at first been forced upon
•him by the mere stress of external con

ditions.
The value of manual training and

physical culture as direct influences of
vast import in the discipline of the mind
is therefore no mere refined theory of
speculative students of educational
methods; it is based upon the entire his
tory and experience of the human race.

The efficacy of well-ordered and sys
tematic physical effort as a therapeutic
agent, especially in those cases which
are accompanied by occasional mental
aberration, is also coming to be recog
nized. In the treatment of the insane,
the more rational and humane investi

gations of recent times have demon

strated the great superiority of devotion

to regular tasks, in the normal life of
the suburban village community with
considerable freedom of movement and
association with the sane and healthy,
to seclusion in asylums, without sys

tematic tasks, and in enforced contact

with other mentally and physically ab

normal persons. It is precisely the lack
of mental correlation which is a leading
characteristic of pathological mental

states; and the restoration of mental

health is dependent on the development
of the sound physical basis and those

orderly activities of life which are es

sential to the normal correlation of the

mental processes.
The habitual criminal, too, is pathol

ogical in exactly this direction. It is

our purpose, however, to treat of this
branch of the subject in a separate arti
cle, so we pass over it here, merely call
ing attention to the obvious fact. In

the actual life of society, we find all
grades between sanity and insanity, the
demon and the saint. The importance
of environment as an educational factor,
as well as of right educational methods
in the more technical and restricted
sense, is therefore strongly emphasized
by the new psychology. The normal
correlation of thoughts can only be as

sured by the formation of right habits,
physical as well as mental. Whatever
tends to dissipate, weaken or destroy the
power of mental concentration and con
secutive thought is an evil and an ob
struction to the development of the
highest manhood and womanhood,
whether it be the irregular and demoral
izing conditions of tenement-house life,
the mental dissipation of the low play
or the flashy novel, the one-sided de

velopment of our over-wrought com
petitive business life, or the enervating
influences of voluntary or enforced idle
ness, is not altogether an abnormal
tendency that leads our wealthy young
men, and the sons of the titled aristoc
racy in Europe, to seek the educational
effects of enforced discipline in the life
of the camp and tented field, though the
remedy seems, and usually is

,

worse than
the disease.

The important relation of the corre
lation of thoughts to a good memory is

too evident to need argument. Various
mnemonic systems have been devised to
strengthen and aid the memory, nearly
all of them of any real value being based

upon the principle of the association of
ideas, and relying in fact for their effi
cacy on simple processes of memory
training. While something of value
may perhaps be derived from the study
and practice of such systems, there is

greater value in the practice of mental
concentration which enables one at will
to direct the whole power of the mind
to the subject immediately before him.
The vast diversity of occupations and
interests in our modern life leads natu
rally to a diversion and dissipation of
mental energy which lessens the power
of concentrated thought. The habit of
superficial reading and thinking, so

common and obvious in our day, has to
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be rigidly guarded against by one who

would conserve the power of correlating
his thoughts and concentrating his mind
upon important topics of study and in
vestigation. In no particular is the dif
ference between a great mind and an

ordinary mind more evident than in this
power of mental concentration.

In former times, before the inven
tions of writing and printing offered

easy substitutes for verbal memory, im
mense indeed were the tasks habitually
undertaken by those who transmitted
from generation to generation the

thoughts of the great poets, philoso
phers, and religious teachers. Their
accomplishments seem to us almost in

credible. We should err, however, if'
we were to infer that memory is to-day
a lost art. The complexity of thought
is much greater than in any preceding
generation. The successful scholar or
man of affairs must carry in his mind,
ready for use at a moment's demand, a

mass of details which would have been
incredible to those of ancient times.
The importance of that mental training
which assures the orderly correlation
and ready recollection of the data of his
tory and experience was never greater
than it is at the present day: and slowly
but surely our educational methods are"

conforming to the new demand.

Environment and Heredity.
By Mary A. Livebmore.

The character of individuals, as of
generations, is determined by heredity
and environment. Of the two, environ
ment at the present time is the stronger
factor in human life. This is owing
simply to the fact that we have tried
environment to some extent, and have

ignored heredity. It is possible to over

come in part, or entirely, the evil ten

dency of a bad heredity by the right en
vironment. There are instances where
a depraved heredity defies whatever

may be done by environment, but they
are rare. While no one who has had

large experience in charitable institu
tions, where children are removed from
slums and the vile purlieus of cities to
cleaner, purer, and more ethical sur
roundings, and who have watched the
results of the change for years, but has
come to believe mightily in the om
nipotence of good environment.

I was at Hampton on one ocasion, in
the days of General Armstrong, when
a party of fifteen or twenty Indian boys
and girls were brought in, fresh from
the reservation. They were just from
the wigwam, and were resplendent in
the glory of gay blankets and moc
casins, and were tricked out with beads

and Indian ornamentation. Unable to

speak a word of English, utterly for
eign to the ways of civilized life, and
unaccustomed to restraint, I was at a

loss to understand how their training
was to begin. General Armstrong en
lightened me.

" We surround them with civilized
life," he said,

"
so that they cannot es

cape from it. An Indian attendant,
speaking their language, who has been
attached to the institution for years,
takes them to the dormitory, where
beds, night-clothing, and toilet appli
ances are assigned them, and their uses

explained. The same with the dining-
room, schoolroom, and chapel. Not
one of the new-comers will sleep in a

bed to-night, but all will lie on the floor,
wrapped in their blankets. Grave and
taciturn at table, they will at first eat
only what they are allowed to take with
their fingers, all the while furtively
watching their trained companions use
knives, forks, and spoons. But soon
their environment will tell upon them,
and by the time they have been here
three months they will be the greatest
sticklers for individual tooth and hair
brushes, and for orderly behavior at
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table, that we have in the establishment.

You see," he added, "we surround them
so completely with civilized usages and

civilized people that not a loophole is

open for their return to savage ways."
While there are many agencies of

good environment, the most important
and the most influential is a good home.
For here the very foundation is laid
for future good or evil. The first step
away from animalism is taken when a

human being, young or old, is estab
lished in a well-ordered home. Indeed,
civilization has but this one end in view

—the perpetuation of the race and its
improvement. The maintaining of gov
ernments, the planting of institutions,
the founding of schools and colleges,
the establishment of homes, and the

rearing of families—are all but means
to this end. As Humboldt said, years
ago,

"
Governments, property, religion,

books, and homes are but the scaf

folding to build men. Earth holds up
to her Master no fruit but the fin
ished man."—Frank Leslie's Popular
Monthly.

The Letters of Comte and John Stuart Mill on

Phrenology.

Lecture Delivered at the Fowler Institute by James Webb,
op London.

During the past year a somewhat

bulky volume has been printed in Paris
containing the whole of the correspond
ence between Auguste Comte, the
founder of Positivism, and John Stuart
Mill, author of the "

System of Logic,"
so well-known and read in this country.

Notwithstanding any disagreements
we may have with Comte in regard to
his views of the religious aspect of hu
man nature, or of the Christian religion,
we cannot in honesty to a feeling of duty
fail to regard him as one of the bravest

and wisest of the great array of intel
lects that this or any other century has

produced. Like many of the best of our
kind he suffered deeply for his convic

tions, and like many of them will be

honored the more as time does him jus
tice. His memory for words and sen

tences was not wonderful merely, it was

marvellous. His devotion to the study
of the human mind and the phenomena
of nature was not only a religious duty,
but compared with what many consider
a religious duty, it was an infatuation.

Harriet Martineau's work in three

volumes, a condensation of his large
work on " Positive Philosophy," is both

interesting and instructive. In the sec

ond volume are many remarks of ap
preciation of Dr. Gall and his philoso
phy—the only philosophy that was

worthy of his admiration. These are
his words: " It was not till our own time
that modern science, with the illustrious
Gall for its organ, drove the old phi
losophy from this last portion of its do
main, and passed on in the inevitable
course from the critical to the organic
state, striving in its turn to treat in its
own way the general theory of the high
est vital functions."

On page 122 of the translation named

Comte points out the two fundamental
bases of Gall's system,

" The innate-
ness of the fundamental dispositions
. . . and the plurality of the dis
tinct and independent faculties", —
having previously stated that "No
function can be studied but with rela

tion to the organ which fulfils it." He
afterwards proves by

" all the methods

that physiology admits; from direct ob

servation, experiment, pathological an

alysis, the comparative method and

popular good sense," " the stability of
this much of the phrenological doc
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trine " that " the brain is no longer an

organ but an apparatus of organs "; and
that " the proper object of phrenological
physiology then consists in determining
the cerebral organ appropriate to each

clearly marked simple disposition, af
fective or intellectual; or reciprocally,
which is more difficult, what function is
fulfilled by any portion of the mass of
the brain which exhibits the anatomical
conditions of a distinct organ." He
then explains the " faithful representa
tion of the moral and intellectual nature
of man " by contemplating Gall's doc
trine which did not distribute the pas
sions in the organs of vegetative life, the

heart, the liver, etc., but to the brain,
the seat also of the intellectual faculties.
He then discusses the subdivisions of the
intellectual and affective groups, the

propensities, affections, sentiments, the

perceptive and reflective faculties, add

ing that " the upper part of the frontal
region is the seat of these last, which are
the chief characteristics of human nat
ure." He then deals with the objection
of "the necessity of human actions,"
and proves that: "It is only in mania,
when disease interferes with the natural
action of the faculties, that fatality, or
what is popularly called irresponsibility,
exists," and that " it is therefore a great
mistake to accuse cerebral physiology of
disowning the influence of education or

legislation, because it fixes the limits of
their power."

This was the position at which Comte
had arrived when John Stuart Mill
wrote to him in November, 1841, saying
he did not know whether it were permis
sible for a person totally unknown to
him " to take up such valuable time "

as

his was; yet he was " bold enough to

hope
" that Comte " would not consider

the present step out of place." He
went on to say that he had been taught
to feel that "ridiculous metaphysical
entities " were of no value as compared
with positive facts—by "ridiculous
metaphysical entities " no doubt refer
ring to what would be called spiritual
religion by those with whom he dis

agreed. He had read, he says, the
works of Comte with a

" real intellectual

passion," and from them learnt many
things " of the greatest importance ";
and hoped to prove to Comte that he had
learnt them well. He believed that
where their opinions differed they
would in time be more in accord, because
he believed he held no badly formed
opinions that would be unable to resist
discussion and explanation. He con
cludes his first letter by apologizing for
his presumptuous attempt to put him
self in correspondence with him —for
whom he has the greatest admiration.

I need hardly refer to John Stuart
Mill beyond saying that he was a man
England can afford to admire as one of
her ablest and most conscientious of
thinkers. His neglect of the spiritual
element in man, of what he calls a be

lief in "ridiculous metaphysical enti
ties," and which he never thought of
any value from his earliest youth, was

probably an important element in his
later neglect of the teachings of Gall and
Spurzheim. Mill's own admission that
his theological education had been ig
nored may also add to the explanation
of his want of any desire to accept any
belief, whether true or false, that did
not find favor with his intellectual dis
cernment merely.

In Mill's second letter we read he
wished to put aside the religious aspect
of philosophy, and so avoid declaiming
against providential wisdom, a doctrine
so commonly taught by English and
Scotch philosophers, and by " trusting
a little to that mundane prudence so of
ten distinguishing writers on religion
who do not wish to clash with the more
prejudiced of their readers." It is at
this point that we are introduced to the

philosophy of Phrenology, and it is to
this philosophy that we must now con
fine ourselves, passing over in their let
ters very much that is highly interesting
in their character, life, and philosophy
— to make room for their views on Phre
nology, and show wherein they failed to

gather its fruit after much promise in
their earlier studies. Mill writes:

" A
like motive, though less powerful, has

made me sometimes preserve (which I
should not have probably done in
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France) certain expressions of meta

physical origin, but always trying to at
tach a positive sense to them, and elim
inating as much as possible all formulas
which do not appear to be susceptible
to-day of being regarded other than ab
stract names of phenomena. At the
same time I must avow myself a suspect
in your eyes of metaphysical tendencies
in so far as I believe in the possibility
of a positive psychology, which would
neither be that of Condillac, nor that of
Cousin, nor even that of the Scotch
School, but which I believe to be all
comprised in that analysis of our intel
lectual and affective faculties which en
ters into your system as destined to serve
as verification of phrenological physi
ology, and which has for its essential

object the separation of the faculties
really primordial, from those which are

only the necessary consequences of oth
ers, produced by means of combination
and mutual action."

It will be observed that in this state
ment J. S. Mill at that time had a fairly
intelligent grasp of certain important
facts:

(1) That the Scotch metaphysicians,
e.g., Stewart and Hamilton, had no sci

entific basis for their opinions.

(2) That the truest analysis of mind
was to be found only in the doctrines of
Phrenology, and that Comte's philoso
phy was favorable to those doctrines.

(3) That the mental faculties are ele

mentary, and should be studied as such;

for a compound mental action — judg
ment, perception, reason, etc.—is a re
sultant of the interaction of the basic
or primary faculties, or, in other words,

of their combined action.
Por example, perception may be per

ception of form, of color, of number, of
size, of weight, etc. One person may

perceive form, but be unable to perceive
color; one person may have a keen per
ception of time, but not of size, of musi

cal tone, etc.; one may be able to per
ceive analysis, but not contrasts.

Though Comte did not reply to Mill
on this question in his next letter, yet
Mill returned to the subject in his third
letter: " I entreat you very urgently to

indicate to me the most suitable books
for obtaining a good knowledge of
phrenological physiology, in order that I
may be the better prepared for it; " that
is to say, with " an analysis of our men
tal faculties and moral tendencies." He
continues: " In this country Phrenology
has scarcely been cultivated except by
men of less than average intelligence, if
I may judge of them by their writings,
and I avow that I have for a long time
regarded this doctrine in its present con
dition as unworthy of occupying the at
tention of a genuine thinker, an idea in
which I persisted until I learnt by your
third volume that you adhere to Phre
nology at least in its main principles.
I am then very much behind in this im
portant subject, which I desire promptly
to remedy, and to form, as early as pos
sible, a mature opinion as well founded
as possible on a question which must

necessarily exercise a great influence on

my future speculations."
In his next letter in reply to Mill he

concludes thus: " However long this let
ter may be I must not terminate it with
out responding to the honoiable confi
dence which you have reposed in me on
the subject of cerebral physiology. The
unfortunate philosophical necessity
which was imposed on Gall of formulat
ing a phrenological analysis in detail
tended later on to discredit such a con

ception among serious minds, so that I
am not astonished that it is generally
misunderstood in England, though gen
erally appreciated by many advanced
thinkers. But I can assure you that I
have not by any means exaggerated its
fundamental value in the third volume
of my work. In spite of all the radical
vices of a vain localization it permits the

positive spirit a final induction into
moral and intellectual studies relative to
the individual. Its essential principles,
anatomico-physiologieal, regarding the

plurality and independence of the or
gans or forces, and also its final general
division of the brain into three regions
corresponding to three orders of mani

festations, in my opinion, lay the initial
foundations of a true rational theory of
human nature. But the original works
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of Gall are still the only ones from which
a wise intelligence should at present seek
for such instruction. It is advisable
nevertheless to begin with the works of
Spurzheim, which besides being more
condensed, are arranged much more
methodically, though the systemization
of it is really no better. In order to
avoid anatomical theories, already some
what discredited, you may limit your
self in regard to Gall, instead of read
ing his great treatise in quarto, to his
work in octavo,"

" Sur les fonctions du
cerveau."

Comte speaks of Phrenology "
as an

extremely precious source of instruction
which gives a juster idea of man than
any previous theory, and which I regard
as indispensable to-day for the complete
development of the philosophical ca

pacity." " As far as I am concerned,"
says Comte,

" it has certainly been very
useful to me, and you must have seen

in my fourth and fifth volumes what an
extended use I have been able to make
of it

,

at the same time avoiding all dis
cussion out of place or premature."

On the 6th of May (1842) Mill told
Comte: " I have commenced the study
of Gall; he appears to me to be a man
of superior mind. I read him with
pleasure and, I hope, also with profit.
As soon as I am able to judge of his
theory I will write you what I think of
it."

Now Mill falls into the error of talk
ing of Gall's discoveries as theories, and
being willing to "think" about them.
He should have used his powerful ob

serving powers and have put the doc
trines of Gall to the test of experiment,
for no one can fail to accept them who
does this. It was Comte's fault that,
though he found so many

"
precious

"
things in Gall's discoveries, he stopped
there without proving that the localiza
tions were not so * vain " as he thought
them to be.

In his next letter, No. 10, Comte
wrote: " I am very glad you have com
menced to read Gall and to enjoy him."

Comte speaks of Gall as
"

a true sci
entific genius who has deposited in his
work infinitely pecious views for the

fundamental renovation of moral and
intellectual studies, and I have no doubt
you will ultimately partake my profound
admiration for such an effort. In set

ting aside all the vain attempts to local
ization . . . there remains in it

real general results to be gathered
which have been for such a long time
combined with my own philosophy that

I regard Gall as one of my most indis
pensable predecessors. I am anxious
to know what general effect a like read
ing sufficiently digested, and I hope as

similated, will have produced in you."
Here let me remark, all Phrenologists
will deeply regret that Gall was studied
by Comte and Mill in their libraries
rather than in practical everyday life
and experience —the very thing that
Comte finds fault with—the limitation
of his studies to his own "individual
point of view" on the part of Gall.
But this criticism did not apply to Gall,
for he travelled through all the states
of Central Europe teaching and prov
ing by experiment his localization be
fore the courts and learned societies.
Whereas Comte, so far as we know,
never attempted to put a single organ
to the test, satisfying himself on this
point by his preconceived thoughts on

the subject. He recommended Mill to
"read," "digest," and "assimilate"
the "

precious
" teachings of Gall —but

he never asked him to test the localiza
tion of the cerebral faculties. It will
be seen that this is the fatal fault of
Mill, who "read" Gall, to "judge of
his theory," and yet never understood
him.

In his next letter (June 9
,

1842) Mill
wrote to Comte: "I have read the six

volumes of Gall with serious attention,
and I am quite as much embarrassed as

heretofore in forming a judgment of
his theory. I am somewhat persuaded
that there is something true in it

,

and

that the inclinations and the elementary

capacities, whatever they be, are at
tached respectively to a particular por
tion of the brain, but I am in very

great difficulties. First of all, you ad

mit the primitiveness of all special lo
calizations, and, in fact, proofs are not
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wanting to show the inexactitude of
those attempted. I will cite myself as
an example. The only thing which I
know with certainty of my craniologi-
cal development, is that the pretended
organ of Constructiveness is very de

veloped in me. A very decided Phre
nologist cried out at the moment of
seeing me at the first time, ' What do

you do with your Constructiveness?'
But I nearly lack the corresponding
faculty. I am deprived of the mechan
ical instinct, and my inaptitude for any
occupation that requires manual dex

terity is really prodigious."
In a work published in England in

1807 I read that Gall's organ of Me
chanical Art or Constructiveness refers
to " genius of invention as applied to
external form. In unison with other
organs it forms the artist, in the most
honorable sense of that term, as applied
to the fine arts,

" and is found in those
animals " which possess a great portion
of that instinctive skill which has so

often been confounded with reason,
and which certain metaphysicians still
consider as such."

That practical Phrenologist, DeVille,
in the 1841 edition of his " Manual of
Phrenology," and which probably Mill
never saw, says, "Individuals having
this organ largely developed have a
turn for ingenuity, and seldom feel at a

loss how to contrive, or give directions
for anything they want to have done;
they will readily contrive and substi
tute one thing for another; and when
in combination with Ideality, Size,
Weight, Numeration, Locality, Form,
etc., it produces works as we have heard
of and seen by Smeaton, Watt, Rennie,
Brunei." When associated with a

highly developed mental temperament
and very large intellectual faculties, the
chief characteristics of Mill, then Con
structiveness exhibits itself in the mak

ing of schemes for social improvement,
writing books, etc.

Mill continues: "Whilst regarding
the greater part of the attempts at spe
cial localization as futile you consider
the triple division of the brain corre

sponding to the distinction of the ani

mal, moral, and intellectual faculties as

sufficiently established. I am very far
from pretending that it is not so, nev
ertheless, judging by the work of Gall,
it appears to me there would be as many
proofs to be found for a great number
of special organs as the general result."

Here Mr. Mill says that there is as
much force in the argument by Dr.
Gall, that there are separate localiza
tions for the separate faculties, as there
is for the localization of the three di
visions or groups of those faculties—
the intellectual, moral, and animal.
He continues: " I admit that the spe
cialization of the organs appropriated
to the highest moral and intellectual
faculties must by its nature even repose*
on an inductive base much smaller than
that of the organs which we partake
with the inferior animals. But I do not
see very well how anatomy and compar
ative physiology can furnish a conclu
sive proof of the theory in general
without furnishing one for a great part
of the details. Gall appears to me to be

right when he says that every classifica
tion of the inferior animals founded
on the supposed degree of their gen
eral intelligence is vague and unscien
tific, seeing that the animal species are
distinguished much less between them
selves by the extent of their mental
faculties considered in their entirety
than by the very pronounced degree of
such or such special capacities in which
the differences of intensity are ordinari
ly so immense that the greater part of
the cases are really extreme cases.

More easily should we expect to find the
anatomical conditions of, say Construc
tiveness, in the castor or in the bee, of
Locality in the dog or in migratory
birds than that of intelligence in gen
eral. I add, if I may judge by my own

experience and by the comparison that
I have made between it and that of
other observers, better than I, and

equally devoid of all metaphysical and
theological prejudices, the correspond
ence of the superior faculties of man
with the development of the superior
frontal region is often faulty. I have

often seen a remarkable intelligence
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united to a small head or a receding
forehead; whilst we see every day enor
mous heads and overhanging foreheads
with a mediocre intelligence. Certain
ly I do not give this as decisive, for I
know that attention must be given, as

you yourself have remarked, not only
to the degree of activity of the organ,
but also to the entire education, re

garded in the most extended use of the

word, which the individual has received
and to which Gall has not attached
sufficient importance. Diversities of
individual or national character, which
may be sufficiently explained by the
best known circumstances are resolved

every day by an idle resort to unknown
differences of physical organization, or
even among metaphysicians by primor
dial diversities of psychical constitu
tion. I think, moreover, that it will
finish by attaching all the fundamental
instincts either to the spinal marrow or

to definite cerebral ganglia. It is for
me a great problem still, whether there
exists few or many of these primitive
instincts. Gall and Spurzheim, for in
stance, say very decidedly that the sen
timent of property is instinctive and

primordial. But like as you exclude
the sentiment of justice from the num
ber of faculties, drawing it from benevo

lence associated with divers intellectual
faculties, ought we not in like man-

(To be (

ner to conclude that the desire of ap
propriating to one's self anything capa
ble of satisfying any need whatever is
naturally derived from our desires as a

whole, combined with intelligence
which unites the conception of means
to that of the object, without there be
ing any need for any special faculties
whatever. I do not need to say I submit

my difficulties to you as questions only,
and not as arguments."

1 Comte did not touch on this latter
point. Each organ is interested in its
own, and Acquisitiveness comes in to
help the strongest result of all the
forces.

On the 19th of June, Comte wrote in
reply: " I am not very much astonished
at the first effect which the reading of
Gall has produced upon you; indeed, to
speak frankly, I presumed you would
be more intersted in his luminous fun
damental criticism of the metaphysical
theories of human nature. But, per
mit me, not to place much reliance on
this initial impression, nor on the

vague objections which it has called
forth: for I am fully persuaded by sev--
eral other analogous experiences that
your appreciation will soon be pro
foundly modified on this subject by the
influence alone of a slow personal elab
oration, the place of which, at present,
no discussion can supply. . . .

tinned.)

People of Note.

GENERAL P. A. CRONJE.

The Boer character is an exceedingly
interesting study just now, and both
the men and the women seem willing to
share alike in the vicissitudes of war,
rather than attending so much to edu
cation; the women appear to be thor
oughly business-like, and capable of
helping their husbands in many essen

tial avocations. Aunt in the Trans
vaal is a term of respect addressed to all
elderly women, hence Mrs. Kruger is

called Tante Sanna. She is the mother
of fourteen children and has never
read any book but the Bible, and could
not sign her name to save her life. The
Transvaal woman is capable of endur
ing all things in the shape of hard man
ual labor, added to the usual domestic
burdens incidental to the life of the
farm. Mrs. Cronje was with her hus
band when he surrendered on Tuesday
morning, February 27, at Paardeberg;
in fact, his first request was for his
wife's safety.
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In general looks General Cronje re
sembles an elderly substantial farmer.
His shoulders are broad and round, and
his brow is broad; his beard is gray, his
face is weather beaten, and his head at

the base corresponds with that of the

brow, being broad and well developed.
There is great compactness in his or

ganization, and the side head is so well
represented that the elements of pru
dence, tact, diplomacy, far-sightedness,
and look-aheadativeness are all well de

veloped. He is tough and enduring,

of the strong individuality that marked
her when she was in her sixties. Sin
gular to say, the sacredness of the word

aunt " which prevails in the Trans
vaal applies to Miss Anthony, for she is
called by many of her associates " Aunt
Susan." The question was asked not
long ago what was the secret of Miss
Anthony's success? Being close by the
lady replied, " A marvellous mixture of
optimism and persistence." She is al

ways on the mountain top, but not
without the pale of practical affairs; she

GENERAL F. A. CRONJE.

and bespeaks great powers to sustain

himself in times of excitement. He
looks every inch a general of the Boer
type, and when comparing his organi
zation with that of Kitchener's, we see

a marked difference in the outlines,
Cronje's head being squarer, Kitchen
er's being higher and narrower.

SUSAN B. ANTHONY.
Susan B. Anthony, whose eightieth

birthday has just been celebrated in
"Washington, is still active of step, alert
and ready of speech, and carries much

is always ready to raise the hopes of
those who go to her discouraged and
crestfallen; she is like an elastic band
that always keeps its elasticity; hence
knows no defeat because she will never
own one.

It is interesting to recall the fact that
many years ago, when she brought out
her first work on suffrage, that none of
the publishing firms of New York would
consent even to take the book she had

for publication and place it before the
public. She appealed to the Fowler &

Wells Company, and they consented
and brought out the work, which has
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now been revised, enlarged, and re-pub
lished, and which will probably sell like
hot-cakes, as the days have gone past
when men and women need educating
to believe in women suffrage.

Miss Anthony has much about her of
Quaker origin. Her head bears evi
dences that she has come from a long-
lived stock and that she has learned the
art of growing old without showing it.
Her head has almost a perfect outline
which we do not see very often in the
modern built heads, although not a

respecter of persons in the ordi-

Susan B. Anthony has a very pretty
gift at repartee —a gift that has bowled
over some mighty giants in the fifty
years of her busy career.

The retort relevant is always on the
tip of her tongue, and woe betide the
would-be " smartie " who attempts to

get ahead of her.
Horace Greeley, who had been an ar

dent champion of equal rights till it
clashed with his political ambitions,
said to Miss Anthony at the hearing of
the New York Constitutional Conven
tion, June 27, 1867:

8U8AN B. ANTHONY.

nary sense of the term, yet she re

veres all that is sacred and elevated in
tone. Her quality of organization is

second to none, and her striking phy
sique indicates wiriness and toughness
of organization which has enabled her

to fight in a long and righteous cam

paign.
Her utterances have been marked by

sharpness of debate, keenness of wit,
forensic energy, and sympathetic ap

peal. She knows how to draw upon all
sides of character, and is herself an in
tuitive reader of character of no mean

ability. Her life has been an inspira
tion throughout, and younger women

may well rally to her side and give her
the support that she needs in the last

decade of her life.

" Miss Anthony, you know the ballot
and the bullet go together. If you vote,
are you ready to fight?

"

Instantly she retorted: " Yes, Mr.
Greeley, just as you fought in the late
war—at the point of a goose quill!

"

During the South Dakota campaign
of 1890 Miss Anthony found her lect
ure repeatedly interrupted by a drunken
man who occupied one of the front
seats.

Different persons in the audience
tried in vain to keep him quiet, but to

no purpose. Finally rousing himself
up, the inebriate said:

"Now, look here, old girl, we've

heard enough about Victoria and wom

en. Can't you tell us something about

George Washington?"
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" Put him out! Put him out! " cried
several men starting to their feet.

" No, gentlemen," said Miss An
thony,

" he is a product of man's gov
ernment, and I want you to see what
sort you make."

Fifty years of unmitigated toil and

hard experiences have not embittered
the Napoleon of woman's suffrage." What thanks did you ever receive for
the stand you made?

" has repeatedly
been asked of her.

" I had my own thanks for retaining
my own self-respect." Again one in
quired:

" Did you never grow discour
aged in those olden times? "

" Never," she answered. " I knew

that my cause was just, and I was d-
ways in good company."

Miss Anthony is a model of consist

ency; her life work has been the pro
mulgation of the doctrines of equal suf
frage, and she has never swerved from
this to advocate anything else.

JOHN RUSKIN.

John Buskin, born in London, Eng
land, February 8, 1819; died in Conis-
ton, England, January 20, 1900. Few
men have had so prominent a career as

John Buskin or have been more severe

ly criticised than he. He has been

called author, art critic, friend of the

honest handicraftsman and mechanic,

brilliant conversationalist, eloquent in
terpreter of nature, preceptor and ex

ponent of the great art of painting, as

well as one of the sublimest thinkers
and greatest religious teachers of his
age. He was further considered sensa
tional, inconsistent, impulsive, dog
matic, and erratic even to madness, yet
he has. lived through all these forms of
criticism, and, as a writer, his style will
entitle him to remembrance even when

the thing he has said has perished. We
cannot recall Buskin's name without
also linking it with the Concord philos
opher and with Carlyle and Browning.
This quartet links together a wonderful
square of intelligence and power not
to be equalled in this generation. He
was highly conscientious, and was a

great master of words, yet out of his
very enthusiasm and eloquence there

gleamed a light that showed that even
he was unable to plough to the bottom
of things; hence, as one writer has
stated, his conceptions of art were not
profound. Were he to speak of him
self he would say,

" the art is greatest
which conveys to the mind of the spec
tator, by any means whatsoever, the

greatest number of the greatest ideas,"
but a critic of Buskin's says that he
only shows by the above quotation that

THB LATE JOHN RC8KIN.

he confounds the intellectual quality of
the artist with the artistic, while they
are really distinct, the former consist

ing entirely in the subject-matter of
the conceptions which he begins with,
the latter in the manner of embodying
them; and therefore his standard viti
ates all the conclusions drawn from it.
The testimony of all the early great
artists was against him, and yet there
are many left in the world who will
designate him as being "a man of
genius," though not to the extent which
Lombroso claims as insane. He was

didactic and content to do things in his
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own independent way. He was his own

publisher for many years, and seemed

to care but little whether his works were

sold or not.
His head indicated that he was an

independent thinker and that he was a

theorist rather than a scientist. He had

large Firmness, which was the dominat
ing note of his character. His large re

flective brain in the region of Causality
and Ideality might have been benefited

by: a fuller amplification of the scien
tific qualities, but for poetry in art he
was without a peer, and his word-pict
ures will last beyond another century.

We shall give, from time to time,
some of the thoughts that we recall
from his pen. His " Sesame and Lilies"
will never lose its power.

" His human
ity, his tenderness of soul, his high
sense of duty, drew him in heart and

thought from the quiet of his luxurious
home to seek and save his brethren in
the field of the toiling world, but his
brethren have not always understood
his dreams. All that he has written is
characterized by the same brilliancy of
style, the same sublimity of thought,
the same high moral tone, the same ten
der regard for the poor; nor has he
bequeathed so valuable a treasure to
posterity without self-sacrifice and suf
fering. His personal and domestic life
was not without its shadows; he, like
many another toiler, gave the world the
strength and joy of his soul, while the
sorrow and weakness he kept to him
self." So that while some may criticise
and try to crush his inspiration, and
speak only of his inconsistencies, and
others are carried away by their enthusi
asm of his greatness, we prefer to show
that the man had both.

In 1880 Mr L. N. Fowler wrote a
character sketch of Mr. Ruskin, in
which he said :

" Few men have been so
distinctly before the public for so long
a time as Mr. Ruskin, and few have won
for themselves so unique a position and
influence as he has. His character has
been thoroughly discussed from time to
time, and he is widely known as having
peculiar mental characteristics and
views of men and measures quite as in

dividual. What then are the qualities
of mind he possesses that will account
for the remarkable position and influ
ence to which he has attained?

In the first place, he has a predomi
nance of the Mental temperament, with
a distinct degree of the Motive and a

fair amount of the Vital. His animal,
vital powers by no means predominate.
His brain is of full size and of peculiar
shape, being long, high, and narrow.
His forehead distinctly represents the
perceptive faculties at large. Form is

very large—it is very seldom that even

good mechanics or artists measure so

much from eye to eye. This very large
Form gives him ideas of shape, counte
nance, expression, likeness, resem
blances; and with such a highly culti
vated mind anything in art out of shape
or where a proper expression is not
given must be a source of extreme an

noyance to him. He is equally large in
the organ of Size, giving fulness to the
corner of the eye, next to the nose.
This enables him to judge correctly of
the proportions and the fitness of one
size to another. It aids him to meas
ure by the eye, to take a perspective
view of a landscape or picture. With
his large Individuality and very large
form and size he is able to focus objects
at a great distance, and take in a large
range of vision. Weight and Color
also appear large, and must have a dis
tinct influence in connection with his
other perceptive faculties.

All the perceptive faculties being
large give him great range of observa
tion, and enable him to acquire a vast
amount of information. They, togeth
er with other faculties, give him about
an equal amount of talent for science,
literature, or art.

His very large Comparison gives him
great powers of analysis and criticism,
and joined to his large Language and
vivid imagination endows him with su

perior descriptive powers and ability to

present his ideas in a distinct and strik
ing light.

Intuition, situate between Compari
son and Benevolence, is very large.
This aids him to see truths in nature
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and the fitness and harmony of things,
and disposes him to decide on all truths,
or supposed truths, as they do or do
not harmonize with what he knows to
be true in Nature; for with such de

velopments Nature would be his guide.
His narrow, yet high, head indicates

that he is living for some other purpose
besides making or hoarding property, or
acting the part of a conservative, reti
cent man.

A high forehead and large Benevo
lence and Veneration indicate a philan
thropic state of mind, and the disposi
tion to do the greatest good to the

greatest number, and at the'least possi
ble expense.

His Conscientiousness is a distinct
and ruling quality. It may make him
somewhat censorious at times; for any
thing of the nature of a lapse from the

path of duty or right annoys him the

more, because his large Continuity
makes him dwell on a subject for a long
time.

Society could do with more of such
men even though it had them at the ex

pense of a few of the worldly and selfish

type.

MRS. HELEN DE KROYFT.
BRAINS COUNT.

When deprived of one sense it de

pends largely upon what brain power we

possess, how much entertainment,
amusement, or work we can get out of
life, and we present in the picture of
Mrs. Helen DeKroyft an example of one
who, as her picture shows, has been
able to adjust herself to remarkable cir
cumstances in life. Her head is ex

ceedingly high from the opening of the
ear to the crown and along the entire

superior edge, which carries her aspira
tions above the ordinary range of
thought, and makes her at once inter
ested in humanity for humanity's sake.
For a lady of over eighty years of age

she possesses a marvellous amount of
spirit, energy, self-possession, and keen
humor, and the outline of the face,

which corresponds well with the corre

spondence of brain power, indicates

great resolution in the mouth, decision
in the chin, endurance in the jaw, and
delicate reserve, yet tenacity, in the
nose. The ear harmonizes with the
Phrenologist's idea of longevity, the
lower lobe being particularly well ex
tended into the cheek.

Her brow shows that her mental

qualities for taking in practical ideas
are above the average, and we believe
that she is as great a proof as we could

MRS. HELEN DE CROTFT.

have of one who uses her mental sight
relative to objects and their conditions
as anyone we could present, and this is
one of the reasons why we were anxious
to give our readers another reason for
believing in Phrenology. It is not by
sight alone that we judge of the devel

opments of an individual mind, for
even without the use of our eyes we can

see much with the direction of the fac
ulties; in fact, many persons without
sight know more about what is going on

than those who have good eyesight and
a poor development of brain.
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An incident that is very touching oc

curred in Mrs. Helen De Kroyft's early
life. It was in the forties that as a

bright, intelligent, and joyous girl, she
was married to Mr. DeKroyft; it was a

truly congenial match, and everything
betokened happiness for them in the
future. On the wedding day, when the

pair were returning from church the
horse took fright, became unmanage
able, and Mr. DeKroyft was thrown to
the pavement and was killed. The
bride, who was thrown into a state of
mental and physical collapse, was car
ried to her home, where she suffered the
illness of a lifetime. When she recov
ered she found she had lost the power
of sight. Now was the time for her
mental ability to manifest itself in a
true and legitimate light. She won
dered what she could do to enliven and
relieve the prospects of a dreary life.
Her mind being active and healthy, she

began to think what she could do and
how she could employ her time. In
1845 it was not so easy for a woman to
find employment as it would be to-day;
she, however, went to an institution for
the blind in New York City, where she
studied for three years the methods of
the blind in working and reading. Her
natural inclinations drove her to at

tempt a literary career, and from that
time dates her work in prose and poetry
which has been kept up to the present
day.

Her first recognition came when she

published
" The Invocation to Light,"

a little gem which seemed to be the

breathing of her own experience.
" The Story of Little Jane " followed,
and " Mortera " has been brought out
more recently. She has been principally
her own publisher, and the work that she

prepares is dictated to a bright and in
telligent companion, who acts as eyes

and hands when the occasion re

quires.
What is so noticeable in her character

is her wideawake interest in everything
that pertains to news of the day. She
has always a sparkling remark to make,
and sees the comical side of life, which
has enabled her to fight against the odds
of the privileges of sight that have been
denied her. She teaches all who come
in contact with her that life is worth
living, and certainly her personal expe
rience should be an inspiration to all
who aim at higher culture, of purity of
life, of inspiration, for those things that
can satisfy the yearnings of the higher
nature as well as the desire to be inde
pendent.

Notes and Comments.
By Db. M. L. Holbrook.

THE FIRE WALK.

The fire walk is a very strange and
wonderful performance and shows the

power of the mind on some other occult
force over the body in some tribes of
primitive men yet existing in Japan,
Bulgaria, the Society Islands, Fiji,
Southern India, Trinidad, the Straits
Settlement, the Isle of Mauritius, and

in early times among the inhabitants of
the British Isles, and perhaps among
other people elsewhere. We should
not for a moment believe these won
derful stories were they not vouched for
by anthropologists, travellers, officers in
the army and civilized and educated

persons living where they could ob
serve the facts. In the Journal of the

Polynesian Society for 1899 Col. Qud
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geon gives an account of one of these
feats. The oven was 12 feet in diame

ter, much smaller than some of them,

paved with stones and heated till these
stones were all at a red heat. Then the

priest and one of his pupils walked up
to it, spoke a few words, three times re

peated, struck the edge of the oven
with his wand, and both walked slowly
over the 12 feet of hot stones. The
priest then went to the four English
men present, handed Mr. Goodwin his
wand, and told him to lead his friends
through, which he did. Only one of
them was burned, and he was spoken to
and looked back, a violation of rules.
Mr. Goodwin gives his sensations as fol
lows: I knew well I was walking bare
footed on red-hot stones and I could
feel the heat, but was not burned. An
hour afterwards the stones were so hot
they set fire to a green branch thrown
on them, and later cooked the feast

thoroughly which was to follow. He
adds, I walked with bare feet, and after
we (he and the other three) had done bo

two hundred Maories followed. None
had boots on so far as I could see. A
few of the Maories were burned, but not
severely."

Dr. Hocken gives an account of a

similar feat by the Fiji Islanders, which
he witnessed, and Col. Haggard saw

the fire-walk in Tokio, Japan, in April,
1899. The fire was six yards long. He
says:

" I examined the feet of the men
afterwards and they were soft and not
a trace of fire on them."

It would make this note too long to

give further accounts, but Mr. Andrew
Lang has brought together quite a full
account of this walk in the February
proceedings of the Society of Psychical
Research, which any curious investi
gator can read.

Many attempts at an explanation
have been made, but none of them
seems satisfactory. Hypnotism and
the trance state might render a person
oblivious to pain, but it would not pre
vent the burning of the flesh. No
preparation was used on the feet to ren
der them " non-combustible." The
most reasonable theory is that under

certain circumstances the power of the
mind over the body becomes for a short
time so great as to enable it to resist
heat. Or possibly it is the subliminal or
spiritual self, of which we have only
vague inklings, that keeps the flesh su
perior to heat. The whole subject
needs to be studied with care. The na
tives who do it say they cannot explain
why, but that it requires nerve. There
is probably a great deal more to a hu
man being when he is brought up to
his best than we are now willing to
admit. Possibly we may say of future
men in the words of Isaiah, " When
thou walkest through the fire thou ahalt
not be burned; neither shall the flame
kindle upon thee."

HOW TO GARGLE THE THROAT.

As ordinarily done, it is not of much
use to gargle the throat. The material
does not reach the parts for which de

signed. A writer in the " Charlotte
Medical Journal" points out that if one
is to really do good by gargling —that

is
, if one is to insure that the fluid shall

reach the posterior wall of the pharynx
—the nose must be held and the head
must be well thrown back while per
forming the operation. He says that
by gargling in the usual way only the
anterior surface of the uvula and soft
palate and the base of the tongue are
reached. But by holding the nose and

throwing the head well back when
gargling the medicament reaches

every surface of the pharynx effective

ly. The comparative value of the two

methods can be tested by painting the
posterior surface of the pharynx care

fully with a strong solution of methy
lene blue, and then letting the patient
gargle with water in the usual way
when it will be found that the water

ejected will be clear, then let him gar

gle again, holding the nose and throw
ing his head well back, when the eject
ed fluid will be found stained, and an

inspection of the pharynx will show

that the blue has been washed away.

This is a thing worth remembering, for
many observers have maintained that
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gargling is not only useless as a method
of medication, but is quite ineffectual
even as a means of cleansing the pha
rynx.

Done properly, gargling is often
very beneficial to wash off the dust

that accumulates from the dusty air
and to stimulate or change the action
going on in the mucous membrane of
the throat. A gargle of salt and water,
or even of cold or hot water for common
sore throat may give relief.

" The best mother is she who studies the peculiar character of eaehjOhild and' acts with well
lnetruoted judgment upon the knowledge so obtained."

"Child Culture.

RADIANT fAND TALENTED. [

1;Bt Uhclh Joe. \ LmJ
* '

Fig. 527.— Georgiana Ferguson Mit
chell, New York City, is a little girl
whom we examined a year ago. The
portrait given with these remarks was

taken August, 1899, so that her devel

opments will have changed somewhat.
The father reports that his little girl
has already shown many of the char
acteristics given in the delineation, al
though so short a time has elapsed.

FIG. 527. —OKOKGIANA FER0U8ON MITCHF.I I., NEW YORK CITT.

Circumference of head. |9J£ by 14 hu-hee in height, weigh* 40 pound* ; hntr, light brown ;
health, good.

, fair i
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The character is interesting from sev

eral standpoints; she is full of life, has

a very active mind, and a healthy or

ganization; she is
,

however, a little too
nervous and too old for her age, and
will need to be kept back rather than

pushed forward in her mental develop
ment; this will be a difficult thing to

do, for she is remarkably quick to catch
ideas and can understand what older

people are talking about. She would
like to sit up in the evening and hear
the conversation with older people.
She has a very tenacious mind, but is
not a difficult child to manage if she is
properly understood. It takes her some
time to obey if she is ordered to do a

thing, but she has a very loving nature,
and can be appealed to through her

sympathy and affection. She will be

liable to become spoiled if those around
her do not prevent it. She is a very
versatile child, and can turn her atten
tion into many channels. Fear should
not be encouraged in her, and no threats
should be given her. She can be rea
soned with, and hence she can be rea
soned out of her fears. She has quite
a literary cast of mind, and as a writer
will be brilliant and descriptive in her
style. Her ambition will take her into
some prominent line of work. She will
be able to copy artistically the trees and
flowers, the fruit, and the outline and
proportion of things. She has already,

it seems, shown her literary talent, and
will learn very quickly any new way
of expressing herself. She is highly
sympathetic, and her songs will be

recognized for their pathos and cult
ured expression. What she needs is

more rest and sleep to prepare her for
the battle of life.

Fig. 528.—Edward Carter Aluin-
"baugh, Greeneville, Texas. —We are de

lighted to think that " the child "
has

become so important of late years as to
warrant a special study as to his qualifi
cations, disposition and health. Dogs
and cats are studied with regard to their
breed, their culture, and their training;

it is about time that the human child
should receive even more marked atten
tion in these essentials than the lower

animals. When we are asked if a photo
graph of a child really registers a

character at all we see that the advance
ment made in child culture is only skin
deep at present, and that it will need
years of earnest thought and observa
tion to make a parent or teacher capable

FIO. 528. — KDWAHD CARTER AHJMBAUGH.

of making notes on the doings of the
children to come under their supervi
sion. We wish we could publish some
of the facts concerning our work in
child culture, for they would be gratify
ing to those who do not suppose a child
has any character at all worth men

tioning until he is about ten years old.
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The child before us, whose name is
Edward Carter Alumbaugh, is one year
old, yet we find the proportions of his
head are remarkably developed, and feel
sure that he must show a very distinct
character. Let anyone take a pencil and
cut off the lower part of the head below
Causality and Cautiousness, or where
the curve of the forehead commences,
and he will immediately see that there
is unusual strength in the centre line
that meets it

,

from the ear to the top of
Jhe Jhead over Firmness; in fact, the
whole 01 the crown of the head is well
developed. Such a child will feel strong
within himself, will early want to walk
alone, and tell his own story, and carry
his own messages, and make his mark in
the world. He will not thank anyone
for doing these things for him, he will
say

" no " with an emphasis and put his
little foot down, and will show great re
sisting power. With all this strength
of mind he will be so lovable, playful,
audacious, and cute that he will get his
own way more often than he would if

he only showed the development of
stubbornness and self-will without the
combination of the gentler qualities.
His Comparison is so strongly devel

oped that he will say many remarkable

things and use the knowledge and the

big words that he catches from others.

I am afraid he will "often hear people
say "he is a smart little fellow," we

hope he will not be spoiled. He is bound
to be a leader among men, and appears
from both the front and side view that
he would make an excellent justice of
the peace, or judge of the supreme
court.

TEACH YOUR CHILDREN NOT TO
FEAR.

The state of mind called terror, or
extreme fear, is one of misery and de

pression. It prostrates our activities
and gives us exaggerated views of what
ever is related to it. In threatened

punishment we may excite fear and
do harm. A severe infliction in pros

pect will induce fear.
In education, the management of the

passion of fear is of the greatest conse

quence. The evils of operating by
means of it are so great that it should
be reserved for the last resort. The
waste of energy and the scattering of
the thoughts are ruinous to mental
progress. The one certain result is to
arrest action. The tyrant, wprking by
terror, disarms rebelliousness, but fails
to procure service, while engendering
hatred.

The worst of all modes and instru
ments of discipline is the employment
of ghostly, or superstitious terrors;
unless it were to scourge and thwart
the greatest of criminals —the disturb
ers of the peace of mankind. We know
what it is to frighten children with
ghosts; on a larger scale is the influ
ence of religions dealing almost exclu
sively in the fear of another life.

Terror admits of being refined upon
and toned down, till it becomes simply

a gentle stimulation; and the reaction
more than makes up for the misery.
The greatest efforts in this direction are
found in the artistic handling of fear, as

in the sympathetic fears of tragedy, and
in the passing terrors of a well-con
structed plot. In the moral bearings
of the emotions, its refined modes are
shown in the fear of giving pain or of
fence to one that we love.

Timidity, or susceptibility to fear, is
one of the noted differences of charac
ter; and this difference is to be taken
into account in discipline. The ab
sence of general vigor, bodily and men
tal, is marked by timidity; and the
state may also be the result of long bad
usage, and of perverted views of the
world. In the way of culture, or of
high exertion in any form, little is to be

expected from thoroughly timid nat
ures; they can be easily governed, so

far as concerns sins of commission, but
their omissions are not equally remedi
able.

The conquest of superstitious fears is

one of the grandest objects of educa
tion. It cannot be accomplished b

y any
direct inculcation; it is one of the inci
dental and most beneficial results of the
exact study of Nature or science.

Timidity or fear are often the result
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of ignorance. The young are afraid of
the unknown. So it is better to give
children as large a liberty and experi
ence as possible and not to shut them
up, for fear they may get into harm's

way, but to instruct, and guide, and
watch, and encourage them to be brave
and courageous. The child which is

kept from all danger will be afraid, and

perhaps made good for nothing.

GRANDMOTHER'S MAXIM.
I never could tell what my grandmother

meant,
Though she has the wisest of brainB.

" I have noticed," she said, " in the course
of my life,

That lazy folks take the most pains."

I hated to mend that short rip in the
skirt

Of my dress, where the pocket hole
strains;

And grandmother saw it, and laughed as
she said,

" Yes, lazy folks take the most pains."

And that same little rip, when I went out
to ride.

Was caught in my bicycle chain.
Oh! then I remembered what grand

mother said,
" That lazy folks take the most pains."

For instead of an inch I must sew up a
yard,

And it's just as her maxim explains.
I shall always believe what my grand

mother said,
" That lazy folks take the most pains."

—Eleanor W. F. Bates.

FOR MOTHERS.
By "A Mother" (a Child's Sweetheart).

About the Nursery. —The very bright
est and best room in the house should be
used for the nursery, for little children,
like tender plants, are very dependent on
fresh air and sunshine.

Brightness and cleanliness should be
the keynote of the nursery, and there
should be no unnecessary draperies and
curtains, for they collect dust, and dust

often breed disease. Venetian blinds
will serve to darken the room sufficiently
without curtains, but if curtains be nec
essary for the sake of warmth they
should be taken down frequently to be
shaken out of doors, and every few weeks
they will be the better for being washed.
Varnished papers, which can be washed
with a damp cloth, are the best for the
walls, and linoleum or cork-carpet makes
the nicest covering for the floor. On
this should be spread a creeping rug for
the baby, but the other little folks will
not need a carpet.

Learning to Walk.—When baby is able
to sit alone on the floor, let him take his
own time about learning to crawl and
walk. Instinct will tell him when his
little legs are strong enough for their
work, and if he errs in the matter it is
more likely it will be from trying them
too soon than too late. Bowed legs are
one of the evils which arise from using
the legs too early and too much.

A Child's Bed.—Each child should have
a bed to himself, and should not be de
prived of the fresh air by masses of bed-
drapery, which may be very beautiful,
but certainly not healthy. Sleeping
rooms should be cool and clean, and not
overcrowded with furniture. If children
have wool sleeping suits it will not mat
ter so much if the bed-clothes are kicked
off. Night clothes should always be loose
at neck, waist, and arms. Bed-clothes
should be warm but light; heavy counter
panes have no place on children's beds.

Special Tastes. —Mothers who are wise
will take particular notice of any special
tastes on the part of their sons or daugh
ters, and develop them. It is foolish to
force a child to study for a trade or pro
fession which has no attractions for it.

Here are four things that every mother
should teach her children: They should
learn that there are very many things in
the world that they are not allowed to
eat, know, or possess until they are older.
They should never be allowed to speak
mockingly or laugh at sacred things.
They should learn prompt and unques
tioning obedience to those in authority
over them. They should never be al
lowed to treat animals cruelly or with
indifference to their pain.

The Moral Sense in the Lower Animals.
By W. Lander Lindset, F.R.S.E.

PART III.
Monkeys and other animals some- bidden pleasures, not only knowing that

times show, as much as does the human they are, but because of their being,
child, a very decided enjoyment of for- interdicted.
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The dog, horse, mule, elephant, and
other animals have frequently a distinct
sense, feeling, or knowledge of duty,
trust, or task; and this not only as re

gards their own personal obligations,
but in so far as duty of various kinds
is attachable to other individuals of the
same species, or to those of other genera
and species, including man himself—
when, for instance, such duty of man's
has any immediate reference to, or con
nection with, themselves. In other

words, they have clear conceptions of
their own duties and of the duties of
others, including man, in relation to
them.

The discharge of their own duties,
which in many instances are self-im
posed, involves, or is characterized by—

1. An understanding of the nature
of the work to be executed —of the duty
required, fot instance, by man.

2. Conscientiousness in the discharge
of duty, which again implies—

a. Sterling honesty and fidelity.
b. Willingness or zeal.
c. Regularity, including persever

ance, patience, and method.
d. Accuracy, based on high intel

ligence.
The working elephant requires that

the nature of its work should be ex
plained to it

,

to as great an extent as

possible demonstratively—by illustra
tion. It very quickly and readily com

prehends what it is that man wishes
and expects it to do, and it very soon
learns to execute its task without super
vision, bringing to the discharge of its
duty so much zeal or heartiness, so

much conscientiousness, that it fre
quently displays an obvious dread of
failure in, or of inability for, the due
fulfillment of its trust, even when the
causes of such failure or incompetency,
where they exist, scarcely come within,
or are altogether beyond, the animal's
control. There are such things in the

dog, elephant, horse, and other animals
as excess of zeal, wrong ideas of duty,
mistakes in the mode of discharging it

,

and morbid conscientiousness. Man's
cruel taunts not unfrequently lead the
too willing horse or elephant to the

attempting of tasks for which their
strength, or lack thereof, does not qual
ify them, and death in or from such

attempts is the occasional result; while
the dog sometimes carries its honesty or
fidelity in the defence of a trust to a

ridiculous extent, or displays qualities,
noble in themselves, under absurd cir
cumstances. The dog's anxiety to learn
his duty has been pointed out by the
Ettrick Shepherd, who thus writes of
his celebrated Sirrah: "As soon as he

discovered that it was his duty [to turn
sheep], and that it obliged me, I can
never forget with what anxiety and

eagerness he learned his different evo
lutions."

Duties that are voluntarily assumed,
that are frequently of an irksome and
even of an unnatural kind, are some
times discharged in the most admirable

way—for instance, by self-constituted
foster-parents that have adopted or

phaned or deserted young, often belong
ing to other genera and species, and
even to natural enemies.

Quite as frequently, perhaps, parental
or maternal duties of a natural and im
portant character are delegated or left
to any other animal possessed of a suf
ficiently powerful charity or compas
sion, a sufficiently strong maternal or

parental
" instinct." The duties of

parentage or otherwise may be simply
left undischarged without the slightest
regard to the results of such neglect;
every opportunity may be taken o

f

shirking work that is disagreeable, or a

task of whatever nature is executed in

a very perfunctory, perhaps merely
nominal, way. There is

,

in other words,
in some cases just as decided an insen
sibility to the claims of duty, just as

marked a cold indifference to its dis
charge, as in other cases there are con
scientiousness and kindliness. It is

only fair, however, to bear in mind that
such apathy, frequently of an obvious
ly unnatural character, is one of the
common results of mental defect or dis
order, just as it is too frequently in. man
himself.

The dog frequently makes duty and
its discharge paramount to all other
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considerations. To it are sacrificed
even revenge on the one hand, or temp
tations to the pursuit of game, or to
access to food, on the other. Death
itself is sometimes preferred to the de

sertion of a trust or charge (Watson).
Many a dog restrains all its natural
propensities under a sense of duty and

responsibility. When on " duty," in
trusted with a message from a master,
it very literally places

" business before

pleasure "; its self-control may even

prevent desirable or necessary self-
defence. f

Whether it be from a sense of justice,
of duty, or of conscientiousness, it is a

fact that certain working dogs and other
animals not only attend faithfully to
their own duties, but see that their
companions give equal attention to
theirs. They exact duty or work from,
or enforce it in, their colleagues (Wat
son).

Certain of the lower animals have a

very decided sense of justice and injus
tice, of equity or fairness, and the re
verse. Thus the dog, horse, mule, ass,

camel, elephant, and other working ani
mals have a feeling that " the laborer
is worthy of his hire"; that they de

serve a certain meed of praise, credit, or
reward—a certain return in food and
drink, in domestic comfort or personal
attention — for service rendered. There
is a clear recognition of the value of
service —a knowledge of personal de
serts. Hence they so frequently exhibit
a sore sense of ill-requital of hard labor
or of self-sacrifice. Punishment which
they know to be undeserved they resent
—sometimes dangerously to man —and
in doing so they discriminate and esti
mate man's injustice.

The bread-buying dog does very
much the same thing —detects and pro
tests against man's unfair dealing when,
offering its penny for a roll, a baker
tries, waggishly or otherwise, to cheat
it by giving it something of inferior
value or refusing it a quid pro quo at
all.

There must further exist in certain
animals some perception of the distinc
tion between spoken as well as acted

truth and falsehood, fact and fiction;
for we are told, for instance, that the
parrot sometimes not only detects but
denounces with the utmost indignation
man's verbal falsehoods

'

(" Animal
World"). On the other hand, one of
the occasionally base or bad purposes
to which the same bird applies its won
derful gift of speech is mendacity: so

that it is capable at once of "telling
lies " itself and of detecting and repri
manding falsehood in man.

A certain sentiment of decency, mod-

AN INTELLIGENT MONKEY.

esty, or propriety occurs in various so

cial animals, illustrated as it is by—
1. Their sexual bashfulness and

chastity.
2. Their care of the dead, including

the—
3. Use of dying-places and ceme

teries.
4. Their employment of latrines or

their equivalents.
It has to be remarked that the moral

virtues are illustrated mainly by or in
those animals that have directly or in
directly received their moral training
from man —such animals as the dog,
elephant, and horse. As a general rule
— to which there are exceptions both in
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man and other animals—the human
child and the young animal can equally
be educated both to distinguish and do
the right. In the formation of their
characters moral virtue may be made to
dominate over moral vice, though it is

probably impossible in either case to

extinguish the latter. Moral perfecti
bility may be aimed at, though it can

not be attained; but the degree of moral
excellence attainable is such in other
animals, as in the child, that it should
stimulate man to put forth all efforts
in the moral training of both.

Thoughts on Education.
By S. Dexter, of London.

Part III.

We who are teachers know how far
short even the best of us come of what
we might be as educators, but none the
less do we see the ideal of what an edu
cator might be. One of the chief requi
sites of a successful educator is a knowl
edge of human nature, more particularly
that of child nature. In this connection
I knew of no study that can be of such

help to him as a practical knowledge of
Phrenology, and the teachings of Gall,
Spurzheim, Combe, the Fowlers, and
other less known Phrenologists. These
teachings will lead him to understand
the diversity of behavior, character,
and ability in his pupils, and will lead
him to understand how to avoid the mis
take of applying the self-same treatment
to all his pupils. They will help him to
see very quickly in which direction a

check is required. Again, it will lead
the teacher to be far more judicious in
rebukes and punishments, in rewards
and commendations. He will see how it
is that the same offence occurs frequent
ly in particular cases, and perhaps sel
dom in others, and will understand that
he has to endeavor first to get the child
to see or realize that the action is an of
fence, and then punish accordingly. It
will help him to judge of the children's
work not only by productions, but also
by the outlay of effort on the part of
individual children. This should tend
to produce a good tone among the pu
pils, as they would soon recognize that
their treatment was just, for children
are particularly quick to see the justice
or injustice of the treatment adminis

tered to them. It would also give the
teacher a far greater hold over his pu
pils; and the children, feeling they were
so well known and understood by their
teacher, the bond between teacher and

taught would be greatly strengthened
and more efficacious. Some will say that
teachers who know nothing of Phrenol
ogy get to know the individual charac
teristics of their pupils, and also how to
deal with them. This may be so in the
case of teachers who are born students of
character, very observant, and great
lovers of children, but even in such
cases the knowledge is not obtained un
til after some considerable time, and in
that time how many children may have
been made to feel themselves unjustly
treated, and how much time have been
lost. Our children are taught in classes,

which, when these are of moderate size,
is in many points a good thing. The chil
dren's natural abilities and intelligence
being greatly spurred by one another,
a healthy spirit of emulation aroused,
and much more pleasure obtained by
working in company, so that the teacher
cannot possibly make individual studies
of her children, but even without that,
she will find her knowledge of Phrenol
ogy used indirectly and perhaps almost
unconsciously of very great value in her
work. Frcebel was, as it would be well
if every teacher were, a born teacher.
He writes of his first experience in a

school as teacher: " I felt like a fish in
water, a bird in the air, perfectly at
home in my work, and as if I had always
been a teacher. Indeed it was as if I
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had never wished for anything else, and

yet, before I entered that school-room,
I had never dreamed of such a thing as

possible for me. Now I know I am in-
my element in the class-room; I cannot

tell you how quickly and pleasantly the

time flies; I love the children and they
love me, and we quite look forward to

the lesson. This happiness is no doubt
partly due to my sense of the noble end

toward which I am striving, but the

mutual affection between myself and the
children contributes its part."

Pestalozzi says of his children at

Stanz: "The best education I can give
them is to live with them." He tells us

that in the five months in which he lived
alone with his poor children, fed them,

taught them, often washed and dressed

them, the change brought about in those

rough, uncared-for, in some cases vicious
children, was so marked physically,
morally, and mentally, as to be the talk
of the country round. The truest educa
tion is that which is guided by love, and

thus it follows that it is in the power
of a parent to become the best of all edu
cators. In her case, in a greater degree
than in that of the teacher, is she kept
continuously at the task of educating.
Her love is the great awakener, the great
eye-opener, the great enlightener. She

sees her children under all conditions—
they are dependent upon her, she knows

them individually, their peculiarities
and foibles. She, if she wish to, can be
come the greatest of educators. It is in
some of our English homes, where the
mother is not bo worried and over

worked as to be nervously unstrung, that
we meet with some of the noblest in
stances of true educators, and even bet
ter work might be done by such parents,
if only they trained their children not
only according to the dictates of natural
mother intuition, but also according to

scientific knowledge of the possibilities
in their children, and of the best meth
ods of changing such into actualities.

The educator's stock of general in
formation need be very extensive, in
deed; he will do well to cultivate a wide
awake observant and enquiring mind,
and is bound to keep himself conversant
with the events of the day. These
should be talked over with his pupils, as

far as possible, in an unprejudiced spirit,
for in such talks with the children there
is a splendid oportunity of inculcating
tolerance of opinion, and leading the
children to see that proper respect is
due to the opinions of others. He would
do well to see other lands and customs
as far as possible. In his studies he has
need of a knowledge of physiology and

anatomy, in order that he may know how
to deal wisely and efficiently with his
children, will not allow positions which,
becoming habits, have a bad effect upon
the developing child, will know how to

adopt different drilling exercises so as to

strengthen and improve the physique.
He will need to be a practical follower
of the goddess Hygeia, in striving to at
tain the best possible health conditions
for his children, will look thoroughly to
the keeping up a supply of pure air in
which to work, to bright and well
lighted surroundings. He will then re
alize that a few minutes' break for a run
in the middle of a two-hours' course will
not be lost time.

Comenius, Rousseau, Pestalozzi,
Krause, and Frcebel were all agreed that
the self-activity of the child is at the
foundation of education. This implies
that instead of simply having informa
tion poured into a comparatively passive
and inactive mind, instead of having to
learn a whole string of facts from a book,
the child is to be taught in an entirely
contrary method.

THOUGHTS FROM RUSKIN.
Whenever money is the principal object

of life with either man or nation it is both
got ill and spent ill, and does harm both
in the petting and spending, but when it
is not the principal object it and all other
things will be well got and well spent.

Twenty people can gain money for one

who can use it, and the vital question for
individual and for nation is never " how
much do they make?" but " to what pur
pose do they spend?"

We are not sent into the world to do
anything into which we cannot put our
hearts.
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Can Volition be Trained ?

" Wliat is put into the first of life is put into the whole of life. Start right.'

For many years we have held that the

will is capable of being trained, but peo

ple have somewhat doubted the possi

bility on practical grounds, preferring
to believe that as they are born so must

they continue. Fortunately, out of the

labyrinth of pessimism there is coming

a mental belief that the brain is capable

of improving its innate powers through
mental gymnastics, as well as by phys

ical culture, and experiments are being
made in many laboratories, both in this

country and abroad, where practical

proofs are at hand to show that we were

not at fault in our reasoning in suppos

ing that each faculty of the mind had

its separate volition, and that each men

tal volition carried with it its physical

complement, or' physical will.

In order to train the one we must

really understand the other; if we want

a healthy brain we should encourage a

healthy body to support it
,

for the one

depends entirely upon the other. The

muscle is directed by the brain, and the

brain is sustained by the quality and

strength of its muscular skill. We can

measure the mind's power by determin

ing the connection of the muscular en

ergy which connects itself with certain

cerebral centres. Without going more

fully into the subject of duality of

power at the present time we are

anxious that it should be studied from a

phrenological standpoint more fully
than it is. Men have so much to do of a

business character, or so much mental

work in their prof essions, that they need

to conserve their energy as much as pos

sible. We propose, in the forthcoming
session of the American Institute of

Phrenology, commencing in Septem

ber, to incorporate some of the newest

ideas with regard to brain culture as

specially adapted to those who wish to

produce the best results with the least
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noticeable exhaustion. We can do

this on phrenological principles, and

thus we invite all students who are

interested in increasing will power and

mental control to prepare to take either

a course at the regular session, or apply
for a correspondence course through
the mail.

The Institute at its last session had

the valuable services of a physician and

experimenter who was able to give prac

tical as well as theoretical knowledge on

the working out of several kinds of

data, facilities for examining which the

Institute had never before realized. We

are therefore the more interested in in

forming the public, so that ample time

and opportunity may be given to many

active men and women to obtain sub

stitutes during the course of six to

seven weeks of instruction that will lib
erate them while the session is in opera

tion, and thus benefit by the course of

instruction.

HEREDITY.

Many people do not interpret here

dity correctly. To our way of think
ing a good or bad trait is not actually

given to an offspring, but the tendency

is implanted in the embryo. Do not let

us get into the way of saying, that

child's consumption was inherited, but

rather that the tendency to that malady

was transmitted, which with proper

exercise, diet, outdoor work and proper

sleep would have warded off the tend

ency, but with favorable surroundings,

the predisposition and the thought that

"Father had it," the disease is con

tracted.

THE POWER OF SUGGESTION.

We have for many years argued the

power of suggestion through the doc

trines of Phrenology. To-day many are

believing in the efficacy of a person's

will and reason in the cure of disease.

We are glad to have light come in from

any quarter, and we must not be un

mindful that for the past century

Phrenology has been the touchstone

for all these newer forms of interpreta

tion.

We cannot tell perhaps how much

harm has come from the influence of

mind upon body in working disease, but

we can help every individual to encour

age a hopeful and happy state of mind

and thus chase away depression and

misery.

THE HEALTH OF OUR GIRLS.

The health of our girls is a subject

that startled us on reading the recent

examination of three hundred young

women seeking entrance into the Chi

cago Normal School the other day.

The report shows that only sixty-seven

of the number were in good health.

The " Congregationalist," in comment

ing on this report, thinks that too many

studies in the high school, too little

attention to physical exercise, poorly-

prepared and hastily-eaten lunches, and

long sessions are given as the causes of

this condition, which is deplorable. It
continues:

" We imagine that the school

is not entirely to blame; it is not un

likely that many of these girls take

music lessons, belong to two or three

societies, are active in church work, and

have engagements for five out of seven

evenings. The school-girl feels the

spirit of the age as well as her mother

and older sister, and is probably under

taking too many things, and rushing

through all of them with nervous in

tensity. Girls of high-school age need

careful oversight and firm restraint on

the part of their parents. Who will
sound the alarm? The Phrenologist
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must do his or her part. So many cases

have come under our notice of late of

bright overtaxed girls who are straining

every nerve to accomplish double what

their organizations ought to carry out,

that we feel sure that this word of warn

ing cannot come too soon. Plenty of

sleep and out-door exercise are more

important than book-learning at this

very important period of a girl's life.

Cannot parents be made to realize this?

Stephenson's warning in a letter to a

friend during one of his illnesses is ap

plicable just here; he says,
' remember

to keep well, and remember rather any

thing than not to keep well, and again

I say, anything rather than not to keep

well.' "

REVIEWS.

" Mortara," by Mrs. Helen Aldridge De
Kroyft, of New York.
" Mortara " is a bit of the life of the

writer. It is said that those books read
the best that possess a portion of the au
thor's own experience. True it is that
when an author weeps over the pathetic
parts of his work and laughs merrily over
his jokes are the ones that please the best.
The exquisite word-painting of this book
allows of no criticism, but only leaves us
full of appreciation for the one who can
so truthfully describe her inmost feel
ings.

The book is written in the form of let
ters which extended over many years.
" Mortara " was a scholarly Russian gen
tleman who came into her sightless life
and enabled her to see more richly the
inner glow of the heart than perchance
is given to the majority of her sex. He
had much learning and spoke many
tongues. He was an ideal friend, and for
ten years they gathered inspiration from
each other, but for the twenty following
years their paths diverged, though space
made no change in their united thoughts.
The poetic descriptions and her own no
ble appreciation of his character must
truly be read rather than described. One
may feel the experiences that she passed
through, but there is not one in a thou
sand who can put them into words. She
dipped her pen into the depths of a sweet
and noble spirit; it is rich in pathos, and
artistic in sentiment.

OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions op General Interest onlt
mill be answered in this department. But one
m estion at a time, and that clearly stated, must
be propounded, if correspondents expect vs to

give them the benefit of an early consideration.
If Yon Use a Pseudonym or Initials,

write your full name and address also. Some
correspondents forget to sign their names.

DOES PHRENOLOGY AID SURGERY?

Dear Sir: In reporting the following
case I feel it is one that will interest every
lover of truth and humanity:

Dr. T. C. Koessel, 191 South Clark
Street, Chicago, called me in to examine
the head of Tony Defreyer, 200 West Tay
lor Street, Chicago. It seems that this
young man, when but five years of age,
fell from a porch striking his head upon
a three-cornered instrument or projec
tion, causing a fracture of both tables of
the skull over the junction of the organs
of Cautiousness and Sublimity, also de
pressing the skull over the organ of Hope
and extending slightly to the organ of
Ideality. Upon measuring the head I
found that the circumference was but
twenty inches, while the organs of De-
structiveness registered six and one-
fourth and Secretiveness six and Cau
tiousness six and one-fourth degrees
upon the calipers. The side head was
greatly depressed, in fact, flat. The
organs of Tune, Calculation, Construc-
tiveness, and Acquisitiveness were very
deficient, and I inferred that there was
but feeble function if any. I made about
the following statement to his parents
and brothers:
I find the head below the average

size for a man twenty-nine years of age

(he having been in this . condition for
twenty-four years). The organs of De-
structiveness, Secretiveness, Continuity,
are large enough to properly proportion
a head of twenty-two and one-half inches
in circumference, while the intellectual,
constructive, and economical organs are
so small and feeble that I am doubtful if
he is able to comprehend the plurality of
numbers, or the use of money. (It is a
singular fact that he did not know the
value of a penny from that of a dollar,
nor had he the slightest conception of
numbers. In fact, was an idiot so far as
intellect goes.) I find that the greatest
depression of the skull is over a very
dangerous organ, viz., Cautiousness, and
it has excited his Secretivenes, until he
is abnormally suspicious, and that organ
in turn has aroused Destructivenes until
he becomes dangerously angry, as a re
sult of fear and suspicion. I advised
them to have Dr. K. trephine the skull at
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the point of the greatest injury, for if
they let the matter go much longer he
would, during a burst of rage, be liable
to kill some one. (Up to the close of
these remarks I had not received any
word or intimation concerning his dispo
sition, or peculiar mentality.) He has
grown steadily worse since this examina
tion, which was in June.

Upon the 21st day of November, he at
tacked his mother, and when compelled
to desist, he tore his clothing from his
person, and finally attempted self-de
struction with a razor. His brother
stayed his hands in both instances, and
immediately took him to the office of Dr.
Koessel where the operation was decided
upon. The patient was removed to a
private hospital, corner Jackson Road
and Centre Avenue. (Where he is at the
present writing.)

Dr. Koessel called in Dr. Bucking,
lecturer and head surgeon at Bennet
Medical College, to assist him in the
operation. They found the skull was de
nuded of its pericranium over an area the
size of a half dollar, and after trephining,
that the dura-mater was closely attached
to the skull and that both tables of the
skull at that point had sustained a stellate
fracture, pressing heavily upon the brain
to the depth of three-eighths of an inch.

The operation was successful, and the
young man is rapidly recovering or
rather developing his child-like intellect
ual faculties, is able to count and compre
hend from one to fifteen, and has not
manifested any of his former abnormal
sense of fear or violence. Despite the
fact that eight M.D.'s said that " nothing
could be done for him after so long a
time from the date of injury," the pa
tient has improved rapidly. So much for
the truth and utility of Phrenology. Aa
Bishop Samuel W. Fallows remarked
(when I was reporting the case to him),
" You have, by removing the bone that
pressed upon those brain-centres, pro
duced a physical, mental, and moral
change in his character —a wonderful
change." Yours truly,

J. M. Fitzgerald, Chicago.
(Phrenologist.)

. TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

Character Sketches from Photographs.
— New tubieriber* sending photograph* for re

mark* on their character tinder this heading
must observe the following condition* : Each

photograph mutt be accompanied by a stamped
and directed envelope for the return of the

photograph. The photograph or photograph*
(for, where potrible, two should be tent, one giv-
tug a front and the other a lid* view) mutt be

good ,xnd recent ; and, lastly, each application

mutt frt accompanied by a remittance of fl.00
(St. Englith) for twelve month*' tubtcription
to the Phrenological Journal. Letter* to be

addretted to Fowler £ Well* Co., New York,
or L. If. Fowler Jf Co., London.

M. S. M.—Wisconsin. —Your photo
graphs indicate that you have a very
anxious, susceptible mind; you easily
take the burdens of others upon your
own Bhoulders, even if you have enough
to think of of your own. Your constitu
tional vigor does not always supply a
sufficient amount of health for you to
enjoy fleeting and transitory things as
much as we would like to see, conse
quently you will have to collect the sun
beams on every bright day in order to
have them on dark and gloomy ones.
You have a very thoughtful, intelligent,
intuitive, sympathetic, and conscientious
mind, and are altogether too serious; if
you could admit more fun into your every
day life you would be able to chase away
many trifling annoyances. Try to get
more sleep, and drink more milk, and give
up tea and coffee, try chocolate occasion
ally, and you will begin to pick up flesh.
Keep a stern look out when worry is in
clined to take hold of you and visit your
household and nip it in the bud. Get out
of yourself and take as many holidays as
you can, they will do you good and all
in the house will benefit by your having
more rest.

No. 501.— S. N. W., Leoti, Kan—You
have a substantial, utilitarian character,
which can bear some polishing, and this
will come when you have an opportunity
to improve your mind with study. We
would advise you to take up agricultural
studies and devote yourself to the science
of producing something special. You
live in a neighborhood where you can im
prove on the soil to your own benefit.
You can become a specialist if you
will make an effort to be individual.
Continuity by thinking a little more of
yourself than you have up to the present.
Can you not attend some night school?
You could succeed in railroading, or ex
press work, either of which would bring
you out more than working on the farm.

No. 502.— R. B., Piedmont, S. C— We
were glad to receive the particulars with
regard to your children. We wish that
every mother would be as careful in pre
serving the particulars connected with
their birth and bringing up, and it is also
encouraging that you have taken so muoh
note of your own condition during ma
ternity. Facts are curious things and
stagger many who are not prepared to re
ceive them. R. B. is a fine child; he has
a superior development of Veneration and
Philoprogenitiveness, hence he will be
willing to do your bidding under reason
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able control, and will bring out the re
spect of children and be able to teach
them in a firm and gentle manner. He
will be beloved by everyone, hence will
make many friends. His head appears to
be large for his age, hence he had better
not be pushed with his lessons.

No. 503.— M. B., Piedmont, S. C— Is a

different kind of boy to his brother. He
is more serious, very thoughtful, and very
firm and positive. He will defend a good
cause. He has a remarkable development
of Vitativeness, which will enable him to
live through many vicissitudes. He will
need careful training, for when he once
conceives an idea he does not let go of it.
He will make a good doctor, and will take
extra pleasure in considering the wants
and conditions of his patients; he will
never consider any trouble too great if
he can benefit anyone by the transaction.

No. 504— B. C. B., O'Dell, Ind.—This lad
has a superior degree of quality and re
finement about him, and will prefer to be
surrounded by those who are refined
rather than those who are rough, rude,
and impolite. He will be quick in some
things, namely, in asking questions, but
he will be slow in other things, probably
in getting up in the morning. He is
kind-hearted, tender in his feelings, and
will not want to hurt a fly or pull off a
butterfly's wings. He should be able to
succeed in office work, for he will be reli
able, steady, economical, and will look
after the little things. He must bring out
his order, and roll up the string, and
straighten out the paper that comes
round on the parcels so as to have these
articles on hand when he needs them.
He is a highly sensitive lad, and will feel
criticisms very highly.

No. 505.— M. F. G., Lincoln, Neb.— You
have largely a scientific mind, and could
take special pleasure in following out
those lines of work that would draw you
out of yourself and help you to study nat
ure. You should be good in finance, and
in the study of accounts and shipping, and
general business, for you have a good per
ceptive intellect, and this will help you
to understand a hustling business life.
You like experimental work, practical
chemistry, or, as a manufacturing chem
ist you could succeed, for you know how
to make combinations and use up mate
rial to a good account. Make a point of
studying some definite subject every year
so as to improve your mind all that you
possibly can.

No. 506.— R, B. F., Hartford, Mich.—
Yours is an aspiring nature. You live on
the mountain top and do not let trifles
cast you down. You are quite ingenious
and imaginative, consequently are in your
element when you are driving ahead with
a good deal of responsibility at stake.
You are not easily intimidated, hence you
will drive ahead and keep abreast of the

times. Debate will have quite an interest
for you, and as a public speaker you
could enjoy the comparison of arguments.
You are quite intuitive and could make
an apt scholar.

No. 507.— W. R., While Oak Springs,
Wis. —You have a full front to your head
with plenty of ideas to give to others,
hence should be a manager, director, su
perintendent of men. You have the
spirit to go ahead and plan out work for
others. You are seldom idle and know
how to think a thing out before you come
to it. You make a great many friends,
and were you a physician you would have
more patients than you would know what
to do with; one would tell another of
your beneficial treatment. If you were
in business you would not need to adver
tise, for you would get all the custom you
wanted through the interest of your cli
ents. You have always something on
hand to do, and are constantly planning
ways and means for the enjoyment of
your friends. Language is well repre
sented, and you talk with a relish and a
keen interest in what you say.

No. 508.— J. M„ Laurens, S. C.—Your
photographs indicate that you look all
round a subject before you give your
opinion, and were you about to be en
gaged to be married it would be neces
sary for you to have full time to discuss
the pros and cons of your future happi
ness. We are inclined to think that you
would idealize anyone you cared for, and
make more out of others than you would
out of yourself. You should show hon
esty of friendship, taste, and artistic ap
preciation and frankness and candor
when you are ready to give an opinion.
You trust others with a good deal of fore
sight and faith, and we trust that your
faith will never be misplaced. Your love
of beauty is very strong, and you will de
light in studying nature and artistic
work. You have an interesting character
and it will show itself in a marked way in
domestic or social life. You ought ai

rways to get out for some exercise in the
open air every day.

W. Whitney, Cross Keys, has an aspir
ing mind, is very resolute, trustworthy,
and independent; he is anxious to make
his mark in the world and to take on a
responsibile position in life. He will suc
ceed best as a business manager, secre
tary, or superintendent. He is sharp, ac
tive, and energetic with a keen percep
tive intellect, very practical and obser
vant. His perseverance and aggressive
spirit enables him to overcame obstacles
and to assert his own individuality, he is
careful in speculating, and is a good judge
of quality and the property of things. He
must diligently apply himself to one
thing at a time and not have " too many
irons in the fire " at once.
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WHAT PHRENOLOGISTS ARE
DOING.

FIELD NOTES.

Dr. W. K. Burr is now in Los Angeles,
Cal.

Ira L. Guilford, who is now in Los An
geles, Cal., is meeting with success in his
work.

Allen Haddock contemplates visiting
Europe during the Paris Exposition. We
wish him a bon voyage.

W. G. Alexander is in Denver, Col., and
is going to Knnsas City, Mo., to arrange
for a series of phrenological lectures in
the early spring.

T. W. Fitzgerald has opened an office
in Chicago, 111.

Owen H. Williams has left New York
for Philadelphia, Pa.

A. H. Welch is lecturing in Belleville,
Canada.

Martha J. Keller is commanding a large
practice in Cincinnati.

Pearle Batte Doty continues to publish
" Self-Knowledge."

Mrs. May Vaught has published a
pamphlet on " Your Head, and What Is
in It."

L C. L., Mass.—You can cultivate your
self-esteem by taking more real interest
in yourself and compare yourself with
others, and you will find in many things
you excel your friends. This fact should
make you feel more confident and willing
to try repeatedly without thought of fail
ure.

F. V. T., Ohio.—Many thanks for copy
of the Peruna Almanac. The writer on
Phrenologist is evidently not a Phrenol
ogist, for in his opening remarks he mis
represents what Phrenologists teach.

I still make my home at Lindsay, Vic
toria County, Canada, and have been
practicing Phrenology ever since I grad
uated from the Institute, in 1896. I have
met with a great many well educated and
cultured people, ministers, teachers, doc
tors, and lawyers, also interested in
Phrenology and wish it success.

James Dean.

Prof. Foster, who lectured in the Bap
tist Church Tuesday night on the subject
of Phrenology, is an easy and interest
ing speaker. He is truly master of the
science of Phrenology, and his examina
tions more that satisfactory. He had a
goodly number of callers while here.
(Ann Arbor, Mich.).

D. Mackenzie, F.A.I.P., Phrenologist, is
in town (Bolton, Ontario), and has been
" reading the heads " of many of our citi
zens. He is thoroughly acquainted with
the science of Phrenology, and gave a

very interesting and instructive lecture to

the school children on Friday afternoon
last. The lecture might be termed a
comparative study of the brain of man
and the lower animals, illustrating his
points by reference to the skulls of ani
mals and by charts. The lecture was
thoroughly appreciated by the pupils.

Prof. G. Morris, at Benson, Minn.,
closed a very successful series of lectures
in our village during March. He gave fif
teen lectures during his engagement here,
besides attending to phrenological ex
aminations, which kept him quite busy.
Although the attendance at the opening
lectures was very good, the interest in
creased so that at the close the hall was
crowded to overflowing. His lectures on
health were especially instructive. The
professor informed us that it is just
twenty years ago this month since he
first visited our village. He has during
that time travelled all over the country
advancing the science of Phrenology, and
carries numerous testimonials to prove
his efficiency.

One meeting has been held each week.
Attendance and interest good.

Lectures have been given at different
times by Madame Lila D. Windsor, Mrs.
Smith, and Mr. Bell, graduates of the
American Institute.

Dr. M. Lilburn Merrill lectured on " The
Threshold of Life " before a crowded hall.

The newspapers have given favorable
notices.

President Stewart has led the society-
most admirably.

Denver, Col.

MANCHESTER TALENT.

The winter meeting of the Merrimack
Valley Teachers' Association was held in
Concord Saturday. The Rev. Edwin
Morrill, of this city, gave a cursory
glance of " The Four Arts of Character
Study and Mind Reading." Mr. Morrill
brought in much that is of great help to
the teacher. His talk was bountifully il
lustrated. From the mere physical
make-up of an individual he showed how
necessary it was to teach and govern
children in different ways. Phrenology,
in its earliest stages, was traced up to
the more recent discoveries in the sub
ject. Pictures of Admiral Dewey, Presi
dent McKinley and William J. Bryan
were shown the audience, and it was told
what to expect from them, judging from
shape and size of the head. Mr. Morrell
thoroughly understands the subject of
Phrenology, and it must be of great value
to anyone, and especially a teacher, if she
has the privilege of attending his Monday
evening class upon the subject of Phre
nology.
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FOWLER INSTITUTE REPORT.
On Wednesday, February 7th, Mr. W.

Becker read a carefully prepared paper
on "Mind and Soul," which was atten
tively listened to by a good audience.
The subject was treated from a Theosoph-
ical standpoint, and the theories advanced
were new to most present. A short dis
cussion took place and several questions
were asked by Messrs. Overall, William
son, Hill, Crow, and Elliott. Mr. Becker
suitably replied and was thanked for his
paper. Mr. Elliott gave a practical dem
onstration of Phrenology. Mr. W. J. Cor-
bett was chairman of the meeting.

Wednesday, February 21st, Mr. F.
Feroza was in the chair. Mr. D. T. Elliott
gave an address on " Small Heads v. Large
Heads." There was a large attendance of
members and students. A lively discus
sion followed the address, in which
Messrs. Whellock, Henry, Overall, Will
iamson, Ramsay, and the Chairman took
part. Mr. Elliott replied to the questions
raised in the debate, and a very profitable
evening was spent.

During the month Mr. D. T. Elliott has
lectured in Hastings, under the auspices
of the Hastings Phrenological Society.
This society is doing excellent work un
der the direction of Miss Mallard.

On February 10th a grand conversa
zione was held in connection with the
Birkbeck Institute, City. Mr. D. T. Elliott
was in attendance and gave two addresses
and several public delineations.

Miss E. Higgs, F.F.I., is still in Glasgow
and reports progress in her phrenological
work.

Mr. W. A. Williams, F.F.I., is busily en
gaged in lecturing and examining in
Swansea.

HASTINGS PHRENOLOGICAL SOCI
ETY.

On Monday, Feb. 10th, a lecture was
given at the Central Hall by Mr. D. T. El
liott, a well-known student of the human
head, under the auspices of the Hastings
Phrenological Society. The subject was:
" The Chief Characteristics of the Gener
als at the Seat of War." and there was a
good audience. Mr. Elliott illustrated
his remarks with a number of superb
drawings of both Boer and British lead
ers of the military operations in South
Africa.—Hastings Observer.

THE FOWLER INSTITUTE, LONDON.
A successful meeting was held on Wed

nesday, March 7th, at the above Institute,
when Mr. Feroza read an interesting
paper on " Heredity."

Mr. Brown (President) presided on this
occasion, and a discussion followed, in
which many of the members took part.

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
PHRENOLOGY.

On March 14th the fifth lecture of the
season was given by Charles Brodie Pat
terson, editor of " Mind," who gave an
address on " The Effect of Thought on
the Human Organism." The audience
was a large and appreciative one. The
lecture throughout was replete with
beautiful thoughts and practical sug
gestions. He traced the usefulness of
Phrenology and referred to the time
when Mr. L. N. Fowler examined his
head, and the encouragement he gave
him as a young man.

An outline of his address will appear
next month.

Miss Fowler delineated the characters
of a lady and gentleman at the close.
The gentleman was the one who gave
Stanley his orders from the " Herald "
to go to find Livingstone; the lady was
a former writer on the " Herald."

NOTICE.
The next lecture of the American In

stitute of Phrenology will be held on
Wednesday, April 4th. Dr. Carlton Simon
has promised to give his special lecture
on " The Line Between Crime and In
sanity."

As Dr. Simon is an expert on insanity
he will be able to give some valuable
experiences on the subject.

On April 12th Miss Fowler will lecture
at the Brooklyn Institute, under the
auspices of the Section on Educational
Psychology. Her subject will be " The
Child, as a Social, Selfish, Intellectual,
and Moral Unit." Mrs. F. W. Hooper will
preside.

Miss J. A. Fowler lectured on February
28th before the Demorest Union. Her
subject was the effect of alcohol in de
teriorating brain power.

On March 27th Miss Fowler lectured
before the Hundred Year Club on " How
to Increase our Usefulness throughout
a Hundred Years."

WIT AND WISDOM.
Necessity is a priceless spur.
The first thing to do, if you have not

done it, is to fall in love with your work.
THE CHICKEN RAISED THEM.

Friend— " Do you raise vegetables? "
Suburbanite (sadly) —" No, I only plant

them; my neighbor's chickens raise
them." —Exchange.

A DISTINCTION.
Landlady — Isn't this a good chicken?
Boarder — It may have been a good

chicken morally, but physically it was a
wreck.
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WAIT.
What a great advantage it is when we

have wisdom and grace enough to omit
all the hard words and sharp criticisms,
and keep right down to solid, sweet, and
convincing logic! He is already defeated
along the line of perfect love who has
lost his temper and who has lost his head
enough to show it.

Sharp words and sharp writing and
■harp publications ought to wait until
we are sure we want to use them. Sleep
on them. Wait a day. Wait a week.
Wait a month. Perhaps by that time you
will be ready to wait forever. Perhaps
you will then be glad you did not speak
or write or publish such words under the
heat and haste of a wounded or bad spirit,
and you will say: " Well, I will not say it
or write it or publish it at all. I will use
something else that sounds like perfect
love." No one ever regrets deliberation.
Many have bitterly regretted haste.

CALCULATION.
A boy, who had been in college a few

months, came home to spend the holi
days.

At dinner two ducks were brought on.
" I can prove that there are three ducks

there," he said to his father.
" Dear, dear," said his father, " how do

you do it? "
" That is one," said the boy, pointing to

the first duck.
" Certainly," said his father.
" That is two," pointing to the other

duck.
" Certainly," said his father.
" Well, one and two are three," said the

hoy, " so you see there are three ducks
three."

" That is wonderful, wonderful," said
his father, " and it is very convenient too.
I will give your mother one duck, and I
will take one, and you can have the third
one, which must be left."—Mirror.

OF WHAT USE IS PHRENOLOGY TO
THE AVERAGE MAN.

A SYMPOSIUM.

1. He becomes acquainted with himself.
2. He becomes better acquainted with

others.
3. In his business relations.
4. In selecting help for what he wants

done.
5. In buying animals for domestic use.
6. In selecting a physician, will he cure

or kill?
7. In employing a lawyer, will he give

honest advice?
8. Your clergyman, is he a wolf in

sheep's clothing?
9. In understanding his children to

properly train.

10. Tells how to improve posterity by
prenatal influence.

11. Religiously, stimulates morality and
chastity.

12. Aids in choosing proper teacher for
his children.

13. In selecting mechanic or architect.
14. In selection for marriage.
15. In selecting an artist, photographer,

or sculptor.
16. In choice of friends who can be

trusted.
17. What merchant will treat him

fairly.
18. In self-culture.
19. In politics, know the man for whom

you vote.
20. For what calling best fitted by nat

ure.
21. It whets up his intuition.
22. In travelling. 1

23. In the selection of his books.
24. In maintaining his health.
25. In buying or building a house for

his own and family's needs.
26. It stimulates his ambition.
27. It increases self-respect.
28. It doubles his usefulness.
29. It enlarges his sphere.
30. It helps him to control himself.
31. It doubles his income.
32. It adds to his influence.
33. It fills his purse.
34. It stores his mind with good

thoughts, which is better than gold.
35. It gives fluency to his language.
36. It brings out his talent.
37. It gives him courage.
38. It supplies him with fresh energy.
39. It makes him prudent.
40. And gives him forensic power to act

and to do.

Practise patience —I can tell you that
requires nearly as much practising as
music; and we are continually losing our
lessons when the master comes.

No more dangerous snare is set by the
fiends for human frailty than the belief
that our own enemies are also the
enemies of God.

What we like determines what we are,
and to teach taste is inevitably to form
character.

The worst romance is not so corrupting
as false history, false philosophy or false
political essays.

No man is worth reading to form your
style who does not mean what he says,
nor was any great style ever invented but
by some man who meant what he said.

Do not talk but of what you know, do
not think but of what you have materials
to think justly upon, and do not look for
things only that you like when there are
others to be seen.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.

On February so, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorporated

under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the pros

ecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of Fowler & Wells.
The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the

business, or in its general management. All remittances should be made payable

to the order of FOWLER & WELLS CO.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of the Phrenological
Journal and Phrbnolocical Magazine is fi.oo a
year, payable in advance.

MONEY, when sent by mail, should be in the form of
Money Orders, Express Money Orders, Drafts on
New York, or Registered Letters. All Postmasters
■re required to Register Letters whenever requested
to do so.

SILVER or other coin should not be sent by mail, as it
is almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope and be lost.

POSTAGE-STAMPS will be received for fractional parts
of a dollar. The larger si. mips are preferred ; they
should never be stuck to the letters, and should always
be sent in sheets —that is, not torn apart.

CHANGE of post-office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without this
information. Notice should be received the first of the
preceding month.

LETTERS OF INQUIRY requesting an answer should
inclose a stamp for return postage, and be sure and
give name and full address every time you write.

ALL LETTERS should be addressed to Fowler & Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the office.
In this wav sily can prompt and careful attention be
secured,

ANY BOOK, PERIODICAL, CHART, Etc., may be or
dered from this office at Publishers1 prices.

AOENTS WANTED for the Phrenological Journal
and our Book Publications, to whom liberal terms will
be given.

CURRENT EXCHANGES. ■

" Human Nature "—San Francisco —

opens with a comparative study of Gen
eral Roberts and General Joubert, by C.
P. Holt. A sketch of George Combe, by
J. T. Miller, and other interesting read
ings on phrenological topics appear in
this number.

" The Book Keeper "—Detroit—con
tains a great variety of useful informa
tion on studies in accountancy and simi
lar subjects. One topic, namely, " What
I Do Not Know about the Moral Develop
ment of Students," by E. H. Beach, shows
that we can learn a great deal by the
study of Phrenology which nothing else
interprets in the same way.

" Good Housekeeping " — Springfield,
Mass.—branches into home-work, home
subjects, as well as such subjects as the
" Significance of the Club Movement," by
Rebecca D. Low, and " Janitors I Have

-Jt- — !

Met " and some others. The photo
graphs of " New Dishes " for the table
look appetizing. " Talks with Fathers
and Mothers," by Margaret E. Sangster,
is a valuable contribution." Werner's Magazine." —New York.—
The March number contains an excellent
portrait of Professor Franklin W. Hoop
er, General Director of the Brooklyn In
stitute, which is doing so much good for
the young men and women of the pres
ent era. " Ruskin and His Writings " are
dilated upon with considerable elo
quence, and the author studied as a
writer, teacher, and man." The American Monthly Review of Re
views "—New York —contains an excel
lent article on " John Ruskin, M.A.,
LL.D., Poet, Painter, and Prophet," by
Lucking Tavener; " The Southern Moun
taineer " is a well-illustrated article, by
William Bedell Frost, which article is fol
lowed by one called " The Educational
Opportunity of Berea;" there are a num
ber of other interesting articles." Harper's Magazine." —New York. —
Mr. Howard H. Hillegas describes " Pre
toria Before the War." " The Problem of
Asia," by Captain A. T. Mahan, is an arti
cle of considerable thought." McClure's Magazine." —New York. —
In the March McClure's we have a sketch
of Edmond Rostrand, the author of " Cy
rano de Bergerac," written by Mr. Mof-
fatt, and Mr. Walter Wellman's account of
the disaster to the Arctic Expedition of
1898 and 1899 is quite interesting." Lippincott's " — Philadelphia — for
March contains a story called " The
Shadow of a Man," by E. W. Hornung." Where Washington Still Lives," by Ru-
fus Rockwell Wilson, is a description of
Mount Vernon. " The Little Christian "
is a short story by Maarten Maartens.
These are among the interesting articles
of the month.

" Vick's Illustrated Magazine "—Roch
ester, N. Y.—is as beautiful as ever in its
illustrations. It describes " Sweet Pea
Culture " and has " Notes from a Peach
Orchard."

" The Churchman " — New York —

■
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March 3 contains an excellent article on
" Christian Citizenship," by the Kev. Has-
tins Rashdall, M.A., D.D., fellow of New-
College, Oxford, which is finely written.
The illustrations in this number are va
ried and accompany an article on " Den
mark," by Jacob Kiis. The one describ
ing " A Wreck in a Northern Sea " is full
of character. " The Ancient Bell- Wo
man " is very true to life.

" Wings "—London, England —contains
a biographical sketch of Miss M. N.
Price, of Bristol, by Alice E. G. Hawkes.

"The Dog Fancier "—Battle Creek,
Mich. —is full of our canine friends this
month, who look as though they could
speak." Mind "—New York — for March con
tains an article on " Subliminal Conscien
tiousness; or The Esoteric Art of Liv
ing," by Joseph Stewart, LL.M.

" The Club Woman " — Boston — for
March contains news of the " General
Federation of Women's Clubs," and a fur
ther study of " Parliamentary Usage."" The Book Buyer "—New York —con
tains a beautiful portrait of Bjornstjern
Bjomsen, and another of John Ruskin.

"The Critic."— New York—The open
ing picture of this month is of Mark
Twain, and certainly it is a very striking
portrait. His white hair, moustache and
eyebrows light up a somewhat sombre
background; a long, black coat is singu
larly relieved by a blue vest. Justice is
not given to his forehead, for it should
have been higher. Other portraits in the
same book or number are Mrs. Robert
Louis Stevenson, who has returned to
America after her long residence in Sa
moa. The late Dr. James Martineau,
Mrs. Humphry Ward and her cat, R. D.
Blackmore,. author of " Lorna Doone ";
Swinburne, the poet; Ruskin in 1857, are
among the interesting pictures of this
month.

" The Literary News." —New York. —
Nelson's picture is the first one that
greets us in the March number. It illus
trates the work brought out by Charles
Scribner of " How England Saved Eu
rope." Pictures of General Joubert and
President Steyn illustrate the work called" The Afrikanders."

" Good Health."—Battle Creek, Mich.—
** Professor Atwater's Experiments " is
the first article, from the pen of Dr. Kel
logg; " Physical Strength Formers," by
Dr. Kate Lindsay, is a short but interest
ing article on an ever-interesting topic;
"The Effects of Alcohol on the Second
Generation " is worthy of our serious at
tention." Omega."— New York.—" Mind, the
Factor in Heredity," by Albert Cha-
vannes, bears upon the importance of the
true development of the mind. " The
Color Forces as Hygienic Agents," by Ed

gar G. Bradford, D.M., is an article worthy
of our attention and one which we give
but little study to." The Vegetarian Magazine." —Phila
delphia and Chicago. —" The Bible and
Vegetarianism " is an article by R. M.
Atchison. The picture of the Rev. Henry
S. Clubb, who is president and founder of
the Vegetarian Society of America, is
pleasing to behold. He writes an edi
torial on the aims of the magazine; with
all the facilities in America for being veg
etarians, few need to give the excuse
that they cannot get a variety of fruit and
vegetables, and in the heat of the summer
surely the vegetarian diet is one that
everyone admires.

" The National Rural Magazine "—Chi
cago —contains a picture of Martha Wash
ington, General Washington, his home in
Mount Vernon, a portrait of him when at
Trenton, also one when he was crossing
the Delaware. These were in memory of
Washington's Birthday.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
Thrall's work received through you re

cently is fine. J. H. D.,
Essex, Mass.

I take much pleasure in reading the
Journal. Find enclosed $1.00 for sub
scription for 1900. M. L. H.,

Decorah, Iowa.

I cannot close this without saying a
word of praise in behalf of two of my
friends in adjoining towns for their
phrenological characters, so fully read by
you recently. It is really a revelation to
me. I only wish I could afford to submit
myself under the same examination.

C. L. B.,
Belmina, Canada.

I am very well pleased with the score of
books I have purchased, and hope to make
other purchases in the future.

E. H.,
Johnstown, Pa.

" Dick's Dumb Bell," a manual of com
bined exercises, fully illustrated, for 25
cents, is a wonder of the age." Manhood," wrecked and rescued, by
Rev. W. J. Hunter, Ph.D., D.D., graduate
of the American Institute of Phrenology,
is a book that will be of valuable service
to the erring and those who wish to build
up their phsical strength and beauty. It
is an exposition of purity that will inspire
a despondent man.

" How to Strengthen the Memory "

($1.00), by Dr. M. L. Holbrook, should be
in every library.

" Know thyself " is an ancient proverb.
" Revere thyself " is equally ancient, and
supplementary to the first.
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To know one's self —to know the al
most infinite powers and capabilities of
the human mind, and yet have no rev
erent feeling for one's self, is scarcely
conceivable.

Reverence is nearly allied to aspiration.
That which we revere (hold in high es
teem, respect and honor) we naturally
aspire to assimilate with, become one
with.

" Mental Science " teaches self-knowl
edge. In this work the student will find
the anatomy of the cranium and its con
tents treated lucidly and with consider
able detail. His or her observation will
be constantly whetted by demonstrations
of variety in the physical conformation
of the head caused by variations in cere
bral development.

EDUCATION: ITS BENEFITS.
Education teaches men to live content

with small means; to seek elegance
rather than luxury, and refinement rather
than fashion; to be worthy, not respect
able, and wealthy, not rich; to listen to
stars and birds, babes and sages, with
open heart; to study hard; to think
quietly; await occasions; hurry never;

in a word, to let the spiritual, unbidden
and unconscious grow up through the
common. —William Ellery Channing." How to Educate the Feelings," by
Charles Bray, and " Science of the Mind,"
by Hoffman, are useful books.

Each day of the week has served as a
day of rest somewhere: Sunday among
Christians, Monday with the Greeks,
Tuesday with the Persians, Wednesday
with the Assyrians, Thursday with the
Egyptians, Friday with the Turks, and
Saturday with the Hebrews." Phrenology and the Scriptures " is of
use to students.

To live, to live, is life's great joy to feel
The living God within, to look abroad.

And, in the beauty that all things reveal
Still meet the living God.

— Robert Leighton.
" How to Live " should be in the hands

of all.
Many books on Vegetarianism may be

obtained from Fowler & Wells and L. N.
Fowler & Co.

We will give a $50 Armada Bicycle for
30 new subscribers to the Journal of
$1.00 each. This offer for April only.

Treatment of Children

SPECIAL ADVICE ON THE
TRAINING!. OF CHILDREN

Children who have peculiar tempers,

and children who are forgetful, diso

bedient, and inattentive at school, should
be brought where valuable suggestions

will be given to each.

Doctors are daily sending test cases

that they may receive special advice.

Suggestions given for home treatment.

Arrest of Mental Develop
ment is a specialty in treatment.

Dullness and Mental Inactivity
thoroughly studied at

FOWLER & WELLS
L 27 E. 21st Street, New York City

"A real luxury for bathing and
shampooing, and a protection against
contagion." —Medical Press.

Packer's
Tar Soap

is pure, mild, thoroughly-
cleansing and delightfully-
refreshing. It quickly re
lieves irritations of the skin
caused by

Chapping;,
Chafing, etc.

"An all-round soap, good for the
body and for the hair and scalp."

— Woman's Medical Journal.
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WHAT IS A PHRENOLOGICAL EXAMINATION.

tempera i
rent Grou

This question is asked occasionally by those who are

Dot acquainted with the claims of Phrenology and the

Method of applying it to the living subject. The purpose
of a Phrenological Examination istostudythe Temperament,

i to health, talent, and character,
: vital organs are developed and act

with each other in the promotion of physical and mental

Next the Size of the Briln and the
era merit gives it ; then the develop-

oupi of Organs; those of intellect,
preception, memory, reason; those of force and energy ;
those that give policy, prudence, thrift, ingenuity, taste,

~nt ; those that give aspiration, pride, self-reliance,
; those that give social power and ejection ;" last, ththe strength and tendency of the

'
These peculiarities of temperament, constitution, laws

of health, development of faculties, and the harmonies and
contradictions that exist in an organization, are plainly set
forth and discribed to the person under our hands, showing
the strong and weak, points, what to encourage and what
to restrain, with a view to a proper self control and balance
of mind and character. We also study and described the
Adaptations and talents of each person for giving Pursuits,
mod In which their abilities can be used to the best ad van
tage. MODEL HEAD.

We teach parents how to understand and guard their precocious children who need prudent care to ear*~
also how to train their turbulent and vicious children, and how to bring their moral and intellectual

into the ascendant.
In reaching our conclusions we take Into account Physiology, Phrenology, Physiognomy, habit, diet, and

constitution— everything, indeed, which belongs to the make up of a person, and in this way we confer on men
ten thousand dollars' worth of benefit for a small outlay of time and money.

We have made thousands of Examinations from Photographs. Send for Mirror of the Hind to

FOWLER & WELLS CO.,
27 East 21st Street. Ni3W YORK.

A New Phrenological Game I

LARGE.

IDEALITY.
FORM.

COLOR
SUBLIMITY.

This IntroducesPhrenologyIntoa newgameon thebasisof the
•Id sad well knownrami of Authors,withadditions thatwill ren
te It mmof themostpopulargameseverpublishedIn thehandsof
thaaaInterestedIn phrenology,and it will be a greatnoveltyandof
Interesttothosenotfamiliar with thesubject The sample shown
aanTtwillgivean Ideaof It, butsomanewand novelfeaturesnave
beenaddedto themethodsof playing. Sentby mail, postpaid,oa
receiptof price,only 1 5 cents. Address

FOWLER «\ WELLS CO. L. N. FOWLCR 4 CO.

LONDON, E.C.

A premiumofferwith tU PhrenologicalJournalat$1.00ayear

•3.25 for only tlM
Our PREMIUM OFFER of the YEAR !
EVERT READER SHOTLD ESOW 1KD I M».KM «M>THIS EX.
TBlOKDIltlRT OFFER. IT MEA.HtMONEY III THEIR POCEETS

THE FARMER 18
THE (.AlCKKM.ltth e BoTjmkwifk
the flower ukowelt is interested!

WHY
We hare iron Red with the world renowned Seedsman.

Harrv N. Hammond, Fineld. Mich., to furnish his cele
brated Northern Grown Seeds ana Monthly one year,
which will be Riven to each new yearly subscriber, 11.uO
Cash, vour ohoios of Vegetable or Flower.
OIK OFFER IS THIS i-Seeds and Journal

by mall poetpulri.
FLOWERS

Per i pkt. each.
Aster,goodmixedsorts 5C
Ageratum 5c
Aly&sum,Sweet ee,
Antirrhinum(Snapdragon)... *e
Bachelor Button (Feverfew) 5c
Balsam,Hammond'sSuperb. $c
Calliopsis. 5C
Canary Bird Flower 3C
Carina JC
Candytuft, Dwarf JC
CosmosHybridus JC
Chrysanthemums.Annual.... 5c
Carnation,Marguerite SC
Dahlia, Double 5C
Dlanthns.ChinesePink 5c
FourO'Clock, Marvelol Peru.5c
Gourds.Mised SC
Hollyhock. l>ouble $c
Marigold. Tall JC
Mignonette,Giant 5C
Morning(.lory, Japanese.... JC
Nasturtium.Dwarf <jC
Pansy. Hammond'sPremium5c
SweetPeas, Eckfordi je
Wild FlowerGarden 5c

9$pkts Flowers,worth tiso
THINK OF THIS BARGAIN ! ALL THISt

Now la the lime— Send your order at once

FOWLER a WELLS CO., 17 L 21st Street, New York

VEGETABLES
Per i pkt. each.

Beet,Crosby'sEgyptian $e
Cabbage.Larly VVjimingstadt5c
Carrot, Imp. Long Orange . . 5c
Celery, White Plume 5c
SweetCorn. First of All ioc

Cucumber,Early Russian. ...5c
Lettuce.Early Prize Head... 5c
Muskmelon,Celebrated

R..cky Ford, 5c
Onion,Red Wethers/icld ... $c
Peas,Earliestand Brown. ... toe
Parsnip,Hollow Crown 5c
Radish, While Tip Starlet.. 5c
Spinach.Victoria 5c
Squash,SummerCrookneck.. 5c
Squash,Warted Hubbard 5c
Salsify(VegetableOyster).... jc
Tomato. Trophy Red 5c
Turnip. Strap Leaf Purple.. . 5c
Ruta Baga, Hammonds*Imp. 5c

sopku. Vegetables,worth $1-15
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THE NEW CYCLE
A Great Magazine.

By Leander Edmund Whipple,
Assisted by Competent Associates.

Four mapazines in one for The Home, The Thinker,
The Scholar, and The Metaphysician. Special depart
ments for a— Important Essays, b—The Home Circle
—Thoughts for Everybody, c— Art, Literature, Phi
losophy and Science. a—Editorial —Comment and
Critique. Issued monthly.

Chapter VIII.—Food and intemperance. Why peo
ple crave stimulants. The cook and intemperance.

Chapter IX.— The most strengthening foods.
■Wheat. Oats. Oatmeal. Barley. Rye. Indian Corn.
Rice. Buckwheat. Composition of peas, beans and
lentils. The potato and sweet potato. The onion.
Other roots. Cabbage. Spinach. Rhubarb. Celery.
Asparagus. Lettuce. Cress.

Chapter X.—The importance of fruits. Apples.
Grapes. Their nutritive value. Their Physiological
effects. All about the grape cure. Other fruits, Nuts.

Chapter XL— Food for different ages, conditions
and seasons, Diet in infancy. Diet in childhood and
youth. Diet for manual worker ; for brain worker.
Diet in old age. Diet in training.

Chapter XII.— Foods in various diseases. In dys
pepsia. Fevers. Constipation. Bright's disease.
Chronic rheumatism. Gout. Diabetes. Diarrhoea.
Summer complaints. Consumption. Nervons diseases.
Cancer. Ulceration of the stomach. Emaciation.
For inebriates, orphan asylums, prisons. Pure food.

BOUND IN CLOTH, PRICE, POSTPAID, $1.00.

MKTAPII YSICAL PUB. CO.
465 Fifth Avenue, New York

When that listless, languid feeling

Over all your frame comes stealing,

And your friends declare 'tis nothing
but the blues ;

"Tis your liver that's affected,

But a cure may be expected

By a dose or two of Ripans, if you
choose.

ANTED.-A. case of bad health that R-I-P-A-N-S
will not benefit. They banish pain and prolong

life. One gives relief. Note the word R-IP-A-N-8 on
the package and accept no substitute. R-I-P-A-N-S,
10 for 6 cents, may be had at any drag store. Ten
samples and one thousand testimonials will be mailed
to any address for 6 cents, forwarded to the Ripans
Chemical Co., No. 10Spruce St., New York.

In wrltlnar to

HYPNOTISM
The Journal of SucgestlveTherape titles
—$3.00per annum; 25c a copy— is the author
ity in America upon all Psychic Phenome
na. Free copv sent you on request.

Address PSYCHIC RESEARCH COMPANY
Dept. 9, Timea-Herald Bltiq. , Chicago

sted,patentregulator,stemwindand
»temset,genuine

NATIONAL SPECIAL
movement.Ladies' or Genu sue.

WAMMtt 80 TEARS. UK.
Goldplatehuntingcase,elcgantJy
engraved.Fit for a king.Nobetter
watchmade. Hurt beaeentobe
appreciatedSpecialofferfornext
6Udays,sendyourfull nameand
'addressand we will send this

tfh CO D.with privilegetoes
amine. If foundsatisfactorypay
Bfcent*5.8ft * expresscharges.

A guaranteeandbeautifulchain*
charms*nt free with everywatch.

Writ- atonreas this maynot appear
in iat*l m, * l nNMUfOI,
DearbornSt . B 396 Chicago,111.

again
33I J>

MAGNETIC HEALING
Tbe Journal of Suggestive Therapeutics— $3.00
per annum; 25c a copy— Is the authority in
America upon Cure of Disease by Meutal
Methods. Free copy sent you on ref/uest.

- Address PSYCHIC RESEARCH COMPANY,
Depi . 89, Times-Herald lildg., Chicago.

The busy man impairs bis health,
While he's engrossed in making wealth;
Neglects disease in early stage,
And stores up trouble for old age.
Both health and wealth might be his

share,
And his last years be free from care,
If Ripans Tabules he would take,
At first approach of pain or ache.
Ripans was made for busy men,
Five cents for carton holding ten.

W ANTED.-A case of bad health that R-I-P-A-N-8
will not benefit. They banish pain and prolong

life. One gives relief. Note the word R-I-P-A-N-S on
the package and accept no substitute. R-I-P-A-N-S,
10 for 6cents, way be had at any drug store. Ten sam
ples and one thousand testimonials will be mailed to
any address for 5 cents, forwarded to the Ripans
Chemical Co., No. 10 Spruce 8t. New York.

mention The Phrenological Journal.
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"THE HYGIENIC TREATMENT OF

CONUMPTION "

In Three Parts.

By M. L. Holhrook, M. D.

A very (treat majority of all cases of Consumption
which have recovered nave been cured by hygienic
remedies and not by drug medication. In most cases
the patients have applied these remedies themselves,
often, perhaps, in a rude way; but even thus applied
they have proved of the greatest advantage.

This work aims to give the best hygienic treatment
for Prevention and Cure. It is divided into three parts,
with the following twenty-five chapters:

PART I.
Natart and Caum c/ Du-

CMAP.
, The Disease.

CHAP.
q. Horseback Exercise.

to. Toughening the Coosti
tution.

it. Clothing.

I TSe tadlrS Cause, of I»- The House and Home.
r„„.„™minn | rj. Climate.

14. Rath's and Bathing.
15. The Sun-balh.
16. Food and Drink
17. Psychic Forces-The

Will.
18. Other Psychic Forces.

PART II L
Treatment in more Ad

vanced Casei.
1. Open Air, Rest and

Light Cure.
2. Enlarging the Chest.
3. Self-help.
4. difficulties in the Way

Cautions.

Consumption
3. Micro-Organisms as the

Immediate Cause.

PART II.
Prevent ton and Trea t-

ment of Consumption in
the Earlier Stages.

t. Prevention,
a Preventing Colds.

3. Enlarging the Chest.
4. Indian Club Exercises.

$. Rowing.
6. Vocal Gvmnastics.
7. Special Vocal Exercises.
8. Scientific Physical Cul

ture.

No one with a tendency to Consumption, or with a
small chest or weak lungs, with frequent colds and
sore throat, or in any stage of the disease where there
is the least hope, can afford to neglect the methods ad
vocated in the plainest and simplest way in this work.

" EATING FOR STRENGTH "

....OR....
Food and Diet in Their Relation to Health

and Work.

ByM. L. Holbrook, M. D.

Chapter I.— Uses of foods. A happy illustration.
Chapter II. —Classification of foods. The proteids,

Fats. Amount of water required for an adult. Am-
xiount required for the sick. Purity of water. Distilled
water. Gaseous foods. The atmosphere. Accessory
foods.

Chapter III.— The daily requirements of the body.
What is a day's work? How much the heart does. Con
stituents of a sufficient diet. Average diet of farm
laborers. Diet according to work done. Composition
of the body.

Chapter IV.— Digestion. Mouth digestion. Mas
tication. Stomach digestion. Conditions of perfect
digestion. Chewing food thoroughly. The Eat Your
Food Slow Society. Conditions that favor digestion.

Chapter V.—The sources of our food. A practical
chapter from a chemical standpoint. Diet for hard
work. Diet for light work. Normal weight in pro
portion to height. A table. Table showing propor
tion of muscle-building elements in each kind of food.

Chapter VI. — The economy of foods Table show-
ng the relative cost of nutriment in principle foods. A
practical lesson in economy. How to live well at small
expense.

Chapter VII. —Simplicity in living. •Feeding chil
dren. An argument for plain livingand high thinking.
How cur great workers live.

"HOW TO STRENGTHEN THE MEMORY*
...OR....

Natural ank Scientific Methods of Never

Forgetting.

By Dr. M. L. Holbrook.

OONTETS,
t— Introductory. The Nature of Memory,
a—The Best Foundation for a Good Memory.
5—Memory and Nutrition: Memory and Fatigue;

Memory and the Circulation of the Blood;
Quality of the Blood; Memory and Disease;
Memory and Narcotics.

4—Exaltation and Degeneration of the Memory.
5—Memory and Attention.
6— Memory and Repetition.
7— Memory and Associations. Links and Chains.
8—A Striking Example of Restoration of the Mem

ory, and the Methods Employed.
9—Methods of Memory Culture for Schools.

10—Self-culture of the Memory.
11—Memory for Names and its Culture.
12—Memory for Faces and its Improvement.
13— Memory for Places and Localities.
14—Culture of the Musical Memory.
15—Strengthening the Memory for Facts and Events.
16—Memory for Figures and Dates.
17—The Figure Alphabet.
18—Tricks of Memory.
19—How to Learn a New Language, or jhe Surest and

Most Effectual Way to Ensure an Easy and
Accurate Reproduction of Ideas.

20—Culture of a Memory for Words.
21—Advice to Clerjrymen Concerning Their Memories,
22— The Lawyer's Memory.
23—Mastering the Contents of a Book.
24—The Art of Forgetting- and What to Forget.
25—Abnormal Memories.

BOUND IN CLOTH. POSTPAID $1 00
With One Year's Subscription to Physical Culture. $1.60

"MARRIAGE AND PARENTAGE"
By M. L. Holbrook, M. D.

The following are the titles of the principal chapters
of the work.

i. Introductory, comprising a sketch of the great im
provements in the marriage Relation within historic
times.

a. The Duality of the Sexes, and Reasons for Mar
riage.

3. The fundamental principles on wich True Mar
riages are based.

4. The temperamental and educational adaptation of
one party to the other.

5. Health as the most important factor in a Sanitary
Marriage.

6. Physical Culture as an element in Marriage.

7. Marriage among the ancient Spartans and its
lessons for modern civilization.

8. How Science is applied to improving animals and
plants, and may be applied to improveing the race.

o. The Mixing of Races and its importance.
10. The difficulties wich are encountered.

11. Importance of having Children, especially good
and healthy ones, and the disadvantages of rearing
sickly or bad ones.

12. Reproduction, its nature and laws (a very in
structive chapter).

it What and how parents transmit good and bad
qualities to their offspring.

14. The laws of Sanitary parentage (also an impor
tant chapter).

FOWLER & WELLS CO.,
27 EAST 21st STREET, NEW YORK CITY.
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A 00NQUE8T OF POVERTY —
There 1b magic in the title. Its teacbiDg appeals

to the reason and Is practical. Poverty can be over
come. There Is opulence for all. Send fllty cents
for a copy and bid farewell to poverty. Agents

wanted In every locality. Write, enclosing stamp,

for terms and territory.

INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC ASSOCIATION
SEABREEZE, FLORIDA

If you suffer
from any form of chronic
disease, the proper appli
cation of Mechanics! Mas
sage — the invention of
Dr. Geo. H. Taylor— will
cure yon even after drags,
baths, and electricity have
failed.

For particulars call at or address

THE IMPROVED MOVEMENT CURE INSTITUTE
•17 Hsdlsea In., H. K. Cerssr of 69th St., Hew Tsrk

<).B. Patch sn, M. L>.,
Medical Director.

" Thb Mampclator "
One of the machines
ased for giving Me

chanical Massage.

Qso. H. Taylor, M.D..
Founder, Inventor of
Mechanical Massage.

HEALTH AND WEALTH
SCIENTIFIC TRL'TIIH and
STARTLING FACTS.

Natural Healing:—a paying profes
sion—taught by mall. Anyone can
easily team & successfully practice
It No experimentation. rwolU-ore.
Every known disease promptly re

lieved. 8|>ecialprofessional advice
and paylngadvertliintr matter fur
nished. Act quickly. Golden har
vest sure. Circulars free.

National Tnstltntc of Science, Dept.F. 0. 210, Chicago

The Water Gap Sanitarium
Is the place where permanent cores
are made of all forms of disease.
Bates reasonable. A christian family
home. Address

F. WILSON NURD. M.D., Co., Pa.

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

i rade marks
Designs

Copyrights Ac.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opl~'~
Invention Is probably pat
tlons strictly confidential.

on free whether an
Invention Is probably patentable, t/ommunlca-

"ctly
[.free. Oldest agency for securing patents,

Handbook on Patents

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice, without charge. In the

Scientific American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year: four months, $L Sold by all newsdealers.

Broadway.
|||eW York

year: four montbB, f L

MUNN&Co."'
Branch Office. 625F Bf_ Washington, D. C.

HOW TO SUCCEED
Will Dnw£»rand Personal Magnetism insurewm ruwwa, otherwise Impossible, at
tracting friends and businesssuccess. Alfpos-
sessthis power. Learn how to use it. **KEY
TO POWER" 30cts. or l2cts. and addresses
of three minister*, teachers or physicians.

Circulars FREE* Address,
National I n-tltute ol' vltm-r. Ufpl- 9. 0. -

MONEY IN H0NEY1

The Weekly
American Bee Journal

Telia all about IU
Sample Copy Hailed Free

G.W.YOBK&CO.
US .licklria St.. CHICAGO.ILL

OUTFIT FOR SALE
Having retired from tbe business of a Phrenological

Lecturer I offer for sale my splendid outfit. This

outfit consists of more Hum one hundred magnificent

life-size oil portraits of distinguished men and women :

a large collection of hnman and animal skulls ; head

of a royal Egyptian mummy ; chemical apparatus for
manufacturing laughing gas, etc. This Is the finest

collection possessed by any lecturer In tbe United
States, and by Its use any man of fair ability can make

from $100to $200 per week. The entire outfit securely

packed, and costing $3,000, win be Bold for t2.ii>,spot

cash. Address

Prof. L, C. BATEMAN
AUBURN, MAINE

DIXON'S AMERICAN
GRAPHITE PENCILS

Are unequaled for smooth, tough leads.
If your stationer does not keep them, mention Tn

Phbexoloqioal Journal, and send loo. In stamps to
Joseph Dixom CaunTBL* Co . Jersey City, N. J., for
samples worth double the money

PLANS READY TO BUILD FROM.
Send for the N.TTOKAf.

Btjii-dkr. a monthly Journal
devoted to hm ldlnglnter.it*
Each Dumber contain, a
complete hi of plans ready
to build from. Price, t2 pec
year. Hamplecopv ana book
■Beautiful Homes," con
taining 20 plans In

Catalogue free.

THE NATIONAL BUILDER,
Expre.... Building CHICAOO.

Beautiful Stnmpln, Outfit
Designs for Honlton Lao,

work tray cloth,, centre piece,
dollies, outlining and cut work,
many 14 Ins. In slse, 2 alph
abets, pewder and pad. Given
for a 8 month,', trial subecrlp-

aaeholdt inn to The Home, a hen
Journal of ■torleB.fashloB,. fan
cy work, literary sketches.ete.
Bend IHc.and get th,o_ntfltaad
Journal. THl HI 141

In writing to advertliers please mention The Phrenological Journal.
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If ill you are and well you'd be,

And your stomach is at fault,

Take Ripans Tabules properly,
They soon will call a halt ;

Continue them with judgment
then,

Soon you'll be sound and well
again.

WANTED.
A case of bad health Ibat H-I P-A-N-S

will not beueflt. They bauish p.iu and prolong
life. One girts* relief. Note the word R-l-P- A- N-8 ou
the package and accept no substitute. R I !•A N'8,
10 for t centa, may be had at an> drag store. Ten sam
ples and one thousand tentlmonlala will be mailed to
any address for 6 cents, forwarded to the Klt>aus
Chemical Co.. No. 10Spruce St.. New York.

FREEtoF.A.M. AnengraT-
1

the Hall of the Mjs-
also large Catalogue of
ilc books and goods.

Ing of
teries.

goods.
with bottom prices. New Il
lustrated History of Free
masonry for Agents. B
of spurious Masonic
REDDING & CO.. Publishers
and Manufacturers of Mas
onic Goods. No. 21! Broad
way. New York City.

Human Nature
A Monthly Magazine of
World-Wide Repute

Edited by Prof. Allen Haddock

Subscription price, SOcents.

1020 Market Street San Francisco

What »m I Best Fitted For?

STRIKE OF A SEX JST*

•Mirror of

Zuggassent's Discovery zzzzf^s:"and the honeymoon ac long u life. Fortieth ThoiMwi

The way to I
marriage* HUG"

'and the honeymoon a* long as lift*.^Fortieth Thou
Circulars of books on Health and Sexual Science free.

AUCE B. STOCKHAM & CO., 66 FIFTH AVE.. CHICA00

FIVE-QRAIN

TABLETS

EXACT HIZE

FAC-HIMILE

"The name Itself suggests what Antlkamnla Is, and what its remedial properties are:— Antl (Greek-Awt) ,

Opposed to, and Kamnla (Greek-Ka/ivor;) , Pain— therefore, "ANTIKAMNIA" (Opposed to Pain)— a remedy to
relieve pain and suffering.

"In certainty and celerity of action, It has been found superior to any of Its predecessors In this field, espe
cially In cases of Acute and Chronic Neuralgia. Neuralgic Toothache. Tlc-L)ouloureux, Myalgia, Migraine,
Hemlcranla, and all forirs of Headache, yield to Its Influence In a remarkably short time, and In no Instance have
any evil after-effects developed. The chief claim advanced In favor of Antlkamnla over all other products Is, that
Its use Is not followed by depression of the heart

"The dose for adults, which always gives relief In severe headaches, especially those of bookkeepers,
actors, lawyers, students, mothers, teachers and nurses, In short all headaches caused by anxiety or mental strain.
Is two tablets, crushed, followed by a swallow of water or wine. It Is ibt remedyfor La Grippe. As a preventive of
and cure for nausea while traveling by railroad or steamboat, and for genuine mal de mer or sea sickness, Antlkamnla
Is unsurpassed, and Is recommended by the Surgeons of The White Star, Cunard and American Steamship Lines.

. "There are very many Important uses for Antlkamnla, of which physicians as a rule may be uninformed. A
five grain Antlkamnla Tablet prescribed for patients before starting on an outing, and this Includes tourists,

plcknlckers, bicyclers, and In fact, anybody who Is out In the sun and air all day, will entirely prevent that demoral
izing? headache which frequently mars the pleasure of such an occasion. This applies equally to women on
shopping tours, and especially to those who Invariably come home cross and out of sorts, with a wretched "sight
seer's headache." The nervous headache and Irritable condition of the busy business man is prevented by the
timely use of a ten grain dose. Every bicycle rider, after a hard run, should take two five grain Antlkamnla
Tablets on going to bed. In the morning he will awake minus the usual muscular pains, aches and soreness. As a
cure and preventive of the pains peculiar to women at time of period, Antlkamnla Is unequalled and unaccom
panied by habit or unpleasant after-effect. If the pain is over the lower border of the liver, or lower part of the
stomach, or In short, be It headache, side-ache, backache, or pain of any other description caused by suppressed or
Irregular menstruation, it will yield to two five grain tablets of Antlkamnla. This dose may be repeated In an hour
or two. If needed. For very prompt relief, It Is advisable to crush the tablets and swallow them with a little wine-'

ortoddy. A dozen tiblets kept about the house, will always be found useful In time of pain,"

Genuine Antikamnta Tablets always bear the monogram /K

GOOD DRUQQISTS OFFER NO SUBSTITUTES

THE ANTIKAMNIA CHEMICAL COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.

In wrltln* to adrcrtl. mention The Pnreaolosrteal J<
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Macfadd en's Physical Training
128-PACE INSTRUCTION BOOK

Cultivate Health That Intoxicates with its Power and Intensity by Using

Macfadden Health Exercisers
FROM S2.00 TO 3S.OO

Absolutely the only rubber exerciser on the market, giving all the advantages of a

complete gymnasium without the danger of injury from flying parts in case of breakage.
The only exerciser on which the strength can be changed in a moment from

6 to 100 lbs., for man, woman, or child.
Thousands of testimonials from doctors, lawyers, athletes, businessmen, students,

famous beauties of the stage, etc , etc.
Invaluable for strengthening, developing, and beautifying the body.
Recommended by prominent physicians everywhere in the treatment of diseases of

the lungs, digestive organs, and nearly all functional troubles.
Weighs 2 lbs., can be put up anywhere without a tool. Invaluable in traveling.

TWO BEST GRADES GUARANTEED ONE YEAR
JMACFADDEN HEALTH EXERCISER

Style A, complete, with 188-page Instruction hook,'$s.OO I Style C, complete, with 128-page Instruction book, $3.00
Style B, complete, with K8-page Instruction book, 4.00 | Style D. complete, with Si-page Instruction book, t.00

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 27 East 21st Street, New York
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School of Correspondence
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER

Special Lessons by Mail
OR

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE OF LIBERAL
AND ADVANCED THOUGHT ....

CHARLES BRODIE PATTERSON, EDITOR

PRIYATE INSTRUCTION GIYEN
ON

Phrenology
Psychology
Physiognomy

Aids in Character Reading
given.

In

Mnemonics
How to Secure a Good
Memory.

The Study of

Temperaments
in Children.

How to Become a Good
Speaker

Lessons m Oratory
Stammering

How-to iUnderstand;r[and
Cure it.

Journalism
How to Become^a Jour
nalist.

Each course contains ten lessons,
all of which are based on phreno
logical .'experience, and are the best
of the kind even-offered to the public.

FOWLER 4 WELLS, 27 E. 21st St., New York

Contributions from the Best- Known Writers on

SCIENCE

PHILOSOPHY

RELIGION

PSYCHOLOGY

METAPHYSICS
OCCULTISM, Etc.

NOW IN ITS THIRD YEAR

$2.00 per Annum. 20 Cents a Copy

| At all News-stands, or Mailed by the Publlchers

W Send 10 cents for a Sample copy and

catalogue of new and important books on the

above and kindred subjects. Address

THE ALLIANCE PUBLISHING COMPANY
" Life " Building, New York, N. Y.

The Wonderful Mission
of the Internal Bath

Do yon know that many of the greatest physicians of
thin citv. including such authorities an Dr. Daniel Lewis,
President of the Stale BoBrd of Health, New York, Dr.
Cyrus Kdson, Late Chief Inspector of Contagions Dis
ease*. New Vork, and i - Herman J Boldt and W. H.
De Garni o, both Professors st the Post-Graduate Hospi
tal, endorse and prescrilie this treatment? Also that the
following distinguished people are among its patrons:
Princess Hartfeldt, Governor Pingree, of Michigan, ex-
Governor Goodell, of Vermont, U. 8. Senator A. P. Gor
man, of Maryland. Richard <roker, of New York. General
T. 8. Peck. G. A. R., Vermont, Miles Divine, Citv Attor
ney, Chicago, 111.,Lillian Russell, New York, and hosts
of others ? Do you know that it goes to the root of and
eradicates scores of the most troublesome and dangerous
disease* that afflict mankind? Do yon know that an oc
casional Internal Rath is a better preventive of Illness and
preserver of health than anv other single means ?

The record of its cures and l>eiientsreads like a revela
tion to those hitherto unsat 'tainted with it. It is used
;by means of the **J, It. 1>. <j*—•Hilts" the only
scientific appliance for this purpose) by hundreds of the
best-known people in New York and by innumerable
ministers, lawyers, actors and other persons whose In
telligence gives unequivocal weight to their testimony.

It is known that seven-tenths of all disease arises from
the retention of foreign matter in the human system ;
also that the greatest part of this waste is held in the
colon, which is Nature's sewer. Hence, the (lushing of
this sewer removes the greatest cause of disease. While
immeasurably the best treatment for constipation, indi
gestion, etc., there is scarcely any known disease for
which the **J. II. I,. C'nscnde" may not be confi
dently prescribed.

We want to send free to every person, sick or well, a
simple statement setting forth this treatment. It con
tains matter which must Interest every thinking |>erson.
If you live in New York you are earnestly invited to call
and make an appointment for a free treatment, but. If
yon cannot call, write for onr pamphlet, "The What, The
why. The Way," which will be sent free on application,
together with our Great Special Offer for this month only.

TYRRELL'S HYGIENIC INSTITUTE
156*2 Broadway. New York (Bet. 46th & 47th Sts.)

In writ In ar to advertlaera pleaae mention The Phrenological Journal.
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TOKOLOGY
A BOOK FOR EVERY WOMAN

By Dr. ALICE B. STOCKMAN
Third edition. Revised, enlarged, and illus

trated. With special physiological plates.
Nearly 400 pages.

NO WORK OF THE KIND EVER HAD 8CCH
A PHENOMENAL SALE

The author, in sympathy with the needs of her sex*
discusses at length, with strength and purity, physica*
questions of the greatest importance.

Cloth, $2.25. Morocco, $2.76

8AMPLE co(>'e1 °' 1°? different Leading Newg-
*■ papers and Magazines sent to any ad

dress upon receipt of 10 cents to pay (or mailing. V. s.
Subscription Agency,S16N. Liberty St.. Indlanapolls.Ind

MILLER'S HOTEL;
37, 39. 41 West 26th Street,

NEW YORK CITY.
The great popularity that Miller's Hotel has acquired

can be traced to
ItA Unique Location.

Its Excellent Cuisine.
Its Courteous Serrloe.

Its Moderate Prices.
Its Satisfied Patrons.

Its Homelike Atmosphere.
Turkish, Electric, and Roman Baths c
with the hotel, and furnished to guests at a
very moderate rate.

CHAM. H. HAVNE8, Prop

i a new book i E DEO LOGY! pl*in Truth* for A"

A TREATISE ON THE GENERATIVE SYSTEM

In Three Parts, Including

Pre-Natal Influence nsZStt*) Hygiene of the Generative System

BY SYDNEY BARRINGTON ELLIOT, M.D.

Containing Plain Facts on Private Subjects for all Adults. This book deals in an open, frank,

bat delicate way, with all points of interest on the generative system. It treats of 'Personal and

Social Physiology and Hygiene. Price, $1.50. Agents wanted, to whom liberal terms will
be given on application.

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
27 East 21st Street, New York

L. N. FOWLER fc CO.
7 Imperial Arcade, Ludgate Circus, London

MEMORY
HOW TO STRENGTHEN

THE MEMORY
Or, Natural and Scientific Methods of

Never Forgetting

By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

EDUCATIONAL
TOY MONEY

has for years been a leading article in the

school and toy trade of this country.

Parents and teachers will readily appre

ciate its relation to a child's business

education as alphabet blocks bear to earlier

literary knowledge. Instructive and

amusing. Sent po$tpaid for 25 cent*.

FOWLER « WELLS CO., 27 E. 31st St.. Ntw York

Books by Mary Wood-Allen, M.D.
The Marvels of Our Bodily Dwelling

No one can claim originality In comparing the body
to a house, for that comparison Is as old as literature.
Eccleslastes refers to the day ••when the keepers of
the house shall tremble, and those that look out of the
windows be darkened, and the doors shall be shut In
he streets." Abernethy uses a homely figure when

he says : "The kitchen— that Is your stomach -being
out of order, the garret— the bead— cannot be right,
and every room In the bouse becomes affected. Remedy
the evil In the kitchen and all will be right In parlor
and chamber."

Bnt the simile Is still of Interest to the Juvenile mind,
and as Science is ever making new discoveries, there
is continual demand for new and Interesting works on
physiology. Price, f1.10. English, 4a. 6d.

Teaching Truth
This little Brochure alms to answer in chaste and

scientific language the queries of children as to the
origin of life. Price, sac. English, Is.

Child-Confidence Rewarded
"This little book treats or child-purity with the

same delicate bnt masterly hand shown In Dr. Allen's
other writings."— Union Signal of July 5, ISM. Price,
loc English. 6d.

Almost a Man
It Is Intended to help mothers and teachers in the

delicate task of teaching the lad concerning himself.
Price, iSc. English, la.

Almost a Woman
Girls have long been wanting a book written In an

attractive form giving pure Instruction needed by the
girl. Price, SSc. English, is.

FOWLER A WELLS CO., 72 fast 21it Street, New York
L. H. FOWLER A CO.

7 Imperial Arcade, Ludgate Cirrus, London

In writing to advertisers pleaae mention The Phrenological Journal.
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"
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Over 500,000 copies of this Book have been sold, and

the last Edition is better than ever.

THE NEW ILLUSTRATED

Self=Instructor
IN

Ptota PlysioloiF a
id Pliysiopiy.

L Complets Handbook lor the People. With over One Hundred New Illustrations

Including a Chart for the Use of Praotical Phrenologist!. Revised

and printed from new plates. 12mo, 192 pp.

BY THE

RENOWNED PHRENOLOOIST,

PROF, I«. N. FOWLER.
This is the only work published giving full and complete instruc

tions How to Read Meads, with rules for finding the organs, and

explaining and illustrating each one separately ; the Author here lays down
the rules employed by him in his professional work for nearly 60 years.

It will show you how to read people as you would a book, and to see

if they are inclined to be good, upright, honest, true, kind, charitable, loving,

joyous, happy and trustwortny people, such as you would like to know.

A knowledge of Human Nature would save many disappointments ir

social and business life.

Cloth, $1. 4s English.

Send for a copy at onoe, study the people you see, and also your ovn oharaoter.

New York : London :

FOWLER & WELLS CO. L. N. FOWLER & CO.

Ask Jor comfltte Catalogue and Prospectus,
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Longevity. How to Inorease the Usefulness of our Faculties so as to Live One
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J. A. Fowler 160
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BRAIN WORKERS

Crosby's Vitalized Phosphites
for the relief and prevention of all weaknesses result
ing from over- work and anxiety. It gives active brain
and nerves exactly what they need for their nutrition
and normal action, and will help any case of mental or
nervous exhaustion.

Shall we Bend you a descriptive pamphlet ?
Vitalized Phosphites Is a concentrated white powder

from the phosphold principle of the ox-braln and
wheat germ, formulated by Prof. Percy thirty years
ago Formula on each label.

Prepared

onl) by

68 W. 25th St.

Ken Tork

t/ nil /mind mtDruggists, tent by mati, %1.00

CROSBY'S COLD AND CATARRH CURS
The best remedy known for cold In the head, hay

fever, and sore throat. It does not contain cocaine,
morphine, uor narcotics of any description. By mall,
■I oents.

;for one month

A SPECIAL OFFER
This beautiful $ lO.OOi Reading
Stand and five 81 .OO subscribers
to The Phrenological Journal for

;84.oo:

MAESH
. Reading Stand and Revolving Book Cast

DIRECTIONS

Put legs on with six large

blue bead screws; with sixteen

nails put the slats on so as to

take up 6 Inches on each side ;

then place the revolving book

case on the standard. With
the tWO BRIGHT FLAT HEAD

screws put casting on under

the top as Indicated by screw

holes. See that the corru
gated part of the half round
packs toward the set screw on

the harp. Put the lower or

small end of the Harp Into
the standard or pipe, and

tighten the set screw.

Ia writing; to advertiser* fltaM Mention The 1'hrenologlcal Journal.



The New Illustrated Sslf-lnstructor in Phrenology,

Physiology and Physiognomy. A complete Hand
book for the People. With over one hundred new
illustrations, including a chart for the use of prac
tical Phrenologists. Revised and printed from New
Plates. i:>mo. 192 pages. By the Renowned
Phrenologists, Profs. O. S. and L. N. Fowler.
Cloth. $1.00.

Lectures on Man. A series of twenty-one Lectures
on Physiology, and Phrenology, delivered by Prof*
L. N. Fowler, during his first tour In England
many of which are now out of print and can only
be bad in this volume. $1.50.

Brain and Mind ; or Mental Science Considered in
Accordance with the Principles of Phrenology and
in Relation to Modern Physiology. Illustrated.
By H. S. Drayton, A. M , M. D.. and Jamb*
McNeil, A. M. Extra cloth, $1.50.

Tka Temperaments, considered in their relation to
Mental Character and Practical Affairs of Life, by
D. H. Jacques, M. D. 150 Illustrations. Cloth,

•"•SO-

t3T"Foran additional $3.00 the China Bust will be
substituted for the plaster.

Fowler's New Phrenological Bust. With upwards
of one hundred divisions, in china. Newly dis
covered organs are added, and the old organs have
been subdivided to indicate the various phases of
action which many of them assume. It is a perfect
model, beautiful as a work of art, and is un-
doubtly the latest contribution to Phrenological
Science, and the most complete bust ever pub
lished. Price, $5.00.

New Physiognomy ; or, Signs of Character, as mani
fested through temperament and external forms,
and especially in the "Human Face Divine."
1,000 illustrations. By S. R. Wells. $3.00.

Physiology, Animal and Mental. Applied to the
Preservation and Restoration of Health of Body
and Power of Mind. 15 illustrations. By O. S.
Fowler, (unabridged edition.) Price, $1.00.

The Phrenological Bust, showing the location of
each of the Organs. Price, $1.00.

The Constitution of nan ; Considered In relation to
external objects. By Geo. Combe, with portrait,
bound in cloth, $1.15.

A Natural System of Elocution and Oratory.
Founded on an analysis of the Human Constitution
considered in its three-fold nature— Mental, Physio
logical, and Expressional. By Thomas A. and
William Hyde. Price, $2.00.

The authors have studied the subject closely,— w and ori '

place boo'

and pre-
This issent it from new and original standpoints.

not a common-place book on the plan of ni
school text-books ; but one well worthy the atten
tion of all who would excel as speakers, readers, etc.

Hygiene of the Brain, and the Cure of Nei
By M. L. Holbrook. Part I, contains chapters on
the Brain, the Spinal Cord, the Cranial and Spinal
Nerves, How to Cure Nervousness. Value of a
Large Supply of Food In Nervous Disorders. Fifty
Important Questions Answered. Price, $1.00.

This set of books Is recommended to those who wish to take up
the study of Phrenology at home or to prepare for attending the Ameri
can Institute of Phrenology. At list prices these amount to $15.00. The
set will be sent by express for $10.00. *

TO SUBSCRIBERS to the PHRENOLOGICAL JoURNAX. who
will send $5.00 and fill out and sign the blank below we will send at once.
This offer is good for a limited time only.

i«9

Fou/I^r 0 U/ells Qo., 27 g. 2ist St., iVeu/ York;.

Please send to my address as below, the STUDENTS SET [Price */•.#•)
for which I enclose $5.00, and further agree to remit promptly •/.«# on
the first of each month until the balance %$joo is paid.

, Express Address Nam*

P0U Office

State
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The Brain Grows Always.

We are always glad to see contempo
rary papers sending a shaft of light
along the phrenological line that belts
the world, and we quote from a paper

pleased with that part of this editorial
printed in small type.

The average poor, plodding person
does not realize that he has a brain, or

^FISSURES ON THE EXTERNAL SURFACE OFTHE BRAIN.

that was recently sent to us: The N. Y.
Journal.

" If you happen to take as much in
terest in your own brain as a wise farmer
takes in his fattening pig, you will be

that it is as distinctly an instrument
capable of improvement and strength
ening as any muscle in his body. If
you are one of the less dull of mortal
kind, it will please you to know that,
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•whereas your body ceases to grow in
the early twenties, your brain at that
age enters upon the really important
stage of its growth.

Human beings are all alike save for-
differences of mental structure. You im
agine, naturally, that your mind is dif
ferent from that of your inferior neigh
bor, and just in the same way the loco
motive on the Empire State Express
imagines that it contains steam differ-

must develop the machine through
which the co-ordinating force called the
human mind shall be enabled to do its
work here and make this planet what it
ought to be—a credit to the solar sys

tem, instead of a marshy, malarial, in
harmonious monstrosity.

Study always; improve as much as

you can the engine through which your
dwarfed mind makes its feeble efforts
upward, and if you want facts physio-

FIPSURES ON THE BASE OP THE BRAIN.

ent from that of the little donkey en
gine puffing humbly.

But it's the same kind of steam in all
engines and the same kind of spiritual
6team in all human beings.

AVhen man came on this earth the

Empire State locomotive was all here —
the steam locked up in the ocean, the
coal in the ground and the steel in the
ore. His work had to arrange these
things and prepare the engine that
should let steam show its power.

Similarly man by his own efforts

logical, read what follows from " The
Study of Man," by A. C. Haddon:

" Statistics collected in the anthropo
metric laboratory of Cambridge (Univer
sity), as worked out by Venn and Gatton,
show that the period of growth of the
brain is prolonged in students as opposed
to those of corresponding ages who cease
to study. It may be accepted as true in
the main that the increase in the size of
the brain, which is due to culture, is ex
hibited proportionately more in the
breadth and height than in the length.
This culture may act in two ways on the
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skull —directly, by enlarging the volume
of the brain, and therefore increasing the
size of the skull, and indirectly, by caus
ing a reduction of the jaw, which reacts
again upon the skull. One is not sur
prised then to find that the higher races
have, as a rule, a greater breadth in the
anterior temporal region of the skull
than the lower races.

" The decrease in the size of the jaws
and of the strength of their muscles in
duces a corresponding modification in the

the jaw muscles permits, for example, the
outer rim of the orbit and the zygomatic
arch to be of a more delicate construc
tion.

" The feeding on coarse food and the
imperfection of cooking the food would
give more work for the jaws and conse
quently the muscles would become more
powerful. One effect of civilization is to
improve the cuisine, and as a result the
jaws become smaller and project less and
less beyond the level of the forehead."

FISSURES ON THE SIDE SECTION OF TUB BRAIN.

rest of the face. The action of the lower
ja-w upon the upper may be likened to the
beating of a hammer on an anvil.

*' When the jaw muscles are powerful
the lower jaw is brought with consider
able force against the upper jaw, and con
sequently the arches which connect the
upper jaw with the cranium must be well
developed. Conversely the weakening of

The fact to interest you, apart from
any speculation, is this: By effort you
can improve the quality as well as the
actual size of your brain, treble your
natural capacity for brain work, and
possibly make yourself worth while.

Try it.

Phrenotypes and Side Views. No. 35.

THE CRIMINAL HEAD.

By H. S. Drayton, M.D.

Some late observations on this line of
anthropological inquiry by an officer
connected with a well-known French
prison are worthy of attention. Dr.
Charles Perrier, physician to the prison
at Nimes, has devoted considerable time
during the past four years to the study
of the men assembled in that institution.

The variety of types there appears to be

unusual, nearly all the civilized nation
alities being represented. The results
of Dr. Terrier's studies have been pub
lished and furnish material for our
brief article. As the number of prison
ers that came under the notice of the
Doctor was 850, the variety, physical
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and moral expression contributes its
peculiar interest. In a brief note, bow-
ever, I can mention but a few of tbe

many portraits that appear.
One point tbat strikes the reader of

the work at first glance is the peculiar
ities of physiognomy—the obvious ab
normality of feature, of irregularity of
expression in each case. As these illus
trations are of men who may be termed
chronic offenders, or moral delinquents,
coming repeatedly into collision with
the laws and as repeatedly convicted of
offences of one kind or another, we

certainly low, the contour of head and
the facial expression intimating a

coarse, irritable, passionate nature, a

want of any of the finer feelings, es

pecially those that contribute to sym
pathy, kindness, or tenderness.

Number two, related, somewhat in
type, perhaps even lower than number
one in certain elements of development,
is a small head, narrow, depressed
frontally and at the vertex, evidently
wanting in those qualities that make for
self-control and clearness of judgment.
Probably in this particular case we have

A OKODP OF CRIMINALS.

should expect a settled form of expres
sion.

Dr. Perrier classifies these men as dis

covering certain tendencies to criminal
acts; for instance, the commission of

robbery or thievery, of personal assault,

of homicide or murder, of burglary, or

fraud and counterfeiting.
Number one of the examples here

with given is offered as a typical illustra
tion of the murderer, the man disposed
to that excess of homicidal intent. The
face is notable, being repulsive in the

extreme. The organic development is

a man whose relations with the world
have been affected by certain unhappy
circumstances, and interpreted by him
as unjust and harsh, his feelings have
been stimulated to acts of retaliation
and vindictiveness. The physiognomy
is more irregular than that of the other,
and, though by no means so strong,
there is a much higher susceptibility in
the way of irritation. Such a character
it seems to us would be appreciated by
any observer in so far as it is evident

degeneration is concerned. It is a face
to awaken suspicion, and leads one to
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inquire, should it be met in the ordi
nary current of life, why is not this man

under surveillance, for he is dangerous.
Number three has characteristics also

that at once repel. A very depressed nat

ure, suggestive of the melancholia that
we meet with in the asylum, an organi
zation that has become unbalanced; an

irregular head, without symmetry,
probably in childhood one-sided, and
because of unfortunate surroundings
gravitated to greater degrees of uneven-

ness, with the growing defects of its
mutability.

Number four, that of a French thief,
has the expression that is certainly sig
nificant. Just notice the characteristic
leer of the eye; one can easily imagine
the furtive, alert watchfulness of this
nature, on the look-out for an oppor
tunity to lift a pocket-book or a watch,
to slip into a room and remove any light
valuables that may be available. Es
pecially alert are those eyes for the pres
ence of an emissary of the law, the
policeman or detective. One can easily
infer that such a character would be sur
reptitious in his practice of the light-
fingered art. Then, too, there is an
evident want of general intelligence, al

though he would exhibit much skill and

cunning in his thievery, in real intel
lectual capacity there would be limita
tion, especially on the side of common-
sense or good judgment, prudence in
the use of the money obtained illicitly
being usually lacking. Such an or
ganization readily becomes the tool of
greater villains, their cat's-paw.

Number five, also belongs to the
category of thieves and SDeaking in
vaders of the quiet home. He shows a

deal of intelligence above number four,
yet there is a similar furtive, alert ex

pression, that watchfulness of oppor
tunity, and that cautiousness against
detection. This man, however, has
more self-reserve and prudence than
number four, possibly less adroitness in
the use of his fingers, but much more

cunning in his precautions against be
ing caught in the act. Number five
reminds us somewhat of the nimble
rogue met with in an American walk,

the knave that relieves us of our
watches, pocket-books and light valu
ables.

Number six is also represented
among Dr. Pender's illustrations as a
thief or robber. We can see very clear

ly that this organization has its strong
elements. He is a rascal of much su

perior calibre to four and five, a man of
qualities that give him force and energy
and considerable self-poise. He could
organize and command the abilities of
others. He could be the chief villain
in the guild of crooks, having a strong
physique and muscular power to insist
upon the execution of his orders.

In number seven we have a striking
example of the chronicity of crime.
This man is said to be sixty-eight years
of age, and has been convicted for the
twentieth time of counterfeiting. The
persistence in that particular line shows
how practice will mold the organization
and faculty. The very nature of his
efforts to deceive the public has become

impressed upon the features of his face.
The very lines, as it were, that he had
been accustomed to cut into the metal

plate have become graven in his face.
It is a physiognomy that would strike
the most casual observer. The distor
tions evident in it are the work of years.
Originally, as a young man, it is not un
likely that his head and face were fairly
proportioned and symmetrical. The
development of the forehead indicates
a good degree of intelligence, but it is
above the average fullness in the side

region in the area of Constructiveness,
and also in the upper ear section. The
art instincts are also above the average
capacity. Such a man would doubtless
have taken excellent rank as a designer
and skilled mechanic, and perhaps
shown no little ability in certain lines
of business bearing upon these particu
lar qualities of mind. We have here

certainly an example of the operation
of a course of life antagonistic to a reg
ular proper and honest one upon the
conduct and appearance. I am not al

together in agreement with the school
of Lombroso that the criminal is such

by reason of a natural type of constitu
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tion, and that certain peculiarities of
brain form and stigmata of body declare
the departure from the normal in mind
characteristics. Educational associa

tions, I believe, have much more to do

with the production of the vicious and

criminal degenerate than birth-marks.
Another point might be added in

conclusion, that is the evident want of

healthy balance, the lack of physical in
tegrity, in most of these social delin
quents. Their faces bear the impres
sion of some chronic organic disturb
ance which in its way has an effect upon
the mind, contributing its measure of
physical discomfort and directly exer

cising no small influence upon their
mutual irregularity.

Different Shapes ot Heads.

We are daily brought into contact
with a large variety of heads, conse

quently we see more than ever the need
of impressing upon the public the ad

vantages of studying Phrenology from
all its bearings. Mental science is not
a subject that treats of bumps, as is

are strongly exercised in certain parts;
for instance, No. 1 has a predominance
of brain in the anterior portion. If we
cover up the fore part of the head from
the ear and look only at the back por
tion we see a very ordinary head. If,
but they serve as examples of heads that

no. r.
Photo by Rookwood.

sometimes supposed, but it does recog
nize distances and proportions, and in
the three heads that illustrate this arti
cle we see a great difference in the con
tour of each. We do not pretend that
Nos. 1 and 2 are normal in size or shape,

on the other hand, we cover up the back

of the head from the opening of the ear

we see a well-developed anterior brain
which does not look out of proportion
with the face. If we divide the fore
head in the centre, and only keep in
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view the upper portion, we see how the

head slopes backward from Benevo
lence, and how fully represented the
anterior portion is. Such a man in
character therefore will show extremes
of thought whether his head was arti
ficially or naturally formed, as is now

represented. It will be more difficult
for him to be firm and positive than it
will be for him to be kind and generous.
Some may say that it is of no credit to

him that he is so sympathetic, because

nize a great deal of sympathy in music
if he will give his attention in this direc
tion. He can be a critic as well as a
sympathetic executionist, and his per
ception of light and shade are very won
derful in development.

No. 2 indicates an abnormal develop
ment of the whole upper head, while
the basilar portion is deficient. Again
draw a line across the centre of this
gentleman's forehead, "and you will see
that it is four, instead of three, stories

MO. II.

he has so much force in the region of
Benevolence. Be that as it may, it is
sad to see so little of the self -appreci
ative qualities developed to counteract
the enlarged and congested condition of
his Benevolence, and just here let us say
a word that Phrenology can help a sub
ject like this by pointing out the way to
assist the mind to be equally poised or
exercised. The organs of Causality,
Comparison, Human Nature, Time and
Tune are all well developed, and with his
large Ideality he should be able to recog-

high. One might be inclined to doubt
its outline as being possible, but the cut
has been taken from a photograph.
Such a head has too much power in the

region of Causality, Ideality, Spiritual
ity, and Imitation, but the perceptive
faculties, together with Destructivc-
ness and Acquisitiveness, are largely de

ficient. His ideas will be far-fetched,
and beyond the practical utility of men
and things. The advice to be given to

such a man is to use his perceptive qual
ities through the study of nature and
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the exact sciences, so that he may he
ahle when he has turned the meridian
of life to turn his attention to the work
ing out of many of the problems that
he longs to solve to-day.

When comparing this head with No.

NO. III.

3 we see the proportions are more equal
in the latter, and there is a symmetry of
outline that we do not find in No. 1 or
No. 2. The balance of power will man
ifest itself in the character of No. 3,
while he will not show that extravagant
development of anterior brain-power as

is exhibited in Nos. 1 and 2. There is
no great talent in No. 3, no marvellous
genius, no special bias in thought but a
steady, reliable, persevering, perceptive,
and energetic character. Mothers
would do well to study Phrenology with
the object of understanding the chil
dren who belong to their own family,
and not wait until they have fully de
veloped before they begin to make al
terations in the management of them.

THE APACHE INDIAN.

The picture of this Indian, which has
been forwarded to us by Mr. C. F.
Creevy, is a remarkable outline of head :

it is seldom found outside the Indian
range of head, and less seldom within it.
Were we to compare it with a broad and
commercial head that was flattened on
the top, or with one whose anterior por
tion is very marked, we should see pe
culiarities that were indicative of great
bias of mind. The Apache Indian
must have had the accumulate influ
ence of many decades in the building
up of his character. Such a head does
not come, as Dr. 0. S. Fowler said in
" Hereditary Descent," as the result of
one family influence only, but through
many. Some think it resembles Napo
leon. In a slight degree this may be
true, but not in a general one. There
is a mildness and simplicity in the one
before us that does not show in Napo
leon. The eye is softer and gentler
and the head is altogether higher.

People Who Are Talked About.

Br J. A. Fowler.

CHARLES BRODIE PATTERSON.

The torch that was set on the beacon
hill fifty years ago by Phrenology has

Bpread its light from hill to hill until a

fire of enthusiasm has been kindled
around the world. This light is like a

touchstone that is bearing a richer har
vest to-day among our enlightened

manhood than ever before. It was be
cause this burst of light was so strong a
force, and so true in its application, that
it has never been lost.

The modern schools of thought that
have brain as a basis and mind as a

medium have grown out of the past,
and men have studied the power of the
mind with such intensity that they have
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found that the mind is able through its
cerebral functions to control physical
conditions. They have further en

lightened the world with regard to the

power of one mind in influencing
another mind at a distance; that tele

pathic communication can be held be

tween individuals stationed three thou
sand miles apart.

The Phbenological Journal pub
lished articles on this subject many

attempted when our grandfathers and
grandmothers were in existence. The
study of the mind from every phase is
so necessary in this progressive age that
we cannot give too much attention to
the preparation of what the twentieth
century will reveal in psychic phe
nomena.

Charles Brodie Patterson is a leader
among men in this distinguished line
of research. He is amply fitted by nat-

Ptioto by Tlnckwood.

CHARLBfl BRODIB PATTERSON.

years ago; then it was generally consid
ered impossible for one mind to influ
ence another except in the presence of
the other. The pioneer may be forgot
ten while it is thought that telepathy,
thought-transference, and mental sug
gestion have only just been introduced
to the people by personal experience.
We are glad that so much discussion and

popularity have been given to these sub
jects in the present century. Psychic
power is doing more to-day than it ever

ure to ascertain the hidden and unex

pected avenues of the brain, and one
has only to look at his portrait which
is presented with this number, to see

how his fine physical organization is
linked to a healthy mental development
and enables him to take the stand that
he now occupies in the department of
mental healing.

In every line of work there should be

adaptability of body and brain. There
should also accompany this fitness a de
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sire for the work, for no success of a

perfect character can come where the

interest is not in the work. Therefore
if we have a full preparation for success

in any calling there must also be indi
vidual desire to perpetuate that success.

Charles Brodie Patterson possesses

these three essentials, and accordingly
we find a great success attending his
labor. He is the picture of health, and
is therefore adapted for the work of a

physician. He has six special mental en

dowments which manifest themselves in
a remarkable way. These are his large
sympathies; his strong spirituality;
his keen intuition; his perceptive tal
ent; his great energy; and his versatility
of mind, of which we will speak pres
ently. His physique is equal to great
demands; his chest measurement is an

ample one when compared with his
height and weight. His facial develop
ments indicate generating power as

noticeable in the ear, nose, and chin,
and while the vital temperament as

sumes a good deal of influence when
united with the mental, yet the motive
is not lacking. The vital temperament
is particularly represented in the neck,
cheeks, and nose, while the breadth of
the ear gathers its proportions from this
temperament. The eyes express the
mental as well as the vital influence,
and generally indicate more of the ex

pression of hope, humour, and sym
pathy than is shown in this picture.
The mental temperament is discernible
in the powerful head and a strong in
tellectual bias which beams from it.
Not all heads that are large show intel
lectual grasp of mind, but in Mr. Pat
terson's case we find manifested a

breadth of intellect and a squareness of
forehead which is even shown to a dis
advantage through the hair coming well
down on the forehead.

HIS SYMPATHY.

Of the mental characteristics notice
able that largely make up his character
we perceive that, the influence of his
mother has been mainly at work in his
organization in giving him a large active
development of Benevolence. This

quality is one of the first requisites for
a mental healer, for, however learned
he may be, unless he understands the
full needs of his patients from a sym
pathetic standpoint, reads between the
lines, and gets in touch with the unex-
pressible part of his nature he will fail.
This power is particularly strong in Mr.
Patterson. Sympathy has eyes of its
own, and the vision that comes from
Benevolence has something of the di
vine element in it.

HI8 INTUITION.

His intuitive power coming to him
through his large Human Nature is an
other aid to his interpretation of char
acter. Hence his method of treatment
is adjusted to his keen intuitive percep
tion of character. He is able to size up
people and get at their true motives.

PERCEPTIVE FACULTIES.

His perceptive faculties are well de

veloped, facts and data are always
quickly gathered by him and made use
of. One extraordinary thing about h ira

is
,

that he is both practical and spirit
ual-minded. We very rarely find this
to be the case, for generally a person is

either drawn to one line of thought or
the other, but seldom to both. This is

what makes his character so unique.

HIS 8TRONG SPIRITUALITY.

The faculty of Spirituality is not un
derstood. This is partly owing to the
action of different faculties sometimes

giving a superstitious phase, or a help
in invention, or a spiritual power that
puts the mind " in tune with the in
finite." Mr. Patterson has the ability
to see further than most minds, yet his
Spirituality does not mean rapidity and
nothingness. He does not build on im
agination. He gives reasons and facts
for his theories, and is very unlike most
mental healers.

CEASELESS ENERGY.

As for matters of work his energy is

marvellous. He does not know when
he is tired. He works all day and even
ing long, and has learned the art of re

cuperation.
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VERSATILITY OF MIND.

He is gifted with great versatility,
and is able to grasp many subjects with
equal ability, hence it would not be dif
ficult for him to lecture, write, and teach
in turn.

MR. JOHN P. HOLLAND.

We were favored by a call from Mr.
John P. Holland, whose portraits were
taken expressly for the Journal by
Rockwood, and whose excellent out-

exhaust his vital stamina. He is par
ticularly prudential, is very cautious,
anxious, and solicitous about his work,
so much so that he may expend more

energy on what he does than the work
calls for. He is very conscientious, and
this characteristic has dominated his
whole life.

In looking at the side portraits we
see that Firmness and Benevolence are
well represented, also Causalty and

Comparison, which qualities give him
perseverance, indomitable will-power,
inclination to finish what he has set his

MR. JOHN P. HOLLAND.
Photo by Rockwood.

lines serve to show several important
characteristics.

His head measures twenty-three
inches in circumference, by fifteen and
a quarter over the top, and fourteen in
length, which means that he has a large
head, an active brain, and a very execu
tive organization. The front portrait
will show that he is not a man who
takes things quietly, nor is he lazy, but
instead is one who burns the midnight
oil, and is willing to spend his own vi
tality in the work that he executes.
He has very little regard for his own

vitality and strength, hence, he is liable
to over-exert himself and prematurely

mind upon. He is a thinker, planner,
theorist, and inventor, as is indicated
particularly by the side head in front
of where the hair parts from the head.
His Ideality makes him particularly
anxious to have verything precise and

exact, consequently he will take even
more pains than he needs with what he
is doing, in order to make it come up to
his ideal. He is quite reserved and be
comes absorbed in his ideas and work
to such an extent that he hardly knows
what is going on around him.

All the reflective faculties are highly
exercised and are even more promi
nently used in his character than his
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perceptive mind, or observing faculties,
though the latter are called out through
his desire to know every particular
about his calculations. He has a math
ematical mind, and must spend consid
erable time in working out his ideals.

The front view indicates much of the

experience that such a man must have

gone through, and every wrinkle is pre
served with great distinctness, and the
features of the face show self-abnega
tion, self-f orgetfulness, and a great lack
of power to appease the demands that
his work makes upon him.

Mr. John P. Holland is the inventor
of a torpedo submarine boat, which has
taken many years to complete. He has

expended a large fortune in this work,
but like the inventor of porcelain, he

would not give up the enterprise until
he had perfected his invention. Al
though the naval authorities recently
declined to recommend the purchase of
his boat, still France and Russia have
intimated a wish to secure it

,

the tests

of which were satisfactory.

ADENA 0. E. MINOTT.

The question of race is a very inter
esting one on this side of the Atlantic,
and it is a study which introduces us

to many new phases of anthropological
investigation. In no country in the
world perhaps is there a greater co-

mingling of the various nationalities
than we find on this continent. New
experiences are constantly coming to us,
and last year, for the first time since the
American Institute of Phrenology re
ceived its charter, were we made aware
of the fact that a lady of color desired
to study Phrenology that she might dis
seminate it among her own people.
This lady was born in the West Indies,
and therefore calls herself an English
woman, and although a resident in New
York she intends at no distant date to
return to her own native land and inter
est her people in the study which has
given her so much pleasure and profit.

Her parents and grandparents were
born in the West Indies, and both fam
ilies were interested in inventions and

mechanical works as well as in the study
of human nature. Miss Minott's father
was born in June, 1844, and as a child
in his play he always wanted to be a gen
eral and command an army. In such
an imaginary character he was always
building fortresses and forming plans to
elude the supposed enemy; as a man he
followed up this thought of organizing,
and commenced building operations.
He was among the first to establish the
Odd Fellows in the West Indies, and was
leader of the order from its organiza
tion until he left the West Indies in

ADFNA C. B. MINOTT.

1894. He is b
y trade a contractor and

builder, and has built several of the
leading Episcopal churches and also
high schools of Jamaica. His head
measures twenty-three inches in cir
cumference, by fifteen and a half in
height, and fourteen and an eighth in
length. He combines a good quality
of organization and active susceptibility
to his large brain. His active Friend
ship, Benevolence, and Conscientious
ness have won for him many friends,
while his Approbativeness, Self-esteem,
and Firmness have given him power of
control, independence of thought, and
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a capacity to take the lead wherever he
is.

Miss Minotfs mother when she was
nine years of age won the first prize for
needlework at school, and later another
for designing. She surrounded her
home when married with tokens of
thought and love made and designed by
herself. Scientifically speaking, her
head measurement is above the average
for a woman, the circumference being
twenty-two and one-eighth by fourteen
and a quarter inches in height and four
teen inches in length. She possesses a

good balance of power between body
and mind, and shows that she is pos
sessed of a fine quality of organization.

The children have all inherited to a

remarkable degree the physical and

psychological traits of the father and
mother, and are fine examples of the

principles of heredity; for several gen
erations the organs of Human Nature,
Benevolence, and Ideality, Spirituality,
Time and Tune have been especially
well developed.

Miss Minott is herself a great enthusi
ast, her brain is an active one, and she

possesses by inheritance a very quick
perception of character, hence the study
of human nature has been a great at
traction to her. Her perceptive quali
ties are well marked; in fact, she lets

nothing escape her that would be ser
viceable to her afterward. So quick is
her insight into subjects that before a

person has fully explained his mean
ing she has a dozen questions on the
rabject. She has very large Compari
son, which goes below the surface of
things, and makes her knowledge com

pare with that of others, hence she
loses no opportunity to increase her
store, and with her large Language has
the capacity to impart what she knows
to others in a very acceptable way. Her
large Approbativeness drives her for
ward, and prevents her mind from be

ing stagnant or contented with any
fixed idea; consequently, she is pressing
forward all the time, and will reach

higher in the circles of fame because of
her aggressive spirit. We have often
heard Fred. Douglass and Booker Wash
ington speak, and have admired them

for their eloquence, but Miss Minott will
not allow the masculine sex to win all
the laurels in oratory or debate, and
will soon enter the arena of practical
discussions on the line of her studies.
She has a social disposition, and lacks
no element of sympathy to guide her in
understanding people aright and inter
preting character correctly.

As many of her people are interested
in the subject of Phrenology, we believe
that she has a fine future before her if
she elects to take up the work of teach
ing this science.

MEN AND WOMEN OF THE
FUTURE.

I think most people like to prophecy,
and say what the future will be. Prob
ably those will be the best prophets who
know the most concerning the history
of human progress and its laws. Be
that as it may, however, the following
prophecy as to what the men and
women of the future will be, comes
from the eminent Anthropologist,
Mantegazza, in an article in the " Hu
manitarian." He says:

" The woman of
the future will be more healthy, more
robust, and, by abolishing tight-lacing
and narrow shoes, she will awaken our
admiration by her grace and strength." Our men will be more robust be
cause their mothers will be strong.
Maternity will be strengthened, not
abolished. She will live over the birth
and nursing of her child, and will ex
tend herself over his whole life. She
will enjoy a greater liberty of loving
and of choice in marriage; her position
in the family will be elevated above
divorce, she will be allowed the manage
ment of her own property, and will en
joy electoral and administrative rights.
She will make a better wife because she
was responsible for her choice; in hu
man society she will be the friend of
man, the guardian of morality, the ves
tal of poetry. In the family adminis
tration, in determining the religion of
her children, in the choice of schools,

she should have an equal voice with her
husband." Db. M. L. H.
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The Influence of Mind on the Organism.

A Lecture by Charles Brodie Patterson.

GIVEN BKFOKE THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OK PHKtNOI.OOY.

Many people want more mind, but I
find that one of the greatest troubles is

that they do not use, in the right way,
the mind they already have. If they
would only learn to use their minds in
the right way they would get far better

results than they do.
There is one great faculty of the

mind which is responsible, not only for
much that is good and practical, but
also for much that is evil. It is the

imaging faculty to which I refer. All
our thoughts contain within themselves

pictures, and these thought-pictures
correspond to things in the external
world, and the soul is thus related to
the outer world through mind. It is
this great imaging faculty which unites
man to the outer world. In itself this
faculty is neither good nor bad, but the
uses to which it is put give the helpful
or harmful results. It is our partial
way of looking at things, and because
of our belief that the great external
world is the real world, whereas the real

ity is only found in the invisible world.
" The things seen are temporal, but the
things that are not seen are eternal."
It is when we dwell then on the ma
terial, the temporal side of life, that we
lose the eternal, or the perfect picture
of life.

The mind produces first the thought-
picture, and then we give to it voice and
material expression. The order is thus,
mind, thought, ideal, expression. The
mind thinks, thoughts in turn picture
themselves, and these pictures find ex

pression on the physical form of man.
For every physical condition, we find a

corresponding mental condition. If,
then, we change the mental condition
we also change the physical. Remem
ber that the physical nature is the last
to respond. In cases of disease the
mind is first disturbed, and images

wrong thoughts, which find expression
in a disturbed condition of the body.

Great attention should be paid to the
imaging faculty in order to get right
pictures, and to grasp things in the true,
rather than in the false, way. The
great outer world about us is good and
beautiful; the world is not false, but the
evil which comes to us in life is from
without our real selves. No evil starts
in the soul. There is no centre from
which evil proceeds. All evil comes
from wrong mental pictures.

We look upon all that produces a

happy change as being good, and all
that produces a disastrous change as

bad. In this way we become related to
that which constitutes good or evil. It
is the way we are related to our environ
ment, or the conditions and forces
which the law of life places about us,
which makes the good or the evil, and
it is the imaging faculty which relates
us to the false or true. The wrong
thought produces an evil picture of life,
the true thought a beautiful picture.

If we recognize that all mind has a

spiritual centre, and works from that
centre out, instead of reversing the true
order, if we realize the inner life, we
shall see all pictures are beautiful, and
that the external life reflects the inner
life.

If we live in the inner life regard
less of outer conditions, things which
seem to affect us in the outer world can
have no power to retard our highest de
velopment. All disturbances are on
the surface, and are produced by our at
titude toward existing conditions.

It is with the mind that we relate our
selves to people, and to the conditions
which make our environment. If we
would get the beautiful, the happy, the
healthful picture, we must work from
the centre to the outer circle, instead of
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from the circumference to the centre.

It is only as we enter from the highest
into the lowest or outer circle of de

velopment that we can realize the unity
of life. The soul of man, the indi
vidual soul, is one with the great uni
versal soul. If we realize that One

ness, we shall picture that unity to the

outer world, and we shall picture our
relation to individuals in the true way,
that is

,

our picture will be filled not
with distress and evil, but with hope
and sunshine. We make this world
either evil or beautiful. If we make it
beautiful, then come faith, hope, and

happiness. If it is evil, then come dis
tress, trouble, and sorrow of every kind.
We get in this world what we seek in
it. If we are dwelling on pictures of
sorrow and distress, we shall always find
sorrow and distress.

This imaging faculty is the starting-
point from which to get the thought
right. Picture that which is true.

Nothing which contradicts good should
be harbored in the mind. Everything
which is in perfect accord with this un
derlying principle must be good and
true, and must leave a good picture.
With our minds we form a series of
thought pictures. Some of them are

good, and some we call evil, but none

of the pictures are in reality evil.
If we could only see that every ex

perience we have passed through in life
has brought some gain, then the pleas
ant side of it would appear, although
we have considered it evil. Each ex

perience contains a lesson of life, and
when that lesson is learned, it need
never be repeated. If we hold in mind
the unpleasant side we bring mental

depression, which in turn leads to physi
cal depression. The mind being sick,
the body becomes sick too. Therefore
we must change the whole attitude of
mind toward the bitter experiences of
the past. Wipe all these thought-pict
ures away; so that they no longer exist.
Withdraw the eyes from the dark back
ground and look upon the beautiful
things of life; realize that all things are

working together for good. When we
have done this these pictures have been

robbed of their power to harm in any
way.

It is possible to pass from this law
of sin to the law of the spirit of life.
Every life can manifest that which
Jesus, the Christ, manifested. It is

.

the
strong desire in the mind which attracts
the thing desired. Whatever you wish
to express in the outer world, whatever

you wish T
o

do, or to be, think it out so

clearly in your own mind that the con
dition becomes a very part of yourself.
Then the desired condition must fol
low.

By using the imaging faculty in this
way you can get the greatest good. Let
us think of ourselves as being now what
we want to be, because if we always de
fer it to the future it will never exist
in the present. When you desire a

thing believe that you have it
,

not that
you are going to have it. It is simply
absurd to desire a thing and not have
it. We must not only have things in
mind, but we must give them expres
sion. If you have an ideal it is valu
able only as you express it in your life.

The Christian world has been work
ing on the principle that this is an evil
and a very wicked world, and that some
time we shall leave it and go to a bet
ter one. Christians have been thinking
not of the present world, but of the
world to come, and they have prayed to
this end, thinking that probably God
would listen to their prayers if they
were very earnest. We have come back
to the spirit of Christ, to the realization
that Christ is the truth, that we are
the temple of God, and that the spirit
dwells in us here and now. The im
portant thought is that we can be well
now and that we can enter into this con
sciousness, and get results here.

Dr. Charles Brodie Patterson prefaced
his lecture by saying that many years
ago his head was examined by Professor
O. S. Fowler, who had told him of mental
qualities requiring' to be cultivated, and
other thing's which needed restraining.
This had made such impression upon
him, the doctor said, that he had decided
to follow the advice given him. It was
some years later that he met a noted stu
dent of Professor Fowler's, who, upon
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making an examination, showed that mer he had the pleasure of being ex-
certain marked changes had taken place amined by Miss Jessie Fowler with still
of a highly beneficial nature. Last sum- further gratifying results.

(To be continued.)

•

The Letters of Comte and John Stuart Mill on
• Phrenology.

By James Webb of London.

(Continued from page 114.)

" The number of organs to me has
always seemed too great, but without
having occupied myself especially with
this question, I do not think by all ap
pearance that we can admit less than
ten distinct forces, intellectual and af
fective, without falling into the vain
subtilty of metaphysical conceptions;
nor more than fifteen without altering
the intimate solidarity of human nat
ure."

It will be observed that Comte him
self falls into the " vain subtilty of
metaphysical conceptions

" in thinking
that ten was the lowest and fifteen the
highest number of organs and faculties
the brain and mind could possess.
Note his indefinite language,

" it
seemed to me," " I do not think," etc.,

especially this sentence, " I do not
think by all appearance that we can ad
mit." How different was the method
by which Gall admitted his results. He
observed and tested his discoveries one

by one, without troubling whether he
should discover five organs or fifty.

Now this~humber of ten to fifteen, a

very indefinite number, surely, was
constantly in process of variation ac

cording to the thoughts of Comte, for,
be it remembered, so far as we know, he
never attempted to test the localiza
tions, and therefore, so far as his posi
tive knowledge of the subject was
concerned, was unable to prove by ex

periment that his ten to fifteen faculties
were cerebrally primitive. So you will
not be surprised to find that Comte
finally came to the conclusion that
there are " Eighteen internal functions

of the brain," which are classified in
his "Positive Classification "—" The
Systematic View of the Soul." I will
here specify them. (1) Nutritive In
stinct (Alimentiveness); (2) Sexual In
stinct (Amativeness); (3) Maternal
Instinct (Philoprogenitiveness); (4)
Military Instinct (Destructiveness);
(5) Industrial Instinct (Constructive-
ness); (6) Temporal Ambition or Pride
and desire of power (Self-esteem); (7)
Spiritual Ambition or Vanity or desire
of approbation (Love of Approbation);
(8) Attachment (Friendship); (9) Ven
eration; (10) Benevolence or Universal
Love (sympathy, humanity); (11) Pas
sive Conception (concrete); (12) Pas
sive Conception (abstract); (13) Active
Conception (inductive comparison^;

(14) Active Conception (deductive);
(15) Expression, mimic, oral, written
(Imitation, Language); (16) Courage
(Combativeness); (17) Prudence (Cau
tion); (18) Firmness. Can anyone who
knows the merest elements of Phrenol
ogy doubt that with this proof of the

gradual approach to Phrenological no
menclature and philosophy that Comte
was, as he so often admits, an intel
ligent disciple of Gall, lacking only in
a practical application of its princi
ples? Comte told Mill there could be
no more than from ten to fifteen facul
ties, he thought, and yet afterwards
raised the number to eighteen, i.e., two-
thirds the number that Gall had dis
covered. He didn't want to affect
" the intimate solidarity of human nat

ure " and yet he did it
, if it rested on

fiftceTi faculties.
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Comte continues: " But be that as it
may, with all these grave defects and

many others, some inevitable and
others avoidable, I persist in regarding
comparatively the whole of the theory
of Gall, as having not only opened the

way for a reduction of these studies to
a positive state, but even as having al

ready greatly improved the philosophi
cal conception of our moral and intel
lectual nature. Yet these defects are
such that I have not seen any thinker
who has not at first been so shocked by
them as to be unable to seize the emi
nent scientific and logical value of such
an innovation. Nevertheless, we can

say to-day, that, at least in France, all
positive thinkers are already taking it
into serious consideration. There is
no course of biology, however little ad

vanced, in which this work is not ex

amined, as it decidedly incorporates the

study of the intellectual and moral
functions with the system of physio
logical studies.

On the 11th July, 1842, Stuart Mill
wrote as follows to Comte (see page 79

of "Lettreslnedites"):
"Now, as to Gall, I believe I have

given you an exaggerated idea of my
real disagreement with his doctrine,
and I am very far from not finding it
worthy of being taken into serious con
sideration—using here your own ex

pression. Quite the contrary! for I be
lieve that he has irrevocably opened the

way to a method of research really posi
tive, and of the highest importance.
If I have appeared less struck with the

arguments of Gall against the psychol
ogists as you might have expected, that
depends upon the arguments not being
essentially new to me, who had so many
times read and meditated on the parts
corresponding to them in your Course.

" I think, like you, that there exist

probably not less than ten intellectual
and affective forces without, however,

pretending to make an exact list of
them, and find for each of them its

proper organ. In spite of the pro
found irrationality in many respects of
the classification of the human and ani
mal faculties made by Gall, I do him

the justice of recognizing that it is
,

in
its general conception, far above the
common classification of the metaphy
sicians. Gall has at least conceived, as

distinct faculties, those capacities or
inclinations manifestly independent of
each other in their normal activity,
though not in their numerous sympa
thies and combinations, whilst the pre
tended faculties of attention, percep
tion, judgment, etc., or those of joy,
fear, hope, etc., accompany each other
normally in their actions, succeed each
other in their variations, and only re
semble the divers functions or different
modes of sensibility of the one and the
same organ. You will probably agree
that what there really is important in
the criticisms which Gall has passed on
the metaphysical theories bears especi
ally on this most important point."

Comte replied to this letter on the
22d July, 1842. I only extract so

much as refers to the subject of Phre
nology. He wrote:

"There remains now for me to apolo
gize, sincerely, for the precipitate judg
ment expressed in my last letter on the
subject of your opinion of Gall, which

I was led to form through my total ig

norance, nearly, of your former studies.
The explanations contained in your re

ply are perfectly satisfactory, and show
me that, under the most important as

pect, our spontaneous sympathy is

nearly as perfect as under all others.
For it appears to me impossible to add

anything to the truly admirable clear
ness and precision with which the last

phrase of your letter characterizes the
anti-ontological doctrine of Gall. I do
not doubt that in a short time our ac

cord in this respect will become com

plete, especially after you have read my
last volume, which will surely provoke
indirectly fresh reflections on the sub
ject."

On the 23d March, 1843, Comte
wrote to Mill: "In calling to mind
my own mental evolution, I see that the
doctrine of Gall has performed in me

the same function in some respects, as

Kantism is now performing in Eng
land, at least as to the irrevocable criti
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cism of our negative school. I have

observed here the same essential prog
ress in certain advanced spirits: all
that which there is really solid in the

Germans, concerning the insufficiency

and radical superficiality of the French
school, is found in much better forms,
in the phrenological conception, which
is much better adapted to our national
genius."

{To be continued.)

Notes and Comments.
By Dr. M. L. Holbrook.

THE BRAIN AND ITS RELATION
TO DREAMS.

Professor Ferrier thus explains the

phenomena of dreams. For each class
of impressions there are special regions
of consciousness in the brain. The im
pressions received are photographed on
the brain, and are capable of being re
vived. Memory, or the registration of
sense-impressions, is the ultimate basis
of all our mental furniture. Each piece
of that furniture has its function, like
the letters in a compositor's case. We
have a sight-memory, a hearing-mem
ory, etc. When thinking, or engaged
in ideation, we are but recalling our
original sensations and acts of cogni
tion. Commonly the reproduction is

very faint, but in some instances it is

nearly or quite as vivid as the original
sensation. This is especially true of po
ets, painters, religious enthusiasts, and
others. Those portions of the brain
which are most continously in action
during waking-hours require the long
est rest during the hours of sleep.
Hence the centres of attention would
sleep while the functions allied to re
flex actions would more easily waken.

The brain in sleep may be compared
to a calm pool, in which a stone causes
ripples, liable to interruption by other
ripples similarly caused. So the rip
ples of thought get confused. But,

again, the circle on the pool may not be

interrupted, and then the thinking will
be regular. The current of ideation
may be coherent or incoherent. The
most vivid association, which is com

monly the latest, dominates over the
rest. Dr. Reid, the metaphysician,
once dreamed of being scalped —there
was a blister upon his head. Dr. Greg
ory, from having a bottle of hot water
at his feet, dreamed of walking up the
crater of Etna. Intestinal conditions
are the most frequent sources of
dreams; the hungry dream of feasts, the

thirsty of water, the dropsical of drown
ing. Dr. Ferrier compares incoherent

dreaming to the changes in a kaleido

scope. There is nothing new in
dreams; the blind do not dream that
they see, nor the deaf of music. In
such cases there is a letter missing from
the font of type. Our fancy is awake
during dreams, and the faculties which
should check it are asleep. Hence
nothing surprises us in dreaming.

THE ADVANTAGES OF SOFT
WATER.

Water is man's natural drink. No
other gives such satisfaction. But it
may be a dangerous drink. One hy-
gienist has said: " Impure water may be,
if loaded with bacteria, the most dan

gerous drink in the world," worse even
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than whiskey. Nowhere in nature is

water absolutely pure. As it falls from
the skies it is often contaminated with
the dust and micro-organisms of the air.

Near all large cities this is the case. Af
ter a long rain the air becomes washed,

and then rain-water is comparatively
pure. Eain-water is soft and free from
mineral matter. Water which comes
from wells and springs always contains
more or less lime. Carbonate of lime is

the most common, but other minerals
may be present in large or small

amounts, according to the nature of the
soil. Water in which mineral matter is

present we call hard, and the degree of
hardness is decided by the quantity
present. One grain to the gallon we
call one degree of hardness, and so on.

It has been a question among sani
tarians whether hard water is injurious
or not. Many of the European hygien-
ists assert that a moderate degree of
hardness is preferable to softness, es

pecially the hardness from carbonate of
lime, as it is food for the bones of the

growing child.
Parkes, in his great work on hygiene

written fifty years ago, said, in sub
stance, it was a blessing to the potato-
fed Irish that their water was hard, for
it supplied them with lime on which the
bones could be developed, but he also
said that it was well that the water in
Scotland was mainly soft, for the oat
meal on which the Scotch were so large
ly fed supplied them with abundance of
lime, and if the water was hard there
would be an excess of it, causing much
disease, especially of the kidneys and
bladder. German hygienists have also
asserted that hard water was preferable
for the poorly-fed peasants of that
country, and particularly for their chil
dren, otherwise there would be far more
rickets than now. American hygien
ists, or at least those who do not copy
after German writers, have advocated
soft water as far preferable to hard, for
we are a well-fed people and do not need
the lime salts in hard water to nourish
our bones. And general observation

everywhere confirms this conclusion as

sound. For instance, the well water of

New York was very hard, and since the
soft Croton water was introduced dis
eases of the urinary tract have greatly
lessened.

Since the discovery of micro-organ
isms or bacteria as a cause of many dis
eases we have a new foe, and to rid our
selves of it many have advocated
distilled water, and it has come into
considerable use. The fear of these
minute foes is greater than the fear of
hard water, and this is justifiable. Dis
tilled water, it has been claimed, is an
ideal water, being soft and free from
bacteria. Eecently a German writer,
Professor Koppe, has condemned dis
tilled water as poisonous, for the reason
that by its greater solvent power it at
tacks the protoplasm of the cells and
weakens or destroys them. This is

practically the substance of his argu
ment. It is true that distilled water
has great solvent power. But distilled
water when drank does not immedi
ately come in contact with the pro
toplasmic cells unless it be in the mouth
and throat. In the stomach there is
geneially food, gastric juice, etc., and
when these are dissolved by it the objec
tion can no longer be maintained. If
large quantities were taken on an empty
stomach it might do harm, if not aerat
ed, but hardly otherwise. If these de

ductions are sound, the use of aerated
distilled water could not be injurious,
but to well-fed and over-fed people
beneficial. This question should be de
cided by experiment, and there are
enough people in the country who have
used distilled water for years to decide
it.

So far as I have observed its effects,
it has not been harmful but beneficial.
On our men-of-war it is almost univer
sally used, and to advantage. Several
of my correspondents write me they use
it altogether and never have been
harmed, but benefited. Distilled water
is not, then, a

" poison," but a benefit
and good.

The man with an idea has ever

changed the face of the world.
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- Thoughts on Education..
Bx S. Dexteb, of London.

[ {Continued from page 129.)

These great thinkers studied the nat
ural manner in which the child obtains

knowledge for himself, and they taught
that the young child should be helped,
should be stimulated to gain knowledge
for himself through his own self-activ
ity—should be encouraged to observe
for himself, to examine bodies for him
self, and by the use of his senses first,
make his own discoveries; should be
led to compare and contrast, and con

nect new knowledge gained with that
previously known—should be guided
to draw his own conclusions from his
own observations, and should in every
case be encouraged to express his obser
vations in his own simple words. Frcebel
went much farther than this. He re

quired that this expression should not
only be by language, should also be in
song, in games, in producing objects
observed in drawing, in sewing, in
building, in cutting out, or in any legiti
mate manner which would give scope to
the constructive, or original powers of
the child. In every way he advocated

picturing, tangibly or imaginatively,
that upon which the children were oc

cupied. The boys under his care often
acted out their history lessons in the
beautiful country surrounding the
school, and geography was commenced
by a study of the district in which they
lived. His determination was, that his
entire teaching should be based on the
self-activity of the children, and that
they should learn by living, and know
by doing.

This is the secret of true education.
It is by this method that the mental
powers of the child are called into play,
and consequently increase in rapidity
and accuracy of action.

In this connection Rousseau writes,
"Perfect growth can only be attained
through an entirely free development.
That which a child cannot perceive, by
his senses, that which he cannot see to

be either useful or pleasurable, van
ishes away like chaff in the wind. Much
of nature, and little of books, more real

ity and less instruction, this is the edu
cation that in every period has brought
forth the best men. A child must first
learn to know the earth, the plants,
the animals, and the human beings on
its native soil before it can understand
the more remote and distant places of
the earth. Any other way will only
produce parrots.

A good education consists less in the
dictation of what is good, true, and
beautiful, than in the practice of it.
What we have to do for early education
is not so much to teach virtue and truth,
as to protect the heart from evil, and
the mind from error." It was said of
Frcebel,

" No deadening and stultifying
methods were possible with him.

There are many studies, with older
children, in which memory-work must
necessarily play a prominent part, but in
these also, the committing to memory
should always be preceded with a pre
paratory connection with knowledge al

ready gained, by mental picturing of
what is to be learnt, so that the child
commits the lesson to memory in an

intelligent and imaginative manner, and
not in mental darkness and discon
nectedness.

How many are the hymns, collects,
etc., which have been learnt by children
with an entire absence of any sense or
connection of ideas. I can remember
as a child learning and singing heartily
a hymn, which, according to what I used

ignorantly to sing, was utterly profane,
and I imagine there are many others
who have imbibed a great amount of
rubbish, simply from not having men

tally seen what they were learning, sim

ply because eventuality wras the sole

faculty brought into play upon the sub

ject-matter, instead of several faculties
being called into activity.
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" The belt mother is she who studies the
Instructed judgment upon the knowledge so obtained.

child and ; i with wall

Child Culture.
CHILDREN OF PROMISE AND MARK.

Br Uxcle Joe.

Fig. 529.—Elbert \V. Miller, Min
neapolis, Minn.-—This boy is the pet
of the household, and for his age of two

years and seven months he has quite

fig. 529.

enough brain power to think with and

a large enough head to carry about. He
will not only be wide awake himself, but
he will keep everyone else on the qui
vive all the time. He has a restless kind

of energy, he fires off crackers three
hundred and sixty-five days in the year
instead of on the Fourth of July only.
People had better not say anything be
fore him if they do not want him to re
member, for he will remind them of
their own words at inconvenient sea

sons if they do not look out. He has a

way of getting what he wants and of
interesting people in himself. His
Causality is remarkably large, which
makes him ask for a reason why mother
does this or that; he is not content un
less he realizes the principle of his
obedience; he will stop to reason the
thing out before he runs the errand.

He will take a good education and had
better be trained to deal in ideas rather
than materials. He will make an excel
lent writer, a capital reviewer, a good
librarian, a capital physician, or he

would be an interesting lecturer, what
ever subject he took up he would make

everyone else become as deeply ab

sorbed in as himself. Fun is a strong
element in his character, and he will
bubble over with laughter when he feels

in his element.

Fig. 530.—R. S. Newark resembles

his father in many respects, and will
show several strong characteristics. He
will be a steady worker, will make many
friends, will be full of sympathy, and

desire to turn everything to a good ac

count for the benefit of others as well
as for himself. He has a fine disposi
tion, and will have a beneficial influence
over others. He may not be so assertive

as some, but he will be substantial in
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character, and people will depend upon
his word, and place responsibilities up
on him at quite an early age. He will
broaden out mentally, and if encouraged
to use his Language, his perceptive tal

ents, and his resourceful mind, he will
be a valuable citizen and a public officer,
not because he will seek the position
himself, but because he will be singled
out by others" and chosen as a leader.
He will not be one to blow his own

trumpet, but it would be curious if oth
ers did not do it for him. He is worth
a liberal education, and will show good
business capacity, general industry of
mind, considerable ingenuity and power
of contrivance, and force of character.

in his movements that he may have to
cultivate more patience in the working
out of his ideas if he wants to perpetuate
them. He will hardly give himself
time enough to eat or sleep, his body is
so active, and his mind so responsive to
conditions, hence if he is going any
where he will not want to wait for any
one else, but will be off and down the
street before he has given the other
members of the family due notice of his
intentions. His head is particularly
high, broad and prominent in the cre
ative direction. He is a lad of resource,
and if one plan does not succeed he will
have another ready to take its place. As
an electrical engineer or designer he

Fig. 531.—D. S.—This lad is very
different from his brother. He has the
activity of half a dozen boys; we cannot
conceive of much quietness when he is
around. He is a regular driver, and can
shout with the loudest and work with
the quickest. He will not let the grass
grow under his feet, but will be keen
witted as well as keen-sighted. It does
not take him long before he is satisfied
with a new toy or book, then he is ready
for the next thing that comes along.
Were he fitting up a toy steamboat with
all the proper requirements, he would
show a good deal of native talent in put
ting parts together, but he is so quick

will have many plans to offer, but he
will dislike a sedentary life, hence if he
were an architect he would be happy if
he had an opportunity to superintend
his own designs. It will be hard for
him to come under the strict discipline
of a master, and those who know him
the best will realize that the only way to
interest him will be to get hold of his
sympathies, and then he will let noth
ing stand in his way, but if he is co

erced he will have many battles to fight
with himself. He will let off more
mental sparks and fire-crackers than
half a dozen ordinary boys, and, al
though he is wiry and tough, yet he ha3
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need of more rest and sleep in order that
he may recuperate his energies that
have been exhausted during the day.
He should excel in the study of the lan

guages, in writing, and in carrying out
artistic work and design, but very
much that he does will be spasmodically
done.

What A Face Said;
OR, THE LOVE OF A LITTLE CHILD.

I was his governess. I loved him
from the moment his proud mother
presented me to his little royal high
ness, with these words:

"Teddy, dear, this is Miss Blake, your
new governess. Won't you come and
shake hands? "

Teddy was five years old—very
beautiful to look at, with his fine large
eyes, rosy dimpled face, and a mass of
yellow curls framing the soft coloring
in a golden setting."

Come, dear," 1 said, seeing him hold
back.

" No," he replied, quietly and firmly.
" Why not? I further questioned.
There was a pause; then very

slowly, "Because —I—don't—like—the
—look—of—your—face! "

"
Oh, what a rude boy!

" his mother
cried. But I added hastily: "He is a

very honest one. Perhaps," I con
tinued, turning to the blunt little chap,
"

you will like my face better some day;
if you ever do, will you tell me? "

" Yes'm." An interested look crept
into his merry eyes.

I. was amused at the discomfiture I
felt at the child's remark. I liked
" the look of his face "

very much.
What did he see in mine to object to?
I looked in the mirror. A plain face,
to be sure, but not an unpleasing one.
I loved children, and had believed that
they knew their friends. Well, it re

mained for me to conquer Master
Teddy's disapproval. It was no simple
matter.

I never saw such a restless, fun-lov
ing child. He was absolutely truthful;
and, as the days went on, I grew to dread
his fearless honesty. He seemed to read
my very soul. He never vouchsafed an
opinion: but, once let me weakly ask for
one, and it came unvarnished and un
adorned.

" What do you curl your hair for?"
he asked one day, as he eyed my locks,
which, after much trouble, I had gotten
into a semblance of waviness.

" Why, I wanted to look nice for this
evening," I replied shrinkingly. " You
know I am going to play upon the piano
for your mamma's friends."

" Oh! "

I tried not to ask it; but finally I
blurted out,

" Don't you think my hair
looks well, Teddy?"

" No'm; I think it looks hid—e—
ous! "

After he left me, I brushed the curl
out, and went straight-locked to the par
lor. Many a time I longed to ask him
if he liked my face better. But I dared
not.

Mischief-loving as he was, often
naughty, he was the most fascinating
child I ever saw, and I loved him. I
had not been there long before I found
out many things about him, his mam
ma and papa, which they never knew I
noticed. I saw that the pretty young
mother was proud of her beautiful boy,
but considered him rather a bother in
her giddy life. Then I discovered that
Teddy's papa was so busy making
money for his boy to spend by and by
that he took little heed to the training
of that boy.

I also found that under Teddy's
frolicsome merriment was a very
thoughtful little brain, and that the
child was often lonely and misunder
stood.

When he suffered, it was in a brave,
silent fashion, that put to shame the
endurance of his elders under less

strain. He was always docile with his
mother, but I never saw him kiss her
unless she urged him to. I thought
him cold and indifferent.

(To be continued.)
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LONGEVITY.— HOW TO INCREASE THE USEFULNESS OF OUR
FACULTIES SO AS TO LIVE ONE HUNDRED YEARS.

An Address Given Before the Hundred-Year Club.

BY J. A FOWLER.

There are many thoughts that crowd
into my mind that I would like to ex
press while I have the privilege to speak
to you to-night on this very important
subject of Longevity, but prudence de
mands that I confine myself to the scien
tific side of the question and compare
the old and new theories.

You will notice in the title of my ad
dress that I insert the word " useful
ness," as I believe that that most fully
carries out the idea of this club and that
no one cares to simply live one hundred
years for the sake of enumerating the
years, therefore, my object will be rather
to show how we can study ourselves so
as to develop our strength and natural
capacities to be able to keep our vitality
into a ripe old age.

In order to prepare for a long and use
ful life one should begin when the life
comes into existence. When the tree
brings forth its bud we may prune and
water and nurture the root and improve
the conditions and make them favorable
to enjoy a long existence. But we can
scientifically trace the forces at work
one hundred years before the life is given
to the individual or the tree. If we want
to make life produce its richest results
we must begin now for one hundred
years hence.

I am endeavoring to do my part tow
ard educating the youth of the rising
generation to so perfect themselves, that
they may in their turn produce healthy
and long-lived children.

A great deal depends on inheritance,
but inheritance can be modified. We of
ten hear that persons have taken after
their father and therefore as a matter of
course they must die of the same disease
and endure the same weakness. Let us
rather in a club of this kind rightly un
derstand the term " inheritance."

We do not inherit a disease, bxit sim
ply its tendencies, thus if a child, who
has a large head in proportion to its
body, is born into a family where there
are seven children, six of whom have
died of brain fever (simply because the
parents did not know any better than to
let them die), understands himself prop
erly and work more in the open air
rather than in a close office, he will be
able to live long and healthily, notwith
standing his ill-proportioned division of
bodily and physical strength. Some peo
ple think that to every living thing a

life-time is set, that whatever be the
composition that surround the roots of
a plant, whatever may be the nature of
the atmosphere into which it rises, if
it lives at all it must be as a plant of the
species to which it belongs, that its ab
sorbent and assimilative powers can ex
tract from its surroundings only those
elements that are suited to its own spe
cific organization. It will preserve its
color, its form, its fragrance. It will
elaborate sweet or acid juices, fruits poi
sonous or whosesome according to its
nature. The seed is in itself. Its growth
and shape and products are prescribed.
It cannot deviate from them without de
generating and incurring the danger of
final extinction. The vital forces in
voked in the germ can operate only in
certain directions and modes, thus lim
ited it develops into a type of being com
mon to the species and peculiar to the
individual.

But this is the law of fate or limita
tion, and in this nineteenth century I
want to express the thought that we
have grown into a nobler conception of
inheritance, for by the combination of
colors we can produce the green poppy
instead of the red, and we can change
the flavor of a fruit, and the form and
shape of the fruit, just so with human
developments. Fatalism does not come
in our estimate of human life. I am no
believer in fatalism. If I were I should
give up the study of mental science, of
the history of growth, of the principle
of expansion, and the ethics of right
living.

At one time we were informed that we
could not increase our cellular life, but
of late years we find that experiments
made in scientific laboratories show us
that the brain cells can themselves be
increased by education and exercise and
activity.

And this leads us to think for a mo
ment of the second point that we wish
to present to-night, namely, " How to
increase the usefulness of our faculties
so as to live to a good old age." As is
the condition of the body so is the con
dition of the mind. Physiology teaches
us this important lesson. We do not
agree with 1'rofessor Felix Adler if he
believes that a sound body is not neces
sary for a sound mind. We cannot
separate the condition of the body from
that of the brain. If the body is in a
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good condition, if the blood is pure, if
the muscles are healthy, if the bones are
sound, if the nerves are steady, if the
circulation is good and if the tempera
ments are harmoniously blended, then
the mind can be developed without any
hinderances and stumbling blocks, hence
the need to know how to change the sur
roundings and make them applicable to
our work when not harmonious.

A farmer does not leave his seed sow
ing to providence and expect a good crop
of wheat; if he finds he has put into the
ground poor grain, wheat, or corn, he
immediately sets to work to improve the
soil, by chemical properties, thus the art
and science of knowing how to live can
add to a person's life, though the chances
of health like Victor Hugo were not very
favorable at the outset, while many who
have started with everything in their
favor, by not knowing how to preserve
these, have died long before their nat
ural inheritance intended that they
should.

The importance with regard to our
capacity to live long depends largely
upon what we eat and drink, and it is
necessary to know the chemical deficien
cies of our organisms so as to supply the
same in our food. I do not think that it
is possible for us all to keep to one rule
of diet, particularly if our work in life
changes, and we pass from one climate
to another.

The same rule applies to exercise.
What will cure one man will kill another,
hence the need of personal examination
and personal tests of strength regarding
the breathing capacity, and the power to
circulate the blood freely in all parts of
the body. More knowledge is necessary
to maintain the health of the brain and
the consequent knowledge of this organ
and its capacities.

How can we judge of the strength and
durability of the mental powers except
by examining them. Psychology does
not do all we want it to, and hence a
definite method of studying the mind
itself and the faculties of which it is
composed has arrested the attention of
the best thinkers of the past century.

We have to begin with the child life
and note its peculiarities and take meas
urements of its head as regards its cir
cumference, its height and length, and
study the length of fibre possessed by
that individual child and note the qual
ity of organization and temperament be
longing to that life. We need to examine
closely the characteristics of each child
in our schools, and we predict that the
time is coming when every State will
have its own experts with regard to the
examination of the mental abilities of
the children, for such an examination is
as necessary as to have a State-appointed
physician to examine the health of each

child. When the importance of this shall
have sufficiently forced itself upon pub
lic attention we shall have children
taught within their mental and phys
ical strength, and children will be edu
cated in our public schools so as to make
better citizens than they do at the pres
ent day, for capacity will be taken into
account, then life will be a pleasure and
a joy that will be long extended, and the
latter part of one's life will then be the
working out of the climax of what has
been generated in the earlier portions
of it, like in the case of Mr. Gladstone
who did some of his best work after he
was eighty years of age.

It is a wrong management of the pow
ers that we possess that makes early
graves, but when we learn to conserve
our energies in the best channels, we
shall serve our country and our Maker
the best.

A good deal has been said about the
effect of mind being the factor in hered
ity, and the world of thought is only
upon the threshold of evidence that a
healthy brain is necessary for prolong
ing life. People die before their time
because they use their brains unwisely.
They cramp eighty or one hundred years
into fifty or sixty. They are not con
tent to live within their mental income.
They rob nature of rest and nourish
ment.

We can increase the usefulness of our
faculties by exercising each one. If one
faculty is capable of being influenced
and exercised by the power of the will,
each one of the forty-three can be in
time exercised in the same way.

Some people speak of faculties as
Memory, Imagination, Volition. These
are but primary conditions of the great
whole, of which the mind is composed.
We must come down closer to our indi
vidual powers if we want to influence
them directly through the will.

How does a weak man develop his
muscles? Does he imagine or dream
about their development and expect them
to increase? No, he systematically
trains them individually and collectively.
So mind, culture, and brain development
begin by systematic effort.

There are as many memories as there
are faculties, and there are as many
kinds of will as there are organs. The
will that governs the organ of Tune is
as essential as the will that governs the
organ of Language. There is not one
faculty that does all the willing, nor one
faculty that does all the memorizing for
the rest of the mind. By understanding
the individual faculties we can work out
the deficiencies of our minds, by sur
rounding the brain with right impres
sions, right environments, right desires.
We favor the conditions for the organs to
increase their former limits. It is not
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the thought that increases the cells. It
is the ego behind the thoughts that
works out development theory.

Let us drink of the fountain of knowl
edge that is again behind the thought,
and by drinking wisely we may coax the
cell life into activity. Power, ability,
and talent often exist without a person
knowing he has these. Let us examine
these two pictures of the child's brain-
cells and fibres, and then examine those
of the adult, and we see that we have in
embryo in the one what the other de

velops later on. The cells and fibres are
but slightly accentuated in the infant,
but the material is there to be worked
upon.

It is essential for us to know in a club
of this kind all about the centre or organ
of Vitativeness, so that we may cultivate
it when it is not actively developed, and
encourage ourselves with the knowledge
of its action when it is large if we have
nervous prostration, grip, or any other
weakness. The location of this very
helpful organ is directly behind the mas
toid process, which is situated in the
temporal bone and lies close to the pos
terior portion of the ear.

Thus, we know first that the mind acts
through the brain, the brain being the
material organ through which it acts.
And, although thought rightly directed
may be the factor through which sensa
tion changes its manifestation, yet
thought has to act through its proper
medium, for thought does not create.
The thoughts of all the mental faculties
being so numerous they may act upon
each other in such a way as to make us
suffer and fear, love and sympathize so
keenly that it will be necessary for our
well being and length of life to know
how to counteract them, by using others
less stimulative and more quieting and
relaxing. Is not this, ladies and gentle
men, a worthy study? I close by leav
ing with you a few simple maxims.

Maxims for Long Life.— 1. Congenial
work and plenty of it. 2. Early hours to
rest. 3. Plain food eaten slowly. 4.

Self-Control (mental condition). 5. Stop
Worrying (mental condition). 6. Mental
and physical work combined. 7. Deep
breathing, oxygen, cell-life created. 8.
Deep thinking.

CLUB TO TEACH PEOPLE HOW TO
LIVE ONE HUNDRED YEARS.

Vice-President Theodore Sutro, one of
One-Hundred Year Club, announced at
a meeting of the club Tuesday, March 27,
that he believed the secret of prolong
ing human life had been discovered and
that t he club would soon put the discov
ery to a test.

The object of the One-Hundred Year
Club has been misunderstood by the peo
ple. The underlying idea of the club is
to study by means of lectures to be de
livered before it by physicians and oth
ers, by discussions and the study of
statistics, means for improving the men
tal and physical condition of the human
race, thereby prolonging life. The club,
therefore, might well be called by some
other name, such as " The Society for the
Study of Longevity."

The club believes that under proper
conditions and by the observance of cer
tain rules, which in the course of time
will be formulated, the average limit of
the life of man may be materially in
creased —possibly to one hundred years.

The first and most important plan is
one recently discovered by the club. It
is that, say, once a year, physical ex
aminations be made of all members of
the club who so desire by a board of ex
aminers composed of club members, who
shall have authority to refer special cases
to medical experts in the club or to spe
cialists who may be willing to aid in the
work.

RECORD OF EXAMINATIONS.
The idea is to keep a record of the ex

aminations and memoranda of occupa
tions, habits, and the general circum
stances of the persons examined. This
would be of untold value in throwing
light upon the condition of the indi
vidual examined. We think that in this
way vital statistics can be collected
which will be of value not only to the
students of longevity, but to physicians
as well.

Thus we hope to be able not only to
prolong the life of the members to a ripe
old age, but to be of assistance to nil
those interested in the most important
subject with which man has to deal.

SOME INTERESTING PAPERS READ.
Of late several interesting papers have

been read before the club, among them
one by Dr. Cyrus Edson and one by Miss
Jessie Fowler. Both argued that mental
conditions have a great deal to do in in
fluencing physical conditions. This is
important and interesting, and the study
of the subject in connection with the
bureau of statistics and the physical ex
aminations will, I am sure, bring favor
able results. The popular idea that
active brain work has a tendency to in
jure the body is wrong, according to Dr.
Edson and Miss Fowler, with whom most
of the members of the club agree. Em
erson's admonition to the effect that high
thinking and plain living appear to be
the means of insuring health, is more in
accord with our ideas.
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The Mathematical Centre.
ANOTHER CONFIRMATION.

From German sources there cornea a

recent report of observations bearing

upon the centre o'f Calculation, or as the

observer terms it
,

the mathematics cen

tre.

According to the " Kolnische Runds
chau," of Vienna, Herr Moebius has been

making an investigation, gathering data

from upward of 300 persons, for the

purpose of ascertaining whether or not

there are indications for special talent

for mathematics. The results he has

obtained appear to be satisfactory, to

the effect that in the left frontal angle

of the brain, corresponding to the ex

ternal angle of the eye, is the location

for the faculty which is chiefly active

in mathematical computations. When

that part of the brow is prominent, says

Herr Moebius, it corresponds to an un

usual capacity in this direction, and this

prominence depends upon the develop

ment of the anterior end or margin of

the third frontal convolution.

The observer's conclusions have a

bearing upon the old views respecting

the language centre in that its location
was chiefly related to the left hemi

sphere, as he assumes that the mathe

matical centre is located on the left side.

We can easily accept this theory from
the generally accepted point of view,

that the left hemisphere of the brain is

the more actively concerned in mental

operations. D.

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
PHRENOLOGY.

The Annual Assembly of the Amer
ican Institute of Phrenology (incor
porated in 1866) will take place on

Wednesday, September 5th, with an eve

ning reception of students and friends.

The course will consist of about one

hundred and twenty-five lectures, and

will extend over six weeks. Three

lectures are given each day, excepting

Saturday, when a review of the week's

work is held.
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The object of the course is to explain

the fundamental principles of Phrenol

ogy, Physiognomy, Psychology, Physi

ology, Anatomy, Hygiene, Heredity,

Foods, the Races, the Temperaments,

Brain Dissection, the Objections and

Proofs of the Old and New Phrenology,

Mental Therapeutics, the Choice of

Pursuits, Marriage, the History of

Phrenology, Animal Magnetism or

Hypnotism, Psycho-Physiology, Elocu

tion, Oratory and Voice Culture, and

Jurisprudence.
Last year the students had the ad

vantage of the lectures of William

Hicks, M.D., a physician and medical

professor, who has had practical experi

ence among students, on Physiology

and ADatomy, Insanity, Brain Dissec

tion, and Clinical Work in Treating the

Insane, which proved of great interest

to all members of the class.

The Institute will have the same as

sistance this year.

The Institute course is recommended

to business men and women who have

daily to come in contact with their em

ployees and customers.

It provides help to all professional

men and women who have to educate

the masses.

It proves a guide to parents and

teachers, as well as private individuals.

LIBRARY.
In this department we give short reviews of

such Nr.w Books as publishers see Jit to send us.
In these reviews we seek to treat author and
publisher satisfactorily and justly, and also to

furnish our readers with such information as
shall enable them to form an opinion of the de
sirability of any particular volume for person
al use. It is our wish to notice the better class

of books issuing from the press, and we invite
publishers to favor the Editor with recent publi
cations, especially those related in any way to
mental and physiological science. We can sup
ply any of the books noticed at prices quoted

REMINISCENCES OF JULIA WARD
HOWE.

" Reminiscences of Julia Ward Howe."
Houghton, Mifflin, & Co., New York.
The reminiscences of this remarkable

lady are well worthy of the consideration
of all intellectual people. Having lived
for the best part of a century, she has
come in touch with all the well-known
people that have figured in public life
during that time. She is a lady whose
wide experience has brought her into the
best society that America and Europe
can yield, and anyone looking at her pict
ure, even if they have had no opportunity
of seeing the grand woman herself, must
believe that her towering intellect is
capable of doing more than ordinary
work, for she is equipped intellectually
and possesses superior culture, and her
noble courage is advancing all the higher
philanthropies that enrich her time, these
and many other noble points in her char
acter make her life full of interest to us
all. She has been a household word for
many years, and one regrets that such a
person as herself must really grow old.
Her literary powers are varied in charac
ter, while her originality of mind, her
archness of speech, her appropriateness of
address, her fervor in meeting the sar
casms that have hit strongly upon the in-
divual work of woman, are characteris
tics Of her life.

Such a woman as Julia Ward Howe can
write reminiscences with a free license
that could not be taken by, or allowed to
but a select few. She never spares a good
anecdote, even if it is at her own expense,
and besides the personality of her book,
the facts and memories of her life in con
nection with istorical events will do much
to add to the sale of the book, and to the
continuance of its popularity.

She was well acquainted with Professor
L. N. Fowler and his wife in the sixties,
and called at their office in London when
visiting that metropolis. She is noble-
minded in character, and does not belie
her phrenological characteristics.

On page 131 Mrs. Howe states: "The
presence of the celebrated Phrenologist,
George Combe, in Rome at this time,
added much to Dr. Howe's enjoyment of
the winter, and to mine. His wife was
a daughter of the great actress Mrs. Sid-
dons, and was a person of excellent mind
and manners.

" I remember thnt Fanny Kemble, who
was a cousin of Mrs. Combe, once related
the following anecdote to Dr. Howe and
myself: 'Cecilia (Mrs. Combe) had
grown up in her mother's shadow, for
Mrs. Siddons was to the last such a so
cial idol as to absorb the notice of peo
ple wherever she went, leaving little at

tention to be bestowed upon her daugh
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ter. This was calculated to sour the
daughter's disposition, and naturally had
that effect.' Mrs. Kemble then spoke of
a visit which she had made at her cou
sin's house after her marriage to Mr.
Combe. In taking leave she could not re
frain from exclaiming, ' Oh, Cecilia, how
you have improved! ' to which Mrs.
Combe replied, ' Who could help improv
ing when living with perfection ? '

" Dr. Howe and Mr. Combe sometimes
visited the galleries in company, view
ing the works therein contained in the
light of their favorite theory. I remem
ber having gone with them through the
great sculpture hall of the Vatican, lis
tening with edification to their instruc-

tution of Man ' as one of the greatest of
human productions."
" New Thought Essays," by Charles

Brodie Patterson, author of " Seeking
the Kingdom," " Beyond the Clouds."
The Alliance Pub. Co.
This book contains from beginning to

end thoughts that will strengthen any
reader who will take a little time to ex
amine into it. The print is excellent and
the volume is complete in 103 pages. It
contains fifteen chapters, and embraces
many lectures on Mr. Patterson's best
work. The ones on " We make our own
environment," " Telepathy a scientific
fact," " Healing at a distance," and " The
mental origin of disease," are some of the

JULIA WAKO Mow I

tive conversation. They stood for some
time before the well-known head of
Zeus, the contour and features of which
appeared to them to be orthodox, accord
ing to the standard of Phrenology.

" In this last my husband was rather an
enthusiastic believer. He was apt, in
judging new acquaintances, to note
closely the shape of the head, and at one
time was unwilling even to allow a wom
an servant to be engaged until, at his
request, she had removed her bonnet,
giving him an opportunity to form his
estimate of her character, or, at least, of
her natural proclivities. In common with
Horace Mann, he held Mr. Combe to be
one of the first intelligences of the age,
and esteemed his work on ' The Consti-

finest, and after once having heard his
voice one can easily picture him before
them.

Another valuable book brought out by
the same author is " The Library of
Health," Vol. I., from May, 1897, through
April, 1898. In this book we have one
interesting chapter a month. The ones
on " The power of the Will," and " Self-
Control, " are what everyone needs to
day, and what so many are seeking
for. Mr. Patterson speaks of the need
of self-control not only for one's self,
but also for the benefit of others. As
he says " what affects one person can
not fail but have a great effect upon
others as well." In the chapter on the
" Power or the Will," he states, " all hu
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man force is divine in origin, the true
or false results depends on its direction
or misdirection; when directed aright we
have harmonious results which bring
peace to mind and health to body. It is
essential that we should know that the
mind has power within itself to regulate
and control its own thoughts, which in
turn control the physical organism.
The physical organism is not the man
but the machine, the body becomes trans
formed through the renewing of the
mind. A diseased mind will show forth
in a diseased body, the question of how
to be well is one that must ever be one
of interest to all." We believe that these
books have been of very great help to the
multitude of people who have consulted
Mr. Patterson with regard to health.

We have received from the Abbey
Press *' People and Property," by Edward
B. Jennings, also " Consumption and
Chronic Diseases. A Hygienic Cure at
Patient's Home of Incipient and x\d-
vanced Cases," by Emmet Densmore, M.
D., published by The Stillman Pub. Co.,
Brooklyn, and Swann Sonnenschein &
Co.
" Prairie Lvrics, Love and Lore," by Elsie

Cassell Smith, published by T. B. Gil
ford & Co., Kokomo, Ind.
This is a little booklet of original verse

by one who has the vein of poetry run
ning all through her inspired writings.
The selections are varied, one is called
" To a Skull, on finding one on the Prai
rie," and is beautiful in sentiment. We
believe there is no theme which the writer
could not do justice to in verse. Truly
poetry is a gift, and is only given to a
few. We are glad to see the little
brochure which collects a number of
poems that would otherwise be scattered
within the covers of magazines.

. TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
Character Sketches from Photographs.

—New subscribers sending photographs for re
marks on their character vnder this heading
must observe the following conditions : Each
photograph must be accompanied by a stamped
and directed envelope for the return of the

photograph. The photograph or photographs
(for, where possible, two should be sent, one giv
ing a front and the other a side view) must be

good ,\nd recent ; and, lastly, each application
must i.s accompanied by a remittance of fl.00
(5s. English) for twelve months' subscription
to the Phrenological Journal. Letters to be
addressed to Fowler S; Wells Co., New York,
or L. N. Fowler Jf Co., London.

J. S. Darwin— England —has an active
temperament, is a wide-awake man, and
takes a lively interest in his surround
ings. His attachments are very strong,

he is highly social, warm-hearted, and
fond of children. His social nature is a
little too active, he should give more
time to intellectual work. His mechan
ical abilities are above the average, he
takes an interest in his work and shows
good taste. He should cultivate Self-Es-
teem and Firmness. He is strongly sym
pathetic, has good conversational pow
ers, and will be disposed to take an ac
tive part in religious work.

Mrs. J. S. Darwin. — England. —This
lady is very thoughtful and a good man
ager, she can lay out money to the best
advantage, she always looks ahead and
counts the cost, and is a very excellent
housewife. She will, however, find time
for reading and improving her mind,
she is very apt in acquiring information;
is critical, quick in noticing inconsisten
cies in others, but is charitable in her
judgment of people. She is orderly and
particular in having everything tasteful
ly arranged. Her musical abilities are
well represented in the photo. She is
somewhat too sensitive and criticises
herself too much.

G. G. —Cape Colony, S. Africa —has the
mental-motive temperament, is very ac
tive and versatile; he will be interested
in many things and anxious to take a
leading part in work of a philanthropic
character; he has strong ambitions,
warm sympathies, and a hopeful nature.
He is governed by the purest motives and
will be very anxious to do all the good he
can in the world, for he has a large
moral brain and is quite enthusiastic in
any good cause. He is a capital organ
izer, knows how to superintend work
and direct ways and means. In a respon
sible position he will be very trust
worthy and reliable, for he is conscien
tious and is a man of sterling principle.
He is cautious in his actions but quick
and impetuous in speech; at times is
swayed too much by his feelings, is out
spoken and frank, very liberal in thought
and actions, and is able to take a broad
view of everything. He is sharp, quick,
not afraid of work, and will be well
known for his industry and thorough
ness.

J. H. Mc.—Londonderry, Ireland—has
an aspiring mind, intense feelings, and a
strong regard for equity and justice.
He is capable of wielding a good influ
ence around him, for his moral nature is
very strong and of a distinct type, he is
not a sentimental man, nor carried away
by emotion. He is firm, positive, and
self-reliant, cautious and discreet in his
actions, and is subject to irritability of
feeling when things are not working
smoothly; he should cultivate the Vital
Temperament and carefully obey the
laws of hygiene. He possesses a good in
tellect and a reflective mind, is very
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thoughtful and intuitive, is always
thinking, but his mind is a little too
much divided, his conversational powers
are not strong. He needs a stronger
physique to support his active brain.
He is well adapted for the position of
manager, secretary, or light mechanical
work.

No. 609— W. H— Bowe, Col— This lit
tle child is a treasure. There is a great
deal of vitality expressed in the features,
and a great amount of energy is notice
able in the whole organization which
comes from the base of the brain. Such
a child will be on the move all the time,
except when reading or being read to.
There is a great deal of power beaming
from the top of the head, and with all
the good humor, geniality, and youthful-
ness of disposition many friends will be
made. As a physician such a child will
cure by its very presence. We would like
to see more of this kind for opening of
the twentieth century.

No. 510.— S. W—Chicago, 111.— The lady
is a thoroughly wide-awake one, she sees
from the back of her head as well as from
the front. Her thinking cap is always
on, consequently she is ready to argue
and debate as well as teach and instruct.
She would make an excellent teacher of
advanced pupils, for she would prepare
them conscientiously for their examina
tions. She is an excellent reader of char
acter and should study Phrenology, for
she could grasp its principles and apply
its truths. She has large Language, and
can express her thoughts quite well in
company, and always has something in
teresting to say. She will always want
to study and improve her mind, and will
succeed in being at the top of her class
or profession.

No. 511.— A. P. Z.—Chicago, 111—This
gentleman has a very keen intellect, he
is almost too critical for he sees flaws
in his own work and that of others, but
more especially in the former. He is a
man of many ideas, and we trust he will
get into his right groove. He is in
genious, artistic, intuitive, and in a busi
ness would drive ahead of all the rest
and make things spin with great velocity.
He is non-committal when he likes and
knows how to keep his own counsel, and
attend to his own business. He should
make a good organizer and will be asked
to take the secretaryship of this or that
society outside his ordinary avocations.
He would make a fine lawyer if he felt
so disposed to develop his studious qual
ities.

No. 512.— J. C. G., Rialto, Cal.— You
have a capable mind, and all you need is
opportunity to use it. You could enjoy
a first-class education, for you would use
it in a mechanical, ingenious, engineer
ing department of work. You are

HO 512. —j. c. O.

thoughtful and can organize and plan
6\it work to advantage, in fact, you have
too many schemes on hand and do not
know what to do with them all. You
are in your element when you can super
intend work and be your own master.
Push yourself on a little, and use your
Destructiveness and Self-Esteem in con
junction with your Causality. You are
fond of experiment. If you go into busi
ness do the buying instead of the selling,
or if obliged to sell goods cultivate more
language.

No. 513. —Peoria, 111.—You are made of
good material and have much to be
thankful for as regards your constitu
tional health, and the harmony you pos
sess between the action of your body and
the versatility of your mind. There is
much we could say about your organiza
tion and talents which we must deny
ourselves the pleasure of doing in this
short space. You have a scientific cast
of mind, are a good observer, and quickly
take note of what is taking place around
you. Your capacity to gather knowledge
is remarkable. You would enjoy travel
ling highly, and if you ever get a chance
to go round the world or even visit the
l'aris exhibition this summer make every
effort to go; travelling will do more for
you than a year at college. You will be
better placed in life if you are where you
have not to be too confined to indoor
work. You are quite intuitive and could
make a study of Phrenology and physi
ognomy for your own benefit and that of
others. In law you could take up the
real estate business with success.

(Continued on page S, Pub. Dept.)

OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions op General Interest only
will be answered in this department. But one
q tstion at a time, and that clearly stated, must
be propounded, if correspondents expect vs to
give them the benefit of an early consideration.

If Yoo Use a Pseudonym or Initials,
write your full name and address also. Somt
correspondents forget to sign their names.

G. T. Byland, Lebanon, Ohio.—We can
give you all the reviews you want, in
fact, we could fill up our back pages with
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copious book reviews. We are always
glad to know what our readers like to
have laid before them, so that we can
make a suitable intellectual menu, but
please do not ask us to satisfy one per
son's appetite without taking into con
sideration that there are other people
who are sitting at our intellectual board,
and who are calling out for another kind
of food; hence with our limited space
we endeavor to divide it into many sec
tions, and consequently cannot give all
the items we would like on that account.
We are glad you appreciate the article
on " The Letters of Comte and John Stu
art Mill on Phrenology." You agree with
us that we cannot have too much of this
kind of literature which introduces us to
the very heart and core of the opinions
of intellectual men.

George Fredericks, Newark, N. J.—
Will you kindly inform Mr. Sippel that
his photographs will be returned when
his sketch appears in the Phrenological.
Journal; as many were received before
his, they have had to take precedence of
him.

Mrs. Isaac Batten, Nebraska. —We are
glad you have derived pleasure and profit
from reading the Journal during the
past year, and trust you will be equally
benefited by this present year. In due
course your photograph will be de
scribed in the Journal.

Arthur G. McAdams, Brooklyn, N. Y.
—The organs that would be most suited
to encourage for the cultivation of
plants, garden produce, and pets of all
kinds would be the perceptive faculties,
Ideality, Philoprogenitiveness, and Be
nevolence.

J. S. Tait, Petersfield, Jamaica, W. L
—We are glad to hear from you again
and to know that you are still a follower
of the doctrines which you have so care
fully studied. We trust you will receive
the books you have ordered in good
shape. Are there many people around
you who are interested in studying their
own developments? We are glad that
your knowledge of Phrenology is of such
value to you in the ministry, and are glad
to know that, the science which is in
harmony with the Scriptures is, as you
say, having a substantial hold on the peo
ple under your charge. We regret that
space will not allow us at present to re
produce your paper, which we now re
turn with many thanks for sending it.
Could you not describe for us some of
the people who come under your notice?

C. D. B., Springfield, Mass.— We heart
ily congratulate you on your gain of
twenty-five pounds, which you say you
have gained during the lost three
months, we think your work must be
agreeing with you. Do not part with it

now that you have made so good an ad
vance.

S. Wing, Leoti, Kansas. —You will ere
this have received your photo and have
seen the short sketch of yourself in the
April No. of the Journal. We trust that
it will be of help to you in your further
understanding of yourself.

B. T. Ldvermore, Boston, Mass.— In re
ply to your query concerning the paper
I read before the Hundred Year Club, I
am pleased to note that you are inter
ested in the subject, and will pass on
your name to the secretary. We have a
number of publications that we can
recommend you on the subject of hered
ity and longevity, while a copy of the
principal points of the address you will
find in another part of this Journal.
We believe with you that nine-tenths of
the trouble in the world can be avoided
if you know how to live properly.

S. C. McCormick, Ennis, Texas. —You
state that the questions of perfect health
and of longevity are in your opinion of
great importance, yet the rules for at
taining such are ruthlessly broken by the
multitude. Yes you are right in the lat
ter opinion, and this is why we seek to
explain to those " who want to know "
plain facts about living and induce peo
ple to think more seriously on these
points. We will forward you a list of
our publications bearing on this subject.
Some of our remarks which you enquire
about that were made at the Hundred
Year Club are reproduced in another part
of this Journal.

J. Fairbanks, Springfield, Mo.—We
wish you could have been with us on the
evening of March 22d, when we gave an
address on " How to increase usefulness
and extend the limit of our faculties to
a hundred years." We forward some of
our remarks that you may peruse at your
leisure.

Edwin Morrell, Manchester, N. H. —We
are gratified to learn that you have been
so successful in your lectures at Concord,
and believe they will strengthen the be
lief in that town that Phrenology is true
to nature.

Notre Dame.—You ask the following
question, " Should a fair complexioned
gentleman marry a fair complexioned
lady, providing in everything else they
are well adapted to one another, rather
than a fair complexioned gentleman
marry a dark complexioned lady with
other things not so favorable? " Ans.
We have no hesitation in saying that the
former conditions are far more likely to
produce harmony and happiness than
the latter, in fact, extremes do not al
ways make up the sum total of happi
ness, and we must study the whole man.
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WHAT PHRENOLOGISTS ARE
DOING.

FIELD NOTES.

" I am lecturing on Phrenology and
examining heads here." Henry C. Hixon, East Sullivan, Me."

M. F. Kane, class of 1899, is now in
New Bedford, Mass.

H. M. Elliott, class of '94, is still in
Lebanon, Kans.

Miss Elsie Cassell Smith is lecturing in
Elbowoods, North Dakota.

Robert Schaellibaum, class of '91, is now
at the Hotel Jerome, Columbia, S. C.

Professor Owen H. Williams has
started for Philadelphia where he will
continue to canvass for many of our pub
lications.

Dr. C. Claremont is lecturing in Fort
Worth, Texas, and is meeting with suc
cess.

April 6.— Professor Taggart, the Phre
nologist, is in Qladwin. Mr. Taggart first
visited the city eighteen years ago, com
ing by stage by way of Loomis, and ap
preciates the great progress made in
Gladwin and surrounding country. The" Record " having had a long acquaint
ance with Mr. Taggart, takes great
pleasure in recommending him as a con
scientious, straight-forward gentleman,
who practices his profession from a love
of it and is thoroughly up-to-date in all
that pertains to it. His first lecture takes
place at the opera house to-morrow
(Saturday) evening. Persons desiring
examinations will find him at Mrs. Mc
Donald's restaurant.

FOWLER INSTITUTE, LONDON.

On Wednesday, January 3d, W. Brown,
Esq., President of the Fowler Institute,
delivered an able lecture on " Races," il
lustrated by a large number of photo
graphs. We hope to publish this lecture
later on.

Wednesday, January 17th, we were
favored with a lecture from James Webb,
Esq., dealing with the recently published
correspondence between Comte and Stu
art Mill on their views of Phrenology.
The lecture was highly appreciated by
a large audience of members and friends,
and Mr. Webb was heartily thanked for
his services to the institute and Phre
nology.

During the month Mr. D. T. Elliott has
lectured at West Norwood and Canning
Town.

We should be obliged if phrenological
lecturers and societies were to send in
reports of their meetings for insertion
in the Journal.

LEYTON PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

THE CRANIA OP SCHOOLBOYS.

Mr. James Webb recently addressed
this society at their meeting. Mr. E. H.
Kerwin, president, was in the chair. Mr.
Webb is a successful schoolmaster of
many years' experience, a well-known
educationalist and an expert Phrenolo
gist. It was therefore expected that he
would be able to treat of the subject in
an original and masterly manner. It is
one upon which he has been working and
conducting experiments for some four
teen years or more.

The facts that Mr. Webb brought be
fore the meeting were those of a simple
character as are illustrated by the crania
of children in school. It was interesting
to see the outline of two heads of boys
in standard one, seven years and four
teen years of age respectively, showing
that the younger had a greater frontal
revelopment and less posterior than the
elder boy. Two other boys, of the same
age —eleven years —one in standard one
and the other in standard five—the out
lines were wonderfully striking, show
ing the inferiority intellectually of the
former boy. The contrast of a trust
worthy, respectable lad with a truant,
liar, and thief of the same age was very
remarkable. Indeed the fact that these
figures are based upon such a large num
ber of calculations and examinations,
makes the results in themselves a proof
of the fundamental principles of Phre
nology — if further proof can be required
in these latter days.

A discussion arose afterwards upon
our system of education, showing its fail
ure to prepare the weaker children for
the duties of life, and the need to clas
sify children according to their mental
capacity giving them a curriculum ac
cordingly.

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
PHRENOLOGY.

On April 4th, the sixth lecture of the
season was given by Dr. Carle ton Simon,
the specialist on insanity. The lecture
that he gave was on " The Line between
Crime and Lnsanity." The subject from
beginning to end was an intensely in
teresting one and was treated with
marked ability as only an expert could
handle it. He remarked that if a man
gives as proof of disordered mental rea
soning amlity the destruction of life,
property, or social laws, and such de
struction has no motive for its perpetra
tion the law holds him insane. Should a
motive exist it holds him as a criminal
and responsible. It becomes a question
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in law of motive, and it is largely due to
this element necessary to general rea
soning ability that stamps the act either
as the proof of insanity or a crime. Still
an insane act may exist in which motive
may be present. It is this very discrep
ancy that makes the border land of in
sanity and crime so difficult of differen
tiation.

The examination of many hundreds of
criminals, the doctor said, convinces me
that the moral responsibility of the crim
inal is nil, that he does not know that he
is in error, and if he does recognize this
fact that he cannot control his criminal
desires and impulses. These impulses
are termed in the insane imperative con
ceptions; in the criminal, I am sorry to
say they have not been labelled with sim
ilar charity. Criminals, he says, have
been classed into three divisions; these
are, first, the accidental criminal, who is
naturally the honest man who has gone
astray, the second is the habitual crim
inal, the product of his environment and
bad habits, the third are the born crim
inals, instinctively so because of their
inheritance.

As we hope in a future number (June)
to give a more complete report of the
paper with a portrait of the lecturer,. we
will reserve further remarks or quota
tion from the paper itself. Miss Fowler,
who occupied the chair, explained in her
opening remarks why Phrenologists were
interested in a subject of this kind. She
stated that the great use to which Phre
nology could be applied was not among
the perfect individuals or those of normal
development so much as among those
who, recognizing their departure from
the normal were willing to take the ad
vice of those who could wisely give it
through suggestions of what could be
done to raise the level of their individ
uality.

A lively discussion followed, and many
interesting questions were asked. We
were glad to hear the Doctor express the
opinion that he did not believe that a man
was obliged to be a criminal because he
had a low head, for, said he, there are
qualities in the mind and organs con
tained in the brain which could largely
assist such an unfortunate to overcome
the inheritance that he showed in the
configuration of his head. This is the
ground that as Phrenologists we must
take because optimistically we can see
improvements in our prisoners under the
right kind of treatment, and were we to
believe that a man was fated by his
organization we should not surround him
by any ameliorating environments, while
we know that if special care is taken
with the criminal his life may become
changed.

The Rev. Mr. Hyde took exception to

the word " instinctive criminal," and ex
plained how Phrenology was an ever
ready helper in the redemption of the
criminal. He did not like to hear a per
son say that a child was born a criminal.

Dr. Brandenburg made some practical
remarks with regard to the line between
crime and insanity, and spoke of how-
useful Phrenology had been to many who
were on the verge of despair through a
want of knowledge of themselves. He
said we need to begin in the school
room or nursery to avoid evil tendencies
taking root.

Mr. F. W. Smith, Secretary of the
Hundred- Year Club, expressed the views
of the whole audience in commending the
able remarks of the lecturer. He further
said he wished to state that when he was
a little boy Mr. Fowler visited his native
town and he remembered very well the
circumstances of the examination that
Mr. Fowler made of him at the time.
Mr. Delancey, Allen, and others made re
marks.

At the close of the discussion Miss Fow
ler examined Mr. Smith's head and com
pared it with a friend of Dr. Simon. Miss
Fowler asked for two criminals if any
were present, but for want of subjects
nearer to the demand these two very in
teresting personalities came forward, the
gentlemen present stated in a few words
their occupation, which coincided with
the remarks that had been made con
cerning their character.

LONGEVITY.
Not many men could boast of serving

as choirmaster and organist for seventy-
two years in one church without missing
a single service; a Swedish musician
could who recently died. He must have
been over ninety. He and his ancestors
had lived and played the organ in the
same church for two hundred years.

NOTICE.
The seventh lecture of the course of

The American Institute of Phrenology
will be held Wednesday, May 2. Sub
ject, " How the Health and Disease of
Brain and Body can be Determined."

Special stereopticon slides, showing
specimens of the blood, will be used.
The lecture will be given by Dr. Robert
L. Watkins. As this is an extra lecture,
and one of special interest and impor
tance, we ask all our members and sub
scribers to do their utmost to be present
and to bring a new member.

The library and museum will be open
to members during the summer. New
members can be enrolled at any time.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.

On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorporated
under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the pros
ecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of Fowler & Wells.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the
business, or in its general management. All remittances should be made payable
to the order of FOWLER & WELLS CO.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of the Phrenological
Journal and Phrenological Magazine is $1.00 a
year, payable in advance.

MONEY, when sent by mail, should be in the form of
Money Orders* Express Money Orders, Drafts on
New York, or Registered Letters. All Postmasters
are required to Register Letters whenever requested
to do so.

SILVER or other coin should not be sent by mail, as it
Is almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope and be lost.

POSTAGE-STAMPS will be received for fractional parts
of a dollar. The larger stamps are preferred; they
should never be stuck to the letters, and should always
be sent in sheets— that is, not torn apart.

CHANQE of post-office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without this
information. Notice should be received the first of the
preceding month.

LETTERS OF INQUIRY requesting an answer should
inclose a stamp for return postage, and be sure and
give name and full address every time you write.

ALL UTTERS should be addressed to Fowler & Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the office.
In this wav ouly can prompt and careful attention be
secured.

ANY BOOK, PERIODICAL, CHART, Etc., may be or
dered from this office at Publishers' prices.

AQENTS WANTED for the Phrenological Journal
and our Book Publications, to whom liberal terms will
be given.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.

The visit of Mr. William Shakespeare,
the famous English Ringing teacher, to
this country, is the event of the year in
the vocal world. " Werner's Magazine "
has published a report of some of his
lectures which will be entertaining and
instructive to those who cannot get to
hear him. The proper physical training
for school children is a very important
article in the April number. —New York." The Evolution of Literary Decency,"
is a taking title of an article by Andrew
Lang, which appeared in the April num
ber of the " Living Age." —Boston." Sermons in Bones," is the curious
title of an article in " Frank Leslie's Pop
ular Monthly," for April, by Joaquin
Miller. " Women as Inventors " is quite
an instructive article, and shows how
much the world is indebted to women
for many ingenious ideas.—New York.

There is a great deal of valuable mat'
ter in the April number of " The Homw
letic Review." Bishop John H. Vincent
summarizes as only such a specialist can
the century's progress in Sunday-School
work.—New York.

" The Porto Rican Tariff Question " is
editorially discussed in the " Review of
Reviews for April, and in the same
magazine there is an able exposition of" The Relations of the United States Con
stitution to the Territories," by Profess
or Harry Pratt Judson of the University
of Chicago. An article on " The Great
Steel Makers of Pittsburg " is fully il
lustrated in this interesting magazine. —
New York.

" The Health of College Girls " is the
subject of an interesting article in " The
New Lippincott Magazine ." for April.
It shows how occupation is tending to
diminish hysterical tendencies. —Phila
delphia.

The first of a series of child stories is
the particular feature of the April" Ladies' Home Journal," by Rudyard
Kipling. This first tale speaks of the
"Elephant's Child." "The Marriage
Question " is one which Mr. Edward Bok
devoted his editorial page to discuss," The Ease With Which We Marry." He
thinks the trouble is not with our di
vorce laws but with the laws which make
it possible for a man to boast, as one
recently did, that he married sixteen
different women in less than five years.
He thinks the present open-door policy
for marriage in America cannot last
much longer. —Philadelphia.

" Lombroso, and the new School of
Criminal Sociology " is the title of an
article by Miss Frances Keller of the
University of Chicago in the "Arena"
for April. Miss Keller calls in question
some of the results published by Lom
broso, she holds that his investigations
touch only the structural, and his meas
urements of normals have been so few
that many of his deductions are unsup
ported. She argues further that Lom
broso ignores social and psychological
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factors, so that his work is valuable only
from an anatomical side.

'* The Abdominal Brain " is the subject
of an interesting article in the April
number of " Suggestive Therapeutics,"
by W. F. Ball, M. D. " The Brain's Rela
tion to Thought," by William M. Gross,
M. D., is an article of considerable im
portance. —Chicago.

" Shall we apply heat or cold in the
treatment of inflammation? " is asked by
W. H. Garrison, M. D., in the " American
Medical Journal," this is a query that is
often asked and one which is not uni
versally decided upon. It needs to be
fully discussed by all our medical men.
The opening article is upon " Professor
Bodes Buchannan, M. D." He was a man
of great resources. —St. Louis, Mo.

" Japanese Music," by the Comtesse
Moutaign, is a valuable contribution in
" The Humanitarian " for April. In the
editorial column a few words are given
on " The Abuse of Tobacco," by Dr. Wil
son, who has lately been making some
wise remarks on this subject. He points
out that excessive smoking is baa, and
there are individuals upon whom tobacco
acts either with poisonous effect or pro
duces injury. —New York and London.

Some fine portraits are given in the
April number of " The Book Buyer " of
Macaulay, Richard Henry Stoddard, Pro
fessor Henry, and Samuel Morse. It is
an inspiration to see these portraits and
recall once more what they have done.
Mr. Spellmann's sketch of " Ruskin's
Life and Work " is reviewed by Carolyn
Shipman. —New York.

" Red Light as a Curative Agent in
Measles," is a point discussed by Dr.
Holbrook in the April number of" Omega." " The Humorous Side of Sick
ness " is treated by George J. Eason, is
an article that has some good points to
it, it would be better if we were all to
smile a little more when we are sick.

The April number of " Physical Cult
ure " contains an excellent article on
" Resisting Exercises " which is fully il
lustrated. One surely does not need to
be sick if one can follow out all the good
advice given in this Journal. —New York." The Journal of Hygeio-Therapy "
contains its usual amount of good read
ing matter. The April number contains
an article by Frank Tasker on " Phre
nology."—Kokomo, Ind.

A beautiful picture of a child is given
in the April number of " Human Nature,"
with a description of the same. Other
points on Phrenology and Physiology are
also treated upon in an expert manner.
—San Francisco, Cal.

Not everything that succeeds is suc
cess. A man that makes millions may be
a failure still.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
A list of special books will be sent on

receipt of two cents." Should We Marry? " " Are we Well-
Mated? " are two prominent questions
that many are asking. " Wedlock; or
The Relation of the Sexes," has many
valuable answers to the foregoing ques
tions. It is handsomely printed and well
bound. Price, $1.50, post paid.

A private companion for young wom
en. Of this book Dr. Dio Lewis said:" It is a long time since I have read any
work on the subject of human health
with as much interest as your recent
publication, ' For Girls,' by Mrs. Shep
herd. A philanthropic person could
spend $10,000 in no wiser way than to
place it in your hands for the distribu
tion of this inestimable little book."
Price, $1.00, post paid." The Mother's Hygienic Handbook,"
for the normal development and training
of Women and Children, and the treat
ment of their diseases with hygienic
agencies. Price, $1.00, post paid." Marriage." The main body of the
work is devoted to an exposition of the
social nature, with suggestions in rela
tion to those qualities which should and
those which should not exist in husband
and wife. Price, $1.00, post paid.

" The New Chart just received. It is
splendid and just what I have been look
ing for, for a long time." — Elsie Cassell
Smith.

" Water Cure in Chronic Diseases."
An exposition of the causes, progress,
and termination of various chronic dis
eases of the digestive organs, lungs,
nerves, limbs, and skin; and of their
treatment by water and other hygienic
means. Price, $1.50, post paid.

There has never offered a time so con
spicuous and when so much need has
been manifested for practical Phrenolo
gists as at the present.

The American Institute of Phrenology
opens its next session in September.
For further particulars address the Sec
retary, Fowler & Wells Co.

" Fruits and How to Use Them," by
Mrs. Hester M. Poole, gives numberless
ways of using up fruit to the best ad
vantage and more particularly in a tasty
manner. Price, $1.00, post paid.

" The Phrenological Annual " for 1900

is rapidly diminishing. We have still a
few copies left which we shall be pleased
to send to applicants on receipt of twen
ty-five cents each. There is a good quar
ters worth of valuable and interesting
matter.

For the new Psychological Chart read
" Mental Science," a book for parents
and teachers. The book contains direc
tions how to use it.
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"The Biographical Sketches of Drs.
Gall and Spurzheim," by Mrs. C. F.
Wells, should be in the hands of all stu
dents.

" Now that you have supplied a chart
(Fowler's New Chart) that is well up to
date, I, as well as many other Phrenolo
gists will use them exclusively." A. H., San Francisco, Cal."

" I tell my people that I have read the
Phrenological Journal thirty years
and appreciate every number. It is in
structive and entertaining and satisfac
tory. It has been of great service to me
in my care of the body and brain. It is
the Journal for the family.

" W. H. V., Brooklyn, N. Y."
" I have been a reader of the Journal

since 1869 and have each year nicely
bound and would not be without them.

'* G. A. L., Mansfield, 0."
" I have received the following books

in good condition: ' Science of a New
Life ' and outfit, and ' Heads and Faces,'
and ' Love and Parentage.' I am well
pleased with them.

" F. P. S., St. Croix, N. S., Can."
" We are very much interested in Child

Culture and read the Department in the
Phrenological Journal with much in
terest. The Journal takes the foremost
place on our center table, among the
various periodicals which we take, and
we eagerly look forward to its monthly
visits. Gideon Schwarzlose,

" West Salem, 111."
" I have just come home from a suc

cessful lecturing tour, lectured the last
week in Olin, Iowa, and giving many de
lineations of character. I always give
publio readings from subjects selected by
the audience. J. H. Scholl,

" Maquoketa, la."
In the April number of the Phreno

logical Journal a very valuable lectu
rer's outfit was announced. Since that
time we have had the matter placed in
our hands for disposal and we shall be
glad to hear from anyone who is enter
ing the lecture field, as this is a rare op
portunity for a beginner. Apply Fowler
& Wells Co., 27 East 21st Street, New
York.

TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

(Continued from page 167.)

No. 514.— E. 8., Chicago, 111.— This
young lady has been well born, is highly
intellectual, will take her place in the
world, and will grace an intellectual or
domestic position with equnl facility.
She will never reduce herself to a house
hold drudge, but will bring her intelli
gence to bear in such a way as to change
the atmosphere of everything common
and monotonous into something artistic

and beautiful. Thus the making Of
bread for the sustenance of life will be
just as interesting to her as to go to an
evening party. We do not say she will
choose the one in preference to the other,
but she has availability of talent and a
happy joyousness of mind which knows
how to make the best of circumstances.
She will make a warm friend and a con
stant companion, but will want the whole
and not a part of another's affection.
She had better study music and devote
herself to singing, and enter the hos
pitals, where she will have an opportu
nity of doing good.

No. 515. —N. McLean, Manvel, Col.—
Your baby boy has a head to be proud of
and will make his mark in the world.
His memory is remarkable for statistics,
names, events, and occurrences. He will
also remember faces well, and as he
seems so healthy in constitution he will
take a good education and will repay
anyone who will give it to him. He will
make a sturdy and reliable lad, and will
be much beloved by all who know him.
He is not a selfish type, but will take
pleasure in doing good, and in dividing
his playthings with others. He will
make a first-rate historian, librarian, and
traveller.

No. 516.— E. S., Chesterfield, Iowa —
You will know how to use the world to
advantage, and instead of working
against your lot you will be more in
clined to make circumstances serve you.
Many people waste opportunities because
they do not know how to make the best
of those they have. You have much of
the mother in you, and show the Mental-
Vital temperament, but are not phleg
matic. You think more than you express
in ordinary conversation, hence if you
were asked to write a review of a book
or a lecture you could put your ideas to
gether in a very tangible way. You are
interested in all moral problems for the
betterment of mankind, and should al
low yourself to be drawn out in philan
thropic work. You ought to do the office
work of a business or be engaged in pro
fessional work such as a corporation
lawyer.

REVIEWS.
(Continued from page 166.)" The Psychology of Reasoning," by Al

fred Binet. The Open Court Publish
ing Co., Chicago, 111. Kegan Paul,
Trench, Tnibner & Co. London. Trans
lated from the French.
This book opens with a chapter on the

definition of " Perception." " Percep
tion," the writer says, " consists of an
association of sensations and images —a
mixed state, a cerebro-sensory phenom
enon produced by an action on the senses
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and a reaction of the brain. It may be

compared to a reflex, the centrifugal
period of which, instead of manifesting
itself externally in movements, would be

expended internally in awaking associa
tions of ideas." The discharge follows a
mental channel instead of a motor one,
and according to Phrenology the mind
possesses a mental organ to perceive col
ors as well as the organ of sight. We
may see many beautiful colors in the
fields and woods for the sight may not
be defective, but the mental to distin
guish between the reds and the blues may
be defective. This point illustrates the
advantage of Phreno-Psychology over
simple psychological reasoning. In the
examples given in this chapter the writer
refers to mental perceptions such as come
to us through imagination or suggestive
images which often originate through
the fancy. The second chapter intro
duces us to the subject of images. He
says, " just as the body is a polypus of
cells, so, as M. Taine said, the mind is a

Give a youth resolution and the alpha
bet, and who shall place limits to his
career?

polypus of images." Nearly fifty pages
are given to explain in some detail what
mental images really are. The third
chapter is upon " Reasoning in Percep
tion," which includes the subjective
mind dominating over the objective rea
soning. A fourth chapter on " The Mech
anism of Reasoning," shows the process
of the wonderful power of mind.

The writer closes this chapter by stat
ing that all his preceding discussion may
be reduced to a single formula, namely,
" Reasoning is the establishment of ah
association between two states of con
sciousness by means of an intermediate
state of consciousness, which resembles
the first state which is associated with
the second, and which by fusing itself
with first associated with the second."

The work is interesting from the
standpoint on which it rests, and the au
thor, Alfred Binet, is too well known to
receive any word of criticism with re
gard to his method of unfolding Psy
chology.

A great opportunity will only make
you ridiculous unless you are prepared
for it.

Treatment of Children

SPECIAL ADVICE ON THE

TRAINING OF CHILDREN

Children who have peculiar tempers,

and children who are forgetful, diso

bedient, and inattentive at school, should

be brought where valuable suggestions

will be given to each.

Doctors are daily sending test cases

that they may receive special advice.

Suggestions given for home treatment.

Arrest of Mental Develop
ment is a specialty in treatment.

Dullness and Mental Inactivity
thoroughly studied at

FOWLER & WELLS
27 E. 21st Street, New York City

"A real luxury for bathing and
shampooing, and a protection against
contagion." —Medical Press.

Packer's
Tar Soap

is pure, mild, thoroughly
cleansing and delightfully
refreshing. It quickly re
lieves irritations of the skin
caused by

Chapping,
Chafing, etc.

" An all-round soap, good for the
body and for the hair and scalp."

— Woman's Medical Journal.
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WHAT IS A PHRENOLOGICAL EXAMINATION.
ThU question is asked occasionally by those who are

not acquainted with the claims of Phrenology and the

method of applying it to the living subject. The purpose
of a Phrenological Examination is to study the Temperament,
or constitution in relation to health, talent, and character,
and how the different vital organs are developed and act
with each other in the promotion of physical and mental

harmony and power. Next the Size of the Brain and the
Quality which the temperament gives it ; then the develop
ments of the different Groups of Organs; those of intellect,
preception, memory, reason; those of force and energy ;
those that give policy, prudence, thrift, ingenuity, taste,~ ^nt; those that give aspiration, pride, self-reliance,

1; those tnat give social power and effection ; and
, though last, the strength and tendency of the
ntiments.moral i

S TKThese peculiarities of temperament, constitution, laws
of health, development of faculties, and the harmonies and
contradictions that exist in an organization, are plainly set
forth and discribed to the person under our hands, showing
the strong and weak points, what to encourage and what
to restrain, with a view to a proper self control and balance
of mind and character. We also study and described the
Adaptations and talents of each person for giving Pursuits,
and in which their abilities can be used to the best advan
tage. MODEL HEAD.

We teach parents how to understand and guard their precocious children who need prudent care to save
n, also how to train their turbulent and vicious children, and how to bring their moral and intellectual

powers into the ascendant.
In reaching our conclusions we take into account Physiology, Phrenology, Physiognomy, habit, diet, and

constitution —everything, indeed, which belongs to the make up of a person, and in this way we confer on men
ten thousand dollars' worth of benefit for a small outlay of time and money.

We have made thousands of Examinations from Photographs. Send for Mirror of the Mind to

FOWLER & WELLS CO.,
27 East 21st Street. Nkw York:.

A New Phrenological Game !

LARGE.

IDEALITY.
FORM.

COLOR
SUBLIMITY.

ThU IntroducesPhrenologyintoa newgameon thabasil of the
1 and well knowngamsof Authors,withadditionsthatwill reav
* It on*of themoatpopulargamesaverpublishedIn the handi of
M interestedin phrenology,and It will bea greatnorclly and of

I to thoaenotfamiliar with thesubject The sample shown
ahorewill givean Ideaof It, bat somenewand norcl featuresaavo
boonaddedtoth* methodsof playing. Sentby mail, postpaid,on
r*c*lptof pric*. only 15 cents. Address
FOWLER A WELLS CO. L. N FOWLER 4 CO.

Publishers, Publishers.
HEW YORK. LONDON, K.C.

A premiumofferwiththePhrsoologlcalJoarnalat (1.00ayear

•3.23 for only Sl.'iS

Our PREMIUM OFFER of the YEAR !
EVERT RE1DER MIM'l.D KSOW AMI 1MIKRSUMI THIS IX-
TUIOHDIMRT on Hi. IT HEUSt M01SEVIII THEIR POCKETS

FAK.MEK 18 INTERESTED!
I. \ K DKSK.lt IS INTERESTED!
HOI'^EWIFE IS INTERESTED!

FLOW ER GROWER IS INTERESTED!
WHY

We have arranged with the world-renowned Seedsman,
Barry N. Hammond. Flfleld, Mich., to furnish his cele
brated Northern Grown Seeds and Monthly one year,
which will be given to each new >early subscriber, $1.00

and Joarnal
Cash, your choice of Vegetable or Flower.

OUR OFFER IS THIS :-Seed»
by until postpaid,

VEGETABLES
Per i pkt. each.

FLOWERS
Per i pkt.each.

Aster,goodmixedsorts rc
Ageratum $c
Alyssum,Sweet- $c
Antirrhinum(Snapdragon)... «x
Bachelor Button (Feverfew) jc
Balsam,Hammond'sSuperb, jc
Calliopes. 5C
CanaryBird Flower SC
Carina SC
Candytuft,Dwarf $c
CosmosHybridal SC
Chrysanthemums,Annual.... 5C
Carnation,Marguerite SC
Dahlia. Double jc
Dlanthus,Chineserink SC
FourO'Clock. Marvelof Peru 5c
Gourds.Mixed SC
Hollyhock. Double SC
Marigold. Tali 5c
Mignonette,Giant SC
MorningGlory, Jauanese.... 5c
Nasturtium.Dwarf. *C
Pausy, Hammond'sPremium5c
SweetPeas. Eckfords SC
Wild FlowerGarden 5C

I 35pkt*. Flowers,worth $i.*o

THINK OF THIS BAHRAIN ! ALL THIS I

Now la the time—Send roar order at once

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 27 L 2ht Street, New York

Cabbage,1arlyU [nullf[itad: $C
Carrot, Imp. Long Orange . . *c
Celery, White Plume S=
SweetCorn, First of All 10c
Sweetl orn.Evergreen.... ir>c
Cucumber,Early Russian... . 5c
Lettuce.Early Prize Head... jc
Mutkmelon,Celebrated

Rocky Ford. 5c
Onion.Red Wethersfield .. 5c
Peas,Earliestand Drown 10c
Parsnip,Hollow Crown 5c
Radish, WhileTip Scarlet . 5c
Spinach,Victoria 5c
Squash,SummerCrookneck.. 5c
Squash.Waned Hubbard.. . - 5c
Salsify(VegetableOyster) 5c
Tomato. Trophy Red 5c
Turnip. Strap Leaf Purple.-. 5c
Ruta Baga, Hammonds Imp. 5c

sopkts.Vegetables,worth $1.15
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THE NEW CYCLE
A Great Magazine.

By Leander Edmund Whipple,
Assisted by Competent Associates.

Four magazines in one for The Home, The Thinker,
The Scholar, and The Metaphysician. Special depart
ments for a— Important Essays, b— The Home Circle
—Thoughts for Everybody, c— Art, Literature, Phi
losophy and Science, a— Editorial— Comment and
Critique. Issued monthly.

Chapter VIII.—Food and intemperance. Why peo
ple crave stimulants. The cook and intemperance.

Chapter IX.— The most strengthening foods.
Wheat. Oats. Oatmeal. Barley. Rye. Indian Corn.
Rice. Buckwheat. Composition of peas, beans and
lentils. The potato and sweet potato. The onion.
Other roots. Cabbage. Spinach. Rhubarb. Celery.
Asparagus. Lettuce. Cress.

Chapter X.—The importance of fruits. Apples.
Grapes. Their nutritive value. Their Physiological
effects. All about the grape cure. Other fruits, Nuts.

Chapter XI.— Food for different ages, conditions
and seasons. Diet in infancy. Diet in childhood and
youth. Diet for manual worker ; for brain worker.
Diet in old age. Diet in training.

Chapter XII.—Foods in various diseases. In dys*
pepsia. Fevers. Constipation. Bright 's disease.
Chronic rheumatism. Gout. Diabetes. Diarrhoea.
Summer complaints. Consumption. Nervons diseases.
Cancer. Ulceration of the stomach. Emaciation.
For inebriates, orphan asylums, prisons. Pure food.

BOUND III CLOTH, PRICE, POSTPAID, 11.00.

METAPHYSICAL PUB. CO.
465 Fifth Avenue, New York

Night after night I had tossed on
my bed

Pains in my eyeballs, pains in
my head.

But slumber soon came and my
brain it grew cool

When once I had taken a Ripans
Tabule.

WANTED.—
A case of bad health that R-I-P-A-N-8

will not benefit. They banish pain and prolong
life. One giveB relief. Note the word R-I-P-A-N-H on
the package and accept no substitute. R-I-P-A-N-8,
10 for 5 cents, may be had at any drug store. Ten
samples and one thousand testimonials will be mailed
to any address for 6 cento, forwarded to the Ripans
Chemical Co., No. 10Spruce St., New York.

HYPNOTISM
The Journal of Suggestive Therapeutical
—83.00per annum; 25c a copy— Is the author- 1
lty in America upon all Psychic Phennme-|

a. Free copy sent you on request*
Address PSYCHIC RESEARCH COMPANY

Dept. 9, Times-Herald Bldq. , Chioagol

17 JEWELED
Justed,patentregulator,it*mwindand

ttem%et.genuine
NATIONAL SPECIAL
movement.Ladies' or Gents' site

WaKRASTEU «0 YKAH8. UK
Goldplatehuntmgesae,elegant!y
Migrated.Fit for a king Nobetter
watchmade. Mustheseentobe
appreciatedSpecialofferfornext
6udays,tendyourfull nameand
addressand we will send thi*
watchCO D.with privilegetoax-
amine. If foundsatisfactorypay
ajrent95.85 & expresscharges.

A guaranteeand beautifulchainA
charmsentfree withe

Writeatonceanthis may
again NATL 1FG. A IMF
SSI DearbornSt , B 895 I

CU.M

MAGNETIC HEALING
The Journal of Suggestive Therapeutics —$3.00
per annum; 25c. a copy— is the authority in
America upon Cure or Disease by Mental
Methods. Free copy sent you on request.

- Address PSYCHIC RESEARCH COMPANY,
Depl . 89, Times-Herald Uldg. , Chicago.

When in the course of human
events

Pains in the stomach grow very
intense,

Indigestion's the cause and we
need a quick cure,

Which Ripans Tabules alone will
insure.

WANTED.-A case of bad health that R-I-P-A-N-8will not benefit. They banish pain and prolong
life. One gives relief. Note the word R-I-P-A-N-8 on
the package and sccejit no substitute. R-I-P-A-N-8.10 for 6cents, may be had at any drug store. Ten samples and one thousand testimonials will be mailed toany address for 6 cents, forwarded to the Ripans
Chemical Co., No. 10 Spruce St., New York.

In writing- ta> asi Ple«ae m ration The I'hrraolofrlral Journal.
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BOUND IN CLOTH, PRICE, POSTPAID, $1.00.

"THE HYGIENIC TREATMENT OF

CONUMPTION"
In Three Parts.

'HOW TOSTRENGTHEN THE MEMORY"
....OR....

Natural ank Scientific Methods of Never

Forgetting.

By M. L. Holbrook, M. D.

A very ureal majority of all cases of Consumption

which have recovered have been cured by hygienic

remedies and not by drug medication. In most cases

the patients have applied these remedies themselves,

often, perhaps, In a rude way; but even thus applied

they have proved of the greatest advantage.

This work alms to give the best hygienic treatment

for Prevention and Cure. It is divided into three parts,

with the following twenty-five chapters:

PART I. [chap.

Nature and Causes e/Dis-^ 9- Horseback Exercise.
j io. Toughening the Const!

tution.
-r. Clothing.
12. The House and Home.
13. Climate.
14. Bath's and Bathing.
15. The Sun-baih.
16. Food and Drink
■7. Psychic Forces- The

wiir
18. Other Psychic Forces.

CHAP.
1. The Disease.
3. The indirect Causes of

Consumption.

3. Micro-Organisms as the

Immediate Cause.

PART II.
Prevention and Treat
ment of Consumption in

the Eartier Stages.
r. Prevention,
a Preventing Colds.

3. Enlarging the Chest.

4. Indian Club Exercises.

5. Rowing.
6. Vocal Gvmnastics.
7. Special Vocal Exercises.
8. Scientific Physical Cul

ture.

PART III.
Treatment in more Ad

vanced Cases.
1. Open Air, Rest and

Light Cure.
2. Enlarging the Chest.

3. Self-help.
4. Difficulties in the Way

Cautions.

No one with a tendency to Consumption, or with a

small chest or weak lungs, with frequent colds and

sore throat, or in any stage of the disease where there

is the least hope, can afford to neglect the methods ad

vocated in the plainest and simplest way in this work.

" EATING FOR STRENGTH "

....OR....
Food and Diet in Their Relation to Health

and Work.

ByM. L. Holbrook, M. D.

Chapter I.— Uses of foods. A happy illustration.
Chapter II.—Classification of foods. The proteids.

Fats. Amount of water required for an adult. Am

ount required for the sick. Purity of water. Distilled
water. Gaseous* <•— '

foods.
foods. The atmosphere. Accessory

By Dr. M. L. Holbrook.

OONTETS,
1—Introductory. The Nature of Memory,
a—The Best Foundation for a Good Memory.

5—Memory and Nutrition: Memory and Fatigue;
Memory and the Circulation of the Blood;
Quality of the Blood; Memory and Disease;
Memory and Narcotics.

4—Exalution and Degeneration of the Memory.

5—Memory and Attention.
6— Memory and Repetition.

7— Memory and Associations, Links and Chains.
8—A Striking Example of Restoration of the Mem

ory, and the Methods Employed,
g— Methods of Memory Culture for Schools.

10—Self-culture of the Memory.
11—Memory for Names and itsCulture.
12—Memory for Faces and its Improvement.
13— Memory for Places and Localities.

14—Culture of the Musical Memory.

15—Strengthening the Memory for Facts and Events.
16— Memory for Figures and Dales.
17—The Figure Alphabet.
18—Tricks of Memory.
19—How to Learn a New Language, or the Surest and

Most Effectual Way to Ensure an Easy and
Accurate Reproduction of Ideas.

20—Culture of a Memory for Words,

si—Advice to Clergymen Concerning Their ]
92— The Lawyer's Memory.
23—Mastering the Contents of a Book.

24—The Art of Forgetting and What to Forget.

35—Abnormal Memories.

Chapter III. -The daily requirements of the body.
What is a day's work? How much the heart does. Con
stituents of a sufficient diet. Average diet of farm
laborers. Diet according to work done. Composition
of the body.

Chapter IV.— Digestion. Mouth digestion. Mas
tication. Stomach digestion. Conditions of perfect
digestion. Chewing food thoroughly. The Eat Your
Food Slow Society. Conditions that favor digestion.

Chapter V.—The sources of our food. A practical
chapter from a chemical standpoint. Diet for hard
work. Diet for light work. Normal weight in pro
portion to height. A table. Table showing propor
tion of muscle-building elements in each kind of food.

Chapter VI. — The economy of foods Table show-
ng the relative cost of nutriment in principle foods. A
practical lesson in economy. How to live well at small
expense.

Chapter VII — Simplicity in living. Feeding chil
dren. An argument for plain living and high thinking.
How cur great workers live.

BOUND IN CLOTH, POSTPAID $1 00
With One Year's Subscription to Physical Culture. $1 60

"MARRIAGE AND PARENTAGE"
By M. L. Holbrook, M. D.

The following are the titles of the principal chapters
of the work.

1. Introductory, comprising a sketch of the great im
provements in the marriage Relation within historic
times.

2. The Duality of the Sexes, and Reasons for Mar
riage.

3. The fundamental principles on wlch True Mar
riages are based.

4. The temperamental and educational adaptation of
one party to the other.

5. Health as the most important factor in a Sanitary
Marriage.

6. Physical Culture as an element in Marriage.

7. Marriage among the ancient Spartans and its
lessons for modern civilization.

8. How Science is applied to improving animals and
plants, and may be applied to improveing the race.

9. The Mixing of Races and its importance.

10. The difficulties wich are encountered.

11. Importance of having Children, especially good
and healthy ones, and the disadvantages of rearing
sickly or bad ones.

12. Reproduction, its nature and laws (a very in
structive chapter).

13. What and how parents transmit good and bad
qualities to their offspring.

14. The laws of Sanitary parentage (also an impor
tant chapter).

FOWLER & WELLS CO.,
27 EAST 121st STREET, NEW YORK CITY.
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A CONQUEST OF POVERTY^^
Tbere la maitlc In the title. Its teaching appeals

to the reason and Is practical. Poverty can be over
come. There Is opulence for all. Send fifty cents
for a copy and bid farewell to poverty. Agents
wanted in every locality. Write, enclosing stamp,
for terms and territory.

INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC ASSOCIATION
SEABREEZE, FLORIDA

If you suffer
from any form of chronio
disease, the proper appli
cation of Mechanical Mas-
sage — the invention of
Dr. Geo. H. Taylor— will
cure yon even after drags,
baths. and electricity have
failed.

For particulars call at or address

THE IMPMVE9 MOVEMENT CURE INSTITUTE
M7 Madia*. An., H. K. Comer of 69th St., Kew Tork

" The Manipulator 1
One of the machines

_ for giving Me
chanical Massage.

Qwo. H. Taylor. M.D..
Founder, Inventor of
Mechanical Massage.

«. H. Patch an. M.D.,
Medical Director.

HEALTH AND WEALTH
SCIENTIFIC TKl'THH aod
STAKTLlNir FACTS.

Natural Healing—a paying profes
sion—taua-ht by mat I. Anyonecan
easily learn A Buccetwfullypractice
It. No experimentation. r*»niu"«r».
Every known dineaoe promptly re
lieved. 3|«clal professional advice
an<lT<aylngadvertlnlngmatter fur-
nlnhed. Act quickly, (i olden har
vest pure. Circular* free.

Intitule or Science, Dept.F. O. 2:»0, Chicago

Toe Water Gap Sanitarium
Is the place where permanent cures
are made of all forms of disease.
Rates reasonable. A christian family
home. Address

F. WILSON HURO, M.O., Mint), Monroe Co., Pi.

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights Ac.
Anyone sending a sketch and description ma?quickly ascertain our opinion free whether auinvention is probably patentable. Communications strlctlyconfldentlal. Handbook on Patentssent free. Oldest auency for securing patents
Patents taken through Munn ft Co. receivespecial notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.
A handsomely Illustrated weekly,
culation of any scientific Journal. Terms. 03 a

lold b^ "
Largest clr-

_ Terms. $3 a
four months, $L Sold byall newsdealers.

NN & Co.3s,Bro»dw»y New York
i F St-. Wa D.C.

HOW TO SUCCEED
Will Power and Personal Magnetism Insure

■the otherwise impossible, at
tract! ng friends and businesssuccess. Allpos-
wsa this power. Learn how to use It. "KEY
TO POWER** SOeta.or lScts. and addresses
of three ministers, teachers or phy biclans.

Circulars FREE. Address,
National Institute or Science, »••*. 0. 50, i bingo

MONEY IN HONEYI
The Weekly

American Bee Journal
Tells all about it.

Sample Copy Mailed Free
G.W.YORK & CO.

118Ilchiru St.. CBICICO, ILL

OUTFIT FOR SALE
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The Line Between Crime and Insanity.
By Dr. Carleton Simon,

paper read befoul the american phrenological institute.

The brain is the organ of the mind
—the seat of thought —the birthplace
of our ego.

Thought is the product of the brain,
as electricity is the product of the

dynamo. The parts that construct this
instrument are of the finest texture,

composed of the minute microscopical
cells, each being a little storehouse,
whose ramification extends into count
less numbers. Every cell has a distinct
separate life that absorbs the impres
sions of the outer world conveyed to it
by the senses. With each new experi
ence another cell becomes inhabited.
Should the same experience be regis
tered again, a deeper impression is
made, a recognition or acknowledge
ment is felt, and a memory becomes es

tablished.
The development of memory,

through the experience of similar im
pressions, is a condition found not
alone in the brain as a mass of cells, but
also has been demonstrated by me, as
an inherent condition of receptivity of
the smallest and lowest order of cell

life. It seems as a peculiar design of
Nature that, wherever it has planted
the magic seed of life, there also is im
planted memory, as a part and parcel
of such life, and as a means of its sus
tenance and defence.

The cells in the brain have not only
the power of registering impressions
productive eventually in knowledge, but
also by the grouping of its cells, have
the faculty of reconstructing thought.
This depends upon the intricacies of its
cellular mass, and the independent cell
activity. These are little units that
make up the whole. As the stars and
planets act and react upon each other,
so does each cell affect another in the
brain. The planetary actions produce
electrical forces, the cellular ones,
thought. This thought in turn it is
capable of purifying and filtering.

When thought becomes a conscious,
animate thing, in the demands of mem
ory and desire, mentality is born.
When this develops into distinct facul
ties, mentality becomes mind. This as
well shows separate activities and
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planes. In man the reasoning faculty
becomes pronounced by aiding him to

6tudy cause and effect, and to use this
knowledge with profit. Its healthy ap

plication represents the control of the

impulses and desires; obedience to de
mands in personal habit and behavior,
and duties toward fellowmen. It acts

as well as a balance to all moral and
mental activity.

Time has established a standard or

planation, he is considered insane. In
sanity is really the destruction of the
ego, or it may be the loss of mental and
moral equilibrium.

Philosophy and science, and the lat
ter is but the consummated ideal of the
former, have always been busy in the
problem of the promotion of happiness.
It seems to be the greatest aim of man's
short life. Happiness depends largely
upon social conditions, and a main-

DR. CABLETON SIMON.

average reasoning ability in man, and
by this measure we recognize the idiot
or the philosopher. When an indi
vidual differs decidedly in the normal
reasoning ability established by prece
dent, we are apt to term him queer or
erratic. When a person suddenly
changes his habits, without any due
specific cause warranting it

,

and which

is contrary to his own previous reason
ing behavior, and which does not per
mit of any other possible, feasible ex-

tenance of moral equity among man
kind.

If a man gives as proof of disordered
mental reasoning ability, the destruc
tion of life, property, or social laws, and
such destruction has no motive for its
perpetration, the law holds him insane.
Should a motive exist, the law holds
him as a criminal, and responsible. It
becomes a question in law of motive,
and it is largely due to this element,
necessary to general reasoning ability,
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that stamps the act either as the result
of insanity or of crime. Still, an in
sane act may exist in which motive may
be present. It is this very discrepancy
that makes the border-line of insanity
and crime so difficult of differentiation.

In the insane, the act occurs from an

impulse without material personal ad

vantage to the act of will. It is the
selection of the act, however, with the
evidence of defective reasoning, that
stamps it as the choice of an insane
mind.

In the criminal the impulse may
arise from the same cause, but the rea
son is not defective in its general ap
plication, except to legal soundness.
The legal tests of responsibility of
criminal acts, if the result of sane or in
sane action, is generally involved in the

question,
" Did the individual recog

nize what he was doing, and if so, did
he know it was wrong? "

The examination of many hundreds
of criminals convinces me that the
moral responsibility of the criminal is

nil, that he does not know that he is
in error, and if he does recognize this
fact, that he cannot control his criminal
desires and impulses. These impulses
are termed in the insane " imperative
conceptions "; in the criminal, I am

sorry to say, they have not been labelled
with similar charity. Criminals, when
studied as a class, are recognized and
divided into three divisions.

The first division includes the acci
dental criminal, who is naturally an
honest man, but who has gone astray.

Whereas, this first division may in
clude, and does include, the majority
of criminals, still these criminals are
not the ones that represent the vast out
lay of the State's funds for detection
and incarceration. These criminals
almost invariably experience remorse,
and their imprisonment as a punish
ment has a beneficial effect upon their
future lives. It may seriously handi
cap their ambitious tendencies, and
may act as a depressant upon their so

cial intercourse, but the lesson of their
weakness is never forgotten.

The second division is the habitual

criminal, the product of his environ
ment and of bad habits, and who pre
fers a life of lawlessness as his chosen
occupation. We find these criminals
in the highest and lowest order of de

velopment of intelligence.
In the third division are the born

criminals, instinctively so because of
their inheritance; moral depravity,
vices, and deteriorated mental and
physical health are their heritage.
These are the degenerate types spoken
of by Lombroso, Ferrier, and others.

Criminologists, in the study of crime,
exclude the accidental criminal. The
born or instinctive criminal is the one
demanding our attention, because of his
apparent inability to know right from
wrong; and in the study of this type cer
tain mental phases are observable that
place him among those whom we con
sider mentally unsound. Prominence
is given to this type because of the
striking resemblance to signs of physi
cal deterioration found in the insane.
There is a parallelism which constantly
confronts one. Some of these are, ir
regular skull formation with facial
asymmetry, heavy jaw, or a retreating
chin; diminished or exaggerated sensa
tions to pain, acute vision, dull hearing,
and other defects in the special senses.

The eye of the criminal is peculiar, in
asmuch as it is rarely found to be nor
mal; they are set differently, and the
pupils are found generally differing
from each other in size.

In the examination of some twelve
hundred criminals, it was remarkable

that I did not see one normal or evenly
developed head, nor did I find what one

might term a handsome face. In com

parison with the body, the head was
found either abnormally large or very
small, the average being twenty-one and
a half inches in circumference of the
head above the ears. The neck being
invariably very long and narrow in
those convicted of forgery and grand
larceny, and those convicted of some

brutal offences, such as assault, arson,
and murder, had invariably short,
thick necks. The average position of
the head is a hanging downward to the
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left side. The gait is characteristic,
inasmuch as it is slovenly and halting.
In some, the right or left foot seems to

be dragged after the other.
One of the worst prisoners ever con

victed to Sing Sing gives a very strik
ing family history. His father was in
his youth subject to epilectic convul
sions; his mother, and in turn her

father, had both been in an insane asy
lum. Three children were born of this
marriage; one became insane at twenty-
two years of age; another, a girl, was
sentenced in Boston for what is com

monly called " shop-lifting "; and the
man under observation had been a crim
inal as long as he could remember. He
is a man of medium stature, and was
sentenced eight times to prison. As an

example of how crime and insanity
may merge into each other, he is a

striking specimen. While in Sing Sing
he had occasional spells of epileptic
convulsions which included only one-
half of his body; thus one-half remained
normal while the other developed these
attacks. The man is about five feet

eight and a half inches in stature, and

weighs one hundred and fifty-five
pounds. His head is twenty-two inches
in circumference, frontal and occipital
measurements. There is a decided de

pression at the highest aspect of his
skull; one ear is set higher than the
other, and the jaw is receding. The
lips are thin with the outer corner open,
giving the face a peculiar look. This
individual became so pronouncedly in
sane that he was removed to the Mat-
teawan Insane Asylum several months

ago.
There is no doubt but that many of

his crimes were products of his insane
mind, and that this man has been ir
responsible from his birth. This study,
as well as many that I might illustrate,
convinces me that crime and insanity
are often the inheritance of vicious
mental and moral stigma with invari
able physical evidences.

While speaking of my opinion to Dr.
R. T. Irvine, the able physician of Sing
Sing prison, he informed me that care
ful and close observation of the prison

ers under his charge for the past eight
years, which were about seven thousand
in number, convinced him that sixty-
five to seventy-five per cent, of the in
mates are mentally abnormal. They
do not seem so at first glance, but close
attention to their personal habits, de

meanor, walk, actions, method of hold
ing the head, and the peculiar use of
their eyes, associated with their defi
cient and defective reasoning ability,
give proof that they are distinctly ab
normal, and sooner or later they have

invariably given evidences of a faulty
mental composition. It might be sug
gested that incarceration, with depres
sion of spirits and the discipline of
prison life, develops these conditions.
This, however, is met by the fact that
when entering prison life the criminal
is generally in ill-health by reason of
dissipation and bad habits. The regu
lar hours for sleep, the healthy food,
work, and good medical attendance in
crease his vitality, and he becomes

stronger and healthier. Discipline,
when conducted by such a gentleman
as Addison Johnson, present warden of
Sing Sing, is rigid, but it is tempered
with a kindness commendable.

A glance at the State Prison Reports
brings out many facts. It shows that
in the Auburn prison, among nine hun
dred and sixty-nine criminals, thirty
became so pronouncedly insane as to
warrant their removal to Matteawan
Insane Asylum, which is the State asy
lum for insane criminals. This repre
sents that among this group three per
cent, became insane in one year. This
is all the more remarkable when we re
member that this is a yearly report of
a specific group whose term of incar
ceration averages some seven years and
ten months. The eventual percentage
of insanity among these, therefore, be
comes increased yearly. This is of the
most vital importance in the study of
crime, and its association with insanity.
It warrants and bears out a past firm
belief that crime is

,

in a great many
instances, the result of latent or ob
servable lunacy. The causes of insan
ity among criminals have been accred
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ited by many as a result of idleness in
prison. We have no idleness in our
State prisons. The prisoners are en

gaged at present in making clothes and
other sundry articles for the various
State institutions. They are continu
ally employed; and when the statistics
are referred to, we find that one-half
were employed when the crime was
committed for which they were sen

tenced, the rest being idle.
This striking percentage of insanity

among prisoners has a distinct bearing
upon the possibility that many may be

insane upon the subject of crime, and
not manifested in any other manner.

Only one per cent, of lunacy among
prisoners as a steady ratio would indi
cate either that crime results in a meas

ure, in insanity, or that the border lines
of crime and insanity are, at times, so

closely merged as not to admit of sep
aration.

If this is so, why should we not treat
these unfortunates as moral lunatics,
and why should we punish them for
deeds over which they have no control?

The fact that recognized insane in
dividuals have at times an irresistible,
ungovernable desire to steal, assault,
and to commit other criminal acts, such
as homicide and arson, demonstrated
that many of their kaleidoscopic phases
have a criminal aspect. In turn, crim
inals show, aside from their moral de

pravity, mental obliquenesses that in
dicate defective reasoning ability and
logical deductive force.

Every one by the lower order of fac
ulties, productive in desires, impulses
and emotions, would at times be a crim
inal, did not the high ones of con

science, reason, and judgment, guard
against such conditions. The latter
are the sheet anchor of " the ship of
our mental condition " which the wind •

of temptation would destroy upon the
rocks of crime and insanity. The con
trol, by means of the higher faculties
present in any act performed, would
make the individual normal and respon
sible. Should the high faculties of
conscience, reason, and judgment be ir
responsive, deflected or perverted, the
individual has no control over his im
pulse and lower faculties, and is

,

there

fore, normally irresponsible for his
acts. Legally this should, and will be,
the crucial test of responsibility for acta

performed either in the insane or in the
criminal.

In the past history of the world, crime
has never been subjugated, it has been
upon the increase. The chief aim of
the law has been the incarceration of
the criminal, not as a means of direct
protection of society, but as a penalty
for the crime. The New York State
Reformatory Schools are a step in the
right direction, and the educational -

working of this system has proven to be
of growing usefulness and success.
With the light of advanced scientific
knowledge it follows that the punish
ment —the eye for the eye, and tooth
for the tooth idea—should not be the
sole object of the incarceration of the
criminal, but that the study of his con
dition, of which his acts are only symp
tomatic, must be viewed from the men
tal standpoint, and should receive our
sympathetic and charitable attention.

A character sketch of Dr. Carleton
Simon will appear in the July number.

Intelligence as Related to Volition.
By Lewis G. Janes, M.A..

DIRECTOR OP TUB CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL CONFERENCES.

In the older metaphysical method of ed as a separate faculty, presiding over
mental analysis, not yet wholly out- the other mental faculties, and direct-
grown in philosophical discussions, but ing the moral destinies of the indi-
completely discredited by a scientific vidual. Philosophers thus entified an

psychology, the human will was regard- abstraction, and attributed to man a
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power of originating courses of action,
and determining his own destiny and

that of the race, to a degree scarcely
inferior to that possessed by the Infinite
Being.

Such a conception of the will, and of
the absolute freedom of the will, largely
excluded intelligent motive as a factor
in directing the actions of the human
individual. The ignorant man, as well
as the intelligent man, was held ac

countable for his actions, not only to
God but to the secular authorities, with
little regard for the influences of educa
tion and environment in affecting his
moral responsibility. Many of the cru
elties of our penal methods, as well as

the barbarities of the inquisition and
the use of the militant power of the

government to compel a formal intel
lectual assent to the dogmas of the
church, were based upon this erroneous

conception of the nature of the will
and of human responsibility. Some

thing of this view even now seems to
survive in the teaching of a psychol
ogist no less eminent than Professor
William James, whose essay on " The
Will to Believe," assumes that we have
a right to affirm the " indeterminist "

view of human action as the only
worthy alternative (although, as he
shows in his Psychology, all the facts
are against it); and, substantially, that
we may choose such intellectual beliefs
as afford us most comfort and satisfac
tion in the contemplation of the prob
lems of life and destiny, in default of
absolute proof or refutation; even if the
balance of evidence, apart from such
considerations, would seem to incline
the other way.

In spite of this eminent authority,
whose essay above mentioned would
seem like an able piece of special plead
ing if we were not aware of the mag
nificent and unquestionable honesty of
the author's mind, the entire drift of
modern scientific psychology has been
away from this entification of the will
as an independent, autonomous, mental
faculty. In formulating the modern
scientific conception of the nature of
volition, Dr. Gall was again a pioneer;

and his treatment of this whole sub

ject in the first volume of his Works,
though seldom referred to by the writ
ers of our time, is surprisingly modern.
A single quotation, from the section on
"Moral Liberty," will serve to illus
trate this fact. After showing why
the former metaphysical conceptions of
Free Will, Unlimited Liberty, and Ab
solute Liberty are untenable and il
lusory, he continues: " We cannot, and
we ought not, admit any other liberty
than that which is in accordance with
the general laws of nature, and with
the nature of man. We have seen that
an unlimited liberty and an absolute
liberty are in contradiction with the
nature of a being created and depen
dent. The liberty which we ought to

acknowledge must consider a man as

a being subject to the laws of causeb

and effects: this liberty must render the
individual and the law-givers respon
sible for good and evil: in this liberty
our acts must have the quality of merit
and demerit: the development of this
liberty must convey the full conviction
that it depends not only on the organi
zation, but also on the influence of ex
ternal things, whether man is more or
less master of his actions; and that
social institutions, education, morality,
religion, punishments and rewards, are
eminently useful and indispensable. A
liberty which has this character is
moral liberty. Moral liberty is the
faculty of being determined, and of de

termining oneself by motives ; in other
words, liberty is the power of willing,
or not willing, after deliberation."

In a like spirit, a late writer, Presi
dent Sehurman, of Cornell University,
in his able critique on Kantian ethics,
declares: " Whoever reflects that a

motive is merely an idea, and that an
idea has no existence apart from the
subject that has it

,

must object to the
comparison of a man and his motives
with a balance and its weights. The
former is merely an ideal, the latter a

real duality. ... If freedom be
not found in our volition with motives,
and not without them, it dwells not
with man, it is nowhere to be found."
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Bain affirms that " Will, or volition,
comprises all the actions of human be

ings, in so far as guided by feelings ";
and John Fiske more tersely defines
volition as

" the process whereby feeling
initiates action." The will, he says,
" is not an entity, but a dynamic proc
ess." Since, however, man's volition is

determined by motives, and his conduct
is thus necessitated from within, not
from without, no absolute determinism,
or fatalism, is implied in the teachings
of a scientific psychology. It is evident
that man possesses a genuine, though
limited, autonomy, and may justly be
held responsible for his actions.

It is equally evident that the inner
motive which guides the conduct is

largely the creation of the intelligence.
The same external conditions, present
ing an alternative for our action, will
affect a trained intellect very differently
from the mind of an uneducated per
son. The moral volition, therefore,

depends largely upon education —not
merely the culture of the intellect, but
education in its broadest sense, includ
ing the training of body, mind, and
will.

"To will," says Professor Ladd, in
his Psychology, " is the result of a de
velopment: it is something that no one
can do at the beginning of mental life,
but which all men learn to do in the
course of its unfolding. To exercise
' free will '— in any conceivable mean
ing of the term —is not a birthright; it
is rather an achievement which differ
ent individuals make in greatly differ
ing degrees."

The conscience is not a simple, but
a complex mental faculty. It com
prises the sense of obligation, trans
formed from the purely egoistic in
stinct that makes for self-preservation,
and the intelligent appreciation of the
nature and results of right action which
comes only from experience, reflection,
education, and a wide knowledge of the
results of the activities of other indi
viduals. Conscience, in the large and
scientific conception of this faculty, is
therefore susceptible of training and

culture; an important part of the dis
cipline of life, if wisely utilized, makes
for the education of conscience. With
out this moral culture of the intelli-
ence, the mere imperative impulse to do
right may lead the individual widely
astray, and result in untold evils to so

ciety. Nothing presents a harder
problem to the wise psychologist and
sociologist than the conscience of the
fanatic, who "would forcibly impose his
own imperfect conceptions of social
obligation upon others. A wider edu
cation, a more adequate training of the
intelligence, at once develops truer and
more practical social ideals, and sug
gests wiser methods of attaining them.
It also enforces the lessons of due
modesty and humility by developing a

deeper sense of the finiteness of the in
dividual, and of the inadequacy of any
single view for the complete solution
of all the problems of life. It thus in
culcates a wide charity for those who
differ from one's own conceptions, and
indicates that the processes of social

development should be evolutionary
rather than revolutionary, to be
achieved by wise educational methods
appealing to the mind and conscience
of the individuals who make up the
social commonwealth, rather than im
posed by external coercion.

A true social psychology, based on
scientific data and principles, shows
that societies, like all living and vital
forms of organic growth, develop by
intussusception, not by mere accretion;
by a process of growth and repair,
which takes place throughout the entire
internal structure of the organism, and
which depends for its efficacy upon the
intelligent action and wise volition of
its individual units. A true social and
individual psychology is thus essential
to the statesman, educator, and social
reformer, as well as to practical men
and women in all the relations of their
daily lives, and no task is more impor
tant than that of publishing to the
world the assured results of its re
search into the deepest and most funda
mental problems of life.
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The Intelligence of Dumb Animals.
By John]L. Capen, M.D.

How much thinking is done by dumb

animals, and what is the variety of their
thoughts?

There has been, and now is a ten

dency to consider the movements of the
dumb animals to be the effect of in
stinct—not of thought and reason, as in
the case of human beings.

fA'VERY INTELLIGENT PARROT BELONGING
TO MRS. MCLEAN OF WASHINGTON.

It can hardly be possible that any stu
dent of biology at the present day will
hold such an opinion, but to him it is
not an easy matter to decide how much

thought is evolved by the ratiocination
of any one of the various vertebrates
which may be considered intelligent and
whose brain weighs from one ounce to
eight or ten pounds.

As thought takes its origin in the cells
that form layers on the surface of the
brain, it is impossible to doubt but that

there is a parallelism between the

amount of cell matter in the cortical
substance of the brain and the thought
of the animal.

In the more highly endowed verte

brates, including nearly all domestic

animals, the amount of the cortical sub

stance which is composed of three layers
of cells and their three strata of con

necting fibre, is so abundant that it must

be folded into convolutions, more or less

numerous and deep to secure the neces

sary room, but for the most part, in
birds, although they have small heads,
the surface of the brain is smooth.

The brain of the woodpecker, how

ever, has a single crease in each hemi

sphere running from near the anterior
of the brain beyond the middle portion.
(Solly.) The same is said to be true of
the brains of buzzards, ducks, and of
parrots.

It is said that the woodpecker of
California brings acorns from a dis
tant forest to the place of its winter res
idence and places them in holes it has

pecked out of decayed trees that it may
find food in the worms that will be

found in them during the season.
A lady friend visited a neighbor who

kept a parrot that was given the utmost

liberty of the house. My friend took
a seat on a lounge near a rope of a fam
ily gymnasium and the parrot im
mediately came forward with long
strides toward the stranger, descended

by the oblique rope and struck her head
a violent blow with its beak. It would
be interesting to know by what process
of reason, hatred of this innocent per
son's head was excited.

The brains of the mammalia are

greatly superior to those of birds, both
in regard to size and also to convolu
tions.

That of the cat is sharply marked by
three longitudinal fissures in each hemi

sphere, and by five more or less com
plete transverse fissures. By this com
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plicated brain structure, this thorough
ly selfish creature contrives to keep on
the right side of the human race and to

attach her mistress to herself so strong

ly as to make her thievish tricks and

selfish appropriation of the best places

appear all the more charming. Why
did she jump on the table on which was

a piece of fresh meat, and look out of
the window for a while, then turn tow

ard me and discover that I was looking
at her, then look again out of the win
dow for a while before jumping down
and never so much as take one glance
at the meat?

The brain of the dog presents a still
more complicated appearance (Ferrier)
in the form and direction of the con
volutions, and what a difference in the
character and disposition of these two
favorite pets of the human race—the
one all selfish and the other complete
devotion to his master's service; and
such intelligent service as he gives.

A sheep farmer was one morning sur
prised that his faithful shepherd's dog
had disappeared just as he was about to
take his sheep to their pasture, but on
the road he discovered a gap in the
fence, before unknown to him, and
there, at the broken fence stood his
watchful dog.

Dogs, like men, differ among them
selves. A cattle raiser had sent out
several dogs for the cattle on a cold

rainy night and they failed to bring
them in. Then he went to his best dog,
whom he had hoped to keep from the
rain as she had a litter of young pups.
He called her and told her she must go
for the cattle. She lifted up her head
and then put it down again, evidently
preferring to remain at home in so dark
and cold a night. He said again

" You
must go." She got up reluctantly and
went out and was gone about two hours
and came back dripping from the rain
and went to her box with head and tail
down. On going to the yard the master
found every one of the cattle.

Sheep are said to be stupid animals.
It is not uncommon to decide that there
is no talent when it is not demonstrated
by some form of intelligent expression,

and sheep are deprived of the power of
expression by their timidity and the

care taken of them by their keepers; but
they have finely convoluted brains. A
farmer was surprised by the strange con
duct of a sheep that came to him alone
and then returned reluctantly to the
flock. He had sufficient curiosity—or
intelligence—to follow the sheep and
he found that her lamb had fallen into
the water, out of which it could not es

cape, neither could the distressed
mother do anything to deliver it

,

and
therefore she went for one who could;
and doubtless, after her lamb was saved
she returned to her ordinary " stupid
ity."

The ass is said to be a very intelligent
animal in its wild state, but very stupid
under domestication, but an ass that
had been trained to draw water by
means of a wheel has been observed to
resort to the wheel to draw water to

quench its own thirst. (I have quoted
from memory, from sources that I can
not now recall.)

The brain of the horse is larger and
more extensively convoluted; indeed, so

complicated are the folds that it is not
obvious whether they are longitudinal

. or transverse, and there is a large brain
—the largest known, weighing over

twenty-two ounces. (Tod and Bow

man.) The beauty, intelligence and
usefulness of this friend of man is so

well known to all that it is needless to
even refer to them, but there has been

a recent revelation of their capabilities
and talent in the case of a horse trained
for the "

stage," who can " read, spell,
and cipher."

Having related what I had seen, I

was told that if I should see him again

I should discover the trick by which the
things were done. I requested friends
who were about to visit the wonderful
horse to look out for any possible way
to account for the reading and spelling
and figuring he is supposed to do,
except by calculation in the brain of the
horse.

One man declared: " It is by memory;
the horse does not think."

That animals having brains, large
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and extensively convoluted like that of
the horse, do think, every biologist must

know, but it would be a revelation could
we be sure that a horse could answer

every problem possible up to the num
ber of thirty, and somehow this horse

does it.
" What is one-third of 27? " one man

in the audience asked, and the horse

went immediately to the rack on which
the figures were arrayed and brought
forward the figure 9.

Another question from the benches
was: " Plow much is ten, plus eight,
minus two?" and immediately the
horse brought forward 16.

Many similar questions were asked
him, and the only error was when asked:
" How much is seven, minus eight?

"

The horse brought out 15. His trainer
said that he understood it to be a plus.
When he was asked,

" How much is five
times eight?" he started, and then
turned around and came back without
saying a word. The interrogator was
reminded that his training had not ex
tended beyond 30.

When his trainer was asked how the
horse did his work, he replied that it
was memory.

It is doubtful whether he ever reflect
ed how many variations were possible
under the rules of addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division, which do
not fall much short of four thousand,
besides an innumerable number of other
complications.

Whatever may be thought of the
method by which this wonderful horse
reaches his conclusions, it is clear that
he must do great thinking. Probably

no man could remember so large a num
ber of problems without the aid of an

understanding of the power of numbers;,
and who is able to doubt that the mem

ory of man is as good as that of this-
horse?

When the trainer of this horse was-

addressing the audience as an introduc
tion to the entertainment, the horse

took his nose away from his master's
hand and began to nip the sleeve on his-

arm, as if he would say:
" Don't spend

so much time in talk, I want to begin
my exercise."

Is it not probable that if every human
brute knew just what his horse was

thinking, he would be ashamed of his
stupidly cruel treatment, and would
not all men who are not nearly idiotic
take off the tight check reins and the
foolish blinders, while persons a little
more advanced consider the question of
guiding the horse without the annoy
ance of bits in his mouth?

Our busy money-makers have treated
the horse merely as a working machine,
and have seldom thought of him as an
animal of understanding, feeling, and'
affection, and in this matter they have
failed to appreciate his worth. Just as^

soon as men axe brought to think seri

ously about their horses they make

changes in their treatment of him, and'
the horses of the brave firemen have the
free use of their eyes, while the " War
horse," the " Glory of whose nostrils is
terrible," and who is constantly exposed
to what timid and cowardly men would
consider sure to give him fright, has as-

much liberty to see the flash of the artil
lery as to hear its crash and roar.

The Influence of Mind on the Organism
A Lecture by Charles Brodie Patterson.

GIVEN BEFORE THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHnKNOI.OOY.

[Concluded from page 152.)

Enter then into the secret place of est possible way, and at the same time-
the most high, and the duties of life in the best way. Therefore it is desir-
will become so clear that you will find able to have the right pictures in mind,.
that you will do everything in the easi- and if these pictures are continuous-
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with you, they will bring forth happi
ness, peace, health, and every needful
thing in life.

There is only one law in the universe,
and whatever appears to be contrary to

that law is simply a vain imaging of the
mind of man. God's will finds expres
sion in the highest way through the best
use of our mental faculties. When you
have a thought-picture clear in the
mind, just hold it long enoughj and a

great force comes into it and gives it
expression. It must express itself.
The question then comes, how can we
best hold the thought sufficiently clear
and sufficiently long to gain the expres
sion of the will. And this brings us to
a faculty of mind called concentration.

Concentration is that power which
holds the mind at its highest state of
activity and gives the best results. In
order to concentrate the mind we must
take one thing at a time. No matter
what you wish to do give that thing the
best thought. Keep the mind centered
on it for the time being and you will
find the task much easier, and you will
do it much better. Furthermore, you
are using the force that is coming to

you from the inner world in the right
way, and you are not dissipating it. If
however you are doing one thing with
your hands, and at the same time you
are thinking about and listening to an
other thing, the result is evil. The
thing would not be done well, and it
would not be done on time. You would
he physically and mentally tired when
the task is finished. More people are
wearied because of this dissipation of
force than by the physical work they do.
It is the way they use the mind that
tires. When doing a thing keep the
mind centered on it until it is finished,
then drop it entirely and treat the new
work to be done in the same way. A
true thought-picture of what is desired
to be done should first be clear in the
mind, and then the attention should
be concentrated on that thought, after
which will come the God-given will
power to make it effective.

There is nothing in this contrary to
the universal law. It is simply bring

ing life into harmony with the law, the
universal will acting through man, that

is
,

the human will is one with the will
of God. Whatever may have been the
use of the will in the past, from the mo
ment it is used in accord with the will
of God, the desired need is obtained.
If strength is needed, if health is need
ed, if happiness is desired, all these may
come through a compliance with the
universal law.

Every inner state must find expres
sion in an outer state. What is con
tinually appearing in the body is an
outer expression of the inner thought.
Every physical condition has its cor
responding mental condition.

Some people offer a greater resist
ance to disease than others, and the rea
son is the mental condition they pre
sent. The strong positive thought is

not going to be affected by the disease,
or the thought of the world, but those
in a negative state will be affected.
Thus it happens that some people are
continually taking contagious diseases,
while others never take them. Health

is really more contagious than any dis
ease, and if right conditions were only
offered health would be caught as easily
as disease, only it is not going to be
caught as people think disease.

People are continually attributing all
their physical ills to causes external to
themselves. If they could see the
working out of thought in expression
they would have no need to search for
physical causes, for they would be able
to find a mental condition back of all
physical conditions. It is so much easi
er to attribute a headache to a cold, or
to some physical condition. It is so

easy for them to think they have caught
cold by sitting in a draught, or that a

disturbed condition of the stomach
comes from eating the wrong kind of
food. This is an easy way of shirking
the responsibility, but when the respon
sibility is placed where it should be, it

is not with the draught in which peo
ple sit, nor with the food they eat.

" It

is not that which entereth into the man
which defileth, but that which cometh
out." It is not what is eaten, it is not
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what is drunk, it is not the physical
condition, it is not the outer condition,
which defileth a man. It is an easy way

to account for a cold by saying that one

went out when warm. There is
,

how
ever, a more satisfactory explanation.
Think how warm one gets when he be

comes angry. It isnot only the heat of the

mind, there is also a physical heat. Be
cause of the anger a condition is present
where it is possible for a person to take

cold. The anger starts an over-activity
of the blood, this is followed by a heat

ed state of the body, and this action
becomes, what is termed; "a cold." Peo

ple who are continually allowing them

selves to be disturbed over little things
get heated and think a great deal about

it. They think they are too warm or
too cold. They think they cannot sit
in a draught. It is their way to at

tribute it to outside things. Other
people think that they must not allow

a draught to touch them on the back

of the neck, for fear they will get cold,

and they usually get what they expect.
Certain food eaten at a certain time

will give a disturbed stomach. At other
times the same food will cause no ill
effects. If this was a purely physical
action it would affect a chemical condi
tion. But it is not. It is our mental
condition at the time of eating, not what
we eat, that affects us. It is not pos
sible for people suffering from anger or
grief, or any wrong feeling, to perfectly
digest their food. It is not possible for
them to enjoy their food, because back
of every physical nature there is some

thing else, and that something else

must be right to give a perfect physical
action to the digestion, and therefore
when a person is in great sorrow, and
eats at such a time, the food will seem

to be the cause of distress. The work
ing organism is not in order, and the
food entering in is a secondary cause,

but the real cause is mental. Take food
at such a time, and from it a wrong re
sult will come.

Remember in this connection there is

a mental correspondence, for it is shown
that if we have a good mental digestion,
and thoroughly digest the things we

think about, we shall have a good physi
cal digestion, and digest the food we

eat. But people want to know so much,
and they want to know it in the short
est time. They do not take into con

sideration the fact that we are in the
eternal now, not that it is going to be-

some time in the future. In the realiza

tion of the eternal now, we should leam

a lesson in patience, and from it will
come a greater knowledge. How much
we should escape if we would use the
knowledge that we already have! He
who fails to do so is he " who knoweth
the Master's will and doeth it not."

In digesting, then, let us begin with
the mental digestion, and this can only
come by grasping the truth of the prin
ciples and by giving expression to that
truth.

Besides digestion there is something
else, and that is assimilation. Some peo
ple have no trouble with their digestion,
but they do have trouble in assimilating
their food. The mental correspondence
for assimilation is this. People may
see clearly and may digest things easily,
but they do not make these same things-
available in their own lives. They do-

not allow this knowledge to become a

part of themselves. When there is a

lack of assimilation in the mental it is-

soon expressed in the physical. Let
things first be seen clearly, and then a

use of that sight made, and the digestive
organs will work in the true way and
the assimilation of the food will fol
low.

If the law of correspondences is thor
oughly understood it is only necessary
to see a person walk across a room, to-

watch his actions, to hear him speak 8

single word, in order to be able to tell
fifty different things about him. This

is because the outer is an expression of
the inner. We cannot hide our thoughts
in the light of this truth, because they
are being bodily expressed in another
way. Everything means something.

A person who has great strength of will
has it physically expressed in the back
of the neck. It is a scientific fact that
the strength of the neck indicates the
strength of the will. The very shape of
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a man's hands shows whether or not he

possesses will force, because the arms

and hands are the executive instruments
of the will. In shaking hands with peo
ple you can tell at once if they have will
or not.

The way a person holds his head
seems a very little thing, yet a great deal
can be told by it. When the head is
thrown well back, that is an indication
of physical -strength and physical de

velopment. It will usually be noticed
that when people are not largely de

veloped mentally the head is well
thrown back. So when the head droops
just a little forward it indicates a think
ing or reasoning nature. When the
head is well forward it indicates a mind
that is always going much in advance
of what the person is doing. A poor
circulation of the blood produces sick
ness. A perfect circulation is con
trolled by the understanding. People
who are all emotion have cold hands
and feet. Their life forces are prevent
ed from flowing to the extremities.
What is needed to bring about a perfect
circulation is a perfect understanding.

If the feelings are controlled by thought
the result will be a perfect circulation
of the blood. The blood is acted upon
by a great variety of thoughts. Anger
immediately acts upon the blood, and
thoughts of hatred leave even a worse
condition. We are not going to purify
the blood through taking any kind of
a physical remedy. The purity will
come through conforming to the law of
God— in that way alone can the blood
be purified. The blood of Christ
cleanseth from all sin. The love of
Christ cleanseth from all sin. The love
of Christ maketh all things pure and
whole. It can be done in no other
way.

So that thought, the true thought,
keeps our blood pure. It builds up
every part of the structure, while the
wrong thought destroys and tears down,
until at last the body is sick from head
to feet.

Seek for a mental cause for every
physical condition, and it will not take
long to find out the truth of all these
things. " As a man thinketh in his
heart, so is he."

People Who Ai

LORD NORTHCOTE, THE NEW
GOVERNOR OF BOMBAY.

The appointment of Lord Northcote,
of Exeter, as Governor of Bombay has

given great satisfaction to his numer
ous friends on both sides of the House
of Commons. He is the second son of
the first Earl of Iddesleigh, was born in
1846, educated at Eton and at Merton
College, Oxford. He entered the

foreign office as clerk in 1886. As sec

retary to Lord Salisbury, and to his own
father during his leadership of the
House of Commons, as financial secre

tary to the War Office, as Surveyor-
General of Ordnance and Charity Com
missioner, his years have been well em

ployed, and his experience in public
business will be of great assistance to
him in the discharge of his duties as

Talked About.

Governor of Bombay. He has sat in
the House of Commons for twenty years
as Conservative member for Exeter.
Lord Northcote possesses a good work
ing temperament, and is a capable busi
ness man; he is one of the quiet workers
of the world, and in many respects re
sembles his illustrious father. He is
not a brilliant public speaker, but he
takes a practical and common-sense
view of questions affecting the interests
of the masses, his opinions are well
thought out; and he would prefer being
engaged in planning ways and means,
and in improving existing irregulari
ties then in taking an active part in the
debates of parliament. Thoroughness
and industry will characterize all he un
dertakes; he is thus able to accomplish
more work in a given time than one

possessing more versatility of mind.
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Although a Conservative in polities, he
is sufficiently democratic to be inter
ested in the advanced thought of the

day. He is cool, collected, and leisure
ly in his movements, particularly dis
creet in the expression of his thoughts,
and diplomatic in the discharge of his
duties. He is a man of peace, and will
prefer arbitration to warfare, his ability
to study both sides of a question is very
marked, and his judgment upon any

toward his subordinates. His intel
lectual powers are of a high order, but
we should not class him among the
brilliant statesmen of the century. He
will achieve success through his minute
attention to business details and his
conscientious adherence to matters of
principle and justice. He will not be
disposed to waste his time in social
functions or in the society of the frivol
ous. He takes life seriously, and will

LOKD AND LADY NORTUCOTE.

vexed subject will be sound, for he is
careful in weighing evidence. His
sense of justice and strong sympathies
will make him very popular among the

people of Bombay; he, will rule with
discretion, wisdom, and impartiality.
Conscientiousness and Benevolence are
the leading faculties in the moral group.
He is not swayed by sentiment or emo
tions. In many respects he is a matter-
of-fact type of man, judiciously cau
tious and dignified in bearing, pre-em
inently adapted for a responsible posi
tion, but will not manifest any egotism

be more at home in the discharge of his
duties than in entertaining friends.
His tastes are of an intellectual and ar
tistic order, he is systematic and precise
in the laying out of his plans, and
methodical in the arrangement of his
work. His resoluteness gives him per
sistency and stability of character.
Whilst respectful to authority, he is not
influenced by inferior minds. He has
a fair share of adaptibility, and his sen
sitiveness will not prevent him from
taking a lively interest in his surround
ings. He is musical, genial in disposi-
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tion, quick in perception, very discrim
inative and thoughtful. He possesses

an available mind, can utilize his facts

to the best advantage, and will give ex

pression to his thoughts in clear and

succinct language. From his mental
endowments we believe his success as

Governor of Bombay will exceed the an

ticipation of his best friends.

LADY NORTHCOTE.

Lady Northcote, who accompanies
her husband to Bombay, was the adopt
ed daughter of the first Baron Mount
Stephen. She possesses a vigorous
constitution, a favorably balanced tem

perament, and a hopeful, sanguine dis

position. She is a thorough worker,
and for many years has been very popu
lar among her husband's constituents.
Her manner is fascinating and agree
able, a characteristic which, undoubt
edly, has given her husband many
votes. Her conversational powers are
excellent. She can master a subject
easily, for she can do her own thinking,
and analyze facts without the assistance
of her masculine friends. She arrives
at her conclusions speedily, and is cor
rect in the estimation she forms of peo
ple. Her spirit and energy are almost
boundless. She will prefer an active,
busy life to work of a sedentary nature,
and will be a prominent figure in every
good work requiring her assistance.
She is equally versatile in mind and
talent, hence, will manifest an interest
in many things, and successfully accom
plish any arduous task of an intellectual
character set before her. She is wide
awake to the popular questions of the
day, and will take a warm interest in

subjects affecting the welfare of her sex,

for she is aggressive, and will believe in
mutual improvement for every one.

Her mind works very quickly; in fact,
activity and quickness will characterize

all her undertakings, and she will mani
fest some impatience with slow and old-
fashioned people. Her outlook is
bright and intelligent, her intellectual
vision is clear, her mind is not sullied
by pessimism or dark forebodings; in
whatever society she graces with her
presence she will shed a lustre of
brightness and cheerfulness. Her in
genuity will show itself in planning, in
turning off work with dispatch, and in
superintending the affairs of her house

hold. She will never trifle with time,
for she is always busy and diligent in
the discharge of her duties. In what
ever sphere she was placed shf would
make a good disciplinarian, and act with
decision, for she is firm and decided in
her opinions. She is quite frank and
open in the expression of her ideas, yet
tactful and cautious in her actions.

She has warm social attachments, is sin
cere in her affections, and a faithful
friend. Her sympathies are readily en
listed in philanthropic work, and she is

very hospitable. Her accomplishments
are many, particularly in music, draw

ing, and artistic work. Her happy dis

position will win her many friends, and
her keen perceptive powers will bring
her in close touch with the intellectual
movements of the day. She takes a

practical view of life, and is a utilita
rian. Her mental powers almost equal
her energy and vivacity. In her new
home in Bombay she will be a capital
helpmeet to her husband, and a favor
ite in society. D. T. Elliott.
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The Letters of Comte and John Stuart Mill on

Phrenology.

Bv James Webb ,of London.

(Concluded from page 154.)

On the 26th October, 1843, Mill
wrote to Comte: "I have read with
scrupulous attention the six volumes of
Gall. A great part of his polemics
against his predecessors in psychology I
have found to be very just, but I had a

long time ago gone beyond their point
of view. But you already know that
the general principles, which alone are,

according to you, established in the sci

ence of Phrenology, do not appear to

me by any means proved in his book,
which, if it proves anything, would lead
the rather, in my opinion, and con

formably to the author's intention to
determine the cerebral organ of certain
particular animal and especially men
tal instincts. I admit the necessity of
taking into serious consideration all the
relations which we can hope to estab
lish between anatomical structure and
intellectual and moral functions, and I
shall seize with eagerness every means
of enlightening myself more on this
point."

"If you will point out to me any
new reading to be done, I will do it;
but all that which I have read and

thought up to now leads me to believe
that nothing is really established, that
all is vague and uncertain in this order
of speculations; it even appears to me

very difficult for them to be raised from
this state, so long as the ethological
analysis of the influence of exterior cir
cumstances, even general, is as little ad
vanced as it is, anatomical diversities
referring only to the residue after hav

ing subtracted from the total phenom
ena all that is susceptible of any other
explanation whatever."

In his next letter to Mill, of the 14th

November, 1843, Comte wrote:
"I very much regret that the grave

defects of arrangement inherent in the
works of Gall should have shocked a
mind so methodical as yours to such a

degree as to prevent you from appreci
ating the fundamental reality of his es

sential demonstrations. Perhaps you
would be, in this respect, less dissatified
with his first great work (" The Anat
omy and Physiology of the Nervous
System in General, and of the Brain in
Particular," in 4to), although this is
perhaps too anatomical for your ob

ject.
But the same original ideas are pre

sented under a better logical form in the
more systematic works of Spurzheim,
that is to say, the "

Observations sur la
Phrenologie," "L'Essai Philosophique
sur les Facultes morales et intellectuel-
les," the work on Education, and even
that relative to Folie, which constitute
four little volumes in 8vo, easily read in
two or three weeks."

The last reference to Phrenology in
this correspondence is in Mill's reply to
the remarks of Comte in his last letter.
This letter of Mill's was written on the
8th December, 1843, and though they
continued their correspondence to May,
1847, they did not directly again refer
to Phrenology. Mill concluded: "I
have commenced to read the English
works of Spurzheim, and I shall not
neglect the works that you have indi
cated of that author."
. We hear no more of Spurzheim, who

probably was too orthodox in his ideas
of the Christian religion for Mill, who
himself was engaged on those great edi
fices of intellectual excellence and po
litical reform—he spent the remainder
of his life in constructing a system of
logic, in constructing a better system of
social government —every bigot and
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every interest against him, but he built
up for himself a name for intellectual
and moral worth and as a friend of the

oppressed and poor that no one need be

ashamed of. That he failed to agree
with orthodox religion, or with any re

ligion as generally understood, is per
haps to be regretted; that he never at
tempted to grapple with the facts of
cerebral localization is as regrettable as

anything the Phrenologist has cause to

regret. For this Comte is not wholly

blameless. So far as I can judge,
Comte, the founder of positive philoso
phy, left the positive method in regard
to Phrenology and so failed to grasp its
practical and positive truths. Mill, in
speaking of Gall's work, said: "If it
proved anything, would lead the rather,
in my opinion and conformably to the
author's intention, to determine the
cerebral organ of certain particular ani
mal, and, especially, mental instincts."
In that Mill was right.

m b mm E • HEAUM I

Notes and Comments.
By Dr. M. L. Holbrook.

LOVE OP SCENERY.

One of the most health-promoting
feelings is the love of grand and

glorious scenery. At least this is the
case with cultivated people, but there
are multitudes of persons, perhaps a

vast majority, and many of them of
robust health, to whom beautiful scen

ery does not appeal. This love is evi

dently one of the newer feelings, and
has not become a part of the intellectual
furniture of all mankind. Take an il
lustration. C. S., writing of a moun
tain wilderness in Tennessee, says that
the inhabitants have no appreciation of
the fine scenery about them.

" The country of these dwellers upon
the Appalachian range is exceedingly
fertile, their forests are the noblest I
have ever seen, their scenery is wild and

grand, the atmosphere pure and brac

ing, and their skies exquisitely beauti
ful beyond the power of art to portray
or pen to describe. Ah, those sunsets
on Cumberland Mountains! And as

the sun sinks to rest behind the golden
and violet and flame-colored battle

ments of clouds in the west, as likely as

not comes rolling on from the opposite
direction a storm-cloud, blackening the
whole southeastern horizon, quivering,
pierced and riven by forked lightning,
its crashing thunder reverberating
among the mountains, and all its edges
alight as with a silver rim from the em
bers of the setting sun. My unre
strained and unbounded interest in and
admiration of their natural phenomena
were to my good friends and neighbors
a source of constant amusement, and I
have reason to know that owing to this
weakness of mine, and other idiosyn
crasies, they good-naturedly set me
down as

' looncy,' as rather ' off ' in
matters not pertaining to my profes
sion."

The Phrenologist claims to be able to
tell by the head whether man is a lover
of nature, of scenery, or not. Will
some one send us some good photo
graphs of these mountain people so we
can study them. Evidently the facul
ties for the wonderful, the glorious and

marvellous in nature, have not been de

veloped.
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NUTRITIVE VALUE OF FOODS
IN 100 PARTS.

MEATS.
Albumi- Carbona-

nous. ceous.

Cheese 33. 37.

Poultry 21. 3.8

Lean beef 19.3 3.6

Lean mutton 18.3 4.9

White fish 18.1 2.9

Entire egg 18. 10.5
Veal 16.5 15.8

Salmon 16.1 5.5
Pork 9.8 48.9

New milk 4.1 9.1
Cream 2.7 29.5

PULSES.
Beans 30.8 50.2

Lentils 25.2 58.6

Peas 23.8 60.8

CEREALS.
. , .12.6 69.4
. . .11.1 73.2

Whole wheat flour. . . . 10.8 72.6
, 8.1 52.6
,.. 8. 75.2

6.3 80.2

VEGETABLES.
. . . 6.3 76.7

Potato . . . 2.1 22.2
1.5 27.5

Beet ... 1.5 11.3
. . . 1.3 14.7

. . 1.2 7.2

. .. 1.1 15.9

FRUITS.
. . . .9 4.1

Date ...9. 68.

. .. 4.8 20.2

.. . .9 15.3

. . . .8 14.3

.. . .5 6.4

. . . .5 5.8

... .4 5.

8.9

7.8

. .. .3 7.1

10.3
10.2

Plum . .. .2 9.3
95.

CONSUMPTION.
In 1898, 12,979 persons lost their

lives in the State of New York by con

sumption. In 1899 there were 13,414.
This amounts to 11 per cent, of all
deaths. There seems to be no decrease
in the death-rate of this disease. This
State has just appropriated $350,000 to
build a hospital to treat and isolate

those suffering from this disease, but
this would be a mere trifle. It would
take a hundred hospitals to hold them
all. There seems to be no other way
than for each one to protect himself so

far as possible from this disease by
building up a good constitution, and
securing abundance of good air for the

lungs.

EXPANDING THE LUNGS.
There are various ways of strengthen

ing and expanding the lungs, but the
following is new and novel. It is given
by Mr. Bradford, of Louisiana. " Some
twenty years ago I saw at the London
Aquarium a strong man exhibiting
feats such as breaking chains by ex
panding his chest and his biceps. On
going out I bought a small pamphlet
issued by him in which he stated that
in early youth he was delicate, and had
been almost condemned by the doctors;
idling in bed, he had tied a string
around his chest, and tried to break it
by expanding his lungs, keeping on till
he succeeded. He found he could break
a stronger string, and kept at it till he
found himself in every way strength
ened, freed from his trouble, and ulti
mately able to exhibit himself as a speci
men of extraordinary development and
strength. This is an extreme example
of the efficiency of the methods sug
gested by your correspondents. I have
personally tried the method, and recom
mended it to others, with decided bene
fit, and, however far-fetched and un
promising such simple rules may seem
at first, they are always easy to try."

CONQUERING OUR DEFECTS.
Dr. Hillis says:

"
Heredity is a tyrant

over man! Science is making the say
ing like an old wife's fable. Here are
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Charles Kingsley and Phillips Brooks
conquering the stammering tongue and

drilling it to eloquence. Here is Alex
ander Stephens, the cripple and almost
dwarf, wheeled into the Senate in his
chair, but conquering his ancestral
weakness, and becoming a statesman.

" Here is Huber, through his love of
science, triumphing over blindness.
Here is Beethoven making splendid
music, despite his deafness. Here is
Bobert Hall, suffering with a spinal
trouble that scarce ever left him by day
or night, and sometimes made him in
sane for weeks, yet who struggled on,
and, after twenty years, came to write
such superb English that he shares
with Shakspeare and Bunyan the praise
of having shaped our English litera
ture. And here is Africanus, the black
chief, at forty a cannibal and a colossal
lump of depravity, but who, wakened
by the teaching and example of Moffat,
took on the aspect of a man; became
the emancipator of his race, learned to
read and write and speak, learned agri
culture and husbandry, and taught
farming to his savages, learned the use
of the saw and hammer, and taught his
people to build houses and villages,
made himself a scholar, and founded
schools and churches and Christian
homes; at sixty stood forth under the
aspect of a Christian hero—a veritable
Moses for his race. Heredity may hin
der, but it destroys no man. A virtu
ous ancestry makes success and happi
ness easy, but even then the birth gifts
are only raw materials; the successful
man is the architect of his own fortune.
Thus, also, a depraved ancestry gives
poor materials, and makes happiness
and virtue hard, but even then each
David must father his own sins. It is
responsibility that clothes the soul with
manhood, and elevates it above things."

CHARACTER OF THE ESKIMOS.
Dr. C. C. Cleves, an Arctic explorer,

gives the following testimony concern
ing the moral character of the Eskimos:" Generally speaking, from a moral
standpoint, the Eskimos are not as im
moral as one would naturally suppose.

They seem to have a law which is in
herent in the hearts of all rational be
ings, to ' do unto others as ye would
that others should do unto you,' and I
believe that these people live up to that
law more nearly perfectly than do their
more enlightened and civilized neigh
bors. They despise a thief. They are
honest in their dealings among them
selves and with strangers, but are sim
ple and credulous, and are easily de
ceived, showing they are not liable to
deceive others. They are hospitable in
their domestic relations, kind and de
voted to each other. They have one
good trait that is worthy of emulation,
that is

,

the universal consideration paid
by all to the very old and feeble. The
extraordinary kind and indulgent treat
ment of their children is a trait com
mon to all of those northern tribes."

SCARLET FEVER SPREAD BY
MILK.

Dr. H. 0. Hall gives out the follow
ing statement:

" While scarlet fever occurs in epi
demic form in all countries, especially
among children, it does not occur in
countries where cow's milk is not used
as a food, or where children are raised
on mother's milk only.

" In Japan and China, where cow's
milk is not used as a food, scarlet fever

is unknown, or very rare.
" In India, where cow's milk is used

as a food, but where, as in Japan, chil
dren are nursed until three, four, or
even six years old, scarlet fever is rare,

if not unknown.
" In countries where goat's milk and

ass's milk are used as food, scarlet fever

is unknown.
" Epidemics of scarlet fever in Lon

don and elsewhere have been traced di
rectly to the use of milk from certain
cows affected with the teat and udder
disease, and that milk has not been in
fected by coming in contact with the
disease in man.

" Certain diseases in the lower ani
mals are co-existent with, or precede or
follow, similar epidemics in the human
race."
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Thoughts on Education.
By S. Dexteb, of London.

{Continued from page 156.)

Another point upon which educa

tional reformers are agreed is as to the

importance of the study of Nature.
Rousseau's great cry was for a

" return
to nature" —not only to a return to

natural laws of living, but also a return
to the simple and pure joys of country
life and associations with Nature's
loveliness and wealth. Frcebel speaks
most strongly upon the good to be de

rived by the influence of Nature. He
looked upon Nature as his friend and

comforter, and would spend hours ex

amining and comparing plants, insects,

or other objects found in field or forest.

It was with childish delight that he

pressed and arranged his botanical
specimens, or classified his insects. He
was proud to think that he, alone and

unaided, had discovered their charac

teristics and their place in nature. In
each new-found treasure he sought for
some indication of the connectedness
and unity of plan in the natural world,
which even at this time he instinctively
felt must be discoverable. He believed
too that some noble purpose lay beneath
these various forms, something higher
than what was indicated by mere classi
fication. A worthy student of Nature
6hould not merely collect facts, but
should, he thought, be able to refer
them to some deeper truth underlying
them. When a tutor to two boys we

are told: "At first he trusted almost

entirely to the influence of rambles in
the fresh air, during which the boys
were encouraged to take an interest in
natural objects. Then their father gave
the boys a piece of land, which the new
colonists set to work with the most lively
interest to turn into a garden. There
was great rejoicing over each new plant,
and many were the offerings of vege
tables, fruit or flower, the children made
to parents or teachers. Frcebel saw in
their delight and interest in flowers a

pledge of goodness, and a proof of the

benefit of their contact with nature.
Looked at from a Phrenological stand

point, there is not the slightest cause for
wonder at such result, for in such nat
ural exercise we see how every part of
the organism was brought actively into
play. The physical in the outdoor ex

ercise, the social in the companionship,
the aesthetic in the love of the beautiful,
the observation in examining natural
objects, the reason in noting cause and
effect, the constructive in the work of
hand, and the moral in producing con
scientious activity.

Later on in his life when he had a

6chool for boys, we read, " Middendorf

[Froebel's assistant] shared Froebel's in
tense love of Nature. Whoever has
rambled with Middendorf through field
and forest will be able to recall the de
light with which the unity and harmony
of nature inspired him, and how he in
fected others with his eloquence over
the divine goodness, beauty, and wis
dom manifested in nature. Froebel's
attitude toward nature was perhaps
rather that of a scientist and investiga
tor, whilst Middendorf's approached
nearer to that of the poet and artist.

True, our London children have not
the advantages enjoyed by Froebel's
boys, but there is always the sky, the
beauties and wonders of which Ruskin
has so splendidly pointed out, above us
—there are always swallows, sparrows,
bees, butterflies, dogs, horses, etc., to be
seen —there are never two days alike as

regards the weather, there are parks,
commons, and heaths, where many
kinds of trees and flowers are to be
found, there are trains which carry our
young people into the country not very
far off, and there are many people liv
ing in the country, who are so kind as

to gather and pack off to the schools,
wild flowers, sprouting and flowering
twigs, mosses, and grasses.

Some time ago I had the pleasure of
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listening to Mr. Kenworthy, of the Pur-
leigh settlement, Essex. Among other

things, he was telling us of the educa
tion of his two boys. He told us how

they almost lived out of doors, helping
with farm work and garden, and learn
ing the nature of things by actual con
tact. One of the gentlemen with whom

they worked had been a chemist, so the

boys had special opportunities of learn

ing about the constituents of the soil,
and the necessary food stuffs required
by different plants. He told us that
from infancy the boys had had the best
literature read to them regularly, or

given to them in the form of stories.
How they had been encouraged to ask

questions on what they heard and saw,
and how their questions were never
thrust aside without some attempt at

satisfying them. His boys, though near
the age of ten, could not read, for Mr.
Kenworthy told us his idea was to give
them such a love for history and litera
ture generally, that they should be so

athirst for more knowledge, as to wish
to learn to read for themselves. He as

sured us that his boys were far more
conversant with literature and natural
phenomena than the average child—
were equal to the best in their ability
to use their faculties, and he appre
hended that when they did begin to
learn to read, they would find little or
no difficulty in mastering that art with
rapidity. This method is entirely in
accord with the teachings of Rousseau,

given in his "Emil," but I am afraid
there are few parents, at least among the
middle classes, who can give the time
and environment suitable for such edu
cation, at least to the full extent. Pes-
talozzi also worked on these lines with
his poor vagrant children at Neuhof.
He was most particular that the lan
guage of the children should be culti
vated before reading or writing. His
children worked with him on farm and
in garden during the summer, and with
spinning and weaving in the house in
the winter. Over their work they were

engaged in talks on objects with which
they came into contact and the money

derived from their work helped to main
tain them. In a few months we are told,
the appearance of these poor little creat
ures had entirely changed —though fed
only on bread and vegetables, they
looked strong and hearty, and their
faces gained an expression of cheerful
ness, frankness, and intelligence which
till then had been totally wanting.

Some educators advocate the training
of children in one direction mainly,
neglecting other faculties —particularly
if the child appears to have no particu
lar liking for some kind of employment.
Such educators are at fault, for they are

treating the child as a kind of producing
machine, from which they wish to ob
tain excellent productions of a particu
lar kind. They forget that the true
work of the educator is with the many-
sided life in the child, and to prepare
it for living. If the child is found to be

specially deficient in some particular
faculty, there is more reason that he
should have special help in that direc
tion whilst under guidance. The good
the child derives from such exercise,
cannot simply be measured by the

growth in the use of that particular
power. The moral worth of having to
attack the unpleasant task, the discip
line of having to apply the mind, and
concentrate the attention and the pleas
ant sense of gradual progress are all of
very much educative value to the child,
and he will at least learn to appreciate
greater ability in that direction in his
fellows. Had we time we might say
much of the educative value of good
manners —manners being the outward

expression of the inward man; of the

importance of an education toward
truth, kindness, and sincerity; and of
the necessity and value to the child of a

well-trained physical body, but as there
is a danger of my having already
wearied you, I will conclude my paper
by giving you some words of Ruskin'a
which to me typify a well-educated man:

" The harmoniously developed man is
the most lovable creature in the world,
and at the same time the most striking
image of the divine."
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" The best mother is she who studies the peculiar character of each ohild and aots with wall
instructed judgment upon the knowledge so obtained."

Child Culture.
EARL G. GULICK, LAD OF PROMISE.

By Uncle Joseph.

From a purely scientific, rather than
from a eulogistic, point of view we
make the following comments of Earle
G. Gulick's brain capacity and physical
organization:

ment, to which is united in equal pro
portions the Motive and the Mental.

Music as a general thing produces so
much intensity of feeling, and works
so materially upon the nerve centres of

PhoLo by ltockwood.

EARL G. OULICK.

Instead of finding a little seraph or

angel, with defective body and nervous

temperament and highly sensitized or
ganization, we were gratified to find a

boy of substantial proportions, one pos
sessing a fine physique, a phenomenal
chest capacity, a strong vital tempera-

the organization, that it was more pleas
urable to find that little Gulick has a

remarkable hold on life, and that his
talent, which is as natural to him as to
breathe, will not wear out his body or
overstrain his brain. He is an excep
tional boy for twelve years of age, his
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measurements, which we had the pleas
ure of taking the other day, are as fol
lows:

Head, circumference at the base,

22f inches.

Length of head, from ear to ear, 15£
inches.

Length of head, from front to rear,
15 inches.

Weight of tody, 105 pounds.
Height, 4 feet 10 inches.

Chest capacity, 31 inches; expansion,

34£ inches.
Born, January 29, 1888.

With this exceptional record he

unites exquisite quality of organization,
which enables him to utilize his brain
power in a perfectly easy and natural
way.

In hundreds of cases among children
of all nationalities we have not found
a lad so finely proportioned, and bo ca

pable of filling not only one, but many
positions in life. Size of head is not
everything, but when size is united to

a harmonious organization, neurotic
tendencies are not possible. Gulick is

a perfectly natural child, and physi
ologically possesses a remarkable hold
on life, and when we remarked that he

will probably live to a good old age, and

as long as some of his ancestors, he in
terpolated: "As long as my grand
father perhaps, who lived to a great

age."
Of his mental capacity, his head in

dicates great breadth through the tem

ples as well as in the diameter from ear

to ear. He thus has energy and force

of character to throw into his intel
lectual work. The anterior measure
ment from the opening of one ear across

the brow to the other side is excep
tional, but it is not alone in these cen
tres that he has talent and ability to

express his musical genius. Taking a

line from the centre of the forehead,
around the circumference of the head,
the faculties of Ideality and Sublimity
are passed, which give to his mind great
taste and power of expression, and

ability to see the light and shade of mu
sical conception. Thus the parts that
require a pianissimo are as delicately

given as those that require a strong and
sustained crescendo. Evidently music

agrees with him, and one remarkable
feature that we note in his cerebral de

velopment is his utter lack of concern
or fear, shown by the development of
Cautiousness. While some children
would be nervous in appearing before

large audiences, and being called upon
to sing difficult oratorical music and

opera, he simply revels in it; in fact, he
must gain as much benefit by singing
as his audiences do, in the same way as

a speaker gathers magnetism from his
audience, and feels less exhausted when
he sits down, than when he rose to give
an eloquent oration.

His ambition is of a healthy charac
ter, and it acts more in regard to ex
cellence of work than to attract per
sonal admiration. This is one of the
charms of his character, and he is not
liable to be spoiled. He possesses a

strong social, affectionate, and friendly
nature. Upon my saying this, little
Gulick asked if he was fond of animals,
to which we replied, " Your head indi
cates that you are intensely interested
in animals, and it would be surprising
if you did not want around you quite a

number, to train and care for."
" That's right," said Earl, " I have a

dog and an alligator, which I will show

you presently, and am very fond of ani
mals and pets of all kinds. My dog
had an accident to-day," said he, with
much concern.

He has a remarkable development of
self-confidence, and a strong indepen
dent spirit, not of that nature that
gives conceit, but of the kind that can
control his own actions, and feel sure
of himself, consequently when he
strikes a note he does so with combined
strength and taste. There is no un
certainty about how he will produce a

certain note.
Another remarkable point in his

character, which shows itself in his
mental faculties, is his prodigious mem

ory. Not only has he large Eventual
ity, but he has the memory that comes
from ConstructiveneRs, Imitation, Spir
ituality, Human Nature, Time, and
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Tune. This combined power enables

him to unite the artistic with the me
chanical; thus the light and shade of
musical time is not lost sight of while
the construction of the piece is per
fectly rendered. His development of
tune is very large, hence it is no trouble
to him to commit to memory exquisite,

yet varied, types of music. His head
indicates that he would be able to adapt
himself to different kinds of music.

His moral brain is capable of express
ing the sacred and moral sentiments
with great purity of thought, while his
social qualities could interpret " Home,
Sweet Home," or " The Suwanee
River," with equal power.

Another gift that Gulick possesses is

his strong development of Language,
hence his power to express himself in
argument or debate will, as time goes
on, show itself quite as distinctly as his
power to express himself in music.
At this point his father explained that
he could take his part in argument at
the present day, and sustain his point
like one of older years. He will make
an excellent barrister or judge, for he
is capable of making fine distinctions
between points of equity, and is able to

give conclusive evidence why he thinks
that such and such points are right.

Another point in his character comes
from his large development of Con-
structiveness, Ideality, and Sublimity.
They give to his mind an inventive
turn, and even if he did not work out
his conclusions or inventions, he is
bound to give to the world some orig
inal ideas. His father said in reply to
this observation: "Gulick is remark
ably handy with his fingers even now,
and shows quite an inventive turn of
mind." When we spoke of the power
ful influence that these faculties would
have upon his character as he devel
oped, we remarked that "were he to
give up singing altogether he could
make an excellent artist and inven
tor."

The greatest drawback that the lad
will suffer from is in having so much
capacity in a variety of ways that he
will find it difficult to concentrate his

mind on one or two studies. He has
so much grasp of intellect for a lad so
young, and is so advanced in his way
of taking up an idea, that he will not
need to study hard in order to excel and
outstrip the other lads in his class.
While some will have to spend hours at
their books, Gulick will need only a

half of the time that most will take,
and will know how to make intelligent
replies to all the questions put to him.
He has a perfectly frank, candid, and
unsophisticated manner that is perfect
ly charming to behold, and this we pre
dict will win him many friends, and
prevent him from becoming stilted or
artificial in his work.

We were amused at one remark of the
boy singer, namely,

" Miss Fowler, have
I any Order ?" We replied: " The or
gan of Order will need cultivating; you
have a mental Order which will sustain
you in your work, but your material
Order is but small, and your Continuity
needs cultivating in conjunction with
your Order so as to enable you to be
consecutive in your ideas, thoughts,
and plans." He said: " How can you
tell that I am not orderly in my hab
its? " Here we pointed out the de
ficiency, with the explanation of how it
could be remedied. In a few minutes'
time Gulick called our attention to the
little alligator that was in a pot of water
at the side of the room. He took it up
in his fingers like a little pet, and evi
dently was greatly attached to it. Ho
asked us to examine its head, and find
out its characteristics, but it was now
time for Gulick to go to bed. We are
glad to know that he sleeps soundly,
eats sensibly, exercises daily, and is not
obliged to give up his education even
with his many engagements. His mus
cles are firm and he is strong of arms
and limbs; in fact, we should almost
imagine that he had had a special
training in physical department.

In summing up a character of this
kind, it is difficult to bring into a nar
row horizon the capabilities of one so

richly endowed, and his endowments
evidently come from both father and
mother, for the father's head measures
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above the average in size, and is joined
to an exceptional quality of organiza
tion. As a life-work Gulick has before
him not only his talent, taste, and won

derful capacity for understanding mu
sic, but he possesses oratorical powers of
unquestionable quality, and artistic and
inventive ability of no mean order.

What a Face Said;
OR, THE LOVE OP A LITTLE CHILD.

(Concluded from page 159.)

One day as I was about to go out on
an errand Teddy said:

"Will you bring me a little blank
book with a pencil fastened to it? "

" Yes, dear," I promised, hurrying
off. " I will buy one for you."

My errand performed, I tried to buy
the little book, but it was no easy task.
Store after store I entered, only to find
that that particular kind of book with
a pencil fastened to it was not in stock.
I knew Teddy well enough to know that
no other kind would answer at all. For
an hour I wandered in and out of all
sorts of places, and at last succeeded in
securing what I wanted.

It was late when I entered the house.
Teddy was in bed. I expected the eager
question,

" Did you get it? " and I was
proud of my determination.

No little voice called out. I went
softly into his room, thinking him
asleep. He was awake and wide-eyed,
in his white bed." Teddy," I whispered,

" here is your
book, dear."

He sprang up, rosy and excited.
"My book? Really and truly? And
the pencil fastened to it? "

" Why, yes. I told you I would get
it."

"I know you did," he said softly." But I did not believe you."
"Why, Teddy!" I gasped. "I al

ways keep my promises."" Even to little boys?
"

"Especially to them, laddie. How
do you like your book? "

" It is king —dif—er—ous! "
His doubting words clung in my

memory.
Teddy's words often did.

" Why were you so surprised because
I kept my promise?

" I asked him a few
days later when we were out nutting to

gether." Oh ! 'cause big folks don't often—
at least, not to children."

" Why, my dear, who ever breaks a

promise to you? "
" Mamma, papa and the maids." He

was bending over a promising heap of
leaves. " I always remember such
things. If I ask papa to bring me any
present he never remembers it

,

and
there was that time that mamma broke
her promise about Mr. Finnigan."

Evidently, the Finnigan affair had
cut deep.

" What was that, Teddy? " I asked.
" Oh ! nothing much." He was bend

ing over the leaves, his sunny curls un
der the red Tam o

' Shanter cap shining
in the afternoon glow. I could not see

his face, but I heard the quiver in the
brave voice.

" Least, it wasn't much to anyone but
me. Mr. Finnigan was our plumber.
He was the beautifulest man I ever saw.
We used to talk nearly all day while he
was fixing our bathroom. He didn't
mind having me around all the time.
He used to have a boy like me, he said;
but he died. So Mr. Finnigan and I

used to talk about him, and —other
things."

There was a note of real tragedy in
the tender voice now.

" I never had such fun before," he
went on. " Mr. Finnigan and I used to
eat our lunch together under the tree
by the horse and wagon. I gave Mr.
Finnigan some of my grapes and cake,
and he gave me some bread and sausage.
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He had lovely things in his pail. He
told splendid stories too. One day he

asked me how I would like to live with
him and ride around in the wagon. I
told him I'd like to awfully much.

Mamma laughed when I told her, and

said that if I went, I must take only
my old clothes. But I didn't care. I
said I'd come and see her sometimes,

and when I could, I'd take her riding in
the cart.

" Next day Mr. Finnegan got through
before I knew it

,

so I hurried to pack
my bag. Mamma said that she would
keep Mr. Finnigan until I came. She

promised, or I wouldn't have gone for
my clothes.

" I pretty nearly died, I hurried so.

I got my trousers on wrong, and I

couldn't find my old hat, and my shoe

strings acted awfully queer, but at last

I was ready. When I went downstairs

I looked out, and Mr. Finnigan was

gone."" 0 Teddy! " I cried, my eyes filling
with tears.

" Yes. Gone! " No words of mine
can express the sorrow in that little
voice. " When I asked mamma about

it she had forgotten, and she laughed
because I cried."

" Oh! " It was all that I could say.
And so the winter passed. Again

and again I longed to ask my boy how
he felt about my face, but I waited.

At the year's end, during which
Teddy and I studied, read, played and
walked together, I was told that my ser
vices were no longer needed. In the
autumn my pupil was to go to a fashion
able boys' school.

At parting, I grew desperate.
" Ted

dy," I said, holding his restless hands in
mine,

" tell me truly, laddie, what did
you see in my face that first day that
you did not like?"

He looked at me long and seriously,
then said, in his strange, slow fashion:

" You—had —the—same—look — in
—your—face—that—Mr. Finnigan —

had. I thought— I was—going—to

love—you, —and — I did—not—want—
to!

"
" You darling!

" I cried with a happy
heart. Ah! was anyone ever more

blessed than Mr. Finnigan and I? It
was only after I had left that I remem
bered that I had not asked Teddy if he

loved me.
Dear little fellow! He was not to go

to the fashionable school that autumn.
Whether he ever will is an open ques
tion. During the summer, in one of
his daring climbs, he fell and injured
his spine. They wrote me that the lit
tle, tireless feet were not able to run.
All day he sat in his wheel chair, but
was patient and sunny-tempered. By
and by a letter came from Teddy him
self— a dear scrawl! It settled all my
doubts upon one subject. This was the
letter:

" I cannot write as good as I used to
when you were here.

My hand gets tired easier than when

you were here.

I wish you were here to read to me
like you used to read.

I wish you were here to tell me bed
time stories like you used to tell.

Mr. Finnigan comes every day and
wheels me in my chair.

Mamma got him for me.
Mamma is better than she was when

you were here. I told her about you,
and how you never forgot promises,
specially to boys.

I told Mr. Finnigan about you, too.
He wants to know you, he says.

I think a lot about your face, and
nights I dream about it.

I would not say that thing now. You
know—about not liking the look on
your face.

I wish I could see you every day like

I used to see you.
When I'm a man I'm going to be with

you always, like I used to be. Yours
truly, TEDDY."

—Christian Register.
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There is no denying the fact that

every day brings further proof that

Phrenology is becoming more and more

accepted by all classes of men and

women. You have only to take up the

modern newspaper or magazine to real

ize this.

In the forthcoming classes of the In
stitute, Phrenology will be the prin

cipal subject studied, and will be taken

up by competent lecturers. As Phre

nology stands at the head of all subjects

that interpret character, it is the design

of the Institute to pay special attention

to the unfolding of its principles.

Many who have been waiting for

years to take this course should avail

themselves of this year's instruction.

Physiognomy is also illustrated by

many gratifying lectures, so that per

sons can, by the aid of the instruction

thus given, form a very concise and ac

curate opinion of their fellowmen.
When there are so many avenues

through which Phrenology can help
men, it seems only right that the sub

ject should be endorsed by all our

colleges. There is much superficial

knowledge taught to our children to

day, while Phrenology is left out of the

curriculum, that we long for the uni

versal acceptance of it
,

and are working

steadily to that end.

SUBMARINE TORPEDO BOAT
HOLLAND.

We are gratified that the Government

has purchased Mr. Holland's submarine

torpedo-boat, a point which had not

been quite decided on going to press

last month.
Our readers will remember seeing the

portrait of Mr. Holland in the May
number of the Journal.

There has evidently been a change

of policy with reference to the sub

marine boat theory in our Navy De

partment, as there was previously much

difference of opinion regarding the
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purchase. Mr. Holland has been ex

perimenting with submarine craft for

more than a quarter of a century, and

has much available talent.

FACE TO FACE WITH A SER
VANT-GIRL FAMINE.

Every year we seem to be getting

nearer to a servant-girl famine, and the

problem appears to be unsolved. To

our minds, there is but one solution to

this very important subject; it is one we

have agitated for many years, and do so

to-day with even greater force. It is

our firm conviction that domestic help

should be trained like any other help,

and the same remuneration given for

competency as for typewriting, report

ing, bookkeeping, and office work. For
all these departments a thorough course

of instruction has to be followed at

some business college, and why should

not domestic help be treated in the

same way? No girl should enter ser

vice without being properly qualified to

engage in the duties for which she is

employed. A mistress should not have

to tell the cook how to boil a potato, or

make a decent pudding for dinner. A
mistress has so often told us that just

as soon as she has thoroughly instruct

ed a girl who came to her knowing

nothing, that she then leaves her for

another place, forgetting what she owes

this mistress for her household knowl

edge.

If, however, we could look for com

petent help in some of our institutes

for domestic hygiene, we could then
make the right selection, and there

would be fewer changes in our homes

than is often the case now where there

are four or five servants.

Phrenology can greatly help in se

lecting what is wanted, and it has come

to the aid of many in dire distress. A
competent Phrenologist should first

examine a mistress's character, and

then proceed to secure 6ome help

adapted to her needs. For sometimes

one servant will suit one mistress, but

not another. We can see that Phre

nology is the great panacea in solving
this social problem.

PILLSBURY, THE CHESS EX
PERT.

Our notice has been called to an esti

mate of the head of Pillsbury, the great

chess expert, given by John L. Capen,
M.D., of Philadelphia, and we hope to

give our readers the benefit of his anal

ysis, with a portrait of the chess player,
in our next issue.

Guard your weak point. Be lord over
yourself.

The human mind was /made to think,
And not in lethargy to sink;
To rise above all earthly things,
Borne as upon celestial wings.

Great thoughts, not bound by space and
time,

Expand to every land and clime,
Not seen or weighed or measured,
Yet in the active mind are treasured.

In nature wondrous works appear
A mystery, yet ever clear;
When on the sky we gaze at night
We read the thoughts which show God's

might.

Great thoughts the riches of the soul,
That ever point the heavenly goal
And help us in the glorious way
Which leads to an eternal day.

To have such treasures here below
'Tis Heaven's will to thus bestow
On all who are disposed to seek,
And have a heart that's true and meek.

In the inspired Word we see
Great thoughts which only make us free;
Thoughts which are forever giving
Light to make this life worth living.

Professor John Moore.
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'' WHAT PHRENOLOGISTS], ARE
DOING.

FIELD NOTES.

The Journals by mail, and the
" Hydropathic Encyclopedia " by express,
came in good order in due season, and
am well pleased with them; also the
Phrenological Register." Mrs. M. S. P.,

Woburn, Mass.

" I received some time ago the books
I sent for, and I like them very well, and
thank you for your prompt attention in
sending them. They came before I ex
pected them." L. N.,

California, Mo.

Professor J. K. dullihur is in town, and
sends his kind regards to you, also one
of his bills. He is about to give a course
of instruction and teaching a class in this
city. I trust his efforts will result in
good, in gaining interest in a work that
is a benefit to mankind."

Wm. T. Stillwell,
Ogden, Utah.

We learn that the partnership that
long existed between Professor Allen
Haddock and Professor Holt has been
dissolved, and that " Human Nature "
will be edited by Allen Haddock in future.
We wish him every success, and trust that
Mr. Holt will be successful in his new
venture.

" Was speaking to an acquaintance
some two or three weeks in regard to your
publications, and spoke especially about
' The Science of a New Life,' by John
Cowan. This party is anxious to get
something good along that line of
thought, and 1 write you to send along
some catalogues, circulars, etc., of your
different publications. 1 think he would
subscribe for the Journal. I have been
so greatly benefited by everything in the
Journal, and the different books I have
bought from time to time, that I feel it
a duty as well as a pleasure to do a little
solicitation wherever the occasion offers."

G. P.,
Detroit, Mich.

" We have many of Trail's works, which
we value very highly."

Jo. Kester,
Rock Point, Ore.

" I have been interested in Phrenology
for a good many years, and have found it
of much use as a teacher. I now wish
to make it a profession as soon as pos
sible. I have given the subject consider
able study." J. M. Richards,

Waukomis, O. T.

FOWLER INSTITUTE, LONDON.
A well-attended meeting was held on

April 18th, when Mr. J. B. Eland, F.F.I.,
read an excellent paper on " Physiology
and Phrenology." An animated discus
sion followed, in which several members
took part. Mr. J. W. Corbett presided.
A hearty vote of thanks to the lecturer
and chairman brought the meeting to a
close. This meeting brought the winter
session to a close. We are gratified with
the interest taken in the work of the In
stitute by members and friends, and by
the attendance and enthusiasm shown at
the meetings. The programmes for next
session will be distributed early in the
autumn.

Miss I. Todd, F.F.I., attended a bazaar
at Plumstead, on April 5th, 6th, and 7th,
and was well patronized. Her delinea
tions were highly appreciated.

Mr. D. T. Elliott attended a bazaar, at
New Southgate, on April 5th, 6th, and
7th.

Rev. F. W. Wilkinson, F.F.I., lectured
before the Hove Phrenological Society, on
April 26th, and received a hearty recep
tion. This young and flourishing society
is making headway under the direction
of Mr. Millot Severn.

Mr. F. O. Sleight, A.F.I., recently deliv
ered a lecture, on " Phrenology," before
a Mutual Improvement Society at Dud
ley. His lecture and public delineations
gave entire satisfaction to a large audi
ence.

Rev. C. Fisher, A.F.I., is actively en
gaged in enlightening his many friends
on the utility of Phrenology.

The summer examination of students
will take place on July 25th and 26th.

On April 4th a paper was read by Miss
Heudin, A.F.I., on " Food and Character."
The essayist considered that sufficient
care is not generally exercised in select
ing the foods best suited to the require
ments of the body under the various con
ditions in which its labors are performed.
Different demands upon the constitution,
and varying environments, should be
studied with a view to suitable foods be
ing eaten, and the art of cooking should
be used so far only as it is an aid to di
gestion. We do not want more brain,
but brain of better quality, and as the
brain depends upon the body for its de
velopment, how necessary it is that the
body should be well and properly nour
ished by suitable and well-prepared food.
A good discussion followed the reading
of the paper, nnd Miss Heudin was heart
ily thanked for her lecture.

The shortest intelligible sentence
which contains all the letters of the al
phabet is, we believe, " J. Gray, pack with
my box five dozen quills."—Exchange.
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The Denver Phrenological Society is
planning special meetings for the sum
mer months. A public lecture on ethno
logical investigation in the cliff-dwellers'
region will be a feature.

The finances of our society are main
tained by a monthly membership fee of
twenty-five cents. We have also ap
pointed a certain day each week when an
experienced examiner is in attendance at
our room, at which time the public may
obtain private phrenological examina
tions for a reasonable price. We have an
expert stenographer with the examiner,
to furnish full written report, for those
who desire such.

We will be very glad to receive sugges
tions from any reader regarding new
ideas for the society.

M. Lilburn Merrill, M.D.,
3094 Newton st.,

Denver, Col.

We regret to announce the death of
Mrs. May Vaught, of Chicago, who was
very much devoted to the study of phren
ology, and a most enthusiastic aid in the
publication department. She will be very
much missed by those with whom she
worked.

SECRET OF LONGEVITY.

Sir James Sawyer, a well-known phy
sician of Birmingham, has been confiding
to an audience in that town the secret of
longevity. Keep the following nineteen
commandments and Sir James sees no
reason why you should not live to be 100:

1. Eight hours' sleep.
2. Sleep on your right side.
3. Keep your bedroom window open

all night.
4. Have a mat to your bedroom door.
5. Do not have your bedstead against

the wall.
6. No cold tub in the morning, but a

bath at the temperature of the body.
7. Exercise before breakfast.
8. Eat little meat and see that it is

well cooked.
9. (For adults) Drink no milk.

10. Eat plenty of fat, to feed the cells
which destroy disease germs.

11. Avoid intoxicants, which destroy
those cells.

12. Daily exercise in the open air.
13. Allow no pet animals in your living

rooms. They are apt to carry about dis
ease germs.

14. Live in the country if you can.
15. Watch the three D's—drinking wa

ter, damp, and drains.
16. Have change of occupation.
17. Take frequent and short holidays.
18. Limit your ambition; and
19. Keep your temper.

H. S. Spafford, Plainfield, Wis.— We are
glad to note that persons are beginning
to want the help of the practical Phre
nologist in securing the right kind of
help in their business as well as in their
private interests; further, that persons
are willing to study Phrenology to-day
with more earnestness and zest than ever
before, in regard to hygienic habits and
radical reforms in diet. My address be
fore the Hundred Year Club is a practical
proof of this, for we have received many
letters all over the country asking for
information regarding this important
subject. We are sorry we cannot agree
with you in regard to the commencement
of the twentieth century and the close of
the nineteenth, but we think there are
some magazines that would be pleased
to note your criticisms with regard to
when the twentieth century commences.
We had already in print the paragraph
we quoted in our March No. before your
letter was received. We really fail to
see how you can make yourself out to be
one hundred and seventy-eight years old
because we say the twentieth century be
gins next year.

Jack, New York. —Many thanks for
sending us the advertisement that ap
peared in the " Herald " from one who
wanted a competent man to manage and
keep in repair the steam railway of the
property belonging to a large sugar es
tate in Cuba. These are the very ad
vertisements that ought to state, as one
did in the " Herald " not long ago, " con
sult Fowler and Wells before applying to
us." The day is coming when in all our
papers we shall see such a statement, for
business men are seeing the necessity of
gaining the advice of those who are
scientifically informed on the matter.
Fowler and Wells Co. have a bureau of
this kind which is yearly growing in im
portance, and should be of assistance to
all classes of men and women.

The last and seventh lecture of the
course of the American Institute of
Phrenology was given on May 2 by Dr.
Robert L. Watkins. The subject was" How the Health and Disease of Brain
and Body can be Determined." Special
stereopticon slides prepared by the lec
turer from his laboratory were used.
There was a large attendance and the
most interesting and profitable evening'
was spent. The lecturer has given many
years of study to the disease of the blood,
and the audience were treated to a very
special lecture.

The Doctor will lecture before the in
stitute during the fall of this year.

Several examinations were given at the
close by Mr. De Lancey Allen.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.

On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorporated

under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the pros*

ecu t ion of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of Fowler ft Wells.
The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the

business, or in its general management. All remittances should be made payable

to the order of FOWLER & WELLS CO.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of the Phrenological
Journal and Phrenological Magazine is Ji.oo a
year, payable in advance.

MONEY, when sent by mail, should be In the form of
Money Orders, Express Money Orders, Drafts on

New York, or Registered Letters. All Postmasters
•re required to Register Letters whenever requested
to do so.

SILVER or other coin should not be sent by mail, as It
b almost sure to wear a bole in the envelope and be lost.

POSTAQE-STAHPS will be received for fractional parts
of a dollar. The larger stamps are preferred ; they
should never be stuck to the letters, and should always
be sent in sheets— that is, not torn apart.

CHANGE of post-office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without this
information. Notice should be received the first of the
preceding month.

LETTERS OF INQUIRY requesting an answer should
inclose a stamp for return postage, and be sure and
give name and full address every time you write.

ALL LETTERS should be addressed to Fowler at Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the office.
In this wav "'<ilycan prompt and careful attention be
secured.

ANY BOOK. PERIODICAL, CHART, Etc., may be or
dered from this office at Publishers' prices.

AGENTS WANTED for the Phrenological Journal
and our Book Publications, to whom liberal terms will
be given.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.
" Physical Culture "—New York —for

May comes to us full of healthy exer
cises, which can he adapted to every
home with the best hygienic results. It
contains many valuable illustrations on
physical culture.

" The Homiletic Review "—New York.
The May number is one of the best we
have seen. It contains many articles on
the " Review Section, Sermonic Section,
Seed-Thought, Pastoral Section, Social
Section," etc.

Gaillard's " Medical Journal." —The ar
ticle on " The Treatment of Rheumat
ism," by Sir Richard Douglas Powell,
M.D., will be read with much benefit by
all individuals suffering from this dis
ease.

" Good Housekeeping " — Springfield,
Mass.— for May contains articles that are
interesting as well as helpful in the home.

It contains a very interesting article on
" Home-Making a Vocation," by Caroline
Abbot Stanley." Omega "—New York. —This highly in
structive journal contains an article by
Albert Chavannes on " Mind, the Factor
in Heredity." " Some New Uses for
Milk " is a very interesting article found
in thiB number.

" The Nation "—New York— for May-
calls attention to the fact that Londoner*
are unconscious of the change that is
taking place around them, by the pull
ing down and building up of the metrop
olis, the constant improvement of the last
few years are of a kind usually associated
with" the go-ahead cities of America or
South Africa, rather than with the most
conservative capital in the world.

" The Book Buyer "—New York —con
tains a beautiful frontispiece of Frances
Hodgson Burnett. It also contains a
portrait of Franklin, which is now repro
duced for the first time from a Sevres
medallion in the Boston Public Library.
One article by J. M. Bulloch, on " The
Literary News in England," is one of
considerable importance." Literary DigeBt "— New York —opens
with interesting articles on topics of the
day. It also contains very important ar
ticles on Science and Invention." Education," a monthly magazine de
voted to the science, art, philosophy, and
literature of education —Boston, Mass.—
contains articles on " The University of
American Life," " Scientific Temperance
Instruction," and many other interesting
articles.

" Christian Work "—New York— a
weekly peiiodical, opens with a frontis
piece of twenty of the familiar faces seen
during the past week at the Ecumenical
Missionary Conference, which is an il
lustration of the variety of characteris
tics in the ministerial world, and would
make n very interesting study for the
Phrenologist. It also contains a very in
teresting, as well as instructive, article
on " Porto Rico's Pagan," with several
illustrations. Many good suggestions
may be derived by reading the article
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by Emma Graves Dietrick on " Being
Honest."

" The Churchman "—New York—an
illustrated weekly news magazine, con
cludes its series of articles on " French
Cathedrals," in this number. It deals
liberally with the proceedings of church
work in all parts of the world. It con
tains a fully illustrated article on " The
Fern's Poor Relations," by Charles Fran
cis Saunders, which is very profitable
reading to the botanist.

The American monthly " Review of
Reviews "—New York —is finely illus
trated, and a full representation of noted
men are mentioned in the editorials.

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT.
" Hearing, and How to Keep It "

(one
of the Long Life Series). Price, 50 cents.
The contents is divided into three parts:
Part. I. Anatomy and Physiology of the
Ear. Part II. The Chief Diseases and
Injuries of the Ear, and the Avoidance of
their Improper Treatment. Part III.
General Hygiene of the Ear. The differ
ent parts enumerated above are fully il
lustrated." Health in Schools and Workshops," is
another of this valuable series, and will
be of great help to the young and old.
Price, 50 cents.

" The Young Wife's Advice Book " has
information that no mother should be
without. The management of the moth
er's health during nursing of children
will be of great service, along with the
many valuable suggestions contained in
the hundred pages or more of instruc
tions. Price, 50 cents." The Throat and the Voice " is a work
of great importance to singers, and there
are nine chapters devoted to the voice and
fifteen to the throat. Price, 50 cents." The Mouth and Teeth." Price, 50
cents. Matters of much less importance
to personal appearance, of vastly less
account to individual comfort, and be
yond all question of smaller moment to
health and life, are made the subjects of
constant study and care; while the
amount of information possessed by the
public in this direction is lamentably
small, and much of that is erroneous.
Many otherwise intelligent people are
sadly deficient in a proper comprehension
of this subject. There are no other or
gans of the body that are more appreci
ated than the teeth, and yet there are
none the neglect of which entails more
serious results. In the hope of awaken
ing interest and stimulating thought,
with reference to the intelligent care of
the mouth, this monograph has been pre
pared.

" Sick Nursing " contains nine chapters

of great interest. It has not been the
author's purpose in this volume to lead
people to take the treatment of disease
into their own hands; on the contrary,
it has been his aim throughout to assist
the physician in his work; to supplement
him in all that he does, and to pave and
clear the way, by careful attention to
hygienic rules, for any mode of treat
ment he may find it necessary to adopt.
Price, 50 cents.

We make a new offer (good to the first
of July) for the ten volumes of Dr. Dio
Lewis's works, in cloth binding, for $10.
The works are as follows: " New Gym
nastics," " Weak Lungs," " Our Diges
tion," " Five Minutes' Chats with Young
Women," " Our Girls," " Prohibition a
Failure," "Chastity," "Gypsies," "In a
Nutshell," and " The Biography of Dio
Lewis."

"The Parents' Guide." This is an ex
cellent work on human development
through pre-natal influences and inher
ited tendencies, the points made being
abundantly illustrated by reference to
many cases of interest. Mrs. Pendelton
gives the results of several years' obser
vation of the physical characteristics
from parents to children. Price, $1.00." Origin of Species " has attracted a
good deal of attention on account of the
novel and philosophical theories ad
vanced, and is well worth reading. Price,
$1.50." Foreordained " should be read by all
who are married, and by everyone who
contemplates marriage. Price, 75 cents." How to Magnetize," by James Victor
Wilson —price, 25 cents—is a practical
treatise on the choice, management, and
capabilities of subjects for magnetic in
fluences, with instructions on the method
of procedure.

" How to Grow Handsome " is a work
that brings about a lasting beauty, show
ing how to acquire and retain bodily sym
metry, health and vigor, secure long life,
and avoid the infirmities and deformities
of age. Price, $1.00." How to See the Point, and Place It "
—punctuation without using the rules of
grammar, has been received, and is a re
markable little book. It contains a con
densed form of punctuation which will
be of great help to students. Price, 15
cents.

There are many worthy people who are
desirous of receiving the instruction
given by the American Institute of Phre
nology, who do not feel able to meet the
outlay, including the cost of coming and
residing in New York. To aid such, the
American Institute of Phrenology will
offer a scholarship free to any person
who will get up a club of fifty $1.00 sub
scribers to the Journal. "This offer
holds good for May and June. It may
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appear a large number, but to any in
telligent person interested in the subject,
and with properly directed efforts, they
will find it easy. By taking the matter
in hand and pushing it, success can be
obtained.

The $50.00 Bicycle: We have arranged
to offer one of the very best wheels made
to anyone who will send us a club of
thirty $1.00 subscribers to the Journal.
This is a special offer for June. It will be
given to the first successful competitor.

The Home Exerciser is simple in its
construction. This can be put up with
out tools, and is ready for use at any
moment. A book of instruction is given
with each Exerciser. The prices are
from $2.00 to $5.00. For the month of
May we will give the $3.00 Exerciser for
five subscribers to the Journal.

Wilhide's Exhaler; price, $1.50. This
new invention is proving to be one of
great practical utility. As a means of
strengthening the lungs and breathing
power, there is certainly nothing supe
rior. " Consumption is curable." So say
Professor Austin Flint, Professor Ben
nett, Dr. F. H. Ramadge, and others. It
is said that it is almost an instantaneous
cure of common colds; it aids digestion,
and gives an appetite. " It increased my
chest, two inches in a few months, and I
am a healthier man."" Of Such Is the Kingdom," by Anna
Olcott Commelin. This work covers a
large field of human love, hope, sym
pathy, and sorrow, and yet mirthful, de
scriptive, and dramatic poems are also to
be found therein. The volume is a rare
■exhibition of book-making, and a fine
birthday present. Price, $1.50.

The mouth, lips, eyes, and nose all
•denote fibre, quality, and character:
whether the love of the flesh and the de-
ceitfulness of riches, or the love of the
noble and pure, predominate. Three sep
arate pamphlets on these subjects —
" Mouth and Lips," " Eyes and Eye
brows," and " Chapter on Noses," will be
sent on receipt of 45 cents.

In our next number will be offered our
Summer clearing sale of shelf-worn
books.

" The Natural System of Elocution and
Oratory," by Thomas A. Hyde, is without
doubt the best work for the use of stu
dents and professional men, whether as
clergymen, lawyers, or legislators. It
will be read with special interest by all
students of human nature, even if not es
pecially interested in oratory, as it takes
up the motions and sentiments in an at
tractive manner. Price, $3.00.

The " New Model Manikin," having
proved itself very useful to physicians
and students of physiology, is sent with
a comprehensive key for $10.

We wish to keep before our readers the

special offer of the instalment plan of
$15 worth of books for $10 —$5.00 down,
and $1.00 per month." Our Presidents, and How We Make
Them," by Colonel A. K. McClure. Price,
$2.00. This is a book full of interest, con
taining portraits of the Presidents from
Washington to William McKinley, and
may be procured at the office of this
magazine.

" Suggestion in the Cure of Diseases
and the Correction of Vices," by George
C. Pitzer, M.D. —price, $1.00 — is a book
full of valuable suggestions. This
method of cure is for over-nervous and
fagged brain-workers. The general
psychological observations will be found
of special interest." How to Read Character in Handwrit
ing," by Henry Frith—Price, 50 cents—
has reached its third edition. This book
contains many natural autographs, and
the character is fully described from the
signatures.

" How to Read Character in Faces,
Features, and Forms," by Henry Frith,
is a very valuable work. The chapter on
gestures is one of special importance to
the student of Physiognomy. Price, 50
cents.

"Christ, the Orator," by Thomas A.
Hyde. This highly interesting work,
like his " Natural System of Elocution
and Oratory," iB original and unique, the
only book on the subject. The reader
finds on its glowing pages the Christ of
olden time, not the Christ of Middle Ages,
but the Christ of youth and manly vigor;
the Christ that walked in simple majesty
along the shores of Galilee; the Christ
whose voice speaks in the sweet accents
of pathos, love, and faith. Price, $1.25.

We received the ' Temperaments ' on
the 7th instant. I have read it through,
and have gotten much from it. It is the
most comprehensive treatise on the sub
ject I have been able to find." W. A. B.,

Ecorse, Mich.
Q. Has not science demonstrated that

Phrenology is imperfect?
Mr. Beecher: I do not know that sci

ence has demonstrated it. Those who
are best acquainted with it are conscious
that, with some crudeness, it contains a
great many elements of truth, and that
it is one of the tendencies in the right
direction; and, when the knowledge of
the human mind shall be finally made
clear, I think it will be found that much
has been owing to Phrenology. —Yale
Lectures on " Preaching," by Henry
Ward Beecher.

A special offer of " The Long Life
Series," edited by George Black, M.B.,
Edin. The series consists of twelve
books, containing two thousand, or more,
pages of reading matter, and will be sent
to any address post-paid —to all orders
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received before the first of July —for
$4.50; in single copies, 50 cents each. The
names of the books are as follows: 1.

Long Life, and How to Reach It; 2. The
Throat and the Voice; 3. The Eyesight,
and How to Care for it; 4. The Mouth and
the Teeth; 5. The Skin, in Health and
Disease; 6. Brain-Work and Overwork;
7. Sick-Nursing; 8. The Young Wife's
Advice Book; 9. Sleep—How to Obtain it;
10. Hearing, and How to Keep it; 11. Sea
Air and Sea Bathing; 12. Health in
Schools and Workshops. These publica
tions are new, and have not been offered
in this country before.

Intending students of the Institute for
the next session, commencing September
5th, should write for particulars, and
make all preparations possible during the
next three months.

Agents are desired everywhere to sell
the Journal, and, on application, terms
will.be forwarded.

Weaver's Works for the Young will
be valuable reading for young men and
women starting out in life. Price, $2.50.

Our readers who are practising hydro
pathy at home will learn many hints in" The Hydropathic Encyclopedia," and
many other works that are advertised on
another page of this Journal.

During vacation time many teachers
and students are posting themselves on
various subjects, and those who are

The Head and Face a

flirror of
the Hind

Inquiries are often made whether we can
give a satisfactory examination from photo
graphs.

Thousands of people would be glad to
obtain from us a careful delineation of char
acter and talents, but they live so far away
from our office that they cannot incur the
expense of coming. Such will be glad to
know that they can procure, for the purpose,
properly prepared photographs, with all the
required measurements, and then receive
from us a phrenological examination with
advice as to proper occupation or choice of
a business partner or life companion.

Ladies and gentlemen come to us with
photographs of candidates for marriage;
fathers and mothers do the same in behalf of
their sons and daughters, and we have the
thanks of many whom we have saved from
much unhappiness.

Write for "Mirror of the Mind," which
gives terms and full information. Address

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
27 East 21st Street, NEW YORK

studying oratory will find a most valu
able instructor in " Elocution and Ora
tory," by Kev. Thomas A. Hyde. Price,
$2.00.

It is interesting to note the many
spheres of trade and professions that are
represented in the clients for phreno
logical examinations. The school teacher
is seeking the aid of Phrenology to as
sist him or her not only for their per
sonal benefit, but for the higher purpose
of getting in touch with the pupils under
their care. The graduate is seeking his
or her vocation in life, and consults the
examiner for the purpose of assisting
them to decide in this important step.
The parents seek the aid of Phrenology
to assist them in understanding the child,
which was such a perplexity to them.
The foregoing are instances that have
occurred since we last went to press, not
that they are new, but may strike some
of the readers as particularly interesting,
and familiarize them with the advance
which the art of character-reading is
making.

" The Natural Cure of Consumption **

is strongly recommended by many di
rectors of sanitariums for their con
sumptive patients. This is the best work
ever written by Dr. Page. Price, $1.00.

Dr. Sumner is at the present time read
ing " Hygiene of the Brain," and finds it
exceedingly helpful to him.

Packer's
Tar Soap
contains the balsamic virtue

of the pines ; is pure, antiseptic

and in every sense hygienic.

It has no equal as a luxuri

ous and invigorating cleanser.

For the Hair and Skin

THE PACKER MANUFACTURING CO.

NEW YORK

In wrltlnn- to Advertisers please mention The Phrenological Journal.
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The New Illustrated Self-Instructor in Phrenology,

Physiology and Physiognomy. A complete Hand*

book for the People. With over one hundred new

illustrations, including a chart for the use of prac

tical Phrenologists. Revised and printed from New
Plates. nmo. 192 pages. By the Renowned

Phrenologists, Profs. O. S. and L. N. Fowleb.
Cloth, $1.00.

Lectures on Man. A series of twenty-one Lectures

on Physiology, and Phrenology, delivered by Prof.
L. N. Fowler, during his first tour In England
many of which are now out of print and can only
be had in this volume. $1.50.

Brain and Mind ; or Mental Science Considered In
Accordence with the Principles of Phrenology and

In Relation to Modern Physiology. Illustrated.

By H. S. Drayton, A. M , M. D., and Jambs
McNs.il, A. M. Extra cloth, $1.50.

The Temperaments, considered In their relation to
Mental Character and Practical Affairs of Life, by

D. H. Jacques, M. D. 150 Illustration*. Cloth,

»t.jo.

This set of books Is recommended to those who wish to take up
the study of Phrenology at home or to prepare for attending the Ameri
can Institute of Phrenology. At list prices these amount to $15.00. The
set will be sent by express for $10.00. «*

To Subscribers to the Phrenological Journal who
will send $5.00 and fill out and sign the blank below we will send at once.
This offer is good for a limited time only.

For an additional $3.00 the China Bust will be
substituted for the plaster.

Fowler's New Phrenological Bast. With upwards
of one hundred divisions, in china. Newly dis
covered organs are added, and the old organs have
been subdivided to indicate the various phases of
action which many of them assume. It is a perfect
model, beautiful as a work of art, and is un-
doubtly the latest contribution to Phrenological
Science, and the most complete bust ever pub
lished. Price, $5.00.

New Physiognomy ; or. Signs of Character, as mani
fested through temperament and externa] forms,
and especially in the "Human Face Divine."
1,000 illustrations. By S. R. Wells. $3.00.

Physiology, Animal and Mental. Applied to the
Preservation and Restoration of Health of Body
and Power of Mind. 35 illustrations. By O. S.
Fowler, (unabridged edition.) Price, $r.oo.

Tb* Phrenological Bast, showing the location of
each of the Organs. Price, $1.00.

The Constitution of flan ; Considered In relation to
external objects. Hy Geo. Combe, with portrait,
bound in cloth, $1.35.

A Natural System ol Elocution and Oratory.
Founded on an analysis of the Human Constitution
considered in its three-fold nature— Mental, Physio
logical, and Expressional. By Thomas A. and
William Hyde. Price, $2.00.

The authors have studied the subject closely, and pre
sent it from new and original standpoints. This is
not a common-place book on the plan of numerous
school text-books ; but one well worthy the atten
tion of all who would excel as speakers, readers, etc.

Hygiene of the Brain, and the Cure of Nervousness.
By M. L. Holbrook. Part I, contains chapters on
the Brain, the Spinal Cord, the Cranial and Spinal
Nerves. How to Cure Nervousness. Value of a
Large Supply of Food In Nervous Disorders. Fifty
Important Questions Answered. Price, $1.00.

I«9

Fou/lt>r 0 u/ellg ^0., 27 5. 21st St., Hew Yorl(.

Please send to my address as below, the STUDENTS SET [Price •/•.«*)
for which I enclose $5-00, and further agree to remit promptly %t.o» on

the first of each month until the balance $5.00 is paid.

, Express Address Na
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THE NEW CYCLE
A Great Magazine.

By Leander Edmund Whipple,
Assisted by Competent Associates.

Four magazines in one for The Home, The Thinker,
The Scholar, and The Metaphysician. Special depart
ments for a—Important Essays, b— The Home Circle
—Thoughts for Everybody, c— Art, Literature, Phi
losophy and Science. a— Editorial— Comment and
Critique. Issued monthly.

Chapter VIII.— Food and intemperance. Why peo
ple crave stimulants. The cook and intemperance.

Chaptkr IX.— The most strengthening foods.
Wheat. Oats. Oatm eal. Barley. Rye. Indian Corn.
Rice. Buckwheat. Composition of peas, beans and
lentils. The potato and sweet potato. The onion.
Other roots. Cabbage. Spinach. Rhubarb. Celery.
Asparagus. Lettuce. Cress.

Chapter X.—The importance of fruits. Apples.
Grapes. Their nutritive value. Their Physiological
effects. All about the grape cure. Other fruits, Nuts.

Chapter XL— Food for different ages, conditions
and seasons. Diet in infancy. Diet in childhood and
youth. Diet for manual worker ; for brain worker.
Diet in old age. Diet in training.

Chapter XII. — Foods in various diseases. In dys
pepsia. Fevers. Constipation. Bright 's disease.
Chronic rheumatism. Gout. Diabetes. Diarrhoea.
Summer complaints- Consumption. Nervous diseases.
Cancer. Ulceration of the stomach. Emaciation.
For inebriates, orphan asylums, prisons. Pure food.

BOUND IN CLOTH, PRICE, POSTPAID, $1.00.

METAPHYSICAL PUB. CO.
465 Fifth Avenue, New York

RHHNS
Nervous dyspepsia will make life

seem gloomy ;

Bilious disorders will make you
feel blue ;

Raging sick headaches are quite
as distressing ;

Try Hipans Tabufes— these ills
they'll subdue!

WANTED.
- A case of bad health that K I P A N S

will not benefit. They banish pain and prolong
life. One (rives relief. Note the word B-I-P-A-N-8 on
the package and accept no substitute. B-I-P-A-N-8,
10 for 5 ron '8, may be had at any drag store. Ten
samples and one thousand testimonials will be mailed
to any address for S cents, forwarded to the El pans
Chemical Co., No. 10 Spruce St., New York.

"WHAT A

YOUNG BOY
OUGHT TO KNOW"

Bishop John H. Vincent, DD„ LL.D.
" You have bandied with great delicacy ami wisdom

an exceedingly difficult subject. Your work has
been well done."

Price, $1.00 Net, Post Free

"WHAT A

YOUNG GIRL
OUGHT TO KNOW"

Charles L. Thompson, D.D.
"It is Indeed what boys ought to know— the failure

to know which has been the cause of man; sorrows

and pains and penalties. Why was not this book writ
ten centuries ago ?"

Price, $1.00 Net, Post Free

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
27 East 2 1st Street, - New York

RIPANS
The lightest of hearts are those

in bodies healthy,
The brightest eyes are those in

coolest heads,
The happiest folks alive are not

the wealthy,
But those o'er whom Ripans

protection spreads.

WANTED.
A case of bad health that H I P-A-N-S

will not benefit. They banish pain and prolong
life. One gives relief. Note the word B-I-P-A-N-8 on
the package and accept no substitute. B-I-P-A-N-B,
10 for Scents, may be had at any drugstore. Ten sam
ples and one thousand testimonials will be mailed to
any address for 6 cents, forwarded to the Ripans
Chemical Co., No. 10 Spruce St.. New York.
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BOUND IN CLOTH, PRICE, POSTPAID, $1.00.

"THE HYGIENIC TREATMENT OF

CONUMPTION"
In Three Parts.

By M. L. Holbrook, M. D.

A very great majority of all cases of Consumption
which have recovered nave been cured by hygienic
remedies and not by drug medication. In most cases

the patients have applied these remedies themselves,
often, perhaps, in a rude way; but even thus applied
they have proved of the greatest advantage.

This work alms to give the best hygienic treatment
for Prevention and Cure. It is divided into three parts,
with the following twenty-five chapters:

PART I.
Nature and Causes of Dis-
eaes
CHAP.
1. The Disease.
2. The indirect Causes of

Consumption.

3. Micro-Organisms as the
Immediate Cause.

CHAP.
9. Horseback Exercise.

10. Toughening the Constl
tution.

11. Clothing.
12. The House and Home.
13. Climate.
14. Bath's and Bathing.
15. The Sun-bath.
16. Food and Drink
17. Psychic Forces- The

Will.
18. Other Psychic Forces.

PART III.
Treatment in more Ad

vanced Cases.
1. Open Air, Rest and

Light Cure.
2. Enlarging the Chest.
3. Self-help.
4. Difficulties in the Way

Cautions.

PART II.
Prevention and Treat
ment 0/ Consumption in

the Earlier Stages,
r. Prevention,
a Preventing Colds.

3. Enlarging the Chest.

4. Indian Club Exercises.

5. Rowing.
6. Vocal Gymnastics.
7. Special Vocal Exercises.
8. Scientific Physical Cul

ture.
No one with a tendency to Consumption, or with a

small chest or weak lungs, with frequent colds and
sore throat, or fn any stage of the disease where there
is the least hope, can afford to neglect the methods ad
vocated in the plainest and simplest way in this work.

DR. SHEPARD'S

SANITARIUM
81 and 83 Columbia Heights

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

An attractive, quiet home for

the treatment of Rheumatism,

Malaria, Neuralgia, etc. A spe

cialty is made of Turkish, Rus
sian, Roman and Electric Baths

and Massage, together with Hy
gienic Diet.

Send for Pamphlet on Rheu

matism. Address :

CHAS. H. SHEPARD, M.D.

"HOW TO STRENGTHEN THE MEMORY"
....OR...

Natural ank Scientific Methods of Never

Forgetting.

By Dr. M. L. Holbrook.

7

CONTETS.
1—Introductory. The Nature of Memory.
2—The Best Foundation for a Good Memory
5--Memory and Nutrition: Memory and Fatigue;

Memory and the Circulation of the Blood;
Quality of the Hlood; Memory and Disease;
Memory and Narcotics.

4—Exaltation and Degeneration of the Memory.
5—Memory and Attention.
6— Memory and Repetition.

—Memory and Associations, Links and Chains.
—A Striking Example of Restoration of the Mem

ory, and the Methods Employed.
q—Methods of Memory Culture u r Schools.

10—Self-culture of the Memory.
11—Memory for Names and its Culture.
12—Memory for Faces and its Improvement.
13— Memory for Places and Localities.
14—Culture of the Musical Memory.
15—Strengthening the Memory for Facts and Events.
16—Memory for Figures and Dates.
17—The Figure Alphabet.
18—Tricks of Memory.
19—How to Learn a New Language, or the Surest and

Most Effectual Way to Ensure an Easy and
Accurate Reproduction of Ideas.

20—Culture of a Memory for Words.
21—Advice to Clergymen Concerning Their Memories,
22—The Lawyer's Memory.
23—Mastering the Contents of a Book.
24—The Art of Forgetting and What to Forget.
25—Abnormal Memories.

BOUND IN CLOTH, POSTPAID $1 00
With One Year's Subscription to Physical Culture. $1.60

"MARRIAGE AND PARENTAGE"
By M. L. Holbrook, M. D.

The following are the titles of the principal chapters
of the work.

1. Introductory, comprising a sketch of the great im
provements in the marriage Relation within historic
times.

2. The Duality of the Sexes, and Reasons for Mar
riage.

3. The fundamental principles on wich True Mar
riages are based.

4. The temperamental and educational adaptation of
one party to the other.

5. Health as the most important factor in a Sanitary
Marriage.

6. Physical Culture as an element in Marriage.

7. Marriage among the ancient Spartans and its
lessons for modern civilization.

8. How Science is applied to improving animals and
plants, and may be applied to improveing the race.

9. The Mixing of Races and its importance.
10. The difficulties wich are encountered..
11. Importance of having Children, especially good

and healthy ones, and the disadvantages of rearing
sickly or bad ones.

12. Reproduction, its nature and laws (a very in
structive chapter).

13 What and how parents transmit good and bad
qualities to their offspring.

14. The laws of Sanitary parentage (alio an impor
tant chapter).

FOWLER i. WELLS CO., 27 East 21st St., New York City

In writing to advertisers pleane mention The Phrenological Journal.
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MONEY IN HONEY!

The Weekly
American Bee Journal

Tells all about It.
Sample Copy Hailed Free

G.W.YOBK&CO.
118Iirb!«:>ii8t.. CBIC1C0, ILL

HOW TO SUCCEED
Will Pnwprand Personal Magnetism insure

the otherwise Impossible, at
tracting friends anJ businesssuccess. AHpos-
sessthis power. Learn how to use It. **KEY
TO POWER" 30cte. or lSete. and addresses
of three ministers, teachers or physicians.

National Institute of Science, "rpt. F. 0. 5U,

WE RESTORE SICHTI
CLASSES RENDER
DEFECTIVE VISION

CHRONIC.
Write for our

ILLUSTRATED
TREATISE,

Mailed Free.
THE IDEAL COMPANY,

239 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK.

HEALTH AND WEALTH
SCIENTIFIC TRt'THS and
STARTLING FACTS.

Natural Healing it paj big profes-
clon in ugh I by mull. Anyone can
L-usllylearn A successfully practice
It No experimentation, rnnlUaurr.

'Every known disease promptly re
lieved. Sjiectal professional advice
and paylnpradvertising matter fur
nished. Act quickly. Golden har
vest sure. Circulars free.

National Institute of Si lence, Dept.F. 0. £50, Chicago

The Water Gap Sanitarium
Is the place where permanent cures
are made of all forms of disease.
Rates reasonable. A christian family
home. Address

F. WILSON NURO. M O , Mint), Monroe Co., Pa.

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

i rade marks
Designs

Copyrights Ac.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain oar opinion free whether an
Invention Is prohnbly patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
Bent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.

Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive
tpecial notice, without charge. In the

Scientific American.
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. T.nrgest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year: four months, $L Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN & Co.38,Broad*»" New York
Branch Onlce, 628V St, Washington. P. C.

DIXON'S GRAPHITE PENCILS
Are un equaled for smooth, tough leads.

If your stationer does not keep them, mention Th>
Phbknolt'QIcal JnuHNAL, and send 16c. in stamps to
Joseph Drxow Cbuciblk Co., Jersey City, X. J., for
samples worth doable the money

OUT OF THE OLD RUT
All who wish to read the true character

of all kinds of men, women, and children, and
understand the fundamental sources of
vitality, health, memory, will, concentration,

thought, energy, etc., etc., can do so by reading

HUMAN FACULTY
$1.00 per Year 10 Cents a Copy

Send Stamp for Sample Copy

L. A. VAUGHT, Publisher
317 Inter Ocean Bldg., Chicago, Ills.

Bountiful Stamping Outfit
Design* for Honlton Lace

work traycloths, centrepieces
doiltes.outUnlng and cut work,
many 14 Ins. In site, 2 alph
abets, powder and pad. Given
for a 3 months *strial subscrip
tion to The Home, a household
Journal of stories, fash Ions. fan
cy work, llterarysketches.etc.
Bend Iftc.and get the outfit and
journal. THE HOME, 141.
milk St., Boston, Mass.

In writ In if to advertiser* please mention The Phrenological Journal.
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Tossing sleepless on my pillow,
Moaning with an aching head,
Nauseated, sick and suffering,
Sad I lay upon my hed.
To nie came a friendly neighhor,
Kipaus Tahules in her hand—

Just one helped me—more re
lieved me—

Shout their praises through the
land !

WANTED.
-A case of bad health that R I P- A-N-S

will Dot benefit. They banish paiu and prolong
life. One gives relief. Note the word R-IP-AN-8 on
the package and accept no substitute. RTP-A'N'S,
10for I cents, may be had at an* drug store. Ten sam
ples and one thousand testimonials will be mailed to
any address for 6 cents, forwarded to the Ripans
Chemical Co., No. 10Spruce St., Now York.

U.S. SUBSCRIPTION AGENCY
216 Liberty Street GEO. H. MOHLKB

Indianapolis, Ind. MANAOKK

/ Y\

FREE to K. A.M. An engrav
ing of the Hall of the Mys
teries, also large Catalogue of
Masonic books and goods,
with bottom prices. New Il
lustrated History of Free
masonry for Agents. Beware
of spurious Masonic books.
REDDING & CO., Publishers
and Manufacturers of Mas
onic Goods. No. 21! Broad
way, New York City.

Human Nature
A Monthly Magazine of
World-Wide Repute

Edited by Prof. Allen Haddock

Subscription price, 50 cents.

1020 Market Street • San Francisco

What Am I Best Fitted For? "„f
Mind."

STRIKE OF A SEX ZTtSx
Zuggassenf's Discovery

and the honeymoon a? long as life, fortieth Thonafl
Circulars of hook, on Health and Sexual Science tree.

ALICE B. ST0CKHAM & CO., 66 FIFTH AVE., CHICAt»

FIVE-ORAIN

TABLETS

•NODRUGH»BITINOUCED- MOTOXIC EFFECT.! KEXACT size

.u-i.m.fc..M^ii:wE
REGISTERED, 6EPT. 3RD, 1800. FAC-&I1UILK

"The name itself suggests what Antikamnia Is. and what Its remedial properties are:—Antl (t>«*-Aw/)p
Opposed to, and Kamnla (GwA-Ka/wjf), Pain— therefore, "ANTIKAMNIA" (Opposed to Pain)— a remedy to
relieve pain and suffering.

"In certainty and celerity of action. It has been found superior to any of Its predecessors In this field, espe
cially In cases of Acute and Chronic Neuralgia. Neuralgic Toothache, Tlc-Douloureux, Myalgia. Migraine,
Hemfcranla, and alt forrr s of Headache, yield to Its Influenceln a remarkably short time, and In no Instance have
any evil after-effects developed. The chief claim advanced In favor of Antikamnia over all other products Is, that
its use Is not followed by depression of the heart

"The dose for adults, which always gives relief In severe headaches, especially those of bookkeepers,
-actors, lawyers, students, mothers, teachers and nurses, In short all headaches caused by anxiety or mental strain.
Is two tablets, crushed, followed by a swallow of water or wine. It Is tbe remedyfor La Grippe. As a preventive of
and cure for nausea while traveling by railroad or steamboat, and for genuine mat de tneror sea sickness, Antikamnia
Is unsurpassed, and Is recommended by the Surgeons of The White Star, Cunard and American Steamship Lines.

"There are very many Important uses for Antikamnia, of which physicians as a rule may be uninformed. A
five grain Antikamnia Tablet prescribed for patients before starting on an outing, and this includes tourists,
pic knickers, bicyclers, and in fact, anybody who Is out In the sun and air all day, will entirely prevent that demoral
izing headache which frequently mars the pleasure of such an occasion. This applies equally to women on
shopping tours, and especially to those who Invariably come home cross and out of sorts, with a wretched "sight
seer's headache." The nervous headache and Irritable condition of the busy business man Is prevented by the
timely use of a ten grain dose. Every bicycle rider, after a hard run, should take two five grain Antikamnia
Tablets on going to bed. In the morning he will awake minus the usual muscular pains, aches and soreness. As a
cure and preventive of the pains peculiar to women at time of period, Antikamnia Is unequalled and unaccom
panied by habit or unpleasant after-effect. If the pain Is over the lower border of the liver, or lower part of the
stomach, or In short, be It headache, side-ache, backache, or pain of any other description caused by suppressed or
Irregular menstruation, It will yield to two five grain tablets of Antikamnia. This dose may be repeated In an hour
or two, If needed. For very prompt relief, it Is advisable to crush the tablets and swallow them with a little wine,
■dilutedwhisky or toddy. A dozen tablets kept about the house, will always be found useful In time of pain,"

Genuine Antikamnia Tablets always bear the monogram /K

GOOD DRUGGISTS OFFER NO SUBSTITUTES

THE ANTIKAMNIA CHEMICAL COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.

In writing to ndvertla mention The Phrenological Journal.
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WEBSTER'S
Hon. D.J. Brewer, Justice of U. S. Supreme Court,
says : " I commend it to all as the one great stand
ard authority."

It excels in the ease with which the eye finds the
word sought ; in accuracy of definition ; ineffective
methods of indicating pronunciation ; in terse and
comprehensive statements of facts and in practical
use as a working dictionary.

Specimen pages, etc ent on application.

G. & C. Merriam Co., Publishers, Springfield, Mass., U. S. A.

r INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY

There are only a few copies of the 1900 Annual
left. Price, 25 cents. We herewith enu
merate the Contents :

Prominent Military Men of the Day
Character and Reputation
Phrenology and Business
Sociology and Phrenology
Phrenology, a Means of Self-Knowledge
The Phrenologist's Mission
Character-Sketch of Mrs. Jopling-Rowe
Hatters' Experiences
Is it possible to Change the Temperamental

Conditions ?

The Vital Temperament in a Nutshell
The Science and Philosophy of Character

Reading
A New System of Diagnosis
The Educator
What is a Phrenologist ?

A Few Thoughts on Phrenology
Sketches of American Writers and Phren

ologists

Self- Culture in Leisured Moments
Some Heads of Small Circumference
Self-Control
Consciousness and Telegraphy
Woman Equal Mentally, etc.

Is Character Hereditary?
Character Sketch of Edward J. Chalfant
Martin Luther Holbrook, M.D.
Does the Shape of Man's Head Indicate

His Actual Character ?

The Consultation, and After
Phrenology and the Christian Religion
Hobbies
Why Should We Believe in Phrenology ?

Our Privileges and Responsibilities
How to Prolong Life
Society Reports, Field Notes, Register,

Calendar, etc.

TEMPERANCE PERIODICALS
(1) THE NATIONAL ADVOCATE, a 16-page monthly, devoted to the Temperance Reform through

out the country. Per year $1 00
(2) THE YOUTH'S TEMPERANCE BANNER, an Illustrated 4-page monthly, 25 cents per year.

Semi-monthly, per year 40

(3) THE WATER-LILY, a small illustrated 4-page monthly for very little folks. Per year ... 10
Se ul for samples of all thfse papprs.

We have 2,100 Temperance Publications : Books. Pamphlets, Tracts, Leatlels, Periodicals, Songsters, etc.,
covering every possible phase of the Temperance question, and helpful along all lines of Temperance work.
Anti-Canteen Literature, etc. Semi for a analogue. Address

The National Temperance Society ami Pnblirnllon House, 3 A S West 18th Street, Xew York City

TUP CIITCDDDICC Devoted to Education, Farming, Stockraising, Etc.
I MU LH I Lni nlOL! Is the paper for the advertiser

It is published weekly in the heart of the "New South."

Ask for Rates. Address, "THE ENTERPRISE," LIVINGSTON, TENN.

In writing: to advertisers please mention The Phrenological Journal.
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THE AMERICAN
INSTITUTE
OF PHRENOLOGY

PRESIDENT. MRS. C. F. WELLS

Incorporated, 1866, by Special Act of the

New York Legislature

The Annual Assembly of the American
Institute of Phrenology will take place on

Wednesday, September 5th, with an evening

reception of students and friends.
The course will consist of about one

hundred and twenty-five lectures, and will
extend over six weeks. Three lectures are

given each day, excepting Saturday, when a

review of the week's work is held.

The object of the course is to explain the

fundamental principles of Phrenology, Phys
iognomy, Psychology, Physiology, Anat
omy, Hygiene, Heredity, Foods, the Races,

the Temperaments, Brain Dissection, the

Objections and Proofs of the Old and New

Phrenology, Mental Therapeutics, the Choice

of Pursuits, Marriage, the History of Phre
nology, Animal Magnetism, Hypnotism,
Psycho-Physiology, Elocution, Oratory and

Voice-Culture, and Jurisprudence.
Last year the students had the advantage

of the lectures of William Hicks, M.D., a

physician and medical professor, who has

had practical experience among students

on Physiology and Anatomy, Insanity, Brain
Dissection, and Clinical Work in Treating
the Insane, which proved of great interest to

all members of the class.

The Institute will have the same assist

ance this year.

The Institute course is recommended to

business men and women who have daily to

come in contact with their employees and

customers.

It provides help to all professional men

and women who have to educate the masses.

It proves a guide to parents and teachers,

as well as private individuals.

For terms of tuition, etc., apply to the

Secretary, care of Fowler & Wells Co., No.

27 East 21st Street. New York City.

TRY IT A WEEK
If not suited, we buy It

baok and offer you *.1.10
for It. A Profitable Propo-
•Itlen any way you figure
It. Don't miss this Oppor
tunity of ■ Lifetime to se
cure the best Pen made.
Hard Rubber Reservoir
Holder In four simple parts.
Finest quality Diamond
Point 14k Gold Pan and the :
only Pooltlvaly Parfact Ink
feeding device known to
the science of fountain pen
making.
WAny desired flexibility

in One, medium or (tub.

Ona Pen only to one
address on this offer.

LOSS— on the pen you buy— our I

SEED-TIME expense.

BUSINESS— your pen procures—
our HARVESr.

|

By trail, postpaid, upon receipt

of $1. If you desire pen sent by
registered mall, send 10 cents ad

ditional.

REFERENCE: Any Bank or Ex

press Company In Detroit

Address—

LAUGHLINMFO.Co.
142 Walker Block

DETROIT, MICH.

We guarantee the above offer.

Phrenological Journal Pub. Co.

CONFIDENCE A
A Perfect Pen at a Pop- I * I

ular Price, and the V^A

} Best Pen at any Price.

Your Choice of these

$3.00
Laughlln Fountain Pens

In writing; to advertlipm pleaae mention The Phrenological Jon ml.
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MEATLESS DISHES. Cook Book $0 10

EUREKA CURE FOR COLDS, Hay Fevtr,
La Grippe, eto 20

VEGETARIAN DIET FOR ATHLETES 5

CLEANLINESS, THE FIRST PRINCI
PLES OF HYGIENE. Holta 10

PHYSICIAN'S IDEA OF VEGETARI
ANISM. Dr. Mathewson 5

TWENTY-FOUR REASONS FOR VEG
ETARIAN DIET 5

CLERICAL SPORTSMEN. J. Howard
Moore, &.B. A protest against the vaca
tion pastime of some ministers of the
gospel. Dozen, 50 cents.

RELIGION AND VEGETARIANISM (il
lustrated), contains : Why Some Mis
sionaries Fail ; Diet and Temperance ;

Spurgeon's Reproval (with portraits);
Prof. David Swing's Attitnde (with por
traits); Appeal to Christian Workers.
Dozen, 50 cents .

THE JUST AND THE UNJUST 6

KINDNESS TO ANIMALS. Mann 10

SALINE STARVATION, and How to

Avoid It. Chaa. D. Hunter, D.F.S.
Scientific explanation of cause of arterial
degeneration. Hints on preparation of
foods so as to preserve essential salts.
Dozen, 50 cents.

THE RMS HOUSE
is opposite the U. S. Treasury and

one block from the White House
—the best located Hotel In the

City. Cuisine unsurpassed ; elec

tric cars pass the Hotel to all

points in the city.

HEATED WITH STEAM
LIGHTED BY ELECTRICITY

ALL MODERN IMPROVEMENTS

AMERICAN ONLY

Kates $3.00 per day and upward*

O. G. STAPLES, Proprietor

A GREAT MAGAZINE

THE IDEAL REVIEW
EDITED BY

LEANDER EDMUND WHIPPLE
Assisted by Competent Associates

Four Magazines in One
. FOR

The Home, the Thinker, the Scholar, and the
Metaphysician

SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS FOR

».— Important Essays
b.— The Horns Circle— Thoughts for Everybody

C— Art, Literature, Philosophy, and Science

d.— Editorial— Comment and Critique
Devoted to Science, Psychology. Art. Literature, Phi
losophy, and Metaphysics. The Ideal Review marks
an important era In literature. No matter bow many
other periodicals you take, The Ideal Review Is of
Incalculable value to yon, whatever your station in
lite. IT IS THE ONE LIVE ISSUE ON ALL AD
VANCED-THOUGHT SUBJECTS.

ISSUED MONTHLY
$2,50 a Year 25 cents a Number

We want active aeents at once In all parts of
tbe world and in every community. Special
Inducements are offered. Send (or terms and
illustrated premium list. Address

THE METAPHYSICAL PUBLISHING CO.
465 fifth Avenue, new York, n. Y.

STIRPICDLTDRE
Or the Improvement of Children Through
Wiser Generation and Training

Chapters: 1. Stirpiculture, 50 pages.
" 2. Prenatal Culture, 45 pages." 3. Evolution's hopeful promise for a

healthier race, 30 pages." 4. The Germ Plasm and its Rela
tion to Children, 17 pages."

5. Fewer Children and Better, 8
pages.

44 6. The Theoretical Baby, enlarged,
30 pages. This chapter has

created profound interest." 7. Heredity and Education. 32 pages.

Mrs. Florence Mann Lyman, long a
teacher in the kindergarten department
of the Teachers' College, New York,
writes: "I have read it through and
enjoyed every page thoroughly, it is
so readable that I have been able to take
it up at odd moments and open at any
place. I hope it may, as it deserves,
have a large sale.

Price by mail, $1.00 cloth binding

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
27 East 2 1 st Street - New York

In writing- to advertisers please mention The Phrenological Journal.
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Ethnology, Physiology, Phrenology, Physiognomy, Sociology, Psy

chology, Education, Mechanical Industry, Hygiene, and to

all those Progressive Measures which are Calcu

lated to Reform, Elevate, and Improve Mankind,

Sphutually, Intellectually, and Socially.
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TERMS TO LECTURERS
EACH DOZEN 100

FOWLER'S NEW CHART, Paper . . $.26 S2.00 $7.00
PO»T
MID

2.00 6.00 Ex.
8.00 80. OO

u

8.00 BO.OO i«

MANUAL MENTAL SCIENCE, Cloth I.OO 8.00 80.00 i»

HOW READ CHARACTER, Cloth . . 1.28 10.00 78.00 •i

4 r
1 OO 8.00 a

CASTS OF
THE BRAIN

IN PLASTER OF PARIS

A model made from cast of the
human brain, representing as

nearly as possible the shape,
form and size of the brain.
Price, $1.25, by express.

The same, dissected in a

number of parts, $2.00, by
express. J

STEEL MEASURES]
Used to measure the circum
ference of the head, or the
distance from ear to ear, over

any part of the head. In
handsome case, with steel

spring. Price, $1.00, by mail.

PHRENOLOGICAL
BUST

Showing the latest classifica
tion and exact location of the

Organs of the brain. It is divided so as to show each individual Organ on one
side ; all the groups —Social, Executive, Intellectual, and Moral—properly class
ified, on the other. Plaster of Paris. Two sizes ; the larger, $1.00 ; by express
at expense of the purchaser ; not mailable.

CHINAWARE PHRENOLOGICAL BUST
With upwards of 100 divisions. In Chiuaware, Large
Size. $5.00. In this bust the Phrenological organs
are subdivided to indicate the various phases of action
which many of them assume. It is handsomely
modeled and beautiful as well as instructive. Sent
only by express at expense of purchaser.

CALLIPERS
These are used for measuring heads in various ways,
as from the opening of the ear to the location of any
given organ, also the width or length of the head.
Price, $2.00.

FOWLER & WELLS CO., Publishers

CONTRASTED HEADS
. Practical. No. 8. Egotistical.

No. 2. Philosophical. No. 4. Moral.
Price of Cut, COO.

No. 1.

CALUPERS
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A Phrenological Estimate of Henry Nelson Pills-

bury, the Champion Chess Player.
By John L. Capen, M.D.

So far as can be known from the
portrait before me, the head of Mr.
Henry N. Pillsbury is in general very
well balanced, and what is known as

his special talent does not constitute
the volume of his intellectual ability.
He has the ability to excel in the ac

quisition of positive knowledge, and of
retaining with remarkable tenacity im
pressions rapidly made upon his mind.

It is impossible to decide from a mere

portrait what is the size of the hesd as

a whole, and therefore what of the

parts, but assuming that the head is of
mere average size, the intellectual por
tion is large, and the perceptive intel
lect is the most prominent.

In his large forehead — shown to con
tain a large volume of brain by the pro
jection from the ear forward, together
with the width and height, the portions
called "

organs
" that must bear an im

portant function in the wonderful feat
of memorizing twenty games of chess
at one time are: Individuality (marked
1); Form (2); Size (3); Order (4);
Eventuality (5); Comparison (6); Caus

ality (7); Constructiveness (8), and
Human Nature (9). All these organs
are large, as seen by the overhanging
eyebrows, which give to his forehead a

retreating form—not from the defi

ciency of reflective brain, but from the
great development of these observing
organs.

But while this is a feature of the or
ganization important to estimate, a still
more remarkable condition is the qual
ity of his brain which gives it great
power of rapid action.

Nature has provided the means of ex
pressing quality by the twenty-six pairs
of facial muscles, and during life there
is no other. The difference in the
quality of brains is infinite, inasmuch
as a man may be an idiot with a fair
size of brain, or he may be a genius with
no greater volume.

The expression of the countenance
of Mr. Pillsbury shows great mental
activity. His brain is capable of tak
ing an instantaneous impression and
of holding it until he has no further
need of it. In this particular he differs
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from the average of men by great su

periority. It is this quality of the
brain that gives him talent, and the

proportions of the brain's development
determine the direction his talent may
take.

One other general condition it is nec

essary to consider to understand the

power of the man, and that is the crown
of his head, which gives confidence,
firmness, and ambition.

The above estimate of the world's
champion chess player was recently
written for the " North American
(Philadelphia), and forwarded to us by
Charles N. Miller, with the thought
that all our readers would be pleased
to read the article for themselves,
whether on this or the other side of the
Atlantic.

The following account explains the
amount of work that Pillsbury is cred
ited with doing:" Chess players declare that the per
formance given on Saturday afternoon
and evening, April 28th, by Henry
Nelson Pillsbury, the American chess

champion, in the rooms of the Frank
lin Chess Club, was a marvelous test
of memory and of expertness with
mimic warriors on the checkered field.
Blindfolded, he played at one time
against twenty opponents. To do this
successfully meant that he must carry
in his mind every move made at each
of the twenty tables. How well he suc
ceeded was shown by the score. He
won fourteen games, drew five, and lost
one.

The tables were arranged in a semi
circle, and in an adjoining room sat the
chess champion. He could see neither
boards nor players nor spectators. The
moves were called out to him as they
were made by each player, and he re
sponded. During the first moves there
was a slight hesitation in his replies,
but as the game progressed he became
more certain, and his replies came
quickly. As each move was made he
seemed to acquire a more vivid impres
sion of the board, and of the move
which he ought to make.

"A recess for dinner was taken at

half -past six o'clock, and the champion
seemed in no wise fatigued by his work.
He enjoyed the dinner as much as he
would under ordinary circumstances,
and seemed to have put the games com

pletely out of his mind. But at eight
o'clock, when the playing was resumed,
he offered to go over the moves on any
of the boards. Some of the spectators
called for board fourteen, and without
hesitation Pillsbury named the moves
in succession from the beginning of the

games.
"After the games were finished he

gave the most surprising exhibition of
his wonderful memory. Some of the
players had been too much absorbed to

keep their scores carefully, and a few
errors had been made. Pillsbury went
over the twenty scores, without the aid
of a chess-board, and corrected every
mistake. On one board a move had
been omitted, and he worked out the
move. On another three moves were
missing, and he supplied them. Sev
eral transpositions had been made, and
two scores were missing altogether.
The transpositions he corrected, and he
worked out the missing scores.

" It is said that in Pillsbury the fac

ulty of receiving and retaining an al
most innumerable series of impressions
has reached its highest development.
Many skilful chess players have en
deavored to play without seeing boards
or opponents, and have found the task
comparatively easy until a number of
moves had been made and the positions
became complicated. But with Pills
bury the reverse is true. Each move
makes an apparently indelible impres
sion on his mind, and the more of these
impressions there are, the more com
plete becomes his mastery of the situa
tion as a whole.

"With this, too, is his marvelous
playing strength. He seems to possess
the ability to fix all his attention on the
one game, and when his move on that
board has been made he turns all his
attention to the next one. He can re
call games, too, a long time after they
have been played. He recently gave
a blindfolded performance in the Union
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League Club. Owing to an oversight so, in working out the scores as they
some of the scores were not kept. Sev- had been made by himself and his op-
eral days afterwards Pillsbury came to ponents in the Union League Club.

HENRY N. PILLSBURY, THE CHAMPION CHESS PLAYER.

Philadelphia, having in the meantime "Dr. Thomas H. Andrews said of
given exhibitions in other cities. But Champion Pillsbury's remarkable feats
he had no difficulty, when asked to do of memory and chess playing:
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" ' Pillsbury's remarkable memory is

explained by the highly sensitive con
dition of the sensory system. It is to
be compared with the sensitized neg
ative plate of a photograph, and his
ability to receive and retain mental im
pressions has doubtless been increased

by practice and cultivation. In the
same way the sense of touch in the
blind is cultivated until it becomes
most acute. The Passanian bodies in
the ends of the fingers become, by cul
tivation, so sensitive that the blind can
read raised characters as rapidly as they
can run their fingers across them.

" ' Pillsbury must have had, to begin
with, a healthy, normal brain. By con
stant cultivation he has acquired the
remarkable faculty which enables hint
to memorize at one time twenty games
of chess. The same faculty has been

developed in others to some extent, and
I have known whist players who were
able to play and memorize games of
whist blindfolded. Memory can be

cultivated, by judicious practice, just
as can any other faculty. An illustra
tion of the unconscious cultivation of
memory is given by women, who are
often able, after a mere glance, to give
an accurate description of the dress
worn by some other woman, or of the
decorations in a house." ' Sheridan, the famous actor, once

told me that he could only memorize
his lines while lying down. Medical
history records many remarkable cases

of memory, and in some instances the
loss of memory. Mezzofanti, the Ital
ian polyglot, who spoke seventy-two
languages and dialects, forgot every
language except his own after an at
tack of typhoid fever; and in another
recorded case the patient, the Rev. Dr.
Tenant, had to begin his education all
over again, starting with the alphabet." ' When the sensory system is in
sound, vigorous condition, the impres
sions received by it are strong and last
ing. That is why children memorize
so readily. With age the "brain be
comes incapable of receiving these im
pressions and loss of memory is the re
sult. But any extraordinary memory
usually is due to cultivation, just as

extraordinary strength or athletic abil
ity is due, as a rule, to the careful train
ing of normally sound muscles.' "

We trust that this wonderful exhibi
tion of memory will not be stretched
beyond its healthy expression. Unfort
unately, any such marvelous mental
capacity, as well as athletic power, is
often carried to an extreme, and dis
ease results. The portrait of Pills-
bury, however, represents a healthy
organization, and a fine future prob
ably lies before him.

Phrenology and Animal life.

THE FIRST ENGINEER.

The mole is a very interesting proof
of the localization of the faculties of
the mind.

The skull of the mole shows that the
largest organ it possesses is Destruc-
tiveness. It presents a very flat surface
on the top and great breadth on the
sides over the ears, and this faculty
gives mental direction to the bodily
powers, which are described as follows
in the " School and Home ":

" The industrious little fellow in a

fur coat, known as the mole, is a con

firmed enemy of the agricultural inter
est only. For earthworms, we all
know, are ' the chief of his diet and
without earthworms, as Darwin long
ago showed the world, there would be
no earth to speak of. The rich coating
of vegetable mould upon which we rely
for soil to grow our corn and our cab
bages is a gift of the worms; it depends
upon the ceaseless and silent industry
with which these noiseless friends of
man drag down into their burrows
whole bushels of fallen leaves and re
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turn them in due time to the surface
of the land as finely comminuted cast

ings.
" They are the great natural fertil

izers. Therefore, whoever devours the
worm is no friend of the farmer, and
the farmer does well to catch, kill and

grees a relative perfection of structure
which entitles him to our respectful ad
miration and consideration. Just re
flect how hard it must be to burrow
continually through the ground as a

fish swims through the water — to use
your paw for fins, with solid soil for

From *■The School and Home."
TOE FIRST ENOINKER.

exterminate him. Yet I confess to a

liking for the poor, persecuted mole,
who has made such a hard and gallant
fight for life under such difficult condi
tions. For the mole is to the soil what
the fish is to the water. Having to earn
his livelihood by ceaseless industry in
an extraordinarily dense and resisting
medium, he has acquired by slow de-

medium- —and you will form some idea
of the difficulties the intelligent mole
is called upon to contend against in its

daily existence. No wonder his tem

per becomes a trifle short; and no won
der he is so hungry at the end of a

hard day's work that a few hours with
out food are quite sufficient to kill him
by starvation.
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"In shape the mole is long, but
round and compact, with a body fitted
to the size of his own tunnels, as a rab
bit to its burrow or an earthworm to
its tube. His legs are short and placed
close to his sides, so as not to occupy
any unnecessary space as he scuttles

through his earthworks after his re

treating prey. His snout is long and

pointed, so as to fulfil the functions
of a screw or auger in his excavations;
for if you catch a mole above ground,
and watch him as he buries himself,
you will see that he uses his nose to
make the beginning of his tunnel and
employs it throughout in his work al
most as much as he does his powerful
fore-feet. But eyes would be in the

way with a subterranean creature; they
would always be getting full of dust
and dirt and setting up irritation, or
even inflammation; so in the course of
ages they have become practically ob
solete. Not that the mole is quite
blind, indeed, as careless observers will
tell you; he still retains some faint
memory of his eyes, but they are small
and deeply hidden in the close, thick
fur, and he doesn't see much with them.
He is independent of seeing. His eyes,
such as they are, survive merely by virt
ue of hereditary use and wont. The
fact is it takes a long time for any com

plete organ to atrophy altogether, and
moles will very likely be extinguished
by the march of intellect before the last
trace of an eye has disappeared forever
under their closely covered eyelids.
The hands of the mole —for hands they
are rather than paws—serve as his
spade and mattock. With them he
clears away the mould from his path
and removes the obstructions in the way
of his tunnel.

" They are enormously large and
broad for the size of the animal, per
fect paddles or shovels, developed in
response to the needs of the situation.
Those moles get on best and left most

offspring that dug their tunnels fastest
and so overtook the largest number of
earthworms, while those perished in
the attempt which were slowest in their
excavations, and consequently failed to
catch up to the retreating quarry.
'Twas a perpetual game of devil-take-

the-hindmost, and the modern mole ex
ists as the survivor in the process.
What makes the fore paws distinctively
into hands, however, and gives them
their curious, almost human, aspect, is
the fact that they are naked. This ren
ders them more efficient instruments
of excavation. The nails are long and
strong and slightly flattened, and the
whole hand turns out somewhat at an

oblique angle. The fingers are moved

by powerful muscles of extraordinary
caliber for so small an animal, for by
their aid the mole has to scurry through
the solid earth almost as fast as a fish
could swim through the much less re

sisting water. It is a wonderful sight
to see him paddling away the soil on
either hand with these natural oars and
to watch the rapidity, certainty and
vigor with which, like faith, he removes
mountains—or, at anyrate, mole-hills.

" It would be a mistake, I imagine,
to suppose that our hero's life is en
tirely made up of eating, drinking, and

sleeping. The poetical passions of
love and war, on the other hand, play
no inconsiderable part in his checkered
history.

"He is an ardent suitor. When
he is crossed in his affections his ven

geance is sanguinary. Even rivalry in
love he bears with impatience. If two
male moles meet in attendance on the
same lady of their choice they soon pick
a quarrel, with the quip gallant or the
retort courteous, and proceed to fight
it out with desperate resolution. Just
at first they carry on the war under
ground, but as soon as they have begun
to taste blood they lose all control of
themselves and adjourn for further hos
tilities to the open meadow. Once ar
rived upon the battlefield, they go at
it literally tooth and nail, and never
cease till one or the other has disabled
his adversary. Then comes the most

painful scene of all, which only regard
for historical accuracy induces me to
chronicle. As a faithful historian,
however, I cannot conceal the fact that
the victor mole falls bodily in his tri
umph upon his fallen antagonist, tears
him open on the spot and drinks his
warm blood as some consolation to his
wounded feelings."
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Under the People's Eye.

PHRENOGEAPH OF DR. CARLE-
TON SIMON.

Dr. Carleton Simon, whose article on

"The Line between Crime and In
sanity," appeared with a fine front
portrait in our last issue, is a man of
marked ability; and the side portrait
which we have reserved for this num
ber will represent several striking char
acteristics which we wish to point out.

His head is above the average in size,
in circumference and height, the force
of the brain being particularly in the
anterior lobe. As a young man and
student we judge that Dr. Simon used
his perceptive faculties in a very
marked degree, for it will be observed

they are well drawn out beyond the eye,

and show a fullness which indicates

activity. There is breadth between
the eyes, and remarkable breadth be
tween the outer angle of the right to

the outer angle of the left side. Reach

ing upward we find another point of
interest, namely, that expressed in the

development of the reflective faculties.

Causality and Comparison are particu
larly well developed, hence we judge
that of late years, particularly through
his experimental work, he has busily
engaged his thinking capacity, which
now takes the lead and shows him to

be a man of distinct thought, therefore
one to organize work and to set new

ideas in motion, one to discriminate be

tween one line of work and another,
and as an expert he is remarkably fitted
to examine into facts and compare them

with other data.
It will be noticed how sharply de

fined is the organ of Comparison in our
present portrait of him, which was

specially taken by Marion, to throw
light and shade on these parts. In his
criminal investigations this faculty,
along with Human Nature, has given
him remarkable insight into the innate
qualities of such individuals. Just re

cently there appeared an article in one

of our current newspapers by him on a

degenerate, which showed great dis

cernment, great perspicuity, and

searching criticism of the ability and
non-ability, and of the saneness and in
sanity that appeared in the man, mak
ing a study that was complete and log
ical in itself.

The ear forms another strong char
acteristic. Being lithe of foot and keen
of intellect, the ear seems to catch every
movement and every sound, but instead
of being a criminal type which mothers
are very often concerned about when

they find their little boys have project
ing ears, it shows alertness, intensity of
mental action, and the large proportion
of the upper part of the ear—before
the organ becomes broken into its folds
and creases,—also indicates that search

ing for knowledge which is represented
by the anterior portion of the brain.

By taking a line from the ear up
ward we find Firmness is well devel

oped. This gives him perseverance
and the power to overcome difficulties,
and ability to surmount obstacles
which may present themselves in the
carrying out of his arduous duties, and
a man without this characteristic, es

pecially when he undertakes to do ex

pert work, is never successful. Taking
a line from the opening of the ear to

the outer arch of the eye we find an
unusual length, which also gives a

longer coil to the convolutions, and,

judging from the quality of the or
ganization of this gentleman, we should
expect to see a greater depth of gray
matter.

From the line of the ear to the crown
of the head we pass the organ of Cau
tiousness, which is again useful to an

expert, for he must be prudent as well
as aggressive, and here we find ex

pressed considerable shrewdness, fore
sight, guardedness in detail, although
the impressibility of the whole mind,
the largeness of the brain, the activity
of the organization, make him frank,
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candid, outspoken, and free to give his
knowledge and opinion to others who

may desire it.
He is one of the rising men of the

day, and that he should prove a second
Charcot would not be a surprise to his
numerous friends. He is an indefatig
able worker, and a man of marked ex

ecutive ability. The demands upon his
time are very great, not only in private
work, which partly comes as a result of
his well-defined combined social and
intellectual faculties; these enable him
to appreciate all classes of society as

well as the young and the old. He
should be quite attached to children,
and could succeed in managing them,
thus as a physician to the young, or a

visiting physician to a children's hos

pital, or showing interest in his own
children, he will manifest no want of
ability. Thus in height, length, width,
and depth of brain power, we can see

exceptional qualities. for special work.
Dr. Carleton Simon is a man of

marked executive ability. He is inde

fatigable in his investigations in sci
ence. He has a head development of

23f by 15J in height and 14^ in length.
His chest capacity is -iO inches.

Dr. Carleton Simon is an American
by birth, receiving his education both
here and abroad. He is a man about

thirty-five years of age, six feet in
height, and weighs about one hundred
and eighty pounds.

He first became prominently known
through his original researches in hyp
notism, investigating fields that hereto
fore had never been thought of. In a

commission appointed by the Medico-
Legal Society, a few years ago, he dem
onstrated its value as a factor in medi
cine. Previous to so doing, he agreed
to forfeit one thousand dollars if he did
not succeed in demonstrating its truth,
and as an adjunct to medical science.
With this commission ho completed his

experiments in this fascinating direc

tion.
His investigations in color and odor

in their effect upon the physical body
are authoritative. He has been before
the public as medical expert in a num

ber of very important medical-legal
eases.

He is the inventor of the Simon
Sphygmograph, a medical instrument
used to measure pulse waves, and has
letters patent for a number of instru
ments used extensively in medical prac
tice. In 1898 he discovered a sleep
center in the brain. This discovery
has been endorsed by scientists and in
vestigators all over the world. It has
a distinct value of great medical and
psychological interest, and bears out
the phrenological laws, of local cerebral
functionization and activity.

He has lately made investigations
upon the effects of cigarette smoking.
His articles were widely read and ap
preciated.

As a medical expert, his opinions are

very much in demand by the lay press
upon current medical events, and in his
study of criminology there has not been
a criminal of note that he has not ex
amined.

He has just formed a bureau of ex
amination and statistics, composed of
many physicians, for the purpose of the
study of Longevity.

His lectures and writings upon con
necting links between insanity and
crime are valuable, interesting, and
contain much data.

THE ECUMENICAL CONFERENCE.

A STUDY OF HEADS.

The recent conference of repre
sentatives of foreign Christian Mis
sionary Societies held in New York
was the largest number ever assembled.
It was the first conference ever held in
the United States, and the third ever
attempted in the world. All those
who attended seemed to express in
their faces perfect satisfaction which
betokened the grand success that had
been achieved, and, what was more im
portant, to feel the great uplifting and
encouragement of the community. As
we have readers in foreign lands, we
think that in a far-away country like
Tndia or Africa some may be glad to
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see a well-known face, and read a word
concerning it. We wish space would
allow of more portraits. The contrast
of character was great. We present the

president of the conference, Ex-Presi-

Lucknow, is a bright, intelligent
woman, and a fine representative of her
people.

Mrs. Alice Gordon Gulick, the prin
cipal of the International Institute for

SOME REPRESENTATIVES OF THE ECUMENICAL CONFERENCE.

*1, Mies Lilavarati Sinob, Professor of English Literature in Woman's College of Methodist Church. Lucknow.
s!*Mkb. Alice Gordon GrtLicx. Principal International Institute for Girls, Spain. 8, MM Isabella Thoburn, Meth
odist Missionary to India. 4, The Rt. Rev. Db. Ridley, Bishop of Caledonia In British Columbia. 6, Rev. J. Hud
son Tatlob, Founder of China Inland Mission, and a missionary in China, with some intermissions, since 1?<o3.6, Rev.
Johk G. Patos, D.l>., Presbyterian Missionary to the New Hebrides Islands. 7. Eugene Stock, Esq., Secretary of
the Church Missionary Society, London. 8. Rev. J. E. Abbott. Missionary to India, A.BC.F.M. », Rev. Richakd
Lovett, Secretary Religious Tract Society, London ; Author History of London Missionary Society. 10, Rev. Jacob
Chamberlain. M.I)., D.D., India Missionary of the Reformed (Dutch) Church in Amorlca. 11, Mrs. Jamie 1>.Katon.
Missionary A.BC.F.M., Mexico. IS, Mrs. J. T. Gbacet. Secretory Woman's Foreign Missionary Society, M. K. Church.
18, REV. James Stewart. D.D., Founder of the Lovedate Institute in South Africa, and for thirty years a resilient in
that country. 14, Rev. Thomas Smith, D.D.. Missionary for many years in Calcutta, and organizer of the Zenana
Mlaslon.schemc,tnow Professor In New College, Edinburgh. IS, Ex President Harrison, President of Conference.

dent Harrison, who possesses a grandly
practical face. He truly said that

the missionary was the great con
servative of social reform."

Miss Singh, who is professor of Eng
lish Literature in the Woman's College,

Girls in Spain. She is a serene, self-
possessed, and thoughtful organizer.
Her mind acts very differently from the
ladies on either side.

Mrs. Isabella Thoburn is a repre
sentative of the Methodist Missionary
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Society to India. How keen, sym

pathetic, and executive her character

must be! In India her bright exam

ple will be an inspiration to the native
women.

The Right Rev. Dr. Ridley, Bishop
of Caledonia, in British Columbia. He
is a man of great vitality, and capable
of showing an immense amount of en

ergy. He should be a ready speaker,
and a thoroughly interesting one.

Rev. J. Hudson Taylor, founder of
China Inland Mission, and a missionary
in China, with some intermissions,
since 1853. He has a mental tempera
ment, looks like a deep thinker, Causal
ity being his leading intellectual fac

ulty.
Rev. John G. Paton, D.D., Presby

terian missionary to the New Hebrides
Islands. Here we find a strong motive

temperament, joined to a very enduring
and elastic nature, " a never-dying
one."

Eugene Stock, Esq., secretary of the
Church Missionary Society, London, is

probably known to many London read
ers. He presents a fine contrast from
Dr. Paton and Rev. J. E. Abbott, who
are on either side of him. His head
indicates that he possesses fine mental

capacity, excellent observing powers, a

strong will, and an immense influence
over others.

Rev. J. E. Abbott, A. B. C. F. M.,
missionary to India. He looks like a

worker, and a self-denying one. His
head, and that of Dr. Paton's, are both
narrow compared with that of Mr.
Eugene Stock, who has more of the
commercial interests to consider no
doubt. A secretary has to be a far-
sighted, tactful man, and his side-head

represents these characteristics and
many other excellent ones.

. Mr. Abbott looks as though he is not
so much interested in accumulating
millions as in converting millions.

The Rev. R. Lovett, secretary of the

Religious Tract Society, London, au
thor of the History of the London Mis
sionary Society. Before knowing who
he was, we recognized his large devel

opment of Ideality, Constructiveness
and his love of statistics, and these

help him in his literary labors.
The Rev. Jacob Chamberlain, M.D.,

D.D., India missionary of the Reformed
Church of America. He has a strong
practical intellect, with no lack of the
reflective, mathematical, and philoso
phical qualities.

Mrs. James D. Eaton, missionary,
A. B. C. F. M., Mexico. She is a lady
who possesses a great power for mis
sionary work. She knows how to con
serve her strength. She is substantial
and reliable, and true to her convic
tions.

Mrs. J. T. Gracey, secretary of the
Women's Foreign Missionary Society,
M. E. Church. This lady is full of ar
dor and enthusiasm. She is the elec
tric spark that sets in motion plan after
plan, effort after effort. She will die
with her harness on.

Rev. James Stewart, D.D., founder
of the Lovedale Institute in South
Africa, and a resident there for thirty
years. He combines the wiriness of the
motive temperament with that of the
mental. His head indicates that he
has been a man of great industry, a

practical planner, and a fine discerneF
of men. Rev. Thomas Smith, D.D.,
missionary for many years in South
Africa, now professor in New College,
Edinburgh. He has the Scotch
strength of features, the strong per
ceptive faculties, the persevering spirit,
and the great tenacity and hold on life.

And now we must close our camera,
though we are loath to do so little

-justice to such fine representatives of
such a noble calling as the missionary
field.
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The Mother, Sister, and the Hero of Mafeking.

We refer our readers to the March
number of the Journal for a short
sketch of General Sir Baden-Powell,
the hero of Mafeking. We here give
the portrait of his remarkable mother.
She was left a widow with ten chil-

has been useful to the long-besieged
General. When the news of the relief
of Mafeking was received in London,
the inhabitants, desirous of expressing
their joy, serenaded the happy mother,
but as they kept up their songs and

"W1

GENERAL SIR BADEN-rOWELI,, HIS MOTHER AND BISTER.

dren to bring up and educate, which
she did with great success. It is said
of her that she made the boys learn
the useful arts of housekeeping as well
as the girls; they learned to cook
and sew. No doubt this knowledge

rejoicings beyond her hour for retiring,
she appeared on the balcony of her
house in the West End of London and

made a very practical speech in reply.
She thanked them for their kind ex

pressions of sympathy, but reminded
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them that she was a woman of very

regular and simple habits, and that as

it was past her hour to retire, she

begged them to now quietly disperse,
adding that not even a message direct
from Africa would make her sit up
longer. We are pleased with the

portrait that we here present. It iriQi-
cates strength of character, great per
ceptive talent, and an observing mind.
Geniality, sympathy, and motherliness
are also strong powers of her mind.

The mother of Major-General Baden-
Powell, of Mafeking fame, is a de

scendant of Captain John Smith, who

figured in the early history of Virginia.

Her daughter, Miss Maud Kirkdale
Baden-Powell, has done considerable

repousse work, and a choice specimen
of it is owned by Princess Louise. Miss
Powell's pets are unique. In the draw
ing-room of her home, Hyde Park,
London, she has a fine apiary. Two
large show bee-hives are placed in the
window, the exit of the bees being
toward the park, while glass insets per
mit their operations in the hive to be
visible to the occupants of the room.
Miss Powell has also a number of birds,
which are not confined in any way, be

ing allowed to fly at will about the
house.

Summer Resorts for Health.

Dr. Charles O. Sahler.

Among the many resorts which the
millions of people will select for their
summer outing we would like to men
tion one or two that have been of great
service to many who have visited them.
One is that under the directorship of
Dr. C. 0. Sahler. He lives in the

quaint old town of Kingston-on-the-
Hudson. The approach from New
York by either boat or rail is in itself
a charm which few words can appropri
ately express. If one journeys by the
" Mary Powell " on a bright summer
afternoon, and takes a seat at the stern
of the boat, and drinks in the beauties
as one approaches them from point to

point—and there is a numberless va

riety from New York to West Point
and from West Point to Kingston —by
the time the end of the journey is
reached, about six o'clock, one will have
felt almost remade.

The Sanitarium in itself has been re
modelled and extensive additions made,
so that now the accommodation is
largely extended, but even this we find
has been rapidly engaged for the ensu
ing months of the year.

It is, however, particularly of Dr.

Sahler himself that we wish to say a

few words.
He is a graduate of Columbia Col

lege, and since the time he heard Pro
fessor Sizer give a lecture on Phrenol
ogy in the seventies before a class of
medical students, he has become in
tensely interested in the subject of the
localization of cerebral function, be

lieving that certain parts of the brain
serve to give a special attribute to the
mind. He has found in his medical
work for the last twenty years a great
advantage in the knowledge he has

gained from the study of the brain from
a phrenological standpoint, and has
made observations upon many cases of
sickness through its aid which other
physicians have inquiringly asked him
how he knew or could be so positive
about.

He is a man of medium stature, with
a large brain and a healthy organiza
tion, one who cannot readily wear out,
therefore he inspires a healthy con
fidence in the work that he does, and
is a pioneer in the treatment of disease

through mental therapeutics.
He shows a sagacity and elevated tone
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of mind and clearness of insight which
few can surpass, and consequently his
success is phenomenal. He has a

hroad, evenly developed forehead, a

high moral lobe, and a well-defined
social region, thus he is enabled to un
derstand family life in his Sanitarium,
and shows the capacity to make friends
wherever he goes.

We cannot but help appreciating the
strength which he receives from a full
development of the moral faculties.

he can do so. Where there are a few
stubborn cases that will not yield to
any treatment, there are hundreds of
cases where his method alone has been
known to be of benefit.

He has a remarkable ancestry which
marks a prominent theory in heredity.

The von Sahler, or Sahler family, in the
United States are descended from Abra
ham von der Sahle, who came to this
country in 1736 from Saxony, where his
immediate family were in the diplomatic
service, and his ancestry one of the most

DR. CHARLES O. SAIILEK.

He is not a man who simply works for
money, but has a philanthropic desire
to benefit mankind, and to spread the
knowledge of what he believes to be the
truth in regard to disease. In. his lit
tle pamphlet which he has recently pub
lished there are ample proofs of what
we have said, and his Phrenology bears
out the fact that he is a highly con
scientious, painstaking, and scientific
worker. We will not attempt to enum
erate the extent of his work, but if any
one cares to investigate it for himself

ancient in the nobility; the ancestor be
ing Henry von der Sahle, who was a par
ticipant in the great German tourna
ments of the tenth century. The Ameri
can ancestor settled twenty-five miles
from Philadelphia, and was one of the
wealthiest and most prominent men in
that region. He always showed by his life
and deeds that he was blessed with the
sterling' characteristics of his family and
of the Americans of his time, who laid
the foundation for the United States.
Abraham von Sahler was the father of
several children. Abraham, the fourth,
son of Abraham, the third, married Cath
erine, only child of Judge Richard Davis
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and Wyntje Robinson, and their son, Sol
omon, married Caroline Winfield, daugh
ter of Casperus Winfield and Jane Van
Aken, and were the parents of Charles
Oliver Sahler.

Dr. Charles Oliver Sahler, one of the
county, was the only son of Solomon
most prominent physicians in Ulster
Sahler and Caroline Winfield, and was
born June 23, 1854, in the town of Esopus,
six miles from Kingston, on the banks of
the Hudson, but when a few months old
he was removed to Kyserike, in the Kond-
out Valley. The father, partly through
extended sickness in the family, was
unable to give the son the advantages of
high education, which, however, the lat
ter intended to have. At seventeen he
commenced teaching school, and assisted
his father until he was twenty, which
produced the fund for his medical educa
tion. He was extremely fortunate in
having between the ages of thirteen and
sixteen, for a teacher, in the district
school at Kyserike, John H. van Wag-
enen, a teacher of wide experience. Pro
fessor van Wagenen is a man of much
magnetism, and extended qualifications
as a teacher, and fortunately became in
terested in his pupil, to the extent of be
ing, by advice, like a second father. At
fourteen Dr. Sahler decided to study
medicine, as soon as his age, education
and condition permitted, and at twenty
he entered the College of Physicians and
Surgeons, the Medical Department of Co
lumbia University, New York City, tak
ing the regular three years' course. After
he was graduated he returned home, the
4th of March, 1877, when the contrast be
tween the city and country was not in
favor of the latter. That night, about
twelve o'clock, he was called to attend a
sick child, and went in a pouring rain,
and the practice which started so soon
continued rapidly to increase, so that at
the end of two years he had a large and
paying country practice —quite a remark
able fact when one realizes that a prophet
is rarely appreciated in his own country.
In 1880 he was married to his fifth cousin,
Jennie Sahler. Mrs. Sahler is a woman of
great cordiality, hospitality, and execu
tive ability, and has always been a help
mate in the truest and best sense of the
word — an ideal wife. The doctor's prac
tice continued to increase so much that
he began to feel after several years the
strain of long country rides, at all hours
and seasons, and so he decided to change
the seat of his labors, and formed a co
partnership with a neighboring phy
sician, to open an office at Kingston.
Finally Dr. Sahler bought a beautiful
and spacious mansion and grounds on
the city edge, and converted it into a
sanitarium for the treatment of nervous

diseases and diseases of women, but es
pecially of the former. About this time
he began to give much attention and
thought to psycho-therapeutics. During
his earlier career many restorations to
health seemed most marvellous —quite
beyond the cure of drugs, and, of course,
it was the unconscious use of his unusual
and subtle psychical power. And during
his country practice it was a common
saying, " Send for Dr. Sahler; he will
give you encouragement and send sun
shine into your life, so that you will feel
better by it." About 1895 he began to
mould this line of restoration into a prac
tical system, but not making it public at
that time, as he realized the false opinion
that many people had regarding psycho
therapeutics, improperly called Hypno
tism. About that time he attended a lect
ure given by Dr. Pratt, of Chicago, the
noted orificial surgeon, when he sur
prised his hearers by telling them not
to make light about mental influences in
their medical practice. Then Dr. Sahler
decided to introduce the subject to the
home physicians. A member of the
Kingston City Medical Association
wished to read a paper on hypnotism,
which was done one evening at Dr. Sah-
ler's rooms, after which followed a gen
eral discussion of the subject. At the
banquet which followed Dr. Sahler asked
if any of the physicians present could do
practical work in this line, and as no one
present could, he offered to illustrate the
subject, and a series of experiments fol
lowed, and proved extremely interesting.
The papers of the following day made it
public, and from then on many ladies and
gentlemen, professional and not, fre
quented the sanitarium one or two even
ings a week to know more of this now
broadening subject. In the last few
years Dr. Sahler's skill in this branch of
medical power have spread in all direc
tions, and the sanitarium has been
doubly enlarged, and yet it is overflow
ing, and with outside patients, both in
regular practice and psycho-therapeutics,
absorbs all the doctor's time. Physicians
send or bring their hopeless patients, and
are astonished at the perfected cures,
both in histological and organic cases.
Although Dr. Sahler's time seems wholly
taken up, he has made time to contribute
to several magazines upon psychic and
occult subjects. And for a time he occu
pied the chair of nervous diseases and
suggestive therapeutics of the post
graduate school —the Eastern College of
Electro-Therapeutics and Psychological
Medicine, at Philadelphia. He also takes
a limited number of students for special
instruction. Dr. Sahler is president ol
the Kingston City Physicians' Associa
tion; one of the vice-presidents of the
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American Association of Physicians and
Surgeons; member of the American
Psychological Medical and Surgical So
ciety; Medico-Legal Society; Kingston
City Board of Water Commissionei's, and
one of the Board of United States Pimuion
Examining Surgeons. Dr. Sahler has
been a Prohibitionist since 1883 —elected
for several years chairman of the execu
tive committee and delegate to State and
national convention. Frequently Dr.
Sahler gives lectures before the American
Phrenological Institute and the Psychic
Study Society, of New York City, and
medical societies in New York and New
Jersey. The Dr. C. O. Sahler Sanitarium
is the only one in the United States
where pyscho-therapeutics is principally
used, although there are several prom
inent American physicians who are de
cided exponents —principally Drs. Her
bert A. Parkyn and Sidney Flower, of
Chicago; Dr. George C. Pitzer, of St.
Louis, and Dr. Robert Sheerin, of Colum
bus, Ohio, and Dr. Sahler, who are the
same to this country that Liebeault,
Braid, and Bernheim are to Europe. To
one who studies psycho-therapeutics for
the first time there is a continuation of
wonderful surprises, for although there
has been a knowledge of the influence of
the subjective mind over the objective for
centuries in a somewhat unscientific way,
it is only in recent times that it has as
sumed its right powerful place to the
curative world, but none but physicians
should be allowed to exercise its use, the

same as with medicine, except in a lesser
way. In many instances the use of
psycho-therapeutics alone will complete
a cure, while in others the blending of
psycho and medico-therapeutics will be
needed. Different degrees of soothing
power are used, depending on the patient
ami disease. And a knowledge of the sub
ject causes people to have a better under
standing of their fellow-beings, of the
continual environing influences for good
or bad, and how to treat them.

The sanitarium reminds one in its ar
rangements of a fine home on a large
scale—the public, business, and private
offices; the parlors, the dining-room, the
bedrooms and lavatories, and all, are con
genial and conducive to a peaceful and
cheerful mind, which aids so much in the
treatment. The table is abundantly sup
plied with the best of foods and deli
cacies, and the corps of helpers is espe
cially efficient. The extensive grounds,
shaded by luxurious trees; the flower and
vegetable gardens, and the piazzas are
great givers of happiness in the pleasant
months, and strangers visiting the place
are apt, at first, to ask, who are patients
and who are not, as many of the invalids
seem so healthy.

We are sure that Dr. Sahler's rare per
sonality and great work, which is now
world-wide, will grow more and more
distinguished, not alone in his regular
medicinal labors, but especially in
psycho-therapeutics, in which he is one
of the most fearless and modern pioneers.

By Dr. M. L. Holbrook.

BLOOD-PRESSURE IN THE AR
TERIES, AND MENTAL STATES.

Dr. Fleury, the French physician
and author, has given us some interest
ing speculations on the blood-pressure

in the arteries and brain as related to
our states of mind. The figures are, of
course, arbitrary and relative, not
actual, but they may help us somewhat
to understand ourselves when in one or
another state of consciousness, as when
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ill or weary, and another as when vig
orous and strong.

Pressure
of Blood
in the

Arteries.

Corresponding Mental State.

n
U
1

2
8
4

Apprehensiveness, fear of sickness
and death.

5

6
7

8
9

10

Sloth.
Melancholy.
Exhaustion.

11
12

13

Excessive modesty, timidity,
gentleness. •

14 Zone of indifference.
15

16
1?

18

C'heerineas.
Mirth.

19
2(1

21

Hilarity.

Courage, tenacity, ardor for work.

22
23
24

Excitability, lachrymose, irritable
tendency.

25
26

Anger.

~
i87
28

Fury, paroxysmal words and
gestures.

29
80

Supreme paroxysm. Homicidal
tendency. Insanity.

By the use of mechanical stimulants
to the nervous system, such as salt baths
and massage, etc., it is found that we

can, by remedying physical fatigue,
bring about a simultaneous cure of
melancholy, and raise the patient to a

proper degree of normal excitation
above the zone of indifference and be

low that of anger — that is to say, to
what is properly called the joy of life
and ardor for work; in short, to the

salutary wish to be doing.
In other words, by maintaining a

high degree of health and a normal
blood-pressure, life is a joy and work a

delight.

The Phrenologist ought to get a les
son from these statements of value in
estimating strength or weakness of
character. He may learn how charac
ter changes often by impaired or im
proved health, or by the use of alcohol
and narcotics.

HYPNOTISM AND ARTERIAL
TENSION.

It requires a certain degree of ar
terial tension or strain to produce a

perfect mental state. When this ten
sion is too great, over-activity is the
result, which may quickly produce ex

haustion, or even insanity. When it
is very low, we have another extreme,
as in melancholy, despondency, de

pression of spirits, etc. Of course the

good or bad state of the blood will also
affect the condition. Now hypnotism
increases, if properly used, the arterial
tension, and so is a good remedy when
it is low. Berrillon says that in the
hypnotic state it is not sufficient to
reach the preponderating symptom,
but to look after general therapeutic
treatment, and to suggest (1) natural
sleep; (2) to create gay ideas, and to
revive taste for song; (3) to arouse the
instinct of self-preservation. The hyp
notic should be spoken to long and
often, with conviction, and like an ad
vocate who pleads a cause fervently.
Certain subjects should be made to
hear certain musical airs dirring hyp
notic sleep, that immediately awaken

intensely gay emotions, accompanied
with corresponding gestures.

By this means tlie depressed may
often be brought into a state of health
and their mental and moral state
changed.

THE DUST-BRUSH.

The duster is a nuisance. It does
not clean a room, but only changes the

place of the dust from furniture to the
air. Only when the windows and doors
are wide open and a stiff breeze blow
ing can the dust be driven out of doors
or up the chimney. A substitute for
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the duster is a soft damp cloth which
takes up the dust without carrying it
into the air to be inhaled. Pasteur,
who is the father of modern hygiene,
once said that the dust-brush and
broom were more dangerous than gun
powder. Constant stirring up of dust
in a house is a menace to health and a

direct destroyer of life. The time will
come when such a thing as a carpet
will not be permitted in a civilized
household and when the floor brush
and broom will have disappeared. Few
realize that they may bring in from
the street on their shoes or skirts every
form of disease that flesh is heir to.
This is ground off into the carpet, the
warmth of the apartment helps on the

process of development, then the
housemaid sets the germs in motion
with her broom. They settle on the
furniture and ornaments, and with the
dust-brush she whisks them off again
onto the carpet, where they remain
probably to propagate, certainly to
live, until by the next stirring up they
may float into somebody's throat or
lungs. Here they begin their work,
and the system is soon overrun with
their progeny; then there may be at
tacks of coughing, expectorating, and

floating germs on the breath to scatter
this same deadly enemy not only
through this dwelling, but also all
others from which visitors come and

go-

PARALYSIS CURED BY HYP
NOTISM.

There are on record a few cases of
paralysis having been cured by hyp
notism. The last one to which my
attention has been called is a case by
Dr. Barcellos at Rio de Janeiro, S. A.
The patient was a young girl, not yet
twenty years old, in the hospital, who
had suffered for two years with general
paralysis, coming on gradually, and
attributed to some affection of the
spine. All ordinary remedies, strych
nine, massage, electricity, etc., had
failed. Dr. Barcellos conceived the
idea of treating her by hypnotism. He

had heard of the patient but had not
seen her. He went to the hospital,
seated himself by her bedside, and
soon brought her under hynotic influ
ence. While in the hypnotic state he
suggested that on a certain day in the
near future she would rise and walk.
On the next day the same was repeated.
On the day appointed for rising, be

fore the doctor arrived, the girl wished
to get up, tried to do so, and fell on the
floor from inability to use her muscles.
On the arrival of the' doctor, he re
gretted his absence at the time of her
trying to walk, hypnotized her, and
ordered her to sit up in bed, which she
did with great difficulty, for the mus
cles of her trunk and limbs, so long
Unused, were inadequate to the task.
She was assisted, however, and wa»
able to take steps when holding on to
the doctors hand, he at the same time
encouraging her by his words, as a
mother does a child when it tries to
take its first steps. The doctor now
suggested to the girl that she would
rise every hour, reach for a glass of
water, purposely placed at some dis
tance away. All this was done while
she was in the hypnotic state. The
suggestion was accepted, and in a very
short time the girl was cured and re
mained so. Dr. Barcellos has strong
convictions on the value of hypnotism,
and would no doubt succeed when
those having doubts would fail.

WAY TO CURE RHEUMATISM.
DR. LEYDEN, THE GERMAN SPECIALIST, GIVES

TIII8 ADVICE ON TUE MATTER.

" By hygienic living you cannot
eradicate your rheumatism, but you can
most assuredly so control it that your
existence will be almost free from its
torturing pains." That is what Dr.
Leyden, of the University of Berlin,
said to an American recently. To Dr.
Leyden he had gone as the leading au
thority on rheumatism in Europe, and
after having been told by many physi
cians that he must grin and bear his
affliction with all the philosophy he
might, when hope and the efficacy of
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drags ebbed low, the German's opinion
seemed almost too good to be true.

" We don't give any medicine in such

cases as yours," said the doctor.
" What

you need is diet and exercise, and plenty
of both. The rheumatic who leads a

sedentary life and feasts daintily is

bound to come to a very bad end.

Hearty, frequent, well-chosen meals

and much bustling about in the open
air are absolute essentials to a cure.

The prime cause of rheumatism is indi
gestion, and though you may eat pro
digious meals, if your stomach does not
assimilate what is given it

,

you are quite
as poorly nourished as the man who gets
but a crust a day. As to what you can
and cannot eat, here is the rule: Of
meats, you must deny yourself heavy,
dark flesh. Under this head is itemized
mutton, venison, goose, and anything
that is cut off a pig. Devote yourself
to chicken, lamb, game, sweetbreads,
brains, and the more delicate fish, when
simply cooked and served without rich
sauces. Avoid lobster and crabs and

every fried dish, but enjoy oysters and
clams.

" Of vegetables never touch toma
toes, cucumbers, and all salads that have

a vinegar dressing, for an inadequate
stomach is busy manufacturing more

powerful acid than the system can en
dure. Eat lightly of potatoes, dried
beans or peas, and raw onions, but let
yourself indulge freely in green beans
and pease, carrots, turnips, and well-
cooked greens. For all the starch your
body needs rice is the proper source of
supply. An abundance of well-cooked
rice is worth all the bread and beans and

potatoes put together.
Strawberries, raw pears and raw ap-

les are cut off from the rheumatic,
owever wholesome they may be for oth

ers, and, strangely enough, where grape
and orange juice will set a man's joints
to throbbing he can help himself safely
and freely to lemon and lime juice. A

divine healing quality is found in the
acid of both these fruits. There is but
one sentence to cover the use of sugar;
don't eat it in any form whatsoever.
Americans make the best sweatmeats in

the world, and suffer most cruelly from
their use of them.

" Almost as sweeping a denunciation
may be made of all liquids save water
and milk. Beer, claret, port, and cham

pagne act as a sort of poison on the
rheumatic system, and even whiskey
and brandy, gin and ram, which are not
so injurious if taken sparingly and at

long intervals, are best abjured, and
water and milk substituted. In the
past ten years mineral waters have been
consumed in enormous quantities by
rheumatics in the belief that they afford
special aid, and they are efficacious

chiefly though from the fact that they
are very pure, and that the use of them
induces a patient to imbibe an unusual
quantity of sweet cleansing liquid.

" I am willing to say that where min
eral waters are not easily obtained, any
pure water taken at the rate of two or
three quarts a day has an equally salu
tary effect on the system. It must be

pure, however, and filtered if there are

any doubts about its cleanliness. This
liquid taken slowly in small tumbler-
fulls, and for the most part between

meals, will largely serve the purpose of
mineral water. Not more than a tum-
blerfull is wholesome at each meal, and

it is best not to take the water just be

fore or after eating, or on getting into
bed.

"A rheumatic must be nourished,
and most, especially one who has a lan
guid appetite. Three meals a day are
not enough for such a patient. Be
tween breakfast and lunch, and between
lunch and dinner, a fresh egg beaten up
in sweet fresh milk is an excellent stim
ulant, more valuable than all the milk
punches ever devised. All these rea
sonable courses do not lead to a cure

though, unless exercise that is regular
and never stinted is taken every day.
First of all, don't pretend to try for
athletics or violent motion of any kind,
since it is just as injurious to strain the
aching limbs as to let them lie inert.

" For example, when rheumatism at
tacks the knees, to swim, to bicycle, or
to play golf, simply overtaxes the tort
ured nerves and muscles, but if you

P
h
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will take a cane and walk quietly for a

mile or two, or if the weather is dry
take your gun and go prowling through
fields and woods in search of game; or,

lacking interest in that, try to cultivate
a taste for botanical or entomological
specimens, the exercise then serves as a

tonic. The main point is to use the
muscles regularly. In wet weather,
bedroom gymnastics serve as an excel
lent substitute for the more intelligent
out-door pleasures, but only in wet
weather. Care must be taken never to
exercise so violently that any danger is
incurred from cooling off too suddenly." The average American puts consid
erable faith in baths, and naturally pre
fers the stimulating cold water. This
is well enough when the twinges are not
severe, and the joints not swollen. In
violent attacks of rheumatism it is most
essential to avoid cold water and sub
stitute a hot daily bath, dissolving in
the water a piece of sulphur as big as a

hen's egg. Such a bath may not seem

so invigorating as the cold water, but if
taken rapidly, followed by brisk towel
ling, with no sudden after-exposure for
an hour to any cold air or draughts, the
hot dip is as bracing as the cold.

" Last on the aids to the rheumatic
is the massage. It is one of the few
real aids to relief in severe attacks.
Amateur rubbing is often as great in
jury as genuine help, but a good Swed
ish masseuse can help an invalid over
the hardest places, and really help to
tone up the system. A rheumatic must
moreover submit to the unpleasant
bondage of flannels —not the thick
swathings that the patient American in
his steam-heated house dutifully puts
on in October and wears until the first
of June, but close, light-weight flannels,
and in so changing a climate as that of
the Northern States every rheumatic
should own several sets of flannels of
various degrees of weight. These must
be shifted off and on as the thermo
meter rises and falls so that at no time
need the body be exposed or over-
clothed, but invariably carefully pro
tected.

" This is the whole tactics of war
against rheumatism, and it is the only
way that modern science can assume to
battle such a dire enemy to human well-
being."

—New York Sun, contributed by
Dr. Miller.

" The best mother is she who studies the peculiar character of each child and- acta, with we//
instructed judgment upon the knowledge so obtained."

Child Culture.
CHILDREN OF PROMISE AND MARK.

Br Uncle Joseph.

Howard Samuel Petersen, Bosske,
S. Dakota.—The study of the photo
graphs of our little ones becomes daily
more interesting, as we can see the un
folding powers of the mind just as sure
ly as we can see the budding of the trees
in spring; and what season of the year
is more beautiful than the spring, after

the grey and sombre tints of the winter?
To Phrenologists the budding time of a
child's life is when we can trace what
that child is possible of becoming, and
in years to come we look upon that
great man who has developed either in
private or public life (for there are as
many great men in private life as ever
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stepped upon a platform to engage in
public work). The photographs of
this little fellow indicate two primary
conditions; first, that the head is large;
secondly, that the quality is superior in
development; he will therefore be in
clined to go ahead of his fellows and

will have to be kept back rather than

He should be given a longer growing
period than some lads, so that the evo
lution of his character will be notice
able in all parts of his organism. His
reason, sympathy, and conscience are
all strong, and he will be old for his
age and show remarkable strength and

vigor to propel his ideas. A student's

Fig. 633.—Howard Samuel Petersen- Circumference of head, 20K ; height of head, 13X ; length of head, 14»i ;
iwelght, 3!i pounds ; chest, 21>4; waist. 22X ; color of hnir, light ; eyes, blue ; complexion, light ; age, 3 years.

pressed forward in his studies. It is
most essential that his head be kept
cool, and be surrounded by quietness for
the next few years, in order that his
body may have a good start. The lad
is capable of expressing many lines of
thought and will be specially sagacious,
intuitive, philosophical, and intelli
gent.

life will be attractive to him, but he will
not want to tread in the beaten tracks,
but will go outside of himself and the
prescribed form of doing things every
time he takes up anything new.

His vitality will probably be equal to
the strain put upon it, but there are
many lessons that he will have to learn
with reg»?d to eating, and he should be
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brought up to enjoy the simplest kinds
of food. We must not tarry here to in
dicate these, but sometimes we should
like to delineate a character in the Child
Culture department that will embrace
our ideas with regard to the food chil
dren should eat who possess the mental,
vital and motive temperaments.

He will make a master in the study of
mathematics, chemistry, literature, and

the languages, and could succeed ad

mirably in the study of electricity, in
vention, or in the profession of medi

cine, and he will have a wide circle of
friends.

May Baby Suck his Thumb?—When
baby is cutting his teeth he will, if left
to himself, suck his thumb. He does
wisely. There is no better " baby com
forters " in the world than his own little
thumb. It is better than any of the
patent devices sold for the purpose, it be
ing of the right size, the right hardness,
and firmly attached to the tiny hand so
that there is no fear of its being swal

lowed. Then again, it has another ad
vantage over artificial substitutes —it is
much cleaner, for nurse is sure to wash
the baby's little hands several times in
the day, and it is quite likely that she
may entirely forget to wash his " pipe,"
as she calls it.

The sucking of the thumb causes a flow
of saliva, which relieves thirst and aids
digestion. The pressure of the thumb
eases the irritation and pain of the gums
while the teeth are growing, and finally
it helps to bring them through the gums.

Sucking the thumb will often make a
child leave off crying, and fall into a
peaceful and refreshing sleep. It may be
indulged in freely and as often as the
baby feels inclined.

If there is any fear of the child acquir
ing a habit of sucking his thumb, which
would look foolish as he grew older, he
may be easily cured of it when he has
cut all his first teeth. The method is to
make a paste of aloes and water, and to
smear it on his thumbs.

One or two dressings of this will be
enough, for the bitter taste will soon dis
gust him, and he will have no pleasure
in what formerly gave him so much sat
isfaction.

HEREDITY.

BT F. FEROZA, OF LONDON.

Man is the product of two forces, the
inner and the outer: the inner is the
persistent self, the outer the modifying
influences. The inner is reducible to
traits and characteristics of similar pro
ducing agencies, the outer to general as

pects of nature which moulds him; both
forces act and react on one another.
Heredity is the inner force. It is an in
disputable assertion that like produces
like in the entire order of organic nature.
This likeness does not mean sameness in
nature, but similarity in kind. We dis
tinctly note this distinguishing differ
ence between sameness and similarity.
For explanatory purposes, we add that
sameness implies identity, while similar
ity, identity with partial variations, and
these variations are the determining dif
ferences. Some writers seem to main
tain that what is termed heredity is a
mere coincidence, and cite examples at
length to show that the proposition is
untenable. We emphatically reply that
constitutional peculiarities are well
known to be hereditary in families, and
peculiarities thus propagated are con
genital, and not accidental. No one ex
pects a child to be born with a glass eye,

or a wooden leg, because the parents re
sorted to such substitutes. Equally ab
surd it is to conceive that ohildren would
be deficient in limbs because either or
both of the parents were maimed.
Boerhaave says we carry our roots within
our bodies; the changing cause is gen
erally nutrition in the higher organiza
tions. The development of a peculiarity
is difficult, but renders permanent when
once formed. The variegated holly will
return to the common green holly when
propagated by seed, and can only be pre
served as a variety by grafting.

Man is exempt from such influences.
Want of light and air has injured the
race. Long residence in deserted quar
ries in France produced monstrous
births. Atmospheric peculiarity in Swit
zerland is assumed to be a reason for
cretinism. • "II

If we abandon the idea of heredity as
a factor in the production of likeness,
there would be no such thing as a breed
or a race. What makes the bulldog re
semble his kind, and the terrier resemble
both? the greyhound his peculiarity, and
the racehorse win the Derby? There is
a law of transmission, which facts alone
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substantiate. A Jewish offspring has an
unmistakable Jewish physiognomy, trait,
character, etc., transplanted in any cor
ner of the globe. His typical persistence
is too noticeable to be overlooked. Al-
ways dreaming of his promised land, he
makes his settlement the land of promise.
From the venerable author of the ten
commandments, as exhibited in pictures,
illustrated in morals, taught in schools,
down to the Moses of the nineteenth cen
tury, there is fixed a nose stamped by the
seal of nature which cannot he effaced.

His repugnance of manual labor, neces
sitated through persecutions in the past,
has left like repugnance behind, and creat
ed new developments for success. From
Rothschilds and Barnatos down to the
ragged independent, tramping the streets
of London with three tall hats on his
head and a bundle of old umbrellas in
his arms, shows how imperceptible is the
influence of heredity. He is a poor
sociologist who cannot conclude that the
Jew governs the money market, and the
latter governs the world.

Plutarch cites of a family in Thebes,
every member of which was born with a
mark of a spear-head on his body. In
the order of chronology, Plutarch is a
long way off, and ancient history will not
help this critical age. Yet like testi
mony can be traced in the case of an
Italian family known as Cansada, every
member of which bore a mark. All the
Baron de Vissins had this peculiarity be
tween their shoulders, which mark alone
caused the posthumous legitimate son,
La Tour Landry, to be discovered in a
London shoemaker's place.

Frederick I. collected tall men to form
a regiment of gigantio guards, rigidly
following the process of methodical selec
tion in disqualifying short women from
marrying his soldiers. What is the con
sequence? The Potsdam Guards are
taller when compared with those of the
rest of Prussia.

The Spartans believed that vigor and
physical excellence should form the best
characteristic of a nation, and practised
selection by law. When a child was
born, the examination by a society of
elders determined its right to live. From
our standard of morality and justice the
practice may be brutal, but they execut
ed the laws with motives as pure, and
intentions as good, as we do in our times.
The educated Germans are notoriously a
studious people, and, judging from the
number of ycung children there, of that
class, wearing spectacles, the inference is
clear that congenital myopia must be
hereditary, owing to excessive strain on
the eyes by the parents.

Surprise is often manifested by people
that strange differences in " aspect and
disposition " is glaring when bred in the

same nursery, and brought up under the
same guiding influences. Ample in
stances can be found, from Cain and
Abel to Brothers Bonaparte and New
man, how diversities can be explained;
or, to take stronger cases, as the twins
Rita and Christina, the Pressburg, Sia
mese, and African twins. We can but
assume that diversities are due to the
inequality with which parental organiza
tions were inherited.

Mr. Herbert Spencer, in his inductions
of biology, informs us that special modi
fications of structure caused by special
changes in their functions are apt to be
hereditary. Large hands and feet inher
ited by men and women are due to an
cestors having led laborious lives, and
amongst the gentry smallness is regard
ed as the index to extraction.

Every breeder knows how colors,
patches, and spots in animals such as
terriers, cows, and horses, are repeated.
Some breeders maintain that they, by a
process of interbreeding, produce the de
sired effect.

Instances, for and against, might be
cited of accidents in the parents showing
hereditary effects in the children. " Bur-
dach cites of a woman who nearly died
from hemorrhage after blood-letting.
Her daughter was so sensitive that a
trifling scratch would produce hemor
rhage. It is stated that horses marked
with red-hot iron in the same place are
said to transmit visible traces in their
colts. On the other hand, savages tattoo
their bodies, civilized women have ears
pierced, yet hereditary evidences of such
marks are not perceptible." The ex
planation might not be sufficiently satis
factory, neither would it oppose the law
of direct heredity. One point is clear,
extend investigation in an unbiased
spirit, then the mighty fact will prevail
that if one solitary link be found, it will
suffice to connect with other links in
forming a chain of causation to account
for phenomena presented in the order of
nature.

The musical faculty is essentially
hereditary, directly, indirectly, or from
remote causes and conditions. By di
rectly, I mean through either parent or
both; by indirectly, I mean through rel
ative or remote ancestor. By causes and
conditions, I mean musical surroundings
influencing that parent who is most bur
dened with the child. To take the last
first: An investigator has a case on rec
ord of a woman who had no children by
her first husband, and, after the decease
of the first husband, the children by the
second resembled the image of the first.
Such an incident, though trifling, de
duces a law so profound that many traits
untraceable in the family gallery are
found to answer in the form of an
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hypothesis that imagination during cer
tain periods, on the part of one of the
parents, has a tendency to realize what
was unconsciously imagined. Now the
most singular part of the musical faculty
is that, irrespective of its hereditary pre
dispositions, it is Tegarded as a gift.
<Hft of what? Gift from whom? Mark,
we are dealing with man in relation to
his sources and surroundings, himself a
part of nature. Gift indeed! It was not
so with Mozart, Beethoven, Hummel,
Weber, Bach, for the Bachs have dis
tributed like mushrooms in every corner
of Europe showing musical excellence.
More or less all enumerated came from
musical stocks; their progenitors had to
pay dearly for this gift, not only in hard
cash, but in nerve and brain substance.
Gift would imply spontaneous outburst
of a faculty, without any linking trait.
It is not the project of nature to go about
in hotch-potch, hurly-burly fashion. Be
ware! for our common mother that feeds
and supports us all, mysteriously per
forms wonders based on definite laws, if
we only have brains to understand the
aims. Call it a belonging if you like, but
gift! Then why not imbecility a gift,
idiocy a gift, lunacy a gift? To be fair,
we must take the excellencies of one side,
and compare with the defects of the
other.

Darwin states, in reference to the prin
ciple of selection, by quoting Youatt as
a high authority in relation to the breed
ing of animals, that " it is the magician's
wand by means of which he may summon
into life whatever mould and form he
pleases." Lord Somerville, speaking of
what breeders have done for sheep, says:" It would seem that they had chalked
upon a wall a form perfect in itself, and
then given it existence." The last au
thority, Sir John Sebright, says in re

spect to pigeons that he would produce
any given feather in three years, but it
would take him six years to obtain head
and beak." And on the foregoing facta
Mr. Spencer summarizes, with tacit as
sumption that individual traits are be

queathed from generation to generation,
and when judiciously separated from op
posite traits, they may be so perpetuated
as to become permanent distinctions.
In the nineteenth century we feel proud
of being the possessors of such knowl
edge, but how have we applied it as regards
ourselves? It is a credit to our investi
gation, and a reproach to our prejudices.
Why do we vivisect living animals? Be
cause we can cope with diseases better,
and render man healthy. Let us be per
mitted to repeat once more the popular
household saying that " prevention is
better than cure." Posterity will some
day observe us in the same light as we
do the people of the Dark Ages.

(Read Spencer, page 243.)
Now we deal with the question of sex

heredity. Fully circumspect of conven
tional barriers, we gently interrogate
what is sex heredity? Boys and girls
are so different from one another that
the difference is noticeable even in their
playthings, football and cricket on one
hand, dolls and domestic toys on the
other. Education, freedom, and other
causes have widened the barriers during
the latter half of the nineteenth century
but the difference is there. I have not
the early Amazon in view, but the new
woman noticed in everyday life. Whether
she dances on a rope, rides a bicycle,
plays football, the feminine characters
are as marked as ever. It was once
guessed a lady to be the anonymous
writer of a particular weekly article be
cause the word " tiny " was repeated
thrice.

FOWLER INSTITUTE, LONDON.

ANNUAL REPORT.

There was a good attendance at the
Tenth Annual Meeting of the above So
ciety, held on Wednesday, May 16th, at
Imperial Buildings. The President, Will
iam Brown, Esq., J.P., occupied the chair.

The President opened the proceedings
by remarking that this year marked the
first decade of the existence of the In
stitution. He then called upon the Sec
retary, Mr. Crow, to put before the
meeting the report of the past year.

The report, which was listened to with
much interest, showed that they had had
a very prosperous twelve months, and
was, on the whole, highly satisfactory.

In concluding his remarks, the Secretary
said that the members ought to be great
ly encouraged at the strides they had
made during the past year, which proved
that there was an increased desire on the
part of the general public to become
more acquainted with the science of
Phrenology.

The subject he had chosen for his lect
ure was entitled,

"WINNERS AND LOSERS IN THIS
LIFE,"

which proved a delightfully interesting
theme. He said there were two classes
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of people in the world to-day classed un
der this head. In every department of
life they were to be found, and, had it
not been for the inspiration of Dr. Gall
in discovering the science of Phrenology,
there would be more losers than there
are. Thanks to Dr. Gall, Phrenology
came just in time and has been a silent
factor of these times.

He then showed by diagrams on the
blackboard the various reasons why
some individuals failed to make a mark
in life; in one he instanced that it was
owing to lack of Concentrativeness; sec-
only, to an absence of Executiveness; and
thirdly, to small Self-esteem, without
Firmness. In our asylums there are in
mates who have suicidal tendencies, hav
ing small Hope and no Vitativeness. He
urged that we should have great charity
for those so afflicted.

How is success to be obtained? The
secret is to know ourselves, to know our
own organization. We want patience,
which is the hardest thing in the world
to cultivate. " That will do," is said by
the master as well as the man; it is a

great mistake, the troubles in life arise
through that. Work must be done prac
tically and thoroughly. We do not all
succeed the first time. Benjamin Dis
raeli, for instance, the first time he spoke
in the House of Commons failed, but,
stated that " the time will come," and
that time did come. He was a man of
wonderful character, with a small eye;
he could not speak much when he began,
but he persevered and cultivated Lan
guage, and in course of time, as we all
know, became one of the greatest ora
tors of his day. And so with several
other great men who failed at their first
attempt.

It is brains that we want to cultivate
to-day, and Phrenology is a factor in put
ting men right in the race of life— it
separates the chaff from the wheat. Our
success in life is only in direct propor
tion to our exertion, and our reward is
the benefit of the usefulness and the
pleasure coming from what good we can
do others, and that reward depends upon
the use made of the opportunities at the
start.

Phrenology is not only the reading of
character from the head, but we find
mind expressing itself in every part of
the body, in the temperament, the walk,
the speech, and in our actions. The
greatest concern should be to advance
and how to overcome our weaknesses.

The law of heredity is one of the most
powerful in the world. We want to
preach the truth of purity and righteous
ness, so that the new generation may be
better than the old. Phrenology has
been the greatest regenerative force in
our times, but only to those who have

applied it, not to those who have passed
it by. What the new century will tell us,
when man really knows himself and the
mystery of his own mental organization,
time only will dispose. The man of the
twentieth century will be as far ad
vanced from the present generation as
people were before the advent of Phre
nology.

Air. Corbett, the next speaker on the
programme, remarked that the subject-
he had selected was

" QUALITY."

Quality, he observed, was the crown-
work of the mental conditions. What is
quality, and how can we estimate it?
The phrenological definition is " exqui-
siteness of organization." The end-all and
be-all is quality. The plan of the delinea
tion of character is judged by quality.
The ability to estimate quality can only
be obtained by experience —by the train
ing of the perceptive faculties. The face
is the mirror of the mind, and the brain
is the organ through which it manifests
its intelligence.

Mr. Corbett's address was very warmly
appreciated by the audience, and it
showed that great care had been taken
in its preparation.

Miss Todd, who followed, took for her
subject that of

" OCCUPATION,"

and embodied in her remarks many in-
i re- ting topics closely allied with her
theme. Perhaps one of the most practi
cal suggestions she offered was as fol
lows: " We often take into our stom
achs," she said, " anything and almost
everything that medical quacks advise.
But in China they do things in a far
more enlightened way. There the doc
tor, when he is called in to see a patient,
mixes the noxious draught and swallows
it himself in the presence of the patient
—which is a decided advantage to the
sick one." She went on to say that
wealth varies according to the individual.
Wealth is in the gaining and proper ap
plication of knowledge. Education is a
value that enables us to rise to a higher
plane of life and thought. Work pro
duces the brightest happiness, that is,
providing that work is agreeable to the
individual. Phrenology is not a cure-all,
but if it were called into requisition
when young people were about to start
in the world, she was certain that there
would be fewer failures in life, and with
the following quotations she concluded
one of the most entertaining papers of
the evening: " A determined resolution is
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half-way toward the accomplishment of
our object."" If thou canst plan a noble deed

And never flag till it succeed,
Though in the strife thy heart should

bleed,
Whatever obstacles contend,
Thine hour will come, go on, thou soul;
Thou'lt win the prize, thou'lt reach the

goal."
Mr. D. T. Elliott then examined the

head of a young gentleman, to the great
interest of those present. Speaking on
the subject of Continuity, he considered
a deficiency of that faculty was very
common at the present day. He himself
had heard Phrenologists doubt the ex
istence of this faculty, but he held that
those who were in continuous practice
cannot have any doubt as to the organ
of Continuity being easily perceived, in
fact, it had been physiologically estab
lished.

ThePresident next presented the fol
lowing members who had been success
ful at the last examination with certifi
cates: Mrs. Chambers, Rev. C. Fisher,
Mr. R. K. Garachand, and Mr. F. G.
Sleight.

The Rev. C. Fisher rose to acknowledge
his sincere thanks for the certificate and
also for the patience which had been
shown to him by his tutor, Mr. D. T. El
liott. He added, further, that he was
very pleased, in this his eighty-sixth
year, to be the recipient of so valuable a
certificate. And he hoped to spend the
remainder of his days in working for the
furtherance of the interests of this great
object — Phrenology.

Mr. Garachand at this juncture of the
proceedings also expressed his warm ap
preciation of the pleasure he had derived
from the study of the science, and in a
few appropriate remarks j>ut one or two
questions to the Chairman which elicited
a lively and interesting discussion.

Mr. D. T. Elliott congratulated the
aforementioned on their success, and
urged them to persevere until they had
secured the Institute's Diploma, but they
must prove their possession of the requi
site knowledge of the subject, both
theoretically and practically, before that
would be granted. Replying to the ques
tions asked, he stated that it is a doctrine
of Phrenology that the brain grows and
develops the' same as the muscles and
limbs of the body develop by exercise.
If we continually exercise the faculty of
Eventuality it will grow and become
stronger and the memory more retentive
and not so treacherous. He further re
marked that there was a particular way
of cultivating it, but he could not touch
upon that subject just then.

The Rev. F. W. Wilkinson thought that
Phrenology during the next twenty-five

years will be more taken up by the pub
lic and greater interest shown in it than
hitherto. Continuing, he expressed that
thought gave finality to character. What
ever we would be, we must exercise
thought in that direction. It is essen
tially necessary that we should under
stand ourselves, know the powers we
possess, the faculties, and the forces of
those faculties, so that we should make
the best of ourselves. In this he was
only going bnck to the Bible, " As he
thinketh in his heart so he will be." Mr.
Wilkinson then spoke at length on the
subject of

" CONCENTRATIVENESS."

He thought that the keen competition
in every pathway of life accounted for
the lack of Continuity in most people—
attempting too much, getting too many
irons in the fire. He thought it more
profitable to spend an hour if necessary
in pondering a single page of a good
author than glancing through and mere
ly skimming perhaps a dozen different
volumes. The man of the hour is too
much tempted to read the headings of
the newspaper and stop there and imag
ine he knows all that it contains. To
develop character there must be purpose.
We should have a purpose for our ener
gies, and if we have a purpose we must
apply it. If we read a book without a
purpose, we remember nothing about it,
but if we read it with the idea of grasp
ing the facta and giving them out to
others, it is then an incentive to grasp
the details. The same with studying
Phrenology —we must, make the best of
ourselves, and in doing so we should
bring out all that is pure, noble, and
elevating in others.

We should conduct and discipline our
powers so that we can use them when
ever we want them and on any particular
subject we wish to exercise them upon.

Mr. Williamson followed by reading a
paper entitled

" PHRENOLOGY AN AID TO SUCCESS,"

which embodied a great many practical
and useful suggestions to young people
especially starting on a business career.

The Secretary here remarked that dur
ing the summer vacation if any of the
students cared to look in at the Institute
they would be very pleased to spare them
a few minutes for helpful conversation.
Although they were busy at the office
they always endeavored to find time for
a short interview with any of them when
they looked in.

Mr. Elliott hoped that those present
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would not entirely forget all about what
they had studied during the summer re
cess, and expressed the desire to see them
at the commencement of the autumnal
session, and hoped that that one would
be as good as the last. He concluded his
remarks with a reference to the success
ful state of the Institute and the way
it had flourished during the past year.

A unanimous and cordial vote of thanks
to the President was proposed by the
Kev. Wilkinson, seconded by Mr. Corbett,
and supported by Mr. Williamson, and
which was carried amid applause, ter
minated the proceedings of an highly
interesting evening.

H. PAKKER-WOOD.
May 18, 1900.

LETTER SENT BY THE LADY PRESI
DENT.

Dear Friends: It gives me great pleas
ure to meet with' youagajn in spirit and
clasp hands qcju— ' ' "" J.*; uccan which

Joining nearer and nearer as

^Tnsatlantic travel becomes more com
mon. We wish we could greet you in per
son, but this seems impossible to-night.

We are glad to hear that you have up
held the interests of Phrenology during
the past year, and that you are taking
on the mantle for another year.

At this era, when there are so many
diversities of opinion, it is more than
ever essential that we should stand unit
ed and firm to our principles, and in a
Society or Institute like this, we should
make Phrenology our prime interest.

Schools of belief, particularly in medi
cal practice, have sprung up amongst us,
and where mind is the agent or basis of
cure, many acknowledge the usefulness
of the science we particularly study.

The trend of all intellectual culture to
day is toward a closer examination of
brain-activity, and Phrenology can ac
count for much of the success experi
enced by those who exercise will power
when controlling various faculties of the
mind; hence we are more enthusiastic
than ever in urging you to give what
time you can spare to the investigation
of the localization of brain centres and
brain function.

There is a reason why men differ, and
Phrenology can point it out.

There is a reason why some men suc
ceed better in one line of work than an

other and Phrenology can account for
this.

There is a reason why some children
are better managed than others when
Phrenology is taken into account, and
this is why we urge teachers to boldly
make a stand and request that the prin
ciples of Phrenology may be explained,
and in time there will be a class for the
children themselves in all our Public
Schools.

Character is the principal consideration
in life, therefore it is to the building up
of it that we should pay more attention
than to anything else. It is well to de
velop the Organ of Tune and give our
children some discipline in the study of
music, but it is vastly more important
that we help the young to form correct
habits.

We have kept in mind the monthly
lectures that you have had at the Insti
tute, and find the subjects have been
diverse and interesting, and we congratu
late the speakers on their success.

We are very glad that the students,
graduates, and associates have an oppor
tunity of refreshing their minds, and of
gaining new ideas by intercourse with
Mr. Elliott, and with each other, every
month.

We trust to have a good report of this
meeting, and beg of you at all times to
remember that we have your interests
at heart, and that through the Journal
we wish to keep up a lively interest in
the work. Any items that you think
would be appropriate for our Field Notes,
or Hygienic Department and Child
Culture, we shall be glad to receive.

We do not want you to think of us as
being more than a mile away from you,
although some of you may never have
travelled in this country where we are
now staying.

We should be pleased to hear from you
individually or collectively, and shall be
delighted to learn that you have made
new converts from time to time among
your friends, to the grandest of all sci
ences —the one that uplifts mankind;
that interprets human nature; that un
folds the workings of the mind, and that
helps us to more fully understand our
Maker, and thus we should be proud to
be exponents of it.

I remain,
Yours faithfully,

JESSIE A. FOWLER.
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Phrenology and Health.

Our experience proves to us that the

Phrenologist who intends to be up-to-
date must not only be an expert in the

science of Phrenology, but he must al

so have a definite knowledge of the laws

of life and health. Persons nowadays

come to a Phrenologist to know how to

recover from their many weaknesses,

and they expect they will be informed

how to make themselves over again. It
it therefore important that every

Phrenologist, before he is content to go

out into the field, should study hygiene

and the laws of life and health, in order

to cope with this great need. The day

for giving large doses of medicine is

past, what people seek for to-day is ad

vice, even when they know they have

shattered their nerves with overwork,

yet they want to be told what to do.

The Phrenological Institute provides

ample study and preparation for this
branch of work in its Autumn Session,

and students are earnestly advised to

study Dr. Holbrook's work on "The

Hygiene of the Brain" before attend

ing the classes, and, in fact, any other

good and reliable work on how to main

tain health. Lectures on this subject

have been specially prepared for the

benefit of the students who are think

ing of going out into the field, and will

prove to be thoroughly interesting.

THE BRITISH IN SOUTH AFRICA.

Everyone who is interested in the

principles of peace will look forward

with pleasure to the probable termina

tion of the eight months' war in South

Africa. Many thoughts would suggest

themselves to us, if space allowed, on

the practical lessons of this war, and

the necessity of personal discipline re

garding character. To a Phrenologist

the revelations of this war indicate

many of the principles that he has been

promulgating. The tact, subtlety, and

astuteness of the Boers was not com

prehended in the earlier months of the
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encounter by the British, who would

have done well to study the character

of the Boers more carefully; while the

majestic foresight, and the forensic

power of Lord Roberts in planning his

campaign and so successfully carrying

out its detail, is a marvel of strategic

power.

PHRENOLOGY AND THE DOC
TORS.

As physicians are broadening their
horizon, and are more thoroughly

studying the physiology of the brain,

they are accepting the principles of

Phrenology laid down by Gall over a

hundred years ago. There are, how

ever, a few left to be converted to deep

er thought and study. One of this

class gave a lecture a little while back

at Leyton, near London, who with con

siderable courage explained his disbe

lief in the subject before the Phreno

logical Society. First of all he showed

his ignorance very forcibly with regard

to the subject, but he was not allowed

to leave the hall without being put
right in a few of the points that he

mentioned. He spoke of the organ of

Philoprogenitiveness as being placed in
the cerebellum, which all Phrenologists
are aware is in the posterior portion of
the cerebrum. He spoke of the negro

as having a larger head than Mr. Glad
stone or Cuvier, and indicated that

Phrenologists erroneously think that a

person with a large head is necessarily

intellectual. Mr. Webb, who is presi

dent of the society before which the

lecture was given, pointed out many

trenchant principles regarding Phre

nology which forcibly upset the doctor's

conclusions. What was perhaps more

convincing proof to the doctor than the

many authorities that were quoted for
his benefit was the practical examina

tion of two skulls which the doctor

brought with him. The doctor knew

the owners of the skulls, and said he

would like to test Phrenology by asking
someone to examine them. Mr. Webb

undertook the task, after which the doc

tor warmly congratulated him upon his

successful achievement. We need to

come more in personal touch with dis

believers when the light can be brought
to bear upon the practical teaching of

Phrenology. We predict that when

students of anatomy are taught the

physiology and anatomy of the brain
with some regard to the science of

Phrenology all disbelief will be swept

away.
" The Christian Advocate " for May

31st contains an able article on " A
Study of Heads with some Reflections
on Immortality." Knowing the views

of the editor of this weekly, we were not

surprised when reading through this
article to find that, after giving many

facts on the sizes of heads of both Eng
lish and American statesmen, his re

flections should tend somewhat against

what he calls " the old-school Phrenol

ogists with their charts, who can pro

duce many plausible coincidences."
The editor has not lost the erroneous

idea that some people cling to, that

Phrenologists believe it is only the

large-headed persons who do the most

work in the world, and are possessed

of the most genius. He, however,

states, but not with a knowledge prob

ably, that Phrenologists believe the
same thing, that it is easy to prove that

quality of brain is as important a factor
as size in developing character. He
says if a man is distinguished from the

lower animals physiologically by the

superior development of the anterior
portion of the spinal cord, that is to

say, by the greater size of his forehead,
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all other things being equal the relative

location of the brain in man must have

much to do with the sum total of brain

power measured by mental results."

He here actually proves the importance

of the relative location of the devel

opment of brain-power, and the view

that Phrenologists are every day sup

porting is in accordance with these

very words of his. But we can see that
his bright, intelligent mind has not yet

fathomed the whole truth regarding the

science, and trust that the day is not
far distant when he will cross the line
of unbelief, and stand with honest in

vestigators like Henry Ward Beecher,

Hugh Price Hughes, and a score of-

others.

LIBRARY.
" Long Life and How to Reach It,*' edited

by George Black, M.B., Edin. Pub
lished by Ward, Lock & Co., London.
To be obtained of Fowler and Wells Co.,
New York, or 7 Imperial Arcade, Lon
don.
This book is one of what is called the

" Long Life Series," all of which are prac
tical and interesting. The one before us
on " Long Life and How to Reach It " is
one which will benefit everyone to read,
and no person who has an important
work in life to do, and who feels that life
is only too short to accomplish all that is
necessary, is naturally interested in the
subject of longevity, therefore the few
hints thrown out on " Hygiene," " Sani
tary Science," " Disease and How to
Avoid It," " Contagion and How to Es
cape it," " Clothing and How to Wear It,"
" Pure Air and How to Breathe It,"
" Pure Water and How Obtain It,"
" Baths and How to Take Them,"
" Houses and How to Build Them,"
" Food and How to Digest It," " Exercise
and How to Take It," "

Sleep and How to
Secure It," " Mental Power and How to
Retain It," will find more than fifty
cents' worth of benefit when they come
to the end of the book. One of the most
important chapters is that upon " Pure
Air and How to Breathe It." A large
number of people do not know how to
make the most of the air that is around
them; before entering a crowded room
one should take deep inhalations, and fill
the lungs with fresh air, in order to pre
vent the hot room from interfering with
his health. The writer refers to the val
ley of the Upas tree in Java about which
such dreadful accounts are given, and
mentions the deadly influence it pos
sesses. We have seen one of this kind of
trees in Ceylon, about which we have
heard the same account, the deadly in
fluence being probably through the evolu
tion of carbonic acid in its depths which
contaminate its atmosphere; this he
compares to a room that has no oxygen
in it. He speaks of the principle of how

the lungs give off carbonic acid and the
necessity of keeping a room well ven
tilated. The chapter on Contagion is
also very important, for it contains many
valuable hints regarding the health
standard of each individual, and how
that can be obtained in order to pre
vent contagion having any influence with
an individual. People cannot be too care
ful in considering the necessity of keep
ing one's health up to the normal.

" Brain Work and Over Work," by the
same author and publisher, and included
in the same series, is a book which ap
plies particularly to our phrenological
line of study. Many people have nervous
prostration before they know it,* and are
really worn out with care and anxiety,
and then wonder why they take so long
to recuperate their strength. Nerve af
fection is caused by the gradual break
down of the tissue or nerve cells of the
brain and the wearing out of the body.
It does not generally occur in a rapid
way, and therefore it is more insidious
and unnoticed by the ordinary individual.
Of course, it is difficult for a physician
to lay down rules for the brain worker,
especially in regard to the method he
should adopt in his labor to preserve
health and vitality to enable him to se
cure his livelihood. So many acts have
to be taken into account and acquired
habits allowed for, that one must be very
sagacious and far-seeing to be able to
suggest the safest remedies or preven
tives for the avoidance of over-work.
There are, however, certain fundamental
rules which no one can afford to disre-
guard, as Mr. Black plainly points out.
One of these rules is that no brain worker
can deprive himself of any length of time
of an ample amount of sleep without suf
fering injury; heed being paid to this, it
may safely rest with the individual him
self as to the time when he takes it.
The writer refers to Sir Walter Scott,
who worked regularly six hours a day
and who had his afternoons and evenings
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free, thus his fertile brain continued to
produce its marvellous creations without
impairment of his mental power, but
when stern necessity drove him to make
a gigantic effort to retrieve his shattered
fortune, and he lost his accustomed rest,
his towering intellect staggered to its
fall. The author also mentions another
fundamental rule, namely, that of taking
outdoor exercise. Further, dependence
should never be placed upon alcohol,
opium, tobacco, or other such substances,
for when the above are trusted to for
prolonging the period of study beyond
the time when the wearied brain calls for
rest only harm can result. He speaks of
the difference in labor power of the
sexes and the appropriate age for labor,
of the effects of emotional and intel
lectual work which should be taken into
account.

The price of these little books will not
deter anyone from gaining their valuable
hints, and we predict a rapid sale for
them in this country.

" The Origin and Character of the
British People," by Yottidge Charles Mac-
namara. L. N. Fowler & Co., London,
6s. or $2. Students of craniology will
be indebted to Mr. Macnamara for his
interesting and exhaustive chapters on
the origin of the British skull. He has
traced it in a patient and yet clear way
from the original inhabitants, who, he
considers, were related to the Eskimos,
down to the present. He notices the
varieties which are found in the British
nations and in a measure explains the
same. He summarizes the characters of
the various races which have affected the
British race and produced a change in
the formation and shape of the skull.
His points are well expressed and his de
ductions are clear. The plates are works
of art and give to the student a very clear
conception of the changes in the shape of
the skull, and add no mean portion to the
value of the book.

The book is well worth studying, and
Phrenologists will find in it ample food
for reflection. Books of this character
add to the scientific and practical knowl
edge of the student.

TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

Character Sketches from Photographs.
— New subscribers sending photographs for re
marks on their character vnder this heading
must observe the following conditions : Each
photograph must be accompanied by a stamped
and directed envelope for the return of the

photograph. The photograph or photographs
(for, where possible, two should be sent, one giv
ing a front and the other a side view) must be

good ,md recent ; and, lastly, each application

must br accompanied by a remittance of fl.00
(5s. English) for twelve months' subscription
to the Phrenological Journal. Letters to be

addressed to Fowler § Wells Co., New York,
or L. N. Fo wler $ Co. , London.

No. 517—T. K. B., Salida, Colo.— Your
photographs indicate great distinction
and individuality of character. You can
be left with responsibilities and know
how to carry them out with a ready judg
ment, it does not take you long to make
up your mind about anything connected
with your work. You have a clear,
bright, searching, critical intellect. You
do not need the full explanation of any
thing, for you seem to have a prophetic
way of looking ahead and surmising
what the full reply would be. You are
adapted to rapid mental work, could suc
ceed in law, particularly corporation law,
finance, or real estate business. You ap
pear to have pluck and energy and a keen
ambition to excel in whatever you un
dertake to do.

No. 518— C. S., Newark, N. J.—You
have a very decided type of character, and
indicate that you are of Irish origin.
You have a very practical outline of head,
and like to look into the utility of every
thing. You are not carried away by the
mere argument or philosophic reasoning
that some people may offer to substan
tiate their beliefs, but are a utilitarian
man, a keen observer, and could be an
excellent politician if you had time to
devote that way. You would prefer
to live where you could be actively
engaged in outdoor rather than indoor
work; you like to be on your feet, but are
not a man who will waste energy for
nothing. You make your head serve
your hands, hence in business this shows
to a remarkable degree, and in explora
tion it would serve others as well as your
self.

No. 519.— A. T., Canton, O.—Your
photographs indicate several strong
characteristics —one is, that you would
rather die in accomplishing a thing than
give it up. You have' so much will power
that you sometimes go against your own
interests, and if you have refused any
one's help you will never let yourself ask
for it. You are very versatile, and had
you double the time that is at your dis
posal you would have it full of plans.
You have a great deal of courage and do
not know what fear is; you will take the
part of the weaker one at all times, even
if you get yourself into trouble for it, as
you do not like to see the helpless im
posed upon. You have not much respect
to waste on forms and ceremonies, but
are a plain, matter-of-fact, straightfor-
word, frank, and open-minded man. The
dimple in your chin indicates your cling
ing, friendly nature, and a tendency at
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times to lean upon the opinions of others
rather than to trust to your own, but
your Firmness is a great offset to this
characteristic. You are quick to catch
sounds, and ought to be an active man
and engaged in mercantile work with
an intellectual tendency, or in some office
where expert work was required of an
active character.

No. 520. —J. H., Milwaukee, Wis. —You
possess a very nervous and susceptible
organization, are almost too easily influ
enced through your sympathies, and we
judge you must have suffered somewhat
on this account. Your ideals are high
and it is difficult for you to step down
from them. You ought to be where your
judgment will be of special use in the
management and carrying out of details
for the benefit of others. It is not easy
for you to be quiet and idle, you feel
you must be at work all the time. If you
are engaged in social work you will carry
out your part conscientiously and will
always be on hand, and will put to shame
others who have more vitality than you
possess. We think you ought to be able
to put your ideas into writing more
easily than in speaking, but your hair in
terferes a little with our judgment in
this respect. You think even more than
you talk, hence know how to absorb
knowledge when you read or travel.
Take more sleep and preserve your vital
ity as much as possible, for you can exert
a powerful influence over others.

No. 521— F. B. G., Pittsburg, Pa.—
There is considerable improvement in a
mental direction between the two photo
graphs you have sent us, but we fear you
are using your brain at the expense of
your physical strength. You must be
careful of your diet, and take time to
digest your food. You have a tendency
to think too much and too long at a time.
You should be an excellent organizer,
banker, or man of business where keen
judgment and deliberation are required.
You ought to be your own master and
govern others rather than be under the
dictation of another. We would like to
see your face filled out a little more, but
you are so particular over your work that
it is difficult for you to refrain from
using up your vitality as fast as you gen
erate it. Write eighty years of age on
your blotting pad, and live with a view
to extend your length of life to that
period.

No. 522. —L. J. H., New Orleans, La. —
You have an excellent organization for
work, and ought to enjoy life right up to
the handle; you can get through a tre
mendous amount of work when you get
at it, and have many practical ideas to set
in motion. If you were a builder, archi
tect, or practical engineer you would
know how to make your plans ahead, and

do your work with less expenditure of
labor than ninety-nine men out of a hun
dred. Your perceptive qualities enable
you to work by the eye, you do not need
to take a measure in judging of how
much carpet will be required to fit a
room, for you can reckon accurately
without. So it would be if you were
engaged in the timber business, you
would know how much wood you would
have when a forest of trees was cut
down and arranged into planks. Your
tendency is toward intellectual work,
and you had better lean that way. Curb
your Benevolence when it is inclined to
get the mastery of you, and stick to what
you commence, for you are too versatile.

No. 523.— N. M. B., Omaha, Neb.— The
photograph of this young man indicates
that with a little encouragement he will
be able to rise to a position of prom
inence and responsibility. He hesitates
a little too much just now, but that is a
fault that can be remedied. He has the
indications of mind that will enable him
to be thoroughly reliable, conscientious,
and practical; many men of to-day will
be glad to have him in their office. For
his own benefit, were he to study law, if
he chooses a profession, he could succeed
well, particularly constitutional law and
that department of legal work that
would aid governmental affairs. He has
tact, and, therefore, in consular work he
would be mindful of the interests of his
country, and would know how to manage
difficult affairs. It is possible, however,
that with his retiring nature he may pre
fer secretarial work and a confidential
office first. He has many more points
than we can mention in this short sketch
of him, and particularly having but one
photograph.

No. 524.— E. L. P., Rock Island, 111.—
You possess a good business head and are
capable of rising in your present position
to become manager of a certain depart
ment of your work. Your judgment is
good, and is capable of being of service
in selecting materials to sell again. You
are obliging when waiting on customers,
but in selecting goods you would use
your perceptive qualities, your large
Comparison, and your sense of economy;
you would buy what you thought would
sell, and your Human Nature would en
able you to suit your class of customers.
In the question of finance you could suc
ceed in banking, and in such lines of
work as require a consideration of the
expenditure of both small and large sums
of money. You are faithful, and can be
trusted with responsibility. Do your best
to rise step by step, and make every op
portunity tell to your advantage.

No. 525.— C. O. G., Weyers Cave, Va.—
This little boy will have a lot of questions
to ask, and will show a very executive
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nature. He will be on the move most of
the time, but can be amused by having
pictures to look at, or if someone will
read to him he will be happy by the hour.
He is kind and tender in his feelings, and
exceedingly fond of pets and animals; he
will dearly love a little kitten to play
with, and can be taught to train it prop
erly. He will be firm and positive, and
show a distinct will of his own; in fact,
he is very persevering in having his own
will. He should cultivate his perceptive
qualities and be taught to look where
he goes; he will be liable to fall down and
hit his foot or his head against the edge
of the table. He will be liked by the
majority of people with whom he comes
in contact, and as a business man he will
be able to collect a large amount of trade.
He should be allowed to grow up nat
urally ii nd sleep a great deal, for he will
need it.

Nc. 526. —J. H. S., Maquoketa, Iowa. —
Although we have no measurements of
your head, you appear to have a large
one, and your features indicate strength
and self-possession. You will therefore
be able to generate fresh vitality as you
work. You have a scientific cast of
mind and are able to gather facts as you
go about. You are a good observer of
men and things. Your central faculties
are particularly well developed, hence
you show large Human Nature and are
able to make correct deductions from
what you see. You are not often mis
taken in your first impressions. You
know how to help others in understand
ing themselves. You appear to have
large Language, and with your active
btain you should be able to use it in
speaking before an audience or in teach
ing. Your Comparison being large you
will be able to illustrate your meaning by
an incident or experience that came
under your notice. Nothing escapes you,
and with your large Cautiousness you aie
able to store and use your knowledge at
the right moment. Some men have ex
perience, but they do not know how to
use it, while others turn every incident
of their lives to account. You ought to
do good in the world, for your Benevo
lence makes you see the needs of men,
and how to apply a word of encourage
ment at the right moment. Intuition,
keen perception, strong sympathies, and
a practical judgment will be some of
your strongest characteristics.

A GOOD NAME.
" What are you going to call your new

office building? " " I think I'll call it the
' Serial,' on account of its continued
stories." —Philadelphia Record.

OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions of General Interest only
will be answered in this department. But one

question at a time, and that clearly stated, must
be propounded, if correspondents expect us to
give them the benefit of an early consideration.

If You Use a Pseudonym ok Initials,
write your full name and address also. Sam*
correspondents forget to sign their names.

P. B. Kington.—Chicago, 111.—We con
gratulate you on your steady work in the
science, and trust that you will find all
that you desire in your new quarters.
Let us hear how you succeed.

T B. Wheeler. —Moscow, Vermont. —
Many thanks for enclosing the clipping
from the " Daily Tribune " of May 24.

There is some one evidently on the staff
who likes to periodically make use of his
pet phraseology, namely, " that Phreno
logy is a network of arbitrary assertions
which rest on no real foundation, and
therefore cannot lay any claim to the
name of a science." We have seen this
several times repeated and we long to
convert the writer, but there are some
who are " blind and will not see, and deaf
and will not hear." We trust your health
is well sustained. George Combe men
tions the duality of man's nature in his" Constitution of Man," where he speaks
of the moral and physical laws which
govern man, all nature is an interpreta
tion of this duality.

C. J. Stewart. —Endeavor, Pa.—You say
you have examined the head of a young
lady and find her to be very narrow
through the organ of Calculation, and yet
she is very good in mathematics. We
have often found this to be the case, and
it serves as one more proof why teachers
should all be Phrenologists, because one
student may be a good arithmetician and
another a fine mathematician. The
mathematician who finds it easy to un
derstand problems in algebra and Euclid
must have a large development of Causal
ity to properly work out the principles
involved; this the arithmetician knows
nothing about, for his work is done
through the organ of calculation, and he
deals with figures principally and not
with principles; therefore examine your
head again and see if the organ of Causal
ity is not largely represented.

DOES PSYCHOLOGY HARMONIZE
WITH PHRENOLOGY?

How many times this question has been
asked of other phrenologists I am not
here to say, but of late I personally have
been asked the above question frequently,
and in every instance have answered,
most certainly it does: as the word phren
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ology means a discourse on the mind, it
has to do with brain substance. Without
certain organs of the brain, I take it, we
could not have psychic force. All man
kind who are endowed with intellectual
and moral organs are to a certain ex
tent psychic, some men more than others,
as certain organs of the brain are more
developed, of which I hold that spirit
uality iB the principal organ to which
other organs harmonize which produce
this unseen force in its various phe
nomena called psychic. You will also
observe that the more of this force the
individual is gifted with the larger the
organ of spirituality; hence, psychology
does harmonize with phrenology.

J. H. Scholl,
Maquoketa, Iowa.

FIELD NOTES.
Professor Otto Hatry is now in Youngs-

town, O.
James G. Evans, B.A., M.D., is now in

Kingston, Ontario, Con.
A very interesting talk on the relation

of mind to matter was given by Professor
McKenzie in the Principal's department
of the public school on Wednesday even
ing. Numerous models and charts were
used for the purpose of emphasizing the
difference in the manner in which mind
manifests itself through matter. The
skulls of many of the lower animals were
examined and the general conformation
noted in the light of well-known char
acteristics of those animals. The lecturer
treats Phrenology as a pure science, and
is duite prepared to give rational reasons
for his belief. He is stopping at the
Queen's, Brussells, Ontario, Can.

George W. Anderson, Class of 1887, is
in Mountain View, Ontario, Can.

Edwin Morrell, Class of 1896, reports
successful work in New Hampshire, and
has been especially successful with school
teachers and lecture entertainments for
children.

R. J. Black is visiting the Paris Expo
sition during June and July.

Paul B. Kington, F.A.I.P., is now in
Chicago, 111., practicing Phrenology, and
we wish him every success.

THE FOWLEK INSTITUTE.
On Wednesday, March 7, the president,

W. Brown, Esq., in the chair, a paper
was read by Mr. A. Feroza on the sub
ject of " Heredity." The lecturer dealt
with his subject in a very able manner,
and received the thanks of the meeting.
An interesting discussion followed, in
which the chairman, and Misses Corbett,
Williamson, Hills, and Elliott, took part.

On March 21, Mr. W. J. Corbett gave

an excellent address on " Phrenology and
Chierosophy," which was listened to by
an appreciative audience. A lively dis
cussion followed the paper, and many
questions were ably answered by Mr. Cor
bett. A practical demonstration was
given by Mr. Elliott.

Successful drawing-room meetings
were held at Mr. Eland's house in Lewis-
ham on Saturdays, February 24, and
March 10. On Saturday, February 24,

Mr. James Webb, of Leyton (past presi
dent of the British Phrenological Society)
delivered a very instructive lecture on
" The Cerebral Development of School
boys." He had a large audience, includ
ing many schoolmasters and mistresses,
and the lecture was listened to with
much interest, and evoked good discus
sion.

On Saturday, March 10, Mr. D. T. El
liott, examiner to the Fowler Institute,
lectured on " The Objective and Sub
jective Intellect of Children." The lect
ure throughout was a model of lucidity
and forcefulness. Speedily securing the
interest of his audience, Mr. Elliott pro
ceeded by tactful introduction of the ele
mentary principles of Phrenology to
build a foundation of knowledge, upon
which he successfully appealed to the
minds of his hearers, as he carefully ap
plied the science in describing the ob
serving, retaining, and reflective facul
ties of children. The lecture was fol
lowed by a practical delineation of the
mental developments of two of the audi
ence, who expressed their surprise and
satisfaction at the correctness of the
readings.

The names of the successful associates
at the half-yearly examinations at the
Fowler Institute were Mr. R. K. Tara-
chand, Mrs. Blanche Chambers, Rev.
Charles Fisher, Mr. F. G. Sleight, to all
of whom we extend our hearty congratu
lations.

HUNDRED YEAR CLUB.
The annual meeting of the Hundred

Year Club was held at the Hotel Majestic
on April 24, when an able lecture on" Food Adulteration in its Relation to the
Public Health " was given by Dr. H. W.
Wiley, Chief Division of Chemistry, De
partment of Agriculture, Washington,
D. C. Dr. Wiley is president of this club,
and his excellent paper, which was pre
sented on the eve of his departure to the
Paris Exposition, was received with con
siderable enthusiasm. A complimentary
reception was given to him at the close,
when Mr. Sutro, the vice-president, pre
sented him with a beautiful badge of the
society.

The closing meeting of the year was
held on May 29, when a very interesting
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paper was read by Mrs. Hensley on " The
Nervousness of American Women; why
this is a National Stigma." The ideas
were briefly as follows: Insufficient rest,
insufficient air and exercise, over-eating
and unwise eating, fashions in dress, so
cial ambition, unhealthy literature and
bad thinking. Certainly long life and
nervousness are antagonistic, and if we
intend to live a hundred years we must
cease to be nervous.

Any person wishing to join this club
/can write to us for particulars, or to the
secretary, Mr. G. W. Smith, 206 West
Forty-fifth street, New York City. Any
one having items on longevity will confer
a favor on us by forwarding them, to the
editor of the I'iirexologio^ Joubnal.

PERSONAL.

MISS NIGHTINGALE'S GIFT.
Miss Florence Nightingale, who re

cently celebrated her eightieth birth
day, although entirely confined to her
room, has taken a lively interest in all
the efforts through England to provide
sufficient hospital accommodations and
comforts for the troops at the front.
Miss Nightingale has daily proof, in the
number of letters and gifts of fruit and
flowers she receives, of the place she con
tinues to hold in the affections of the
people. She recently sent $500 to the
South Africa Hospital, which was
equipped by the North and East of Scot
land.

The German Emperor has never been a
sluggard, and is usually hard at work in
his study at five o'clock and at six on
horse-back, while the Empress shares her
husband's love of the morning hours, and
may be seen cantering on her favorite
mare two hours before the world breaks
its fast.

A very rich man and a very plain man
passed away in the death of Hugh-Lupus
Grosvenor on December 23d, says the
Buffalo " Express." His wealth is esti
mated as high as $175,000,000; but noth
ing is more uncertain than estimates of
wealth. He was Duke of Westminster,
and his daughter married a Prince of
Teck.

He was an aristocrat of the best Brit
ish type —kindly, benevolent, unassum
ing in some ways, jealous of his dignity
and position, but, as a rule, caring little
for any outward manifestation of his
grandeur. The duke was full of schemes
for bettering the condition of the popu
lation on his estates, and was a judicious
but munificent patron of art.

Part of his fortune came from an an

cestor in the seventeenth century who
married a woman who owned a farm of
some five hundred acres on which the
wealthiest portion of the West End of
London now stands. It is estimated that
the income is at least £500,000 a year
from this property now, and as it has all
been built over upon the short-lease sys
tem the revenue within the next quarter
of a century may come to exceed £1,-
000,000.

"VACATION MONEY."

Any reader of this paper who will send
ten cents in silver to the " Ev'ry Month
Publishing Company, 1260 Broadway,
New York City, N. Y., and refer to some
responsible business in this town, will
receive a thirty-cent outfit and instruc
tions with which from $5 to $10 a week
can be easily earned among your friends
and neighbors. This is a bona fide propo
sition by a responsible house with whom
we have had business relations for some
time. Yours very truly,

Ev'ry Month Publishing Co.

We call attention to our readers of the error
in the Journal of last month, whioh Bhould
have been that " Dr. Holt retired from ' co-ed
itorship ' from the Human Nature, instead of
' co-partnership.'

"

SCIENTIFIC NOTE.

A German physician says that all the
senses do not slumber simultaneously.
They fall into insensibility one after an
other. First the eyelids obscure sight,
and the sense of taste is the next to lose
susceptibility. Smelling, hearing, and
touch follow in the order named, touch
being the lightest sleeper and the most
easily aroused.

Geologists believe that the territory
now known as Wyoming once had numer
ous fresh-water lakes and a climate ap
proaching the semi-tropical. The ani
mals whose bones are now coming to
light inhabited these lakes and the ad
joining swamps in myriads. They sank
into the mud in dying, and their bones
were covered with other deposits and be
came petrified. The large beds are found
at points supposed to have been the
mouths of great rivers, the animals after
death having floated down these rivers
to places where they were deposited is
these estuaries, thus accounting for the
vast deposits in certain places. Within
the next three years these cemeteries will
yield their dead, and the museums of our
colleges will be filled with fossil bones
prepared for restoration in the skeleton
structure.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.

On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorporated
under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the pros
ecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of Fowler & Wells.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the

business, or in its general management. All remittances should be made payable

to the order of FOWLER & WELLS CO.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of the Phrenological
Journal and Phrenological Magazine is |i.oo a
year, payable in advance.

MONEY, when sent by mail, should be in the form of
Money Orders, Express Money Orders, Drafts on
New York, or Registered Letters. All Postmasters
are required to Register Letters whenever requested
to do so. *

SILVER or other coin should not be sent by mail, as it
is almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope and be lost.

POSTAGE-STAMPS will be received for fractional parts
of a dollar. The larger stamps are preferred ; they
should never be stuck to the letters, ana should always
be sent in sheets— that is, not torn apart.

CHANGE of post-office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without this
information. Notice should be received the first of the
preceding month.

LETTERS OF INQUIRY requesting an answer should
inclose a stamp for return postage, and be sure and
give name and full address every time you write.

ALL LETTERS should be addressed to Fowler & Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the office.
In this wav only can prompt and careful attention be
secured,

ANY BOOK, PERIODICAL, CHART, Etc., may be or-
dered from this office at Publishers' prices.

AGENTS WANTED for the Phrenological Journal
and our Book Publications, to whom liberal terms will
be given. ~

CURRENT EXCHANGES.
" Good Housekeeping' "—Springfield,

Mass.—Has a fine article on " The Young
Human Animal," by Mrs. Burton Smith,
which only needs to be read to be appre
ciated. More such articles would make
some thoughtless mothers stop and
think of their responsibilities in the car
ing for their young." American Kitchen Magazine." —Bos
ton, Mass. — " Vacation Days for Little
Folks " is illustrated in this number, and
evidently they are enjoying themselves to
the full with afternoon tea in the garden." Camp Life in the Rocky Mountains " is
another appropriate article for the
month.

" Good Health."—Battle Creek, Mich.—
Emma Winner Rogers has an article for" The Homes of Poor People," illustrated,
in the June number. The article shows
up tenement life, and the way a large
majority live. A very amusing and prac

tical article is on " Bedtime Exercises for
Children," which, if superintended,
could be made to be highly beneficial.
" Habits which Destroy Health " is an
article written by Dr. Reynolds, and is
one of considerable moment.

" Omega." —New York.— " Mind the
Factor in Heredity " is an article by Al
bert Chavannes, and is the sixth of the
series. It shows how the minute par
ticles of the mind substance are used in
the acquisition of knowledge, and how
the embryo follows the order of develop
ment which the past experience of its
ancestors has taught it. " Ignorance of
Self the Cause of 111 Health " is an article
by C. M. Robinson. It is short and to
the point.

" The Homiletic Review "—contains as
its first article the following subject:" Practical Results of the Scientific Dis
coveries of the Nineteenth Century," by
Professor G. Fred. Wright, D.D., who re
fers to Dr. Alfred Russell Wallace and the
impressive list of inventions and discov
eries he mentions during the last hun
dred years compared with those of the
whole preceding period of the world's
history. The present article refers
rather particularly to scientific work, but
it does one good to be reminded of what
has been accomplished during our own
century." Mind."—New York. —Elizabeth Cady
Stanton writes an article on " The Divine
Status of Woman " in the June number
of " Mind." Elizabeth Calvert Hall writes
on " The Purpose of Life." Both articles
are carefully written and deserve our
serious thought." The Book Buyer "—New York—
which always contains a variety of mat
ter, takes for its frontispiece an excellent
portrait of James Lane Allen which is
made from a new portrait. On another
page Miss Ellen-Bowers Sherman writes
with enthusiasm of Mr. Allen'B tales, and
makes a novel classification of his work.
A new novel by Mr. Allen, called " The
Reign of Law," will be published early
this month, and a new edition of his
works in seven volumes is now issuing
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from the Macmillan Press. The portrait
shows a cast of head that possesses a
powerful intellect and strong but pleas
ing features.

" The New Voice." —Chicago. —This
paper is what its name indicates, namely,
a voice ever new, and yet it deals with a

very old and important subject, that of
temperance, alcohol, and the regulation
of the drink traffic. In a recent number
there is an article on " How a Bishop
Boused France," by Earnest B. Holmes,
special Paris representative of " The New
Voice." We are glad to find that one
bishop at least has taken a heroic stand
in regard to the importance of temper
ance—there is great need for education
on this subject. " For College Men and
Women " is the subject of another article
by Fred. D. L. Squires, of the University
of Chicago. The Prohibitionist move
ment in the colleges cannot be too highly
indorsed, many a young man is ruined
for life through the free use he has of
alcohol during his early years of develop
ment." The Christian Advocate "— New York
— for May 31 contains an article on " A
Study of Heads with Beflections on Im
mortality." It is carefully written, con
taining many valuable points regarding
the size of hats of celebrated men, but
what surprises us more than anything,
after speaking of the old school Phre
nologists iB the following paragraph:" The new view which attached no im
portance to minute divisions, maintaining
that the quantity and quality of the
brain determined a man's intellectual
powers, and prominent tendencies are be
ing more and more supported by post
mortem examinations, and when applied
to the complex being known as man,
more and more will modify the views of
psychologists." If the editor were to
closely study the new investigations of
Ferrier, Professor Humphreys, Dr. Solly,
and others he would realize that the new
views of scientists are coinciding with
the Phrenology of Br. Gall, which he
commenced to expound in 1796. We are
glad, however, to find that the editor at
taches much importance to the quality
of the brain of man, for he is treading
upon phrenological ground when he in
dorses this idea. Time is proving, even
to our most strict opponents, that heads
vary in size and correspond with known
characteristics." The Ladies' Home Journal "—New
York —with its beautiful cover is a mar
vel in make-up, both in illustration and
subject matter. The June number is a
remarkable production.

" The Scientific American "—New York
—contains an article on " The Mummifi
cation of Cats in Ancient Egypt." So

good are they that they indicate that
they must have known and studied some
thing about physiognomy to produce
such fine outlines of head and face." The White and Blue "—Provo, Utah—
for May has a very entertaining article
by John T. Miller on " Horace Mann,
America's Greatest Educator." The quo
tation of the friendship between Horace
Mann and the late Dr. Combe will be in
teresting to the readers.

Mr. Mann was an accurate student of
human nature. Early in his studies he
pursued the popular metaphysics and
psychology, but about the time he was
appointed secretary of the board of edu
cation he met George Combe, the great
Scotch philosopher and educational re
former, and accepted from him the phren
ological philosophy of mind upon which
he based all his educational work. This
science was new and unpopular, which
may account for so few teachers at the
present time being familiar with the
works of Horace Mann, but his works are
based upon a true system of psychology.
His work is based upon true principles,
and will be of profit to the teacher as
long as there is a system of education.
In referring to the science he said: "I
look upon Phrenology as the guide to
philosophy and the hand-maid to Chris
tianity. Whoever disseminates true
Phrenology is a public benefactor." In
his works reference is often made to this
science, and the editor of his works, Mrs.
Mary Mann, says, in Vol. I., page 47:
" Mr. Mann looked upon his acquaintance
with Mr. Combe and his works as an im
portant epoch in his life. That wise
philosopher cleared away forever the rub
bish of false doctrine which had some
time impeded its action, and presented a
philosophy of mind that commended it
self to his judgment." He recognized
the value of good books. At one time he
said :

" Had I the power, I would scatter
libraries over the whole land, as the
sower sows his wheat-field."

The " American Monthly Beview of Be-
views " for June is a well-illustrated
number. The important news topics of
the month are editorially treated in " The
Progress of the World," the opening de
partment. A character sketch of James
J. Hill, a " Builder of the Northwest," is
contributed by Mrs. Mary Harriman
Severance, who outlines the remarkable
career of the president of the Great
Northern Bailroad. Dr. Albert Shaw,
the editor, writes from full knowledge
on " Paris and the Exposition of 1900."

The " New Lippincott " for June is
lucky enough to have secured the first
sustained novel of Captain King (now
General by right of gallantry) since he
returned a victor from the Philippines.
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PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
" The Antikamnia Chemical Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.:" We learn from good authority that
the foreign chemical houses will attempt
to elect their allies as chairman and mem
bers of the Section on Materia Medica of
the American Medical Association at the
Atlantic City meeting. Many good men
are with them, without realizing the un
derhand scheme, which is to discard
American products and endorse only for
eign. We should expose the plot with all
possible haste by communicating with
every medical journal in which we and
other American houses carry advertise
ments, and ask their co-operation."" Greetings to Fowler Sr. Wells Com
pany from a member of the Class of 1890.
How are you getting along? I am well
and happy and prospering in great
shape."

" V. G. Spence, Walker, Ia."

WHO READ THE "JOURNAL OF
EDUCATION."

There is no educator in the country
whose sayings are more uniformly inter
esting or more sure to be read than those
of the editor, Dr. A. E. Winship. There
is no other paper that commands so
many writers in whose sayings teachers
are interested. Therefore the educa
tional leaders are regular readers of the" New England Journal of Education."
It is taken by all the leading State, city,
and county superintendents throughout
the country, and in the New England and
Middle States it goes to every important
city and town, while in Massachusetts it
literally goes to some teacher in every
town, and to some member of the school
board in every city and town, and to
nearly every building in the large cities.

" I am delighted with the Jotjbnax,
which you are kindly sending to my ad
dress, and am greatly interested in
Phrenology."

M. S. McL., Gainesboro, Tenn.

" Massage is the most desirable mode of ex
ercise, especially for invalids and delicate
people. This is a thorough manipulation by
an attendant of all the muscles. Massage is
one of the most effective of all manipulations
to promote nerve currents and blood circula
tion. It renders the skin soft and elastic
The action extends deeply in the body, thuB
promoting the activity of all the blood-ves
sels." This we quote from a ohapter on" Massage " in " Tokology." Price, $2.25.

We have had many colls for the works of the
late Joseph Bodes Buchanan, M D. We have
one copy of " Psychometry " left which may
be had for $2.00.

Many readers of the Journal have yet to
become acquainted with " Homo-Culture,"
the revised edition of " Stirpiculture " by M.
L. Holbrook. This will furnish the most
scientific information and add much to the
happiness and luxury of future home makers.
Price, $1.00.

The time has arrived when people do not
live in fear and trembling as when ' ' the great
object in life was to be in a state of constant
affliction ; whatever pleased the senses was to
be suspected. It mattered not what a man
liked ; the mere fact of his liking it made it
sinful. Whatever was natural was wrong. It
was wrong to take pleasure in beautiful
scenery, for a pious man had no concern with
such matters. Ou Sunday it was sinful to
walk in the fields or in meadows, or enjoy fair
weather by sitting at the door of your own
house. Whatever was natural was wrong."
The above extract is taken from ' ' Household
Remedies," which is most entertaining and
instructive. Price, $1.00.

The new edition of " Marriage and Parent
age

" is just off the press " An animal which
is weak or slow, and so cannot secure its food
easily, or escape from its foes, surfers, and
perhaps loses its life in its effort ; while
another one, strong and swift, takes pleasure
in all its activities, satisfies itself easily and
has few pains to bear. The physically and
mentally inferior of any race suffer all sorts of
privations and miseries. This is equally true
of human beings. The healthy and well organ
ized reap the blessings of being so, and the in
ferior fail to reap blessings, but suffering in
stead." This is only a brief extract of what
may be gathered from the above-mentioned
book. Price, $1.00.

We are often asked for a text book on physi
ognomy. We cannot recommend one better
than "New Physiognomy" by S. R. Wells,
especially on account of the large amount of
illustrations of all natures. $3.00.

Sydney Barrington Elliott, M.D., deserves
the reputation he has received through the
pages of " .(Edoeology." Neither time nor
pains has been spared in insuring the reliability
of quotations and cases. That much benefit
should result from this investigation, there is
little doubt Let the reader weigh carefully
the facts and arguments given, and we have
no fear for the results. Price, $1.50.

"The Life of Charlotte Bronte" by Mrs.
Gaskell, has just been published. This is one
of the seven volumes of " The Life and Works
of the Sisters Bronte " with prefaces by Mrs.
Humphry Ward and an introduction and
notes by Clement K. Shorter. The many
quotations given in this book will be of great
value to the tourist on his visit to England.
Prioe, $1.75.

We call attention to the "Health-Beauty
Developer " advertised on another page of the
J ui: UN a i.. As is stated, nothing can equal it
as a means of developing and adding muscular
strength and beauty to the form.
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" How to Read Character in Handwriting,
or The Grammar of Graphology," by Henry
Frith, Fowler & Wells Co. — price, 50 cents.
We quote the following : "Dear Sir :— I acted
toward the man in the manner I judged beRt

from your description of his character. He
was a perfect stranger to me, and I may add
that your cautions and your reading of his
characteristics put me on my guard. You
have Baved me a considerable sum of money."
This work is fully illustrated with character
istic handwriting.

George C. Pitzer, M.D., has issued the
fourth edition of his work on "Suggestion."
Price, $1.00. This work will be found very
valuable to those interested in the subject of
" Suggestion."

The "Phrenological Annual" for 1900 con
tains several valuable articles, and the few
copies left over are almost exhausted since our
last issue. Twenty five cents will purchase a
large fund of family reading.

"The Human Body and Its Marvellous
Structure " is a household book, it will be

specially useful to parents, and the illustrations
make it still more valuable when instructing
children at home.

" Right Marital Living," by Mrs. Ida C.
Craddock should be in the hands of every
thoughtful person, and is well worth the read
ing by all contemplating marriage. It is
plainly sincere and devout.

The Head and Face a

flirror of
the Hind

Inquiries are often made whether we can
give a satisfactory examination from photo
graphs.

Thousands of people would be glad to
obtain from us a careful delineation of char
acter and talents, but they live so far away
from our office that they cannot incur the
expense of coming. Such will be glad to
know that they can procure, for the purpose,
properly prepared photographs, with all the
required measurements, and then receive
from us a phrenological examination with
advice as to proper occupation or choice of
a business partner or life companion.

Ladies and gentlemen come to us with
photographs of candidates for marriage ;

fathers and mothers do the same in behalf of
their sons and daughters, and we have the
thanks of many whom we have saved from
much unhappiness.

Write for "Mirror of the Mind," which
gives terms and full information. Address

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
27 East 21st Street, NEW YORK

Dr. B. P. Miller's writings have sold very
readily, but there are many readers of the
present day who have not made themselves fa
miliar with his work on " Vital Force," selling
at $1.00.

" Human Perfection," " Natural
Laws,'' "Derangements Observable in Man
kind." and " The Primary Cause of Derange
ments," etc., are very valuable chapters. E.
H. Stowe, M.D., says of this book: " It sup
plies a great need. It is most delicately and
beautifully written, after giving it a careful
perusal, I was ready to exclaim ' Oh that the
world might now believe and be saved.' "

A good generator of sleep is brisk out door
physical exercise. To brain workers this is
not always possible or agreeable. To those who
have difficulty in obtaining sufficient sleep," Sleep and How to Obtain It," contains many
hints that wittv pay such an one a thousand
fold. Price, 50 cents.

Sea air is most refreshing. Sea bathing
combined with it] is equally enjoyable and
beneficial to the overworked. George Block's
work on " Sea Air and Sea Bathing" will add
much to this great luxury in the pleasant
reading and valuable information on the proper
way to bathe.

Health is being searched after far and near.
If the weak would read " Health " there is no
doubt but they would take good health along
with them, which would insure a happy time
for their vacation. Price, 50 cents.

Packer's
Tar Soap
contains the balsamic virtue

of the pines ; is pure, antiseptic

and in every sense hygienic.

It has no equal as a luxuri

ous and invigorating cleanser

For the Hair and Skin

THE PACKER MANUFACTURING CO.

;new YORK, z~Z

In wrl(lM( to advertiser* pleue mention The Phrenological JomrMftl.
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TbeNaw Illustrated Self-Instructor in Phrenology,

Physiology and Physiognomy. A complete Hand

book for the People. With over one hundred new

illustrations, including a chart for the use of prac

tical Phrenologists. Revised and printed from New

Plates. lamo. 19a pages. By the Renowned

Phrenologists, Profs. O. S. and U N. Fowler.
Cloth, $1.00.

Lecture* on Man. A series of twenty-one Lectures

on Physiology, and Phrenology, delivered by Prof,

L. N. Fowler, during his first tour In England
many of which are now out of print and can only
be bad in this volume. $1.50.

Brain and Mind ; or Mental Science Considered in

Accordence with the Principles of Phrenology and

in Relation to Modern Physiology. Illustrated.
By H. S. Drayton, A. M , M. D„ and Jams*
McNeil, A. M. Extra cloth, $1.50.

The Temperament*, considered in their relation to
Mental Character and Practical Affairs of Life, by

D. H. Jacques, M. D. iso Illustrations. Cloth,

This set of books is recommended to those who wish to take up
the study of Phrenology at home or to prepare for attending the Ameri
can Institute of Phrenology. At list prices these amount to $15.00. The
set will be sent by express for $10.00. <

To Subscribers to the Phrenological Journal who
will send $5.00 and fill out and sign the blank below we will send at once.

This offer is good for a limited time only.

rfForan additional $3.00 the China Bust will be
substituted for the plaster.

Fowler's New Phrenological Bust. With upwards
of one hundred divisions, in china. Newly dis
covered organs are added, and the old organs have
been subdivided to indicate the various phases of
action which many of them assume. It is a perfect
model, beautiful as a work of art, and is un-
doubtly the latest contribution to Phrenological
Science, and the most complete bust ever pub
lished. Price, $$.00.

New Physiognomy ; or. Signs of Character, as mani
fested through temperament and external forms,
and especially in the "Human Face Divine."
1,000 illustrations. By S. R. Wells. $3.00.

Physiology, Animal and Mental. Applied to the
Preservation and Restoration of Health of Body
and Power of Mind, is illustrations. By O. S.
Fowler, (unabridged edition.) Price, $1.00.

The Phrenological Bust, showing the location of
each of the Organs. Price, $1.00.

The Constitution of nan ; Considered In relation to
external objects. By Geo. Cohbb, with portrait,
bound in doth, $1.15.

A Natural System el Elocution and Oratory.
Founded on an analysis of the Human Constitution
considered in its three-fold nature— Mental, Physio
logical, and Expressional. By Thomas A. and

William Hyde. Price, $2.00.
The authors have studied the subject closely, and pre

sent it from new and original standpoints. This is
not a common-place book on the plan of numerous
school text-books ; but one well worthy the atten
tion of all who would excel as speakers, readers.etc.

Hygiene of the Brain, and the Core of Nervousness.
By M. L. Holbrook. Part I, contains chapters on
the Brain, the Spinal Cord, the Cranial and Spinal
Nerves. How to Cure Nervousness. Value of a
Large Supply of Food in Nervous Disorders. Fifty
Important Questions Answered. Price, $1.00.

i«9

Fou;l?r 0 U/ells Qd., 27 21st St., ffeu; York;.

Please send to my address as below, the STUDENTS SET [Price $/•.**]

f$r which I enclose $5.00, and further agree to remit promptly i/.<*> #«

the first of each month until the balance tfao is paid.

Exfress Address Name

fit Office

State
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BOUND IN CLOTH, PRICE, POSTPAID, $1.00

THE HYGIENIC TREATMENT OF CONSUMPTION
In Three Parts

By M. L. HOLBROOK. M.D.

A very great majority of all cases of Consumption
which have recovered nave been cured by hygienic
remedies and not by drug medication. In most cases
the patients have applied these remedies themselves,
often, perhaps, in a rude way; but even thus applied
they have proved of the greatest advantage.

This work aims to give the best hygienic treatment
for Prevention and Cure. It is divided into three parts,
with the following twenty-rive chapters:

PART I,
Nature and Causes of Dis-
eaes
CHAP.
1. The Disease.
2. The indirect Causes of

Consumption.
3. Micro-Organisms as the

Immediate Cause.

PART II.
Prevention and Treat
ment 0/ Consumption in

the Earlier Stages.
t. Prevention,
a Preventing Colds.

3. Enlarging the Chest.
4. Indian Club Exercises.
5. Rowing.
6. Vocal Gymnastics.
7. Special Vocal Exercises.
8. Scientific Physical Cul

ture.

CHAP.
9. Horseback Exercise.

10. Toughening theConstt
tution.

ir. Clothing.
12. The House and Home.
13. Climate.
14. Bath's and Bathing.
15. The Sun-baih.
16. Food and Drink
17. Psychic Forces-The

Wilt.
18. Other Psychic Forces.

PART III.
Treatment in more Ad

vanced Cases.
1. Open Air, Rest and

Light Cure.
2. Enlarging the Chest.
3. Self-help.
4. Difficulties in the Way

Cautions.
No one with a tendency to Consumption, or with a

small chest or weak lungs, with frequent colds and
sore throat, or in any stage of the disease where there
is the least hope, can afford to neglect the methods ad
vocated in the plainest and simplest way in this work.

From Florida to Canada, from
'Frisco back to Maine,

There are millions of Americans
who every day complain

Of an impaired digestion, and they
ought to know the rules—

To banish indigestion they must
take Kipans Tabules.

WA NTED. A case of bad health that It-I-P-A-N -s
will not benefit. They banish pain and prolong

life. One plvea relief. Note the word B-I-P-A-N-8 on
the package and accept no substitute. B-I-P-A-N-8,
10 for 6 cents, may be had at any drug store. Ten
earnpies and one thousand testimonials will be mailed
to any address for 6 cents, forwarded to the Blpans
Ohemical Co.. No. 10Spruce St.. New York.

Books byJMary Wood-Allen, M.D.
The Marvels of Our Bodily Dwelling

No one can claim originality In comparing the body
to a bouse, for tbat comparison lg as old as literature.
Eccleslastes refers to tbe day "when the keepers of
tbe honse sball tremble, and those tbat look out of the
windows be darkened, and the doorB shall be shut In
the streets." Abernethy uses a homely flgnre when
he says : "The kitchen— that Is your stomach— being
out of order, the garret- tbe head— cannot be right,
and every room In the house becomes affected. Remedy
the evil Inihe kitchen and all will be right In parlor
and chamber."

• But the simile Is still of interest to the juvenile mind,
and as Science Is ever making new discoveries, there
Is continual demand for new and Interesting works on
physiology. Price. $1.10. English, 4s. 6d.

Teaching Truth
This little brochure alms to answer In chaste and

scientific language the queries of children as to the
origin of life. Price, 25c. English, is.

Child-Confidence Rewarded
"This little book treats of chlld-purlty with the

same delicate but masterly hand shown in Dr. Allen's
other writings."— Union Signal of July 5, 1894. Price
10c. English, 6d.

Almost a Man
It Is Intended to help mothers and teachers In tbe

delicate task of teaching the lad concerning himself.
Price, 25c. English, Is.

Almost a Woman
Girls have long been wanting a book written In an

attractive form giving pure instruction needed by the
girl. Prloe, 25c. English, Is.
FOWLER A WELLS CO., 27 East 21st Street, New fork

L. N. FOWLER A CO.
7 Imperial Arcade, Ludgats Circus, London

There's nothing so distracting as

the want of proper sleep,
There's nothing so refreshing as

a slumber long and deep.
And the latter is so easy to pro

cure, that we are fools
If we don't take advantage of

these great Kipans Tabules.

WANTED.
-A case of bad health that R-I-P-A-N-8

will not benefit. They banish pain and prolong
life. One gives relief. Note the word R-I-P-A-N-8 on
the package and accept no substitute. R-I-P-A-N-S,
10 for 5 cents, may be had at any drug store. Ten sam
ples and one thousand testimonials will be mailed to
any address for 6 cents, forwarded to the Kipans
Uhemical Co., No. 10 Spruce St., New Tork.

I" wrltlag ta> aeWartlsara please am eiiloa Tfce Pkreaaloarteavl J
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Return to Nature!
And become stronger, healthier, happier, clearer-
headed and — save money, follow the simple lawB of
nature. The Knbipp Water Ccke Monthly
will tell you all about thsm.

—tfd\

The Kneipp Watkh Cuke Monthly stands
for a cleaner body, a healthier mentality and a

higher morality, hygienic living and natural meth
ods of obtaining health. Able contributors. Has
a correspondence department which tells all about
the natural treatments of diseases. Full of hints
on prevention and cure of disease. A magazine for
the whole family. Published monthly in Euglinh
and German. Sent post-paid to your address for one

year for one dollar, 6 months for 50 cents ; single

copy, lOocnts. No free copies. B. Lust, Editok.
|k Send money to

THE KNEIPP MAGAZINE PUBLISHING COMPANY

III East 59th Street, New York City

Kneipp Health Store Company
B. LUST, Proprietor

1 1 1 East 59th Street New York
Between Park and Lexington Aves.

Sole Agents for the United States for

FATHER KNEIPP'S ONLY
..GENUINE REMEDIES..

Also a complete stock of

Kneipp's Books, Herbs, Health Foods, Malt Coffee,

Health Underwear, Linens and Hygienic Supplies

Ask for Free Complete Catalogue and "Guide to Health.''

"HOW TO STRENGTHEN THE MEMORY"
....OR....

Natural ank Scientific Methods of Never

Forgetting.

By Dr. M. L. Holbrook.

OONTBTS.
i— Introductory. The Nature of Memory,
a—The Best Foundation for a Good Memory.

5—Memory and Nutrition- Memory and Fatigue;
Memory and the Circulation of the Blood;
Duality of the Blood; Memory and Disease;
Memory and Narcotics.

4—Exaltation and Degeneration of the Memory.
5—Memory and Attention.
6— Memory and Repetition.
7— Memory and Associations, Links and Chains.
8—A Striking Example of Restoration of the Mem*

ory, and the Methods Employed.
9—Methods of Memory Culture for Schools.

10—Self-culture of the Memory.
11— Memory for Names and its Culture.
12—Memory for Faces and its Improvement.

13—Memory for Places and Localities.
14—Culture of the Musical Memory.

15—Strengthening the Memory for Facts and Events.
16—Memory for Figures and Dates.
17—The Figure Alphabet.
18—Tricks of Memory.
19—How to Learn a New Language, or Jhe Surest and

Most Effectual Way to Ensure an Easy and
Accurate Reproduction of Ideas.

20—Culture of a Memory for Words.
21—Advice to Clergymen Concerning Their Memories.
22— The Lawyer's Memory.
23—Mastering the Contents of a Book.

24—The Art of Forgetting and What to Forget.
25—Abnormal Memories.

BOUND IN CLOTH. POSTPAID $1 00
With One Year's Subscription to Physical Culture. $1 60

" MARRIAGE AND PARENTAGE "

By M. L. Holbrook, M. D.

The following are the titles of the principal chapters
of the work.

1. Introductory, comprising a sketch of the great im

provements in the marriage Relation within historic
times.

2. The Duality of the Sexes, and Reasons for Mar
riage.

3. The fundamental principles on wich True Mar
riages are based.

4. The temperamental and educational adaptation of
one party to the other.

5. Health as the most important factor in a Sanitary
Marriage.

6. Physical Culture as an element in Marriage.

7. Marriage among the ancient Spartans and its
lessons for modern civilization.

8. How Science is applied to improving animals and
plants, and may be applied to improveing the race.

9. The Mixing of Races and its importance.

10. The difficulties wich are encountered.

ix. Importance of having Children, especially good
and healthy ones, and the disadvantages of rearing
sickly or bad ones.

12. Reproduction, its nature and laws (a very In
structive chapter).

13 What and how parents transmit good and bad
qualities to their offspring.

14. The laws of Sanitary parentage (also an impor
tant chapter).

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 27 East 21st St., New York City

In writing; to advertiser* please mention The Phrenological Journal.
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MONEY IN HONEYI

The Weekly
American Bee Journal

Tells all about It.
Sample Copy Mailed Fret

G.W.YOBK&OO.
118Michigan St., CHICAGO,ILL.

HOW TO SUCCEED
Will Power nnd Personal Magnetism las are

the otherwise impossible, at
tracting friends and businesssuccess. All dob- I
sessthis power. Learn how to use it. **KEY I
TO POWER" 90cts. or 12cts. aad addrwaes
of three ministers, teachers or phy&iclaufl.

Circulars FREE. Address.
National Institute of Science, Dept.K. O. tin, ihie^a.

^HEIDEArsiGHT!KEST0REf
WE RESTORE SICHT1

CLASSES RENDER
DEFECTIVE VISION

CHRONIC.
Write for our

ILLUSTRATED
TREATISE,

Mailed Free.
The Ideal company,

230 broadway,
NEW YORK.

HEALTH AND WEALTH
SCIENTIFIC TRTTIIS and
STARTLING FACTS.

Natural Healing S paying profes
sion—taught by mall. Anyone can

, easily learn A successfully practice
\it. No experimentation, mnliaaurr.

Kvery known disease promptly re
lieved. Special professional advice
ami paylngadvertlsingmatter fur
nished. Act quickly. Gulden har
vest nure. Circular! free.

National Institute of Science* Dept. f. O. 8<t0,Chicago

TbeWater Gap Sanitarinin
Is the place where permanent cures
are made of all forms of disease.
Rates reasonable. A christian family
home. Address

F. WILSON HURD. MO,

DIXON'S AMERICAN
GRAPHITE PENCILS

Minsi, Monroe Co., Pa

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

trade marks
Designs

Copyrights &c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
Invention Is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest fluency for securing patents.

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
tpreial notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Lamest cir
culation of any scientific Journal. Terms. 13 a
year: four months, t}L Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN &Co.3S,Broad^ New York
Branch Office. ffi5 F HC, Washington. D. C.

Are uuequ&led for smooth, tough leads.
If your stationer does not keep them, meuuon Tan

Pnavoxooioaii JoamwAL, and send 16a in stamps to
Joseph Drxow Obdotblb Co., Jersey City. N. J., for
samples worth double the money

OUT OF THE OLD RUT
If All who wish to read the true character
of all kinds of men, women, and children, and
understand the fundamental sources of
vitality, health, memory, will, concentration,
thought, energy, etc., etc., can do so by reading

HUMAN FACULTY
$1.00 per Year 10 Cents a Copy

Send Stamp for Sample Copy
L. A. VAUGHT, Publisher
317 Inter-Ocean Bid*?.. Chicago, Ills.

Beautiful Stnmping Outfit
Deelgns for Ilonlton Laos

work tray cloths, centre pieces
dolLles.outllaingand cut work,
many 14 Ins. la Aire, ^alph
abets, powder and pad. Given
for a 3 months 's trial subscrip
tion to The Home, a household
Journal of stories, fash Ions, fan
cy work, literaryskstehaa.etc.
Send 15c.and gettheoutfltand
journal. Till: IHMir, 141
Milk St., Boston, Mass.

In wrltlnsr to advertisers please mention The Phrenological Journal.
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The secret of beauty is very good

health.
The secret of this is iiot honor or

wealth.

But a secret that even the poorest
can buy —

A Ripans each day which will
sickness defy.

WANTED.-A
case of bad health that li I •]' A N S

will Dot benefit. They banish pain and prolong
life. One KiTta relief. Note the word R-I- PAN- 8 on
the iiackage and accent no substitute. BTPA'N-S,
10for i cents, may be had at any drag store. Ten sam
ples and one thousand testimonials will be mailed to
any address for 6 cents, forwarded to the Ripans
Chemical Co.. No. 10Spruce St.. New York.

FRKEtoF.A.M. An engrav
ing of the Hall of the Mys
teries, also large Catalogue of
Masonic books and goods,
with bottom prices. New Il
lustrated History of Free
masonry for Agents. Beware
of spurious Masonic books.
HEDDINO & CO., Publishers
and Manufacturers of Mas
onic Goods, No. 212 Broad
way, New York City.

Human Nature
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

WHAT IS A PHRENOLOGICAL EXAMINATION.
This question Is asked occasionally by those who are

not acquainted with the claims of Phrenology and the

■ethod of applying it to the living subject. The purpose

of a Phrenological Examination istoitudy the Temperament,

or constitution in relation to health, talent, and character,

and how the different vital organs are developed and act

with each other in the promotion of physical and mental

harmony and power. Next the Size of the Brain and the
Quality which the temperament gives it ; then the develop
ments of the different Groups ol Organs ; those of intellect,
preception, memory, reason; those of force and energy ;
those that give policy, prudence, thrift, ingenuity, taste,
refinement ; those that give aspiration, pride, self-reliance,
ambition ; those tnat give social power and effectton ; and
not least, though last, the strength and tendency of the
moral sentiments.

These peculiarities of temperament, constitution, laws
of health, development of faculties, and the harmonies and
contradictions that exist in an organization, are plainly set
forth and discribed to the person under our hands, showing
the strong and weak points, what to encourage and what
to restrain, with a view to a proper self controland balance
of mind and character. We also study and described the
Adaptations and talents of each person for giving Pursuits,
and in which their abilities can be used to the best advan
tage. MODEL HEAD.

We teach parents how to understand and guard their precocious children who need prudent care to tare
them, also how to train their turbulent and vicious children, and how to bring their moral and intellectual
powers into the ascendant. 1

In reaching our conclusions we take Into account Physiology, Phrenology, Physiognomy, habit, diet, and
constitution— everything, indeed, which belongs to the make up of a person, arid in this way we confer on men
ten thousand dollars' worth of benefit for a small outlay of time and money.

We have made thousands of Examinations from Photographs. Send for Mirror of the Mind to
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Reading
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The Educator
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A Few Thoughts on Phrenology

Sketches of American Writers and Phren
ologists

Self-Culture in Leisured Moments
Some Heads of Small Circumference
Self-Control
Consciousness and Telegraphy
Woman Equal Mentally, etc.

Is Character Hereditary?
Character Sketch of Edward J. Chalfant

Martin Luther Holbrook, M.D.
Does the Shape of Man's Head Indicate

His Actual Character ?

The Consultation, and After

Phrenology and the Christian Religion
Hobbies
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Society Reports, Field Notes, Register,

Calendar, etc.
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THE AMERICAN
INSTITUTE
OF PHRENOLOGY

PRESIDENT. MRS. C. F. WELLS

Incorporated, 1866, by Special Act of the

New York Legislature

The Annual Assembly of the American
Institute of Phrenology will take place on

Wednesday, September 5th, with an evening
reception of students and friends.

The course will consist of about one

hundred and twenty-five lectures, and will
extend over six weeks. Three lectures are

given each day, excepting Saturday, when a

review of the week's work is held.

The object of the course is to explain the

fundamental principles of Phrenology, Phys
iognomy, Psychology, Physiology, Anat
omy, Hygiene, Heredity, Foods, the Races,

the Temperaments, Brain Dissection, the

Objections and Proofs of the Old and New

Phrenology, Mental Therapeutics, the Choice

of Pursuits, Marriage, the History of Phre
nology, Animal Magnetism, Hypnotism,
Psycho-Physiology, Elocution, Oratory and
Voice-Culture, and Jurisprudence.

Last year the students had the advantage
of the lectures of William Hicks, M.D., a

physician and medical professor, who has

had practical experience among students

on Physiology and Anatomy, Insanity, Brain
Dissection, and Clinical Work in Treating
the Insane, which proved of great interest to

all members of the class.

The Institute will have the iame assist

ance this year.

The Institute course is recommended to

business men and women who have daily to

come in contact with their employees and

customers.

It provides help to all professional men
and women who have to educate the masses.

It proves a guide to parents and teachers,

as well as private individuals.

For terms of tuition, etc., apply to the

Secretary, care of Fowler & Wells Co., No.

27 East 21st Street. New York City.
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By Dr. ALICE B. STOCKMAN
Third edition. Revised, enlarged, and illus

trated. With special physiological plates.
Nearly 400 pages.

NO WORK OF THE KIND EVER HAD SUCH
A PHENOMENAL SALE

The author, in sympathy with the needs of her sex,
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Vital Force
How Wasted and How Preserved, Causes and

Cure. By E. P. MILLER, M.D. Eighteenth
thousand. 144 pp. 8vo. Cloth, $1.00.

A medical experience of many years has con
vinced the author that people of all ages and both
sexes are suffering from abuses of the sexual function,
which, In most Instances, are begun and continued in
Ignorance of the terrible results whlcb are sure to fol
low. This book is calculated to throw light upon an
Important subject :—to redeem those who have already
started In the wrong way. and to save those whom the
want of just such knowledge as this book Imparts
might lead to sickness, suffering, and premature death.

Hon. Oerritt Smith : "In giving this book to
the world you have shown yourself to be its wise and
faithful friend."
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cal manner, all the different forms of baths, and con
tains minute Instructions In regard to the application
of each. Methods of home treatment are fully dis
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temperaments and diseases, indicated. It tells Just
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application.
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The Characteristics of the Dowager Empress of
China and Some Notable Chinamen.

The Dowager Empress of China, who
has been called the "female Bismarck
of China," is a dominant figure in the

present crisis, as she has been generally
in Chinese affairs for the last forty
years. Her name is Tse-Hsi-Tuan-
Yu. This is a somewhat peculiar name
for Europeans and Anglo-Saxons to

pronounce, yet it is one that must be

conspicuously written in the last chap
ter of the nineteenth-century history
of the world's oldest empire. What
ever estimates of her character may be

given and however they may vary,
there can be no question that she is a

remarkable personage in the present
state of affairs in the East. It may be
interesting to our readers to indicate
several points regarding her character,

although we await a better portrait of
her, but in the meantime present one
to our readers that appeared in a con

temporary newspaper in June last.
What we can see of her head and face

gives us the impression that she is a

strong-minded woman; she has, how
ever, less of the appearance of the Chi
nese than Kang-Yu-Wei. the reformer,
or Mr. Wu Ting Fang, Chinese Minis
ter to the United States. Were the

Empress's portraits enlarged to life
size we should see more distinctly the
firmness of the lips, the length and

strength of the nose, the piercing
brightness of the eye with its intensity
of meaning, while the breadth of the
head indicates strength of character,
masculine executiveness, and force and
determination of mind. Her forehead
is apparently high, for the Empress's
bonnet rests on the upper portion of it,
and there is a considerable height that
is left to view, giving us the impression
that she is a woman who can manage
her own affairs and do a good deal of
organizing work. Her chin is square,
which probably adds dignity and cour

age to her character, while her whole

bearing is such that commands atten
tion. At a recent reception in China,
given in honor of the women of Euro
pean families particularly connected
with diplomatic life, she seems to have

expressed herself with considerable
freedom and amiability, which words
have been interpreted by Mademoiselle
De Giers, the daughter of the Russian
Ambassador at Pekin, and shows an
other phase of her character than the
one generally reported throughout the
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press. The Empress, it seems, asked
about woman's progress and seemed

particularly well informed on matters

concerning Europe and America. She
said

" all sorts of prejudices and eco

nomical conditions keep down the
Chinese woman, but reform is only
a question of time. The Chinese
woman," she continued, " must be

gradually emancipated; now she is

nothing more than a drudge. At the

age of eight she must be able to spin;
when she is ten she learns weaving,
sewing, and embroidering; numerous

girls of that age make their own living
and begin to save toward a marriage
portion. In many poor families the
wife must pay for her own keep, besides

furnishing her husband's clothes, shoes,

etc. This is equality with a vengeance,
is it not? " said she. " With us, women
have full liberty to compete with men
in earning a living, but the advantages
are all on the other side. Maybe your
woman's-rights advocates will learn a

lesson from this— the lesson of not go
ing to extremes." Later in the evening
she said: "I know each of you ladies
has her sphere of usefulness cut out for
herself; I have mine, and though I am
an old woman, I hope to do justice to it
for years to come." If this report is a

reliable one we are brought in touch
with another phase of this remarkable
woman's life and character.

Tse-Hsi, we are told, was a concu
bine of the Emperor Hien-Fung and
the mother of his only son, Tung-Che,
on which latter account she was greatly
honored and received the courtesy title
of Empress. The real Empress was

Hien-Fung'8 wife, Tse-An, but she was
childless. At Hien-Fung's death, in
1861, these two women joined with
Prince Kung and formed a triumvirate
which ruled the Empire during Tung-
Che's minority. Tung-Che came of
age in 1873, but died two years later,
leaving no child, but leaving a widow,
Ah-Lu-Te, who was expected to bear
him a posthumous child. Under the
law Ah-Lu-Te should have become Re
gent, but Tse-Hsi quickly seized the
reins of power and Ah-Lu-Te died

childless —by suicide, they said. It
then developed upon the Imperial Clan
to choose an Emperor, and in this Tse-
Hsi exerted controlling power. Her
aim was to select a very young person,
so that she could again be Regent dur
ing a long minority, and her choice fell,
to the surprise of all, upon Tsai-Tien.
He was a son of Prince Chun, the latter
being the seventh son of the Emperor
Tao-Kwang, and thus brother of Hien-
Fung. Tsai-Tien was therefore a

cousin of Tung-Che, whom he was to
succeed. He had in the eyes of the
Court and Empire no especial title to
be chosen,- but in the eyes of Tse-Hsi
he had two pre-eminent qualifications—
he was the son of her own sister and he
was less than four years old. Tsai-Tien
then became Emperor under the name
of Kwang-Su, and the two Empresses
assumed the Regency. That was in
January, 1875. In 1881 Tse-An died
and Tse-Hsi became sole Regent until
Kwang-Su came of age in 1889. Then
she nominally retired to private life,
though, in fact, she continued to rule
as the power behind the throne.
Two years ago, however, the young
Emperor became weary of her control
and ventured to issue several edicts of a

progressive and enlightened character
of which it is said she did not approve.
He also showed favor to Kang-Yu-Wei,
the reformer. The latter was not con
tent with urging reform; he openly
charged Tse-Hsi with numerous vices
and crimes, whereupon that extraordi
nary woman re-asserted herself. She
made the Emperor issue a decree de

claring his own incompetence to rule,
and asking her to resume the Regency,
and she revoked all the reforms and
made short work of all the reformers
who did not save themselves by flight.
Nor was that all; she showed that, ac

cording to the Rites, it was incumbent
upon Kwang-Su to provide an heir to
the throne, and that as he had failed to
do so, he must give place to another.
Accordingly, Tse-Hsi called the Impe
rial Clan into council again and dictated
the choice of a new Emperor in the per
son of Pu-Chun. The latter was the
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son of Prince Tuan, who was the son

of Prince Tun, who was a brother of
the Emperor Hien-Fung and of the

father of Kwang-Su. Therefore, Pu-
Chun was of the generation following
that of Kwang-Su and Tung-Che and
could lawfully become Emperor as the
heir of the latter. Instantly there was
an unprecedented outburst of protest
and petitions from all parts of the Em
pire and from Chinese communities in
all parts of the world in favor of the

the Dragon Throne. Whether he and
Tse-Hsi are still allies or have become
antagonists is one of the supreme ques
tions of the day upon which depend the
remainder of Tse-Hsi's career, and per
haps the future integrity of the Empire
which she has so long ruled.

We do not think that the Empress is
entirely opposed to reform. Her ob
ject, evidently, is to strengthen the
Dynasty, and if she could be made to
realize that the present reactionary

TIIE DOWAGER EMPRESS OF CHINA.

LI-IIUNG-CIIANG. WU-TING-FANG, CHINESE MINISTER TO THE U. 8.

KANG-TD-WEI THE CHINESE REFORMER.

retention of Kwang-Su as Emperor.
These Tse-Hsi answered by putting to
death as many of their authors as she
could and by keeping Kwang-Su a close

prisoner. The sequel was a widespread
' revolt against the dynasty or against the

Regency which she with consummate

dexterity had transformed into an anti-
foreigner revolt. Naturally, Prince
Tuan figures largely in it. He was the
commander of the Chinese troops that
fired upon the foreign quarter of Tien-
Tsin, and he is now reported to be at
the head of the whole outbreak, his aim
being to place his son Pu-Chun upon

measures or policy constituted a danger
for the Dynasty and the Empire she

would, we think, be induced to change
her course and support the Emperor in
a policy of reform.

Mr. Wu-Ting-Fang, Chinese Minis
ter to the United States, is a man of ap

parent intelligence and enlightenment.
He has a strong comparative intellect
with a mental curiosity above the aver

age. He appears from the above por
trait, which was taken by Clinedinst, to

be a keen observer of men, a great col

lector of facts, and a man of considera
ble ingenuity, tact, skill, and reserved
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power. He became so interested in
" the making of a President," that he

left his embassy in Washington, to be

present at the nomination of President
McKinley and Theodore Eoosevelt as

President and Vice-President of the
United States.

At the recent commencement exer

cises of the graduates of the Pennsyl
vania Women's Medical College the

Chinese Minister Wu-Ting-Fang was

one of the speakers. He said: " In
many respects medicine, of all the pro
fessions, seems to me suited to women,

especially certain branches of it. We
recognize in China that some things can

be much better done by women, and
have the good sense to yield to the ne

cessity of the situation. I wish I could

say this much of the men in America,
for I am not a little surprised to learn
that for all the boasted Anglo-Saxon
fairness and chivalry, medical women

have had a hard time in fighting their
way to public recognition and profes
sional standing. A famous Chinese
statesman once said that the ambition
of his life was to become either a good
prime minister or a good physician.
The reason is

,

that one looks after the
health of the political body and the
other that of the human body; both aim
to promote the welfare of the people;
this is sufficient to show how high a

value the Chinese attach to a knowl
edge of medicine. If the good people
of this and other countries would con
fine themselves to sending only medical
missionaries to China I should think
missionary troubles in my country
would rarely happen, for this is the
kind of philanthropy that even the
masses can appreciate. The advances
which the Chinese have made in this
science are perhaps too imperfectly
known to be properly appreciated in
the West. We ascribe the discovery of
the principles of healing to Hwangti,

a monarch who ruled over the Chinese
people in pre-historic years, about three
thousand years before the Christian era.

There are medical works in the Chinese
language that embody the accumulated

experience of the profession handed

down from the remotest times. China
can boast of one graduate from this in
stitution. I refer to Dr. Hu, of Foo-
Chow, who studied here not many years
ago, and returned to her native land to

practice medicine among her country
women soon after her graduation. I

am sure her career in China will be suc
cessful."

In speaking of the work of American
women physicians in China, this practi
cal, far-sighted Chinaman said: "If,
therefore, you should find the profes
sion too crowded in this country, my
advice to you is to go to China; there is

room enough and work enough in my
country for you all." He referred to
the case of Miss Howard, who went out
to China as an American medical mis

sionary to the city of Tien-T6in. She
met with remarkable success in her
work from the very start. It happened
that the wife of the Viceroy, Li Hung
Chang, became severely sick, and her

complaint was so serious and compli
cated as to baffle the skill of all Chinese
physicians and resist all the methods of
treatment known to Chinese science.
As a last resort Dr. Howard was called
in to see the distinguished patient.
Under her skilful treatment Lady Li's
condition began to improve. It was

not long before she recovered from her
sickness. The Viceroy felt so grateful
for the recovery of his wife that he
founded a memorial hospital and placed

it under the sole charge of Dr. Howard.
Some time after this Dr Howard was

dispatched by the Viceroy all the way
from Tien-Tsin to the south of China,

a distance of nearly one thousand miles,
to attend his mother in her last illness.
The opportunities, though exceptional
in character, that have fallen to Dr.
Howard may fall to any woman physi
cian in China. Horace Greeley, one of
your noted men in journalism, used to
advise all young men to go West to seek
their fortunes, believing with Bishop
Berkeley that " westward the course of
Empire takes its way." If .you were to
ask my advice to-day. I would say, with
Horace Greeley, Go West, young ladies,
and stop not on this side of the Pacific,
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but rather push on till you gain the

further shore. China has, it is general
ly estimated, a population of 400,000,-

000, and a half of that number at least

are women. While male physicians are

numerous and the male portion of the

community is thus well taken care of,
the number of women doctors, with the

requisite medical training, is very
small.

Kang-Yu-Wei, the reformer, has no

hat upon his head, consequently we

have a full view of the top, which
speaks eloquently for his character. It
is not as broad a head as we genrally
find in the Chinese while its
height indicates strength in the region
of Benevolence and sympathy with
progress. He has not that bigoted,
suspicious look or conformation of head
which is so repulsive to a European;
in fact, he is an exception to the vast

majority of the Chinese people. Yet if
there is one exception, why may we not

look with confidence to . the education
of others?

A change of conformation of head

comes with a desire, and the desire
has only to be created in order to bring
about a true reform in China. Let
us hope that the day is not far dis
tant when the principles that have

been accepted by the Japanese govern
ment in matters of education, sanita
tion, etc., may be also claimed as a right
among the yellow race.

Pekin, the capital of China, is the

representative city of the empire. It is
divided into three parts, each within its
own walls. The population of Pekin
has been largely overestimated; a cen
sus was never taken, but an estimate by
foreigners places the population at
about 500,000. No part of Pekin is

sanitary, drainage is poor, and there are
no public waterworks; police protec
tion, however, is ample, and none are
admitted who have no business there.
The city is said to be ill lighted.
From time to time improvements have
been introduced into China. They
have not only the railroad, but the tele

graph and the telephone; the telegraph
lines extend throughout the length and
breadth of China. The first cable in
China was laid by the Danish Company.
The first telephones were brought in by
foreigners for their own convenience,
and their use spread gradually. The
first line was put up at Shanghai and

others followed in different treaty ports.
They are all managed by different pri
vate companies.

THE EDITOR.

Character and Expression.
By Dr. Lewis G. Janes,

DIRECTOR OF TUB CAMBRIDGE PHILOSOPHICAL CONFERENCES.

Human nature may be regarded as

threefold in its various capacities and
activities. Every person has a physical
self —a body which is the medium
through which all the higher activities
of his life must find expression; an
intellectual self, or mind, the highest
faculty of which is reason, called in
tuition when its process has become
automatic, and its various steps are ob
scured by the rapidity of habitual and

spontaneous action; and an emotional
or spiritual self, or soul, which more

even than the intellect reveals the

higher qualities of his nature.
This threefold division of human

faculties is not to be regarded as the

statement of an ultimate reality, but
rather as a convenience for the psy
chological student; for the three nat
ures of man are in fact one and in
separable. It is not possible for us

to perform any act, or express any
opinion, or hold any attitude of
thought, without exemplifying at one

and the same time, in various measures
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and proportions, the possession of
every one of these factors or faculties
with which we are endowed. The
unity of our human nature is not to be

found in the contemplation or exer
cise of either one of these factors taken

separately, or regarded statistically;
but rather in those varied activities of
life in which all are expressed in com
bination. No human being knows an
other by merely regarding his body, or

by the appreciation of his intellectual
capacity, or by the realization of his
spiritual or emotional nature as a mere
static possibility of expression. We

know each other and judge each other
truly only by perceiving the dynamic
relations of our complex human natures
in the varied activities of life.

The tone of voice often recalls more

of the innermost nature of a man or
woman than the spoken or written
word can possibly indicate apart from
its expression. The word may be ex

ceedingly simple. On the printed page
it would appear, perhaps, almost mean

ingless; but as we listen to it there

comes to us a simultaneous relation of
the quality of the speaker in its three
fold nature—physical, mental, and

spiritual —which attracts or repels us

by its vision of the real man.
It is life, therefore, that is and that

reveals the man. Expression is at
once the builder and expositor of char
acter. Moral education comes only
from doing; the mere memorizing of
moral axioms, or the conventional
posturing in the forms created by so

cial habit, can do but little in the crea

tion of character. All true expression

proceeds from within, is guided by an

intelligent purpose, and directed to

ward definite and well-considered ends.
Its operation is vital and not merely
mechanical. It therefore carries with
it something of the will, the spiritual
ideals, and the intellectual quality of
the doer, as well as the mere physical
operations which are necessary to the

performance of the act.
The outcome of all expression, as

we have before intimated, is character.
This is the finished product, of the life

of man, by the side of which all other
achievements are of little worth.
Judged by this test, indeed, the fail
ures of life often become its grandest
successes. Character depends on no
adventitious circumstances of time and
place, of wealth, or blood, or outward
conditions of prosperity. The strag
gler against adverse conditions, even if
he fail by all the ordinary standards
of worldly success, if he keep his life
sane and whole, remain true to his
ideals, and has strength and courage
to endure adversity without bitterness
of soul, with serene confidence in the
ultimate triumph of the right, will win
a greater victory than the conqueror in
the tented field, and retain as its prize
that of which no competitor can ever

deprive him—the fine gold of char
acter.

The great problem of our human
life is to give harmonious expression
to all the normal functions of body,
emotions and intellect, to give each its
due place and value, and rightly co

ordinate each with the others. This
is the supreme problem of education,
the mentor of choice in our vocations,
the ideal to be realized in all the activ
ities of life. The degree of mastery
which each attains in the solution of
this problem is the measure of his real
success in life, however superficial ap
pearances may indicate otherwise.

All art is expression: and the no
blest of all arts is the art of right liv
ing. Every man or woman who learns
even approximately the secret of har
monious expression, is in the very
highest sense an artist. He leaves be
hind him two monuments —the mem

ory of himself in the hearts and minds
of those who knew him, and the im
mortal product of his actions embod
ied in the progressive life of the world.
It is by no mere figure of speech that
we speak of the "

expression
" of the

human countenance. Even the home
liest features are transfigured by the
inner light of a beautiful character.
No beauty of form or feature can
withstand the fatal deteriorating in
fluence of an unworthy life. Expres
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sion is God's own cosmetic. It is an

inner sun that sends the warm blood

through the tissues from a healthy
heart, creates normal channels for
thought, and makes its beneficent in
fluence felt in every act and movement

of the physical organism.
We are just beginning to appreciate

the full import of this principle upon
our educational methods. Hitherto
these methods have been too one
sided; they have aimed to cultivate
the intellectual nature, but have neg
lected to properly co-ordinate with
mental training the culture of the body
and of the spiritual nature. The secret
of right method was not far to seek_if
we had but found the wisdom to look
for it; it is to be discovered in nature
itself, in the unspoiled activities of
bird and animal and little children.
The babe co-ordinates the physical,
emotional, and mental in every normal
act. The conventions of an artificial
society endeavor to repress and atrophy
the physical and emotional natures

rather than to direct them in right
channels and assure their normal and

right-relationed exercise. By wise
methods of manual training and phys
ical culture we must see to it thai our
bodies are rendered fit temples of the
Holy Spirit that is incarnated in every
child-life; by a wise stimulus and di
rection of the emotions we must assure
that normal development and expres
sion of the spiritual nature which fits
the soul for citizenship in an eternal
world.

Mere instruction, either in ethics,

religion, or the affairs of the intel
lectual life, will profit us little. The
storing of the mind with ready-made
dogmas, either in science or theology,
adds nothing to the vital influences
which make for the building of char
acter. This comes only by education,

by expression, the evolutionary devel

opment in right proportion and due
co-ordination of those native and in
herent powers which are the birth
right of every human being.

The Physiology of the Mind.

By J. B. Eland, of London.

It is a very common experience to

find individuals confessing to a new

light in their way of viewing the great
realities of life as they progress in years
of maturity. They see the reason of
things which they but indefinitely
understood when younger; and the se

cret of this appears to me to be that in
the earlier stages of mental develop
ment the mind is biassed by the train
ing that the individual is subjected to.
Its view of things is constrained and

very often absolutely straitened by
the enforced wearing of other people's
spectacles —if I may so term preju
diced teaching. However, in the mat
ter of the human mind, our views have
been straitened more from want of
scientific knowledge than by educa

tional prejudice. At the same time re
ligious teachers have adopted ideas of
the mind of man which they deemed
to be in accord with scriptural teach
ing, which have merely served to lead
us still further astray. Ancient philos
ophers, and more recent ones, too, down
to the middle of the eighteenth century,
tried to solve the puzzle of the mind
from within. They tried to evolve from
their inner consciousness, from their
actual experience of the various phases
of their own minds, say in the faculties
of memory, of imagination of spiritual
ity, etc., what the nature of the mind
was; and some of the religious school
of thought, coming to the conclusion
that the mind was the offspring of the
brain in pome way or other, fortified
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themselves against materialism by add

ing to the mind a soul, or an immaterial
and separate spirit, and took up an in

dependent sort of position in this way:
" We don't quite understand the nature

of the mind and its workings, or what

becomes of it after death, but we do

know that we have a soul, which wishes

and desires, rejoices and is sorry, and

which we believe is separated from the

body at death and will live forever."
Now I don't contend that these persons
were guilty of carelessness or yet of in
difference, and that therefore a consid

eration attaches to their conduct; but
there can be no doubt now that their
methods were wrong. Neither meta

physically nor practically did they pur
sue the right method to find out the

nature of the mind.
It is now held as a scientific axiom

that you must proceed from without—
by observation and comparison, and not
from within, by guesswork and theory.

Physiologists down to the middle of the

eighteenth century, in their operations
On the brain, proceeded by slicing the

brain up with a view to discovering its
functions, and failing to discover organs
to which they could attribute any func
tions, ventured to theorize and suggest
functions. However, this was not con

sidered a scientific method of seeking
truth, and was contrary to their practioe
in respect of the human physiology
generally. They did not seek to know
the function of the heart and liver, etc.,

by cutting them up, but rather ob
served the parts which they fulfilled
in the order of nature, and then they

proceeded to dissect these organs with
a view to an understanding of their
mechanism. It is quite evident that
the brain did not lend itself so conven

iently to observation as many of the

organs of the body. And it was only
by accident that a German youth ob

served the coincidence between certain
cranial developments and particular
aptitudes among his fellow school-fel
lows. So striking were these peculiari
ties that the youth pursued his observa
tion and classification into manhood,
and as the celebrated Doctor Gall con

tinued his enquiries in many of the hos

pitals of the continent, as well as in
prisons and asylums. Thus he found
ed the Science of Phrenology, the only
true and correct philosophy of the
human mind. He found that the mind,
being composed of many faculties, as

the body of organs, required physical
instruments through which to exercise
its functions, and these instruments
were particular parts or centres of the
brain—just as the heart is the organ of
the circulation of the blood, the lungs
of the purification of the blood, etc.
Further than this, he discovered that no
matter who the individual was, whether
priest or peasant, saint or sinner, that
the character of the man corresponded
with his organization. That if the so

cial organs of the man were the strong
est feature of his character, they re
mained so after conversion to the
Christian faith and life. In short, he
became a social Christian. If the im
aginative and refining faculties were
foremost he became an imaginative and
refined Christian. On the other hand,
when a criminal reformed and endeav
ored under grace to lead a new life, he
still found that his strong passions re

quired his utmost vigilance. Nor is

this rank materialism. If an individual
suffering from curvation of the spine
becomes a Christian, he still retains his

curvation of the spine. Likewise the
same brain conditions and same quali
ties of organization and size of head.
But grace does make a difference. Re
form of habit leads to new concentra
tion of mind and discontinuance in
other directions, and the brain as the

organ of the mind becomes eased in cer
tain directions and strung tighter in
others, thus building up fresh tissues;
so that the organization in time be
comes altered, and so much so, that
what to-day you might call a criminal
type of head a few years hence you
would regard as an enlightened and
moral brain, at the same time combined
with strong affections. What are final
ly strong affections were once uncon
trolled passions. For all the organic
faculties of man are good; evil only
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arises from undue development, neglect
of development, or undue proportion of
the various lobes arising from the 6ame

causes. But what, you ask, is the posi
tion of the man whose brain organs
have been depreciated by heredity?
Does not your science render such a

man irresponsible? My answer is
,

that

the Creator requires according to the

talents a man has, not according to the

talents he has not. And further than
that, no man can claim to be irresponsi
ble because he is weighted unduly with
the selfish and passionate organs of hu
manity. He must duly strive by that
grace which is promised according to
our need to subdue his unruly pas

sions and the inspiration of knowledge
and of desire to improve in his spirit
ual and moral faculties will greatly
counterbalance the natural weight that
besets him, because the latter be
comes passive for want of use, while
the former being rendered active by
the impulses of revelation and knowl
edge, tend to lift him out of his old
self. Thus the science of Phrenology
has identified by observation, fact, and

experience, a man's moral and religious
self, together with all other facul
ties of his being, with those brain-
centres which were located in his intel
lectual, moral, selfish, and domestic
brain.

If you ask me the manner of this in
carnation of a man's true self in his
brain, I cannot tell you any more than

I could describe the manner of the in
carnation of the Godhead in the man
Christ Jesus. We exist upon a finite
plane of being at present, but some day
we expect to live in an infinite state,
and we shall see then what our material
brain organs at present deny us.

I propose now to outline to you a

picture of this physiological basis of the
mind or spirit of man so as to convey
to your minds some definite idea of the
operation of the mind through its ner
vous and physical organs.

As the brain, though pre-eminently
the organ of the mind, is the governor
of the whole body, directing its motives
and mapping out its life, I think it also

* F. Hovenden, F.K.M.I

desirable to show the connection be

tween the brain and the trunk of the

body, the instrument through which its
commands are carried out. Nor would
the picture be complete without the cir
cumambient shading always entailed by
concrete life and which I now premise
as those great central systems of the

body, the heart, lungs, viscera, etc., by
which the body assimilates the food ap
plied to it

,

purines and regenerates the

blood and circulates life throughout the

system, building up brain, nerve-cells,
and fibres, repairing motor and sensory
tracts, also invigorating muscles and

strengthening the physique as a whole.

These, though as absolute sine qua non
of the physiology of the brain, I shall
now drop and proceed to the outline of
my picture.

All matter consists of finite but very
minute objects called atoms, which
combine to form objects called mole

cules. Molecules attract molecules and

cohere to form cells. The grouping of
atoms and molecules makes mass. Mat
ter in mass consists of two classes, the

cellular from which organic bodies are

formed and the non-cellular from which
the inorganic is formed." *

I take for my point of departure this
living cell. The animal body origi
nates in this single mass of nucleated

protoplasm a substance which possesses
the power of spontaneous movement
and carries on the double process of
building up lifeless matter into living
matter, and breaking down material, by
which waste is produced — a veritable

"mighty atom," but which Marie Cor-
elli sarcastically points out, derives its
inherent power from the Creative First
Hand. From this original cell two are
formed by division, then four, and so

on till a little mass of cells is produced,
and from these by further growth and

development the animal body with all
its various tissues is evolved. The life
of the body is the sum of the lives of the
individual cells composing it. The in
dividual cells vary in their length of
life according to the position they oc

cupy, but during that tenure they form
other cells and thus transmit their lives.

!.
, " What is Life?"
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People of Note.

THE LATE GENERAL JOU-
BERT.

When comparing General Joubert
with President Kruger and other pub
lic characters among the Boers we find
he was an exceptional man. His head

is a remarkable one and is worthy of
our study from a scientific standpoint.
Very few of the Boers, speaking gener
ally, can boast of such an elevation of
head as General Joubert possessed.

The traditions of the past, the customs
of the people and their contentment
with a small percentage of education
has limited their growth to a large ex
tent. General Joubert stood out as a

man of singular breadth of mind and

sympathy of heart and character. We
cannot call him a type of the inhabi
tants of the Transvaal, for that would
be giving an impression that all were
as generous-hearted, as refined, and
noble in their bearing as he, while this
is not the case. Although the pict
ure we present with these remarks

represents ruggedness, constitutional
strength, intuitive insight, practical
judgment, yet he has not that width of
head which seems to dominate the
character of the Boers and gives them
the self-protective qualities in an ab

normal development, making them
often crude in their ideas, rough
and unmannerly in their ways, and un
refined in the general aspect of their
character.

General Joubert, it must be remem

bered, has an inheritance which evi

dently has had a marked influence on
his character. He appears to have

taken many qualities from his mother,
and his French stock on one side of his

family has probably given a mellowness

to his character that his fellow-Dutch
men do not possess. There are many
things that we have to admire in the
Dutch Boers, such as their perseverance,
their cleanliness, their economy, their

practical and observing abilities, but
they lack that symmetry and beauty of
contour which General Joubert pos
sessed so largely, and which enabled
him to stand above the ordinary rank
and file, and made him beloved by all
who knew him. He was more pro
gressive than his fellow-countrymen.
While having their practical judgment
he looked further ahead than they did
and beyond the point of vision of even
President Kruger. At one time there
was a question of his becoming presi
dent of the Transvaal, but it was

thought that only a man like Kruger,
with his iron will, could become a match
to the opposing qualities that were be
ing brought to bear by Mr. Chamber
lain and others in Great Britain.

General Joubert saw that reform was

necessary and knew that it must come
in the end, and would peaceably have

opened the way to that advancement,
and would thus have saved the terrible
loss of life and bloodshed that we have
witnessed of late. Progression is the
order of the day, hence all those nations
that are against it are doomed and must
be reckoned with in one way or another.
General Joubert was a valiant soldier,
and everyone recognized his conscien
tious scruples, and his keen sense of
right, which were the outcome of his
large Conscientiousness and Firmness,
but his equally large Benevolence char

acterized him for being tender in his
administration of justice and consistent
even in war.

The features of his face indicate

power, which is also seen in the brow,

the base of the brain, and the moral
qualities. The nose shows executive-
ness and an unflinching courage, while
the eyes are not stern, bold, and crafty,
like those of Cronje and other Trans
vaal leaders, but from them beams an

intelligent light that is willing to listen
to wrongs, in order to make them right,
and to difficulties, in order to settle
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them. He has ample breadth of head,

which shows energy, force, and courage,
but the attractability of the man was

largely in the development of his moral

brain when combined with his practical
and scientific qualities. He was a man

of great precision, order, and arrange
ment, and the eyebrow indicates a

squareness which only large order can

man of caution and solicitude, which
he showed for others even more than
for himself. Few generals have shown
so much duality of power, sympathy,
thoughtfulness, consideration, yet cour
age and indomitable pluck. Had Gen
eral Joubert been at the head of affairs
in the Transvaal civilization would
have been at a higher level to-day, and

give. He was a man who possessed an
available memory of persons, names,
and historical eventa.

As far as his power allowed him in
state affairs he showed his fine organiz
ing ability. His Causality was at his

ready command, hence he knew how to
work out problems that were even diffi
cult for the British to solve as regards
strategy and farsightedness. He was a

although right was right with him and

wrong was wrong, yet he would never

sacrifice principle for the old constitu
tional views of his countrymen. He
would have made a wise ruler, an ad

miring friend to all that was good and

noble in European institutions, and his
friendship would have amounted to

something more than that in name.

May his example live although he lost
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his life in the defence of his country,
and his voice can no more be heard in
the counsels of that wonderful land.

J. A. F.

When the Vice-President of the Trans
vaal Republic was visiting in this city in
1890, says the Chicago " Evening Post,"
he and his wife and little granddaughter
were the guests of a well-known Boer
sympathizer. One evening, sitting
around the fire, Mrs. Joubert, who is very
proud of her husband, told the story of
the British attack and defeat at Majuba
Hill, telling how she aroused her sleeping
spouse and fairly pitched him (she is a
woman of powerful physique) out of the
tent before he would believe the British
were fairly upon them. She took credit
for the victory, and when she had fin
ished the story, her husband, who had
never taken his eyes from her during the
narration, said.

"It is true; she is right, and but for
her the story of Majuba Hill would have
been very different."

Mrs. Joubert speaks no English. Her
little granddaughter translated what she
said into French for the benefit of the
host and hostess. According to her
story, the wives of the soldiery and offi-
ceds had come, as is the custom of the
Boer vrouw in times of war, to the camp
to remain over Sunday and attend " meet
ing " with the men. Bright and early
she was up Sunday morning to make the
coffee for her husband. Going outside,
Mrs. Joubert looked up the hill, and saw
something gleaming in the sunlight,
which she at once decided were bayonets.
The night before it had rained hard, and
the thick fog which followed was now
disappearing in a thin mist. She rushed
back into the tent, and called to her hus
band: "The British are on the hill.
Get up quick, and out."

" Go back to bed, woman," was the
sleepy retort of her husband; " the sand
isn't out of your eyes yet. What do you
think the sentries are doing? "

With that he turned over, and was
about to resume his nap, when his wife
shook him. She is a powerful woman, as
has been told, and her grasp roused her
now irate lord. She made him go to the
door; and with his own eyes he saw she
wads right. Cronje was hastily sum
moned, and within thirty minutes Jou
bert (without his coffee) and one hun
dred and sixty sharpshooters were
climbing up the almost perpendicular
face of the hill, while the main body of
between six and seven hundred Boers ad
vanced in the regular way to sham at
tack.

The British had taken advantage of

the dense fog and by a rapid march had
passed inside the sentry line. They ad
vanced, about six hundred strong, to
meet the Boer force, never dreaming that
anyone could attack them from the
walled hill behind. Down on their knees
Joubert and his one hundred and sixty
sharpshooters dropped, and after one
volley one hundred and sixty British sol
diers fell to the ground. The British
turned and attempted a charge. Only
one more volley was sent into their ranks
by the Boers. Then there were many
more dead or wounded on the field.
Their comrades turned and fled. The
Boers returned to camp and had their
coffee.

MR. J. E. WRIGHT, OF CAM
BRIDGE, ENGLAND

The senior wrangler of Trinity Col
lege, Cambridge, for 1900 is Mr. Joseph
Edmund Wright, a young man of twen
ty-two years, who commenced his brill
iant career in a Wesleyan elementary
day school in Liverpool, where he early
gained a scholarship which enabled him
to pass into the Liverpool Institute.
Here his success was almost phenome
nal. Besides being a scholar and prize
man of Trinity College, Mr. Wright is a

chess-player of repute. It is apparent
from his photo that his abilities are

of a high order, his mental capacity and

organic quality giving him an intel
lectual acuteness superior to many.
His mental make-up is a strong vindi
cation of the truths of Phrenology, for
we find the anterior lobe of the brain,
which is the seat of the intellect, is

capacious and harmoniously developed,
and the breadth of the lower part of the
face indicates that his large brain is well
supported by excellent physiological
conditions. He is not the type of
youth that is simply precocious; that
will quickly collapse through mental
exhaustion. There are evidences that
he will sustain his present reputation
and gain higher honors as a student.
All the powers of his mind are active,
his brain works quickly, and his large
reflective faculties give him a special
delight in solving difficult problems.
He does not take for granted what he is
told, neither will he be satisfied with a
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superficial knowledge of any subject.
His enquiring mind must ascertain the

cause of an effect before he is satisfied,

and he possesses sufficient patience and

perseverance to drink deeply of the

wells of knowledge. He has the power
to give full attention and to focus his
mind upon whatever work he may be

engaged in; hence, he will accomplish
his ends in less time than those whose
minds are easily diverted. If he were
to choose a literary career, particularly
authorship, he would excel in descrip
tive writing, for his powers of analysis,
classification, perception of the incon
gruous and active imagination gives

MR. JOSEPH E. WRIGHT, THE SENIOR
WRANGLER, CAMBRIDGE, ENG.

strength to his creative mind and will
enable him to present his subject in a

clear and succinct form, for he is not
elaborate; thoughts would not be lost in
a superabundance of words; he is by no
means wordy; his sensitive nature will
prevent him being loquacious. His
cast of mind is well adapted for the
study of abstract sciences, and it is not
surprising that he has done so well in
mathematics. He sees far into a sub
ject, and can readily assimilate his facts
and dissect the intricacies of a problem
with precision. He is a careful worker
and will act with caution and discretion
in all his affairs. Conscientiousness

will characterize his work; he is mind
ful of details, has a keen sense of humor
if created by others; he lives princi
pally in the realm of thought and in
the idealistic side of life, and will take
a comprehensive view of all matters of
interest to his fellow-men. His ambi
tions are strong and of a healthy order,
for they are well directed by his judg
ment. He is resolute and determined
in mastering difficulties and will not
readily give in to an opponent, for he is
able to see both sides of an argument
clearly and can sustain his individuality
in the company of his friends. He is
not unduly aggressive nor severe in his
indignation of wrong-doing. He will
be known for his sympathy and adher
ence to everything that is ennobling in
life and for his warm social nature.
His disposition is very genial, affable,
and respectful; his buoyancy of mind
will lead him to anticipate success, and
his firmness will give the necessary per
severance and stability to his character.
He is fortunate in his parentage and in
his intellectual acquirements, and nat
ure has, evidently, ordained for him a

prominent position among the intel
lectual chieftains of the age. His grasp
of mind, foresight, and sagacity, com
bined with the high tone of his moral
character, pre-eminently adapts him to
a career of usefulness in following intel
lectual pursuits.

Bt D. G. Elliott.

MRS. LILY M. SPENCER.

It has often been stated that women
have not produced any really valuable
work in art or literature, but if that is
true, there are some very bright excep
tions to such a rule and Mrs. Lily M.
Spencer is one. One regrets that time
and tide will not stop in their course for
anyone, and although we knew Mrs.
Spencer as a young woman full of vigor,
life, and enthusiasm, we can see in her

to-day that strong personelle that car
ried so much weight with it in 1867 and
1870. Perhaps one of the best ways of
proving the excellence of her work is to

reproduce one of her latest pictures,
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finished during the present year. The
portrait is of Robert Ingersoll and his
pet grandchildren. The portrait in it
self is excellent of the centre figure, and
the children carry an expression of de
votion and love which can only be seen

in the simplicity and tenderness of their
age. Ingersoll himself before he passed
away was particularly gratified with the

THE LATE ROBERT INGERSOLL AND HIS
GRANDCHILDREN.

result of their sittings. This is only one
of the many celebrated people whom
Mrs. Spencer has painted. Although
a devoted mother, yet she has found
time to continue her art, though after
her marriage she materially changed
her style from the poetic and allegorical
to the representation of domestic life.
This was favorable, not only from a
commercial and financial standpoint,
but a practical and artistic one. Her
character is full of humor, and many of
the pieces of art that she has produced
are illustrations of it. Patience, un
wearying fortitude, executive ability,
artistic design, intuitive conception of
character are all characteristic traits
which mark her work. She is one of
the kind who would live or die for an
idea, for a friend, or a purpose. Firm
ness, joined to her Conscientiousness
and Destructiveness, stamps her char
acter with an unswerving loyalty to her
opinions and aims. She is a rare speci-
mn of womanly character for physical
endurance, enterprise, invention, obser
vation, lingual ability, ambition, and
artistic taste, and although well on in
years, is still able to take and execute
portraits with remarkable energy. In
order to facilitate her work, she has
moved from her country home to No.
386 Manhattan Avenue, New York
City, where on Tuesdays she often holds
very interesting receptions.

J. A. F.

HAS LOST HIS ENGLISH.

Duluth, Minn., April 7. —A strange
case is that of Edward Berg, engineer
for the Northwestern Hardwood Com
pany's mill at Nary, on the Fosston line.
He was out deer hunting last fall and
was shot in the head by a companion.
Taken to the hospital, he gradually re
covered, but an operation was deemed
necessary, and a part of his skull was
taken off and the bullet, lodged in the
brain, was removed. He was discharged
from the hospital apparently cured last
month, but unable to speak a word of
English, with which he was perfectly
familiar before the operation. He lost

perhaps two drams of brain-tissue, and
this evidently held his knowledge of
English.

The above condition of Edward Berg,
who lost his power of speech, could, we
should think, be accounted for if the
physician knew the location of the func
tions of the brain. This is where a
study of Phrenology is really a sine qua
non to every physician. Something may
yet be done to restore this power if both
hemispheres of the brain were not dis
turbed by the operation. Will our
friend, M. E. Miller, of Duluth, make
further inquiries on this point?
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Notes and Comments.
•By Db. M. L. Holbkook.

We are now in the midst of our an
nual boat-racing season, and I propose
now to repeat what I said years ago,
that the length of the college boat-race
should be shortened one mile, or be
three miles instead of four. In this I
am supported by Mr. Courtney, the em
inent trainer of the Cornell crews for
so many years. He says:

" If I had a

boy I would never allow him to take
part in a four-mile boat race. He is
bound to work injury either to himself
or to his university. One or the other
is bound to suffer." It is an almost ob
vious fact that these long races are tests
rather of endurance than of speed. In
a large majority of cases the crew that
is to win has demonstrated its superior
ity beyond any reasonable doubt at the
end of the second or third mile, and the
remainder of the contest, especially for
the losers, consists of an agonizing and
almost hopeless struggle with physical
exhaustion. How completely worn out
the young men often are is well known
to all who have had a close view of them
at the end of the race. Apparently
normal conditions are usually recovered
in a few minutes, and consequently lit
tle is said about this feature of the col

lege races; but the result of this long-
continued and excessive exertion Is per
manent injury to the health. This
matter ought to receive more attention
than it has heretofore. A three-mile
race would be one of ideal length and
answer every end a race can have in
view.

QUEER DISCIPLINE.
The Concord Reformatory of Massa

chusetts has a novel method of dis

ciplining its rebellious prisoners. If
one refuses to do his tasks and revolts
against discipline he is taken to a large
room brilliantly lighted from above
only, where the full light of day pours
in from morning till night. Here he
is liberally supplied with nutritious
food and told he can rest and sleep to
his heart's content; but he is left alone.
The next day he is asked how he is
enjoying himself, and he generally re
plies,

" I don't like this room. I can't
sleep, except at night, for the light."
On the next day he is more restless,
and intimates he would like to go back
to work, but he is not permitted. On
the following day he begs to be al
lowed to work that he may escape the
intolerable light and stretch his limbs,
which now begin to ache under the
stimulus of rich food. This method
succeeds far better than the old one
of bread and water and darkness or
the rod. It is not cruel and does not
produce a feeling of rebellion as does
physical punishment, which has in it
the element of vindictiveness.

COAL-OIL PURIFIES DRINKING-
WATER.

Dr. I. E. Shute, of Opelousas, La.,
says in the " Medical Summary " that" Some years ago, I saw a Creole pour
coal-oil into his cistern, and, on inquir
ing for what purpose, was informed
that it prevented insects from entering
the water. . It would clean out the ' wig-
gletails ' and wood-lice also.

" I took a barrel of rain-water, full of
' wiggletails ' and wood-lice, poured in
a table-spoonful of coal-oil, stirred up
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the water, and an hour afterward no

living insect was to be found in the bar

rel, the water being as clear as crystal
the oil only showing on top, and the

taste sweet and pure. I believe it puri
fies the water as well as prevents the

formation of germs. Every cistern
among the Creoles of St. Landry Parish
contains coal-oil. When called to a

case of fever, I ask if the water has been
' coal-oiled,' and if not I order an ordi
nary gobletful for a large cistern. I
believe it prevents all diseases originat
ing from impure water."

PAIN IN ANIMALS.

Animals appear to endure pain with
little inconvenience, and it is doubtful
if they suffer as man does. Horses in
battle, after first being hit with a bul
let, give little sign of great suffering.
A horse with a broken leg will crop
grass and hobble about, apparently
without much distress. A dog will go
with a broken leg without complaint,
but not totally blind to all sensibility.
A cat wounded or caught in some trap
from which it has either gnawed or

pulled its way, will crawl to some quiet,
out-of-the-way place and endure what
we could not endure. The wild dove
when shot will fly to some high bough
or lie upon the ground and die, and no
sound will be heard. The stricken
deer will speed to some thick wood and
there await the end. The eagle strick
en in high air will struggle to the last,
but there will be no sound of pain, and
the proud, defiant look will not leave
the eyes until the lids close over them
and shut out the sunlight they loved so

well.
Man is the great sufferer from pain.

I have no doubt he suffers far more
than he needs to. Pain is often spoken
of as a friend, and to a certain extent
it is. In childhood, if no pain was felt
on touching a hot stove, the little one
might receive great injury. But what
advantage is gained for man in the
struggle for existence from the intense
pain of toothache, neuralgia, acute
rheumatism, cancer, and a host of

other conditions? Little or none. In
many cases there is a great disadvan

tage in weakening the individual so as

to prevent or delay recovery. We all
shun pain, and it will be one great ob

ject of hygiene in the future to banish
so much of it as is not necessary to
warn us against violating the laws of
life.

HYGIENIC HOME TREATMENT
OF CONSUMPTION. \

In a paper read before the Maryland
Medical and Chirurgical Society by
Dr. Osier he gives an interesting ac

count of some cases of home treatment
of consumption. One case, that of a

young girl, is worthy of repeating here.
" I gave her," says Dr. Osier,

" direc

tions such as I have indicated, and she
has given me a brief statement in her
own words of her progress in the eleven
months. She writes as follows (No
vember 10th): 'When I begun treat
ment the first day I sat out was De
cember 11, 1898; don't know just how
cold it was, but could see the river
from our porch and they were skating.
In winter usually had breakfast about

eight and went outdoors about nine.
When I begun was not well enough to
walk much, was so short of breath;
after sitting out for some weeks would
walk up and down porch an hour be

fore sitting down. I spent a good deal

of my time reading; became so inter
ested in my book at times forgot how
cold it was. The first two weeks I
took three eggs a day, one at 10 a.m.,

another at 3, and another before going
to bed; then six a day, two at a time,
and continued to increase till I got up
to fifteen a day; continued that num
ber for two months or more, then took
twelve a day for three months, then
nine. For breakfast I had oatmeal
and cream and toast, or small piece of
beefsteak and coffee; dinner at 12,

drank one. glass of milk and ate any
thing that was on the table in the line
of meats or vegetables (provided I liked
them); seldom if ever tea desserts.

Went out immediately after dinner
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and remained there until sundown;
more eggs at 3 and supper at 6; an
other glass of milk, and with that a

small piece of meat, as a rule, and
bread. Eggs again at 9, and go to bed
between 9 and 10. Was sitting out
one day when the thermometer regis
tered 10° below zero. When it felt
like snow or rain remained indoors. I
kept this up till the weather was warm
and then went driving, took eggs along
and stayed out in the country till din
ner time; drove out again late in the

evening, and after my return home
would sit out till after 10 o'clock.
When I begun treatment had bad

cough, expectorated a great deal and
no appetite. The cough begun to get
better, and after about four months I
coughed very little; now, so rarely and
expectorate so very seldom that it is
hardly worth mentioning. When I
consulted you last December weighed
109 pounds; now tip the scales at 132
pounds. I have improved steadily and
gained in flesh gradually from the
above date.' "

Perhaps it should be more clearly
explained that the sitting out of doors
in cold weather in order to inhale cold
air was introduced into German sani

tariums many years ago. It is there it
is done most carefully. In long veran
das, protected from violent wind or
rain, the patients sit or lie on couches
or reclining chairs from eight to eleven
hours daily, so protected by soft furs
or blankets when the thermometer is
low that there can be no danger of the
body getting cold. Here, without ex
ercise, they inhale the pure cold air con
stantly, going in only for meals, baths,
or at night. This is the most effectual
treatment, and when supplemented
with proper food many recoveries are
made. In the first stages, if the pa
tient is young, nearly all recover. In
later stages, of course, a lesser number.
The introduction of this treatment in
to the home will be of the greatest im
portance in the cure of this disease. A
full account of it is given in my work
on the hygienic treatment of consump
tion.

HOW THE HEALTH AND DISEASE OP BRAIN AND BODY CAN BE
DETERMINED.

REPORT OF THE SEVENTH LECTURE OP THE COURSE OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE
OF PHRENOLOGY.

This lecture was given by Dr. Robert
L. Watkins, who showed special stereop-
ticon slides, illustrating various speci
mens of the blood. He said, in part:
Our object this evening is to show you
in a practical way a modern system of
diagnosis, or what the corpuscles tell us,
and we shall illustrate our remarks by
special slides that represent normal
blood, heart disease, paralysis, consump
tion, rheumatism, apoplexy, alcoholism,
etc.

Physicians have for years been relying
upon a microscopic examination of the
blood for valuable indications of a pa
tient's condition. A very small fraction
of a drop, pressed flat between two bits
of glass, is placed under the microscope,
and reveals many secrets to the eye.
The expert looks for foreign matter, like
evidence of tuberculosis, for crystals, for
bacilli and other thingB that ought not
to be found in the veins of a healthy per
son. He then examines the tiny red and

white discs, called corpuscles, which con
stitute a part of the blood. These are so
small that 3,500 of them, placed edge to
edge in a row, would make a line only an
inch long; that is, if they were the red
ones. The white corpuscles, which are
far less numerous, are a trifle larger.
But with a magnifying power of 700,

1,000 or 1,500 diameters it is possible to
detect many strange and instructive
things.

One can discover, for instance, a cer
tain indentation of the edge, which be
trays fatigue. Or there may be adher
ent granules, which signify something
else. Perhaps the microscopist will per
ceive disease germs (like those of ma
laria) snugly ensconsed inside of the
corpuscle. If the blood-cell exhibits a
flabby texture still another interpreta
tion is placed on the fact. One of the
most important features of a specimen
is the arrangement of the corpuscles.
In a healthy person these should show a
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proper spirit of independence, no matter
how close the actual contact; but in the
blood of a tuberculous patient they form
little clusters. This tendency to stick
together in separate groups means a
great deal to a practiced student.

It is said that such a scrutiny of the
blood as this will afford indications of at
least fifty different maladies, the list in
cluding three or four varieties of ma
laria, a- larger number of types of
rheumatism, and several kinds of con
sumption. Indeed, the last-named disease
can now be detected by a microscopic
examination of the blood long before a
patient begins to cough.

But a physician cannot put into his
note-book all that he sees in his micro
scope. A photograph of a specimen,
therefore, properly numbered and stored
away, is a valuable record in connection
with a case long after the immediate need

PARALYSIS.

for the test has passed. Specialists in
this department of investigation, there
fore, have combined a camera with the
microscope in such a way that they can
secure permanent pictures of this sort.
The image, which would otherwise make
only a transient impression on the
human retina, is projected into the
camera. As it is desirable to have the
slide on which the blood lies remain in
a horizontal position, the picture can
best be seen from above. Hence the
camera is arranged to point downward.
For several hours after being taken from
the patient's veins the blood-cells will
behave in a curious manner. The red
ones shift their position slowly and very
slightly. But the white corpuscles, or
leucocytes, also show changes of form,
as if they were endowed with life. They
twist about into irregular shapes, very
unlike the perfect disc of their dark-
complexioned neighbors; and delicate

fibres or feelers are extended, as if in
search of prey. The resemblance be
tween these movements and those of an
amceba, a microscopio organism often
found in fresh water, is striking. But
after an interval of time, rarely exceed
ing a day, the leucocyte ceases to wiggle,
and is then considered to be dead.

A great many wonder how it is that
paralysis and heart disease can be seen
in the blood. In fact, a class of physi
cians doubt it, and some even go so far
as to laugh. To such we ask, why
should it not be there? The blood cir
culates through the heart; the heart is
the pump, why should not the products
of valvular lesions be thrown off into the
blood? We all know that they are; that
being true, why can you not see them in
the blood, either microscopically or
macroscopically? The only answer you
can give is that you do not know what
they look like in the blood, although you
may have seen plenty of them post mor
tem. We do know what they ■ look
like, and we want to show you. Because
we find these things in the blood we do
not say that such a person is going to die
of paralysis or apoplexy. We do not say
that he is going to die the minute we
find the pathological product, nor to
morrow, nor the next day. What can be
said is, that he has the blood symptoms
of either paralysis or heart disease, and
that he is liable to die of either. When
you find that a man has a cardiac lesion,
do you say he is going to die to-morrow?
No. Neither do we, when we find a
blood paralytic lesion. So these things
occur first, however, in the blood before
they come anywhere else, and it is here
that they should be studied. An engi
neer has the red light for his danger sig
nal, and the physician the blood for his.
A physician whom we have given lessons
in the blood said that he had taken
courses at Post Graduate schools, and
thought he was getting valuable points
at the time, but he says it was not to be
compared with the blood diagnosis.
Rheumatism, as all physicians know, is
generally a precursor of heart disease.
One of our illustrations shows this condi
tion. We would advise any physician to
examine the blood for himself of any of
his patients who are laid up with rheuma
tism, and as the proper remedies are ap
plied, as the fever gradually declines, he
will see that the pathological products
gradually disappear. This we have ob
served time and again, and it is one of
the most interesting things in medicine.
It makes medicine a science, and when
these things are seen and observed gen
erally by the medical profession, people
will no longer say that " medicine is not
a science." Only in surgery is there the
freedom and exactness observed as in
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HEREDITY.
BY F. FEKOZ4, OF LOUDON.

PART II.

Pshycologists affirm that woman is
possessed of keener perception, vivid im
agination, intuitive insight, pre-deter-
mination, in affections too sympathetic,
in wrongs too vindictive, an expression
almost indescribable, with eyes more
moving, voice more winning. She is in
reality the educator of youth and the
companion of age, a fascination which
has hurled defiance at the worst of des
pots, for a Napoleon or a Wellington may
turn out to be the dread and fear of
nations in extirpating dynasties and
overthrowing empires. There is a power
majestic in simplicity in the drawing-
room or kitchen of every household, a
real Britannia that rules the waves.
What, then, is the secret of this heredi
tary trait? There is only one answer
either in savage or in civilized life. It is
so because it is so. Sex peculiarities are
more strongly marked than those which
appertain to races.

Now, let us take a glance at criminal

tendencies; if we ignore heredity as a
factor, we must seek for explanations
elsewhere. Either the individual crim
inal, or society, or government, must be
held responsible. Yet when family
names successively figure on prison rec
ords, what other inference can we draw?
Take, for instance, two men in all con
ditions equal, the pressure of necessity
preying on both. One seeks for crime as
an alternative for relief, for life must be
maintained at all costs; the other con
cludes that life is not worth living, and
resorts to suicide as the last relief.
Whence motives so base in one, so hon
orable in the other, that one should steal
a shilling and gloat over it, while the
other would sooner jump over London
bridge than entertain the thought? Or,
to take a stronger case, when pre-natal
and hereditary influences are largely
taken into consideration. When klepto
maniacs appear in a court of justice, tney
are leniently treated, the measure of lib
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erty to which they are accustomed is in
stantly restored owing to high social
positions. The doctrine of circumstance,
condemned as pernicious in its applica
tion, as one tending to dissolve society, is
conveniently accepted by our judicial
functionaries. The penal code creates an
anomaly which posterity will some day
question on the grounds of consistency.
Yet, when we consider the opinion of a
high judicial authority, Mr. Jeremy
Bentham, giving a long dissertation in
his principles of legislation on the se
curity of property, when he reasons
a posteriori, that the enjoyment of se
curity is based as an effect of the price
paid by a partial sacrifice of liberty,
when he afterward infers that those
who are not in a fit state to enjoy lib
erty, without direct infringement of that
of others, should by law be deprived of
its benefits, as in the case of lunatics and
idiots.

We ask on what grounds —moral, in
tellectual, or social —kleptomaniacs are
attempted to be justified. Just imagine
such propensities let loose on society
without the remotest guarantee as to
future behavior. Hence we infer that the
influence of heredity as a factor should
be unconditionally accepted, or uncondi
tionally rejected. We must pity crim
inals of every grade in proportion to the
knowledge we acquire of the social con
sequences of heredity.

It requires some consideration to offer
an adequate explanation, for the neces
sity felt, to omit the most important part
of our subject. That is the wide field of
mental science; but, owing to absence of
reliable materials, we deem it prudent
to confine somewhat to physical traits
only, which, when once assented to, will
correspondingly suggest sufficient rea

sons to infer in favor of mental heredity.
Function is inseparable from structure,
and every appropriate argument in favor
of structural heredity must of necessity
resolve into functional. Again, function
depends upon structure unless it is sup
posed, without scientific warrant, that
the human mind is a distinct and an in
dependent entity, which as a doctrine,
however popularly believed, is lacking in
evidence to claim conviction. On the
other hand, innumerable instances can be
cited to prove satisfactorily that the
basis of mind rests in the domain of the
physical. Or, to put it plainly, as is the
brain so is the mind, acts as the brain
is influenced. Alcohol, narcotics, opium,
hashish, etc., affect the mental state, and
this assumed entity is disturbed tem
porarily, with predisposition to heredi
tary reproductions. Accidents impair
cerebral force, and weaken general sta
bility.

Time does not permit us to touch on
several kindred notions, such as color
blindness, colonization, war, roving dis
positions, adventures, and the like.

Now, without any efforts at peroration,
we have submitted this question in its
genuine simplicity, and remark with the
poet that " the proper study of mankind
is man," a study so neglected by the
many, and followed by the few. Yet the
world has always been in the hands of
moralists; it has not made the people
good. Physiologists have monopolized;
it has not made the people healthy. Sci
entists had their sway; it has not made
the people intellectual.

Take the task upon ourselves, and ex
tend the domain of observation. In the
words of that great divine, " Prove all
things, and hold fast that which is
good."

IT IS, IS IT?
We are grateful to the friend who

mailed us last week a copy of the N. Y.
" Tribune," because it gives us a chance
to defend Phrenology from a ridiculous
statement it contains. An inquirer of
New Berlin, Pa., asks whether Phrenol
ogy is a science, or pseudo-science, and
what reliance may be placed in a phreno
logical advice. And he is told that it is
a network of arbitrary assertions which
rest on no foundation and, therefore,
cannot lay claim to the name of science,
and that a Phrenologist's advice is no
better than the predictions of an astrol
oger or fortune-teller.

What deterioration! The worthy Hor
ace Greeley, founder of that paper, would
not have talked so, for he believed in
Phrenology as a science. The poor fel

low who answered the questions may
know something of politics, and per
chance may have some knowledge of his
granddaddy, but he is an unmitigated
ignoramus as to Phrenology. Thou
sands of people know Phrenology is a
science. Who can go back on the Hon.
Horace Mann, who said he owed more to
Phrenology than all the metaphysical
works he ever read, and who earnestly
advised every young person to spend his
last dollar, if necessary, in consulting
this science.

Yes, Phrenology is a science. And the
owner of the " Tribune " would do well
to turn that fellow off and hire him over
again — after he has had his head exam
ined.— By M. Tope. From "The Pa
triot," Bowerston, O.
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" The best mother is she who studies the peculiar character of each child and acts
with well instructed judgment upon the knowledge so obtained."

Child Culture.
By Uncle Joe.

Fig. 534.—Chinese children of the
better class in holiday attire. —The con
formation of the Chinese head indicates
several strong characteristics, and we
are glad to be able to present our

readers with the pictures of such high-
class children. The first noticeable
feature is the height of the head from
the opening of the ear to the top of the

with the posterior ones. This indicates
that there is still a lack of refinement,
gentility, sympathy, and philanthropy.
The fourth peculiarity of the head,
which does not show itself except in the
features, is the straightness of the oc

cipital region, and there is a marked

deficiency in the character of the Chi
nese to properly value the home in-

FIG. 534.— CHINESE CHILDREN OK THE BETTER CLASS IN HOLIDAY ATTIRE.

head crossing the organ of Firmness,
which is noticeably large. The second

point is the width of the head half way
up between the ears and the top of the
head in the centre of the parietal bones,

indicating large Cautiousness. The
third peculiarity 13 a slope forward
from the anterior to the posterior angle
just where the frontal bones articulate

stincts and consider the proper educa
tion and nurture of childhood.

These children do not look as though
they had had any childhood, but appear
to be old and entirely exempt from the
frolic and the pranks of childhood.
How distressing it is to think that the
child-life is so extinguished, and that
these little creatures have to begin earn-

1
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ing a livelihood at eight, ten, and twelve

years of age. There is something very

pathetic in the expression of the picture
at the extreme right, No. 5, while the
little girl in the centre, No. 3, instead
of heing all smiles, looks as though she

had had but few caresses and as though
dolldom was almost unknown to her.
The little boy standing up by the chair,
No. 2, might pass for a person of twen-

artistic taste and sense of color, the

organs of Ideality and Color both being
stronger than Destructiveness or Ac
quisitiveness. He might easily become
the artist of the group, while the centre

picture, No. 3, represents the poet, and
probably she will become interested in
literature and will write short stories
and reviews, or the history of her own
section of the country. She will not

CITY OP PEKIN. 2. BOAT BRIDGE ACROSS A RIVER IN TIEN T8IN.

3. CARAVAN OUTSIDE CITY WALL, FEKIN. 4. MAP OF CHINA.

5. A GROUP OF MANDARIN CIVIL OFFICERS, CANTON.

ty-one, with the exception that his nose
is not yet properly formed; he is sharp,
keen-witted, intelligent, and looks as

though he could turn a dollar into five

any day. His head is broad at the base,

which will give him tremendous force,
executive power, and courage, and tre
mendous temper when his will is not to
be carried out or his orders obeyed.

The child in the chair to the left, No.
1, has less executive ability, but more

make the orator that No. 2 will make,

but she is capable of receiving a good
education and of showing considerable
culture and refinement. The eyes of
No. 4 are more purely European than
many adults, and he seems to have been
born under quite favorable circum
stances. He has less of that side ex

tension of the head so noticeable in No.
5, and he appears to have a better bal

ance of body and head to work with.
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No. 5 will be overprudish, cautious,

timid, and afraid of reforms until his
intellect is highly awakened. The re

flective faculties do not appear to be

deficient, but it will take such a lad as

this a long while to awake to his possi-

missionaries, ,or educators (in the full
and larger sense of the term), then we
shall hear but little of the loss of life
among our Christian friends in the
Chinese cities and country districts.
Education is what the Chinese people

A CHINAMAN AND HIS CHILD.

Fold tho lines marked D and C, and A and B across and lengthwise ol the picture, and the child will appear upside
down, after the picture is cut oat.

bilities. This is the great misfortune
of the whole Chinese nation to-day, and

when European countries are awakened
to the fact that they need to change the
method of work of the missionaries (in
the pure sense of the term) to medical

need; their ideas are crude and they
conscientiously carry out their form of
religion, but if their Causality could be
awakened to the fact that a change of
religion and increased civilization
would advance their empire —we do not
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doubt but what the missionaries, as

educators and physicians, would stand
a much better chance of reaping a

greater reward for their labors.
Our picture represents five rather re

markable types of heads which, in short,
we sum up as follows: No. 1, the phi
lanthropist artist and scholar; No. 2,

the statesman, politician, financier,
and merchant; No. 3, the poet and

teacher; No. 4, the all-round man of
sense and one more amenable to re

formatory measures and European
modes of doing business than most, and

No. 5, the mathemathician, scholar,

professor, and electrician.
Fig. 535.— The head of this China

man has been designed by Mr. Saal-

burg with the object of giving a little
entertainment to the children, and as

we are particularly interested in China
this month we thought it an appropri
ate time to include it in our Child-
culture for the benefit of the children.
They must follow the directions given
below the portrait, and then they will
find where his little child is hidden. If
we may point out a lesson from a phre
nological standpoint in his head, we

shall find that the artist who designed
this head was correct in his manner of
representing the side head. It will be

observed that where the D lines touch
the head that there is a bulging appear
ance. Phrenologically, this is known
as large Secretiveness, and in the Chi
nese character we find a great power of
reserve and a lack of communicative
ness. Another feature that is particu
larly strong in the Chinese is suspicion;
they have very little faith in the new
and progressive, while they adhere to
the old and that which they have been

brought up to believe in. Their Lan
guage, Agreeableness, and Approbative-
ness are organs that are comparatively
small, which makes them keep to tradi
tional principles and ideas, rather than
to progressive ones. The general in
telligence of the Chinese and their
natural endowments could, however, be

turned to a magnificent result if they
were not dwarfed and misdirected by
the pernicious social and political envi

ronments that surround them. Igno
rance on many points has caused them
to adhere to the old customs rather than
make any changes, but the Chinese are
shrewd, and when they do turn their
attention to any European customs
they will make practical use of their
education. Li Hung Chang is an ex
cellent example of what the Chinese
mind can do.

THE ORGAN OF ORDER.

" What a little fop he is! Before I'd
be so particular about how I look "

Rob Harper had come behind Philip
Ray up the long flight of stairs leading
to the schoolroom, and now paused a
moment's time to watch him as he

stopped in the anteroom. A small
mirror hung there, and Phil took a

glance into it
,

smoothing his hair and

settling his necktie. Then, seizing a

bit of paper which lay there, he dust
ed his shoes with it

,
and went on into

the schoolroom. Rob winked to two
or three boys behind him.

" Mama's bandbox boy!
" he lisped,

tiptoeing up to the glass. He gazed
into it

,

smirking and making an exag
gerated pretense of arranging his hair
and neckwear.

Some of the boys laughed, but an
other said with an emphasis which
showed that he meant it:

" If you looked as nice as Phil always
does, you'd want to stay there longer."

" If he ever should look so," said an
other with a boy's quickness falling in
to the spirit of what had been said,
"he'd be so paralyzed with astonish
ment that he'd stay forever."

Rob turned quickly, not merely in
annoyance at what had been said, but,
in truth, because he did not like what
he had seen in the mirror. He did not
often look into one. Too careless to

pay attention to the small neatness of
dress, he professed to feel a fine con

tempt for those who held them impor
tant.

" I'm no dandy," he said, half an

grily.
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" Eight you are there, Bobbie, my

boy."
" If anybody ever accuses you of

that, come to us, and we'll see you
righted," said another in mock belig-
gerency.

Eob did not feel comfortable as he

took his seat in the schoolroom. Still
affecting to despise Philip's " finnicky
ways," as he called them, he had, not
withstanding, by his glance into the
mirror, realized the fact that he stood
as far below the average of a neat ap
pearance among his mates as Philip
stood above it. His mother constantly
reproved him, his sisters fretted at him,
his teached gazed at him with disap
proval; but he had not cared, until now
even the boys were noticing his untidi
ness, and seemed to feel a kind of ad
miration of Philip's neatness.

" I don't care. Phil Pay can't come
near me on scholarship," he muttered
to himself.

" There's a visiting committee up in
the office," the teacher said soon after
the opening of the afternoon session.
They want to see a few of the boys of
your class. You can go up and wait in
the hall until you are called in."

She spoke the names of half a dozen
boys, Philip's being among the num
ber. Her eyes rested for a moment on
Eob, and she hesitated. But he al

ways stood well in his classes, so he was
soon following the others.

He stepped hastily into the ante
room, to find Phil already there, giving
the attention to his person which had
become habitual to him.

"I'd like to get this ink off my
hands," he said, rubbing them with
soap; "but when you get ink on, it's
there to stay awhile."

Bob looked at his own hands. He
would have been proud if what he saw
there had been only ink. Once or
twice his uncared for finger-nails had
been close beside Philip's as they
worked on the blackboard, and he had
been able to observe the difference." Phil," he began in confusion, " I—
don't like to go up there before those
folks looking so. If you'd just straight

en my necktie a little, —the catch
doesn't seem to work."

Philip turned, ready to give kindly
help. As the two Btood before the mir
ror, Bob's color rose higher. The
right side of his vest was one button
higher than the left side. The button
which should have secured his soiled
collar was gone, and it had slipped up
behind, while his loosely fastened tie
had sagged down before.

He was afraid Phil would laugh, but
he did not seem to think of it as he set
a pin in the collar and tightened the
tie. Then he took out a pocket-comb,
offering it with a half-apologetic smile
as he said:

"Mother likes to see me keep neat,
and I like to please her."" I—think it's the best way," began
Eob awkwardly, wishing to say some

thing, and not thinking of anything
else.

" Yes," went on Phil, as he rubbed

away at some mud spots on Eobert's
coat;

" she says that when we really
want to do our best, and amount to

something, —and I'm sure we do "
" I do, really," said Eob humbly.
"That ifs a pity we should stop

short of the small things, that don't go
so far on what a fellow really is

,
per

haps, but—that "—Phil stammered
with a boyish dislike to appear to be

giving counsel —" make us seem a little
pleasanter, you know"

" Yes, yes," said Eob.
It had not taken more than a min

ute, but, as the two went up together,
Eob did more thinking than he had
done in many an hour before. Phil
had given him prompt and kindly as

sistance, without a thought of making
fun of him, as many boys would have
done. As he worked problems on the
board with his usual quickness, another
problem was working itself out in his
mind; to wit, whether the ready kind
ness was not a part of the gentlemanly
and Christian instinct which would
lead a boy to pay attention to the small
graces which go to the making up of a

gentleman, perhaps a Christian.
SYDNEY DAYEE,

in " The Educational Gazette."
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THE POWER OF SUGGESTION AMONG THE MENTAL FACULTIES— SUG

GESTION AND THE ORGAN OF FIRMNESS.

History repeats itself. There are many
people who disbelieve the miracles of the
Bible, and say they are simply written,
to draw out the credulity of the public.
If this is the case, then the credulity of
the public has been imposed upon ever
since the Christian era, and fortunately
or unfortunately, as the case may be,
the mind to-day is better understood
than in the days of the ancients, and it is
being influenced in the same way by the
effects of human magnetism.

In a series of articles on this question
we hope to make our ideas plain and to
the point, and will endeavor to show
how the power of suggestion in the
hands of a mother and teacher could
work miracles equal to those that we
read of in the good Book.

Temper is one of the most difficult
mental problems that has to be dealt
with in the nursery and schoolroom, and
it requires considerable discipline, tact,
and knowledge of human nature to be
able to curb the violence of the child's
spirit and yet preserve its strength and
beauty for future work in life. Firm
ness is a faculty that helps all the mental
powers; it gives stability to the charac
ter, it adds perseverance to the daily
work, it co-operates with Conscientious
ness, Self-esteem, and Combativeness in
giving a coating of mail to the character
which avoids the yielding to temptation
or the voice of despondenoy from small
Hope, or the lack of energy which comes
from small Destructiveness; therefore,
let us train rather than break the will of
a child who has large Firmness.

How can we do this? In several ways;
first, by gaining the good-will and love
of the child; secondly, by suggesting to
him ways through which he can use his
energies; thirdly, by placing an ex
change of thought in his mind, and by
implanting right and beautiful ideas of
work instead of allowing him to think

that his way is the only right way.
Through the training of Firmness we
must appeal to Causality, Philoprogeni-
tiveness, and Benevolence, for these will
greatly soften the asperities Of the
harder and more invincible faculties.
We can, secondly, suggest to a child,
without his knowing it, a cooling
method for the mind's temper; without
any opposition from the child we can
suggest to him that he will desire of his
own accord to follow out the wishes that
we have expressed. This can be done
after he retires at night; and if the habit
of reading and talking for a few min
utes—say ten minutes or a quarter of an
hour —on retiring to bed is encouraged
by a parent a child will fall gradually
and gently to sleep by using the sugges
tion that it will do so, then the mother
can place her hand over the head upon
such faculties that she wishes to influ
ence —say the organ of Firmness—and
the child will wake up in the morning
without the defiant, wilful, spirit that it
has shown previously, and will ask for
the direction to be given it by the parent.

We wish out of the thousands of
homes into which the Journal passes
that some such experiments could be
tried by the parents and reports of the
work sent to us, for we are sure that
from an educational standpoint much
good can be done with this very subtle
power of suggestion.

Our next article will be centred upon
Destructiveness.

We would also like parents to send us
a daily record of the psychological or
phrenological habits, sayings, and do
ings of their children. No typical day
need be picked out, but any ordinary one.
We are sure much good might result
from the publication of such records,
and advice could be offered in any trying
circumstances.

Aquilla,

AMONG THE MAGAZINES.

In the Saturday " Evening Post " an
able article appears by Albert J. Bever-
idge, on " The Young Man and the
World." In the second paragraph he
says, that when a young man leaves col
lege and is first confronting the world,
what he should first do is to learn his
limitations. Let him take time enough
to think what he cannot do. This proc
ess of elimination he thinks will soon
reduce life's possibilities for him to a
few things. Of these things let him se
lect the one that is nearest to him, and
having selected it, to cling to it and do

with all his might. He refers to nature's
limitations, not what society will per
mit him to do. It struck us when read
ing this excellent advice that only one
thing was lacking in it; namely, the
direct advice as to how the young man
was to learn what his limitations were.
He cannot try everything first before he
decides what to do. There is, however,
the Science of Phrenology, that if right
ly studied, can determine the limitations
for every young man instead of leaving
him to find them often too late to grasp
them.
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The Approaching Session of the American and

English Phrenological Institutes.

The many inquiries that have

reached the above-named institutes re

garding future instruction in Phrenol

ogy are signs of continued interest in
the study of the science. As many

persons are desirous of knowing what

necessary preparation is required, we

can best answer such queries in the fol

lowing way:

It is not necessary to have pre-con-

ceived ideas with regard to the whole

subject, but what is required is a gen

eral interest, a willingness to learn, and

a fair knowledge of the outlines of the

subject. If a student has acquired a

knowledge of the location of the organs,

and has studied a good work on the

temperaments, he is in a fair way to re

ceive further instruction. Sometimes

students come with a prejudiced opin
ion as to the method of study, and it
takes considerable time to undo the

work that he has thought excellent.

We warn students, therefore, from

forming bad habits in studying charac

ter from the head and looking in a

wrong manner for certain indications

of talent, for they are Btumbling-blocks
which have to be overcome.

The professors in both institutes are

looking forward with exceptional pleas

ure to the imparting of their knowl

edge this autumn, and they trust that

in September large and enthusiastic

classes may await them. Other col

leges have their various ideals to work

up to. We have had students from

Yale, Harvard, Oberlin, Princeton,

Cornell, and Columbia who have come

to us for phrenological examinations,

also from Oxford, Cambridge, Edin-
burg, Aberdeen, and Dublin who have

been anxious to know whether they

were on the right track, yet none of
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these universities and colleges teach the

system of philosophy, or the science di

rectly adapted to man's greatest needs;

namely, the unfolding of each one's

powers. The study of geology is a fine

study, but it does not tell a man what

he should become. The science of bot

any and that of chemistry are interest

ing because they interpret a knowledge

of plants and the chemical conditions

and affinities in nature as well as in

man's own body, but we cannot go to

these and expect them to dissect char

acter and discuss the grave problems of

heredity, or the fitness of one man to

become an engineer, another to follow

law, or still another to become a theo

logian, hence the great need of recog

nized centres that have ample op

portunities and facilities for giving

thorough instruction in the theory and

art of Phrenology.
Such institutions as exist in New

York and London are not supported by

aristocratic wealth, but they have the

cream of all sciences to teach, hence the

aristocracy of knowledge is theirs by

right. These institutions have the su

preme merit of advancing new truths,

and as the work of the world is more

and more becoming the outcome of the

education of the intellect, they are

more and more needed by the masses.

A mere smattering of the science is not

sufficient, therefore a person who takes

up a book on Phrenology and buys a

phrenological bust should not, when he

has read the book and studied the

bust, think he is prepared to enter the

field and teach the science to others.

The work that is done at the above-

named institutes is thorough and pains

taking, and only earnest men and

women need apply for instruction, as

the Faculty wish the best soil in which

to implant their knowledge and experi

ence. Those who are willing to devote

their full time and attention to the lect

ures that are given on the various sub

jects mentioned in the curriculum will
be able to feel sure that it will pay them

in taking a course. It is not always the

men and women of genius that make

the best students of Phrenology, but
those who have practical insight, who

are great observers, who have power of

control over themselves, who are keenly

sympathetic, and who are logical and

capable of reasoning out complex con

ditions of mind are the ones who will
persevere in their work, while the poet,

the artist, the statesman, and orator are

left behind because they consider they

know more than anyone can teach

them. Phrenology deals in facts and

leaves old speculations and theories for

other institutions to support. One

student who attended the American In
stitute of Phrenology was a graduate

from Yale, and though he had studied

psychology there he remarked that he

had not received one-third of the prac

tical knowledge of the workings of the

mind while there he had in the prac

tical explanations of the workings of

the mind while at the American Insti
tute.

The American and English facilities
for imparting information are gradual

ly being recognized in all parts of the

world. Mr. Dessai, a barrister of the

law, who has just graduated from the

Fowler Institute, London, is a bright
example of many who have been at

tracted from their other professions to

add to their knowledge a knowledge of

Phrenology. To-day we repeat, there

is more reason than ever for encourag

ing men and women to enter the field,

for Phrenology is on the eve of a great
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revival, both among scientific men and

among laymen, and those who are ready

for it will reap the best advantages, the

greatest of which is the pleasure of

doing good to others while enhancing
and benefiting one's own interests.

REVIEWS.
" People and Property," by Edward B.

Jennings. The Abbey Press, New
York.
This little book of 109 pages takes up

the question of " The gaining of wealth,"
" The sharing of wealth," and " The using
of wealth." These are questions which
the general publio is particularly inter
ested in, in this era of Trusts, and the
question that Mr. Jennings endeavors to
answer in this well-written book is
whether the interests of the public are
enhanced by combination into Trusts
like the Standard Oil, the Ice Trust, the
Sugar Trust, the Coal Combine, and the
Railway and Bank combinations. Cer
tainly to some people the work of unifi
cation is a benefit, as they reap a golden
harvest by their monopolies; but it is for
the future to reveal how much the gen
eral public will enjoy the compounding
of capital and monopoly thrown into the
hands of the fortunate few. The Eng
lishman of aristocratic birth who in
herits vast estates from his father and
grandfather has been repeatedly criti
cised by his American cousin for holding
so much wealthy property instead of de
fusing it and allowing land to be free
hold; but what is America doing to-day
by tying up her wealth in Trust com
panies, and by allowing a few to enjoy
what the many have the right and privi
lege to join in if they choose? It has
been stated repeatedly that Trust com
panies will so re-organize work and use
capital that the people will benefit by
such arrangements. Every commodity
will then be cheaper in price, it is stated,
because money will be able to command
a freer distribution of staple commodi
ties. As we are in the early stages of the
experience of Trust companies, it is
perhaps foolish for anyone to venture an
opinion; but have the facts concerning
the cheapness of gas, oil, sugar, etc.,
proved that these commodities are cheap
er when handled by monopolies than in
the old and freer method of distribution?
Let us answer these questions as experi
ence comes to us. The explanation of
this question is pretty thoroughly dis
cussed in the book before us, and the
writer points out what Herbert Spencer
once said: " One cannot be fully free un
less all are free; " and further, " The peo
ple's property is rapidly being grasped
by a very few individuals. There is

enough in the world and to spare had
but each his fair share; but anyone can
see with half an eye that if some grab
more than their full share then the rest
of us must suffer." He gives many sta
tistics and quotes from many authorities
on the question of gaining, sharing, and
using wealth, which all would do well
to read who believe in the constitution
of the American Government.

" Consumption and Chronic Diseases,"
by Emmet Densmore, M.D., author of
" How Nature Cures," " The Natural
Food of Man," etc. Published by The
Stillman Publishing Co., New York,
and Swan Sonnenschein & Co., Lon
don.
Of late years considerable attention

has been given on the question of con
sumption, and in 1896 a special meeting
was convened at Marlborough House
under the chairmanship of the Prince
of Wales, when the society for the pre
vention of the spread of consumption
and other forms of tuberculosis was
formed in London. In 1889 some twen
ty-five branches of the above-named
society had been formed in the chief
cities of England. One of the great ad
vantages of these sanitaria as pointed
out by the promoter of the society for
the prevention of the spread of consump
tion will be that each sanitarium will
become a centre of a propaganda for the
teaching of those laws of hygiene which
are essential for the cure of consump
tion as well as the prevention of its
spread. The object of the book that is
before us is to make known the methods
and the success of this treatment, which
can be followed by the patient at his
own home. If the teachings put forth
in this book are sufficient to enable nny-
one of ordinary intelligence successfully
to follow a treatment that will cure con
sumption at one's home then every such
household becomes a similar centre of a
propaganda for the spread of such hygi
enic knowledge, of which both in Eng
land and America we stand in great need.
Considerable progress has also been
made in the United States: there are
several sanitaria established by public
money already built or building where
the poor are treated somewhat on the
lines followed at Nordrach, but the num
ber of sanitaria throughout both coun
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tries is greatly inadequate to the de
mand, hence the need of giving the gen
eral public an opportunity of trying the
hygenic rules that are being carried out
at Nordrach-upon-Mendip. A milk cure
is one of the suggestions. Rules gov
erning eating and various treatments of
the old and present schools are fully
treated upon. Obesity, which is a term
applied to a general state of disordered
nutrition of the body, is explained in a
very interesting way on page 117, and the
" frailty of fat babies " is accounted for.
Mothers who are anxious to have among
their family group a hygienic baby with
the results of the treatment as explained
in this excellent book should read the" treatment of infants," and learn the
composition of food and food salts, tables
on which subject are given on page 145.

We feel confident that this work has its
place in every family, and much may be
learned by those who have no taint of
consumption in their constitution.

TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

Character Sketches from Photographs.
—New subscribers sending photographs for re
marks on their character under this heading
must observe the following conditions : Each
photograph must be accompanied by a stamped
and directed envelope for the return of the

photograph. The photograph or photographs
(for, where possible, two should be sent, one giv
ing a front and the other a side view) must be

good tmd recent ; and, lastly, each application
must bi accompanied by a remittance of fl.00
(5s. English) for twelve months' subscription
to the Phrenological Journal. Letters to be

addressed to Fowler £ Welts Co., New York,
or L. N. Fowler $ Co., London.

D. C. G., Cardiganshire. —You possess a
favorable temperament for mental work
and are best adapted for an intellectual
pursuit where you will have the opportu
nity of exercising your discriminative
powers. You are thoughtful, studious,
and intuitive in perception, versatile in
talent, and capable of taking a prominent
position in life. Your strong sympathies
will win you many friends. You possess
special aptitude for phrenological work,
and are conscientious in giving advice to
those seeking your aid. You are charac
terized by caution, stability, and bouy-
ancy of mind.

527— I. A., New York.— The portrait of
this lady indicates primarily an earnest
disposition, and one calculated to be
a devoted friend, self-forgetful, and in
tensely in earnest and very unselfish.
It is to be hoped she will not be sur
rounded with people who will take ad
vantage of her disposition. She is un

suspecting and modest, and thinks other
people are as much in earnest as she is.
She would make a good teacher, an ex
cellent assistant in business, and an ad
mirable wife and mother.

328.— J. O. B., Disraeli, Wolfe Co., P.
Q., Canada.—The photograph of this
lady indicates that she takes after her
father in several respects. Her head is
very high compared with its length, and
although she is domesticated, yet her
powers lie in her intellect. She is firm
and positive, very persevering, quite
tenacious in carrying out difficult under
takings, but she is not one "who will de
vote her whole life and attention to
home housework and social duties. She
will make a warm friend, but she is not
so demonstrative as many in her friend
ships. Her sympathies are very strong,
and through these she will show unusual
desire to do good and benefit humanity.
She has a disinterested spirit, and has
wonderful powers of organization, hence
could manage a business if her husband
was called away.

529. —W. S., Walworth, Neb.— This lady
has a very interesting character. She is
not aristocratic and proud, but she is
thoroughly womanly in all her ways and
is a common-Bensed, practical woman.
She knows how to make a little go a long
way, hence if she had to live on a small
income, or support a large family, she
could do so without any inconvenience,
and no one would know that she was do
ing it on a slender purse. She is eco
nomical and does not like to see anything
wasted. She would make an excellent
mother, and had she no children of her
own and adopted some she would be just
as motherly toward these as though
they were her own. She appears to be
excellently mated, and her husband is
one who will be able to appreciate her as
much as she appreciates him. We wish
there were more such couples in the
world.

530. —J. C. E., Manhattan, Kansas. —
Your photograph shows intellectuality
of mind and considerable ingenuity.
You ought to be able to succeed as a sec
retary, and particularly as a railway
mail clerk, and could work up with
study to be president of some railway
line. We would advise you to devote
your spare time to the study of law, par
ticularly commercial law and real estate
business. You can then work in this
collegiate knowledge into advancing
yourself permanently in the railroad
business. Your ingenuity is your second
strong development, and could be turned
to good account in telegraphy. By all
means study when you have a chance
and you can rise above your fellows.

531. —L. W. B., Augusta, Ga.—You have
the elements of an orator, and if you
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have not yet used them, we would advise
you to join some political club and start
in making stump speeches for your next
presidential candidate. You have a
strong perceptive intellect, hence, if you
devoted yourself to practical building,
to mining, engineering, or wholesale
business that required considerable en
terprise you could succeed remarkably
well. You could give yourself to scien
tific study and succeed in the same, and
had better fill up your spare time in read
ing works on travel and biography.

532—E. H. A., Chicago, 111.— Judging
from your photographs, you live in the
anterior and superior parts of your brain
and do not come downstairs quite enough
and inhabit the rooms on its ground
floor. You aspire High and your ambition
is principally of an intellectual charac
ter. You have an intuitive, analytical, in
quiring disposition, and generally probe
questions until you get to know all you
want to as to their usefulness and prac
ticability. You have a fine quality of
organization and can do nice work as an
accountant, bookkeeper, secretary, or
could handle superior goods like silks or
satins.

533. —A. B„ Disraeli, Wolfe County, P.
Q., Canada.—This is an old boy for his
age, and he has caught his mother's gen
eral anxiety of mind. If he had younger
brothers and sisters he would look after
them like a father. He has a firm and
determined spirit, but a kind and sym
pathetic nature. If encouraged and
trained in the right way he will show
out his best qualities and be a servicea
ble, useful, intelligent man. What a
great deal of mental curiosity he does
possess! Causalitv is very active.

534. —H. J. W.. North. Kaukauna, Wis.—
The motive mental temperament appears
to be largely developed in yourself, hence
you love to have plenty of work on hand,
and are not happy unless you are occu
pied all the time. You have quite a me
chanical mind as well as an artistic one,
and we judge you could utilize your Con-
structiveness and Ideality in many very
interesting ways. You are not a wor
shipper of money or titles such as are
found in the aristocratic class, but you
do appreciate chnracter and the nobility
of intellect when you find persons pos
sessed of them. Cultivate more Lan
guage and Eventuality, get into the
habit of talking to others in a free and
easy way, and make as rmich as you can
of your personal influence.

535. —W. F. C, Rufkin, Ind.— You have
come from excellent stock and should
carry out the substantiality of it and up
hold your family. Your pictures show
great height of head as well as a full side
head, indicating business capacity and
considerable perseverance when started.

but you will need to cultivate more reli
ance upon yourself and take responsibil
ities without leaning upon others. You
are ready for a large enterprise, your
Sublimity is equal to rising to a grand
occasion, but you hate to dwell long over
the little things that so often irritate and
prevent one from accomplishing all he
wants to do. Your practical talent, your
ingenuity, and your general capacity to
look ahead should enable you to succeed
as a practical engineer, a scientist, and
an athlete, but you do not care for hard
work in a general way.

536—H. C. D. M., Arp, Lauderdale
County, Tenn. —You are capable of re
ceiving a good education and can succeed
as a specialist in farming by produc
ing special qualities of grain, stock, or
vegetables, according to the soil and
surrounding country. You are very par
ticular, orderly, neat, and mathematical
in what you do, hence like to see things
done up to date. You can study Phren
ology with more than average success,
and had better give some of your spare
time to reading " The Student's Set."
You have an enterprising spirit, and will
probably live to a good old age. Peg
away and you will succeed in your under
takings. Learn what you can about en
gineering and do the mechanical work
about the farm, and endeavor to improve
yourself in every possible way.

It is gratifying to note the increasing
interest that is growing in the circulat
ing library of the American Institute of
Phrenology, which contains books on
Phrenology, Physiognomy, Physiology,
etc., as well as books that cannot be ob
tained elsewhere in any public library.

GEMS OF THOUGHT.

Even the wisest are long in learning
that there is no better work for them
than the bit God puts into their hands. —
Garrett.

If I can only place one little brick in
the pavement of the Lord's pathway, I
will place it there, that coming genera
tions may walk thereon to the heavenly
city. —Phillips Brooks.

Hath any wronged thee? Be bravely
revenged. Slight the wrong, and the
work is begun; forgive it, 'tis finished.
He is below himself that is not above an
injury. —Francis Qunrles.

As we must spend time in cultivating
our earthly friendships if we are to have
their blessings, so we must spend time in
cultivating the fellowship and companion
ship of Christ. — Drummond.
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OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions of General Interest onlt
will be answered in this department. But one
question at a time, and that clearly stated, must
be propounded, if correspondents expect vs to

give them the benefit of an early consideration.
If Yon Use a Pseudonym or Initials,

write your full name and address also. Some
correspondents forget to sign their names.

Mr. Frank Tasker. —We have received
your article on " The Three Essentials,"
and shall take an early opportunity of
publishing' it in the Journal.

William J. Fowler, Associate Editor of
" The American Cultivator," Boston,
Mass. —We were pleased to receive your
letter with an enclosure written by your
self, extracts from which we shall be
pleased to use. I am glad to tell you
that Mrs. Wells is enjoying her usual
good health.

M. E. Miller.—Your clipping from
41The Minneapolis Times " has been duly
received, and we thank you heartily for
the same. We are glad of all such items,
as they show that Phrenology is true,
despite the criticisms of the few who do
not yet endorse it.

Mr. M. Tope, Bowerston, Ohio.—We are
glad to hear that you are still advocating
Phrenology and practising it as well.
You have an interesting medium in your
paper, " The Patriot," and we are glad
that you have used it to answer a ques
tion that appeared in the New York
weekly ' ' Tribune " May 24th. We are
glad to have our friends in the country
keep track of what is being said in favor
or in criticism of the Science which is
doing so much good, and we thank you
for your " Answer " on this subject. We
also wish to acknowledge your contribu
tion called " Drawbacks to Memory,"
which we think will be of use to many
of our readers.

We wish to acknowledge the kind in
sertion of our Institute notice for Sep
tember next in the following papers:
" Education," " The Traveller," " Poul
try Monthly," "The Chester County
Times," " The Dial." " The Enterprise,"
"The Kneipp Water Cure Monthly,"
" The Nation," " The Living Age," " The
Dial of Progress," " The Modern Farm
er," " The American Monthly Review of
Reviews," " The Vegetarian Magazine,"
" The Journal of Hygeio-Therapy,"
" Omepra."

Dr. William Sill, Walla Walla, Wash.—
The drawings you have sent us made by
your little boy certainly show some tal
ent, and are evidence of the ability he
possesses to draw; and what is more im
portant, he has the gift of originality;
hence he is able to stamp his work with
his own individual ideas. He has cer

tainly quite a fund of humor and is able
to impart his ideas in a mirthful light.
Have you not some opportunity where
you live of allowing him to study draw
ing, and especially sketching? It would
be of advantage to him to have this
training, and we think it would be worth
your while to keep this idea to the front.
Some time you must send his photograph
to us for delineation.

" Psychology is one of the studies here.
How thoroughly they take it up, I don't
know. It is probable that they give the
ordinary university course. This study
comes the second year. I would like to
' tackle ' it and see where the other fel
low stands.

" You may be interested to know—if
you don't know it already —that the
Y. M. C. A. stands for a threefold devel
opment, the development of the physical,
mental, and moral natures. This idea
fits in well with Combe, the Fowlers,
and Phrenology generally. I have an
idea that the Y. M. C. A. is indebted to
you, in part at least, for their princi
ple." C. D. B.,

Springfield, Mass.

FIELD NOTES.

THE FOWLER INSTITUTE, LONDON.

May 16th. —I have great pleasure in
presenting the tenth Annual Report of
the Fowler Phrenological Institute, as it
not only shows a continuance of good
earnest work, but also indicates distinct
ly a growing interest in the science on
the part of the public. As the result, a
large number of new members have
joined the Institute during the past year
and the average attendance at the meet
ings has been good.

Fourteen meetings have been held, at
which papers have been read and ad
dresses given by: Mr. Wm. Brown, J.P.,
president, on " The Progress of Phrenol
ogy; " Mr. D. T. Elliott, on "Phrenology
Illustrated; " Rev. F. W. Wilkinson, on
" How to Study Phrenology; " Mr. T. J.
Desai, on " Phrenology in the Light
of Metaphysics; " Miss S. Dexter, on
" Thoughts on Education ;

" Dr. Withln-
shaw, on " The Human Skull ;

" Mr. Wm.
Brown, J.P., president, on " Races; " Mr.
James Webb, on " Comte and Stuart
Mill's Views of Phrenology; " Mr. Wm.
Becker, on "Mind and Soul; " Mr. D. T.
Elliott, on " Dr. Donovan's Phrenol
ogy; " Mr. Y. Feroza, on "Heredity;"
Mr. W. J. Corbett, on "

Phrenology and
Chirosophy; " Miss Hendin, on "Food
and Character; " Mr. J. B. Eland, on
" The Physiology of Phrenology." Some
of the good results from the papers have
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been manifested in the discussions
which followed.

Mr. D. T. Elliott has visited Walham
Green, Leyton, Harringay, West Nor
wood, Plumstead, Woolwich, Canning
Town, The Birkbeck Institute, New
Southgate, Hastings, The Vegetarian So
ciety, Hackney, giving lectures and
otherwise striving to diffuse the knowl
edge of the science, and fellows and as
sociates of the Institute have been active
in many localities.

Mr. D. T. Elliott has continued the
weekly class, and the number of students
receiving tuition privately, through the
post and in class, is larger than ever be
fore.

At the examinations in July, 1899, the
diploma of the institute was gained by
Mr. T. J. Desai, barrister at law, and
the certificate by Messrs. A. Lyndridge
and Wm. Becker.

At the examinations in January, 1900,

certificates were gained by Mrs. Cham
bers, Rev. C. Fisher, Mr. F. G. Sleight,
and Mr. R. K. Tarachand.

The library and museum have been
further enriched, and afford unequalled
facilities for members and students.

By the sad death of our friend Mrs. L.
L. Fowler Piercy in January last we lost
an earnest and indefatigable worker,
whose whole energy was in the work,
and whose loss will be sorely felt for
many a long day.

Secretary of the Fowler Institute.
A full report of the annual meeting

\vas given in the July number. Space
would not allow of the insertion of the
above report. Ed. P. J.

The winter class, in connection with
the Fowler Institute for the study of
Phrenology and the adjunct sciences, will
commence its sessions on September 18.

Intending students should write to Mr.
D. T. Elliott for full particulars.

The first public lecture of the winter
session will be given on September 19, by
W. Brown, Esq., J.P., President of the
Fowler Institute.

Mr. A. F. Welch has been visiting
Kingston, Canada, and giving lectures on
Phrenology. The papers speak well of
his delineations of character.

We are glad to hear from Mr. Byland
and feel sure he will make a success in
his work at the Eagle Hotel, Castine,
Ohio, during the summer. We shall be
glad to receive fuller accounts of the suc
cess.

Jay Chaapel, Palmetto, Fla.—We are
glad to know that you are interested in
the Journal, and further that you are
anxious to enlighten southern Florida
with the principles it upholds. We trust

you will continue to become a sub
scriber, especially as you knew this pub
lication in 1852.

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
PHRENOLOGY.

On Wednesday evening, September 5th,
at eight o'clock, the autumn session of
the American Institute of Phrenology
will be opened by a reception of the pro
fessors, graduates, students, and friends
of the association. It is hoped that all
interested in Phrenology will make an
effort to be present, and even return
from the country a day earlier, in order
to be with us, if necessary.

PERSONAL.
Medicine has lately made some impor

tant discoveries in the difficult field of
blood microscopy, discoveries that ren
der invaluable aid in the diagnosis, treat
ment, and, indeed, prevention of such
enemies of life as consumption, the vari
ous forms of heart disease and their
kindred ailments, rheumatism, paralysis,
apoplexy, etc. The blood has not only
revealed under the microscope with cer
tainty the existence of such diseases, but
it has shown certain marked tendencies
toward them long before their actual ap
pearance. One of the physicians whose
work in this branch of medicine is most
far reaching and virile is Dr. Robert L.
Watkins, a member of the New York
Academy of Medicine. Dr. Watkins has
devoted his whole life to hematology,
and has made it interesting to his profes
sional friends. He is not only a micro-
scopist of repute, but a micro-photogra
pher of great skill, having invented the
micro-motoscope, an instrument for pho
tographing motion in cell life.

Dr. F. J. Gall, founder of the science of
Phrenology, died August 22, 1828, at
seventy years of age. Let all lovers of
mental science celebrate the day in some

appropriate way.

Gladstone used to amuse himself with
the question of the four greatest authors
of the world. His final choice gave the
palm to Homer, Dante, Shakespeare, and
Goethe, although for a time he weighed
the claims of jEschylus, Virgil, and Mil
ton against Goethe's.

Robert Fulton, the inventor of the
steamboat, among other accomplish
ments had a natural talent for painting,
and at the age of seventeen he went to
Philadelphia, determined to be an artist.
Here he remained for four years, and not
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only became an excellent artist, but earned
money enough to return at the age of
twenty-one and purchase for his mother
a small farm. This done, the ambitious
youth sailed for Europe to seek his fort
une in the great world.

Helen Keller, the deaf, dumb, and blind
girl, has passed creditably the Radcliffe
examination, says the Columbus, 0.,
" Dispatch ": " It is quite certain that no

person ever took a college examination
with so heavy a handicap —so many kinds
of a handicap —as Helen Keller's on this
occasion. As all the worjd knows, she

could not see the examination papers nor
hear the voice of an examiner. The nat
ural method of communicating the ques
tions to her would have been to make use

of the fingers of her old-time ' teacher '

and interpreter, Miss Sullivan. Miss Sul
livan does not know Greek or Latin or
the higher mathematics, and while she
is able to serve Helen by communicating
to her printed Greek and Latin letter by
letter, she could not, even if she had been
bo disposed, have given her the slightest
assistance in answering the examination
questions. But it was deemed best by
all concerned to avoid even the remotest
suggestion or possibility of assistance.
A gentleman was found —Mr. Vining, of
the Perkins institution, who had never
met Helen Keller and who was quite un
known to her and unable to speak to her
—who could take the examination papers
as fast as they were presented and write
them out in Braille characters, the sys
tem of writing in punctured points now
much used by the blind. The questions,
thus transcribed by him, were put into
Helen's hands in the examination room,
in the presence of a proctor who could
not communicate with her, and she wrote
out her answers on the typewriter.

" Here, however, came in one of the ad
ditional points in Miss Keller's handicap.
There are two systems of Brailleting— the
English and the American —with marked
differences between them. She had been
accustomed to the English system, alone,
in which most of the books printed in
Braille have appeared. Mr. Vining, on
the contrary, knew nothing about the
English system. He, therefore, gave her
the questions in the American system.
She was compelled to puzzle out the un
familiar method of writing much as a
writer of one system of shorthand would
puzzle out the characters of another sys
tem. To add to her difficulties, her
Swiss watch, made for the blind, had
been left at home, and there was no one
at hand on either of the examination days
to give her the time. Therefore, she had
to work in the dark as to the time she
had left after each question.

" But she passed the examination tri

umphantly in every study. In advanced
Latin she passed

' with credit.' In ad
vanced Greek, which her tutor regarded
as her ' star ' study, she received a ' B,'
which is a very high mark. Yet here,
the time and the Braille difficulty worked
most heavily against her. What her
marking was in the other studies is not
known; it is only known that she passed
them. Helen Keller is now ready for
matriculation as a student of Radcliffe
college. Her passing of the examination,
especially under such circumstances, is
in itself a wonderful achievement. No
particle of its severity was abated for her
because she is deaf, dumb, and blind, and
no precautions were remitted because
she is known to be incapable of deceit.
She sat in total darkness and alone, with
out the touch of any friendly hand. A
slip pricked with unfamiliar characters
was put before her, and her typewriter
clicked out its quick and true response to
the hard questions. That was all.

" With such an example before them,
will any boy or girl despair? "

Miss Heller upsets all the objections
made against Threnology by her mental
attainments.

CHILD STUDY.

The relation of the home and school in
child study is now of great importance.
Pestalozzi and Froebel did their best to
arouse individual attention to the subject
of child study, and to-day it is becoming
quite a hobby among educators. Chil
dren are no longer to be dealt with in
classes and grades on a large scale, to be
turned out by the score and hundred, pat
terned and moulded and managed alike
according to our grown-up notions of
what children should be, and instead of
studying the mould that a child should
be put into, individuality is being recog
nized and the original powers of children
are being made use of.

" If a child never secured anything by
teasing, he would not come into the habit
of teasing. When, therefore, a child is
accustomed to tease, it is evident that he
has been trained by his parents to tease;
and they are to bear the responsibility
and blame of his teasing."

Don't forget that every child should be
entitled to a happy childhood, and that
in later life you may not have the power
or privilege of making it happy or guard
ing it from unhappiness. — Detroit Free
Press.

Not everything that succeeds is suc
cess. A man that makes millions may be
a failure still.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.

On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorporated
under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the pros
ecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of Fowler & Wells.

The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the

business, or in its general management. All remittances should be made payable
to the order of FOWLER & WELLS CO.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of the Phrenological
Journal and Phrenological Magazine is fi.oo a
year, payable in advance.

MONEY, when sent by mail, should be in the form of
Money Orders. Express Money Orders, Drafts on
New York, or Registered Letters. All Postmasters
are required to Register Letters whenever requested
to do so.

SILVER or other coin should not be sent by mail, as it
is almost sure to wear a bole in the envelope and be lost.

P0STAQE-3TAHP8 will be received for fractional parts
of a dollar. The larger stamps are preferred ; they
should never be stuck to the letters, and should always
be sent in sheets— that is, not torn apart.

CHANGE of post-office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without this
information. Notice should be received the first of the
preceding month.

LETTERS OF INQUIRY requesting an answer should
Inclose a stamp for return postage, and be sure and
give name and full address every time you write.

ALL LETTERS should be addressed to Fowler & Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the office.
In this wav only can prompt and careful attention be
secured,

ANY BOOK, PERIODICAL, CHART, Ete., may be or-
dered from this office at Publishers' prices.

AGENTS WANTED for the Phrenological Journal
and our Book Publications, to whom liberal terms will
be given. ~

CURRENT EXCHANGES.
" Mind "—New York — for July con

tains an interesting article on " The Mys
tery of Sleep." It speaks of the volition
and power of inducing sleep, and shows
that a person may cultivate this ability
by concentrating; the attention on a
subjective image. The experiments of
Braid, Charcot, and Luys and Dumont-
pallier are quoted, to show that persons
can cultivate this power if they will.

" The Bookkeeper "— Detroit, Mich. —
is always up to date and contains articles
of every-day value to business men and
women. We cannot speak too highly of
it. It should have a ready sale in this
business age." The Bookman " — New York —for
July contains a fine picture of Stephen
Crane, whose funeral services were re
cently held in New York." The Western Mining World "—Butte,
Mont. —contains special news in connec

tion with silver, coal, and various kinds
of ore, and is of great service to all who
are interested in such matters." The Vegetarian Magazine "—Chica
go, 111.— has an excellent article on" Muscle, Brain, and Diet," by R. M. A.
Muscle and brain are largely the result
of diet. The article should be read by
all who wish to gather strength of a true
kind. The magazine is doing much
good.

" The Journal of Hygeio-Therapy." —
Kokomo, Ind.—Dr. Gifford writes an ar
ticle on " Spirit, Brain, and Mind," which
is quite exhaustive and is an exceedingly
valuable contribution. " Vaccination
is a second article of Dr. Gifford, which
shows the dangers of such practice. It
has always some interesting article on
Phrenology." Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly "—
New York — contains an article on " The
Hirthplace of the American Flag," by the
Hon. John Quincy Adams. It contains
several illustrations, one of the writer
himself. A second article is " Women in
Philanthropy," by M. W. Mount. It is
called " The American Women in Ac
tion." It is illustrated with several por
traits of well-known American philan
thropists.

" Omega."— New York.—" The Church
of Science " is the opening article of this
finely-printed magazine; it is by a Lon
don physician. Miss Helen Campbell has
an article on " A Question of Routine."
Dr. Holbrook introduces his notes on
health, which are always helpful and
practical.

" The Living Age." —Boston, Mass.—
" The Psychology of the Pauper Child "
is an article of considerable weight, by
P. Lombroso. " From the Boer Repub
lics," by H. C. Thompson, is a subject
that will touch the interest of many, and
is republished from the Cornell Maga
zine.

" Human Nature."— San Francisco. —
" Modern Phrenology " is the title of an
article by J. E. Bernard. John T. Miller
writes on " The Harmony and Aim of
True Education." " How to Live a Cen
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tury " is by the editor. The whole num
ber is interesting'.

" Notes and Queries
"— Manchester,

N. H.— for July contains a notice of the
American Institute of Phrenology, and
throughout its pages it contains inter
esting matter on various subjects, in
cluding "Folk-Lore," "Literature," "Sci
ence," " Art," and " History." " The An
ecdotes of General Stark " are related by
F. W. Lamb. " Book of the Beginnings,"
Section I., has been translated by a min
ister of the new dispensation." The Poultry Monthly "—Albany, N.
Y.— for July contains a special amount
of information on American poultry.
The illustrations are excellent, and it
should do a great amount of good all
over the country." Good Housekeeping." — Springfield,
Mass.—The title of this magazine allows
it to introduce quite a variety of sub
jects. One is on " Child Life in Foreign
Countries," by Laura Heathfield. An
other on " Mothers and Counsel," by
Harriet Hopkins. A third is " The Sac
rifices of a Business Woman," by Mary
Sargent Hopkins, all of which articles
are interesting to the general as well as
to special readers.

" The American Monthly Review of
Reviews "—New York —is particularly
interesting and is fully illustrated. One
article is on " The Provision for Children
in Public Libraries." The illustrations
throughout the article show how ac
tively employed the children are with
their books. " The Juvenile Departments
in the Libraries " is certainly a step in
the right direction. It gives the chil
dren a taste for literature, which keeps
them away very often from bad influ
ences through playing in the street with
a mixed crowd of children.

" The Ideal Review "— New York —con
tains an article on " Metaphysics of Mat
ter," by Alexander Wilder, M.D. " Prac
tical Idealism " is taken as a subject by
Allen R. Darrow, and it shows what
idealism has done in various ages. The
world cannot get along without ideals.

" Hahnemannian Advocate "—Chicago,
111.—had in its June issue an excellent
portrait of Hahnemann. Its opening
article is on " Mercurius," its benefit and
action in medicine.

Human Nature Library No. 41 —" Suc
cess through Phrenology "— should be in
the hands of all disciples of Phrenology.
It contains an introduction on " Suc
cess " ; "A letter in answer to an In
quirer, concerning the Institute," and is
written by Elsie Cassell Smith; " The
Salutatory," byAdena Minott, " Hygiene;
its relation to Phrenology." by Paul B.
Kington. " Value and Utility' of Phre
nology," by F. Townsend ; " now Phre
nology Should be Presented to the Peo

ple," by M. F. Kane; " How the Question
of Marriage is Aided by Phrenology ,'*•by
William F. Trunk; "The Valedictory,"
by B. F. Early ; and The Approaching Ses
sion of the American Institute of Phre
nology.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
The writings of 0. S. Fowler have been

widely read. His work on " Memory " is
an exceptionally valuable treatise and
should be in every library. Price, $1.00.

" The Science of a New Life " is in
creasing in sale and contains very val
uable hints for the home. Parents will
find much profit by the ideal set forth in
this book. It is worth the endeavor of
every right-minded person. Price, $3.00.

A new edition of " Parturition Without
Pain " is just off the press and all orders
can now be filled. Price, $1.00.

Students of Physiognomy will find
much instruction besides the many illus
trations, which are of so much value to-

students for character from the face
in Wells' " New Physiognomy." Price,
$3.00.

For the study of Phrenology there is
no better text-book than the " Self-In
structor," by O. S. & L. N. Fowler. Price,
$1.00.

" How to Study Strangers " is the ques
tion that is answered in the 367 pages of
" How to Study Strangers," by the late
Prof. Nelson Sizer. Price, $1.50.

This season of the year fruits are cool
ing and refreshing. There are numerous
ways of providing a large variety of
dishes contained in Mrs. Poole's work of
" Fruits and How to Use Them." Price,
$1.00.

Hyde's " Elocution and Oratory," de
votes thirty-one chapters to this impor
tant subject. The principles of this sys
tem of oratory, since they have been de
duced from a consideration of the human
constitution, will be found interesting
and useful even to those who are not
engaged in the study of oratory. Price,
$2.00.

" The Phrenological Annual and Reg
ister " will be published on the 31st of
December. One special feature of each
year is to give illustrated character
sketches of Phrenologists. The attention
of the travelling Phrenologists is called to
this valuable medium. The Register of
phrenological practitioners and lecturers
is increasing every year and is a valuable
record for the members of this honored
profession. A limited space is devoted to
advertising. The publishers will be glad
to have articles and field notes at as early
a date as possible.



1900J 6AND PHRENOLOGICAL MAGAZINE

This is the last opportunity we shall
have of announcing The Session of the
American Institute of Phrenology for
1900. We hope that all the students will
make their intention known early in
order that their every comfort may be
served.

Stirring agents are wanted for push
ing the sale of the Phrenological
Journal.

" Disease of Modern Life," by Dr. Ben
jamin W. lUchardson, is one of the best
works by that eminent physician. It
treats of those matters that directly con
cern everyone, the everyday habits of life,
and in clearest terms and vivid illustra
tions gives warning and counsel to the
reader. Price, $1.00.

A specimen copy of the " Phrenological
Annual and Register " for 1900 will be
sent to any address on receipt of ten
cents.

" The Domestic Practice of Hydro
pathy," by Edward Johnson, M.D., sets
forth the hydropathic methods and the
proper manner of performing them.
Everyone desirous of applying this mode
of treatment should possess the book.
The subject is treated popularly, and con
tains plain descriptions of symptoms by
which disease is to be recognized, with
detailed treatment and cure. Price, $1.25.

The new Phrenological Bust is one that
every Phrenologist should have. The ex
terior of the head contains the names of
the bones of the cranium; on the convo
lutions are placed the names of the phren
ological organs on one side and the motor
centres and areas on the other. On the
face the chief physiognomical character
istics will be marked. Price, $5.00 by
express.

The book " Not In It," by Anna Olcott
Commelin, is a very valuable work. The
persons who are " not in it " are those
who, through no fault of their own, are
sufferers from the lack of this world's
gear. Price, 75 cents.

Orders are continually received for the
" Emphatic Diaglott." This is a special,
and we may say, a wonderful help to the
student of the New Testament, in that it
is a word-for-word translation, con
tains illustrative explanatory foot-notes,
copious selections of references, alpha
betical index, thus making it one of the
most valuable aids to Bible study ever
published. The reduced price has helped
to make this more popular than ever.
Many testimonials have been received,
and we feel justified in reiterating that it
is the best work of its kind published,
containing nearly nine hundred pages,
plain but durable binding. Price, $3.00." The Well Dressed Woman " is a study
in the practical application to dress of
the laws of health, art, and morals. The
endorsement in the preface, by the late

Frances Willard, will recommend the
book to every thoughtful woman. In
fact the photographs of dresses on the
wearer will please every woman. Price,
$1.00." The Human Body and its Marvellous
Structure, With Hints on Health."—Fully
illustrated, 50 cents.

Throughout the work the object has
been to enable the reader to comprehend
all parts of his body and their workings,
as he would those of a wonderful and
complicated machine, which must be
thoroughly understood, to be kept in
working order, and that all disturbances
of the machinery may be obviated as they
arise. The natural and normal condition
of the human machine, in working order,
is called " Health."

The Institute possesses facilities that
can be found nowhere else in the world,
comprising the famous cabinet that was
collected during half a century by the
Messrs. Fowler and Wells, which has now
become the property of the Institute, and
which, with the many valuable additions
that have been recently made, constitutes
the largest collection of skulls, casts,
busts, portraits, models, plates, etc., in
existence. The great charitable and
penal institutions, criminal courts, hos
pitals, metropolitan museums, libraries,
etc., can be visited by the students,
special hours being set aside for this pur
pose.

The corps of instructors includes the
ablest as well as the oldest teachers and
practitioners of the art living, and to the
student is given all that will in any way
contribute to the work of Practical Phre
nology.

To those who wish to acquire a knowl
edge of the subject as an accomplishment,
for personal improvement, or as an aid to
other work, this course is commended
and will be found invaluable.

The tuition for the full course in the
Institute is $50.00.

Students of the American Institute of
Phrenology who desire can keep the inci
dental expenses within $40.00, some doing
it at even less than this amount.

" The Hygienic Treatment of Consump
tion," M. L. Holbrook, M. D., $1.00." We have not for years had the privi
lege of reading a book more thoroughly
helpful, truthful, scientific, and yet
clearer and simpler in language than this
latest work of this author. The direc
tions which he gives are easily followed;
his analysis of causes leading to pulmo
nary troubles is intelligible to every lay
man; the incidents that illustrate his
points and discussions are both interest
ing and valuable. In short, it is a book
which not on!y every physician, but every
head of the family should possess."—Pub
lic Opinion.
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" A Manual of Mental Science for
Teachers and Students." —The chapters
are fully illustrated, and contain repro
ductions of new photographs of children,
skulls, and the human brain, most of
which have been personally examined by
the writer. The work possesses a wide
outlook, not only in America but in Eng
land, where there are many who are in
terested in the subject.

" Health in the Household," or hygienic
cookery." By Susanna W. Dodds, M.D.
$2.00. — Undoubtedly the very best work
on the preparation of food in a healthful
manner ever published, and one that
should be in the hands of all who would
furnish their tables with food that is
wholesome and at the same time palat
able, and will contribute much toward
health in the household.

" The Natural Cure of Consumption,
Constipation, Bright's Disease, Neuralgia,
Rheumatism, ' Colds ' (Fevers), Etc. How
Sickness Originates and How to Prevent
it." A health manual for the people. C.
E. Page, $1.00. — A work with new ideas,
both radical and reasonable, appealing to
the common-sense of the reader. This is
not a new work with old thoughts simply
restated, but the most original health

The Head and Face a

flirror of
the Hind

Inquiries are often made whether we can
give a satisfactory examination from photo
graphs.

Thousands of people would be glad to
obtain from us a careful delineation of char
acter and talents, but they live so far away
from our office that they cannot incur the
expense of coming. Such will be glad to
know that they can procure, for the purpose,
properly prepared photographs, with all the
required measurements, and then receive
from us a phrenological examination with
advice as to proper occupation or choice of
a business partner or life companion.

Ladies and gentlemen come to us with
photographs of candidates for marriage;
fathers and mothers do the same in behalf of
their sons and daughters, and we have the
thanks of many whom we have saved from
much unhappiness.

Write for " Mirror of the Mind," which
gives terms and full information. Address

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
27 East 21st Street, NEW YORK

manual published in many years, and
should be in the hands of all who would
either retain or regain their health, and
keep well.

" How to be Well."—A book for the peo
ple, giving directions for the treatment
and cure of acute diseases without the
use of drug medicines, also general hints
on health. M. Augusta Fairchild, M. D.,
$1.00. — We have here a work on hygiene
containing the results of the author's ex
perience for many years in the treatment
of acute and chronic diseases with hy
gienic agencies, and it will save an incal
culable amount of pain and suffering, as
well as doctor's bills, in every family
where its simple directions are followed.

" Digestion and Dyspepsia," a complete
explanation of the digestive processes. K.
T. Trail, M.D., $1.00.— The best work on
the subject. With fifty illustrations
showing with all possible fulness every
process of digestion, and giving all the
causes, and directions for treatment of
dyspepsia. The author gives the sum
mary of the data which he collected dur
ing an extensive practice of more than
twenty-five years, largely with patients
who were suffering from diseases caused
by dyspepsia and an impaired digestion.

Packer's
Tar Soap
contains the balsamic virtue

of the pines ; is pure, antiseptic

and in every sense hygienic.

It has no e^qual as a luxuri

ous and invigorating cleanser

For the Hair and Skin

im PACKER MANUFACTURING CO.

NEW YORK

In wrttlnar to ndrertlsera pleaae mention The Phrenological Journal.
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WHAT IS A PHRENOLOGICAL EXAMINATION.
ThU question is asked occasional!/ by those who are

mot acquainted with the claims of Phrenology and the

Method of applying* it to the living subject. The purpose
mi a Phrenological Examination is to study the Temperament,

m constitution in relation to health, talent, and character,
and how the different vital organs arc developed and act

with each other in the promotion of physical and mental
harmony and power. Next the Six* of the Brain and the
Quality which the temperament srives it ; then the develop
ments of the different Groups of Organs; those of intellect,
preception, memory , reason; those of force and energy ;
those that give policy, prudence, thrift, ingenuity, taste,
refinement ; those that give aspiration, pride, self-reliance,
a« bit ion ; those tnat give social power and effectton ; and
not least, though last, the strength and tendency of the

These peculiarities of temperament, constitution, laws
of health, development of faculties, and the harmonies and
contradictions that exist in an organization, are plainly set
forth and discribed to the person under our band*, showing
the strong and weak points, what to encourage and what
to restrain, with a view to a proper self controland balance
of mind and character. We also study and described the
Adaptations and talents of each person for giving Pursuits,
and in which their abilities can be used to the best advan
tage.

We teach parents how to understand and guard their precocious children who need prudent care to save
them, also how to train their turbulent and vicious children, and how to bring their moral and intellectual
powers into the ascendant.

In reaching our conclusions we take into account Physiology, Phrenology, Physiognomy, habit, diet, and
eonatitu tion— everything, indeed, which belongs to the make up of a person, and in this way we cooler on men
ten thousand dollars' worth of benefit for a small outlay of time and money.

We have made thousands of Examinations from Photographs. Send for Mirror of the Mind to

MODEL HEAD.

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
27 East 21st Street. Nisw York.

The Young Man
Who is looking ahead to a life of success and usefulness, who would attain
honor and distinction and make the best use of his opportunities and mvirou-
raent, and the most of himself, should read

Looking Forward
FOR YOUNG MEN. A new attractive work by

Rev. G. S. Weaver. It deals with all that tends to help and
contribute in any way to advancement, prosperity and success.

A fair idea of the book may be had from the following
chapter headings taken from the table of

CONTENTS :

The Young Man and His Patrimony. Tho Young Man and His Time

The Young Man and His Friends.

The Needed Friends and How to

Keep Them.

The Young Man and His Business

Business and Something More

The Young Man and His Politics

The Young Man and His Money.

The Young Man and His Habits.

The Young Man and His Pleasures.

The Young Man and His Ambitions.

The t ;jiii,y Man and His Reading.

The Young Man ana His Hopes.

The Young Man and His Home.

The Young Man and His Religion.

"Looking Forward for Young Men" is printed on fine

paper, handsomely bound in fine cloth, and will be sent by
mail, postpaid on receipt of price, $i.oo.

Address F0W|er & Wells Co - Pubs.. 27 E. 21st Street. New York.
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The fflodern Farmer and gusy gee

EMERSON TAYLOR ABKOTT, Editor
This Paper Is what Its Dame suggesta

A LIVE, UP-TO-DATE
FARM JOURNAL

With a
General Farm Department, Dairy,
Horticulture, Live-stock,
Poultry, Bees, Veterinary,
Home and General News.
Old Subscribers who will send one
New Subscription when renewing.
Sample Copies Free.
BEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM
IN THE CENTRAL WEST.

Address MODERN FARMER. 8r. Joseph, Mo.

Whether you're poor or whether
you're wealthy,

The world seems all right if
you're healthy ;

And good health to enjoy, you
• need only employ

Ripans Tabales, which all stom
ach troubles destroy.

WANTED.
-A case of bad health that B-I-P-A-N-8will not benefit They banish pain and prolong

life. One (tires relief. Note the word R-I-P-A-N-8 on
the package and accept no substitute. R-I-P-A-N-8.
10 for 6cents, may be had at any drug store. Ten samples and one thousand testimonials will be mailed toany address for S cents, forwarded to the Ripans
Ohemical Co., No. 10 Spruce 8t., New York.

The baby, crowing in its mother's
arms.

The child, upgrowing and attending
school ,

The blushing maiden with her many
charms

Are benellted by a Ripans Tabule.
The matron in her sturdy prime of

life.
The weak old lady with the trembling

hands
Whenever indigestion's pains are rife.
Find equal benelit in these Ilipans.

1st wrltlmar to sdi

WANTED.
-A case of bad health that R-I-P-A-N-8

will not benefit. They banish pain and prolong
life. One giTes relief. Note the word R-I-P-A-N-8 on
the package and accept no substitute. R-I-P-A-N-8.
10 for ft cents, may be had at any drug store. Ten
samples and one thousand testimonials will be mailed
to any address for 5 cents, forwarded to the Ripans
Ohemical Co., No. 10Spruce 8t., New York.

■aeMtlom The Phreaelofleal Joaraal.
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Return to Mure!
And bcome stronger, healthier, happier, clearer-
headed and — save money, follow the simple laws of
nature. The KNEirr Water Cure Monthly
will tell you all about them.

w

The Kneipf Wateh Cuke Monthly stands

for a cleaner body, a healthier mentality and a

higher morality, hygienic living and natural meth

ods of obtaining health. Able contributors. Has

a correspondence department which tells all about
the natural treatments of diseases. Full of hints

on prevention and cure of disease. A magazine for

the whole family. Published monthly in English
and German. Sent post-paid to your address for one

year for one dollar, 6 months for 50 cents ; single

copy, 10 cents. No free copies. B. Lust, Editor.
Send money to

THE KNEIPP MAGAZINE PUBLISHING COMPANY

HI East 59th Street, New York City

Kneipp health Store Company
B. LUST, Proprietor

1 1 1 East 59th Street New York
Between Park and Lexington Aves.

Sole AReuts for the United States for

FATHER KNEIPP'S ONLY
..GENUINE REMEDIES..

AIpo a complete itock of

Kneipp't Books.Herbs, Health Foodt, Malt Coffee,

Health Underwear, Linens and Hygienic Supplies

Ask for Free Complete Catalogue and " Guide to Health."

"HOW TO STRENGTHEN THE MEMORY"
....OR....

Natural ank Scientific Methods of Never

Forgetting.

By Dr. M. L. Holbrook.

CONTETS.
i— Introductory. The Nature of Memory,
a—The Best Foundation for a Good Memory.

5—Memory and Nutrition: Memory and Fat'iguey
Memory and the Circulation of the Blood;

uality of the Hlood; Memory and Disease;
emory and Narcotics.

4—Exaltation and Degeneration of the Memory.
5—Memory and Attention.
6— Memory and Repetition.

7—Memory and Associations. Links and Chains.
8—A Striking Example of Restoration of the Mem

ory, and the Methods Employed,
o— Methods of Memory Culture for Schools.

10—Self-cultare of the Memory.
11— Memory for Names and itsCulture.
12—Memory for Faces and its Improvement.

13—Memory for Places and Localities.

14—Culture of the Musical Memory.

is—Strengthening the Memory for Facts and Events.
16—Memory for Figures and Dates.
17—The Figure Alphabet.
18—Tricks of Memory.
19—How to Learn a New Language, or lhe Surest and

Most Effectual Way to Ensure an Easy and
Accurate Reproduction of Ideas.

20—Culture of a Memory for Words.
si—Advice to Clergymen Concerning Their Memorise,
22—The Lawyer's Memory.
23—Mastering the Contents of a Book.

24—The Art of Forgetting and What to Forget.
25—Abnormal Memories.

BOUND IN CLOTH. POSTPAID $1 00
With One Year's Subscription to Physical Culture. $1.60

" MARRIAGE AND PARENTAGE "

By M. L. Holbrook, M. D.

The following are the titles of the principal chapters
of the work.

1, Introductory, comprising a sketch of the great im
provements in the marriage Relation within historic
times.

2. The Duality of the Sexes, and Reasons for Mar
riage.

j. The fundamental principles on wich True Mar
riages are based.

4. The temperamental and educational adaptation of
one party to the other.

5. Health as the most important factor in a Sanitary
Marriage.

6. Physical Culture as an element in Marriage.

7. Marriage among the ancient Spartans and its
lessons for modern civilization.

8. How Science is applied to improving animals and
plants, and may be applied to improveing the race.

g. The Mixing of Races and its importance.

10. The difficulties wich are encountered.

it. Importance of having Children, especially good
and healthy ones, and the disadvantages of rearing1
sickly or bad ones.

12. Reproduction, its nature and laws (a very in
structive chapter).

13 What and how parents transmit good and bad
qualities to their offspring.

14. The laws of Sanitary parentage (also an impor
tant chapter).

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 27 East 21st St., New York City

In writing to advertisers pleaae mention The Phrenological Journal.
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SELF HYPNOTIC HEALING
I have made a late discovery that enables all to induce

the hypnotic sleep in themselves instantly, awaken at
any desired time and thereby cure all known diseases and
bad habits. Anyone can induce this sleep in themselves
at first trial, control their dreams, read the minds of
friends and enemies, visit any part of the earth, solve
hard questions and problems iu this sleep, and remember
all when awake. This so-called Mental-Vision Lesson
will be sent to anyone for 10c. silver, actually enabling
him to do the above without further charge.

Prof. R. E. Dutton, McCook, Nebraska

HOW. TO SUCCEED
Will PnwftPa"d Personal Magnetism Insure

otherwise impossible, at
tracting friends and businesssuccess. Al l pos
sessthis power. Learn how to use it. "EE Y
TO POWEH" SOcts. or IBeta. and addresses
of three ministers, teachers or physicians.

Circulars FREE* Address,
National Institute of Sclent*-, Dept. v. 0. ?P, thleaf*

fHEIDEAt siGHT REST0RER
WE RESTORE SIGHTI,

CLASSES RENDER
DEFECTIVE VISION

CHRONIC.
Write for our

ILLUSTRATED
TREATISE,

Mailed Free.
The Ideal company,

239 broadway,
NEW YORK.

HEALTH AND WEALTH
SCIENTIFIC TRUTH* aud
STARTLING FACTS.

Natural Healing— a paying profes
sion—taught by mall. Anyonecan
easily team & successfully practice
It. Noexperimentation, rwwUaarai
Every known disease promptly re-

elal professional arivice
advertising matter fur-

Clolden har-
rllcved.

Special professions
ami payingadvertinlngina
nlnhed. Act quickly. Go)
vest nure. Circulars free.

at Heir P.-fi 0. 870, Oil.

The Water Gap Sanitarium
la the place where permanent cares
are made of all forms of disease.
Bates reasonable. A christian family
home. Address

F. WILSON KURD. M.O., Minsi, Co., Pa

BO YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

i rade marks
Designs

Copyrights Ac.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

/ pai_
tlonsstrictlycontidontlul. Handbook on Patents

quickly ascertain our opiniou free whether an
Invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confident ial. Handbook on Patent
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.

Patents taken through Munn St Co. recelre
special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms. 13 a
year; four months, $L Sold by all newsdealers.

I 361 Broadway,iiumi vi nun
Untnrti <rfflce, l?25V Sr.. Washington,

In writing to auvertlsers pie

New York
DRton, D. C.

DIXON'S PENCILS
Are unequaled for smooth, tough leads.

If your stationer does not keep them, mention The
pHKKNOLuaiCAL Joukwal, and send 16c in stamps to
Jomefh Dixon Obuoiblb Co.. Jersey City. N. J., for
sample* worth double the money

OUT OF THE OLD RUT
All who wish to read the true character

of all kinds of men, women, and children, and
understand the fundamental sources of
vitality, health, memory, will, concentration,
thought, energy, etc., etc., can do so bv reading

HUMAN FACULTY
SI. 00 per Year 10 Cents a Copy

Send Stamp for Sample Copy
L. A. VAUGBT, Publisher
817 Inter-Ocean Bhlg., Chicago, Ills.

Human Nature
A Monthly Magazine of
World-Wide Repute

Edited by Prof. Allen Haddock

Subscription price, 50 cents.

1020 Market Street - San Francisco

lentlon The Phrenological Journal.
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\l\V\SS
(Ti FREE to P. A.M. Anengrav-
t~A lug of the Hall of the Mjs-/ terles. also large Catalogue of/ \\ Masonic books aud goods,/ \ \ with bottom prices. New 11-

. J lustratcd History of Free-
^^Lj^f ^^^M^ masonry for Agents. Beware

7V of spurious Masonic books.

/■»_. REUUINO & CO., Publishers/ ^^k_^^r \ it11•t Manufacture™ "f Mw-/ \ ouic (ioods. No. S12 Broad-/ \ way, New York city.

When the stomach's out of order A NEW gilAHTEULY

amd you can't enjoy your fowl,

And with pangs of indigestion Practical Psychology
your whole system is imbued.

When yon feel an eager yearning

OF INTEREST TO EVERY ONE

Published by WILLIAM A. BARNES

to possess internal peace

Take a Ripans in the morning and

Teacher of Psychology, Hypnotism and Development of
Personal Magnetism as Practically applied to Bualmss.
Medicine, Education and Social Affairs.

your sorrows soon will cease. SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $l.oo PER YEAR
SAMPLE COPY FREE

"11/ ANTED. -A case of bad health that RIPAN-8
* V will not benefit. They banian pain and prolong

life. One gives relief. Note the word K'IP'A'N-S on
the package and accept no substitute. KTP-A-N-s.
10for S cents, may be had at any drug store. Ten sam -
plea and one thousand testimonials will be mailed to
any address for 6 cents, forwarded to the Kipans
Chemical Co., No. 10Spruce St., New York.

.-,<>.-, Massachusetts Avenue
Cor. Tremont Street. HOSTON, MASS.

STRIKE OF A SEX.SrSSF
Zuggassent's Discovery ££.rJ5U. S. SUBSCRIPTION AGENCY 00 and the honeymoon a* long as life. Fortieth Til——1

216 Liberty Street GEO. H. mohler
Indianapolis, Ind. xanaoek

Circulars of hooks on Health and Sexu.l Sctem-etree.

ULICE B. STOCKHAM & CO.. 66 FIFTH AYE., CHICA80

FIVE-GRAIN

TABLETS

EXACT SIZE

REGISTERED, SEPT. 3rd, 1890. FAC-SIMILE

"The name Itself suggests what Antlkamnla Is, and what Its remedial properties art: —Antl (Greek-AitO.
Opposed to, and Kamnla (Gmft-Ka/xvof), Pain— therefore, "ANTIKAMNIA" (Opposed to Pain)— a remedy to
relieve pain and suffering.

"In certainty and celerity of action, It has been found superior to any of Its predecessors In this field, espe
cially In cases of Acute and Chronic Neuralgia. Neuralgic Toothache, Tlc-Douloureux, Myalgia, Migraine,
Hemicranla, and ail forms of Headache, yield to Its Influence in a remarkably short time, and In no instance have
any evil after-effects developed. The chief claim advanced in favor of Antlkamnla over all other products Is, that
Its use is not followed by depression of the heart

"The dose for adults, which always gives relief In severe headaches, especially those of bookkeepers,
actors, lawyers, students, mothers, teachers and nurses, In short all headaches caused by anxiety or mental strain,
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THE AMERICAN
INSTITUTE
OF PHRENOLOGY

PRESIDENT. MRS. C. F. WELLS

Incorporated, 1866, by Special Act of the

New York Legislature

The Annual Assembly of the American
Institute of Phrenology will take place on

Wednesday, September 5th, with an evening
reception of students and friends.

The course will consist of about one
hundred and twenty-five lectures, and will
extend over six weeks. Three lectures are
given each day, excepting Saturday, when a

review of the week's work is held.
The object of the course is to explain the

fundamental principles of Phrenology, Phys
iognomy, Psychology, Physiology, Anat
omy, Hygiene, Heredity, Foods, the Races,
the Temperaments, Brain Dissection, the
Objections and Proofs of the Old and New
Phrenology, Mental Therapeutics, the Choice
of Pursuits, Marriage, the History of Phre
nology, Animal Magnetism, Hypnotism,
Psycho-Physiology, Elocution, Oratory and
Voice-Culture, and Jurisprudence.

Last year the students had the advantage
of the lectures of William Hicks, M.D., a

physician and medical professor, who has
had practical experience among students
on Physiology and Anatomy, Insanity, Brain
Dissection, and Clinical Work in Treating
the Insane, which proved of great interest to
all members of the class.

The Institute will have the lane assist
ance this year.

The Institute course is recommended to
business men and women who have daily to

come in contact with their employees and
customers.

It provides help to all professional men
and women who have to educate the masses.

It proves a guide to parents and teachers,
as well as private individuals.

For terms of tuition, etc., apply to the

Secretary, care of Fowler & Wells Co., No.
27 East 21st Street. New York City.
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The Chief Characteristics of President McKinley,
Col. Theodore Roosevelt, William J. Bryan,

and Mr. Adlai Ewing Stevenson.

When judging of the leading charac
teristics of any great or public man the
one difficulty that presents itself is in so

interpreting one's opinions that however

they may differ from the reader's, the
latter may, at any rate, regard them, if
he so chooses, from the same standpoint
if he will logically follow the arguments
that are used.

In our present article we wish to be

guided entirely by facts as expressed by
the features and the outlines of the head
of each of the gentlemen whose portraits
are here presented, without any political
bias whatever.

PRESIDENT WILLIAM M'KINLEY.
William McKinley, who has just been

nominated as Republican candidate for
President, is a man of ample power,
physically and mentally speaking. He
has a large head and apparently an
active brain which is poised on a fine

organization. The chest is well filled
out, the shoulders broad, and capable of
considerable physical exercise; the lung
power, as indicated, is able to vitalize his
circulatory system and yields him an

ample amount of arterial blood. There
is not the expression of weakness about
his physique or ill health that we often
find with men possessing a large and
active brain. The Eiffel tower in Paris
possesses an ample base for its immense
height, and when one travels to the top
it gives the feeling of security as one
reaches the pinnacle. So the man with
a large brain, he needs a healthy body as

a foundation for it.
Mr. McKinley is a well-balanced man,

with a substantiality, a solidity, and
thoroughness not often found in our
political arena. His features are well
marked and indicate strength and re
liability, as though nothing was too dif
ficult for his attainment, and, further,
that when committed to a plan of work
he meant to carry it out. Besides the
aggressiveness expressed in the nose and
the dignity and seriousness manifested
in the lips and eyes, we see kindliness
and comradeship in the chin; in the end
of the nose we find the power of analysis
and great persistency of character, and
rather strength of will in a mental sense

than the fighting propensity.
Andrew Jackson had more of the
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Wellingtonian type of features than has
Mr. McKinley; the latter is no warrior
and would not look well at the head of
an army any more than Admiral Dewey
would he capable of filling a presidential
chair. Some men can successfully win
contests without unsheathing their

inine inheritance that he has received

probably from his mother, and it mani
fests itself in the dimple in the chin.
Had Mr. McKinley a less aggressive
nose and less firm lips than are seen in
all his portraits, and verily in the man
himself, he would be led more easily

I'KESIDK.Vr WIL

swords, while others are only too ready
to show the sparkling steel.

The mouth is firm but not passionate
or particularly ambitious; there is more

dignity and reticence expressed in this
feature of the face than ambition.
What to many is the most surprising
feature of the face is the strong fem-

Photo by Ruckwood.

L1AM M'KINLKY.

by this feature of the chin, which is
more often to be seen in the face of a
woman than a man.

We think that facts, in Mr. McKin-
ley's life, indicate what the physiognom
ical side in the whole lower part of the
face shows, namely, conjugal devoted-
ness, sincere affection, and unswerving
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regard for personal friends. The
breadth of the chin indicates courage
without that repulsiveness of manner

and speech which so often dominates in
men who push themselves to the front.

Mr. McKinley's head is evidently
twenty-three inches in circumference by
fifteen inches over the top from ear to

ear, while its length is well propor
tioned. Although the large head does

not necessarily make a successful poli-

there is a logic that accompanies the
answer. As a child he showed this fore
sight and command over other children
who must have looked to him for the

why and the wherefore of things.
Intellectual labor to him must be a

pleasure rather than a drain upon his
resource, hence when he examines a sub
ject he will survey it in a general way
first, and then will pull it to pieces with
great minuteness. Comparison, it will

Photo by Rockwood.

GOVERNOR THEODORB ROOSEVELT.

tician or business man, yet when we find
quality of organization as well as size

and balance of power, then we may

reasonably expect from such a person

consistency of action, speech, and work.
His forehead is high and broad, not

high and narrow as in many gifted and

eloquent politicians. This height and

breadth have always given to Mr. Mc-
Kinley a considerateness, a thoughtful-
ness, and a substantiality of mind and

purpose that will not work quickly, but
when a decided answer has to be given

be noticed, in the central line of the
forehead, is exceedingly strong in devel

opment, and when used in connection
with his Human Nature will manifest
the strong power of analysis that is ex

pressed at the tip of the nose; he will,
therefore, not only have a reason for his
opinions but will be able to give a logical
one. His massive brow enables him to
take in details, hence he should be able
to gather data and information quite
readily. If he were examining a pris
oner at the bar as an attorney he would
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be searching in his questions in order to

get the full amount of information that
he sought. He knows how to come

right to the point and " hit the nail on

the head," when he has taken into ac

count the general principles of the sub

ject. Some men differ from him and
will plunge to the main issue at first and
focus their questions without surveying
a subject. In the case of the President
his head indicates that he wishes to ex

press the thought that if a thing is
worth doing at all it is worth doing well.
He is not in as great a hurry or rush to
obtain his point as the New York motor-
men are to maintain their record; he

prefers to proceed at a pace that he can
sustain. This fact is indicated by the

height of his head, as well as by his in
tellectual lobe; the former represents a

large development of Veneration, Be
nevolence, and Conscientiousness, as

will be seen in the portrait produced by
Charles Parker, Washington, D. C, and
the full side view taken by George Rock-
wood, New York.

His large Benevolence makes "the
whole world kin" to him, hence he can
not easily antagonize himself or consent
to a coup d'etat which we have known
some presidential officers adopt in order
to surprise foreign nations. His Ven
eration is what gives him his strong re

spect for, and in, constitutional policies,
yet his Benevolence broadens his con
servatism which prevents him from be
ing a narrow bigot or a rash radical.
The elevation of his head shows sym
pathy, respect, integrity^ and power to
appreciate superiority wherever he finds
it. Some men may judge him to be too
yielding in his policy and too much in
clined to listen to the suggestions of first
one and then another; is this not rather
the result of his respect for the opinions
of others? and does it not show the gen
uine breadth of his character? We
think it does.

He is not lacking in the organ of
Firmness, hence can be determined in
his efforts, firm in his principles, solid
in his decisions, and capable of carrying
out the conclusions that he forms. We
suppose there is not a man who has been

elected president who has not more or
less allowed himself to be influenced by
others —he would not be human if he
did not adhere somewhat to the solici
tude of his party; yet a president re

quires personal will power, and a deep
sense of his responsibilities in order to
steer clearly in the middle of the road,
or " mediocra firma."

Mr. McKinley's Language has devel

oped considerably since his earlier por
traits were taken, but the faculty is not
extravagant and shows the thought
ful and solicitous kind of expres
sion rather than that which is pro
fuse or redundant. He is open, frank,
and candid in argument, but he always
shows in his speech a foresight that pre
vents him from committing himself to
what he cannot carry out, and thus
causes him to regret what a shallower
mind would have said without thought.

If we may refer once more to the face,
his hospitality is shown by the curves
which pass down from the side of his
cheeks, while his concentration is por
trayed in the distinct indentation from
the nose to the upper lip. The base
of his head indicates executiveness,
while the whole outline is indicative
of thought, common-sense, sympathy,
equity, and a desire to win the esteem
and confidence of those who implant
their trust in him.

COL. THEODOKE ROOSEVELT.

Seldom has there been so much con
troversy and uncertainty about the nom
ination of a Republican Vice-President
as was experienced this spring when
Governor Roosevelt was asked to allow
his name to stand for nomination. Be
ing Governor of so important a State as

New York it was indeed difficult for a

decision to be arrived at either by him
self or political wire-pullers like Sen
ators Hanna and Piatt. As Governor
of New York State Col. Roosevelt oc

cupies a very important position and an
independent one to n large extent, while
the duties of Vice-President at Wash
ington are quite different. He has,
however, shown himself equal to any
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task where duty has seemed to point,
and it is believed that lie will strength
en the Republican party considerably

by his personal influence and executive

ability by being President McKinley's
right-hand man. If events should
prove that he takes this office, we trust

there will be a bond of union between
the President and Vice-President sim
ilar to that which was experienced be

tween President McKinley and Vice-
President Hobart.

Col. Roosevelt possesses an excellent
organization for executive work. He
has what one might call an " iron con

stitution," which is shown in his mas
sive chest and ample lung power, hence
he has more balance of power than
ninety-nine men out of a hundred. His
excellent stock gives a background to
his character which is quite phenomenal,
as he can claim to have Dutch, Scotch,

Irish, French, and Huguenot blood in
his veins. His head indicates several

powerful and distinct qualities of mind,
which show through his large Firmness,
his Conscientiousness, his Cautiousness,

his Causality, and Destructiveness. The
first is from his Scotch ancestry, to

gether with the fore part of his Cau

Phoui by Rockwood.

COLONEL WILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN.
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tiousness, giving him foresight, capacity
to look ahead, and take aim before he
fires a shot.

He receives his versatility of mind
from his Irish inheritance, and his wiri-
ness and integrity are inherited from his

s

Huguenot stock; while his scrupulous
ness and integrity are inherited from his
Dutch ancestry. He combines as very
few men do, great strength and robust
ness and energy of mind and body with
keen sympathies and gentleness. He is
not beyond looking at the small favors

that are granted him even when consid

ering large and important matters.
He has dynamic force, and electric

magnetism which he uses to good effect.
He has been used to work where leader

ship was necessary, and to a certain ex

tent he will still hold a position—if
elected — that will require the same tact
and executiveness as he has used on for
mer occasions; for in presiding over the
Senate a man needs a keen sense of hu
man nature, large perceptive faculties,
and any amount of patience; thus on

MB. A. K. 8TKVKNSON.
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this account, we believe that he will be

able to fully satisfy any demands that
are made upon him.

WILLIAM J. BRYAN.

William J. Bryan, nominated as Dem

ocratic candidate for President, presents

COL. W. J. BRYAN AND

a very different organization to that of
William McKinley, hence the compar
ison between the two is an interesting
psychological, phrenological, and phys
iognomical study. In preparing for
any kind of race, whether it be an ath
letic race, a horse race, or one for a pres
idential office, several things have to be

considered, and a man who hopes to win
generally places himself in the hands of
a trainer so that his limbs will be supple,
the nerve power well under control, and
the intellect substantial. A trainer for
the English Derby or the Australian
Cup would not think of placing a mag
nificent cart horse along with the high-
spirited light-footed racer who has al

ready won many prizes for speed; but in
the contest among men substantiality of
character is called for, although elo

quence may go very far to secure the
coveted position.

In Mr. Bryan's organization we find a

suppleness and working power which
make him master of himself and his po
sition. He appears to have a keenly re

cuperative nature that is capable of
working in a remarkable manner and of
extending his energies through a tre
mendous fatigue of body and mind. Ho

possesses a fine physical organization
and should enjoy health, but it is pos
sible for him to over-tax his powers on
account of his enthusiasm, which is so

great, and being connected with political
life it is not easy for a man of his nature
to draw the line, and had he not in
herited a great deal of his recuperative

Photo by Uorkwoori.

MR. A. E. STEVENSON.

power he would not be able to maintain
the hard work that he often gives him
self.

He possesses the ample chest power
calculated to make a good orator, and he
has the mental qualifications that enable
him to be a ready speaker and a fluent
debater. He is never at a loss for a

word, hence he can fill any gap that may
arise in a meeting where he is a speaker.
This is owing to the fact that he has

large Language, a wonderful degree of
Comparison, and very little reserve to his
nature. He speaks in a frank and can
did way instead of cautiously approach
ing a subject. Were his head broad at
the base and sides he would be more tact
ful, diplomatic, and reserved in manner
and speech, but his enthusiasm carries
him straight ahead, and many a slip may
be overlooked on account of the ear
nestness and zeal that he throws into his
utterances.

His forehead is particularly well de

veloped in the central qualities, which
give him an excellent memory of men;
in fact, we think it would be difficult
for him to forget people with whom he
had once become associated. His mem
ory of facts and special events should be
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of very great service to him as a lawyer
or politician. His love of metaphor is

great, few men are better able to make

more out of a subject under considera

tion, and make that subject interesting
than Mr. Bryan; he knows how to throw
so many side lights upon it

,

that the

material itself does not appear to be

scanty when he is handling it. Some

men can only relate facts as they find
them; they have no gift of imagination,
no power to swell on a subject, and no

emotional nature to sway an audience.
Mr. Bryan to the contrary knows how to
use figure of speech, geniality of man

ner, and the light and shade of imagi
nation that give much color to a dry
subject. He knows what people like to

hear, and he has an attractive way of
presenting his ideas.

His social nature and the emotional
side of his character are both strongly
represented, and his accurate knowledge
of human nature enables him to throw
more friendliness and sympathy into his
speeches than actual logic, hence per
sons will go away from a meeting at

which he has been the chief speaker and
feel as though they had been entertained
and also as though he had been speaking
to each one of them personally.

The availability of his mind is such
that he knows how to touch the right
chord and stir the sentiments of the peo
ple in his favor.

Executiveness is not wanting, and he

shows considerable aggressiveness in the

development of his Destructivcness, as

well as in the powerful outline of his
nose. There is not so much concentra
tion of thought shown in the length of
the upper lip from the nose to the mouth
as in some speakers, hence he will never

weary an audience. The great power of
the man is shown in the upper fore part
of his head, namely, in his Benevolence.
This brings him in touch with the peo

ple with whom he conies in contact; it is

this faculty to a large extent that gives

a sparkle and intensity to his eyes, and
enables him to express a kindly attitude
toward those who make appeals to him
for help. He has also a large develop
ment of Veneration that makes him

highly religious, and with some people
this will undoubtedly have a fine moral
effect. He is more devoted to forms
and ceremonies than he is to the strict
sense of equity and conscientious

scruples, he enters strongly into the

spirit of the worship, particularly that
form of it that he has given himself to,
and we should not be surprised to
find that the Presbyterian Church was
more in his way of thinking than any
other.

As a teacher or professor he would
not be so strict a disciplinarian with hia
students, but he would win their confi
dence more through his persuasive man
ner and personal magnetism than by
laying down rules of etiquette. His
Firmness gives him tenacity of purpose,
and together with the organ of Hope he
shows sanguineness of mind and the

capacity to work against odds, thus in
law he would often win a case by his per
sistency and persuasiveness of argument.
He is not a man who will stand aloof
from people, but rather one who would
mingle with the crowd and give a hearty
shake of the hand to everyone who ex
pressed a desire to meet him. His mind

is electric, but he has not so much power
for deep thought and reflection as those
whose foreheads are broader in their
upper portion. He is a man well calcu
lated to " take " with a certain class of
people, because of his wonderful ability
to understand human life in all its
phases, and when meeting him for the
first time persons cannot fail to feel the
friendliness of his nature.

He is quick to make up his mind, sa

gacious in deciding a knotty point of
difference of opinion; in fact, his forte
lies in his ready command of available
language, and his power to suit himself
to the occasion, but on matters requiring
great deliberation he would need to use

all his dcliberateness of mind, and bring
himself largely under control before ex

pressing his opinions. Some men err
with being too philosophical and delib
erate while others fire their cannon be

fore they have properly taken aim.
The happy medium is not easy to find.

Mr. Bryan has developed many of his
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qualities to the advantage of himself and
character during the past few years,
though as a boy he was known as the
orator of his class.

MR. ADLAI EWING STEVENSON.

There was a spirited and even dra

matic contest at Kansas City over the
Democratic nomination of Acllai Ewing
Stevenson, and when comparing the

photograph of this gentleman with that
of William J. Bryan we see that there is

a great difference in the heads of the
two leaders of the Democratic party.
While Bryan's head is high and narrow
Stevenson's is high in the posterior su

perior region of the head and broad at
the base around the ears and across the
brow. He ought, therefore, to make a

very favorable balance to Bryan, if
elected. There is much fluency of
speech, floweriness of language, wild
enthusiasm, and expressiveness in Bry
an's character, while in Stevenson we
find a warrior of the old type, one who
is more conservative, practical, and

steady-going; he may bend to rule and

leadership up to a certain point, but his
nose is of the executive type and fully
represents the strength of his head in
the region of Firmness; it has also a

good bridge to it; although the fighting
element is strong, yet the lines that go
from it indicate sympathy and hospi
tality.

He is a man possessing steadiness of
purpose, and the intensity expressed in
his eye shows fervor, strength of char
acter, and determination of mind. His
perceptive qualities give him ample abil
ity to observe and take everything into
account that bears on his particular
work. He is just the man to strengthen
the candidature of William J. Bryan;
we doubt if anyone could have been bet
ter selected to run in harness with him.
He is a man of experience, too, and his
experience he has not bought for noth
ing. He possesses personal magnetism
and must have a strong masculine and

powerful way of expressing his opin
ions. With his strength of character
and regard for substantiality linked to
Bryan's adaptability and pliable mind
we find a favorable combination of ele

ments for the Democratic party. Very
soon the country will be asked to decide
who is to govern and hold the reins of
administration for the next four years.
Taking into account the present affairs
abroad we judge that the office will be
full of responsibility, hence wise and
tactful administration is necessary.

In summing up the two presidential
candidates we find that Mr. McKinley
has a high and broad top head, while Mr.
Bryan has a high and narrow develop
ment in the same region. This makes
the former sympathetic and substantial,
and the latter sympathetic and emotion
al. Mr. McKinley's forehead is broad
and high, Mr. Bryan's is centrally de

veloped but is not comparatively so

broad. Mr. McKinley thinks before he

speaks, while Mr. Bryan thinks while he

speaks. The Language of Mr. McKin
ley is directed more through his Causal
ity and Cautiousness, while the Lan
guage of Mr. Bryan is dictated through
his Benevolence, Comparison, and the
head above the ears in Secretiveness and
Cautiousness, which give him tact and
reserve, while Mr. Bryan is somewhat
narrow in the same region when it is
compared with its height, hence he is
free and outspoken, and appears to tell
all he knows on a subject.

Both men have strong perceptive
qualities, but Mr. McKinley would pre
fer to think over what he has seen before
he relates it. while Mr. Bryan can repro
duce his knowledge on the spur of the
moment, and prefers to take less time to
consider the actual method of reproduc
ing it.

Taking the general characteristics of
the two men they differ very materially
from each other, and we can see how
some people will follow the one man as a

leader, and why others would prefer the
other man for opposite reasons.
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Dr. Gall on the Organ and Faculty of Construc-

tiveness.

From tJw " Annals of Phrenology," 183],..

The facts on which Phrenology is
founded are so numerous and varied

that it is difficult to give even an ab
stract of them.

Dr. Gall's account of Constructive-
ness occupies sixteen quarto pages, so

that we are necessarily compelled great
ly to abridge his statements. He gives
the following account of the discov
ery:

When he first turned. his attention to
the talent for construction, manifested

hy some individuals, he had not discov
ered the fact that every primitive fac
ulty is connected with a particular part
of the Drain as its organ; and on this
account, he directed his observations
toward the whole head of great mech
anicians. He was frequently struck
with the circumstance that the head
of these artists was as large in the tem
poral regions as at the cheek-bones.
This, however, although occurring fre
quently, was not a certain and infallible
characteristic; and hence he was led by
degrees to believe that the talent de

pended on a particular power. To dis
cover a particular indication of it in the
head, he made acquaintance with men
of distinguished mechanical genius
wherever he found them : he studied the
forms of their heads and moulded them.
He soon met some in whom the diam
eter from temple to temple was greater
than that from the one zigomatic bone
to the other; and at last found two eele-
rated mechanicians, in whom there ap
peared two swellings, round and distinct
at the temples. These heads convinced
him, that it is not the circumstance of
equality in the zigomatic and temporal
diameters, which indicated a genius for
mechanical construction, but a round
protuberance in the temporal region,
situated in some individuals a little be
hind, and in others a little behind and

above the eye. This protuberance is

always found in concomitance with
great constructive talent, and when the

zigomatic diameter is equal to it, there
is then a parallelism of the face; but, as

the zigomatic bone is not connected
with the organ, and projects more or
less in different individuals, this form
of countenance is not an invariable con
comitant of constructive talent, and

ought not to be taken as the measure of
the development of the organ.*

Having thus obtained some idea of
the seat and external appearance of the

organ, Dr. Gall assiduously multiplied
observations. At Vienna, some gentle
men of distinction brought to him a

person, concerning whose talents they
solicited his opinion. He stated that
he ought to have a great tendency to
ward mechanics. The gentlemen im
agined that he was mistaken, but the
subject of the experiment was greatly
struck with this observation. He was
the famous painter TJnterberger. To
show that Dr. Gall had judged with per
fect accuracy, he declared that he had
always had a passion for the mechanical
arts, and that he painted only for a live
lihood. He carried the party to his
house, where he showed them a multi
tude of machines and instruments,
some of which he had invented, and
others improved. Besides, Dr. Gall re
marks that the talent for design, so es

sential to a painter, is connected with
the organ of Constructiveness, so that
the art which he practised publicly was
a manifestation of the faculty.

Dr. Scheel, of Copenhagen, had at
tended a course of Dr. Gall's lectures at

* In the plates and busts published in this
country, the organ is placed too low and too
far forward. In a great variety of instances
we have found it very distinctly marked, a
little upward and backward from the situa
tion in the busts.
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Vienna, from which he went to Borne.

One day he entered abruptly, when Dr.
Gall was surrounded by his pupils, and

presenting to him the cast of a skull,
asked his opinion of it. Dr. Gall in
stantly said, that he ' had never seen the

organ of Constructiveness so largely
developed as in the head in question.'
Scheel continued his interrogatories.
Dr. Gall then pointed out also a large
development of tbe organs of Amative-

he described to them beforehand what
form of a head he ought to have, and

they went to visit him: it was the in
genious mathematical instrument-mak
er, Lindner, at Vienna; and his temples
rose out in two little rounded irregular
prominences. Dr. Gall had previously
found the same form of head in the
celebrated mechanician and astronomer
David, Frere Augustin, and in the
famous Voigtlaender, mathematical in-

l.AKUE CONsTKUCTIVKNI

ness and Imitation. ' How do you find
the organ of Coloring? ' ' I had not
previously adverted to it,' said Gall,
' for it is only moderately developed.'
Scheel replied, with much satisfaction,
' that it was a cast of the skull of
Raphael.' Every reader, acquainted
with the history of this celebrated
genius, will perceive that Dr. Gall's in
dications are exceedingly characteristic.

Several of Dr. Gall's auditors spoke
to him of a man who was gifted with an
extraordinary talent for mechanics, and

strument-maker. At Paris, Prince
Schwartzenberg, then minister of Aus
tria, wished to put Drs. Gall and Spurz-
heim to the test. When they arose
from table, he conducted Dr. Gall into
an adjoining apartment, and showed
him a young man: without speaking a

word, he and the Prince rejoined the

company, and he requested Dr. Spurz-
heim to go and examine the young man's
head. During his absence, Dr. Gall
told the company what he thought of
the youth. Dr. Spurzheim immedi
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ately returned, and said that he be

lieved him to be a great mechanician

or an eminent artist in some collateral
branch. The Prince, in factt had

brought him to Paris on account of his
great mechanical talents, and supplied
him with the means of following out
his studies.

Dr. Gall adds that at Vienna, and in
the whole course of his travels, he had

found this organ developed in mechan

icians, architects, designers, and sculp
tors, in proportion to their talent; for
example, in Messrs. Fischer and Zauner,

sculptors at Vienna; Grosch, engraver
at Copenhagen; Plotz, painter; Hause,
architect; Block, at Wurzburg; Cano-
va; Muller, engraver; Danecker, sculp
tor, at Stuttgart; Baumann, engineer
for mathematical and astronomical in
struments; in a young man, whose in
struction the late King of Wurtemberg
intrusted to M. Danecker, because he
had remarked in him a great talent for
mechanics; in M. Hosslein, of Augs
burg, who, in 1807, had constructed,
from simple description, a hydraulic
belier, which, with a descent of two feet,
raised water more than four feet; in Ot-
tony and Pfug, at Jena; Hueber, design
er of insects, at Augsburg; in Baa-
der and Reichenbacher, at Munich; in
Baron Drais, inventor of the velocipede,
and of a new system of calculation; in
Breguet and Regnier, at Paris, etc., etc.

Dr. Spurzheim mentions the case of a

milliner of Vienna, who was remarkable
for constructive talent in her art, and in
whom the organ is very large. A cast
of her skull presents an appearance, in
this particular part, resembling Ra
phael's.

Dr. Gall mentions that it is difficult
to discover the position of this organ in
some of the lower animals, on account
of the different disposition of the con
volutions, their small size, and the total
absence of several of them which are
found in man. The organ of Music in
the lower creatures is situated toward
the middle of the arch of the eyebrow,
and that of Constructiveness lies a little
behind it. In the hamster, marmot,
and castor, of which he gives plates, it

is easily recognized; and at the part in
question, the skulls of these animals
bear a close resemblance to each other.
In the " rongeurs," the organ will be

found immediately above and before tho
base of the zygomatic arch, and the
greater the talent for construction the
more this region of their head is pro
jecting. The rabbit burrows under
ground, and the hare lies upon the sur
face, and yet their external members are
the same. On comparing their skulls,
this region will be found more devel

oped in the rabbit than in the hare.
The same difference is perceptible be

tween the crania of birds which build
nests, and of those which do not build.
Indeed, the best way to become ac

quainted with the appearence of the or
gan in the lower animals is to compare
the heads of the same species of animals
which build, with those which do not
manifest this instinct; the hare, for ex
ample, with the rabbit, or birds which
make nests with those which do not.

Thus far Dr. Gall. Our own belief
in this faculty and organ is founded on
the following, among other observa
tions: The organ is very largely devel

oped in Mr. Brunell, the celebrated in
ventor of machinery for making blocks,
for the rigging of ships by means of
steam, and who has, besides, shown a

great talent for mechanics in numerous
departments of art. It is large in Ed
wards, an eminent engraver; Wilkie,
Haydon, and J. F. Williams, celebrated
painters; in Sir W. Herschel, whose
great discoveries in astronomy arose
from the excellence of his telescopes
made by his own hands; and in Mr.
Samuel Joseph, an eminent sculptor.
In the late Sir Henry Raeburn, who was
bred a goldsmith, but became a painter
by the mere impulse of nature, without
teaching, and without opportunities of
study, we observed it large. We have
found it large also in Mr. Scoular, a

very promising young sculptor, who dis
played this talent at a very early age.
We have noticed it large in all the emi
nent operative surgeons of this city; in
our distinguished engravers, such as Mr.
James Stewart, Mr. Lizars, and Mr. C.
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Thomson: and also in the most cele
brated cabinet-makers, who have dis

played invention in their art. We have
observed it and Form large in a great
number of children, who were fond of
clipping and drawing figures. A mem
ber of the Medical Society, some years
ago, read an essay against phrenology in
that body. He asked a phrenologist to
take tea with him, and thereafter to go
and hear the paper. During tea his son
entered the room, and his lady, pointing
to the child, said to the phrenologist," Well, what do you perceive in this

LARGE CONSTRUCTIVENESS.

head?'' The phrenologist replied," Form and Constructiveness are large,
and he ought to clip or draw figures
with some taste." —" Very correct," an
swered the lady, and produced several
beautiful specimens of his ingenuity in
this respect. Her husband observed
that " it was a curious coincidence,"
and proceeded to read his paper, and
remains, we believe, an opponent, but a

courteous one, to this day. One fact is
no evidence on which to found belief,
but it ought to lead to observation,
while the author of the essay con
demned phrenology on argument alone.
The writer of this article, many years
ago, and before he knew phrenology,
employed a tailor, who spoiled every suit

of clothes he attempted to make; and he
was obliged to leave him for another,
who was much more successful. Both
are still alive, and he has often re

marked that in the former the organ in
question is very defective, while in the
latter it is amply developed. On the
other hand, we possess a cast of the head
of a very ingenious friend, distinguished
for his talents as an author, who has
often complained to us of so great a

want of constructive ability that he
found it difficult even to learn to write;
and in his head, although large in other
dimensions, there is a conspicuous defi
ciency in the region of Constructiveness.
The casts and skulls of the New Hol
landers are all remarkably narrow in the
situation of this organ; and travellers
have reported, that the constructive arts
are in a lower condition with them than
with almost any other variety of the hu
man race. Contrasted with them are
the Italians and French. An accurate
and intelligent phrenologist authorizes
us to state that during his travels in
Italy he observed a full development of
Constructiveness to be a general feature
in the Italian head; and we have ob
served the same to hold, but in a less

degree, in the French. Both of these
nations possess this organ in a higher
degree than the English in general.
Individuals, among the latter, are great
ly gifted with it

,

and the nation in gen
eral possesses high intellectual organs,
so that great discoveries in art are made
in this country by particular persons,
and speedily adopted and carried for
ward by those whom they benefit; but
the natural tastes for works of art, and
the enjoyment derived from them, are
here less in degree and less general than
in France, and especially than in Italy.
The busts of eminent artists of former
ages display also a great development of
this organ; in particular, in the bust of
Michael Angelo, in the church Santa
Croce at Florence, the breadth from
temple to temple is enormous. The re
flecting organs, also, situated in the
forehead, and likewise Ideality in him
are very large; and these add under
standing and taste to the instinctive tal
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ent for works of art, conferred by Con-
structiveness.

When Dr. Spurzheim was in Edin
burgh, in 1817, he visited the work-shop
of Mr. James Mylne, brass-founder, a

gentleman who himself displays no

small inventive genius in his trade, and

in whom Construetiveness is largely de

veloped, and examined the heads of his
apprentices. The following is Mr.
Mylne's account of what took place
upon the occasion:

" On the first boy presented to Dr.
Spurzheim, after his entering the shop,
he observed that he would excel in any

thing he was put to. In this he was

perfectly correct, as he was one of the
cleverest boys I ever had. On proceed
ing farther, Dr. Spurzheim remarked of
another boy that he would make a good
workman. In this instance, also, his
observation was well founded. An
elder brother of his was working next
him, who, he said, would also turn out
a good workman, but not equal to the
other. I mentioned that in point of
fact the former was the best, although
both were good. In the course of fur
ther observation, Dr. Spurzheim re
marked of others that they ought to be

ordinary tradesmen, and they were so.

At last he pointed out one, who, he said,

ought to be of a different cast, and of
whom I would never be able to make

anything as a workman, and this
turned out to be too correct; for the boy
served an apprenticeship of seven years,
and when done he was not able to do
one-third of the work performed by
other individuals to whose instruction
no greater attention had been paid. So
much was I struck with Dr. Spurz-
heim's observations, and so correct have
I found the indications presented by
the organization to be, that when work
men, or boys to serve as apprentices, ap
ply to me, I at once give the preference
to those possessing large Construetive
ness; and if the deficiency is very great,
I would be disposed to decline receiving
them, being convinced of their inability
to succeed."

Dr. Gall mentions that at Miil-
hausen, in Switzerland, the manufact
urers do not receive into their employ
ment any children except those who,
from an early age, havedisplayed a tal
ent for the arts in drawing and clipping
figures, because they know, from their
experience, that such subjects alone
will become expert and intelligent
workmen.

The Physiology of the Mind.
By J. B. Eland, of London.

(Concluded from page 43.)

Let it be remembered that these cells
are the power by which the chemical

changes in the body are brought ahout.
The cells in the salivary glands of the
mouth and of the glands of the stomach
and pancreas form the juices by which
food is digested. And where there are

organs for definite purposes, the cells
which go to form them maintain that
revivifying power which keeps the

organ in proper condition for its work.
This cell is the beginning of the outline
of my picture, and I have dwelt upon
the importance of its functions as my

complete outline of the mental physiol
ogy springs up in its deviating paths —
even as an artist's picture has a point of
commencement and goes on to its com

pletion. I have already assumed that
the cell of which I have been speaking
is a human cell and not that of a plant
or a lower animal, and it becomes clear
that according to the nature of the orig
inal germ-cell, so the subsequent physi
ology. Very early in the development
of a human being the nervous system,
which is developed first, is represented
only by the spinal marrow in the form
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of a tube running down the back part
of the body. Running through the

whole length of the tube is a central

fine canal containing fluid. From this
is immediately developed the brain
with its two hemispheres and subse

quent convolutions, and the thirty-one
pairs of primary spinal nerves, which
spring from the spine ativarying dis

tances down the spinal column. The
brain, with its many organs and spinal
column, which is kept in touch with the

whole body by its nerve-fibres, corn-

three each by the anterior and posterior
development of the interior gray matter
and nerve-cells of the cord, and are
called anterior, lateral, and posterior
columns. Along the anterior column,
motor or voluntary impulses are trans
mitted from the brain and from the
spinal column to the particular muscles
concerned in the desired action. Along
the posterior columns of the spinal cord

sensory impulses are conveyed —sensa
tions of heat, cold, and pain. The
two middle columns appear to be chiefly

AW* .7* Oblmngo**

ASCENDING FIBERS OF TIIE BRAIN.

prises the nervous system, that wonder

ful central head-quarters which re

sponds to the sensations of the five

senses, and the nerve-fibres of which
brought into association with the intel
lectual, moral, selfish, and domestic
lobes of the brain, produce that marvel
ous sense of consciousness —knowledge,

imagination, aspiration, and love—
which has always been an enigma to the

man who possessed it.
For the operations of consciousness,

etc., the spinal cord is divided into two
columns by anterior and posterior fis

sures, and these are again divided into

concerned in the function of respiration
and the automatic action of the heart
and other organs.

In connection with the spinal column
I must here mention those nerve-fibres
which ramified through all the body re

port sensations to the nervous ganglia,
and which they in their turn pass on to

the spinal nerves and column, forming
a magnificent system of communication
between the inner and outer world very
similar to the telegraphic wires and ap
paratus of worldly commerce. At the
junction with the head the top of the

spinal marrow bends forward, and the
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three columns on either side of the

spinal cord develop into three emi

nences, which are named after their
physical appearance, viz.: the pyramids,
the olivary or olive-like bodies, and

the restiform, or rope-like, bodies.

These three bodies, which are the con

tinuation of the three columns of the

spinal cord, form the basis of the three

primary lobes of the brain, the frontal,
the middle, and the posterior. In this
way the mental basis is gradually built
up, showing the underlying cords and
connections with the external part of
the body. But further than this, it is

necessary that the lobules of the brain
be connected together to promote unity
of action, and so we find at the base of
the three primary lobes a transverse
fibre or commissure about the thickness
of a goose-quill which unites the lobes
at the base, one for each column again.
There are also other commissures, the

principal of which is the corpus col-

losum, which is situated centrally in
the head and is seen when the two

hemispheres are separated from above.
It is a broad and fairly long band of
medxillary fibre running fore and aft,
some three or four inches below the
skull, about three or four inches long,
and forms the main connecting link be
tween the two hemispheres. Beneath
this commissure are situated the basal
ganglia of the brain, the functions of
which are not at present known to phys
iologists, but they have the appearance
of being merely terminals of nerve-fibre
tracts. The principal of these ganglia
are the corpora striata and optic thai-
ami. Beneath this commissure also are
to be found the ventricles, or hollows
of the brain, which are practically
found in the longitudinal space be
tween the hemispheres. They appear
as widenings of the central canal of the
spinal cord. The fourth ventricle is
the first in the continuation of the canal
above the foramen magnum, the hole at

the base of the skull, and is located
partly under the cerebellum, or small
brain. The third is placed between the
two lobes of the optic thalami under
neath the great commissiire, and is ap

proached through the intervening canal,
called the aqueduct of Silvius; and the
first and second are in the internal sides
of the two hemispheres. Each of these
cavities open into the basal longitudinal
fissure and contain a little fluid which,
in cases of hydrocephalic (water on the

brain) heads, increases and swells out
the cavities, distending the brain gener
ally, and the sagittal and other sutures
of the skull gradually open and enlarge
in proportion to the increased bulk.
The fifth ventricle is a hollow formed

by the meeting of the two hemispheres
forward in conjunction with the corpus
callossum or great commissure. I men
tion these ventricles and ganglia chiefly
because they usually occupy a hazy po
sition in our minds with regard to the
brain and to show that they practically
occupy a position centrally at the base
of, the brain equal say in bulk to a

double-sized hen's egg. Furthermore,
there are those important centres of
association claimed to have been discov
ered by Professor Flechsig, of the Ber
lin University, consisting of four con
nected complexes essentially differing
from the other parts of the cerebrum in
structure. They lie in the fore part of
the frontal cerebrum, in the temporal
lobe, in the hinder parietal lobe, and in
the lobule. The activity of the centres
of sense are directed outward; that is

,

they receive the impulse to the exercise
of their function from without. The
centres of association, on the other hand,

only establish the intellectual link be

tween the centres of sense. They elab
orate the impressions of the senses.

Their activity is directed wholly inward.
They are the bearers of all that we call
experience, knowledge, cognizance,
principles, and higher feelings, and
also of language.

And then we have those crowning
organs of the physiology of mentality,
through which the primal faculties of
the mind function and which are classi
fied by Phrenologists according to their
nature and position into the intellect
ual, moral, selfish, domestic, and other
groups.

Finally, I feel it impossible to trace
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this extraordinary connection between
the mind and body without touching
upon one, at any rate, of the most im
portant effects of the spread of the sci
ence of Phrenology. I refer to the re

ligious sentiment of mankind and

which Phrenology demonstrates to exist
in the cerebral organs of man.

[For continuation, see article in the
" Annual " for 1900—on " Phrenology
and the Christian Religion" —by the
same author.]

Under the Public Eye.

MR. DESAI, OF INDIA.

Mr. Desai, a graduate of the Fowler
Institute, Ivondon, is a fine representa
tive of his caste. He has just taken his
degree of I,L.I)., and is now about to
commence his professional life in India.

MR. DE8AI.

His nature is one that is adapted to a

professional life, and we congratulate
him upon his attainment and fitness for
the work in his own country. His
brain is a very active one, and we trust
that he will outlive the average of the
Hindoo race, which, considering they
mature so early, does not extend much
beyond thirty or forty years.

His intellectual lobe predominates,

he is a born reasoner and metaphysi
cian, and of late years he has developed
more of the practical perceptive and
scientific qualities. Mr. L. N. Fowler
examined his head some six years ago,
and the writer had an opportunity of
doing so four years ago, and conse

quently had a good opportunity of see

ing the whole head. This, however, is

the only portrait we have seen of Mr.
Desai. What is noticeable is the
breadth of the brow and the height of
the intellect; therefore he is given more
to reflection than to observation. He
is keenly interested in human character
and is inclined to examine things fully
and freely from all sides. He is a man
of method, order, and arrangement,
and should be able to accomplish much
in a given time. He is a man of ex

quisite taste, his Ideality is large and
active, which enables him to see things
on their aesthetic side. His moral
nature gives him a keen sense of right
and wrong and makes him aware of his
duty as well as his privileges. He
should be an able advocate, and in his
own language will be able to interpret
law to the satisfaction of the honest and
the upright. He is a man of strong
mental susceptibility, is highly idealis
tic, ambitious, and has a strong sense of
perfection. He will set a good exam

ple to his fellow-men in the practice of
the legal profession, which others will
no doubt follow.

MADAME TISNE.

Madame Tisne is a gifted scholar.
She is one of the few fortunate French
women who have the honor that she
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bears on her dress; namely, the diploma
from the French Academy of Arts and

Sciences; there is one other lady who

possesses it. Her portrait appeared in

a former number of the Journal.
Measuring Madame Tisne's head we

find a size and quality above the aver

age. It will be easily seen that her

practical mind is capable of quickly ab

sorbing all facts of interest to her, even

although she may live in a country for

eign to her birth. She has many gifts,
one being her power to impart knowl-

MADAME TI8NF..

edge in a pleasing and interesting man

ner; this has enabled her to gain a rep
utation in this country of which few

can boast; to the same extent in the art

of teaching the French and other lan
guages. Her taste for literature has
carried her beyond the desire to teach

the conversational French, and conse

quently she gives to her pupils a love of
all that is pure and best in a literary
sense. She has great force of charac

ter, an immense amount of energy,
great ambition and desire to excel in her
work, but she is exceedingly modest
and cares more for the advancement of
her family and pupils than for personal
distinction, though when the latter
comes as a reward to her labors she

values that also. She is not one, how
ever, to lose sight of her art and the
magnificence of her work, to cater for

public applause. She is one, too, who

becomes absorbed in her work and can

not easily be detracted from it for other

pleasures. She is in her element when

she finds that her pupils are as much in
love with their work as she is. She is

highly domesticated, in the sense that
she is a true mother and looks after the

advancement of her family. Few per
sons can come more readily in touch

with foreign languages than by their in
tercourse with Madame Tisne.

AN ETHNOLOGICAL STUDY.

By A. C. E. Minott.

The study of Race Development is

one of great interest; and no subject
can afford more interest and give
more proof of this than the " Negro
Race." We perhaps view them and

despise their thick lips and dark skin;
but before the days of Pharaoh these

people nourished and were just as up
lifted as they are to-day oppressed. At
that early period they were versed in
art and science, and designated the

crude, undeveloped human beings of
other countries as

" heathens." But
with them it was, as the Messiah said,
" The first shall be last and the last
shall be first." Accordingly as the
other races advanced into enlighten
ment and culture, this race shrunk
downward into obscurity, and now we
look with pity upon those people who
are born and reared in those almost im
penetrable wilds of Africa.

We little expect therefore to find in
nate refinement, exalted ideas, ambi
tion, and loyalty of character among
her offspring.

Yet as I heretofore said, the ad
vancement is apparent, and that such

does exist the following sketch will
prove. Neither is the subject of this
article an isolated case, but represents
a small percentage of the integer which
now exist.

Dr. Reid is one of those upon whom
the opportunities of education and cult
ure have been bestowed. He has ex
ercised them to the highest degree and
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has brought forth the effects in a very
gratif ying manner.

The picture represents a fine type of
the race, with a manly intelligence and
conscientious bearing. The facial an

gles are so modified as distinctly to in
dicate excellent breeding. The central
faculties are finely developed, particu
larly the reasoning part of Causality,
and Comparison, Human Nature, Be
nevolence, and the Perceptives are all
well developed. He has a correspond
ing height and width of head, which
shows that he is strong-minded, execu
tive, active, intuitive, and refined. The
height of the crown of his head
indicates independence which has
characterized him from a boy; the
order, method, and system manifested
in everything he does being indicative
of the activity of his intellect.

Spirituality, Ideality, and Imitation
give him a love and ready adaptation to
everything that is classical; while his
large Causality, Comparison, Human
Nature, and Approbativeness make him
quick to observe the relations in things
and to excel in whatever he undertakes.

He has an active, studious mind and
keeps in touch with the affairs of the
day, hence he is up-to-date in every
thing he does; he is also a great
thinker. His ingenuity works along
with his intellect, which enables him
to bring out many new schemes of
work.

Dr. Eeid's head indicates that he has
a business mind, he makes a business
of whatever he does, and his ardor,
sympathy, and executive power seem

limitless. His mind is built on a com
prehensive plan, he can carry on busi
ness in large proportions; being an ex
ceedingly practical man, he likes to
examine into the usefulness of things,
hence he should guide and superintend
affairs in a copious and liberal way.

In short his ambition to lead among
his race should be appreciated. He
can superintend and direct large busi
ness enterprises and philanthropic in
vestments: he proves this as treasurer
of the McDonough Hospital Associa
tion, where he has been thrice re
elected to fill that office, and is at pres

ent on the stall of directors. A proof
of the broadness of his sympathy is
that he gives freely toward the support
of the White Hose Mission, a charita
ble instructive association for colored
children, and also to other charities
from whom he holds letters of thanks,
and in such work his business tact serves
him as one of its directors.

His ingenuity and artistic qualities
are especially apparent both in his
home and office, where several of his
own pictures and drawings garnish the
walls. His ingenuity also combines

DK. D. P. RBID.

with his analytical faculties in the dis
covery of a liquid preparation which
purifies and hardens the gums and re
tards decay of the teeth, thus prevent
ing the first stages of indigestion.

Dr. Reid started from a humble be

ginning and has gained his present po
sition by his industry and persever
ance.

In answer to one of the letters of
congratulation received by him from
a professor of the dental school in
Philadelphia which he attended, he re
plied that " he was only touching the
fringe of his ambition," so we look
forward to his doing much good in
developing and uplifting his race.
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Notes and Comments.
•By Db. M. L. Holbeook.

WHY DO BIRDS SING?

There has been much speculation as

to why birds sing. There is certainly
6ome disadvantage in it

,

for it would re

veal to an enemy the proximity of a nest,
unless the birds were wise enough not to

sing near it
,

as is generally the case. A
bird of prey might easily find a singer,
when it could not find one which had
no song. Darwin thought the songs of
birds were love notes intended to charm
mates. No doubt this is so, but many
birds sing long after they have mated,
as the song and chipping sparrow, the
wood thrush and robin. I once had an

opportunity to watch for hours daily a

pair of chickadees building their nest.
The male did none of the work, but he

accompanied the female on each trip for
material, and while she was gathering it

he sang to her his song, and a very pretty
one it was. He also repeated this song
sitting on the branch of a tree while
she was arranging the material in the
nest. It was a very touching sight.
Dr. Placzec has studied birds and their
songs and he thinks " the origin of the
song-habit is to be found in other
sources as well as in this important
factor of love, among which is the joy of
life, manifested in an irresistible deter
mination to announce itself in melody;
and that the song is more perfectly
brought out in proportion as this feeling

is more highly developed in the organi
zation. Birds in freedom begin to sing
long before pairing, and continue it,
subject to interruptions, long afterward,
though all passion has been extin
guished; and domesticated birds sing

through the whole year without regard
to breeding-time, though no female or
companion ever be in sight. Such
birds, born in captivity, never feel the
loss of freedom, and, if they are well
taken care of, are always hearty and in
good spirits. The bird sings, to a large
extent, for his own pleasure; for he fre
quently lets himself out lustily when he
knows he is all alone. In the spring
time of love, when all life is invigorated,
and the effort to win a mate by ardent
wooing is crowned with the joy of tri
umph, the song reaches its highest per
fection. But the male bird also sings to
entertain his mate during the arduous
nest-building and hatching, to cheer the
young, and, if he be a domesticated bird,
to give pleasure to his lord and the prov
idence that takes care of him, and in
doing so to please himself. Lastly, the
bird sings —by habit, as we call it—be

cause the tendency is innate in the or
gans of song to exercise themselves."

VEGETABLE CHEESE.

Cheese is principally the casein of
milk with some fat, milk sugar, and
mineral matter. The casein of cheese

is very similar to the casein of peas and
beans. The Japanese and Chinese
make their cheese from these substances
and use them extensively as foods. Our
government has published an account of
the methods of preparation, which is

condensed as follows;
The soy bean, which is perhaps the

principal legume grown in Japan and
China, is less suited for use as food in
its natural state. It contains large
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quantities of protein and fat, but no

starch when properly ripened. Though
the soy bean is not relished when cooked
in the ordinary way, the Chinese and

Japanese prepare very satisfactory foods
from it. Bean cheese or bean curd,
called by the Japanese tofu and by the

Chinese tao hu, is one of the most im
portant of these products and is pre
pared as follows: The soy beans are
soaked in water for about twelve hours,
and crushed between mill-stones until
of a uniform consistence. The ground
material is then boiled with about three

times its bulk of water for an hour or
more, and filtered through cloth. The
filtrate is white in appearance and has
somewhat the appearance of milk. It
has the taste and smell of malt. Analy
sis shows that it resembles cow's milk
in composition. When heated a film
forms on the surface which in appear
ance suggests cream. This is dried and
eaten under the name of yuba. As soon
as the soy bean milk becomes cool, some
material is added; for instance, crude
sea salt, containing magnesium chloride,
which precipitates the proteid material,
the fat being enclosed in the coagulat
ed mass. The coagulated material is

pressed and kneaded into small cakes or
cheeses. These are sometimes dipped
in saline solutions of curcuma to color
them. The bean cheese cakes are some
times eaten fresh or may be cooked in
different ways. Often when practicable
they are frozen. This removes a con
siderable part of the water present. As
shown by analysis, the fresh bean cheese

contains about 5 per cent, of protein and
3 of fat and the frozen 48 per cent, of
protein and 28 per cent, of fat. Ordi
nary cheese made of milk contains about
28 per cent, protein and 36 per cent. fat.

MISO.

Miso resembles tofu to some extent.
It is prepared from cooked soy beans,

which are rubbed to a thick paste and
fermented with rice wine ferment.
Shoyu is a thick sauce prepared from a

mixture of cooked pulverized soy beans,

roasted and pulverized wheat, wheat

flour, salt, and water. The mass is fer
mented with rice wine ferment in casks
for from one to five years, being fre
quently stirred. The resulting product
is a moderately thick, brown liquid, in
odor and taste not unlike a good qual
ity of meat extract, though perhaps a

trifle more pungent. Throughout the
East it is eaten in large quantities with
rice and other foods and is an important
source of protein. Under the name of
soy sauce, it has been known to Euro
peans in India for many years, and is not
unknown in the United States. Most
of the soy bean products are fermented;
that is

,

they are prepared with the aid of
micro-organisms. The micro-organ
isms break down the cell walls and sim
ilar materials and thus the cell contents
are rendered more accessible to the di
gestive juices, at the same time pecul
iar and pleasant flavors are developed.
The manufacture of these products i6

of very ancient origin and affords an in
teresting practical illustration of the use
of bacteria for economic purposes.

The Chinese in this country use large
quantities of these soy bean products
and it is stated on good authority that
soy bean cheese is manufactured here,

though seldom eaten, except by the
Chinese.

VEGETARIANISM AND HARD
WORK.

A workman in one of the English
shipyards where some of the largest
battleships are made gives his experi
ence, which we find in the "

Vege
tarian," in working on a fleshless diet.
He says:

" It is just twenty years this month
since my wife and I began to practise
vegetarianism. Soon other men in the
works joined me. and we had furnace-
men, hammer-men, puddlers, moulders,
engineers, laborers and lads, all doing
their daily work without flesh food of
any kind, without alcohol, without to
bacco. They never had a day's illness,
they never lost an hour. They had no
publican's score written against them
to be stopped from their wages. We
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had a vegetarian canteen in the works,

and were the happiest men in the yard.

In the evening we used to go all over

London, speaking in halls to crowds of
our fellow-workmen, telling the story

of our life, of its health and strength
and wealth, and nightly winning con

verts to our cause. Then came the

question of the unemployed in the

streets at winter, seeking for work and
finding none. This was in the year

1896. By the kindness of Mr. Hills,
work was found on Wanstead Flats; the

men were employed at digging. But
many of the men had mixed diet when
they returned home at night, so Mr.
Hills started some Unemployed Relief
Work at Wickford, Essex. This is a

farm consisting of some acres, situated

about 15 miles from London. To this
farm came unemployed and hungry
men from all parts of London. When
they first came they were weak, half-
starved men. At first they could not
earn 4d. an hour, digging and trench
ing at Is. 6d. per rood. After they had

been with us about three or four days,

feeding on vegetarian food and sleeping
on the farm, they earned from 2s. 6d.

to 4s. per day. They returned home

on Saturday, and there was scarcely
a man but looked better and stronger
for his stay on the farm. The men

spoke highly of the food, and always
wanted to come again the next week. I
had a good opportunity of knowing all
about it

,

as I had to taste the soup and

food, and to generally superintend all
their work, and to come in personal
contact with each man. Now, sir, if I

wanted anything to confirm me in my
opinion, what I have seen in the Thames
Ironworks, and also on the land at the
farm colony, fully proves that all the
elements needed for building up a

strong, healthy body are to be found in

a well-selected vegetarian diet."

THE BEEF-TEA FALLACY.
As an illustration of the pertinacity of

error there could hardly be anything
more striking than the belief that there
is nourishment in beef tea or the beef
extracts which are advertised as repre

senting " ounce for pound " the nutrient
properties of the juicy beef-steak. It is
true the professional mind has been dis
abused of this fallacy, but the error has
struck its roots very deep into the mind
of the laity. If the average nurse had
her way in the matter of feeding the sick
there would still be passing each year to
the silent bourne thousands of typhoid
fever patients, dead of starvation, with
their stomachs full of beef-tea. When
one of these " experienced " old dames is
told that there is no more nourishment
in her bowl of savory beef-tea than there
is in the water in which she has poached
an egg, she is one of the more restrained
of her class if she does not denounce her
informer as a—well, as a fool. She knows
better. As she prepares the liquid she
knows that the beef which she casts
aside has been divested of all its virtue.
It is useless to argue with her that the
nutrient albumen has been locked up in
the fibre of the beef and that her liquid is
nothing more than a toothsome solution
(slightly stimulating) of the salts of the
beef. It is a fact nevertheless. Apply
the tests for albumen to the beef-tea and
the results will be negative. Not that
beef-tea may be entirely banished from
the sick-room. It has its place, but that
is but a subsidiary one. It is a pleasant
pick-me-up, but nothing more. It may
be made a pleasant vehicle for the exhibi
tion of true food, and when holding in
suspension the little cubes of toasted
bread, or the raw egg, it is valuable as a

nutrient. Its palatability and its grate
ful action as a stomachic may in this
manner be utilized to advantage.

Modern science has done much to
neutralize the beef-tea fallacy through
its introduction of the peptonized prep
arations. Many of these are quite as ap
petizing as beef-tea, besides presenting
to the patient true food in a form which
relieves the weakened stomach of the
labor of digestion. They have quite ban
ished beef-tea from the dietary list of
the up-to-date physician. —" Therapy,"
forwarded by E. P. Miller, M.D.

SCIENTIFIC.
Might is right, say many; and so it is.

Might is the right to bear the burdens of
the weak, to cheer the faint, to uplift the
fallen, to pour from one's own full stores
to the need of the famishing. —Napier.

" Health for Woman," by George H.
Taylor, M.D., the author of " Home Im
provement " and " Massage." This is the
most comprehensive work on the subject
yet presented, and a careful reading of
the chapters will bring comfort and
restoration to many suffering women.
Price, $1.00 Fowler & Wells Co.
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" The best mother is she who studies the peculiar character of each child and acts
with well instructed judgment upon the knowledge so obtained."

Child Culture.

BEIGHT AND PROMISING.

Br Uscle^Joe."'

Fig. 534.— Donald Wells Lockard,
Indiana, Pa.—A phrenological baby. —
This child makes a very fine compari
son with the little Chinese whom we

give on another column. In fact, the
two illustrations appear to be a wonder
ful proof of the variation of mental

development noticeable in childhood.
Many persons think that it is useless to
have a child's head examined before he
is twelve years old, but we consider that
the earlier the child is examined, the
better it is for the parents, as valuable
advice may then be given in the man
agement, training, and education of the
child, and thus considerable time and
money may be saved. In the present
portrait, we see a child who received

special preparation for its advent from
its parents (and we wish that more par
ents would consider the necessity of
prenatal preparation).

The character of this child is indicat
ed in his well-developed head. He dif
fers in this respect from the little-
Chinese, inasmuch as the heads of the
latter are particularly well developed in
the posterior region of the side head,

while Donald Loekard's is fairly rep
resented in the anterior and superior
portions as well as in the section di
rectly above the ears. He should be
known, consequently, for being a very
intelligent child with a happy disposi
tion and possessing mental curiosity
which will enable him to gather in
formation readily. Fortunately, his
mother understands human nature, and

will be able to teach him all he wants to
know, without fatiguing him with
books, until after he is six years old.

Who could refuse to answer his inter
esting questions and help him out of

FIG. 530. —DONALD WELLS LOCKARD, IN
DIANA, PA.

Age nine months in 18it9when the photograph waa tnk.cn.

his little difficulties even although they
had to give some special attention and
extra time to him? He is a boy who
endears himself to those who are around
him. He is strikingly developed in the
central qualities which make him a
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good student. He will remember what
he sees and hears, particularly when he
hears and sees something that is similar
or dissimilar. His Causality will reason
on logical lines, and persons will have
to be consistent to gain his respect and
obedience.

He will be a law to himself, for his
conscientiousness will make him very
strict, and he will be very unhappy if
he is not able to keep his promises and

agreements. He is sympathetic and
kind-hearted, he will be the father of
the fatherless to the little ones who
have no protector, and will make a true-
born physician, if he does not follow his
father's business and become a builder,
contractor, electrician, and do the forty
and one things that are necessary in the
construction of houses.

His side head is well developed,
therefore he could readily take up
a business that would keep his full
mind active. He will be ingenious
and full of his plans and ideas about
using up ideas as well as materials.
If anything goes wrong in the house,
if the windows will not open, or the
pump-handle breaks, or the doors
squeak, he will always have some
thing to suggest to remedy them. He
is a firm little fellow, and will show a

distinct will of his own, and also an ad
mirable temper, but he can be easily
managed, by the right direction of his
thoughts and the regulation of his ener
gies; he is a boy who will need plenty
of work to do, and if his play, work,
and study are directed he will make no
mistake in society, but will fill a very
important position in influencing and
benefiting humanity. He must not
early be forced to study, but be allowed
to grow strong and well so that the
picture of health he presents to-day
may be perpetuated. His neck is rather
short and he has a full development of
the vital temperament, which, com
bined with the mental, will need the
motive to give a good foundation to his
future work. Activity of body through
wrell-directed exercises should be en
couraged as much as activity of brain.

Fig. 537.—Norman Harrison, Lon

don, England. Aged seven.—This lad
has a wide awake nature, is full of en

thusiasm, and is keenly perceptive in all
his ideas and lines of work. He is thor
oughly practical and will show his prac
ticability in asking the use of this or
that when he sees the thing for the first
time.

He has a good business type of head
and will know how to trade and make
offers in business. His side head ap
pears to be well developed, hence he will
enjoy the enterprise of making business,

lie will know how to make a shilling go

FIG. 537.— NORMAN AND RICHARD HARRISON,
LONDON, ENGLAND.

A^ed seven ami nix years respectively.

a long way, in fact, he will always get
the worth of his .money and will not al
low others to cheat him; he has his eye
teeth cut relatively speaking at his pres
ent age, and he will never be caught
napping when there is something im
portant on hand. He will be a good
financier, banker, and will invest money
well. He will look after the smaller as

well as *he larger sums, hence ought to
accumulate wealth, position, and influ
ence. He is shrewd and intelligent,
and considering he is but seven years old
he is remarkably well developed.
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Fig. 538.—Richard Harrison, Lon
don, England. Aged six years.—This
child is a bright little specimen of hu
manity and will always have a warm

place in the heart of his associates. He
will take an interest in the aged who

need his protecting care as well as in the

young, hence he will be both young and

old as the occasion requires. If he had

a baby to play with he would show that
he could appreciate fun and frolic,
while with grandma or grandpa he

would think of their wants and fetch

their spectacles, slippers, newspaper, or

work. He always wants to be employed
in doing something useful, and will get
many opportunities for making friends
in this way. Nothing is a trouble to

him, and he will take infinite pains with
his work. He has great intensity of
mind and while some boys need calling
out to do their duty and need reminding
of their promises he seldom will. A
sharp reproof will cut him as distinctly
as a splinter that forces its way under
the nail. Richard will always have
something that he can share with other
boys. lie will enjoy things doubly if

he finds some one who wants a little
piece. He is not a quarrelsome lad but
a very active one. He is quite a little
philosopher, and will reason things out
in quite a logical and lawyer-like way.
He will understand the needs of hu
manity and were he to study to be a

physician he would have all the prac
tice he wanted. He will find no diffi
culty in getting within touch with peo
ple, in fact, he will understand disease
and realize what is wanted, how to ap
ply his remedies in quite an ingenious
way. He will not treat all alike, even
if he is not a physician he will take quite
an interest in prescribing for people
who arc taken sick in his house. He
will make a first-rate writer and one of
his special tastes will be to collect books
in order to get hold of men's ideas and
to see whether they accord with his own.
He has some musical talent and appar
ently takes after his mother in his re
flective, reasoning, and philosophic
qualities and in his literary and musi
cal tastes. He will meet people half
way and will expect others to do the
same.

Paris and its Attractions.

It is often said that " when good
Americans die they will go to Paris,"
but judging from the ever-increasing
number of Americans who reside in the
city we judge that they are either pre
paring to die or hope to enjoy the pleas
ures of the life there for a season before

they die. There are beautiful cities in
the world, but it is doubtful whether
there is any that has more individual
charms about it than the city in ques
tion. It has an exquisite blending of
the antique with modern progress, and
the prevailing harmony of cleanliness
and regularity in its streets and the ex
travagant and artistic give it a fascina
tion that few cities can command. The
life, too, in Paris is captivating; to one
who likes the boulevards, the hois, the
cafes, the shops, the theatres, the bals-
ohampetre, the rest, quiet, and home

comforts are minor considerations' re
creation is evidently the all-engrossing
occupation and "

rapid transit " is the
order of the day.

It was in Paris that Dr. Gall died and
was buried in Pere le Chaise cemetery.
In the " Life of Gall," brought out as a

centenary memorial to this great think
er, a picture is given of the bust over the
tomb of this illustrious thinker. No
one thinks of leaving Paris without
making a visit to this beautiful spot.
To be buried in the aristocratic cemetery
of Pere lo Chaise is a sign of " bonne
famille," and here among the twenty
thousand dead repose the remains of
musicians, Chopin, Cherubini, Bellini,
and Auber; among writers. La Fon
taine, Moliere, Bcranger, Michelet, and
Balzac: among warriors and states
men, Ney, Massena, Thiers, Casimir
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Perier; among scientists, Laplace,
Cuvier, and Arago; among painters,
Ingres and David; Rachel, the great
tragedienne, lies with her race in the
Israelites' section, and Lafayette is

ings are of course the great attraction at

present. The tour de monde, the mon
umental entrance to the exhibition, the
general view of the Champs de Mars
section from the Troeadero, having in

1. PLACE DE LA CONCORDE. 2. TIIE MONUMENTAL ENTRANCE TO THE EXHIBITION.
3. CHAMPS DE MARS, SHOWING EIFFEL TOWER 4. CHAMPS DE MARS AND EXHIBITION
BUILDINGS. 5. TIIE CELESTIAL GLOBE. (1

.

THE TROCADERO AND RIVER SEINE. 7
.

TIIE INDO-CHINESE GOD. 8
. PEHE LA CHAISE.

buried among the Montmorencys in the
little cemetery of Piepus near by.

Paris has many beautiful museums,
that of the Louvre being a great favor
ite. A bird's-eye view of some of the

leading points of interest in and around
the city is given in our combination
picture. Tbe series of exhibition build-

the centre the magnificent Eiffel Tower;
the Champs de Mars, during the inau
guration, showing the buildings at either
side; the Celestial Globe, which is sit
uated near the river Seine; the Troea
dero section, from the Champs de Mars,
with the beautiful little boats on the
river; the Indo-Chinese god with the
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banyan tree around it; and the exten

sive Siberian buildings are some of the

beauties which must not be neglected in
a visit to Paris. When passing through
the Rue Royale, which separates the

building on the north side of the palace,
the traveller is brought face to face with
the Madeleine. This building was be

gun in 176-1 by Louis XV.; the Revolu
tion found it still unfinished, and Napo
leon ordered it to be completed as a

temple of glory. It was Louis the
XVIII. who carried out the original in
tention of making it a church, and in
1842 it was completed and stands as a

massive piece of work surrounded by
Corinthian columns.

Among other things noticeable in
Paris and perhaps quite as attractive

among the lady visitors is a visit to Mon

sieur Worth's, renowned artist in gowns,
and certainly if one wishes to see fabrics
of the most exquisite and artistic taste
one may be gratified by a call in his
salons.

No one leaves Paris without bringing
away a photograph of the Place de la
Concorde, which is in the centre of the
city, and is undeniably the finest public
square in Europe. Its grand buildings,
its fine obelisk, its magnificent foun
tains, its imposing government edifices,
with its gilded gates opening into the
gardens of the Tuileries, and the grand
boulevards that open out from it and
lead to the Champs Elysees, with a view
of the Arc de Triomphe in the distance,
bring to mind the days of Napoleon and
Josephine. Editor.

Phrenology in Paris.

By John T. Miij.er.

In the early part of the century
Phrenology was very popular with the

leading scientists of France. A mem
ber of the Edinburgh Society wrote to
the editor of the " New Edinburgh Re
view " in 1821 from Paris: " I have
heard a belief in Phrenology avowed

by some of the most eminent professors,
both of the College and of the Garden
of Plants. Blainville mentioned in a

lecture which I heard, that the prin
ciples were too well established to admit
of doubt, and that he himself had made

many observations, and never found an

exception. He said that he regarded
the greater number of the organs as es

tablished. Geoffroy St. Hilaire also, in
his lectures at the Museum of Natural
History, avows his belief in its doc
trines and points out in the lower ani
mals many correspondences. Monsieur
Rover, too, of the Garden of Plants, is
well known as a decided convert; and,
indeed, he applied to me to procure for
him the form of an application to be ad

mitted a corresponding member of the
Phrenological Society of Edinburgh,
which I obtained and gave him. It is
worth mentioning also that about two

years ago, at the request of the Minister
of the Interior, he commenced lectur
ing for the benefit of the Medical Stu
dents in Paris."

In Nahum Capen's biography of Dr.
Spurzheim, prefixed to " Phrenology in
Connection with Physiognomy," by Dr.
Spurzheim, the following account of
the organization of the Paris Phreno
logical Society is given. This is a good
indication of the esteem in which the
leading scientists of France held Phre
nology at that time:

"A Phrenological Society was formed
in Paris, 14th January, 1831. The ob
ject of this society, as stated in its own

prospectus, is to propagate and improve
the doctrine of Phrenology. The so

ciety publishes a journal, offers prizes,
and bestows medals of encouragement.

" The society has a council of man
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agemeiit, composed as follows: a cabinet

council; a committee for editing the

journal; a committee of funds.
" The cabinet council consists of a

president, two vice-presidents, a general

secretary, two secretaries for the min
utes, a treasurer, and a keeper of the

musuem (material) of the society.
" On the 22d of August every year,

the anniversary of the death of Dr. Gall,
the society holds a general public meet

ing, in which the general secretary gives
an account of the labors of the society,
reads notices of the members which it
has lost, and proclaims the names of
those whom it has honored, announcing
the prizes which it purposes to bestow.

" The society have tickets (jetons)
of presence, bearing the portrait of Gall;
and on the reverse, the title and year of
the foundation of the society, with this
motto —Aux Progres des Lumieres.

" The journal is published monthly.
Its contents to be: 1. An analysis of
the proceedings of the meetings; 2.

Memoirs and other papers which the

society shall resolve to publish; 3. Ar
ticles sent for the journal; 4. A bio

graphical bulletin. M. Daunecy was
elected president, and Casimir Brous-
sais general secretary.

"'This society, within the first year
of its existence, consisted of one hun
dred mid ten members [there are 144
on the list printed in the first volume
of the society's journal], sixty of whom
were physicians. Its members are of
the highest respectability in medicine,
philosophy and law, with some of both
chambers of the Legislature. Among
the members are found: Andral, Profes
sor in the Faculty of Medicine of Paris;
Blondeau, Dean of the Faculty of Law
of Paris: Broussais, Professor in the
Faculty of Medicine, and Chief Physi
cian of the Val-de-Grace; Cadet, Mayor
of the Fourth Arrondissement; Cartier,
civil engineer; Cloquet (Jules), Pro
fessor of the Faculty of Medicine of
Paris, and Surgeon to the Hospital of
St. Louis; David, sculptor, and Mem
ber of the Institute; Falret, Physician
to the Salpetriere; Ferrus, Physician to
the Bicetre; Focillon, Assistant Physi

cian to the Invalides; Jullien, Editor of
the Revue Eneyclopedique; Lacoste,
King's Counsel; Lenoble, Head of the
Department of Public Instruction;
Lucas, Inspector-General of the Houses
of Detention in France; Moreau, In
spector of the Prisons of Paris; Pinel,
physician; Poucellet, Professor in the

Faculty of Law at Paris; Rostan, Physi
cian to the Salpetriere; Sanson, Sur
geon to the Hotel Dieu, etc., etc."

"As the public in general," says the

Edinburgh Journal, " in this country,
have rejected Phrenology on the au

thority of men of established reputation,
we exhibit this list of names as authority
on the opposite side; and maintain that
they are entitled to at least as great con
sideration throughout Europe as those
of the most distinguished opponents of
our science."

THE CHILD'S HEART.

The heart of a child,
Like the heart of a flower,

Has a smile for the sun
And a tear for the shower.

O, innocent hours,
With wonder beguiled —

O, heart like a flower's
In the heart of a child!

The heart of a child,
Like the heart of a bird,

With raptures of music
Is flooded and stirred.

O, song's without »words,
O, melodies wild—

O. heart like a bird's
In the heart of a child!

The heart of a child.
Like the heart of the spring,

Is full of the hope
Of what summer shall bring.

(), glory of things
In a world undefiled —

O, heart like the spring's
In the heart of a child!

—Arthur Austin-Jackson.

IN THE DINING-CAR.

He: "Isn't it delightful to be dining
together without a chaperon? "

She: " I should say so! Marriage is
certainly a great economy." —Puck.
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Phrenological Journal
AND SCIENCE OF HEALTH

( I 838)
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Phrenological Magazine
(1 880)

NEW YORK AND LONDON, SKPTEMHKK, lOOO.

What is the Need of a Phrenological Institute ?

The most important study for man

to consider is the subject of the human

mind. All character, all talent, all hap

piness are the outcome of this wonderful

study. As the mind of each individual

has original peculiarities, and also its
own susceptibility to culture and train

ing, no single arbitrary rule will apply
to all, training and culture must be

varied to suit each case or the best re

sults cannot be reached.

So long as men are supposed to be

pretty nearly alike and are looked upon

as a hunter would regard a hundred bul
lets cast in the single mould, and there

fore requiring the same amount of

powder and a similar aim to reach the

desired result, it is evident that any sin

gle form of education —domestic, eco

nomic, scholastic, or religious— must

be in no small degree misapplied and

therefore ineffectual. Phrenology and

its twin sister, physiology, offer the only
practical solution of the human prob

lem. Man exists, is full of power and

possibilities, he must act; and for each

person there is a path in life, which in

many respects follow the exact line
of no other. Physiology explains the

temperament and suggests and sanc

tions the nutritive and sanitary condi

tions best suited to each human being.

Phrenology reveals the number and nat

ure of the mental faculties and their

infinite combinations; how they can be

cultivated and co-ordinated in each per

son to secure the greatest possible effi

ciency and the highest happiness. All
parents therefore need the light which

Phrenology and physiology offer to en

able them to secure the best type of

progeny possible to them, and then to

treat and train it to the best advantage.

Teachers, doctors, lawyers, ministers,
and merchants, all, indeed, who are

called to deal with mind and charac

ter successfully, would find their power

doubled for good by a knowledge of hu

man character, and precisely such

knowledge as Phrenology alone can
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yield. A professional education should

not be regarded as complete without a

knowledge of this subject; and a com

mon-school education should embrace

its rudiments. It is not expected that

all who study Phrenology will become

expert phrenologists, but the science

should have a profession to teach the

community as there are professional

teachers to disseminate a knowledge of

grammar. To supply this demand, or

at least to open the way for so great a

boon to this and all coming ages, the

American Institute of Phrenology and

the Fowler Institute in London were es

tablished. For the many years of their

existence and the facilities that they

have extended verify the wisdom which

gave them being. Their graduates are

scattered throughout the world, in all

the professions and in many trades; do

mestic training, education, legislation,

law, medicine, and divinity feel the

pulses of the new mental philosophy,

and its influence is felt in a more whole

some and broader culture in all that

makes life a blessing and a power.

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
PHRENOLOGY.

The Annual Assembly of the Insti
tute will take place on Wednesday, Sep
tember 5th, with an evening Reception
of students and friends. No other

school in America of like designation
commands the facilities, or covers the
field, that it embraces, or offers such ad

vantages at so low a cost to the stu

dent. The curriculum embraces general
Anthropology, the Fundamental Prin
ciples of Phrenology. Physiology, An
atomy, Psychology, Physiognomy, Hy
giene, Heredity, Ethnology, and Ora

tory, and includes such subjects as the

Temperaments, Brain Dissection, the

Objections and Proofs of the Old and

New Phrenology, Mental Therapeutics,
the Choice of Pursuits, Adaptation in
Marriage, the History of Phrenology,
Human Magnetism, Psycho-Physiology,
Jurisprudence and Brain Disorders.

Last year the students had the advan

tage of the excellent course of lectures

given by William Hicks, M.D., Physi
cian, Pathologist and Medical Professor.
He has had a wide experience in prepar
ing students in Physiology, Anatomy,
Insanity, Brain Dissection, and Lab
oratory work. The Brain Dissection
proved most interesting and instructive
and was a special feature in the course.

Two lectures of the course were given
at an asylum and were devoted to clin
ical work. The institute is looking for

ward^ having the same assistance in
this department this year.

•The long and valued friend to the

science, Henry S. Drayton, M.D., LL.B.,
A.M., who has been connected with
the Phrenological Journal for over

thirty years, will lecture on the History
of Phrenology, Psycho-Physiology, and

Human Magnetism, etc. His lectures
are thoroughly scientific and scholarly,
and include the results of the latest in
vestigations upon the subject of Cere
bral Physiology.

Miss Fowler, daughter of L. N.
Fowler (who assisted her father and

Professor Sizer in their work), Vice-
President of the American Institute of
Phrenology, Graduate of the Woman's
Law Class of the New York University,
will lecture on Phrenology in its various
bearings, namely, Its Theory and Prac
tice, the Temperaments, Brain Dissec

tion according to Dr. Gall, Choice of
Pursuits, Physiognomy and Ethnology.

Dr. M. L. Holbrook, associate editor
of the Phrenological Journal, late

editor of the Journal of Hygiene, and

author of " The Hygiene of the Brain,"
" How to Strengthen the Memory,"
" Eating for Strength," etc., will lecture
on Heredity, or the laws of inheritance.
He has had a wide experience in discuss

ing this subject with scientists, and has
made a thorough study of the subject.

Dr. Charles Wesley Brandenburg,
Grad. of the Am. Inst, of Phrenology,
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will lecture on Hygiene, or the laws of
Health as applied to Body and Brain;
Foods, and their chemical influence

upon the hody; Exercise, and the effects

of Narcotics and Stimulants on the hu
man system; also the health stimulus of
each of the Phrenological organs.

Dr. John Ordronaux, the eminent

jurist and physician, lecturer for many

years at Columbia College, will lecture
on medical urisprudence.

The Eev. T. Alexander Hyde, teacher
of Elocution and Voice Culture in rela
tion to public speaking, is a graduate of
Harvard College, the author of " The
Natural System of Elocution and Ora
tory," etc., will give special instructions
in regard to the training of the voice for
practical purposes in the lecturing field.

Dr. Lewis G. Janes, M.A., of Cam

bridge, Mass., has arranged to give a

special lecture on Psychology on his re
turn from Europe. We feel he needs no
introduction, as his excellent articles on
this subject in the Journal during the

past two years have excited no little in
terest.

Dr. Charles 0. Sahler, of Kingston,
graduate of Columbia College, will lect
ure upon Psychology and Mental Ther
apeutics. For twenty years he has been

studying this subject, and will interest
all who hear him.

Dr. Julius King, graduate of the
Medical College, Cleveland, Ohio, will
give several special lectures on the Eye
and Color-Blindness. These lectures
are illustrated with models, etc., and
tests are given among the students of
their ability in detecting various shades
of colors.

Dr. Charles Shephard, of Brooklyn,
will lecture on Diseases of the Brain.
He has considerable experience on this
subject, and has devoted a lifetime to
the study of health and hygiene.

Charles Brodie Patterson, Editor of" Mind," will lecture on Mental Cult
ure; or, How Mind Affects the Body.
He is creating a new field of thought in
this respect, and is widely known in New
York, Boston, Washington, and else

where on the above-named subjects.
As we are always seeking for the newest
thoughts relative to mind culture and
mind development we are fortunate in
obtaining his interest in our work.

The above course of lectures will be

given in the hall of the Institute, which
is in the central part of New York City,
in fact, one of the most convenient and
desirable neighborhoods of .the Ameri
can Metropolis. The Institute Course
is recommended to all classes of men
and women, for it affords an unsur
passed opportunity for the study of hu
man organization in all its related as

pects. Every effort is made to render
the instruction practically serviceable to
the student through its clinical work as

well as by the expounding of its prin
ciples, and so minister to his or her own
development and success whatever may
be the vocation pursued. We have tes
timonials from business men and women
who have to daily superintend their em
ployees and meet their customers; from
professional men, particularly minis
ters, doctors, and lawyers; from parents
and teachers, as well as private individ
uals, all of whom have been graduated
from the Institute, and who tell us of
the inestimable value the Institute haa
afforded them.

THE FOWLER INSTITUTE,
LONDON.

This Institute has just held its Sum
mer Examination, the result of which
will be reported in our next issue.

The Autumn lectures, which com
mence this month, will, we trust, prove
as interesting as usual. The Evening
Classes will be resumed Sept. 18th, and
the private instruction given from day
to day.

Wm. Brown, Esq., J.P., will give the
opening address on Sept. 19th. Par
ticulars of the Institute can be obtained
from Mr. D. T. Elliott, Phrenologist
and Teacher, Imperial Buildings, Lud-
gate Circus, E.C., London.
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REVIEWS.
" The Throat and the Voice," " The Long

Life Series," edited by George Black,
M.B., Edin. Published by Ward, Lock
& Co., London. To be obtained of
Fowler & Wells Co., New York, or L.
N. Fowler & Co., Imperial Arcade, Lon
don.
Through understanding the general

construction of the throat, its acute
troubles, such as enlarged tonsils, diph
theria, paralysis of the throat, catarrh,
and acute laryngitis, one may avoid a

great deal of unnecessary suffering, and
the little book that is before us, if care
fully examined, will give any reader val
uable hints. Who would not like to know
how to avoid quinsy when this severe
form of sore throat is troubling him?
Quinsy generally begins with a chill, and
this is followed by fever within twenty-
four hours, sleep becomes difficult or im
possible when the mechanical impedi
ment to breathing is great. The disease
lasts longer than common sore throat.
If, however, the throat is properly man
aged and kept in a healthy condition
very little trouble need be experienced oy
such a disease. Gargles and solutions,
and a plentiful supply of water to tone
up the condition of the throat, are use
ful. Croup, which is so common among
children, is also a disease that begins
usually with a chill, and should be treat
ed at once. The book is divided in its
second part by a treatment of the voice,
the way in which the voice should be
produced so as to avoid clergyman's sore
throat. The proper pitch of the voice in
reading or singing is considered, and the
defects are pointed out. Teachers, par
ents, and individuals who have any deli
cacy of the throat would do well to ob
tain a copy of the above-named volume.

" Hearing and How to Keep it," is an
other little book of the series, and as
everyone is anxious to retain complete
hearing, a condensed treatise on the
subject is appropriate reading for every
family. Some people do not Ttnow that
we have three little bones of the ear, the
anvil, the stirrup, and the hammer bones.
Others are unacquainted with the proc
ess of our hearing, and have never ex
amined pictures of the ear or the skull
which shows the bony protuberance in
which is situated the Eustachian tube,
which is a communication between the
throat and the drum cavity. Persons
suffering from deafness study too late
the conditions of sound and the preserva
tion of it in early life. Some diseases
like measles and throat weaknesses leave
the ear delicate unless it is properly
treated. More knowledge of the throat
and the ear would prevent a great deal

of unnecessary suffering. Hardly any
pain is so difficult to bear as ear-ache.
If a little present is to be given to a
friend, would it not be a good idea to
place some useful hints on the preserva
tion of health before our friend? The
books are so reasonable that the price
will not prevent anyone from securing a
copy." The Light Bearer of Liberty," by J.
W. Scholl, has been sent us for review.
It is nicely gotten up, and the cover is
printed in silver on a red background,
issued by the Eastern Publishing Co.,
Court Street, Boston. The raison d'etre
of this little volume is found in the dic
tum of the Rev. Homer Wilber: " Men do
not make poetry, it is made out of them.
It is the incarnation of the rare moments
in the poet's life when the mind is at
white heat, and his heart beats like a

trip hammer. There is something in
evitable about it." The volume is a series
of poetic effusions, which show consider
able genius.
" The Report of the Commission of Edu

cation for the year 1897-98, Vol. I."
Chapter 21 contains "The experimental
Study of Children, including anthropo-
metrical and psycho-physical measure
ments of Washington school children,"
by Arthur Macdonald, specialist in the
Bureau of Education.
Many of the annotations bear directly

upon phrenological work. On page 99T

we find the statement, " As circumfer
ence of head increases mental ability in
creases," but no explanation is given as
to how much quality such a percentage
of head must have. In phrenological
experience we find that it is not the chil
dren with the largest heads necessarily
that have the keenest intelligence unless
followed by fine quality of organization.
The writer goes on to say, " Children of
the non-laboring classes have a larger
circumference of head than children of
the laboring classes, that the head cir
cumference of boys is larger than that
of girls, but in colored children the girls
slightly excel the boys in circumference
of head, that colored girls have a larger
circumference of head at all ages than
white girls." Are we to infer by this re
port, and it is supposed to be a scientific
one brought out by the Bureau of Edu
cation, that colored girls are brighter
than white girls because " the circum
ference of head is radically larger and
mental ability increases thereby"? We
doubt the logic of this statement. He
goes on to say that " bright boys are in
general taller and heavier than dull
boys." " This," he says, " confirms the
result of Porter." Under his table " A "
he gives the shape of head of long-head
ed, medium, and broad-headed children,
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and says that a large proportion of boys
are brood rather than long-headed.
Long-headedness, or dolichocephy, seems

to be an unfavorable sign, for the
bright show the smallest percentage, the
average next, and the dull the largest
percentage. The unruly boys have a

large percentage of long heads. If such
a man as Maedonald only took Phrenol
ogy with him how much power he would
have in estimating the ability in judging
of the brightness of children in arith
metic, language, drawing, etc., which we
find in table " C." Some other time,
when space is more at our disposal, we
will explain the reason why broad-headed
boys are considered brighter than long
headed ones, and why long-headed girls
are considered to be brighter than broad-
headed ones.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Dr. Miller, New York. — We shall be

pleased to hear from you whenever you
can spare a little time from your active
work. The world ought to be better, and
we know it is, for your labors in trying
to set men to think aright. We have
sent the Joubnalb as you directed.

H. W. Hayes, Freeport, Long Island,
N. Y.—You ask for the best way to re
move moles from the skin without a
surgical operation. If they are inherited
you had better let them remain, and do
not try to extract them at all. More
harm will be done to your skin by the
putting on of exterior lotions than you
mav imagine.

E. F. W., Chicago, 111.— You ask about
the organs of Time and Tune, and can
not, you say, make out quite how these
faculties distinguish themselves. It re
quires a good deal of experience in the
phrenological cult to ascertain whether a

person has ample facilities for express
ing musical talent even when the organs
of Time and Tune are well developed,
and it is not to be surprised at that many
utterly fail to distinguish a person's
ability in this respect, so many things
have to be taken into account when judg
ing of the musical talent. For instance,
a man with large Spirituality, Ideality,
Benevolence, and Comparison, with a full
degree of Tune, Time, and Weight, will
make a better composer and improviser
than one who has the large perceptive
faculties Time and Tune. The latter is a
good reader, but he seldom knows how
to rearrange a piece before him; hence,
while one person may have a mechanical
musical genius, another may have flights
of fancy in the composing department.
The temperament of a person has also to
be taken into account where music is

concerned, also the susceptibility of the
nature of the individual, and the amount
of quality of organization. Perhaps in
the cases you have examined the persons
have not allowed their ability to be
called out.

William J. Kelly, Jersey City, N. Y.—
We do not know the exact measurement
of Mr. Wanamaker's head, but we judge
from the photographs we have examined
that he possesses a large one.

H. J. H., N. Dak.— You ask if milk
taken from a mare that had been sucked
by a colt for eight months should be
given to an infant child, and what would
the effect be or value in comparison with
the mother's milk, and whether we con
sider it healthier than the mother's milk
if given clear without mixing with water.
We passed above question on to our med
ical editor, who says: " I do not know
what the result would be, have never
tried it that I know of, could only find
out by experiment." We should think
that it was not wise to supply the child
with this kind of milk unless everything
else failed, and the child was given up
to die, and then we should suggest that,
it should be diluted with water.

TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

Character Sketches from Photographs.
— Hew subscribers lending photographs for re
marks on their character vnder this heading
must observe the following conditions : Each
photograph must be accompanied by a stamped
and directed envelope for the return of the

photograph. The photograph or photographs
(for, where possible, two shovld be sent, one giv
ing a front and the other a side view ) mvst be

good ind recent ; and, lastly, each application
must 6? accompanied by a remittance of fl.00
(5s. English) for twelve months' subscription
to the Phrenological Journal. Letters to bt
addressed to Fowler 4" Wells Co., New York,
or L. If, Fowler if Co., London.

537. —B. S. S., Wauwatosa, Wis. —You
possess a very clearly defined character
with a fine development of the central
intellectual faculties, which make you
analytical, capable of seeing very closely
into things, and able to remember as
sociated ideas with great promptness.
Human nature is one of your largest fac
ulties which should enable you to diag
nose disease correctly, and get in touch
with people of various classes. You take
a hint quite readily, and seldom need a

full explanation. Your brain is active,
your perceptions keen, your ability to
gather knowledge exceptional. Study
Phrenology, for it will help you very
much in your work.

538. -^1. H. H., Fergus Falls, Minn.—
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You are improving all the time; in fact,
as you develop your motive tempera
ment you will be able to push ahead
and use your ideas and also your ener
gies. You have now quite a distinct
development of the vital temperament,
but you are tall, and have the indica
tions that you will enjoy active outdoor
life. You will find it easier to bend your
attention to work that requires some ac
tivity than to that which requires close
indoor attention. Surveying, navigation,
or practical engineering will suit you
better than anything else.

539. —L. L. L., Ferron, Emory Co., Utah.
—You have an earnest, sincere, and prac
tical nature; you look at things from a
utilitarian standpoint, and wish other
people to do the same. You have a genial
and happy disposition which knows how
to make the most and the best of things.
You will make others feel better for be
ing in your company. Were you a physi
cian disease would take flight among
your patients when you appeared, for
you are antagonistic to it, and your per
sonal magnetism would chase it away.
You ought to be interested in several
scientific, social, and economic problems.
You hate to see time and money frittered
away when there are so many opportu
nities for doing good with both. You
know how to crowd a great deal of work
into your every-day life. You would
make an excellent teacher, and had bet
ter be where you can influence others.

540—H. P. O., Castle Dale, Emery Co.,
Utah. —Your character is known for its
energy and practicability, there is no
hyprocrisy about your work, you cannot
pretend to be better than you are, hence
are afraid sometimes of drawing on your
imagination for fear that people will
think that you are artificial. You are
very ingenious, and know how to use
tools and work up material. You ought
to set to work and discover some new in
ventions, and make them serviceable to
others. It would be well for you to
study practical mechanics, engineering,
farming, or enpnpe in a hardware busi
ness where ingenuity is called into play.

541. —A. C, Fillmore, Utah.— Your mind
acts like a streak of lightning; it does
not take you long to form conclusions.
You are ready for any enterprise, yet
look into a thing, and generally know
how it is going1 to work out; hence do
not run many risks that meet with fail
ure. You remember faces remarkably
well, and seldom forget those with whom
you have had dealings. You take after
your mother in your temperament and
your sympathy with others; while your
keen intellectuality you have inherited
from your father. You could add much
to a business by study, and it would pay

you to prepare yourself for the profes
sional side of your business.

542. —J. E., Fillmore, Millard Co., Utah.
—Your vital temperament gives you
geniality and pliableness of mind; you
know how to take people, and make the
most 'of their knowledge and experience.
You ought to succeed in music, for you
have just the organization to appreciate
both singing and instrumental music,
and your strong sympathies, social nat
ure, and large Time and Tune should
supply you with ample capacity to work
out your ability in this direction. You
could succeed as a teacher, elocutionist,
reciter, or would make an excellent re
viewer, writer, and have artistic tastes in
the arrangement of your ideas as well as
in colors, shades, and hues. Your mind
is very refined, and it is difficult for you
to blend your tastes with those who are
rough, coarse, and uncouth.

543. —A. N., Emery Co., Utah. —Your
organization shows a distinct develop
ment of the motive temperament; you
are strong, sinewy, energetic, and have
unusual power to work without fatigue
and overcome difficulties. You have a
strong base to your brain which enables
you to take in at a glance whatever you
are working at ; hence, if you were cut
ting down timber, or digging out ore, or
attending to furnace work, or moulding,
you would be able to work longer with
out giving up to rest than ninety-nine
men out of a hundred. You have wonder
ful recuperative power, and do not know
when you are tired or exhausted. You
ought to sleep soundly and enjoy life as
it passes.

544. —J. G., Millard Co., Utah.— To be
in your right place you ought to be a
public man engaged in duties that carry
you out of yourself and those that will
benefit the masses. You could make an
excellent speaker, and would always
draw the attention and interest of oth
ers, for you have an entertaining way of
telling what you know. Your forehead
is well developed, and shows remarkable
power to gain information. You have
gifts as an analyst, and the foresight of
a physician, and intuitive judgment of a
specialist. Your sympathies are broad,
hence you know how to make the most
of the excellencies of others, and can
draw a man out to advantage. Were you
to engage in business you would need
one that was comprehensive in its work,
that touched many subjects and inter
ests, and that required help from a hun
dred men or more. You like to do things
on a broad scale.

545. —D. A. M., Hinkley, Millard Co.,
Utah. —You have an all-round kind of
character, and can suit yourself to many
lines of work. You would rather be en
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gaged in a business or profession that

used your intellectual, moral, social, and

executive faculties, than be where you
were isolated and cut off from society

and had to work alone. You are wrapped
up in others, and do better when you
have company. Some men can write a

cold, dry, philosophical treatise in their
libraries when by themselves, but those
who touch the people mix in a general
way with the masses and gain inspira
tion, thought, and breadth of intellect
by such contact. You should show a

good deal of taste and artistic skill in
arranging material. You are not one to
leave the ends loose, but make every
thing firm and perfect your work as you
go along. Your Language is equal to
entertaining others, and you enjoy the
company of real live intellectual people.
Your influence will be very direct wher
ever you are, and your sympathies will
be easily awakened for the benefit of
others.

546. —E. W. K., Emery Co., Utah.—
Your nature is very refined, and you are
one of the elect sons of men. You can
appreciate everything that is perfect and
beautiful, hence as a writer or speaker
you will use chaste language. You are
not likely to lose your temper over
trifles, but can bear and forbear for a

long while. You live in your moral brain
most of the time, and have aspirations
above the common. You ought to have

special work to do, and could fit your
self for professional duties. You could
take up banking as a profession, but you
do not care for money-making for its
own sake. You should be gifted as a
writer, and were you to devote yourself
to geology or the practice of medicine
you would write out your ideas in a very
interesting way. You have a brilliant
future before you if you will take every
opportunity to devote yourself to study.
You have keen intuition, and know
things without being able to explain
their meaning. You enjoy the study of
the occult.

547. —F. E. B., Hinkley, Millard Co.,

Utah. —Your head is lnrge in proportion
to your weight of body, and you must
show a good deal of mental activity.
Causality is a favorably developed organ.
You are thinking- all the time, and sel
dom feel alone, but you find it difficult
to express all you know, therefore must
try and get into the spirit of talking and
enlarging- upon your ideas. Ideality and
Constructiveness are very strong in their
influence over you, hence you idealize
things, and are not content with the or
dinary affairs of life. You are the man
to oversee work after it has been com
pleted, and examine it before it passes
out of the warehouse. You could design

and take up architectural drawing if
your perceptive qualities were cultivated
so as to make you accurate in detail.
You should enjoy poetry, and be where
there is first-class music, art, or mechan
ism. Try to be practical, and study out
the detail of things more fully.

FIELD NOTES.

Mr. Byland writes that he is shortly
returning to Lebanon, O., that he has
met with many cultured and intelligent
people in his travels, and made many
converts to the science. He has exam
ined men of science, philosophy, and
learning, and has continued to place
Phrenology on a high level in his visits
to Castine, 0.

Miss Elsie Cassell Smith has been

lecturing at Grand Rapids, Mich., and
has also continued her literary work.

Mr. T. J. Desai, Lumbdi State, India,
writes that he lectured on " The Utility
of Phrenology " before the Rajah of the
Lumbdi State. " His Highness was great
ly pleased, and ordered several copies of
the Self-Instructor and Phrenological
busts. Phrenology is getting very popu
lar here."

De Lancy Allen is at Asbury Park.
Owen H. Williams is at Atlantic City.
Edward P. Chalfant is at York, Pa.
George Cozens writes from Beloit, Wis.
Rev. Dr. Dodds is working in Hepburn,

la.
II. M. Elliott is at Lebanon, Kan.
Ira W. Ely is working in Des Moines,

la.
N. E. Mulford has returned from Cuba.
Samuel Grob is lecturing in Schwenks-

ville, Pa.
Ira L. Guilford is in Los Angeles, Cal.
Allen Haddock is on the Continent.
Madame Hancock is in Beaulieu Street,

Clements, N. J.
Charles Homes is in Milmay, Atlantic

County, N. J.
J. W. Gimsolley, Lamoni, la.
Joseph 0. Jones gives examinations at

South Bend, Ind.
William King may be consulted at

Forestburgh, Tex.
Dr. Julius M. King is in Chautauqua.
Miss Mallard has a wide reputation,

and visitors from the United States
would be welcomed at her studio in
Brighton, England.

Mr. and Mrs. George Morris are enjoy
ing a vacation.

H. W. Smith is in Calvert, Kan.
John Thompson is in Kimberley,

Africa.
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Gustnv Stephen is in Berlin.
Mrs. C. Fowler Wells celebrated her

eighty-sixth birthday on August 14,

1900.

W. E. Fraer is in Vinton, la.

DESTRUCTIVENESS.

THE POWEK OF SUGGESTION AMONG THE
MENTAL FACULTIES IN THF. EDUCATION
AND MANAGEMENT OF CHILDREN.—NO. II.

Our experience of late years satisfies us
that thought dominates and rules where
everything else fails, but many have yet
to be convinced of the power they pos
sess in allowing their minds more influ
ence of a permanent nature over the
conditions- of their body. It is no new
written upon child-life just now that
Phrenology should take a very impor
tant position in regard to the psycho
logical studies of teachers. Few parents
can afford to lose sight of their im
mense influence over their children, and
if they did but know how to influence
them aright we should have less of the
abnormal side of character developed
and more of the beauties of the normal
character presented. Many parents bring
their children to us to learn how to
properly understand themselves to train
the minds of their children aright. A
mother said to me the other day: "I
have a very important task to rear my
two boys who are just at an impression
able age: tell me how I can best do this."
Thus Phrenology as a handmaid to the
right management of children is of in
estimable value. With a phrenological
knowledge of a child's head, a mother or
teacher can make such suggestions that
an individual child may be prevented
from a life of misery and often of crime.
It does not take a learned person to fol
low out the simple suggestions that will
result in the modification of many of the
faculties. Let us take, for instance, the
organ of Destructiveness. When it is not
under the control of Renevolence, of Phi-
loprogenitiveness and Friendship, and is
largely developed, it may lead to very
disastrous results if not. controlled.
But, said a mother to me, who broiurht
her child for examination, after taking
it to Professor Ferrier, the great nerve
and brain doctor. " How am I to control
this faculty? T)r. Ferrier admits that
the head of my child is particularly broad
over the ears and is naturally destructive,
but I want some practical help to know-
how to regulate the passion of my child."
When there is a decided desire on the
part of anyone to study the inner work
ings of the mind, one has a jrood field for
scattering ideas and thoughts that may
be of use and practical service. I told
this woman, as I have advised many
others, how to develop the other qualities

that act as a balancing influence over
Destructiveness. Destructiveness is the
element that gives energy, force, spirit,
and pluck, and a child will need these
qualities as he advances in life, but many
persons think that Destructiveness is a
bad faculty and so commence by trying
to destroy this very element.

Some persons resort to fear to reduce
the organ of Destructiveness, and a
mother will tell a child she will call for
the policeman to take him away if he
does not be quiet. But, this is not a per
manent or beneficial way of influencing
a child in the right direction, and there
fore should be avoided. When visiting
Australia a very active two-year-old child
was brought, to me, and I soon found that
the child objected to sit on a chair. Both
father and mother began at the same
moment and threatened to send for the
geese, if he did not be quiet and sit still.
This is only one attraction of fear which
this child had, but the fear of the geeso
would soon pass away when he was old
enough to feel that he in his turn would
frighten the geese away. Something of
a more controlling and quieting nature
must be done to influence a child who has
a large base to the brain. Suggestion,
therefore, can be used if a person is suf
ficiently balanced to give it. Sometimes
a very active child has a bad habit and
uses his Destructiveness to defend the
habit. In such case his mother has
only to give him the suggestion without
his knowledge as follows: " You know
your father and mother are very much
distressed about the habit you have con
tracted; it will do you harm, and you
are not old enough to realize this; when
you awake this idea will be so constantly
with you that you will be influenced to
give up the habit and you will immediate
ly find the benefit of our advice." When
he wakes up he will be found to have
given up all thought of carrying on the
habit, and the influence can be repeated
for a few nights so as to make the
thought permanent.

Destructiveness helps all the faculties
and therefore, as we speak of the organs
of Langjage, Acquisitiveness, Memory,
Benevolence. Continuity, Philoprogeni-
tiveness. Calculation. Causality and Con
scientiousness we shall again refer to
Destructiveness as a powerful stimulus
in giving heat and force to the character.
We hope mothers will try to calmly use
their influence over children and thus
build up a character that can utilize all
the strong forces of nature for a magnifi
cent purpose. Remembering:
" Each dav we build by thoughts we

think.
And we live in the house we are making;
We can build a heaven or build a hell.
All aiding to the road we are taking."

Aqnilla.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.

On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorporated

under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the pros

ecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of Fowler & Wells.
The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the

business, or in its general management. All remittances should be made payable

to the order of FOWLER & WELLS CO.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of the Phrenological
Journal and Phrenological Magazine is Ji.oo a
year, payable in advance.

MONEY, when sent by mail, should be in the form of
Money Orders, Express Money Orders, Drafts on
New York, or Registered Letters. All Postmasters
are required to Register Letters whenever requested
to do so.

SILVER or other coin should not be sent by mail, as it
is almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope and be lost.

POSTAGE-STAMPS will be received for fractional parts
of a dollar. The larger stamps are preferred : they
should never be stuck to the letters, and should always
be sent in sheets—that is, not torn apart.

CHANGE of post-office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without this
information. Notice should be received the first of the
preceding month.

LETTERS OF INQUIRY requesting an answer should
inclose a stamp for return postage, and be sure and
give name and fnll address every time you write.

ALL LETTERS should be addressed to Fowler Si Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the office.
In this wav only can prompt and careful attention be
secured.

ANY S00K. PERIODICAL. CHART, Etc, may be or
dered from this office at Publishers' prices.

AGENTS WANTED for the Phrenological Journal
and our Book Publications, to whom liberal terms win
be given.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.
" Le Progres Medical," Paris— The

number for July 14th contains an inter
esting- article on " Hydrocephalus." It
contains many illustrations showing1 a

child with this disease, also the illustra
tions of the skull external and internal,
and a beautiful section of the brain of a

hydrocephalic patient. It is cut down
through the median section, and shows
the entire opening of the lateral ventricle.
Two more illustrations show deformities
of the skull in a front and side portrait.
The article contains some valuable tales
.in connection with the disease. In the
number for July 21st the article is con
tinued, and further illustrations of the
brain are given, and two varietes de
cranes d'hydrocephaliques. In the num
ber for July 2sth there is an interesting
account of ler Congrfs International de
Medecine Professionelle. The article is
profusely illustrated with the portraits

of the president and the various profess
ors who are presidents of the various
sections, and a very interesting study
they are. We would like very much to
present the portraits to our readers, and
to describe the salient characteristics of
each. We must not forget that Gall was
obliged to leave his own country on ac
count of expressions of jealousy, and
finally settled in France, where he
brought out his fine work on " The Func
tions of the Brain," and remained in Paris
up to the time of his death.

" Mind "—New York— contains " The
New Thought of Immortality," by the
Rev. B. Heber Newton ; " The Law of
Compensation," by Mabel C. Thompson.
Its articles always display thought and
culture." The Ideal Beview "—New York —con
tains an article on " The Occult, Psycho
logically Considered "; " The Culture of
the Self bv the Self," by Bose G. Abbott,
and " A Plea for the Word God."

" The Temple of Health "—Battle
Creek, Mich. — is full of practical ideas
and helpful hints on how to live. Surely
if we carried out one-half the sugges
tions we should be able to live to our full
limit or period of life.

" The Humanitarian "— London —con
tains an excellent frontispiece of Sir W.
B. Richmond, B.A., and an article of his
on " Smoke and Art." He refers to the
smoke that comes through fog and chim
neys. He dreams of a smokeless London,
and what it would be to have a pure,
clean, smokeless city with a blue sky
overhead so cloudless, clear, and beauti
ful that God would be seen in heaven.
Nevertheless one is inclined to say with
the poet: "With all thy smoke and dirt
I love thee still."" The Vegetarian Magazine." —A front
ispiece is given of Edward L. Spence, as
sociate manager of " Our Fellow Creat
ures," formerly Probate Judge of Brown
County, South Dakota. He says, " Al
though fifty-two years of age I feel as
frisky as a kitten, and am able to begin
another day's work on short notice," and
" I sincerely believe that much of the ill
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health from which people suffer is at
tributable to the eating of pork and other
flesh foods. I have no doubt that it is a

part of the destiny of the human race
in its gradual improvement to leave off
eating animals as have the cannibals left
off eating human flesh, and eat only
vegetables."

"The Dog Fancier "—Battle Creek,
Mich. —for August contains an article by
the Rev. Charles Joseph Adams on the
subject of " The Telepathy in Dogs."
Dogs certainly show a wonderful power
to interpret the minds of human beings.

" The American Medical Journal." —St.
Louis, Mo.—An article on " Our Baby,"
by A. F. Stephens, M.D., is a very inter
esting one, and contains valuable advice
about the various stages of babydom.
We hope many mothers will read it.

" Suggestive Therapeutics "—Chicago
—for August contains an article on " The
Sixth Sense," by Professor W. H. Cheney;
" The Proper Use of Vital Forces," by
John E. Purdon, M.D., articles upon
which much thought has been displayed.

The April " Druggists' Circular and
Chemical Gazette," says in substance:
The untoward and even serious after-ef
fects of heroin bring forcibly to mind the
many excellent and time-tried remedial
qualities of codeine—always safe, always
certain and uniform. The combination
of codeine with antikamnia presents a
most desirable mode* of obtaining the full
value of these two excellent remedies,
and there is no better form in which to
exhibit them than in the well-known an
tikamnia and codeine tablets, each con
taining four and three-fourths grains
antikamnia and one-fourth grain codeine.

" Careful for nothing," Prayerful for everything," Thankful for anything."
" The Quarterly Journal of Inebriety "

—Hartford, Conn. — has just come to
hand. T. H. Marable, M.D., has an
swered the question, " Are the uses of
tobacco detrimental to mankind ? " in
such a scientific way that no one can read
the article without feeling convinced of
its truth. We wish that boys and young
men could be induced to examine its
points. " The Children of the Female In
ebriate " is an article by William Charles
Sullivan, M.D., which subject is not suf
ficiently considered.

" The Journal of Hygeo-Therapy." —
Kokomo. Ind. —Dr. Gifford commences a
series of articles on " Life Science,"
which contains some of the best
thoughts. " The Neglect of Drinking1
proper amounts of Water " is an article
that points out this theory in a very dis
tinct wav.

" Every Month " — New York — for
August. This number is given up prin

cipally to stories adapted to the season
of the year, seaside pleasures, etc.

" Physical Culture "—New York —con
tinues to contain lessons on movement
cure. It is profusely illustrated.

" Human Nature." —San Francisco.—
Articles on " A European Trip," by the
Editor, who is taking a vacation abroad;
" Cycle of Life and Motion," by D. C. Sey
mour; "Some early American Phrenol
ogists," by J. T. Miller, are among the
interesting articles of the month.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
" Life and Beauty," 50 cents a year, is

the most entertaining monthly we have
ever seen, and we hope it will reach the
large circulation it merits.

" Science of Life "
(O. S. Fowler, $3.00),

which is simply that great code of nat
ural laws by which the Almighty re
quires the sexes to be governed in their
mutual relations. A knowledge of these
laws is of highest importance. It is
pure, elevating in tone, eloquent in its
denunciation of vice.

How to choose a husband; how to se
lect a wife; how to have a healthy and
happy family. 1052 pages, illustrated.

" Human Science " (by Professor O. S.
Fowler, $3.00) treats of the mind and its
organ, the brain, showing the wonderful
sympathy between them.

Of the mental temperament, showing
the best organization; how bad qualities
may be improved, and good ones devel
oped into controlling powers.

Of character in individuals, showing
how to recognize and read it; what traits
of character are indicated by "various
forms, complexions, eyes, intonations,
modes of walking, etc.

In short, there is scarcely a question
concerning the various relations of life
which is not discussed and solved in this
wonderful volume, containing 1211 pages
and over 200 engravings.

"Professors O. S. and L. N. Fowler,"
$1.00. This is the only work published
giving full and complete instructions
how to read heads, with rules for finding
the organs, explaining and illustrating
each one separately; the authors here
lay down the rules employed by them in
their professional work for over sixty
years.

It will show you how to read people
as you would a book, and to see if they
are inclined to be good, upright, true,
kind, charitable, loving, joyous, happy,
and trustworthy people, such as you
would like to know.

J. Howard Moore's little pamphlet is
indeed a " projectile "—but one fired at
the camp of ignorance. Not only is his
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language vigorous and trenchant, but,
what is more, the thoughts that he

clothes with the language are sound and
mature. It is one of the ablest exposi
tions of the superiority of vegetarianism
from the scientific and ethical points of
view we have ever come across. 25 cents.

"A System of Phrenology" ($1.25), by
George Combe, with an appendix con
taining testimonials in favor of the
truth of Phrenology, and of its utility in
the classification and treatment of crim
inals. This work was first published in
1824, and is considered to-day the most
exhaustive work on the subject in any
language. It shows clearly the great
superiority of Phrenology over other
systems of mental philosophy.

The American Institute of Phrenology
contains hundreds of busts, casts,
portraits, and sketches of men and
women, noted and notorious, from all
classes, including statesmen, soldiers,
lawyers, divines, inventors, philanthro
pists, etc., with murderers, pirates, and
others from the lower walks of life. Cit
izens and strangers will find this one of
the most pleasant places in the city in
which to spend an hour.

" Water Cure in Chronic Diseases "
($1.50), by James Mauby Gully. This
work, which is considered by many a

standard authority on the water cure
treatment, has been out of print for some
time, and responsive to urgent demands
for it we have brought out a new edi
tion, and to show the scope of the work
we present the following:

" Looking Forward. For Young Men "
($1.00), by Rev. George Sumner Weaver,
D.D. The young we have always with
us, and work for them will always be in
order. The world's improvements must
be made largely through them. They are
the readiest to be instructed, the most
susceptible to ennobling influences, and
least hindered by prepossessions and
prejudices. The hopes of the ages are in
them, and those who are in sympathy
with them can help humanity through
them. The author acknowledges with
pleasure that of all he has done in a
many-sided life, that which he has done
for the young has given him the best
satisfaction. They have helped him
while he has endeavored to help them.
They have renewed his youth, and given
him inspiration, and now he joins with
them to give a grand exit to the greatest
century the world has seen. They are
to be leaders in the great uplifts of the
society that is to be. All hail to them
and the centuries for which they are pre
paring. In the hope of joining with
them to keep step to the music of human
improvement and joy, the author asks
once again to be admitted to their com
pany and confidence.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOL
OGY.

The annual session opens the first
Wednesday of September. Topics:

General Principles.—The philosophy of
the organic constitution, its relation in
mind, character, and motive.

Temperaments, as indicating quality
and giving peculiarity to mental manifes
tation, also as affecting the choice of oc
cupation; the law of harmony and
heredity as connected with the marriage
relation; proper temperaments for
health, long life, talent, virtue, and vice.

Phrenology. —Mental development ex

plained; the true mode of estimating
character; comparative Phrenology and
its meaning.

History of Phrenology in Europe and
America, and its enriching influence on
education, literature, domestic life, gov
ernment, morality, and religion.

Ethnology.—The races and tribes of
men, and how to judge of nativity of
race; especially how to detect infallibly
the skulls of the several colored races.

Anatomy and Physiology. — The brain
and nervous system; reciprocal influence
of brain and body; dissection of brain.

Objections to Phrenology, whether
anatomical, physiological, practical or
religious; loss or injury of the brain;
thickness of skull; fatalism, materialism,
moral responsibility, etc.

Phrenology and Religion. —The moral
bearings of Phrenology; its relation to
religion, education, and virtue.

Choice of Occupations, and how to put" the right man in the right place."
Phrenology and Marriage. —The right

relation of the sexes; what mental and
temperamental qualities are adapted to
a happy union and healthy offspring, and
why.

Natural Language of the Faculties, and
how to read character thereby.

Examination of heads explained; heads
examined by each of the students, who
will be thoroughly trained how to make
examinations privately and publicly.

Hygiene. —How to take care of the
body as to dress, rest, recreation, food,
diet, right and wrong habits.

Psychology. — Under this head, mesmer
ism and clairvoyance will be explained,
and the laws discussed on which they
are supposed to depend.

Heredity. — The law of inheritance in
general and in particular; how to deter
mine which parent a person resembles.

Insanity, its laws and peculiarities;
the faculties in which different persons
are most likely to be insane.

Idiocy, its causes and how to avoid
them; proper treatment of the imbecile.

Elocution. —How to cultivate the voice;
eloquence, how to attain the art.
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How to Lecture. —The best methods of
presenting- Phrenology and Physiology to
the public, and how to secure success.

Text-Uoolis. —Among the works most
useful to be studied by those who wish
to master Phrenology, we recommend
the following " Student's Set," which
will be sent by express for $10, when all
are ordered at one time:

" Brain and Mind: a Text-Book," $1.50;
" The Temperaments," by X. Sizer, $1.50;
" How to Bead Character," by S. B. Wells,
$1.25; "Constitution of Man," by G.
Combe, $1.50; " New Physiognomy," by
S. B. Wells, $5.00; "Self-Instructor in
Phrenology," by L. N. Fowler, $5.00;
" Popular Physiology," by E. T. Trail,
$1.25; Phrenological Bust, by Fowler &
Wells, $1.00.

" Personal Magnetism " (Barnes), 25
cents: A word to the wise—Every living
being has its own peculiar magnetism —
Example — Personal magnetism the me
dium through which persons are at
tracted or repelled —One's success in any
sphere depends as much or more upon
personal influence than intelligence; this
is demonstrated in every-day life—It
plays an important part in love, busi

ness, and society — It beautifies, strength
ens, and cheers those who give and those
who receive.

" The Constitution of Man," cloth,
$1.25 (George Combe). The only author
ized American edition; 436 pp., illustrat
ed. It is estimated that over half a
million copies of this work have been
sold. Though first published in 1828, it
it still extensively read, and is consid
ered one of the most remarkable books
ever written." Lectures on Phrenology." George
Combe; $1.25. Including its application
to the present and prospective condition
of the United States. The extensive
knowledge and sound philosophy exhib
ited in these lectures must inspire the
reader with profound respect for the in
tellectual power and attainments of the
author." Moral Philosophy; or, the Duties of
Man Considered in his Individual, Do
mestic, and Social Capacities." George
Combe; $1.25. This work appears in the
form of lectures delivered by the author
to an association formed for the indus
trious classes of Edinburgh; they created
at the time considerable excitement.

BOUND IN CLOTH. POSTPAID $1 00
With One Year's Subscription to Physical Culture. $1 .60

-MARRIAGE AND PARENTAGE"
By M. L. Holbrook, M. D.

The following are the titles of the principal chapter*
of the work,

i. Introductory, comprising a sketch of the great im
provements in the marriage Relation within historic
times.

a. The Duality of the Sexes, and Reasons for Mar-
riage.

3. The fundamental principles on wich True Mar
riages are based.

4. The temperamental and educational adaptation of
one party to the other.

5. Health as the most important factor in a Sanitary
Marriage.

6. Physical Culture as an element in Marriage.
7. Marriage among the ancient Spartans and its—— for modern civilization.
8. How Science is applied to improving animals and

plants, and may be applied to improveing the race.
o. The Mixing of Races and its importance.
xo. The difficulties wich are encountered.
xi. Importance of having Children, especially good

and healthy ones, and the disadvantages of rearing
sickly or bad ones.

12. Reproduction, its nature and laws (a very in
structive chapter).

13. What and how parents transmit good and bad
qualities to their offspring.

14. The laws of Sanitary parentage (also an Impor
tant chapter).

FOWLER A WELLS CO., 27 East 21st St., New York City

Packer's
Tar Soap

Pure, cleansing, emollient, in

vigorating. Quickly relieves

Prickly Heat, Sunburn,

Chafed and Irritated Skin.

Wonderfully refreshing and

soothing in all exhausted,

aching and overheated condi

tions.

An Invaluable

Traveling Companion.

The Parker Mfg. Co., SI Fulton St., Ken York,

la writ la ex to advertisers all eatloa The Phrenological Joaraml.
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GIVEN
AWAY
••••••••••

H 1-BlaM

Sportsman's Knife

wortn 51.50.

This cut 13one-half its size. Write at once and we will
tell you bow we do it. Address

The Amateur Sportsman,
27Z PARK PLACE. NEW YORK.

Never despair. It is wiser and

better
With courage dyspepsia to fight

to the last,
Yon can soon break oil' its canker

ing fetter
With Kipans Tabnles-the cure

unsurpassed !

W4ANTED.- A ease of bad health that R-IP-A-N-8
will not benefit. They banian pain and prolong

Ufa. One glyei relief. Note the word B-l-P-A-N-8 on
the packaKe and accept no substitute. B-I-P- A-N-8.
10 for Scents, mav be had at any drug store. Ten
samples and one thotiaand testimonial, will be mailed
to any address for ft cents, forwarded to the Blpana
Chemical Co., No. 10Spruce St., New York.

Sing, sing, what shall 1 sing?

The praises of Kipans would just
be the thing.

The cheapest of remedies, also
the best

For pains in the head or stomach
distressed.

la errtflaar ta> ■■▼•rtlaara pi*

WANTED.-A
case of bad health that R I P- A-N-8

will not benefit. They banish pain and prolong
life. One Rives relief. Note the word B-I-P- A-N-8 on
the package and accept no substitute. RTP-A-N-S,
10for J cents, may be had at any drUK store. Ten sam
ples and one thousand testimonials will be mailed to
any addresB for 6 oents, forwarded to the Itlpans
Chemical Co., No. 10Spruce St., New York.

Mention The l'hre»oloa;lc»l Joaraal.
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THE WONDERS OF
HYPNOTIC CONTROL

Prof. R. E. Dutton.
WRITE HIM.

emptily master all herein described
methods for Self-rieallng that will
that when compiled with they can
cine cannot touch at all. Any one
Occult Arts who reads this Mall
very latest discoveries, which en
sleep In themselves almost Instant
time, and thereby core all known
can Induce this sleep In himself at
the minds of friends and enemies,
with disembodied spirits, visit any
tlona and problems In this sleep,
This so called Mental Vision Lesson
notic Healing, Control of the 8ub-

I have just prepsrrd a Mall Course of five
complete lessons on this subject, snd have them
bound la booklet form. The Complete Mall
Course will be sent to any one for only 10c. sti
ver. Thla course of Instructions contains my
latest discoveries and methods with which you
can hypnotize any subject, no matter how hard.
I have written them for the benefit of profes
sional hypnotists, and all who wish to greatly
Increase their percentage of success. No matter,
student, whose Instructions you have, and no
mrtter what your degree of success. If you send
me 10c. I will send you this complete course,
which will enable you to fasten on to any In
complete Instructions and succeed right from
the start. No matter whether you have ever
studied hypnotism before or not, you will find
yourself succeeding at first trial. You can hyp
notise any one that compiles with these original
methods. I repeat, that you are Just as sure to
hypnotise the first person that compiles with
these methods as you are sure that the snn
rises and sets.

These complete Instructions, mind you. will b*
sent for only 10c.( actually enabling you to thor-

wlthout further charge. Thla book also contains
not fall. I absolutely guarantee
not fall to rare diseases that medl-
can be a practical operator In all
Course. This book contains my
able alt to induce the hypnotic
ly, at will, awake at any desired
diseases and bad habits. Any one
first trial, control his dreams, read
■ee absent friends, communicate
part of the earth, solve hard ques-
and remember all when swafce.

and four others—one In Self-Hyp-

Conscious Mind In the waking

D U X X O N-THE R A F* V . *J
state, and several strong healing methods are all contained
In this little book, which will be sent te any one for 10c.
silver, enabling yon to be as good an operator as any one
living. Mind you, thla can be successfully accomplished by
the study of this little book, without further charge.
I am so absolutely confident that you will be successful,

right from the start, with these Instructions, that I will
even send them Subject to Examination, If so de
sired. Just to prove to the most skeptical that they form
the beat course erer sold for 10c., and to all who send the
dime. If any should be dlssatlsed, money will be cheerfully
refunded. But thla Mall Course Is Just as described, for I
would not daro to dm the malls for any fraudulent pur
pose. This bargain offer Is limited, to send at once to

PROF. R. E. DUTTON,
McCook, Neb., U.S. A. , Lock Box 441.

In writing to advertisers please mention The Phrenological Journal.
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SELF HYPNOTIC MEALINO
I have made a late discovery that enables all to induce

the hvpnotic sleep in themselves instantly, awaken at
any desired time and therebv cure all known diseases and
bad habits. Anyone can induce this sleep in themselves
at first trial, control their dreams, read the minds of
friends and enemies, Tisit any part of the earth, solve
hard questions and problems in this sleep, and remember
all when awake. This so-called Mental-Vision Lesson
will be sent to anyone for 1". . silver, actually enabling
him to do the above without furthe r charge.

Prof. R. E. Dutton, McCook,

U.S. SUBSCRIPTION AGENCY
Law Building

Indianapolis, Ind.

SAMPLE
copies of 100 different Leading News
papers and Magazines sent to any ad

dress upon receipt of 10cents to pay for mailing. U. S
Subscription Agency, Law Building, Indianapolis, Ind"

WE RESTORE SICHT1
CLASSES RENDER

DEFECTIVE VISION
CHRONIC.

Write for our
ILLUSTRATED
TREATISE,

Mailed Free.
The Ideal company,

230 broadway,
NEW YORK.

55r]5£

The
H.KIi ART NOBMAL SCHOOL

AND BUSINESS INSTITUTE
Girea the beat Courses. Methods, and In

struction in Pedology, book-keeping, StenoK*
raphy, Penmanship, Drawing, i<Jocution and
Oratory, and Physical Culture, and at the
lowest rates for tuition and board. Positions
secured for graduates. Day and evening ses
sions. Diplomas awarded. Students can enter
at any time. Circular, blotter, and a copy
"Educational Newa" free on application.

Dr. K. A. Mumaw, Seo'y. Elkhart, Ind.

f

Tne Water Gap Sanitarium
la the place where permanent cures
are made of all forma of disease.
Bates reasonable. A christian family
home. Address

F. WILSON HURD. M.O., Mini. EU.r- Co.. Pi

SO YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

i rade marks
Designs

Copyrights &c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents

, Oldest agency for securing patents,
hrouch Munn St C

. In the

: airency for securing patei
_ through Munn & Co. rc

tpeclal notice, without charge.

sent free.
Patents
(■rialnot

Scientific American.
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. T.nreest clr-

Terms, $3 aculatton of any scientific Journal,
year: four months, pL Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN &Co.3S,Bro»d"a'- New York
Branch Office, I3S |i

' St- Washington. D. C.

DIXON'S MM PENCILS
Are unequaled for smooth, tough leads.

If your stationer does not keep them, mention Tn
PniKOLotioAL Joukval, and send lftc In stamps to
Jo* sin Duo* CaociBr.E Co.. Jersey City. N. J., for
samples worth doable the money

A
FREE to F. A.M. An engrav
ing of the Hall of tbe Mys
teries, also large Catalogue of
Masonic books and goods,
with bottom prices. New Il

lustrated History of Free
masonry for Agents. Beware
of spurious Masonic books.
REDDING & CO., Publishers
and Manufacturers of Mas
onic Goods, No. 21i Broad
way, New York City.

HUMAN FACULTY
SI. 00 per Year 10 Cents a Copy

Send Stamp for Sample Copy

L. A. VAUOHT. Publisher
317 Inter-Ocean Bklg.. Chicago, Ills.

Human Nature

A Monthly Magazine of
World-Wide Repute

Edited b
y Prof. Allen Haddock

Subscription price, 80 cents.

1020 Market Street San Francisco

In writing to advertisers pleaae mention The Phrenological Journal.
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Tossing about on a comfortless
pillow,

Sleeplessness hannts liim through
numberless nights.

If he'll take Hi pans Tabules then
he will owe

Thanks to that cure for sweet
slumber's delights !

WANTED.—
A cue of bad health that R I P A N a

will not benefit. Tuey banish pain and prolong
life. One kits, relief. Note the word B-I-P-A-N-8 on
the package and accept no substitute. K-l-P-A-N-8.
10 for S cents, may be had at an v drug store. Ten sam
ples and one thousand testimonials will be mailed to
any address for B cents, forwarded to the Hipaua
Chemical Co.. No. 10 8prnce St.. New York.

The

Devil's Parlor
(2d Revised Edition)

Nearly 100 pages
Only 25 cents

The author, Rev. W. K. Red, a teacher

iu the South, spent years iu gathering

the material. Is sure to create a sen

sation whenever and wherever read.

Mothers and Daughters should not fail

to read it. It is sure to do much good.

Sent, prepaid, on receipt of price.

REFORMER PUBLISHING COMPANY

8T. PARIS, OHIO

FIVE-ORAIN

TABLETS

l:i'l'Hj'PIJ.lJ'KiHJiij-te»= EXACT SIZE

OPPOSED TO PAIN. =

REGISTERED, 6EPT. 3rd, I890. FAC-SIMILE

"The name itself suggests what Antfkamnla Is, and what Its remedial properties are:— Antl (Greek-AvrO ,

Opposed to, and Kamnla (Greek-Kapvoc) t Pain— therefore, "ANTIKAMNIA" (Opposed to Pain)— a remedy to
relieve pain and suffering.

"In certainty and celerity of action. It has been found superior to any of Its predecessors In this field,
dally In cases of Acute and Chronic Neuralgia. Neuralgic Toothache, Tic -Douloureux, Myalgia, Mlg
Hem1crania, and all forms of Headache, yield to Its Influence in a remarkably short time, and In no Instance
any evil after-effects developed. The chief claim advanced In favor of Antikamnia over all other products Is, that
Its use is not followed by depression of the heart

"The doss for adults, which always gives relief In severe headaches, especially those of bookkeepers,
actors, lawyers, students, mothers, teachers and nurses. In short all headaches caused by anxiety or mental strain.
Is two tablets, crushed, followed by a swallow of water or wine. It Is the remedyfor La Orippe. • As a preventive of
and cure for nausea while traveling by railroad or steamboat, and for genuine mat dt met or sea sickness, Antikamnia
Is unsurpassed, and Is recommended by the Surgeons of The White Star. Cunard and American Steamship Lines.

"There are very many Important uses for Antikamnia, of which physicians as a rule may be uninformed. A
five grain Antikamnia Tablet prescribed for patients before starting on an outing, and this includes tourists,

plcknlckers, bicyclers, and In fact, anybody who is out In the sun and air all day, will entirely prevent that demoral
izing headache which frequently mars the pleasure of such an occasion. This applies equally to women on
shopping tours, and especially to those who Invariably come home cross and out of sorts, with a wretched "sight
seer's headache." The nervous headache and Irritable condition of the busy business man Is prevented by the
timely use of a ten grain dose. Every bicycle rider, after a hard run, should take two five grain Antikamnia
Tablets on going to bed. In the morning he will awake minus the usual muscular pains, aches and soreness. As a
cure and preventive of the pains peculiar to women at time of period, Antikamnia Is unequalled and unaccom
panied by habit or unpleasant after-effect. If the pain Is over the lower border of the liver, or lower part of the
stomach, or In short, be It headache, side-ache, backache, or pain of any other description caused by suppressed or
Irregular menstruation. It will yield to two five grain tablets or Antikamnia. This dose may be repeated In an hour
or two. If needed. For very prompt relief, It Is advisable to crush the tablets and swallow them with a little \ '"

diluted whisky or toddy. A dozen tablets kept about the house, will always be found useful In time of pain."

Genuine Antikamnia Tablets always bear the monogram /K
GOOD DRUQGtSTS OFFER NO SUBSTITUTES

THE ANTIKAMNIA CHEMICAL COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.

In wrltlnjj to .dTfrll.fr. pic VMratio. Th« Phrenological X
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Columbia Grand
Qraphophone

Reduced to|

$50.00

Former Price
$75.00

A Wonderful Talk
ing Machine of the
Genuine Grand
Type, made to meet
the demand for a
Graphophone of
less expensive con
struction than the
Graphophone
Grand and Home
Grand, but embody
ing the same prin
ciples.

New Price
$50.00

Grand Records Reduced to $1.00 each
Grand Blanks Reduced to 75 cts. each

The Columbia Grand, with Columbia Grand records, bring. In audible effect, the HvlDg Blnger or
musician actuallj into the presence of the listener. Reproduces music, song or speech as loud and louder
than the original, with all the original sweetness and melody. The real music ; the actual voice; not a
diminished copy or a "far-away " effect.

The Columbia Grand Is handsome and durable In construction and simple In operation. It Is
provided with a tandem-spring motor that will run several Orand records at one winding.

Graphophones of other types, from .Si. 50 up

"BEST AT ALL POINTS"
Loudest, Clearest, Smoothest, Greatest Variety, Cheapest

Small Records, BO cents each'; $5.00 per dozen. Grand Records, 8 1 .00 each
You can make your own record, on the Graphophone

Write for Cntalogue 30

COLUMBIA RECORDS ARE SUPERB

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
Department 30

New York. 143-145Broadway St. Louis, 720-T22Olive St. Washington, 919 Pennsylvania Ave'
Retail Braii'-h. 1155,1151,1159Broadway Philadelphia. 1032(hestuut St. Buffalo. BIS Main St.

Chicago. 83 Wabash Ave. Baltimore, 110 E. Baltimore St. San Francisco, 125Geary St.

London, 122Oxford St.. W Paris, 34 Boulevard des Itallens Berlin, 65 A Frledrlchstrasse

In wrltlnsr to advertiser, plen.e mention The Phrenological Journal.
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THE WONDERFUL MISSION
OF THE

INTERNAL BATH
The record of its cures and benefits rcadn like a revela

tion to those hitherto unacquainted with it. It is used
(by means of the "J. B. h. CASCADE." the only
scientific appliance for this purpose) by hundreds of the
best-known people in New York and by innumerable min
isters, lawyers, actors and other iiersons whose intelli
gence gives unequivocal weight to their testimony.

We have thousands of testimonials from well-known
people.

The following is from one of Philadelphia's most prom
inent and rospected merchants :

JOHN LUCAS
PUILADKLPBIA, JUNK 11).1899.

DKxn Prof. Ttbwlll:
In res|K>nse to yours of the 5th, no man living has

f
reater cause to Bpeak highly of vour J. li. L. Cascaile
han myself, for. hud it not been for its use a few years

ago, I shonld not be living to-day. I was iu charge of a
faithful man nurse and the best medical attendance ar
Portland Springs aud so low and ill. it was considered
questionable by the doctors if I could reach mv home
alive, and death considered certain within a week after
arrival. My attendant followed out your instructions to
the letter iu persevering with the use of your Cascade
and though now in mv 76th year I am enjoying a fair
share of health, apart from weakness of mv heart.

1 recently returned from Jamaica. West Indies, travel
ling from one end to the other. |ter rail aud iu carriages,
with comfort. I have bought and made presents of your
Cascade to several |s?rsonai friends, all of whom are de
lighted with the wonderful results of its use.

Very siucerelv vours,
JOHSI LUCAS.

Finn of John Lucas & Co.

We waut to send free to every person, sick or well, a
simple statement Betting forth this treatment. It con
tains matter which must interest every thiukiug person.
If you live in New York you are earnestly invited to call,
and make an appointment for a free treatment, but if you
can not call, write for our pamphlet "The What, The Why,
The Wav," which will bo sent free on application, together
with our Great Special Offer for this month only.

Vital r'orco
How Wasted and How Preserved, Causes and

Cure. By E. P. MILLER, M.D. Eighteenth
thousand. 144pp. 8vo. Cloth. Si.oo.

A medical experience of many years has con
vinced the author that people of all ages and both
sexes are snffertngf rom abusesof the sexual function,
which. In most Instances, are begun and continued In
Ignorance of the terrible results which are sure to fol
low. This book Is calculated to throw light upon an
Important subject :—to redeem those who have already
started In the wrong way. and to save those whom the
want of Just such knowledge as this book Imparts
might lead to sickness, suffering, and premature death.

Hon. Oerrltt Smith : "In giving this book to
the world you have shown yourseli to be Its wise and
faithful friend."

■•Each Item In the category of nameless vices |la
taken up and Impressively condemned as It only could
be by a man of thorough medical knowledge and ex
tensive experience."— Rochester Union.

Ho"VC to DL3 jrv tlio
A Family Guide for the use of Water in Preserving

Health and Removing Disease. By E. P. MIL
LER, M.D. Twenty-first thousand. 7a pp. 8vo.
Cloth, 75 cents.

This little work describes In a concise, plain, practi
cal manner, nil the different forms of baths, and con
tains minute Instructions In regard to the application
of each. Methods of home treatment are fully dis
cussed, and their application to different conditions,

temperaments and diseases. Indicated. It tells Just
how, when, and under what circumstances water may
be beneficially applied, and seeks, by timely advice, to
prevent the harm which results from Its injudicious
application. _

Judge H. R. Low, of Self York City: "I have
read your excellent work entitled 'How to Bathe.' I
regard It as the best thing of the kind 1 have ever read.
It should lie In every family ; and If It was studied and

Its directions heeded. It would do more good than half
the works on Materia Medlca that have ever been

written "

"HOWTO STRENGTHEN THE MEMORY*
....OR....

Natural ank Scientific Methods of Never

Forgetting.

TYRRELL'S HYGIENIC INSTITUTE
1562B BROADWAY, NEW YORK

(Between 4>thaud 47th Streets)

By Dr. M. L. Holbrook.

CONTETS.
1—Introductory. The Nature of Memory.
2—The Best Foundation for a Good Memory.

5—Memory and Nutrition: Memory and Fatigue*
Memory and the Circulation of the Blood;
Quality of the Blood; Memory and Disease;
Memory and Narcotics.

4—Exaltation and Degeneration of the Memory.
5—Memory and Attention.
6— Memory and Repetition.
7— Memory and Associations. Links and Chains.
8—A Striking Example of Restoration of the Mem

ory, and the Methods Employed,
g— Methods of Memory Culture u r Schools.

10—Self-culture of the Memory.
11— Memory for Names and itsCulture.
12—Memory for Faces and its Improvement.

13—Memory for Places and Localities.
14—Culture of the Musical Memory.

15—Strengtheiing the Memory for Facts and Events.
16—Memory for Figures and Dates
17—The Figure Alphabet.
18—Tricks of Memory.
19—How to Learn a New Language, or ihe Surest and

Most Effectual Way to Ensure an Easy and
Accurate Reproduction of Ideas.

20—Culture of a Memory for Words.
21—Advice to Clergymen Concerning Their Memories,
22—The Lawyer's Memory.
23—Mastering the Contents of a Book.
24—The Art of Forgetting and What to Forget.
25—Abnormal Memories.pjaiCB si.oo

FOWLER A- WELLftiMT K. SIM *m.. N<-» York

In writing: to advertisers please mention Tin* Phrenological Journal.
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"BRAIN POWER IN EDUCATION"



Over 500,000 copies of this Book have been sold, and

the last Edition is better than ever.

THE NEW ILLUSTRATED

Sblf=Instructor
IN

Fbultii Mim a
n
il

Foysiopov.

k Complete Handbook tor the People. With over One Eundrei New Illustration*

inolnding a Chart for the Use o
f Practical Phrenologists. BeTised

and printed from new plates. 12mo, 192 pp.

BY THE

RENOWNED PHRENOLOGIST,

PROFS. O. S. and L. N. FOWLER.

This is the only work published giving full and complete instruc
tions How to Read Heads, with rules for finding the organs, and

explaining and illustrating each one separately ; the Author here lays down

the rules employed by him in his professional work for nearly 60 years

It will shi ju how to read people as you would a book, and to see

if they are inclin*. . to be good, upright, honest, true, kind, charitable, loving,

joyous, happy and trustwortny people, such as you would like to know.

A knowledge of Human Nature would save many disappointments in

social and business life.

Cloth, $1. 4s English.

3and for a oopy at once, stuly the people yoa see, and also jour own sharaotsr.

New Yo-*' • London :

FOWLER & WELLS CO. L. N. FOWLER & CO.

Ask Jot comfUte Catalogue and Prospectus.
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Treatment of Children

4 SPECIAL ADVICE ON THE

^TRAINING OF CHILDREN

Children who re peculiar tempers,

and children who are forgetful, diso

bedient, and inattentive at school, should
be brought where valuable suggestions

will be given to each.

Doctors are daily sending test cases

that they may receive special advice.

Su^ "ions given for home treatment.

Arrest .of Mental Develop
ment is a specialty in treatment.

Dullness and Mental Inactivity
thoroughly studied at

FOWLER & WELLS
27 K. 2 1 st Street, New York City

In writing- to advertiser* pleaae mention The Phrenological Journal.

BRAIN WORKERS

Crosby's Vitalized Phosphites
tor the relief and prevention of all weaknesses rest
big from over-work and anxiety. It gives active brain
and nerves exactly what tbey need for tbelr nutrition

I will help any case of mental or

Shall we send yon a descriptive pamphlet ?
Vitalized Phosphites Is a concentrated white powder

from the phosphold principle of the ox brain and
wheat germ, formulated by Prof. Vercj thirty years
ago. Formula on each label.

Prepared

onlj by

66 W. SGth St.

Sew York

1/ nmtfntnd at Druggiitt, ttnt by mail, $1.90
CROSBY'8 COLD AND CATARRH CURB

best remedy known for cold In the head, hay
It does not contain cocaine,
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Victor Emanuel II., who Succeeds King Humbert
on the Throne of Italy.

The portrait of the present King of
Italy presents a man quite different
from his father, and judging phreno-
logically of his organization, his head
is quite different in its side portions
from that of King Humbert. His head
is unusually high for its width, and we

judge from this fact that he will show
a manifestation to encourage peace
rather than the spirit of war. He is
well developed in the superior region,
giving a love of justice, right principle,
and equity. He has a large develop
ment of Benevolence, which, joined to
his intellectual qualities, will manifest
an interest in the people who are un
der his rule. He is not one who would
easily transform himself into a tyrant,
but is evidently desirous of carrying
out the best discipline for the greatest
number of his subjects. His head is
not broad at the base, and if anything
it is not sufficiently developed in this
region to give him a balancing power
with the moral qualities. Fortunately
he will reign in an era when there will
be little need for strife, and this ap
parent deficiency will not be so notice
able. He has a good proportion of chin,
which indicates strength of character
and longevity, but there is not width of

jaw half way between the ear and the

point of the chin which accompanies
the fighting disposition, consequently
he will court peace rather than conflict
and a settlement of disputes or differ
ences of opinion by arbitration rather
than through combat. The chin as

well as the nose from the top of the
head all agree on one thing, namely,
firmness of character, stability of will,
and resolution of mind. The power to
look ahead is manifested by a full de

velopment of Cautiousness, situated on
the posterior lateral portion of the
parietal lobe under the parietal bone.
He has a keen perception of men, an

analytical sense which can be used to a

good purpose in affairs of state.
Although the new King of Italy,

Victor Emanuel II., is in his thirty-
first year little has been heard of him
up to the present; indeed, the crown
prince of a monarchical government,
like the Vice-President of the United
States, is supposed to keep himself in
the background. He is allowed to do
little, and little is expected, except to

be on hand and ready in case he should
be called into active service. Some
crown princes are content to amuse

themselves, while others use their time
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to prepare themselves for the position ous and industrious. He is said to have
which they may at any moment be been sensitive about his small stature
called upon to fill, or to travel and to and delicate health, and he avoided

VICTOR EMANUEL II., KINO OF ITALY.

study subjects that interest them. The
young Crown Prince of Japan is one
of this kind, who led the armies of his
people against the Boxers. As Prince
of Naples, Italy's new King was seri-

public and court life as much as pos
sible. He is known to have shut him
self up (when not travelling) in his
palace in Naples, which overlooks the
lovely bay and the volcano of Vesuvius,
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and there he worked in his electrical
laboratory, that is said to be the finest

private one in the world. He corre

sponded with Edison, Marconi, Tesla,
Lord Kelvin, and other students of
the science of electricity and famous

inventors, and he entertained them
whenever they visited Italy.

Besides his love for science, he is

fond of literature, especially Shakes

peare and Dante, and being full of his
love for science and poetry it is said

that he talked a good deal about them

of the forehead we recognize his literary
taste. He is as great a proof of Phre
nology as was his father before him.

THE QUEEN OF ITALY.
The wife of Victor Emanuel II. is

the beautiful Queen Helene, who will
help him to make the court and capital
of Italy brilliant. Although one of the
most beautiful women in Europe she
was one of the poorest princesses be
fore her marriage, and was brought up
in a mountain village among the

TUB QUEEN OP ITALY.

at the various courts of Europe, and
that the Emperor of Germany play
fully gave him the nickname of "the
Eoyal Encyclopaedia." By his portrait
anyone can quickly realize that the

scope of his mind would naturally get
in touch with scientific study, research,
chemistry, and comparative subjects;
and the breadth of the brow, together
with the breadth of head where the

hair comes to the point on the lower
side-head, combined with the height of
the head above this region, naturally
gives him his love of electrical science.

From the width of the upper part

mountaineer warriors of Montenegro.
Her father's little principality of
Montenegro is almost opposite the heel
of Italy's boot on the Adriatic Sea. It
contains less than four thousand square
miles, and is about as large as the State
of Connecticut. Because of its moun
tains this little country, although sur
rounded by Turkey on three sides and

by the sea on the fourth, has never been

conquered. Queen Helene's father,
Prince Nikita, once held back a Turk
ish army of 200,000 with 20,000 moun
taineers and prevented their entering
the country.
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Here in the high mountain valley at

Cettinje the present Queen of Italy
was born and grew beautiful and free
and light-footed. She wore, until her
twentieth year, a short white skirt,
scarlet apron, embroidered silver belt,
and ornaments of the peasant girls of
the mountains; but she was carefully
taught, and while she loves books and

pictures and science as much as the
King, her husband, she is fond of the
pomp and ceremony of court life and
the stimulus of brilliant society. She
loves the people also, for she was born
in a democratic country, and bid& fair
to make a self-possessed man-of-the-
world and popular King out of the man

who was, as the Prince of Naples, a

shy and sensitive student.
She is taller in build than the King,

and has a well balanced organization.
Her head is broad enough at the base

to give her executive ability and con
siderable energy and force of mind.
Her forehead is square and broad
rather than high, hence natural sci
ence will please her better than deep
reflection. She is a keen observer, and
has a watchful eye to take into account
the ways and wishes of others, and
should stimulate and be a counterpart
to the King, her husband, who has the
high and rather narrow type of head.

Editor.

Phrenology in Paris. —Part II.
By John T. Miixeb.

[Continued from page 96.)

The honorary members of the society
were Dr. Vimont, George Combe, Dr.
Andrew Combe, Dr. Elliotson, John
Sedgwick, Edward Wright, Professor
ITcelli and Dr. Spurzheim.

The members of the society not
named above are Dr. Abraham, Honor
ary Member of the Royal Academy of
Medicine; Appert, editor and proprie
tor of the Journal des Prisons; J. B. Bal-
liere, Publisher; Barres, Engraver of
Medals; Basiles; L'Abbe Besnard; Beu-
gnot, Man of Letters; Bouilland, Pro
fessor of the Faculty of Medicine of
Paris; Dr. Brierre de Boismont; Casimir
Broussais, Doctor at the Military Hospi
tal of Gros-Caillon; Canuet, Doctor at
Samt-Perin; Dr. Chapelaine; Comte,
Professor at the Athenaeum; Corby,
M.D.; Daunecy, M.D.; Dauvergne, Doc
tor at the St. Louis Hospital; Desmarest,

Property Holder; Desmarest, Jr., M.D.:
Devilliers, M.D.; Dinoncourt; Douin,
M.D.; Dumontier; Dupuis, M.D.; Fer-
rus, Doctor at the Asylum of Bicetre;
Foyatier, Sculptor; Frapart, M.D.; For
get, M.D.; Dr. Fossati; Guerard, Sculp
tor; Harel, Manufacturer; Koreff, M.D.;
Laeorbiere, M.D.; Lamaze, Attorney;

Lamouroux, M.D.; Laroche, M.D.;
Lascases, Jr., Member of the Legislat
ure; Count de Lasteyrie; Charles Le-
blond, M. D.; Leloutre, D.D.S.; Lenoir,
Director of the Athenaeum; Machado;
Maurin, M.D.; Mege, M.D.; Mondilere,
M.D.; the Duke of Montebello; Moreau,
Architect, Peer of France; Moynier,
M.D.; Pichard, M.D.; Pihan Delaforest,
Printer; Pilliot, M.D.; Pressat, M.D.;
Regley, Assistant Naturalist in the
Museum of Natural History; Ribes, Jr.,
M.D.; Roberton, M.D.; Robouam, M.D.;
Royer, of the Garden of Plants; August
Saint-Aignan, Member of the Legislat
ure; Sarlandiere, M.D.; Smith, Property
Holder; Tanehon, M.D.; Teissier, M.D.;
Dr. Thierry, Jr.; Ternaux, Member
of the Legislature; Thomas, Artist;
Treille, M.D.; Vignier, Deputy Mayor of
the Fourth Arrondissement; Dr. Voisin;
Wurtz, Publisher; Dr. Bailly; Beral,
Druggist; Benoist, Attorney; Berard,
Professor at the College of Medicine;
Leon Bruyeres; Berthon, Property
Holder; Dr. Bodson; Colonel Cradock;
Delauneau, Director of the Sainte-
Barbe College; Dubourg, M.D.; Decour,
M.D.; Etac, Physician to the Salpetriere;
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Fabre; Foissac, M.D.; Dr. Fourcode
Prunet; Leon Faucher; Baron Gerard,
Artist, Member of the Institute; Dr.
Halma Grand; Imbert, Surgeon in Chief
at the Charity Hospital in Lyons; Dr.
Jacquemin; Dr. Jolly; Dr. Layner;
Lebaudy, Banker; Lemaire, Sculptor;
Lefevre; Methias, Druggist; Count
Alfred du Maussion; Baron Noel Gi-
rard, Brigadier-General in the Depart
ment of Morbihan; Nizard; Dr. Parent
Duchatelet; Dr. Royer-Gollard, Division
Chief in the Department of the Interior;
Dr. Sorlin; Dr. Taveau, Vismara, At
torney.

The corresponding members are

Adolphe Aulagnier, Army Physician at

Marseilles; Dr. Cadenat, of Toulouse;
D'Etilly, Health Officer at Forbach;
Foville, Physician to the Hospital for
the Insane, at Rouen; Guiot, Professor
of Mathematics at Nancy; Lelut, Phy
sician at the Bicetre; Dr. Lombard, of
Issy; Leuduger, Formorel, of Saint-
Brieux; Dr. Patrix, Pellene, Jr., Prefect
of Finisterre, at Quimper; Dr. Pierquin,
Inspector of the Academy of Grenoble;
Richy, M.D., India; Beniot Trompeo,
M.D., of Turin.

The first officers of the society were:

President, Dr. Daunecy; Vice-Presi
dents, Drs. Fossati and Fontenelle;
General Secretary, Dr. Bouilland, suc
ceeded by Dr. Loude, and later by Dr.
Casimir Broussais; Secretaries for the
Minutes, Dr. C. Broussais, who was later
chosen general secretary, and Dr. Ro-
bouam; Editor in Chief of the Journal
de la Soci£te Phrcnologiquc de Paris,

Dr. Bouilland; Editing Committee, Dr.
Mege, Dr. Voisin, and Dr. Pinel Grand-
champ; Treasurer, Mr. Harel; Finance
Committee, Messrs. Basiles, Royer, and
Regley; Keeper of the Museum (ma
terial) of the society, Dr. Frapart.

During the second year Prof. Dr.
Broussais was president; for the third
year the Prof. Dr. Bouilland waa presi
dent; and for the fourth, Prof. Dr.
Andral.

When one reads this long list of com

petent laborers who devoted their efforts
to the perfection and dissemination of
Phrenology, in one city, besides its other
advocates throughout the civilized
world, and can appreciate the value of
the science himself, it is an easy matter
to comprehend the statements of the
eminent Alfred Russell Wallace, who
has lived almost the whole of this cen
tury, when he says:

" In the coming
century Phrenology will assuredly at
tain general acceptance. It will prove
itself to be the true science of mind.
Its practical uses in education, in self-
discipline, in the reformatory treatment
of criminals, and in the remedial treat
ment of the insane, will give it one of
the highest places in the hierarchy of
the sciences; and its persistent neglect
and obloquy during the last sixty years
will be referred to as an example of the
almost incredible narrowness and preju
dice which prevailed among men of sci
ence at the very time they were making
such splendid advances in other fields
of thought and discovery."—In " The
Wonderful Century," published 1898.

Drawbacks to Memory.
By M. Tope.

In phrenological parlance Memory
may be defined as one of the different
mental processes or phases of action of
which the intellectual faculties are ca

pable, by which impressions, pictures or
ideas are retained and resuscitated.
The principal causes of bad memory are
not hard to discover and enumerate.
And to consider them even briefly will

not he unprofitable, as it will tend to the

cultivation of good memory. Let us

name these drawbacks as nearly as pos
sible in the order of their importance:

1. Weak Mental Faculties. If the

faculty of Tune, for instance, be weak,
few tunes, if any, will be remembered,

and these poorly, until the faculty shall
have been strengthened and aided by
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proper cultivation. And this illustra
tion applies to all the other faculties.

2. Bad Health. As the brain is the

organ of the mind and at the same time
a part of the body, whatever weakens

or impairs these correspondingly en

feebles the mental action. In fainting
or stupefaction from any cause nothing
is distinctly remembered; and so of poor
health conditions generally.

3. Not Knowing How to Call the Fac
ulties Into Play. As few persons have

any particular knowledge of the real

nature of the mind in either its struc
ture or action, only the same few have

any idea at all of how to apply and use

their faculties in remembering. How
could they be expected to do so?

4. Too Hurried and Too Extensive
Reading, Listening and Seeing. A lec

turer talks rapidly and for nearly two

hours; but what listener can remember
well all he says? People go to large ex

positions and world's fairs, but who
comes back to clearly describe all he has
seen? And the modern habits of inat
tentive and skimming reading of papers
and books are wellnigh ruining the
minds of millions.

5. The Practice of Taking Notes.
This is a notoriously bad fashion which
leads one to rely almost entirely upon
the notes taken which are apt to get lost.
This practice prevents taxing the natur

al memory sufficiently and thus not only
cultivates forgetfulness, but gives a

whole lot of unnecessary work.
6. Unconscious Mental Laziness.

Many persons express a seeming satis
faction in the really stupid and useless
defect of forgetting names, etc., of per
sons with whom they meet from time to
time. They seem to allow their recep
tive and retaining powers to sink into a

dull, protoplasmic condition, as it were,
which cannot be any better described
than by calling it a state of habitual
mental indolence, or easy-going care
lessness.

7. Overwork, or Brain Tire. The
cells in the cortex or surface of the
brain which act as store-houses of en

ergy are depleted by too rapid or too
long exertion in mental work or worry,
especialy if not well nourished, and this
gives a state of brain fatigue. It is a
well-known fact that memory is less
faithful when a person is sleepy or men

tally tired. Hence it is that most

persons can remember better in the
morning than in the afternoon or
evening, especially after a good night's
sleep.

A careful study of these causes car
ried out in their details we think is

worthy the time of any one. At an
other time we may treat upon the laws
of memory.

Three Essentials.
Bv Frank Taskeh.

Since man is a very complicated be

ing and possessed of powers which may
be manifested in a great many ways
and in relation to a great many condi
tions and things, it is well for him to

give careful attention to the question
of his own constitution and the rela
tion it logically bears to those things
by which it is surrounded and with
which it has to do.

He should study the laws which re
late to his physical being, that it may
be kept in a state of wholesomeness
consistent with its function as the or

gan of an immortal life. Due atten

tion to these things requires not a little
inquiry into those facts and deductions
by a knowledge of which, alone, is

one able to gain a correct conception of
what right living is

,

and the impor
tance it- bears in relation to the ex

pression of man's finer parts. Facts
are the basis of knowledge. Philoso
phy needs them for its foundation.
Correct deductions from primary facts

bring truth. The great real value of
truth lies in its practical application to
life. Facts are not inconsistent with
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each other, nor with logic. However
they often contradict sophistry. All
truths agree.

People should so place themselves in
relation to truths that they may make

a success of living.
Living, per se, is well worth the

while. " To be or not to be, aye there's

the rub," and a right sharp rub it
would be not to be after having been.

So to know and to do those things by
which we may continue in life after
having come into it should be the aim

of those who are not satisfied to let life
consist in eating, sleeping, and work
ing. Humanity should never be con

tent with such a condition of
existence. Not only is it possible to
get greater pleasure out of life in it
self by correct living, but also the body
and the brain portion especially are in
condition to better serve as an avenue

through which the mental powers may
make themselves manifest.

People in a very poorly kept physical
condition cannot make that success of
mental or physical undertaking which
would be possible if the body were in
a clear, elastic and strong condition.
Living is for self. Self gets the direct
pleasure. Others may derive pleasure
from the fruits that are produced by
the activity, energy, and industry of
one who lives correctly,, and so right
living spreads out in its effects.

After the matter of living we may
consider two grand divisions of the
realms of man's activity. Domesticity
and occupation are prominent expres
sions of man's nature and are worth
giving some attention to.

Everything which has a bearing up
on man's position in society — those

spheres of activity through which he is
enabled, by applying himself, to indi
cate the extent of his innate possibili
ties, should receive attention, that
their existence as a factor in civiliza
tion and society may be understood
and their relation to man's welfare

rightly estimated.
The laws and conditions which re

late man as a domestic being are hardly
less complicated or less extensive in

their ramifications than are those re

lating to his whole body direct. That
these matters are sadly neglected needs

only to be mentioned to be apparent to
those who are at all conversant with
the laws that apply in this realm and
the signs of their violation.

It is important to attend well to
those things which in their application
touch upon the most sacred relations in
which man may become associated.

If it should be necessary after having
become related domestically, to direct
those forces which play in that region,
then the knowledge of the laws that ap
ply to man's domestic nature is seen to
be of much service.

The closest and most exalted rela

tionship that can exist on earth

certainly is that properly existing be

tween husband and wife.
What can be more intricate and

beautiful than that which has as its
consummation the generation, bringing
forth, and the after-development of a
human being? I can conceive of noth
ing that makes an appeal, as effectually
as this, to the true manhood or woman
hood of one who is so constituted as to

get a full conception of it
,

and where
the relationship is so intricate and
beautiful as this, so must the laws regu
lating its proper carrying out be both
many and complicated.

And, too, where there is such an
exalted association and complication of
laws governing it

,

must there be

greater diifficulty in fulfilling the re

quirements than where the whole mat
ter is on a less elevated plane, and also

if " there is no excellency without
great labor," then conversely great
labor should produce excellency. So

it is in this case. Of what surpassing
importance is the production of an ex
cellent child! No other effort of man
can compare with this in value —yet
no other is given less earnest intellec
tual and moral attention.

But the husband-and-wife relation is

not all of man's domestic side. There
are brothers and sisters, fathers and
mothers, sons and daughters, and also

neighbors. All people are bound by
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ties to each other, and society is the
result. General friendliness and good
neighborship are indeed pleasing to
look upon and yield a good harvest for
the sowing of seed, but the domestic
circle is the nucleus of that heaven

upon earth which can be attained if the
means placed within man's reach are
laid hold of and put to good use. It is
not enough that two people be married
according to the law of the land—they
should by married by that higher law
that states do not make nor perhaps
even see. They should be married by
the laws of mental unisonance and
spiritual harmony from which there
can flow naught but good and happi
ness. This all-important nucleus be
gins with husband and wife, next to it
is added father and mother, son and

daughter, brother and sister, that com

pletes the circle, and if it has been
formed of the proper material by the
proper forces, it shall be

"
a thing of

beauty and a joy for evermore."
But a man cannot live and grow and

become strong on these things alone.
This is a physical life as well as it ia

spiritual, it is practical as well as theo
retical. There are many needs in the
civilization of the nineteenth century,
especially in that of the Caucasian race,
and on account of these needs man's
attention must be partially directed to
those pursuits which shall enable him
to procure the necessaries, perhaps the
conveniences and in some cases even the
luxuries that the present condition of
affairs calls for. Therefore man must
love an occupation—a regular line of
work by which the means of physical
sustenance may be secured. The re
quirements of a complex civilization
such as that in which we are now liv
ing are not easily met and consequently
it is plainly necessary to attend well to
the task in hand if success is to be at

tained. This state of things argues
strongly for careful and complete
preparation for the life pursuit one
may have mapped out for himself in
order that he may be able to maintain
himself against the competition with
which he shall have to come in contact.
Not only should self-knowledge be had,

but that acquaintance with usages, cus

toms, laws, etc., in the business, and

also a good training in the laws of
human science whereby ability is con

ferred to interpret the ways and habits
of others with whom one may have to
deal. Knowledge of human character
on the part of one may compel honesty
on the part of another, whereas if
that scientific knowledge were not pos
sessed the dishonest individual would
have no check laid on his sinister pur
poses.

TJndesigning people are more easily

preyed upon in the absence of any sys

tematic understanding of human nat
ure. An occupation is something at

which a person may engage his or her

powers. What we have should be used.

Idleness breeds poverty and begets
crime. Society is thus disturbed.
Laws have to be made for the purpose
of regulating the conduct of those
whose inherent sense of proper conduct
and individual and general rights is so

wanting as not to enable them to guide
themselves with propriety and a due

regard to the demands of justice.
It is then not difficult to see the

good that follows the intelligent, suc
cessful moral and peaceful pursuit of a

line of work best adapted to the capa
bilities of the individual.

Strength comes only from exercise
under proper conditions and careful

guidance. Inactivity can never bring
forth a strong body or an able mental

expression. If activity is so useful
then the benefit of a suitable occupa
tion for every person becomes evident.

Now if we have a society made up of
people who are right in the way of liv
ing—who make a success of living, and
who are harmoniously mated — are

happy domestically—who know the

responsibilities and have the good pur
poses to put their knowledge into exe

cution, and are also where they
should be in an occupation which they

pursue with assiduity, then we shall
have a very good foundation for the

building of a progressive society, flow
ing from which shall be the blessing of
peace and advancement for those who

may come under such influence.
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People of Note.

THE LATE LORD CHIEF JUSTICE
OF ENGLAND.

Lord Russell, of Killowen, the late
Lord Chief Justice of England, who
died on August 10th, was a prominent
figure in English law. Tew cases of

eminence as an advocate (which was

conclusively established before the law

yers of two hemispheres while he was

a member of the Behring Sea Com
mission and the Venezuela Arbitration
Commission), eulogized his capacity,
even although his decisions were some-

LORD CHIEF JUSTICE KUBSELL.

importance (when he was at his prime)
were conducted without his valuable

opinion. He crowded a great deal of
valuable work into a short life of sixty-
eight years. Ever since he was ele

vated to the bench Lord Russell bad

been a strong Radical partisan; but
Englishmen generally, proud of his

times against their politics. His head
shows an ample development of the
anterior lobe. He had what all great
lawyers need, a strong central develop
ment of brain, which gave him a com

parative, analytical, and critical ability
which enabled him to decide on all the
technical questions of the day. He was
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a keen observer, a broad and liberal
thinker, and his large Human Nature,
Comparison, and Causality made him
a persuasive and weighty pleader be
fore juries, and a terrible cross-
examiner.

He was shrewd, observing, far-
sighted, and combined these character
istics with a kindliness of mind in
which few of his profession have ex
celled him. He was known to the
American public, for he visited this
country as a guest of the American Bar
Association at the time of the Vene
zuelan dispute, and came as a compan
ion of Lord Coleridge in 1883. He
conducted himself with such admirable
discretion as really to discourage the
few intensely unrepresented Ameri
cans who, on the occasion of a dinner
at Saratoga, sought to curry favor with
him by their criticisms of President
Cleveland. He knew that Mr. Cleve
land represented American purpose at
that time, and that the Americans who
said he did not were very few. He also
knew that it was necessary for Great
Britain to learn the essential unity of
America on a stern and unyielding
policy, and the hearty willingness of
America to meet the consequences of
that policy. The advice which he took
home on that occasion is supposed to
have not been without influence upon
Lord Salisbury in meeting Secretary
Olney's propositions.

As a lawyer he was sound, and his
eloquent speech before the Parnell
Commission has often been described
as one of the most masterly orations
of modern times. He was not so suc
cessful as a Parliamentary speaker as

at the bar.
Law in America and England is

conducted on very different lines; in
England the business part of law is
conducted by solicitors, barristers sim

ply conducting the cases in court; in
this country lawyers do everything
from the beginning to the end of the
case. It is said that Sir George Lewis
discovered the abilities of Lord Rus
sell for trying eases before juries, who
in the beginning worked his own way

and eked out his income by outside
work—partly journalism. He sat in
the House of Commons for Dundalk
in 1880, which position he held till
1885, when he was returned for South
Hackney. On being appointed by Mr.
Gladstone as Attorney-General, one

year later, he was knighted by the

Queen. After leaving this position his
private practice was worth $150,000 a

year. He pleaded for the defence in
the case of Mrs. Maybrick, and tried
to secure her release. He secured the
highest damages for breach of promise
ever awarded in England, namely,
$10,000. Considerable renown was
won by him by the exposure of Pigott
in 1888-89, who had deceived the Lon
don " Times "—the argument lasted
six days. Mr. Gladstone said that his
effort had won him an immortal name.

Being born in Newry, Ireland, in
1832, he possessed all the Remarkable
qualities 6i the Irish orator.

' His head,
as well as his features, indicate the fire,
fervor, intensity, thought, and earnest
ness of the orator, and he could de
claim, gesticulate, reason logically, in
what an English correspondent calls
"graceful vivacity."

His organ of Benevolence was ex
ceedingly active, and he showed in his
life his excessive generosity to his
friends, which sometimes cost him
$100,000 per year and often involved
him in debt. Strange to say, a friend
proposed to him to syndicate himself;
this was done, and the managing di
rector took his earnings and gave him
a liberal allowance, paid his debts, and
invested for him in safe and remuner
ative securities what he would probably
have spent on others. This would not
be a bad plan for many other celebrated
men and women to adopt.

He was the first Irishman and the
first Roman Catholic for more than
three hundred years to hold the office
of Lord Chief Justice. He was whole
hearted in everything he did, and his
portrait shows energy, force, spirit, and
executiveness which bubbled over in all
that he undertook to do.

Editor.
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" Square Pegs in Round Holes.

A PHRENOLOGICAL STORY.

By Elsie Cassell Smith, F.A.I. P.

CHAPTER I.

Farmer Walton stood leaning against
his plow one late summer afternoon
after the wheat harvest had been gar
nered, wiping his brow vigorously as if
attempting to rub away the deep-set
frowns that wrinkled his Bwarthy fore
head.

" Thet boy's too derned lazy fer any
use, er else he's a born fool," he mut
tered into his grizzled beard. "Five
years of stiddy plowin'— ever since he
was a twelve-year-old —'nd cain't run a

straight furrow yit. 'Nd when I think,"
he went on,

" of the wheat thet sp'iled
on this here ground last week all on
account of his laziness, a-lettin' the
rain pour on it when it might 'a' been
in the barn well's not, it makes me
mad. BMI Bill!"

All the anger he had thus roused in
himself found utterance in that savage
shout.

The boy at the end of the field
paused attentively, while under the
torn hat a dark flush indicative of
wounded feelings deepened on the

really fine face of the farmer lad as his
father hurled many an angry epithet
at him over the jagged furrow he
had just plowed. Plainly the boy's
thoughts had not been on his work, for
now as he looked back he smiled

bitterly.
" I don't blame father," he thought

as he watched the energetic figure go
ing up the field. " I can't plow straight;
I can't hoe potatoes decently, for that
matter. Lord only knows what I can
do," he muttered, his lips trembling as

he dashed his rough hand over his
eyes.

" I'm a ninny, that's sure, but
I'm clean discouraged, and no wonder."

That evening after the chores were
done the young fellow strolled down to

the four corners to work off his ill
feelings by mingling with his country
friends.

Gathered on the benches in front of
a little grocery he found an animated

group of men all more or less engaged
in some discussion.

" What's on? " asked the young man
of a silent witness whose seat on a
sugar-barrel he had been invited to
share.

"Jim Ramsey's son's come back
from the city with the job of fore-
closin' the mortgage on the Widder
Larkin's farm. It's a piece o' dirty
work for them city sharps, but there's
them in this crowd that upholds him in
it," was the laconic reply.

Will Walton's cheeks burned with
indignation. Time was when he had
envied Jim Ramsey's son who had gone
away to college and been "

given a

chance," but he saw in this a mean at
tempt to show his newly acquired
power and authority and he now felt
only anger and contempt for the young
man.

The villagers' arguments pro and
con were heated and earnest, but sud
denly a hush of awkward silence fell on
the group as Horton Ramsey, foppish
ly attired and with a sinister smile on
his evil, malicious face, drew near.

"He han't no more right to fore
close that mortgage and turn a poor
lone widder out of house and home
than nothin'," spoke up an old man
boldly, his voice trembling with wrath.
" Yer the tool of a sneakin' set of
sharps, Hort' Ramsey, and I'd like to
hear ye prove yer case."

"Proofs! proofs!" echoed several
delighted listeners, at the brave assault.

Young Ramsey bit his lips to sup
press his anger." I can prove my case all right," he
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said scornfully, " for everyone here
knows that I am invested with the

proper authority, but I do not care to
do it before a careless crowrd. I chal
lenge anyone to beat me on this ques
tion in a fair debate, and my cause is as

good as won already."
" I accept that challenge," said a

manly voice, and Will Walton stepped
out before the crowd and faced his
sneering opponent.

CHAPTER II.

Farmer Walton was smoking his
after-dinner pipe next day upon the
vine-clad porch, when a neighbor
joined him.

" Squire Bill's boy has come back
from New York —did you know it? "

was the visitor's first remark.
"'Nother swell-head, I suppose,"

was the farmer's laconic observation.
" Well, no, I guess not, seems like a

nice chap. Full of new-fangled learn-
in', but sensible, rather, I should say.

Long of the rest he's been and got
ahold on Phrenology."

" Gee Whiz! what's that— some new
disease? "

" No," replied the other, laughing,
" it's leaxnin'. It's something that tells
folks how to — how to find one's

place in life. He says most folks are
like square pegs in round holes, and I
guess he's about right."

Farmer Walton was bothered. " He
needn't be comin' around here to show
off his knowledge," he said gruffly;
" I've got no use fer college-bred
chaps. Look at young Ramsey."

" Well, there's a difference in pun'-
kins, I reckon," observed the other
dryly; "

Ramsey's boy always was a

worthless scamp; but Horace Bell, he's
different."

"Makes no odds! Schoolin' spoils
boys," said Mr. Walton, with emphasis.

" Well, I dunno; you can't put
every boy through the same mill. Now,
when I was a lad I took quite natural
to religion and was always plannin' to
be a minister, wasn't given no chance

though, so when my boy grew up I
allowed to make a preacher out of him
to sorter even up. Sent him off to col

lege for three years, and by jingo! if
he don't come back and pitch into
farmin', smart too, and makes crops
pay as I never did. Educated farmin',
he says, is the right thing, and I guess
that's so."

Farmer Walton winced under this
convincing argument, for he knew it to
be true.

Horace Bell did come around,
whether he was wanted or not, one day
not long after; a handsome young man
whose noble bearing could not be lost
sight of in the common clothes he
wore. Finding Farmer Walton en

gaged in weeding a large onion patch
he went down on his knees and pro
ceeded to assist while he talked cheer
fully of many things.

In- a short time Mr. Walton was
fascinated by his visitor's intelligence
and sympathy, and was led out to talk
freely of his gardening and farming;
of the best kinds of soil for different
kinds of crops, of different ways of pro
ducing desired results in gardening,
etc.; and through this friendly con
verse young Bell soon led up to the
topic he had really come to discuss.

CHAPTER III.
" I heard your son make his first

plea in the Widow Larkin's debate the
other night," he said. " Didn't he
rout Horton Ramsey and his party in
fine style? His eloquence and courage
have been much admired. You must
be proud of your son."

The farmer's face clouded. "Yes,"
he said slowly, "that boy lies got the
gift of gab, but he ain't got much -else."" In that you are assuredly mis
taken," was the earnest reply, "and
you are misjudging your son, just as

thousands of other people are being
misjudged and consequently misplaced
in life. Your boy Will is possessed of
superior talents for certain things
which you have not dreamed of. He
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may not be successful as a farmer, but
if you will give him a chance there are

certain other vocations in life that he
can surely succeed in."

"How do you know that?" asked

the elder man increduously." I know it because my knowledge of
Phrenology enables me to read your
son's true character and inherent possi
bilities as you have never learned to

know him, and probably never will
without the aid of Phrenology practi
cally applied, which aid I freely offer

you."
" But I need my son right here on

the farm, and that's where he'll have

to abide."
" Now see here, Mr. Walton, you

have just been telling me how differ
ent kinds of food products such as you
are raising, need different kinds of
soil and treatment. You wouldn't
think of trying to raise onions and cab

bages in ground best adapted for
wheat and oats. You understand these

things because you are a farmer, and in
a similar way I understand the differ
ent kinds of environments and adapta
tions needed by different natures on
the human plane because I am a Phre
nologist. Let me give you one plain,
unvarnished truth —you will never
make a farmer out of your son Will.
He isn't built that way. If he was he
would take to agriculture as naturally
as a duck takes to water, and like to
work and succeed in it, too. Many
boys do—boys no less bright and intel
ligent than your son, for farming needs
just as much brains as any other busi
ness. But you will spoil a fine nature

The real harm done by the denial of a

divine presence and providence in nature
and life is that in the long run it will
destroy our interest in the world, in men
and in events. Such atheistic, pessimis
tic, cynical views take the life out of us.
I see young men who are tainted by such
notions, and what strikes me in them is
that they seem to take very little inter
est in anything. Their inward man per-

by keeping Will here. Let him go
away to school and fit himself for the
profession of law, to which he is so emi
nently adapted, and my word for it you
will some diiy have a son to be exceed
ingly proud of."

Farmer Walton was not a man whose
mind could be easily changed, and it
took many such convincing arguments
as Phrenology could amply furnish be

fore he came to accept its principles as

applied to his son. But Horace Bell
had earnestly set out to put this friend
of his childhood in his right place
in life, and eventually the truth
triumphed, and a young boy full of
bright hopes for the future set off one
day for the big and busy city, the goal
of his hopes and dreams.

At the little railroad station as Hor
ace Bell clasped his friend's hand he said
seriously:

" Don't forget what you owe
to Phrenology, Will; and let it be your
guiding star to the success that awaits
you. It will teach you first to know
yourself, and second to know others, a

two-fold wisdom that will surely carry
you on to the very pinnacle of your
life-possibilities."

Will Walton carefully followed this
sensible advice and to-day looks back
over the first years of his professional
career with honest pride and satisfac
tion, as do all others who knew him as
a lad at work in his fathers fields. He
carries Phrenology into all his daily
life and declares it to be a never-failing
source of assistance in his dealings
with men and in the honest dispensa
tion of justice.

The End.

ishes, though the outer man may be
renewed by God day by day. It is sad
to see an old man whose heart is dry,
and whose soul is withered; but it is still
worse to see this in the young, to whom
God has given an inheritance of faith
and hope, and to whom all things might
appear new or fair.

James Freeman Clarke, in " The Ideal
Review."
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Hygienic Notes and Comments.

By Db. M. L. Holbbook.

EDUCATION IN CHINA.

Rev. Dr. Smith says, in his " Village
Life in China," that in this country ed

ucation holds an important place, and

the village school and the travelling
scholars are objects of more than com

mon importance. There is a great mul
titude of teachers, many highly edu

cated and ill-paid. Unfortunately
Chinese education is based on the wis
dom of the ancients, and of those an

cients" Confucius is held to be the chief.
The great Sage is regarded as the pat
ron of learning, and special honor is

paid to him, though the more elaborate
ritual, involving images, altars, and

candles, and prayers to Confucius, is

for the most part dying out in schools.

The scholars in a Chinese school have

long hours. By sunrise they are at

work until breakfast, then a brief in
terval, and back again at the books un
til noonday dinner. After dinner they
study again until dark, and when they
are released, it is not to romp about

like Western school-children, but to re
turn home in formal and orderly rou
tine, like grown-up Confucianists. The
way of learning is hard in China. On
the other hand, every honor is paid to

scholarship. The occupation of a
teacher is most honorable. Confucius
and Mencius, the great Sages of anti
quity, were only teachers; and many of
the " strolling scholars " are persons of
considerable learning and ability.

Higher education is widespread in
China. The Government desires to en

courage learning as much as possible,
and Government high schools or col

leges are founded in many cities. The
Chinese have a great desire for literary
degrees; they are eagerly sought and

coveted, and for their sake a Chinaman
will submit himself to the most rigor
ous examinations. In China power is
in the hands of the learned and the

rich. Wealth is harder to acquire than
learning, and far more difficult to keep.
Hence the desire for learning —that
they may gain power. This, at least,
can be said in honor of China. " The
immemorial traditions of the Empire
are all in favor of the man who is will
ing to submit to the toils that he may
win the rewards of the scholar."

The Chinese brain is large. Ferrier
mentions the fact that the few of them
which have been weighed average
heavier than any other race. There are
a large number in China who would
adopt western ideas in education, and
if left to themselves they would in
time do so. It seems to me that it
would be better to withdraw all mis
sionaries from China and send only
teachers of science. On knowledge
they can agree with us, on religion they
will hardly do so except a very few.
The Chinese have much to complain of
of western notions, and there is much
excuse for them in regarding western

people as
"

foreign devils." England,
France, Germany, and Russia have each
and all demanded concessions they do
not give, and the great weakness of
China in the past has been to yield to
them. Let us be just to the Chinese,
and in so doing we shall be just to our
selves. " Let Justice reign though the
heavens fall," is a truth too little con
sidered.

PURE MILK.

Attention is called by The Philadel
phia Medical Journal to a new method
of securing a supply of pure and there
fore safe milk for cities that has been

adopted in Copenhagen and has re

ceived official approval in Germany and
other parts of the Continent. The
milk is collected at the source of sup
ply and pasteurized before shipment.
It is then cooled nearly to the freezing
point. By this method the milk re
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mains entirely fresh, and has the taste

of fresh milk. The cream rises in the

same way as with ordinary milk. The
milk which is thus prepared is put in
cans sterilized by steam, and is kept
in a cooler until shipment. In Sum
mer a certain amount of frozen milk is

added, the amount of this milk-ice de

pending upon the distance which it is

to be transported and the temperature
at the time of shipment. This keeps
the milk cool until it reaches its desti
nation. It is stated that this method is

applicable in all towns which serve as

milk supplies of large cities when the

daily shipment amounts to 7,000 liters,
and the cost is only an eighth of a cent

per liter. This system avoids any use
of preservative drugs, which are exten

sively employed in this country. These
drugs keep the milk from souring, but
to an exactly equal degree they render
it difficult of digestion, changing what
ought to be a food into worthless liquid
at best and into an active poison at
worst. " At present," concludes The
Medical Journal, "it is impossible to
obtain milk suitable for the use of sick
people, and particularly sick children,
without great trouble and expense, and
it has been repeatedly shown that epi
demics of various diseases frequently
arise from an improper milk supply.
We hope that this method will come to
the attention of all interested in the
sanitary improvement of our cities and
towns."

There is a dairy of four hundred
cows near Caldwell, N. J., where the
milk is all canned in quart bottles and
sold to customers at ten cents a quart.
The greatest pain is taken to keep the
milk clean. The uddors and parts of
the cow which might bring dirt to the
milk are washed before milking the
cows, and the milkers dress in sterilized
clothes kept perfectly clean. Financi
ally the enterprise is a great success.
What we need, however, is a substitute
for milk, or several of them of different
sorts to suit different needs. Some
made from fruits, some from grains,
some from nuts, or mixtures of all.
Who will invent them?

VENTILATION OF SCHOOLS.

Dr. Dennison, who has been a pro
lific writer on consumption and its
treatment in high altitudes, has just
published a pamphlet on educational
and legislative control of this disease.
In it he says:

"A course for the study of ventilation
should be made a prominent feature in
all advanced schools and colleges, and
the government should carry out the

many investigations which will help to
determine both the best means and

proper and necessary limits of ventila
tion. This is one of the ways in which
a national bureau or board of health,
properly established and supported by
our general government, could prove
itself one of the most useful and worthy
of all the different departments which
are represented by secretaries in the
President's Cabinet. Until such a na
tional board is established, the govern
ment ought to found and liberally main
tain a commission on ventilation of
houses, public halls, schools, factories,
and mines. Properly conducted, such
a commission could do incalculable
good."

While we do not agree that this work
should be done by the government, it
should be done by our rich colleges and
universities. They can do it far better
than the government can and there
would be no politics in it. It is one of
the evils of our time that we want the
government to do so much for us. The
government should protect us in our
rights and then let us do for ourselves.

Dr. Dennison tells us that there was
a man in his town who was much an
noyed by the constant dinging of a

piano in an adjoining apartment of his
lodging-house. So he rigged up a gong
run by electricity and his improvised
music was made to accompany the piano
until the latter stopped. If an auto
matic ventilator could be invented, built
into a window pane or into the outside
walls of a room, which would sound a

gong whenever ventilation was imper
fect —by reason of excess of carbonic
acid or any organic impurity above an
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established healthy standard —and if
such a device could be used in all living-
rooms, there would be so much noise

in every town that nothing else could
be heard. The racket would probably
bring relief in perfect ventilation, and

the readjustment of the hearing organs
to suit this noisy environment would
be accompanied or rather followed by
a great decrease in the degeneration
which induces tuberculosis. The re
ward for the successful inventor of such
an automatic ventilator should be great,
for the good results would be almost in
estimable. A visual index of atmos

pheric purity and impurity might be

substituted for an alarm or gong. This
would not be a more wonderful discov

ery than many that have been made of
late, as, for instance, the thermostat or
heat regulator, which automatically
controls the heat of a building within
one degree of a desired point, but what a

salutary correction it would be of the
defects of our living-rooms!

HOW TO LIVE ON TWELVE
CENTS A DAY.

Professor Harper has recently been

expressing some views of how people
may live on fifteen cents a day. This
strikes many as being impossible, but
we have tried the experiment suggested
by T. L. Nichols, M.D., of "How to
Live on Twelve Cents a Day," and
even this is a luxurious diet to millions
who live on less. Throughout our
travels in the East through India and
Australia we have studied the diet
question and wondered how it was that
persons should delight in spending
such fortunes as they do on the food of
the stomach. It is not so much the
cost of a meal that is beneficial to a

man, but the combination of foods to
give the proper nourishment to the
system. However the question of
finance in relation to food is an inter
esting one, and a few hints on the ques
tion may be practically compared with
those of others to advantage.

In some Poor Law Unions the whole
expense of supporting paupers has been

reduced to an average of thirty cents a
week for each person, while the dietary
of the Irish prisons has been reduced
to an item below twelve cents a day.
The laborer's family of five persons
supported on wages of two dollars and
a quarter to three dollars a week live on
a little more than two-thirds of twelve
cents a day each, including rent, fuel,
etc. It is estimated that one-third of
the people of England and two-thirds
of the people of Scotland and Ireland
live on less than twelve cents a day,
while the peasantry of the Continent
subsist healthily on a still more eco
nomical scale, and the daily cost of
food to millions of people in Asia and
Africa must be reckoned in farthings.

This has been tested in many ways,
and it is said that to him who will try
it he will become like the old adage,
" Early to bed and early to rise, healthy,
wealthy, witty, and wise."' We believe
that a simple and cheap diet sufficient
for the perfect nourishment of the
body and conducive to strength of
mind and activity of brain is perfectly
consistent with a dietary that costs no
more than twelve cents a day.

A man, like all animals to which he
is supposed by our philosophers to be so
nearly related, requires certain foods
to supply matter for the growth of the
body in childhood and to make up for
its daily loss of substance by the exer
cise of muscles, by the action of the
nerves, by the evolution of animal heat,
and all t he processes of life, thought,
and feeling. Action, and emotion,
which is also action, cause change of
the forms of matter, and must be ex

pelled from the system. At every
breath we exhale carbonic acid, thus
losing a certain weight of carbon; every
moment from our lungs and the myriad
pores of our skin we throw off watery
vapor, oxygen and hydrogen; consid
erable quantities of solid and liquid
matter, the waste of life, also pass off
daily. All this waste matter, carbon,
hydrogen, oxygen, sodium, calcium,
potassium, phosphorus, etc., must be
restored to the system day by day. and
so all animals eat and drink, take in the
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matter which makes hone, muscle,
brain, nerve, all the organs and tissues
of the body. Man finds a wide range
of diet in the vegetable and animal
kingdoms, for he can live on the leaves

of plants, as cabbage, lettuce, and spin
ach; on the stalks of plants, as celery,
rhubarb, and asparagus; on roots, as

beets, carrots, turnips, etc.; on seeds, as

wheat, rye, oats, barley, maize, etc.; on
fruits, as apples, pears, and peaches; on

nuts, as chestnuts, walnuts, Brazil nuts;
on flowers, as broccoli; and an almost
endless variety, from Iceland moss to
the productions of the fertile tropical
regions, as sago, tapioca, and chocolate.
Milk, on which every young mammal is

first fed, is formed from the blood; it is
,

in fact, blood freed from its impurities,
its fibrine changed to caseine; milk
has flesh-forming, bone-forming, nerve-

forming, and heat-producing materials
in the exact proportions required by
each young mammal. In a similar way
the bodies of animals furnish food for
other animals, but whether we eat milk
or butter or cheese, or beefsteak, or
mutton chops, we eat grass at second
hand. The eggs of fowls are like milk
in composition; the egg is formed from
the blood of the fowl, and this blood is

made of the grains on which it has fed.
But enough about the composition

of food; taking for granted the truth
that most people eat too much, we must

recognize the fact that half their
strength goes to dispose of surplus food.
It is possible for a person to live in the
best possible manner with all their
powers and faculties at their highest ef
ficiency on a diet of from eight to
twelve ounces of dry food in twenty
hours. By dry food we mean food
without water, pure nourishment.
Bread is one-half water, a potato is

three-fourths water, a beefsteak is

three-fourths water, fruit and vege
tables are from seventy-five' to ninety
per cent, water, even wheat and rye con
tain a good deal of water; we may thus
be obliged to eat two pounds of food as

it comes to the table to get our eight
ounces a day. An American Indian
will run, hunt, paddle, and fight day

after day with a few handfuls of
parched maize to eat, with water from
the spring or brook to drink. A pure
light diet makes a clear head, and is not
inconsistent with strength and agility.

In one case, recorded by respectable
American authorities, a man lived for

a year and a half on from two and a half
to three ounces of dry brown wheaten
bread a day and no drink but water.
He was not only cured but led an active
life and increased in strength and even
in weight on this diet. One dyspeptic
consulted Professor Sizer, who told him
to get some of the best wheat and chew

it for his diet three times a day, and
live on nothing else. The man decided
to try the experiment and took a bag of
good wheat with him before he set off
for a trip to Europe. He lived entirely
on this bag of wheat and came home in

a few months cured of his dyspepsia and
having gained a number of pounds in
weight. Wheat, split peas, beans, In
dian corn, macaroni, semolina, milk,
and cheese are a menu worth having.
Two cents' worth of the more common
kinds of fish, as herring, plaice, and
mackerel, is of more value as food than
six cents of bacon. Salads are also
nourishing when dressed with eggs, oil,
milk, potato, sardines, crab, and lobster.
Fruit is the most natural and helpful
part of our diet, and no food is so cheap
as well as wholesome.

Now for a table diet. Or practically

a menu. For breakfast take two
ounces of brown bread, one ounce of
oatmeal, one-half pint of milk; dry
weight, two and a half ounces. For
dinner, pea soup, bread pudding,
grapes, dry weight seven ounces.
Weight for the day nine and a half
ounces; cost eight cents.

Try another day. Breakfast, oat
meal, bread, egg, milk, stewed apples;
dry weight, four and a half ounces.
Dinner, soup, bread, potato, cabbage,
pudding; weight, five ounces. Weight
for the day, nine and a half ounces.
Cost, twelve cents; seven cents for
breakfast and five for dinner.

Try another day. Breakfast, bread,
wheat and groats, sugar, fruit, milk;
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three and a half ounces; six cents.

Dinner, potatoes, onions, fish-cake,

bread, grapes; five and a half ounces;
five cents. Total weight, nine ounces;
total expense, eleven cents.

Try another menu. Breakfast, oat

meal, milk, apple; two and a half

ounces; four cents. Dinner, baked po
tato, cauliflower, bread, fruit pudding;
three and a half ounces; six cents.
Total weight, six ounces; cost ten
cents. Other menus containing butter
or meat could be substituted if pre
ferred.

" The best mother is she who studies the peculiar character of each child and acts
with well instructed judgment upon the knowledge so obtained."

Child Culture.

BRIGHT AND PROMISING.

By Uncle Joe.

Fig. 539—Francis Hartly, Jr., Web
ster, Mass. —Aged five years; circum
ference of head, 20$ ; height of head,

14 inches; length, 11 in.; weight, 35

pounds; chest, 23 in.; waist, 21 in.;
color of hair, brown; eyes, dark brown;
complexion, dark, ruddy.

This child has a large head for his
age, and it is a good height with the cir
cumference of head; we should not have

been surprised to have found it thirteen
and a half or three-quarter inches. His
head does not come into the entire
measurement, but shows in the fulness

and activity of the parts between the

measurements. He has a bulk of head

development in the central lateral

region which makes his Cautiousness,

Sublimity, Approbativeness, and Secre-

tiveness play quite a prominent part in
his character. It is not difficult for him
to look ahead and see how to prognos
ticate about the result of things. He
is always on the anxious seat, particular
ly when he is going to do anything or
have anything given to him. He is a

very conscientious lad and will be very
mindful of his duty and obligations to
others; in fact, he is so particular how
his work is done that he worries himself
unnecessarily about its results. His
mirthfulness is well marked, he seems to

appreciate fun and humour and take a

real interest in hearing funny stories

FRANCIS HARTLY, JR.

and repeating them. He will be full of
jokes and will enjoy teasing a younger
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brother or sister. If he cultivates his
speaking talent he can show quite a dis

tinct talent for politics. He will not be

afraid of expressing his own mind or of
doing what he knows to be right. He
will be very cautious about committing
himself and his mother had better make
an appointment with him to tell her

what he has done and where he has been.
He may shift round a little and wait to
see whether he is going to receive a pun-

to bring forward and will win his way
into popular regard.

Fig. 540.—Percy W. Hoag, Seaforth,
Ont., Can. —This lad shows quite a dis
position to think, ask questions, and tc-

find out about everything that comes
along in a line of inquiry. He is not
one to find out so much for himself as
his sister, but will ask another person
for his opinion and will make consid-

PIGS. 540 AND 541.— PEItCY W. IIOAG AND EDITH M. HOAO, SEAFOKTII, ONT., CANADA.

Circumference of head, 20% Inches : height, 13J{ ii.ches ; length. ]0J^ inches ; weight, 40 nounda. Age, 4 years 7
roonthi.

Circumference of head, 1!) inches ; height, 13 inches ; length, 103i inches ; weight, 45 pounds. Age, (i years 9 months.

ishment or not before he commits him
self, but when spoken to in a frank and

kindly way he will express no fear and
tell all he knows. He has a good deal of
ingenuity and will show adaptability in
mathematics and will take quite an in
terest in mental philosophy, but his per
ceptive qualities are not quite so strong
as those that give him the power to
reason and fill out a line of thought. If
he enters a printing establishment he
will want to produce the best literature
done in the finest style of anyone in his
State. He will have many discoveries

erable out of his ideas on intellectual-
moral subjects. He will be thinking
while his sister is working. He does not
observe quite enough and may fail to
see where he is going. His weight does
not appear to be very active. He
should balance-himself on a pole placed
on the floor and use the pulleys from
the side of the wall and learn to balance
himself in walking, dancing, and skat
ing. He must cultivate his Order, by
putting away his toys and his clothes
at night. These are minor but very
important details to carry out.
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He has a keen sense of humor and
will keep a company in good humor.

The base of his brain appears to he

very well developed and shows itself in
executive force, power to utilize his en

ergy, and ability to set other people to
work. He is healthy and should de-

velope into a fine and capable man.

Fig. 541.—Edith M. Hoag.— This
little girl has quite a practical type of
intellect. She sees everything around
her, is quick to notice what people say
and where they have been, and does not
need to ask so many questions as her
brother on this account. She is ready
to give off her ideas and should be a

very great help to her brother, as she ex
ercises perceptive talent, while he uses
his reflective qualities. She is a bright
child and is perfectly frank, candid, and

open hearted in what she says and does.

There is plenty of blue sky of an Ital
ian character in her organization. She
is full of sympathy and is quite attrac
tive to strangers. She will win favor
able comments and know what to do for
the sick or aged. She would even make
an excellent surgeon or dentist, but
would rather pack a tooth than draw it

,

still she would be so gentle in her work,
yet forceful and energetic that she
could even pull teeth without hurting
people very much. It is hard work for
her to bring herself to sleep, but when
Bhe does she sleeps soundly.

It is a fortunate thing that these chil
dren can be brought up in the same
family, for each will supply what the
other lacks, and thus will draw out the

missing talent in the other.

SERVANT PRORLEM WILL NOW RE
SOLVED.

The Household Economics Associntion
expects to solve the servant problem
when it opens its improved intelligence
office at No. 1771 Broadway next month.

Only members of the association will
be allowed to patronize the office, and
servants will be given a careful trial be
fore they will be recommended.

Classes in housekeeping and cooking
will be maintained.

THE CHILD IN THE HOME.

By Mrs. Charles H. Kerr, in the " Ameri
can Kitchen Magazine."

Nearly every young mother experi
ments upon her first child, because no
previous training has been provided. A
better social order will some time give
such training, but meanwhile much can
be done by earnest study in the first
months of married life.

One of the first things to learn is that
a baby is not sick without a cause, and
that the way to make it well is to re
move the cause. Teething is a natural
process which need make no trouble if a
child is cared for properly. Natural food
and sensible clothing will make a healthy
baby. The writer noticed when her own
baby was learning to walk that even a
short skirt tripped up the little feet and
caused needless tumbles, so she began
dressing the little girl in blouse and
trousers, and has continued this for a
play-time dress ever since. The use of
starch in children's clothing is absurd
and often inhuman. Nearly all the chil
dren's shoes offered for sale are so
shaped as to distort the growing feet. A
radical reform is needed here.

A child should always be spoken to
in distinct but low tones; " baby talk "
should be avoided; singing should be en
couraged. Care should be taken that the
stories told to a child should be such as
will help develop his mind naturally.
Do not teach reading too early, nor in
deed any other occupation that taxes the
little eyes before they are ready for close
application to a task.

The best moral training for a child is
that which develops his reasoning pow
ers, his judgment, and his will. Do not
require obedience without explaining
why it is reasonable, unless it be in case
of some physical danger. A child who
is made to obey without understanding
why will usually grow up incompetent to
make any important decisions for him
self. If punishment is necessary, let it

have some obvious connection with the
fault.

The object of moral training should be
to establish self-control, which can by
watchful care be accomplished at a very
early age. Suggestion is an effective
method which is only now beginning to
be understood and applied. It is often
used unconsciously, and results in harm
ful actions which the child by himself
would never have thought of. It can lie
used consciously to guide the child help
fully without his realizing it.

It always demoralizes a child to say" Don't " to him. Properly guided, a
child will prefer to do healthful things
rather than harmful ones.
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TEACHING OBEDIENCE.
" Willie, I have told you twice during

the last hour to put that top in your desk
and let it stay there. It keeps your at
tention from the lesson. Put it on my
desk now."

The teacher, a girl with a calm face,
spoke in soft clear tones, but with a ring
of determination that caused the boy ad
dressed to hesitate before he refused to
give up his highly prized plaything.

" I don't want "to," replied Willie. " I
will put it in my pocket."

Mary Montcalm, the new teacher of the
primary school, cast a quick glance
around her schoolroom. She knew that,
though apparently busy at their tasks,
every child was " taking her measure."" Oh, if I could only let him put it in
his pocket," thought the kind-hearted
girl; "but there is a principle involved.
I must teach obedience, or I shall be un
true to my trust."

Turning to the blackboard, she wrote
in a large round hand, " Obey them that
have rule over you"; then quietly seat
ing herself, she requested Walter Wade
to read aloud what she had written, and
then the whole school to read it in con
cert.

It was done." Who can tell what 5s meant by
obey? " she asked. A number of hands
went up, but Willie's head went down." It means, do what you are told to
do," said eager little Johnnie Gray." Johnnie, suppose a big boy should
give you a cigarette this evening and tell
you to smoke it. Ought you to obey
him?"

" No," said Johnnie, with a puzzled air." Why not? " asked the teacher." I know," said Clarence Carlton.
"You wrote, 'Obey them that have the
rule over you,' and the big boy has no
rule over Johnnie, and so he ought not
to obey him."

"Very well, Clarence," replied Miss
Montcalm.

" Now, who has the rule over him? "
" Why," said Clarence, " his father and

mother."
" And teacher, too," quickly added

Charlie Brown.
"Is there no one else?" inquired the

teacher." Yes, God has the rule over us all,"
said quiet little Mary Green." You are right, my child, and these
are God's words, spoken to us through
His Book," said the teacher, in an ear
nest tone.

After a pause, during which she did
not glance at Willie, the teacher said:" All who think it right to obey the
teacher may stand up." A moment's
pause— then every child arose." Thank you," said she. " Take your
seats now."

Just then a little form was seen mov
ing slowly up the aisle, and with eyes
beaming with triumph of self-conquest,
Willie laid his top on the teacher's desk." My noble, little man," said the
teacher, " I can teach you nothing that
will be more valuable to you than the
lesson you have learned to-day."— Amer
ican Primary Teacher.

LOVING MOTHER WITH ALL HIS
STRENGTH.

A little boy declared that he loved his
mother " with all his strength." He was
asked to explain what he meant by
"with all his strength." He said:" Well, I'll tell you. You see, we live on
the fourth floor of this tenement, and
there's no elevator, and the coal is kept
down in the basement. Mother is dread
fully busy all the time, and she isn't very
strong; so I see to it that the coal hod is
never empty. I lug the coal up four
flights of stairs all by myself. And it's
a pretty big hod. It takes all my
strength to get it up there. Now, isn't
that loving my mother with all my
strength? — Selected.

To a
ON FINDING ONE

Here lies a deserted temple,
Forsaken by the soul that wrought this

frame
And built this changing structure year

by year.
How tall the dome, how proud the

frontal arch;
How nicely joined each part and how

complete the whole.

Skull.
ON THE FRAIRIK.

Here from these deep-cased windows
looked he thro',

And thro' these tiny doors others com'
muned with him;

And thro' these portals rolled the
music of sweet speech.

Within these walls were marvellous
furnishings

Whose uses he but partly understood,
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Tho' used by him according to his im
pulse or his mood.

Like coral reefs each tho't, each word
or deed

Was crystallized to form this fragile
shell,

And here we read his each ambition or
desire;

Alike his temper, health, energy and

power,
His hopes, failures, joys, sorrows, loves.

He was a thoughtful man, a careful
reasoner,

Yet loving Nature's teachings more
than books.

He worshipped not by creed; the sun
and moon,

The winds, the season's change were

priests and preachers
To him. Yet he loved more than all

the home fireside
With dear ones clustering round in

sweet content.
Their needs supplied no added wealth

he craved;
No vain ambition stirred his quiet soul.
Yet he was noble and his hands were

hard
With toil upon these vast and virgin

fields:

His heart was warm with human kind
ness and with love.

But meek in self-respect, preferring
others first,

The outer world he knew not and it
knew not him.

Alas, how stern a fate that to these

lonely wastes
Called thee to perish! Was it by am

bushed foe,
Or in the relentless storm that thou

didst fall?
Was there not somewhere in home

shelter hearts
That watched for thee thro' weary

days and sadder nights
Till hope at last died in them? Ne'er

they found
Thy sacred corse. Low was thy dying-

couch,
And plaintive wild birds sang thy

requiem;
And the long grasses spread their man

tle o'er thee,
So wast thou comforted when thy

strong soul
To meet its Maker winged its upward

flight.

E. C. S.

THE BRAIN AND ITS CARE.

The cutting which follows was sent to
us the other day by J. M., of Montclair,
part of which is as follows: "A day or
two after the recent death of Munkacsy
a letter was published, in which the
writer complained that the papers did
not print the cause of the great artist's
brain giving out at the age of fifty-four,
an age, the correspondent writes, to my
mind, when one should be in full intel
lectual vigor. No one's brain, the writer
continued, that is properly cared for,
should give out at fifty-four years of age
or 104 for that matter. When one's
brain gives out, publish why, if you
know, and I will do my best to prevent
my brain from giving out in just that
manner, and will urge all my friends to
take good care of theirs, that they may
have good brains to the end of life."
The cutting goes on to say that Mun-
kacsy's brain gave out from overwork;
anybody's brain will do the same. The
brain is not a unique portion of the
human outfit subject to none of the nat
ural laws; it needs rest, the most perfect

rest that it can obtain; it is a coninlex
and a delicate organ. Nature thinks so
highly of it that she not only gives it the
strong dome of the skull for its protec
tion, but even under that she encloses it
in three wrappers, the outer one being
the dense elastic membrane, which we
call the dura mater. Because the brain
is so intimately connected with the rest*
of man's being by the nervous system, it
is constantly doing work for other parts
of the body; for the same reason it is
liable to sympathetic attacks of organic
trouble. Herein lies the importance of a
healthy body as contributory to the
maintenance of a healthy mind. The
brain comes to a state of approximately
complete development sooner than does
any other organ; under normal and ap
proved conditions of health and work it
should retain strength and clearness to
the last.

Gladstone kept his mind fresh and
well balanced in his extreme old age, not
only through outdoor exercise, but by
various forms of literary activity (as
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well as by a plenty of sleep). Pope Leo
maintains a diversity of interests as a
means of preserving the stately equilib
rium of his intellect. It Seems indeed to
be an established fact that the indul
gence of fads, or the pursuit of enter
taining side occupations, is an almost in
variable accompaniment to the passing
of bright mentalities into old age with
their lustre still undimmed.

Phrenology explains that the plurality
of the faculties helps one to make the de
sired change that Pope Leo realizes is so
beneficial. There are abounding exam
ples of the retention of sound active

minds in the midst of multiplied years:
Lord Roberts leading a great army at
sixty-seven, Senator Hoar in his eighties
delivering the most memorable speech of
years at Washington, Senator Piatt at
sixty-seven keenly playing his political
cards, Lord Salisbury, a septuagenarian
premier, the late Dr. Martineau, a hard
worker in his ninetieth year, Sir George
Mivart planning fresh volumes, when
suddenly seized by death at seventy-
three, Wellington a great military figure
at eighty, Von Moltke, white haired,
leading the German army to Paris; in
fact, there is no end to the list.

THE OPENING OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY.
The opening exercises of the American

Institute of Phrenology were held on
September 5th, at eight o'clock, in the
hall of the Institute. There was a very
large and intellectual audience present,
and the students for the autumn class
had assembled from various parts of the
country.

Dr. C. W. Brandenburg occupied the
chair. Earl Gulick, the boy soloist, who
has been called " the American night
ingale," delighted the audience with his
musical talent. He sang two of Dudley
Puck's beautiful songs, " Where have
you come from, baby dear? " and " In
thy dreams."

Mr. Piercy, secretary, then read letters
of regret from the following ladies and
gentlemen: The president of the Insti
tute, Mrs. C. F. Wells, Dr. H. S. Drayton,
the Mayor, ex-Mayor Hewitt, Dr. Hel-
muth, Mrs. McLean, Dr. Parkes Cadman,
Mr. L. E. Waterman, Rev. Phebe Hana-
ford, Mr. M. F. Richardson, Dr. Mason,
Mr. Ogden, Mr. Frank Tilford.

Mrs. C. F. Wells wrote to her niece,
Miss Fowler: " It has been my hope and
expectation to be able to enjoy the pleas
ure of being with you at the opening of
the session of the class of the American
Institute of Phrenology for 1900, but the
very trying conditions of the weather
make me apprehensive that I shall be
compelled to deny myself that much-
prized pleasure, yet rest assured my
spirit will be with you. Hoping the best
of blessings may be with you, and that
great prosperity may attend the class
during its sessions, and follow their
hopeful future. Ever and affectionately
yours, with unbounded appreciation."

Rev. Phebe Hanaford wrote: — Dear
Friends of the American Institute of
Phrenology: 1 regret that I am too far
away to speak to you face to face, but
I gladly send my written testimony to
the value of the instruction given, year
after year, in the Institute by those "who

believe health to be a duty, and the body
to be intended by its Creator as " the
temple of the Holy Ghost." Great suc
cess has attended your efforts in the
past. May still greater efficiency in
teaching, and ability in acquiring valued
and valuable knowledge, be the result of
all future efforts. God bless the Phreno
logical Institute, its officers, teachers,
and students, is my prayer. I revere the
distinguished lady who has the honor to
be the president, and who honors every
place and position which she occupies.
I love the gifted vice-president, whom I
am proud and glad to recognize as a
kinswoman, and my high appreciation
and hearty good wishes attend all the
officers. May the Institute long exist as
an educational and benevolent influence
in the land! Hastily, but sincerely,

Phebe A. Hanaford.
North Tonawanda, Niagara Co., N. Y.
Mr. L. E. Waterman wrote from Lake

Placid: "Yours of the 27th has reached
me here, and were I to be in the city at
that time I should take pleasure in com
plying with your complimentary re
quest. If you think it would be any en
couragement to your class to know that
I have found my limited knowledge of
Phrenology, which I gathered princi
pally from attending a course of your
lectures, has been of great practical
service to me in reading the character
of those with whom I have come in con
flict during my business career, you may
tell them so. I have found it well worth
the cost of time, effort, and money
which I gave to it."

The chairman then called upon Dr.
Shepard, of Brooklyn, who said: " I am
plad to be present this evening on the
occasion of the opening of the American
Institute of Phrenology, and to welcome
the incoming students, who, I hear, are
from Massachusetts to Texas and Ken
tucky, and Brooklyn to San Francisco.
I remember the time when I first met
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Professor L. N. Fowler, and how he gave
me advice which has been of use to me
all my life. I was in very poor health,
but I have improved in that respect ever
since, and I am glad to see the good
work in which he was interested pros
per and continue. People need to know
more about themselves from a mental
and physical standpoint, and this is the
place to come to for just that informa
tion. I have known the Fowler & Wells
Company for over fifty years."

The chairman then called upon Dr.
Miller to say a few words. He recalled
the time when he first began his study
of Phrenology. He was convinced that
through a knowledge of Phrenology
must come the true interpretation of
many of the predictions of the Bible.
He had been instrumental in establish
ing considerable thought on the question
of hygiene in the city, and always con
sidered health, law, and Phrenology
should go hand in hand. He referred to
his acquaintance with L. N. Fowler and
Mr. Wells, and the good the firm of
Fowler & Wells had done for fifty years
or more in disseminating good literature
on the questions of Phrenology and
health. He was glad to meet the stu
dents and so many friends of the Sci
ence.

Karl Gulick then sang " Angels ever
bright and fair " and " Home, sweet
home." In the latter song, which is
such a general favorite, he introduced an
exceptionally high note, showing a re
markable register of voice. Both songs
he sang with great taste and expression.
As he had now to leave, Miss Fowler pre
sented Earl with a badge of the Insti
tute, accompanied by a short address
from the trustees, in recognition of the
child's superior mental abilities.

Miss Fowler placed the badge at the
top of the others that already adorned
his coat, because she said Phrenology
was at the head of everything, and
should be given that distinction. She
considered that the proper place for it.
She spoke of the time when she made
an examination of Earl's head, and men
tioned the abilities he possessed beside
music.

He gratified the audience by singing
one verse of " The last rose of summer,"
and left us with pleasant memories of
his sweet and powerful voice.

Dr. Brandenburg, in commenting on
the soloist who had added to their enjoy
ment, thought they were now in a re
ceptive mood to hear something about
Phrenology by Miss Fowler, who was a

vice-president of the American Institute
of Phrej ology.

Miss 1 owler said she was happy to
welcome the students and friends in the

name of the trustees and professors, who
were not able to be present. They were
unable to present them to Mrs. C. F.
Wells, the president; Mr. Sizer, the late
president, and Mr. L. N. Fowler, her
father, all of whom they had learned to
love, appreciate, and revere, but she was
glad that two friends who had known
them half a century were able to be with
them — Dr. Shepard and Dr. Miller. Miss
Fowler advised the audience, if they
wished to live long, to study Phrenology.
She thought the names already men
tioned were fine examples of longevity
and the doctrines of hygiene, as her
father and Mr. Sizer lived to be eighty-
five, and Mrs. Wells was eighty-six. She
hoped herself to live to be a hundred if
she could be useful.

She had been asked to explain what
the Phrenological principles were, but
that would take too long. Still she
would give them some idea of what the
Institute course would embrace in its
curriculum, and indicate its usefulness.
She said Phrenology embraces the sub
jects of Anthropology, Psychology,
Physiognomy, Hygiene, Ethnology, Ex
perimental Physiology, Anatomy, Brain
Dissection, Temperaments, Brain Dis
eases, Mental Therapeutics, Choice of
Pursuits, Human Magnetism, and Clin
ical Work.

Phrenology is the greatest pioneer of
the century.

The grandest science that has ever
been discovered.

It is without doubt the finest inter
preter of character we have.

The best training of the Over-Soul.
Life is a fine art, and the best that

human nature is capable of is within the
reach of everyone.

Many people try to make out that
Phrenology is materialistic, that mind
and matter are one. Old Dr. Johnson
used to say when asked " What is mat
ter? " " Never mind." " What is mind? "
" No matter "; and that is true.

Every man is responsible for his own
thoughts, hence the more knowledge we
have the more responsibility.

Phrenology has lifted men out of
doubt and despair many, many times,
and can do it again.

Phrenology is the scientific study of
the evolution of personality: higher life
can only be accomplished through the
study of self, and this by the aid of
Phrenology.

The dynamic force of individual life
can only be used by a knowledge of one's
self, and this can be best done by and
through the study of Phrenology.

It may be the newest of the sciences,
being but little over one hundred years
old, but it is one of the most valuable
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of sciences. Botany, Zoology, Anatomy,
Physiology, Medicine, Chemistry, Music,
Art, and Law are all useful, but no one
who studies these can proceed far with
out Phrenology, whether he knowingly
uses it or not.

Nothing is calculated to do so much
good for humanity. It reveals to one a
knowledge of himself that will be of in
estimable advantage to him all his life.

It gives him an insight into his abil
ities and talents that he never thought
of, and it gives him an influence and
power over others that must help him
all his life.

It assists a person to know the
strength and weakness of those with
whom he comes in contact.

The power that Phrenology gives a

person is serviceable in every calling. It
opens possibilities so vast that it is im
possible for everyone to comprehend
them until he has mastered the subject
and applied it in all its details, but not
until he has actually used this power
himself does he realize the extent to
which he can put his knowledge, or the
advantages that it will give him, and the
success it will bring.

To the unsuccessful man it may fur
nish information that will prove the
turning point in his career.

If a person is a medical man he needs
to study his patients and understand
their dispositions before he can success
fully prescribe for them. If he is a law
yer, he needs Phrenology to help him to
interpret the motives of clients and wit
nesses and detect trickery.

If he is a minister of the gospel, he
cannot fail to use Phrenology when
called upon to give spiritual food to a
congregation composed of varied de
grees of intelligence.

All should have an aim in life. There
is a text in the good old book that says," Teach me Thy way, O Lord." God in
tends us to use our knowledge of self for
His glory. It is a great thing to feel we
have a place in the world. There is
nothing so sad as a life adrift, to be
labelled " Not wanted."

God has a plan for everyone.
The rose-tree is true to itself. There

are chrysanthemums the size of half a
dollar, but those that are seen at shows
are cultured to the size of a saucer. All
do not search enough for an aim in life,
some do not even have a plan to carve
out for themselves.

The greatest thing in life is to be use
ful for one hundred and twenty years if
possible, as one man was, but there are
many well-dressed intellectual paupers
in the world who never earn their living,
and never could without the aid of
Phrenology.

A Grecian artist was touching up his
work, and was asked why he was so
careful. He replied: "To make my
work permanent and enduring."

She would like to ask what work is
enduring in life? She had found noth
ing but character. What did J. Gould,
Cornelius Vanderbilt, Astor, and scores
of others carry with them when they
passed away? Only their character.
Character will outlive the most enduring
thing here on earth.

The Grecian and Egyptian temples,
the Babylonian wall, and the wall of
Pekin have crumbled and fell. Where
will New York, Washington, and Chi
cago be in years to come; or the Ferris
Wheel, the Crystal Palace, the Eifel
Tower, if they are not restored, where
shall we find the enduring? Are gov
ernments enduring and abiding? are
thrones stable? Ask Maximilian, Don
Pedro, France, the Czar! Are the
Mogols of Delhi secure? Are friend
ships sincere? Go to politicians. Was
slavery intended to last? Ask Greeley,
Grant, Lincoln, and Garrison.

The proudest works of men shall
cease, but God's work will last. Char
acter is the only abiding thing, and
Phrenology helps everyone to develop
the most that is in him.

In order to develop the analytical
powers of the mind no study is equal to
law, and as women are now given an ad
vantage in the New York University to
study law, the feminine mind will have
a great opportunity to gain logical
power. There is no such opportunity
offered to women as is given by the New
York University. All who wish to know
of this means of study can apply to me
for full particulars; also for facts about
the Hundred Year Club, but remember
that Phrenology teaches us how to live
aright, and through its knowledge we
seek other avenues for developing mind.

We can tell you here of nearly every
club and Institute of learning in New
York City, and their names are legion,
but Phrenology is the all in all to start
with.

When men awake to the beauty of
the science of Phrenology, its philosophy
and art, then will the great organ of hu
manity be played, on all its keys, with
every stop rightly adjusted; and with
louder, loftier strains, the march of civ
ilization will be immeasurably quick
ened than ever before.

Through Phrenology God's sunshine
and roses throb with the pulse of life,
the sea and the storm become but phases
of life, and men and women are no
longer isolated units upon the field of
action, but all are vivified by a common
purpose — a des're to ennoble and enrich
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the world through a clearer understand
ing of its scope. It induces charity and
sympathy in our hearts, restraining our
passions and emotions, weighing our
judgments and decisions, doing unto
others as we would be done by. These
are a few of the rare gems which a clear
insight into Phrenology makes us the
possessor of.

A man who knows how to use one tal
ent is richer than a man who has ten,
yet uses none as he ought.

The chairman said they had had one
case clearly proved for Phrenology.
They would now call on Professor Isaac
Franklin Russell to say a few words.

In a peculiarly original and racy
speech, he said in part he was glad to
come from his summer home in order to
be present to hear more about Phrenol
ogy, to hear the boy singer, Karl Gulick,
and to see many of his friends again.
Many present might doubt the propriety
of his speaking with authority on the
subject before them, but, although he did
not pretend to know very much about it
(to be perfectly frank), he said he knew
a great deal more than he did a year ago.

He was a profound believer in human
truth, and could say that now he was a
thorough convert to the principles of
Phrenology. A year ago, when Miss
Fowler examined his cranium and made
measurements of his head and hat-band
and wrote a sketch of his character, he
was a sceptic, never being able to trace
from the skulls of his college days any
resemblance to their probable intelli
gence, but he had read quite a number
of the copies of the Phrenological
Journal, and had found there was more
in the science than he expected at first.

Dr. Miller and his friend Dr. Shepard,
of Brooklyn, had given him an insight
into the connection between Phrenology,
Hydropathy, Longevity, and Hygiene.
He thought at one time it was wonder
ful that Phrenologists could remember
the location of the faculties the same as
a young lady once said to him that she
could not see how he could tell her so
much about the planets and constella
tions when there were so many of them
and so difficult to combine. His father
was a believer in Phrenology before the
war (not the war with Spain, but the
Civil War), and he took a deep interest
in the Phrenological Journal for
many years.

He was glad to meet his friend and
sister-in-law, Miss Fowler, to-night. He
thought he could tell them something
that even they did not know about her.
The purple ribbon and the gown she
wore were indications of the study of law
that she had been interested in. She had
also a sheet of parchment signed by the

Chancellor of the New York University
and himself, and, whatever she had
learned and told them on law, they
could believe, whether she charged for it
or not. She has come by inheritance, as
well as by hard study, to attain to the
eminence which she now holds, and is
gifted with intelligence to carry out her
work. The name Fowler was known in
the two worlds, and he was proud and
honored to know some of her relatives
who were great students in law. Miss
Fowler had told them what Phrenology
was in a concise speech; that it was the
pioneer of the century, and he was glad
to know that a knowledge of Phrenology
was conducive to longevity. He would
ask them (if they knew) what Herbert
Spencer gave as a definition of life. It
was a most marvellous bit of composi
tion, and he repeated it twice for fear
some might have lost a word.

Phrenology further told them what
man was—as the great motto of Phre
nology was—" Man know thyself." The
life insurance companies knew what
men were, while some writer has de
clared that " man was a little lower than
the angels." An anatomist once told
him that man consisted of certain min
erals and two pailfuls of water.

He was not sure whether it was always
comforting to " know thyself," but he
supposed it should be. The subjective
ego was not always as creditable as it
ought to be. In Phrenology there was
no element of humbug. There was a
time when heads were compressed like
the Chinese women's feet. Phrenology
teaches us how to live. It teaches us to
make the best use of our mental power.

He admonished the students to take
diligent heed of what was taught them,
not only in regard to the faculties them
selves, but also concerning their wonder
ful combination, as shown by all classes
of men. All life seems to be represented
and interpreted by Phrenology: the
various dispositions and passions, de
sires and aspirations of human nature,
and the imagination and cause and effect
of life. This is what men come here to
study from all parts of the world, and
the study of man from his foot to the
crown of his head was a study of the
greatest importance. He envied the
students their opportunity, and, were it
not for the fact that he had several im
portant cases pending that were engag
ing his attention, he might have applied
for instruction. He was pleased to
welcome all the students, and congratu
late them on the prospect of the work
that lay before them.

Mr. Tiers and Mr. W. -H. Wells spoke
briefly on the work of the Institute, and
the audience was dismissed.
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Phrenological Magazine
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The Late Chief Justice of England.
The death of Baron Russell of Kill-

owen, Lord Chief Justice of England,

■deprives Great Britain of a great jurist;
in fact, so international in character

was he that the whole world will feel

his loss. A short character sketch and

portrait of him appear in another col

umn.

It has been well and truly said of

him that " he had become one of those

judicial magnates which the closer

mutual approach of English-speaking
countries has -made a peculiar place for,

as arbitrators in difficult cases, and as

illustrating in their persons the bind

ing force of Anglo-Saxon common-law

■and the traditions from which it

springs. Great judges from all Eng
lish-speaking countries, when they
meet now in international tribunal,

stand perforce for legal concepts and

political beliefs that have much in

common. Lord Russell did as much

•as he could to emphasize that idea."

The Albany " Law Journal "
says of

him: " He was known as a sound law

yer, an acute cross-examiner and per

suasive advocate, and for many years
was without a rival at the English bar,

and, since his elevation to the bench,

he won the reputation of being an ex

ceedingly able and upright judge who
could be relied upon as always main

taining the highest traditions of the
judicial office."

A FEAT OF MEMORY.

The function of memory is attached

to each faculty. The memory of place,

the memory of faces, the memory of

figures, one hears of every day, but the

memory of music attaches itself par

ticularly to those who possess musical
talent.

William Mason, the veteran Ameri
can musician, tells of a remarkable feat

of memory performed by the composer

Liszt :

"My friend knew Liszt very well,
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and having taken a fancy to a composi

tion of mine, ' Les Perles de Rosee/
which was still in manuscript, he said:
' Let me have it for publication. Dedi

cate it to Liszt. I can easily get Liszt

to accept the dedication. I am going

directly from here to Weimar, and will
see him about it. At the same time I
will prepare the way for your reception

later as a pupil.'
" Not long afterward I received a

letter from my friend, in which he told

me that when he handed the music to

Liszt the latter looked at the manu

script, hummed it over, then sat down

and played it from memory. Then,

going to his desk, he took a pen and

accepted the dedication hy writing his

name at the top of title page."

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
PHRENOLOGY.

Tho American Institute Class of
1900 is a fine and intelligent one, and

promises well for the future progress

of Phrenology. It is representative as

to the latitude and longitude of the

country, representative as to the na

tionality, and also as to professions.

Students have come from many States

between Texas and Massachusetts; Cali
fornia and New Jersey, etc., while
the northern and southern elements

are united with the English, Irish, and

Scotch.
_

THE LATE WILLIAM BROWN.
We have just heard on going to press

of the death of our valued friend and
co-worker, William Brown, Wellingbor
ough, England. He has tilled the posi
tion of president of the Fowler Institute
since the death of Professor L. N.
Fowler, and his loss will be keenly felt
by all the members of the Institute.
He was a remarkable man in many ways.
He carried on an extensive business, and
was diligent in superintending its least
details. His work among his employees,

who numbered several hundreds, was
marked by the erection of two mission
halls in the town of Wellingborough, in
one of which it was his custom to speak
on Sunday afternoons on various inter
esting topics that touched upon the
great problems of life. He was a great
biblical student, and his interest in
Phrenology dated from the time when
he met Professor L. N. Fowler about the
year 1860. He has been an ardent ad
vocate of its principles in many of its
departments of work. He used it in busi
ness and as a magistrate. He was ex
ceedingly clever as an artist, particular
ly with the blackboard. So wide was his
influence, and so many were his friends
in various parts of the country that his
death will be universally regretted, and
his place will be hard to fill.

The 1901 Annual will contain a frontis
piece and character sketch of this re
markable man.

LIBRARY.
In this department ire give short reviews of

such New Hooks as publishers see Jit to send us.
In these reviews we seek to treat author and
publisher satisfactorily and justly, and also to

furnish our readers with such information as
shall enable them to form an opinion of the de
sirability of any particular volume for person
al use. It is our wish to notice the better class

of books issuing from the press, and we invite
publishers to faro r the Editor with recent publi
cations, especially those related in any way to
mental and physiological science. We can sup
ply any of the books noticed at prices quoted.

REVIEWS.
"The Library of Health," Vol. II., by

Charles Brodie Patterson, Editor of
" Mind," The Alliance Publishing Co.,
Life Building, New York.
The book opens with an inspiration

upon the subject of light. Of all men
the author of this book seems to have
had an unusual flood of light given to
him, and so much does he appreciate this
blessing that he is anxious that every
one should be endowed with the same
amount. That it is possible for man to
seek this light is what he strives to en
courage. He speaks of light that is
found within, which is the highest state
of consciousness, though many look for
it in outward form. He further explains
the inner life of man, and, as we read
more and more of the book, we catch
glimpses of what is so much of a reality
to the writer, namely, inner conscious
ness, and which is so little studied by
the rushing mass of humanity. One
needs a little oasis in life to flee to when
the kaleidoscope of life changes con
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stantly from day to clay, and Mr. ratter-
son's books take us to just that kind of
oasis where we may drink deeply of sub
jects that will heal the bruised and dis
eased conditions into which men often
fall.

" Household Remedies for the Prevalent
Disorders of the Human Organism," Felix
L. Oswald, M. D., $1.00. —The author is no
agent for a drug store. The doctor is a

high apostle of the gospel of hygiene, and
gives the mild blue pill and other altera-
fits at every opportunity, and often forces
the opportunity to launch a broadside
into the old favorite of the profession.
Nature is a great healer and the great
merit of the book is that it demands for
nature and the human organization a fair
show.

" The Mother's Hygienic Handbook,"
for the normal development and training
of women and children. R. T. Trail. —The
great experience and ability of the author
enabled him to give just that advice which
mothers need so often all through their
lives. It covers the whole ground, and
if it be carefully read, will go far towards
if it be carefully read, will go far toward
The work should be read by every wife
and every woman who contemplates mar
riage. Mothers may place it in the hands
of their daughters with words of com
mendation, and feel assured they will be
the better prepared for the responsibili
ties and duties of married life and
motherhood.

OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions of General Interest only
trill be answered in this department. But one
question at a time, and that clearly stated, must
be propounded, if correspondents expect its to

give them the benefit of an early consideration.
If You Use a Pseudonym or Initials,

write your full name and address also. Some
correspondents forget to sign their names.

M. S.—Brooklyn.— The question of co
education is certainly one that touches
the experience of many of our colleges
to-day. We recognize that it has been
settled very largely to the advantage of
both sexes, but we recognize that there
are needs for separate colleges as well.
When co-education is allowed we find
that there is a certain stimulus that goes
out to the pupils, and an exchange of
thought is beneficial.

C. II. — Illinois. — It would be well for
you to drink warm milk rather than tea
or coffee, and take no spirituous liquor.
You ask " If it would be advisable for
you to eat pie, cake, cookies, bananas,
oranges, vegetables, fish, game, chick
en." It would be well for you to cut

off from your menu rich pastry and cake,
but you can take bananas and oranges
and the leaves of vegetables rather than
the roots, so that spinach and lettuce
en." It would be well for you to cut
up, and eaten raw will not probably dis
agree with you. The spices you should
avoid are pepper, mustard, cinnamon,
and cloves. Yes, ice cream taken in
moderation and of the purest kind
would be beneficial, but you do not need
soda-water or sweet cider, and had bet
ter take water, pure and simple, filtered
or boiled.

15. F. I.— Ohio. —We would advise you
to study Matthew William's " Vindica
tion of Phrenology." It is an excellent
work on the subject, and one that we
know you will derive much profit from
reading.

TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

Character Sketches from Photocrapiis.
— New subscribers sending photographs for re~

marks on their character vnder this heading
must observe the following conditions : Each
photograph must be accompanied by a stamped
and directed envelope for the return of the

photograph. The photograph or photographs
(for, where possible, two should be sent, one giv
ing a front and the other a side view) must be

good .ind recent ; and, lastly, each application
must At accompanied by a remittance of fl.00
(5s. English) for twelve months' subscription
to the Phrknoi.ooical Journal. Letters to be

addressed to Fowler Jf Wells Co., New York,
or L. N. Fowler $ Co., London.

546. — P. A. S., Texas.— You possess a

very practical mind, no work is too com
prehensive for you; you can succeed
either in a commercial calling, or take
your place as mayor of the town, alder
man of a city, trustee of a church, or
guardian of the poor. You have had a

varied experience, and it has given you
power which men will learn to recognize
if they have not already done so. You
could plead your own case in court, and
attend to a big enterprise and compre
hensive business. You should be a
family man and live in a thriving local
ity. You have a strong will of your
own, and must be the master of the sit
uation.

547. — A. K., Teeswater, Ontario, Can. —
You have a bright outlook as far as your
fitness for mental work is concerned.
You reason on mature subjects as
though you had had fifty years' experi
ence. You could turn your intellect to
a good account in the study of mathe
matics, chemistry, and electricity, and
had better give your time to study
rather than to business if you have the
opportunity. You have a strong moral
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brain, are very conscientious in carrying
out your duty and obligation to others,
and will become quite a monitor to oth
ers without knowing it. You are bound
to take an important place in society,
particularly in the thinking world, if
you will take care of your health.

548 —W. V. O.—Quincy, 111.— You have
a fine organization for scientific work.
You enjoy observing nature in all her
■quaintness. You are original in your
style of work, and prefer to do your own
thinking rather than borrow thoughts
from others. You are in your element
when you have plenty of work on hand
to do, and are thoroughly scientific and
practical in what you carry out. Human
nature is well developed, hence you en
joy the study of human character, and
would make an excellent Phrenologist.

549—H. W. E., Milnor, 111.— The photo
graphs of this lad indicate studiousness,
but it will take him some time to get
started. He must be given an extra
year or two to prepare for his life-work.
When he gets worked up he will succeed
better and persevere right along when
comparing himself with others who are
brilliant at the start. He has a good
anterior lobe, and his brain from the
opening of the ear around the front to
the opposite ear is well developed. He
has many good points about him, is a
sensible lad, and can be trusted when
away from home with responsibility.
We think he could work up as a capable
engineer, and wish that you could have
a more complete examination by sending
a larger photograph to examine.

550. — E. M. S.. West Salem, 111.— This
little girl is a bright specimen of hu
manity. She is wide-awake, and knows
how to use her intelligence to some pur
pose. She will show a good deal of im
agination and make stories up to suit the
occasion, and will probably write many
of her own in due time. She has a full
development of language, and is quite a
chatter-box. She will expect everyone
to tell the truth and do as she agrees;
she will have no sliding scale for delin
quents. She should have a good educa
tion, but she must not be teased with
book knowledge beyond her strength.
Some one should watch her development,
and give her a plenty of nourishing food.

551. —A. A., Dallas, Tex. —You have a

fine forehead, but need more physique to
balance it. You should try to fill out
your cheeks, your chest, and your chin,
and throw your shoulders back, or else
you will find professional life which you
ask about to be too severe a strain upon
you. You could succeed as a lawyer,
and take up the real estate business.
This will suit your intellect and your
health. You have apparently a good

head for engineering, and could take up
the profession with credit. You like to
be actively engaged, and would like the
outdoor life connected with construction
work.

552. —L. B., Fillmore, Utah.— This lad
has an old head on young shoulders. He
will grow younger as he grows older, but
he has quite a good deal of intelligence
for his age, and will make a sincere and
honest worker. He should be handled
with kindness and he will get on well,
but he must not be ordered about in a
gruff or rough-and-ready way, for he is
quite sensitive to any treatment that is
given him. He is one of our youngest
subscribers. We are glad to see his
picture. He will make a good business
man, but a better builder, house deco
rator, and agent.

553. —T. C, Deseret, Utah.— This
photograph indicates an organization
full of ambition, culture, and artistic
ability. She has a retentive memory,
and if she studied elocution she would
succeed well in representing character.
She would make a fine actress and ora
tor. Her imagination and ability to
adapt herself to people and circum
stances is exceptionally good. She will
seldom fail in what she undertakes to
do. She will make an excellent teacher,
and has good musical ability. Her or
ganization is well suited to that of a
singer. She would throw her wliole soul
into her work.

FIELD NOTES.

FOWLER INSTITUTE REPORT.
We would remind our members they

are entitled to bring a friend to the
lectures held on the first and third Wed
nesdays in the month. The meeting on
November 7th will be addressed by Mr.
S. Sarna, and on November 21st by Miss
E. Higgs, F.F.P.I.

Miss L. Hendin, A.F.P.I., has been en
gaged in phrenological work at Hun
stanton, and reports a very successful
season.

Mr. J. W. Taylor, F.F.P.I., has been
very busy this season at his phrenologi
cal bureau, Morecambe.

Mr. W. A. Williams, F.F.P.I., has again
visited Aberystwyth for the summer
season, where his phrenological work is
greatly appreciated.

Our phrenological friends of the
provinces who intend visiting London on
November 9th, Lord Mayor's day, will be
heartily welcomed at the Institute if
they will favor us with a call.

In Christ Church, Woburn Square,
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London. September 5th, James Van
Allen Shields, of the Columbia Phono
graph Company, and Miss Roselle Lath-
rop, of Bridgeport, Conn., were mar
ried by the Kev. J. J. Glendenning Nash,
vicar. Mr. Shields is a native of Wash
ington, where he served an apprentice
ship on the " Evening Star," and he has
been with the Columbia Fhonograph
Company in St. Louis, Bridgeport, and
finally in London, where his position is
one of the greatest importance.

Mr. and Mrs. Shields are spending
their honeymoon on the continent.

AMERICAN FIELD NOTES,
D. T. McKenzie, Ont, Can.— We are

glad to hear of your travels, and wish
more graduates would follow your ex
ample and give us an account of their
work. The country must be very beauti
ful, and we are glad to think it is very
sensible of you to work in certain neigh
borhoods. You get well known in this
way, as one town advertises you in the
next.

Professor George Cozens, who is well
known to all our readers, is commencing
his season's work, lecturing in Fort
William and Port Arthur, Ontario, Can
ada. He expects to lecture in Minnesota
and Illinois very shortly. His lectures
take well, and bring forth warm com
mendation from the Press in every town.
He is a graduate of the American Insti
tute of Phrenology, through having
studied the subject, and lectured on
Phrenology many years in the north of
England.

The method of dealing with disease,
known as the " Cascade Treatment," and
which is specially practised at Tyrrell's
Hygienic Institute, 1562 Broadway, New
York, is one of the most valuable dis
coveries of recent years. It is a hygienio
system of treating disease, by flushing
the intestines, a proceeding which is ac
complished by means of an ingeniously
constructed instrument, known as the" J. B. L. Cascade," the invention of Pro
fessor Charles A. Tyrrell, of the above
institution. Its value, which is being
demonstrated daily, is so great that
many eminent physicians do not hesitate
to endorse it, fully and unreservedly, and
commend its use to all who desire to be
well and strong once more.

Dr. C. O. Sahler, Kingston, N. Y., re
ports a very successful season. We wish
him well in his good work.

Professor B. E. Dutton, of McCook,
Neb., has given considerable attention to
the study of hypnotism.

J. B. Howard is the manager of the
Phonographic Institute Company, Cin
cinnati. Literature published by this
firm is increasing rapidly.

FOOD THEORY OF MEDICINE.
Walter Emery Merrill, M.D., U. 8.

Marine Hospital Service, says: " Among
the advanced members of our profession,
I believe the drug tissue-feeding theory
no longer obtains. And rightly so, for
it has not been proved that medicine is
ever, in itself, a food. The large num
ber of malarial cases emanating from
the tropics are cured in the Marine Hos
pital service, not by tissue-feeding, but
by ridding the system of the intruder
and directing the vital forces along the
lines of repair. This I find to be best
done by the frequent and judicious ad
ministration of laxative antikamnia and
quinine tablets."

" I have been lecturing some and giv
ing examinations part of the time this
summer with very satisfactory results.
Kindest regards and best wishes for you
all." E. M. Gard,

Denver, Col.

WHAT THEY SAY.
" I have read a number of the books

contained in the Student's Set, and am
delighted with the study."

Miss Mae L.,
McKeesport, Pa.

" I have been reading Phrenology for
thirteen months and think I have a very
fair knowledge of its principles and doc
trines. I am a firm believer in it.

S. S.,
Lake Charles, La.

I should miss the Journal, as I look
upon it as a valued friend. It is the most
helpful as well as the most interesting
magazine that I have ever read, and I
hope to soon have the Student's set and
fit myself out to attend the Institute.

I. L. F., Waterville, Mass.
" I am heartily in sympathy with

every branch of knowledge tending to
better the race, and shall be glad to
recommend your institution to any in
terested along that line. I read your
magazine with great interest. Wishing
you success, and assuring you of my
hearty co-operation, I remain,"

I. S.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

" I am very familiar with your publi
cations. Own quite a number, and from
experience always regard a book bear
ing your imprint as a sure sign of excel
lence and of standard merit." Wishing
you success, I am,

W. F. C, Hope, Idaho.
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" The Journal has been coming regu
larly to our family for thirty years, until
this year I thought I would try some
other, but find I would rather have it
than the one I have."

Mrs. Mary C. J.,
Paris, Tex.

" I don't see how I could do without
the Journal. I love the study of hu
man nature." E. Y.,

Bellefontaine, O.
" May your success be like the sun

shine— never ceasing." C. F. M.,
Lemon, O.

" I find the Journal very interesting.
Wishing all success in phrenological
works, I am," B. I. O.,

Mifflinburg, Pa.
" Am pleased to report that business

is improving. Am gradually extending
my practice into the better educated
class of this city." J. M.,

Chicago, 111.

The Journals are being better ap
preciated all the time, and the value of
Phrenology better understood.

Geo. W. Terrv,
Hinkley, Utah.

" To-day, for the first time, I bought
a copy of your Phrenological Journal.
It was the first I had ever seen, and that
part concerning the " Treatment of Chil
dren," whose mental development was
retarded or arrested, struck me with
such force that I determined to write
you about it." Mrs. E. M. Taylor,

East Providence, R. I.
" In compliance with my order of re

cent date I have received the books sent
me. I am well pleased and hope to be
benefited by the contents."

H. C. D. M.,
Arp, Tenn.

" The books you shipped are received.
I was exceedingly glad to have them.
I think them to be very interesting, and
I intend to order more in the near future.
I am very much taken with the study of
Phrenology, and think it to be the most
valuable and beneficial study I know of."

Alex. S.,
Attie, Mo.

Mr. Balfour's recent striking address
on " The Nineteenth Century," delivered
before the University Extension classes
at Cambridge, is given in full in " The
Living Age " for September 8th.

Just received from the author " The
Bibliography of Progressive Literature."
Descriptive catalogue comprising a com
plete and classified list of works relating
to Science, Philosophy, Religion, Evolu

tion, Sociology, Ethics, Psychology,
Psychical Science, Thought Transfer
ence, Telepathy, Psychometry, Hypnot
ism, Mesmerism, Animal Magnetism,
Chiromancy, Phrenology, Physiognomy,
Metaphysics, Christian Science, Mind
Cure, Massage, Hydropathy, and Physi
cal Culture. Price, 25 cents.

Contains a list of all books procurable
on the above subjects.

DR. D. K. PEARSONS EXPECTS TO
LIVE A CENTURY.

Chicago, March 31. —Dr. D. K. Pearsons
expects to live to be a hundred years old.
He is now eighty, is hale and hearty and
after amassing a fortune of $3,500,000 has
given it all away because he does not
want to burden himself with its care.

He declined the other day the honor
of serving on the Dewey Reception Com
mittee because, as he expressed it, he
might have to attend an afternoon meet
ing and miss his regular after-dinner
nap. He believes he knows the secret of
longevity and for the benefit of his fel
low men has devised these rules:

HIS RULES FOR LONGEVITY.
" Most men dig their graves with their

teeth.
" No pies or cakes, no pains or aches.
" If you overwork your liver it will tell

on you to your brain by and by.
" Live like a farmer, and you'll live like

a prince." Men can live without eating ten days.
They can't do without pure air five min
utes.

" Let a man abuse his stomach, and
he'll get fidgety, cross to his family and
go to the devil.

" Doctors say, ' Don't sleep on a full
stomach.' You can't believe all the doc
tors say.

ONIONS THE BEST MEDICINE.
" If you catch a cold, lose your quinine

and eat an onion." Give away your money; it's exhila
rating and tends to longevity. The idea
of giving while one's alive will become
epidemic as soon as men discover what
fun it is. I'm happier than any other
man in the world." There are lots of fellows downtown
who tell me they want to live a short life
and a merry one. I want to live a long
life and a jolly one — in my own way." A lot of men have a fine time with
mid-night banqueting and speech-mak
ing. Let them go. I've a room up here
on the hill, two hundred feet above the
city, with the windows open at the bot
tom.
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" I don't drink either tea or coffee.
They enter the heart. A vegetable and a
fruit diet will help a man to remain
young."

Sir Charles Nicholson, who has been
called the " Grand Old Man " of Austra
lia, has entered on his ninety-second
year. He emigrated to Australia in 1834,

and is now the sole surviving member of
the first Australian Parliament.

WISE SAYINGS OF THE JUNIORS.
Father (sharply): "Lucy, stop pulling

the cat's tail."
Lucy: " I'm only holding the tail, pa;

pussy is pulling it."
" My little man, aren't you pleased to

have a new baby brother, or did you
want a little sister? " " If it was all the
same to the Lord, I preferred a goat." —
Scribner's.

" Vot's der dog's name, little girl? "
" It used to be Fido, but I changed it to
Dewey so's the pleeceman would let him
run on the grass and have a good time."
—Truth.

" Dick, why did you eat so little of
your Christmas dinner? Your sister ate
so much."

" Well, auntie, I lost my appetite, and
I guess she must have found it."

Clergyman (to his wife) : " I wish I
could think of some way to make the
congregation keep their eyes on me dur
ing the sermon."

Young Tommy: " Pa, you want to put
the clock right behind the pulpit."

A teacher said to a boy who had the
reputation of being very bad: "How
many bad boys does it take to make a
good one? " " One, sir, if you treat him
well," was the answer.

A little girl about eight years of age,
witnessing the cermony of ordination at
one of our recent conference sessions,
was much impressed, and, after the ser
vice, asked the mother what it meant.
"What do you think it meant?" the
mother inquired. " I don't know," was
the answer, " unless the Bishop was feel
ing of their heads to see if they had any
brains before he sent them off to
preach." —racific Christian Advocate.

A gentleman going into his stable one
day found his little son astride of one of
the horses, with a slate and pencil in his
hand. " Why, Harry," he exclaimed,
"what are you doing?" "Writing a
composition," was the reply. " Well,
why don't you write it in the library? "
" Because the teacher told me to write a
composition on a horse."

" Nellie," said a mother to her little
daughter, " I wish you would run over
and see how old Mrs. Smith is; she has
been quite ill." In a few minutes Nellie
came running back and reported: " She
said to tell you that it was none of your
business." " Why, Nellie," said the as
tonished mother, " what did you ask
her?" "Just what you told me to," re
plied the little innocent; " I told her you
wanted to know how old she was."

A boy three and a half years old, of
very poor parents —so poor that each
child, no matter how small, had certain
work to do—was required to bring in the
kindling wood each day. One Sunday
he did not seem inclined to do his work.
At last his mother spoke to him and
said:

" Graham, why don't you bring in your
wood? All the others will have their
work done before you start."

The boy sat still. His mother added:
"Graham, why don't you obey? Go at
once! "

Then the real reason came out.
" To-day is Sunday," the lad replied," and I won't work. I am going to

heaven, if the rest of the family don't."

TWO COLLEGE BOYS.
Two boys left home with just money

enough to take them through college,
after which they must depend entirely
upon their own efforts. They attacked
the collegiate problems successfully,
passed the graduation, received their
diplomas from the faculty, also com
mendatory letters to a large ship-build
ing firm with which they desired em
ployment. Ushered into the waiting-
room of the head of the firm, the first
was given an audience. He presented
his letters.

"What can you do?" asked the man
of the millions." I should like some sort of a clerk
ship."" Well, sir, I will take your name and
address, and should we have anything of
the kind open, will correspond with
you."

As he passed out, he remarked to his
waiting companion, " You can go in and
' leave your address.' "

The other presented himself and his
papers.

"What can you do?" was asked." I can do anything that a green hand
can do, sir," was the reply.

The magnate touched a bell, which
called a superintendent." Have you anything to put a man to
work at? "

" We want a man to sort scrap-iron,"
replied the superintendent.
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And the college-graduate went to sort
ing scrap-iron.

One week passed, and the president,
meeting the superintendent, asked,
"How is the new man getting on? "

" Oh," said the boss, " he did his work
so well, and never watched the clock,
that I put him over the gang."

In one year this man had reached the
head of a department and an advisory
position with the management at a
salary represented by four figures, while
his whilom companion was " clerk " in a
livery-stable, washing harness and car
riages.

WIT AND WISDOM.
AMBITIOUS.

" What I want," said the young appli
cant, " is a chance to rise in the business."
" Very well. How would 5.30 a.m. suit
you? —Harvard Lampoon.

GREAT IMPROVEMENTS.
" I see," remarked the observant board

er, " that meals are to be served in Chi
cago street-cars." " When," asked his
neighbor, " will sleeping-cars be put on
the Philadelphia street railways? "—
Pittsburg Chronicle Telegraph.

A REAL SINECURE.
Tired Tompkins: " There is one job I

wouldn't mind havin', Horace."
Hungry Horace (in amazement):

"What's that?"
T. T.: "Lineman fer er wireless tele

graph comp'ny." —Life.

It needs, therefore, in us, infinite care
fulness and watchfulness as we walk ever
amid other lives, lest by some word, or
look, or act, of disposition, or influence of
ours, we hurt them irreparably. —J. R.
Miller.

Many tribes of aborigines elevated the
bodies of the dead on poles.

What is put into the first of life is put
Into the whole of life. Start right.

Poverty and hardship have ever been
the great schoolmasters of the race, and
have forced into prominence many a man
who would otherwise have remained un
known.

Give a youth resolution and the alpha
bet, and who shall place limits to his
career?

A great opportunity will only make
you ridiculous unless vou are prepared
for it.

The lucky man is the man who sees
and grasp his opportunity.

The world always listens to a man with
a will in him.

The man with an idea has ever changed
the face of the world.

Find a way or make one. Everything
is either pusher or pushed.

There is nothing small in the world
where a mudcrack swells to an Amazon
and the stealing of a penny may end on
the scaffold.

Hospital Physician (with a view to
diagnosis) —What do you drink? New
Patient (cheering up at the proposal) —
Oh, sir! —thank you, sir—whatever you
— I leave that to you, sir. —London Punch.

" Who was the greatest financier ever
known ? " " Noah, because he floated his
stock when the world was in liquidation.
^-New York Press.

A THOUGHT FOR EVERY DAY.
There's many a thing for you to do,

My lad, if you but knew it,
That's sent to you, and only you —

Don't let another do it.

Don't let another lift the load
Your back was meant to carry;

Don't think your task were done as well
By Tom or Dick or Harry.

Don't say God's work can wait to-day —
'Twill do as well to-morrow;

Don't put your own will always first,
And count His service sorrow.

Don't wait till you are strong and wise —
Trust Him to gauge your burden;

And then at last trust Him, my lad,
To give the well-earned guerdon.

C. W. G.
♦

NOTICE.

THE CLOSING EXERCISES OF THE AMERICAN
INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY.

On Friday, October 2Gth, at 8 P.M., the clos
ing exercises of the American Institute of
Phrenology will be held. Certificates will be
presented to the graduates on this evening and
special addresses from the students will be
given.

For further particulars and tickets for the
above meeting apply to the Secretary, 27 East
Twenty-first Street.

THOUGHTS FOR QUIET MOMENTS.
Those who wish to gather strength of

character from the Bible should read the
following: When in need of Benevo
lence read 2 Cor. ix.; when in need of
Boldness read The Acts iv., Combative-
ness; when in need of Cheerfulness read
Psalm cxlv., Hope; when in need of
Companionship read Prov. i„ Friendship;
when in need of Concentration read
Philip. III., Continuity.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.

On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorporated

under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the pros*

ecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of Fowler & Wells.
The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the

business, or in its general management. All remittances should be made payable

to the order of FOWLER & WELLS CO.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of the Phrenological
Journal and Phrenological Magazine is Ji.oo a
year, payable in advance.

MONEY, when sent by mail, should be in the form of
. Money Orders. Express Money Orders. Drafts on
New York, or Registered Letters. All Postmasters
are required to Register Letters whenever requested
to do so.

81LVER or other coin should not be Bent by mail, as It
is almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope and be lost.

POSTABESTAMPS will be received for fractional parts
of a dollar. The larger stamps are preferred ; they
should never be stuck to the letters, and should always
be sent in sheets— that is, not torn apart.

CHANGE of post-office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without this
information. Notice should be received the first of the
preceding month.

LETTERS OF INQUIRY requesting an answer should
inclose a stamp for return postage, and be sure and
give name and full address every time you write.

ALL UTTERS should be addressed to Fowler & Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the office.
In this wav only can prompt and careful attention be
secured,

ANY WOK. PERIODICAL. CHART, £(«., may be or
dered from this office at Publishers' prices.

A8ENTS WANTED for the Phrenological Journal
and our Book Publications, to whom liberal terms will
be given.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.
" Every Month."—New York. —One of

the principal articles in this month
(September) is " The War in the Orient."
It gives several fine illustrations of the
Yellow Race. The music is, as usual, in
teresting to those who like a lighter
form for song and waltz selection.

" The Writer "—Boston— is a fine little
magazine containing criticisms on au
thors and many helps to young writers.

" The Christian Endeavor World "—
Boston —contains an article on " Young
Men in the Ministry," by Amory H.
Bradford, D.D., which is full of practical
help for those just entering the min
istry.

"The Household Journal "—Philadel
phia— is full of readable matter. The
variety is so great that all may find a
corner suited to individual taste.

" The Scientific American " — New
York —is always up to date, and answers

many scientific questions that we can
not receive answers to in any other
paper.

" The New Church Messenger." — New
York. —The number for September 12th
is illustrated with the tomb of Sweden-
borg, who was born in Stockholm, 1688,
and died in London in 1772 in his 85th
vear.

" The Western Mining World "—
Butte, Mont. —contains a concensus of
facts on mining operations in the vari
ous States. Particulars concerning
various kinds of metals are to be found
within its pages." The New Voice "—Chicago —raises
its voice against " The Canteen in the
Philippines."" The Family Doctor "—London, Eng.
—explains the proper exercises for de
veloping muscle in women, and suggests
orange-juice for influenza. It has proved
to be a very beneficial specific for influ
enza. " Sunstroke and its Treatment "
is explained. Madame Patti's recipe for
good health should be known to every
one. She says that if you want to pre
serve the beauty of face and the price
less beauty of youth keep well, keep
clean, keep erect, and keep cool." Everywhere " — Brooklyn, N. Y. —
contains some of Will Carleton's finest
selection of poems as well as much that
is interesting on other subjects." Good Health."—Battle Creek, Mich.—
J. H. Kellogg, M.D., writes an article on
" The Wet Hand Rub " which is very im
portant. " Effects of Alcohol upon the
Nervous System in the light of Scientific
Research," by Riley, is another article
of value.

" The Dog Fancier "—Battle Creek,
Mich. —contains interesting facts on the
intelligence of animals, and many
beautiful pictures of dumb animals." The Youth's Companion "—Boston —
has an article by Sir Edwin Arnold on
" How to Understand China." Fine il
lustration for the children's page is
called "The Playful Children just let
Loose from School."

" The National Rural and Family
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Magazine "— Chicago — discusses timely
topics on agricultural questions.

American Gardening "— New York —
contains many valuable hints on the cul
tivation of flowers, the orchid being the
one selected for September.

" The Cohocton Times "—N. Y.—gives
an account of Edward Everett Hale and
his work as president of Boston Floating
Hospital. He is genuinel3' interested in
the work of the hospital, and has made
more than one trip on the hospital boat,
where he goes among the sick babies and
their mothers, speaking a work of cheer
to all.

" The Vegetarian Magazine "—Chicago
— contains an article on what Nikola
Tesla says on vegetarianism. It still
further states that the late King Hum
bert of Italy was a vegetarian.

" Literary News." —New York. —This
magazine is printed on good paper, and
contains a review of " Robert Orange,"
Mrs. Craigie's sequel to her former book,
" School of Saints." Also gives a por
trait of L. N. Uogers, author of " The
Kite Trust."

" The Psychic Digest and the Occult
Review of Reviews." —Columbus, Ohio. —
This magazine holds a unique position
in the field of occult literature. It
quotes from the sketch given of Dr.
Sahler, and presents his portrait in the
Phrenological Journal of July.

" The Massachusetts Ploughman "—
Boston — for September 8th contains the
sixteenth view of Old Boston. In this
number we have Tremont House, corner
Tremont and Beacon streets, in 1860." St. Louis Globe - Democrat " — St.
Louis, Mo.—is foremost in its news of
the world.

" Our Dumb Animals "—Boston —con
tains articles on the " Cat and the
(iifford Home," as well as other inter
esting paragraphs connected with this
animal, the dog, and horse.

Other interesting monthlies have also
been received.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.
" All who love good health as well

as good eating" will find in "Hygienic
Cookery " the way to cook foods with
out robbing them of their luscious
flavors and rich juices, by soaking, un
der-cooking and burning, with vain at
tempts to compensate by adding butter,
pepper, sugar, salt, and other season
ings. This book is divided into three
divisions: " The Compromise," " The" Hygienic Dietary," " The Reason
Why." Price, $2.00, postpaid.

The Student of Phrenology.— What
books are best for me to read? Is it pos

sible to acquire a practical knowledge
of it without a teacher? — It is much bet
ter to have a teacher, but the next best
course to adopt is to procure the series
of books arranged on the subject, with
the New Bust, showing the phrenologi
cal organs so as to make the study sim
ple and plain. The cost of this outfit
is $10. It is safely boxed, and sent by
express or freight at the purchaser's
expense.

" Christ the Orator," by Thomas A.
Hyde, M.A., presents the expression or
pattern of the truth, in that Christ
achieved the most wonderful event in
history. " The organization of oratory
as a continuous and abiding force for
the development of character," thus
making the history of His life a com
pleteness not heretofore understood,
presenting Christ in His most fascinat
ing character as a great orator and
teacher." Price, $1.00, postpaid." A Natural System of Elocution and
Oratory " by the same author is invalu
able to the student of human nature and
to the philosopher. Its wide aim and
sincere spirit should be generally ac
ceptable. Price, $2.00, postpaid.

In conversation with a student recent
ly on various text-books on Phrenology,
he said that " the Manual of Mental
Science " had taught him what he did
not know before, and he thought it was
the most helpful book he had ever read
on the subject of Phrenology, as it con
tained the glossary and the explanations
of the action of the brain, which may
be easily understood and comprehended.
200 pages; price, $1.00." The Mirror of the Mind," prepared
as an answer to questions arising on the
subject of an examination from photo
graph, will be mailed to any address on
application.

Mrs. Shepherd, author of " True Man
hood " and " For Girls," has provided
two complete manuals for young men
and ladies in their early life for the at
tainment of moral excellence, force of
character, and purity. The clergy, col
lege professors, and doctors encourage
the publishers to advertise them, as they
are the best books on the subject in
America. The scientific instruction is
drawn from the ablest authorities, while
it is devoid of technical terms and com
plicated descriptions. Parents having
growing boys and girls should have a
copy. Price, $1.00 each, postpaid." Enclosed find amount for the copy
of ' Common School Elocution,' and send
me another copy. I can use them in my
school, and I can gladly recommend the
work." A.

The "
Standard-l'nion " of Brooklyn

says of " Not in It," by Anna Olcott
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Commelin: " It is of sincere purpose, of
excellent ideals, and evidently written
with the desire to inspire and develop
a higher thought and life. To say that
' Not in It ' is a book of mysticism and
socialism might, perhaps, be taking it
too seriously, but certainly its lines run
into the debatable country in which
those themes find the largest develop
ment." Price, 75 cents, postpaid.

Mrs. Commelin has written a book of
" Poems," the edition of which is ex
hausted, and her later one, " Of Such is
the Kingdom," received numerous press
notices of great praise. The " Review
of Reviews " mentions that " some of its
sonnets and lyrics are of commendable
quality." The " New York Observer "

stated that if the author had written
nothing else but her lines about the chil
dren, she would deserve to be ranked
with the poets, adding that it is a sweet
and tender poem about them. Libraries
would find this book a valuable addition.
Price, $1.50.

We keep a supply of Charles Brodie
Patterson's Works.

He says in " Beyond the Clouds "

($1.00): "Be not deceived. Know that it
is only as we press forward that success
will attend our efforts. If newly awak
ened desires thrill our minds, let us not
seek to put them aside, and thereby
quench the Spirit of Truth that is seek
ing to animate us. If, however, we are
perfectly satisfied with the things that
we believe in, then to such 'twere worse
than folly to proclaim a new gospel."

In " New Thought Essays "
($1.00) he

says: "If you purposed taking a journey
into a strange country, where the lan
guages, manners, and customs of the
people were different from those of your
own land, and where the climate dif
fered radically from yours, you would
make it your business to become as well
informed as possible concerning that
country. This, according to most peo
ple, would be the common-sense way of
acting, and a man that did not thus
equip himself would be considered nei
ther prudent nor wise. We are all on a
journey that begins in the cradle and
ends only when the physical form is laid
away; a journey that, though fraught
with momentous consequences, we must
travel whether we will or not— the jour
ney of life. How about the way of life?
How about the road that we must travel?
Do we know aught concerning it? Has
it been the chief thing in our lives to
seek knowledge regarding this way?"

Lecturers on Phrenology needing out
fits should send for our apparatus cata
logue, which will be sent on receipt of
two cents to any address.

A set of very fine portraits mounted on
canvas will be supplied at $30 by express.

The New Model Manikin is the best yet
published. It contains more than one
hundred views of the human body. The
figure is one-half life size, and in many
of the special manikins, of which there
are a large number, the parts are greatly
magnified. It is very strong and dur
able, and colored true to nature. It is
adapted for the school, office, or home
study. Price, with comprehensive man
ual, $10 by express.

Phrenological examinations are looked
upon by parents of the present day as
invaluable to their children. The
strongest testimony to the value of a
phrenological examination is that the
parents who had their own examination
in the early part of the century are
bringing their children to be examined.
It is a common occurrence, and the
strangest introduction that they were
examined twenty-five, forty, and even
fifty, years ago, and would like that their
sons and daughters be examined before
going into business.

We are being constantly called on the
'phone, "Is this Fowler & Wells Co.?"
" Yes." " I want to send a friend of
mine to be examined, who is despondent,
and feels that there is no special place
for him in life. I have faith in you, for
three cases I have known have been
saved from insanity by your advice
which assisted them, and they are pros
pering in business and are mentally
strong.

The students of the class of 1900 de
rived much benefit by having prepared
themselves by studying the books listed
in the Students' Set. The intending
students who have been unable to come
this year should persevere with their
studies from now until next year, and
letters will be welcome, as we can often
give a word of advice and assistance
which we are pleased to give to our
friends at a distance who anticipate
visiting us at the fall session.

To the subscribers of the Phrenologi
cal Journal: If you are needing books
that we do not make we shall be pleased
to get them for you on receipt of the
published prices.

We have a graphophone to dispose of,
and the first application will be supplied.
Price, $50, postpaid.

A new edition of " Homes for AH, or
the Gravel Wall " is off the press. Sev
eral inquiries have been made for this
book, and we shall be glad to have the
renewal of the orders. Price, $1.00." Sober and Temperate Life " is also
off the press. We shall be pleased to re
ceive orders for the same. Price, 50
cents.

Dr. Holbrook, the writer on " Hygiene
and Heredity," is not surpassed. We
shall be pleased to send a catalogue of
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his publications to any address, or any
of his works on receipt of the published
prices. " How to Strengthen the Mem
ory," " Eating for Strength," and " Hy
gienic Treatment of Consumption " are
having especially large sales. Price,
$1.00 each.

O. S. Fowler's " Creative and Sexual
Science " is being published in larger
quantities than ever. It is the book for
the times. Price, $3.00.

New subscribers to the Journal will
find a special offer in our advertising
columns for The Phrenological Jour
nal and " Mind."

The museum of the American Institute
of Phrenology is on exhibition daily at
the rooms of the Fowler & Wells Co. It
contains a rare collection of casts and
skulls.

The Phrenological Annual and Regis
ter will be published on the 31st of De
cember. Send in your orders early for
registrations. The contents will be
varied as usual. The usual celebrated
writers will honor its pages, and the
readers may look forward to a good time
on receipt of the fourteenth number.
Price, 25 cents.

Lawyers have to study jurymen, wit
nesses, and human nature in general.

The Head and Face a

fiirror of
the flind

Inquiries are often made whether we can
give a satisfactory exa mination from photo
graphs.

Thousands of people would be glad to
obtain from us a careful delineation of char
acter and talents, but they live so far away
from our office that they cannot incur the
expense of coming. Such will be glad to
know that they can procure, for the purpose,
properly prepared photographs, with all the
required measurements, and then receive
from us a phrenological examination with
advice as to proper occupation or choice of
a business partner or life companion.

Ladies and gentlemen come to us with
photographs of candidates for marriage;
fathers and mothers do the same in behalf of
their sons and daughters, and we have the
thanks of many whom we have saved from
much unhappiness.

Write for "Mirror of the Mind," which
gives terms and full information. Address

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
27 East 2lst Street, NEW YORK

Phrenology would teach them how to get
the truth out of a recalcitrant witness,
how to encourage and assist a modest,
diffident witness who wants to tell the
truth, but may be scared out of it by
one who is not interested to have the
truth told.

We have advertising space to dispose
of in the Annual. We can receive arti
cles for the Annual not later than the
15th of October.

Charles Brodie Patterson, the author
of " New Thought Essays," " The Li
brary of Health," " Beyond the Clouds,"
and " Seeking the Kingdom," after
lecturing before the class of the Ameri
can Institute of Phrenology, one student
said that he would like to have a talk
like that every day. This would be im
possible, but it is possible to procure his
books, which are advertised on another
page of the Journal.

" The last words of Goethe were,
' More light.' This is the cry of the
world to-day. At no time in known his
tory has this demand been greater than
it is at present, when the prayer of many
souls is for light, more light. All things
needful for its production have been in
existence to apprehend the forces that
produce light.

Shampooing
WITH

Packer's
Tar Soap
thoroughly cleanses every
pore, gives vigor to the

scalp, and renders the hair
soft, lustrous and healthy.
Send for our leaflet, " The
Value of Systematic
Shampooing."

THE PACKER MFQ. CO.,

8i FULTON ST., NEW YORK.

!■ vrrttlac to advertlsera pleu* mi emtloa The Phrenological Joaraa.1.
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P> /^^-&t&F^ I l*~For an additional $3.00 the China Bust will b«
Substituted for the plaster.

Fowler's Ntw Phrenological Bust. With upwards
of one hundred divisions, in china. Newly dis
covered organs are added, and the old organs have
been subdivided to indicate the various phases of
action which many of them assume. It is a perfect
model, beautiful as a worlc of art, and is un-
doubtly the latest contribution to Phrenological
Science, and the most complete bust ever pub
lished. Price, $5.00.

Ntw Physiognomy ; or. Signs of Character, as mani
fested through temperament and external forms,
and especially in the "Human Face Divine."
1,000 illustrations. By S. R. Wills. $3.00.

Physiology, Animal and Mental. Applied to the
Preservation and Restoration of Health of Body
and Power of Mind. 95 illustrations. By O. S.
Fowler, (unabridged edition.) Price, $1.00. ,

The Phrenological Bust, showing the location of
each of the Organs. Price, $1.00,

The Constitution of flan ; Considered In relation to
external objects. By Geo. Combs, with portrait,
bound in cloth, $1.25.

A Natural System ol Elocution and Oratory.
Founded on an analysis of the Human Constitution
considered in its three-fold nature— Mental, Physio
logical, and Expressions!. By Thomas A. and
William Hyde. Price, $s.oo.

The authors have studied the subject closely, and
pre-

ThoNsw Illustrated Self-Instructor in Phrenology,

Physiology and Physiognomy. A complete Hand*

book for the People. With over one hundred new

Illustrations, including a chart for the use of prac

tical Phrenologists. Revised and printed from New
Plates. i2mo. 191 pages. By the Renowned

Phrenologists, Profs. O. S. and L. N. Fowls*.
Cloth, $1.00.

Lectures on Man. A series of twenty-one Lectures

on Physiology, and Phrenology, delivered by Prof.
L. N. Fowler, during his first tour in England
many of which are now out of print and can only
be had in this volume. $1.50.

Brain and Mind | or Mental Science Considered la
Accordence with the Principles of Phrenology and

In Relation to Modern Physiology. Illustrated.
By H. S. Dbaytom, A. M., M. D.. and James Hygiene of the Brain, and the Cure of No
McNeil, A M. Extra doth, $1.50. By M. L. Holbkook. Part I, contains chapters on

Tba Temperaments, considered In their relation to the Brain, the Spinal Cord, the Cranial and Spinal

Mental Character and Practical Affairs of Life, by Nerves. How to Cure Nervousness. Value of a

DC H. Jacques, M. D. 150 Illustrations. Cloth, Large Supply of Food In Nervous Disorders. Fifty
(i.xp. Important Questions Answered. Price, fi.co.

This set of books is recommended to those who wish to take up
the study of Phrenology at home or to prepare for attending the Ameri
can Institute of Phrenology. At list prices these amount to $15.00. The
set will be sent by express for $10.00. *

To SUBSCRIBERS to the Phrenological, Journal, who
will send $5.00 and fill out and sign the blank below we will send at once.

This offer is good for a limited time only.

sent it from new and original standpoints,
not a common-place book on

*"

school text-books ; but one i
tion of all who would excel as s

I

pou/l^r 0 U/ells 27 £. 21st St., ffau York;.

Phase send to my address as below, the STUDENTS SET\Pric* $'•■•*]

for which I enclose $5.00, and further agree to remit promptly %i.o» on

the first of each month until the balance $5.00 is paid.

Express Address Name

Post Office

State
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Sportsman's Knife

wortti 51.50.

This cut is one-half its size. Write at once and we will
tell you how we do it. Address

The Amateur Sportsman,
27Z PARK PLACE, NEW YORK.

It may be only fancy when a

fellow feels his head
Is twice the size it ought to he, anil

jiiot the weight of lead.
It may be only fancy —but he feels

it is a fact
And that's the time he takes

It i puns, the pain to counteract !

XV'AXTKD.-A case of bad health that R-I-P-A-N-8
ill not benefit. They banish pain and prolong

lile. One gives relief. Note the word B-I-P-A-N-s on
the package and accept no substitute. R-I-P-A-N s,
to for 6 cents, may be had at any drug Btore. Ten
samples and one thousand testimonials will be mailed
to any address for 6 cents, forwarded to the Kipans
Chemical Co., Mo. 10Spruce St., New York.

It makes a deal of difference

whether one is sick or well,
It makes a deal of difference

whether joy or woe we tell.
Hut if 'tis indigestion that has

caused us to be ill,
Then Itipans change our feeling

better than a doctor's skill !

WANTED.
-A case of bad health that R-I-P- A-N-8

will not benefit. They banish pain and prolong
lire. One gives relief. Note the word E-I P A-N-8 on
the package and accent no substitute. BT? A-N-8,
10for I cents, may be bad at any drug store. Ten sam
ples and one thousand testimonials will be mailed to
any address for 6 cents, forwarded to the Kipans
Chemical Co., No. 10Spruce St., New York.

!■ wrltiac >• seWartlMra please aneaulvM The Pkre»*l«Hk"leal J»mr»aU.
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THE WONDERFUL MISSION
OF THE

INTERNAL BATH
The record of it« cures and benefits reads like a revela

tion to thoso hitherto unacquainted with it. It is used
(by means of the ".I. II. L. CASCADE," th« only
scientific appliance for this purpose) by hundreds of the
beat-known people in New ^ork and by innumerable min
isters, lawyers, actors and other i»erHons whose intt-lli-
Keuce gives unequivocal weight to their testimony.

We have thousands of testimonials from well-known
people.

The following is from one of Philadelphia's most prom
inent and respected merchant*:

t
JOHN LUCAS

Philadkm-hia, Junk 10, 1800.
Dear Prop. Ttrbrll:

In response to yours of the 5th, no mau living has
greater cause to speak bighlv of vour J. U, L. Cascade
than mvself, for, had it not been for its use a few years
ago. Xshould not be living to-day. I was in charge or *
faithful man nurse and the best medical attendance ar
Portland Springs and so low and ill. It was considered
questionable bv the doctors it I could reach my home
alive, and death consideied certain within a week after
arrival. My attendant followed out your instructions to
the letter in persevering with the use of your Cascade
and though now in mv 76th year I am enjoying a fair
share of u ait h, apart from weakness of my heart,

I recently returned from Jamaica. West Indies, travel
ling from one end to the other, per rail and in carriages,
with comfort. I have bought and made presents of your
Cascade to several personal friends, all of whom are de
lighted with the wonderful results of its use.

Very sincerely von in,
JOHN LUCAS,

Finn of John Luuas & Co.

We want to send free to every person, sick or well, a
simple statement setting forth this treatment. It con
tains matter which must interest everv thinking person.If yon live in New York you are earnestly invited to call,
and make an appointment for a free treatment, but if you
can not call, write for our pamphlet "The What. The whv.
The Wav," which will be sent free on application, together
with our Great Special Offer for this mouth only.

TYRRELL'S HYGIENIC INSTITUTE
1562B BROADWAY, NEW YORK

(Between 4*.th and 47tb Streets)

la writing- to advertisers please

H !EAJjTH
!ARMONY !

Subscribe NOW for

The world's leading Magazine of
Liberal and Advanced Thought.

CHARLES BRODIK PATTEKSON, Editor
Contributions from the best-known writers on

Science. FlilloHophy. Iteligion, l'nychology,
MetH]>hyHlcrt, OcctiltiNin, etc.

Now In Its fourth year.
$2 en per annum iu cents a copy.
At all news-stands, or mailed by the publishers.
Send 10 cents for Sample Copy and Catalogue of

new anil Important books on the above and kindred
subjects. A full line of Advanced Thought works
kept constantly on hand

THE ALLIANCE PUBLISHING COMPANY
"Life" Building, New York, N.Y

UNPARALLELED CLUBBING OFFER!
By special arrangement with the publishers, we are

enabled to send, to the same address lor one year.

MIND and THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL

FOR ONLY S2.00
This is the regular price of the former magazine alone,
ami, as this offer I*. apt to be withdrawn at an early
date. It should be availed of at once bv both new and
renewing subscribers to THE PHRENOLOGICAL
JOURNAL.
FOWLER & WEILS CO.. 27 East 21st St.. New York

"HOW TO STRENGTHEN THE MEMORY''
....OR....

Natural ank Scientific Methods of Never

Forgetting.

By Dr. M. L. Holbrook.

CONTETS,
i— Introductory. The Nature of Memory,
a—The Best Foundation for a Good Memory
5—Memory and Nutrition: Memory and Fatigue;

Memory and the Circulation of the Blood;
Quality of the Blood; Memory and Disease;
Memory and Narcotics.

4—Exaltation and Degeneration of the Memory.
5—Memory and Attention.
6— Memory and Repetition.
7— Memory an ' Associations, Links and Chains.
8—A Striking Example of Restoration of the Mem

ory, and the Methods Employed.
9— Methods of Memory Culture for Schools.

10 —Self-culture of the Memory.
11—Memory for Names and its Culture.
12—Memory for Faces and its Improvement.
13—Memory for Places and Localities.
14—Culture of the Musical Memory.
15—Strengthening the Memory for Facts and Events.
16- Memory for Figures and Dates.
17 The Figure Alphabet.
18- Tricks of Memory.
19- How to Learn a New Language, or Ihe Surest and

Most Effectual Way to Ensure an Easy and
Accurate Reproduction of Ideas.

20- Culture of a Memory for Words.
a:— Advice to Clergymen Concerning Their Mem«rlw.
aa—The Lawyer's Memory.
23—Mastering the Contents of a Book.
24—The Art of Forgetting and What to Forget.
25—Abnormal Memories.

POU I.KKA WELUC».,lt K. Sl.l HI.. New York

lentlon The Phrenological Journal.
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MILLER'S HOTEL"
, 3U* 41 W. SflthSt.. IN.Y.

Three minutes' walk from Madison Square Park. Fifteen
minutes by trolley cars from Central Park. Elevated
and electric car.s to all part* of the city. Convenient to
Churches, Theatres, Lecture Halls, and large Dry Goods
Store*. A quiet, home-like place for guest*, permanent
or transient. Electric Elevator, SauiUry Toilets, Enarn*
eled Bath-tubs, Turkish. Electric, and Roman Baths con
nected with the Hotel, at ipeci 1rates to guests. Estab
lished 30 >earsand Just renovated throughout.

Hale $2 In $4 prr da;, $Ui to $30p«*rwfft arrordlnr lo room.
Sept. 1, 1900 VV. M. IIAH.HT, Proprietor

U.S. SUBSCRIPTION AGENCY
Law Building Send for our circulars-

Indianapolis, Ind.

SAUDI C copies of ion different Trading Newa-OftmrLC papers and Magazines sent to an; ad
dress upon receipt of 10cents to pay for mailing. U. 8
Subscription Agency, Law Building. Indianapolis, in I

WE RESTORE SICHTI,
CLASSES RENDER

DEFECTIVE VISION
CHRONIC.

Write for our
ILLUSTRATED
TREATISE,

Mailed Free.
The Ideal company,

230 broadway,
NEW YORK.

The
ELKHAKT K0BXAL SCHOOL

AND BUSINESS INSTITUTE
Gives the best Courses. Methods, and In

struction in PedagogT, Book-keeping, Stenog
raphy, Penmanship. Drawing, Llocution and
Oratory, and Physical Culture, and at the
lowest rates for tuition and board. Positions
secured for graduates. Day and evening ses
sions. Diplomas awarded. Students can enter
at any time. Circular, blotter, and a copy
"Educational News" freeon application.

Dr. H. A. MuHAW, Sec'y, Elkhart, Ind.

The Water Gap Sanitarium
Is the place where permanent cores
are made of all forms of disease.
Bates reasonable. A christian family
home. Address

r. WILSON HURD, M.O., Mini, Mo.ro. C... Pi.

BO YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs

Copyrights Slc.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
Invention 18probably patentable. Communica
tions strictlycontldentfal. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.

Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive
tpecial notice, without charge. In the

Scientific American*
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest cir-

Terms, $3 aculatlon of any scientific journal,
year: four months, $L Bold by all newsdealers.

MUNN iCo.38'6* New York
Brancb Office, 628 F St., Washington. D. C.

DIXON'S AMERICAN
GRAPHITE PENCILS

Are unequaled for smooth, tough leads*
If your stationer does not keep them, mention Tn

uxOsLooiOAi. Joubvau and sand 16c. tn stamps to
Joaara Dixon OaucmJt Co., Jersey City, N. J., for
samples worth doable the money

A
KKEE to F.A.M. An engrav
ing of the Hall of tin- My*,
terles, also large Catalogue of
Masonic books and goods,
with bottom prices. New Il
lustrated History of Free
masonry for Agents. Beware
of spurious Masonic books.
REDDING & CO., Publishers
and Manufacturers of Mas
onic Goods. No. 418 Broad
way, New York City.

HUMAN FACULTY
SI. 00 per Year 10 Cents a Copy-

Send Stamp for Sample Copy

L. A. VAUOHT. Publisher
BIT Inter-Ocean Bldg., Chicago, Ills.

Human Nature
A Monthly Magazine of
World-Wide Repute

Edited by Prof. Allen Haddock

Subscription price, SOcents.

1020 Market Street • San Francisco

In writing; to advertisers1 please mention The Phrenological Journal.
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Columbia Grand
Graphophone

Reduced to..

$50.00

Former Price
$75.00

A Wonderful Talk
ing Machine of the
Genuine Grand
Type, made to meet
the demand for a
Graphophone of
less expensive con
struction than the
Graphophone
Grand and Home
Grand, but embody
ing the same prin
ciples.

New Price
$50.00

Grand Records Reduced to $1.00 each
Grand Blanks Reduced to 75 cts. each

Tbe Columbia Grand, with Columbia Grand records, brings In andlble effect, the living ginger or
musician actually Into tbe presence of tbe listener. Reproduces music, song or speech as lond and louder
than the original, with all the original sweetness and melody. The real music ; the actual voice ; not a
diminished copy or a "far-away" effect.

The Columbia Grand Is handsome and durable In construction and simple In operation, lit 'la
provided with a tandem-spring motor that will run several Orand records at one winding.

kGraphophones of other types, from $1.50 upf

COLUMBIA RECORDS ARE SUPERB Loudest, Clearest, Saioothesl, (Jreatest Variety, Cheapest

Small Records, SO cents each'; $5.00 per dozen. Grand Records, $1.00 each
•own ree«rda »■ the Qraphopbo

Write for Catalogue 30

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
Department 30

New Yore, 148-145Broadway Sr. Louis, 7S0-T88Olive St. Washington. »1» Pennsylvania Ave.
Retail Branch. 1155,1157.115*Broadway Philadelphia, 1088Chestnut St Buffalo, 813 Main St.

Chicago, 83 Wabash Ave. Baltimore, 110 E. Baltimore St. San Francisco, 185tieary St.

London, 188Oxford St., W. Paris, 34 Boulevard des Itallens Berlin, 85 A Friedrlchstrasse

la writing; to advertisers please mention The Phrenological Journal.
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Charles Brodie Patterson
Editor of "MIND," New York

RIPANS
Cosmetics are deadly, and ruin (he

skin,
Complexions are properly built

from within,
To have rosy cheeks and a cuticle

clear
Take Ripans Tabules — they're

without any peer.

WANTED.-A
case of bad health that R-I-P-A-N-8

will not benefit. They banish rain and prolong
life. One gives relief. Note the word R-I-P-A-N-8 on
the package and accept no substitute. R-I-P A-N-B,
10 for S centa, may be bad at any drag store. Ten sam
ples and one thousand testimonials will be mailed to
any address for 5 ceats. forwarded to the Ripens
Chemical Co.. No. 10 Spruce St.. New York.

NEW THOUGHT ESSAYS
These valuable papers are preceded by an original

" Introduction to the New Thought, " not hitherto
published, making a volume of over a hundred pages
embodying the ripest thought of one of the most success
ful among the many American teachers and practitioners
of metaphysical healing.

BETOND THE CLOUDS
This beautiful volume comprises 134 pages, consisting

of a series of lectures on The Spiritual Science of Life.
It should be in the hands of all who advocate a return to
the primitive truths of Christianitv, through a union of

1 churches on a common basis of truth and the spiritual
regeneration of religion.

| SEEKING THE KINGDOM
This volume of 132 pages is composed of a series of

Suuda> Eveuing Talks on Spiritual Science. It is a fitting
companion book to the aitnor's later work, Beyond the

i Clouds, " and should be read by all lovers of truth—
I regardless of creed, race, or religious predilections. 1 he

work is not incouoclastic, but constructive to an eminent

I
degree.

THE LIBRARY OP HEALTH
IN THREE VOLUMES

A series of essays in popular form on Advanced
1 Thought subjects, giving special attention to questions

bearing upon individual happiness, harmony, and health,

j Excellent books for beginners in the Hew Metaphysics.

' t: , - All of the above works are handsomely bound in
cloth. Price. $1.00 each ; or the six volumes complete

l for *5.50, postpaid.
FOB 6ALE BY

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 27 East list St , New York

EXACT SIZE

FAC-SIMILE

FIVE-GRAIN

TABLETS

■HODRUGHA.BITIHDUCED-HOT0XI c EFFECT.:

REGISTERED. 6EPT, 3rd, 1890.

"The name itself suggests what Antlkamnta is, and what Its remedial properties are:—Ant! {Greek-Airt) *

Opposed to, and Kamnia (Greek-Kapvoc) t Pain— therefore, "ANTIKAMNIA" (Opposed to Pain)— a remedy to
relieve pain and suffering.

"In certainty and celerity of action, ft has been found superior to any of its predecessors In this field, espe
cially In cases of Acute and Chronic Neuralgia. Neuralgic Toothache, Tic-uouloureux, Myalgia, Migraine,
Hemlcrania, and all forn s of Headache, yield to its influence in a remarkably short time, and In no Instance have
any evil after-effects developed. The chief claim advanced In favor of Antlkamnla over all other products Is, that
Its use Is not followed by depression of the heart

"The dose for adults, which always gives relief In severe headaches, especially those of bookkeepers,
actors, lawyers, students, mothers, teachers and nurses. In short all headaches caused by anxiety or mental strain.
Is two tablets, crushed, followed by a swallow of water or wine. It Is tbe remedyfor La Grippe. • As a preventive of
and cure for nausea while traveling by railroad or steamboat, and for genuine mal demer or sea sickness, Antlkamnla
Is unsurpassed, and Is recommended by the Surgeons of The White Star, Cunard and American Steamship Lines.

"There are very many Important uses for Antikamnia, of which physicians as a rule may be uninformed. A
five grain Antikamnia Tablet prescribed for patients before starting on an outing, and this includes tourists,

{jicknicksrs,
bicyclers, and In fact, anybody who is out in the sun and air all day, will entirely prevent that demoral-

zing headache which frequently mars the pleasure of such an occasion. This applies equally to women on
shopping tours, and especially to those who invariably come home cross and out of sorts, with a wretched "sight
seer's headache." The nervous headache and Irritable condition of the busy business man is prevented by the
timely use of a ten grain dose. Every bicycle rider, after a hard run, should take two five grain Antikamnia
Tablets on going to bed. In the morning he will awake minus the usual muscular pains, aches and soreness. As a
cure and preventive of the pains peculiar to women at time of period, Antikamnia is unequalled and unaccom
panied by habit or unpleasant after-effect. If the pain Is over the lower border of the liver, or lower part of the
stomach, or in short, be It headache, side-ache, backache, or pain of any other description caused by suppressed or
Irregular menstruation, It will yield to two five gTain tablets of Antikamnia. This dose may be repeated In an hour
or two, If needed. For very prompt relief, It Is advisable to crush the tablets and swallow them with a little wine-
diluted whisky or toddy. A dozen tablets kept about the house, will always be found useful In time of pain."

Genuine Antikamnia Tablets always bear the monogram /K
GOOD DRUQQISTS OFFER NO SUBSTITUTES

THE ANTIKAMNIA CHEMICAL COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.

Ib wrltlnsr to advertisers please mention Tit* Phrenological Joaraal.
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THE WONDERS OF
HYPNOTIC CONTROL

Prof. R. E. Dutton.
WRITE HIM.

onjhly muter all herein described
methods for Self-Healing that will
that when compiled with they can
cine cannot touch at all. Any one
Occult Arts who reada tola Hall
very latest discovert ee, which en
Bleep la themselTes almost Instant
time, and thereby cure all known
can Induce this Bleep In hlmaelf at
the minds of friends snd enemies,
with disembodied spirits. Tlslt any
tloos and problems In this aleep.
This so called Mental Vlalon Lesson
notlc Healing. Control of the Sub-

I hare Just preps red s Ms11 Oourse of flto
complete lessons on this subject, and have them
bound In booklet form. The Complete Mall
Course will be sent to any one for only 10c. all*
Ter. This course of Instructions contains my
lstest dlscoTerles and methods with which you
can hypnotise any subject, no matter how hard.
I have written them for the benefit of profea-
alonal hypnotists, snd all who wish to greatly
increase their percentage of auccess. No matter,
student, whose Instructions yon have, and no
met ter what your degree of success. If you send
me 10c. I will send you this complete course,
which will enable you to fasten on to sny In
complete Instructions and aucceed right from
the start. No mstter whether you bsre ever
studied b>pnotlsm before or not, you will find
yourself succeeding at Brat trlsl. Tou csn hyp
notise sny ooe thst compiles with these original
methods. I repest, thst you are Juat as sure to
hypnotise the first person thst compiles with
these methods ss you sre sure that the sua
rises snd sets.

These complete Instructions, mind you, will b*>
sent for only !0c., sctuslly enabling you to thor-

wtthout further charge. Tbla book also contslns
not f«il. I sbsolutely gusrsntee
not fsll to cure dlseaaes that modi-
can be a practical operator In all
Course This book contslns my
sble all to Induce the hypnotic
ly, st will, swske st sny desired

diseases snd bad hsblts. Any eao

first trlsl, control bis dreams, read

see absent friends, communicate
part of the earth, solve hard quoa-

and remember sll when stake,

and four others—one In Self-nya-
Conscious Mtad In the waking

DUTTOIN-THERARY.
atate, and seTersl strong healing methods sre all contained
In tbla little book, which will be sent to sny ooe for 10c.
silver, enebllng you to be ss good so operator as any one
living. Mind you, thla can be successfully sccompllsbed by
the study of this little book, without further chnrge.

I am so absolutely confident thst you will be successful,
right from the start, with these Instructions, that I will
even aend them Subject to Examination, If so de
sired, just to prove to the most skeptlcsl thst they form
the best course ever sold for 10c., and to all who send the
dime, if any should be dtustlsed, money will be cheerfully
refunded. But this Mall Course Is Just as described, for I
would not dare to use the malls for any fraudulent pur
pose. This bargain offer is limited, so sand at ooca to

PROF. R. E. DUTTON,
McCook, Neb., U. S. A., Lock Box 441.

In writing: to idnrtlun please mention The Phrenologrlcnl Jnnrnal.
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Dr. CHAS. WESLEY BRANDENBURG
223 Fast H(h Street, New York City

CURE* Chronic and Nervoua Dlarate.. Treats
successfully chronic ailments of the nerves, nose and
throat, stomach, lungs, liver, heart, blood, skin, kid
neys, bladder, and diseases of the urinary organs.

h'llEE ADVICE by mail on all subject* i>crtalninK
to Ilettltli and Dlaenav, Hygiene. .Medicine, and
Static Electricity.

THE OCCULT and BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL
Is devoted to the investigationof the relative anil intrinsic

valuesuf the Oriental ami Christianreligions,to the expo-itkmof
Solar, Astrologicaland OrganicBiology,andthe hsoioricSciences,
In their relationto physicalhealthand strength,intellectual devel
opment,and unfoldment of the souland spiritualpowers.

H. E. BL'TLEK, Editor
Annual Mil»cription,fi 50; singlecopy, 15cents.
Foreign.7s 2d; Mii^lecopy,9J.

PubUshecfby
1IETil ESOTHKU- PUB. CO., Applcirate, Calif.

NATIONAL ur4|TUCORRESPONDENCE MEALTM
school or You can eagUy core yoarseif at nome

of any weakness or curable disease

WITHOUT DRUCS
If you know how. Inexpensive Hygienic treatment.
References. Book, 24 photos, by Sarony, 10 cents.

BY MAIL
Address: 803 Fifth Ave., New York City

A Father's Advice to Every Boy
A Mother's Advice to Every Girl

These booklets, by Dr. Milter, were written as a special
aid to parents, day-school and Sunday-school teachers,
educators and pastors. In giving proper Instruction
and needful warning to children and youth In regard
to 'he useless expenditure of Vital Force.

There are many children that waste their vitality,
ruin their health, and shorten their lives for the want
ot the Information contained in this book.

Price only 10 cent* by mall

SPECIAL FEATURES
of the AUGUST

"
Psychic Digest and

Occult Review of Reviews"

A Review of Dr. James U. IIvslop's "Life After
Death," in June "Harper's Magazine."

A Review of IJr. Thompson Jay Hudson's ■•Evidence
of Ufa after Death." in August "Harper's Mag
azine "

(an answer to Dr. Hyslnp).

A Review of Rev R. Heber Newton's "New Thought
of Immortality," in August "Mind."

A Review of Horatio W. Dresser's "The Problem
of Matter," In August "The Higher Law."
The Reviews of these Articles by the World's Lead

en. In their Special Line of Thought are Invaluable
to all who wish to be " np to date " on the recent in-
veatlgatlona and conclualuna reached by such
eminent authoritiea.

In addition to the above, there will be many other
valuable reviews and dlgeata of the best articles In
leading periodicals In this line of thought.

This Magazine will be ready to mail August ldth.
Send 10c. for sample copy. Snbacrlptlon price, $1.00
per year.

No Psychic or Occult Student Can Afford To Be
Without It

ADDRESS
SUGQESTER AND THINKER PUB. CO.

Tel. 18S4. I8!i E. State Street, <olmnlius, O.

THE AMERICAN
INSTITUTE
OF PHRENOLOGY

...1901...

PRESIDENT. MRS. C. F. WELLS

Incorporated, 1866, by Special Act of the

New York Legislature

The Annual Assembly of the American
Institute of Phrenology will take place on
Wednesday, September 5, 1901.

The course will consist of about one

hundred and twenty-five lectures, and will
extend over six weeks. Three lectures are

given each day, excepting Saturday, when a

review of the week's work is held.

The object of the course is to explain the

fundamental principles of Phrenology, Phys
iognomy, Psychology, Physiology, Anat
omy, Hygiene, Heredity, Foods, the Races,

the Temperaments, Brain Dissection, the

Objections and Proofs of the Old and New
Phrenology, Mental Therapeutics, the Choice
of Pursuits, Marriage, the History of Phre
nology, Animal Magnetism, Hypnotism,
Psycho-Ph-ysiology, Elocution, Oratory and
Voice-Culture, and Jurisprudence.

Last year the students had the advantage

of the lectures of William Hicks, M.D., a

physician and medical professor, who has

had practical experience among students

on Physiology and Anatomy, Insanity, Brain
Dissection, and Clinical Work in Treating
the Insane, which proved of great interest to

all members of the class.

The Institute will have the same assist

ance this year.

The Institute course is recommended to

business men and women who have daily to

come in contact with their employees and

customers.

It provides help to all professional men

and women who have to educate the masses.

It proves a guide to parents and teachers,

as well as private individuals.

For terms of tuition, etc., apply to the

Secretary, care of Fowler & Wells Co., No.
27 East 21st Street, New York City.

entlon The Phrenological Journal.
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Over 500,000 copies of this Book have been sold, and

the last Edition is better than ever.

THE NEW ILLUSTRATED

Self^Instructor
IN

Ptanolosy, Pliyiloe ni Pttpomy.

k Complete Handbook :or the People. With over One Hundred New Illustration*

including a Chart for the Use of Practical Phrenologists. Bevised

and printed from new plates. 12mo, 193 pp.

BY THE

RENOWNED PHRENOLOGIST,

PROFS. O. S. and L. I*. FOWLER.

This is the only work published giving full and complete instruc
tions How to Read Heads, with rules for finding the organs, and

explaining and illustrating each one separately ; the Author here lays down

the rules employed by him in his professional work for nearly 60 years.

It will show you how to read people as you would a book, and to see

if they are inclined to be good, upright, honest, true, kind, charitable, loving,

joyous, happy and trustwortny people, such as you would like to know.

A knowledge of Human Nature would save many disappointments ia

social and business life.

Cloth, $1. 4s English.

Sand for a copy at once, study the people you see, and also your own obaraowr.

New York: London:

FOWLER & WELLS CO. L. N. FOWLER & CO.

Ask for commute Catalogue and Prospectus.
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Sketch of the Rev. Thomas Allen, D.D., Presi

dent of the Wesleyan Methodist Conference.
By D. T. Elliott.

The Rev. Thomas Allen, D.D., suc
ceeds the Rev. F. W. Macdonald as

president of the Wesleyan Methodist
Conference. He was born in 1837,
and spent the first twenty years of his
life on a Cheshire farm in the Whit
church Circuit. At the early age of
thirteen he became a member of the

Wesleyan Methodist Church. At the

age of eighteen he began to preach, and
two years later was accepted as a can
didate for the Wesleyan ministry. He
received his theological training at

Didsbury College, near Manchester.
For nearly forty years he has exercised
his ministry in leading Methodist cen
tres, and has occupied the important
position of chairman to the Sheffield
and Birmingham districts. Only last

year he was representative of the Brit
ish Conference to the Methodist Con
ference of America. Dr. Allen is the
son of Cheshire yeomen, and has inher
ited a fine physique and a manly bear

ing. Nature has dealt bountifully
with him in the gift of a sound consti
tution and a well-developed brain. He
is the type of man that would succeed

in the administration of law, in states
manship, or in directing the operations
of an army, but the powerful influence
of the coronal region of his brain has
directed him to the ministry of the
church of his fathers. In this sphere
his whole life has been spent, and the
qualities above mentioned have been
utilized in the councils of important
committees connected with the church
of his choice. These great qualities
have been fully recognized by the
church of America in the presentation
of the degree of Doctor of Divinity,
and by his brethren in the English
ministry in his appointment to preside
over the great Methodist Church of
England. Taking a critical survey of
the doctor from a phrenological stand
point, we observe a massive brain with
"the other things" being equal, and
herein lies the secret of his success as

a literary worker, his system recuper
ates itself quickly, his respiratory
powers are excellent, and he is not
liable to brain exhaustion. His mental
strength is equal to his physical
strength, hence he will accomplish a
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great deal of work requiring severe
thought and attention without feeling
any injurious effects. He is a thor
ough worker, diligent, painstaking,
and steadfast in the pursuit of his pur
pose. He is not easily discouraged nor
troubled by adverse criticism, neither
will he go out of his way to seek the
applause of men; he is forceful in argu-

his public work, and he can depict the
lights and shades of character with un
erring faithfulness, and deal with a

complex or delicate subject with pre
cision and nicety. In all business
matters he is far-seeing, cautious, and
reliable. His quick perception and

analytical power enables him to see all
round a subject, and his opinions,

TUB REV. THOMAS ALLEN, D.D.

ELECTED PRESIDENT OK THE WE8LEYAN METHODIST CONFERENCE, AT liURSLEM, ENGLAND,
JULY 24. 1000.

mcut and faithful in the expression of
his views upon the great questions that
affect humanity. Conscientiousness is

the great controlling organ of his mind,
and will enable him to give an unbiased

opinion upon the results of the negli
gence of those laws which should di

rect the lives and aspirations of his fel
low-man. .He is intensely earnest in

which are quickly formed, are very

helpful in unravelling a knotty point
in any discussion. He can turn off

business with dispatch and arrive at

correct conclusions speedily. His warm

sympathies will endear him to all
classes of men, and his clear insight
into human nature makes him a ready
adviser and a wise counsellor. His
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mental strength lies in his power to

generate thought, in the comprehen
siveness of his mind, in the vividness

of his perception, and in the activity
of all his intellectual faculties. He
has the powers of the orator, and the

simple trust of a child. His strong
emotional feelings are well governed

by the breadth of his intellect and his
practical cast of mind. As a public
speaker he is forceful, sympathetic, and

distinct; he can readily recall to his
mind what he has seen and read, and

his facts and illustrations are orderly

arranged, and delivered without the

use of superfluous language. He is a

capital conversationalist and apt at

repartee. He is equally at home in
social functions, on the platform, or in
the pulpit; his wide knowledge, well-
disciplined mind, and graphic powers
of illustration are unique. He is a

worthy successor of a long line of able

men who have filled the presidential
chair of the Wesleyan Methodist Con
ference, and a type of man whom

all classes of people will be glad to

hear.

Is there a Soci

Dr. Lewis G. Janes, director of the
Cambridge Philosophical Conferences,
addressed the students of the American
Institute of Phrenology, on Thursday
afternoon, September 27th, his subject
being,

" Is there a Social Conscious
ness?" He spoke, in part, as follows:

" One of the most important results
of the recent scientific study of man is

the recognition of the interdependence
of all the social sciences. For the pur
pose of orderly classification and study
we speak of the separate sciences of
ethics, psychology, sociology, politics,
comparative religion, etc., but we are

coming to see that these are all parts of
one great science of man —term it an

thropology, or what you will—and that
it is impossible to draw correct conclu
sions in one of these branches of social
science without trenching upon the
ground of other branches. Particu
larly, we are beginning to understand
that correct views of social psychology
are essential to a true understanding of
every branch of social science.

" It was formerly believed, for ex

ample, that there was sucli a thing as

that one-sided monstrosity, the econom
ic man, a being who could be studied

wholly from the side of his selfish
needs and impulses, and that from such
studies the laws of economic science
could be formulated. Economists
who base the superstructure of their

i Consciousness?

science on Adam Smith's remarkable
book, ' The Wealth of Nations,' for
get that he had also discussed the altru
istic side of man's nature in another
book,

' The Theory of the Moral Senti
ments,' and that just conclusions can

only be drawn from the harmony of the
two. There has thus been a misdirec
tion of thought and experimentation in
political economy, for which Adam
Smith is not wholly responsible, and
from which we are only just beginning
to recover. Equally fatal to just con
clusions is the effort to separate ethics
from religion, or politics from religion
and morals. Unless we put our ethics
and our religion into our politics, into
our business, into our daily lives, we

shall surely go astray.
" The doctrine of evolution has come

in these latter days as a solvent to these

apparent antagonisms in the field of
social science, and the science of soci

ology is taking form under the influ
ence of this idea. We now see that
man is one, that he is the product of
the universe, that its laws are his laws.
His religious ideas, his social and

economic functions, are all in a large

degree products of his social relation
ships, reaching back into pre-human
ancestral conditions.

"The older method resulted in an ex

treme individualism —an apotheosis of
the selfish instincts. The new ten
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dency swings the pendulum of thought
in the opposite direction, toward an
extreme socialism, an apotheosis of the
altruistic sentiments, and the rigid
subordination of the individual to the

caprices of what is termed the ' Social
Mind,' or ' Social Consciousness.'

'• What is meant by the Social Con
sciousness? This conception rests ulti
mately on the teachings of Auguste
Comte, amplified and developed by
Herbert Spencer and the modern
school of evolutionists, that society is

an organism. Every individual organ
ism which is highly developed exhibits
three distinct classes of functions —a

sustaining system, a distributing sys

tem, and a regulating system. In the

human animal the sustaining system
comprises the mouth, stomach, and

organs of digestion, and the means of
securing food. In societies we find its
analogue in the farm, mine, lumber-
camp, manufacturing establishment, in
all productive activities of social

groups which directly minister to the
sustenance of the social common
wealth. The distributing system, in
the individual organism, comprises the

heart, veins, arteries, and blood. This
finds its social analogue in the railway,
the ocean steamer, and all the avenues
of transportation, from the footpaths
worn by savage and primitive races

through the forest to the camel in the

desert, and all the marvellous modern

appliances of transportation.
" The regulating system in the hu

man organism comprises the brain,
nerves, and their related mental activ
ities, especially, in man, the volition
or will. It thus comprises two factors,

one physical and the other mental. It
is not difficult to perceive the analogue
to the physical or objective factor in
societies in all the functions of govern
ment, from the control of the father
and mother in the family to the intri
cate governmental machinery of the

State or nation. But, can we also find
the mental analogue? If so, where do
we find it

,

and what is its related physi
cal organ? Is there a

' social con

sciousness ' which we can separate even

in thought from the individual con
sciousness? If so, where is its unitary
organ, the social brain? Does society
think, will, reflect, decide, apart from
the performance of these mental opera
tions by individual brains and minds?
This is a most important and practical
question. Upon our correct and logi
cal understanding of it will depend our

ability to reason logically and act con

sistently on all the great practical
problems growing out of the relations
of man to society.

" We cannot solve this question by
speculation or mere philosophical the

orizing, but only by an appeal to facts
familiar to us all. While holding that
society is, indeed, an organism, Mr.
Herbert Spencer has pointed out one
most important difference between the
social and the higher individual organ
isms — there is no social sensorium. In
the individual organism it is the sen
sorium that feels its contact with the
external world, that experiences pleas
ure and pain, thus becoming the chief
factor in effecting that adaptation of
the organism to the environment which

is the goal of all evolutionary processes.
But society, as such, does not think,
feel, or will. It does not suffer pleas
ure or pain. It grows and decays with
out knowing whither it is tending.
The penalties of social blunders, errors,

or crimes, the rewards of social well

doing, are felt only by the individuals
who make up the social common

wealth.
" In organic structures, therefore,

the individual unit, or cell, exists for
the sa^ce of the completed organism.
Its health or utility is tested by the

value of the service which it renders to

the organism. If by dying as an indi
vidual cell it best serves the organism,
this becomes its highest and most use

ful function. In this way, indeed, all
the nobler functions of the organism
are performed. The more active and

useful the life, the more rapid are the

processes of waste and repair, of decay,
death, and substitution, among the cells
which make up its vital tissues.

" In societies, on the other hand, the
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organism exists for the sake of the in
dividual or social unit. It is the indi
vidual alone who struggles, suffers, or

enjoys. Societies, governments, or in
stitutions are approved or condemned

by their relative utility in conducing
to the health, freedom, happiness, op
portunity, and completeness of life in
the individuals. Society profits not,
under normal conditions, by the death
of its individual units, but by their life.
The founder of Christianity under
stood this principle when he said, ' The
Sabbath is made for man, not man for
the Sabbath.' All institutions, scien
tific sociology affirms, are made for
man, not man for the institutions.
This is perhaps the most salient and

important social principle which Chris
tianity brought into the life of the
world. The ethnic religions, like the
older family cult, subordinated the in
dividual to society. The State or
dained the religion, and commanded
the service of the individual. Chris
tianity emancipated man from the
crushing bondage of this iron hand of
the past, and placed the individual soul
face to face with the problems of life
and duty. It said, ' Let religion no

longer be regarded as a question of
national or racial obligation, but of
personal and human obligation. Let
no man, no institution, stand between

you and God, between you and the
dictates of your own conscience.'

" It has never been shown that there
is such a thing as a social brain or a

social sensorium, and this fatal weak
ness undermines the argument for an

independent social consciousness. The
scientific sociologist sees this, though
he sometimes uses the term ' social
consciousness

' to describe those ideas
and impulses which bodies of men hold
in common. In this way our leading
American sociologist, Professor Gid-
dings. justifies its use. ' The social
mind,' he says,

' exists only in indi
vidual minds, and we have no knowl
edge of any consciousness hut that of
individuals. The social consciousness
is nothing more than the feeling or

thought that appears at the same mo

ment in all individuals, or that is prop
agated from one to another through
the assembly or community.' Thus
defined, the social consciousness is

,

in
deed, a very primitive and important
fact in human experience, but a fact
which allies it to the lower rather
than to the higher and more pro
gressive tendencies in social evolution.
It is more significantly illustrated in
the brute animal than in the human
world, as in those sudden impulses,
akin to unreasoning fear, which some
times seize upon a herd of cattle, driv
ing them blindly to destruction.

" In our human world these illustra
tions of the operation of a social con
sciousness are most notable in commu
nities of the ignorant and unreflecting.
On its worthier side, the phenomena of
the religious revival and the political
campaign are common and noteworthy
examples. It inspires the patriotic
sentiment in time of war, and in its
violent, reflex action, it shows itself in
the spread of popular ' fads ' or delu
sions, financial panics, or panics among
crowds of people, mobs, lynchings,
riots, and revolutions. Under such an

impulse a great people may suddenly
forsake a well-considered line of public-
policy, and rush into an avoidable
war.

" Generally speaking, the dominance
of ' social consciousness '

as thus de

fined is a thing to be avoided, and,

when unavoidable, to be wisely guided
and directed. The great leaders of
men are always superior to these popu
lar waves of animal impulse. The
politician or military leader sometimes
diverts them to his selfish ends, or rides
them into the port of his ambition, but
he is never mastered by them. The
community which is least susceptible
to such impulses is most secure in its
liberties. All true progress is away
from the conditions in which they are

dominant—away therefore from mil
itarism, state-socialism, communism,
and all restrictive and autocratic forms
of government. The perception that
there is no social sensorium, that ' the
social mind exists only in the indi
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vidual mind/ that it is the individual
alone who suffers, wills, and enjoys,
determines the true direction of all
efforts for governmental expansion and
social reform.

" In the biological structure the at
tractive forces which bind atoms into
cells, and cells into an organic unity,
are molecular and physical. They can
be studied only in their secondary as

pects, through their observed effects
in combination. In the sociological
structure they are functional and

psychical. We can study them direct
ly in the movements of our own

thought. Affection and self-interest
are thus seen to be the forces which
bind societies together; and these are
directed solely by individual volition.
The permanent expansion and integra
tion of societies must proceed from the

voluntary co-operative action of indi
viduals—it can proceed in no other

way. If we would work in harmony
with nature, we must direct our efforts
toward convincing the judgment and

converting the moral natures of indi
viduals rather than by forcibly chang
ing customs and institutions by con

quest, military domination, legal
enactment, or any coercive method of
direction or tutelage. Science thus
supplements the loftiest teachings of
religion by emphasizing the ' law of
Love '

as the strongest motive force for

the building of societies and the re
demption of the world."

Dr. Janes concluded by saying that
accident had furnished him with
strong corroborative evidence of the
truth of these principles during his re

cent sojourn in Europe. In Brittany
he had found an indigenous Celtic
population, still speaking their own
tongue, retaining many of their ancient
customs and superstitions, and living a

life quite apart from that of the French
people, with whom they had been po
litically incorporated for many centu
ries. They recognize their racial unity
with the Irish, Welsh, and Scotch

Highlanders, and bear the yoke of
French domination almost as unwill
ingly as the Irish bear that of England.
Accident had also brought him in con
tact with a little colony of educated
Poles, whom he found strongly in
spired by the ideal of a Polish nation
ality, and wholly unreconciled to the
division of their country between
Russia, Austria, and Germany. Every
imperial government, resting on con

quest and military domination, thus
bears within itself the seeds of its own

decay. In reply to a question, he said
that lie was not here to talk politics,
but he deemed it the duty of all to
think carefully upon these problems,
and apply the results of their thinking
fearlessly to practical issues of to-day.

All rights reserved.

The Organ of Hope.
By J. A. Fowler.

Austin Xuttall, LL.D., speaking of
Hope, says

" it is a desire of some good,

accompanied with expectation of ob

taining it; confidence in a future event;
the highest degree of well-founded ex

pectation of good anticipation; trust."
In the brain matter, and bordering

upon its upper extremity and ascend

ing frontal and ascending parietal
convolutions, the organs of Spiritual
ity and Hope have their location.

Hope is in front of Conscientiousness

and behind Spirituality, being elon

gated in the direction of the ears. A
line drawn upon the head perpendicu
larly upward from the opening of the

ear will pass just back of the space al

lotted to Hope.
Its function is to give a tendency to

believe in the future attainment of
what the other faculties desire. It
reaches forward into the future, and,

ignoring the slow plodding and uncer
tain steps by which success is usually
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secured, it delights in the contempla
tion of its results. It thus tinges the
future with a rosy hue, by dispelling
doubt and the fear of failure, and fur
nishes a powerful incentive to the

activity of the other faculties by im
pressing the mind with a conviction of
the certainty of success.

Dr. Gall did not recognize the exist
ence of a separate faculty of Hope, but
deemed it an affection of other powers.

Dr. Spurzheim, however, was of
opinion that it is a primitive senti
ment, and quite different in nature and
influence from any other faculty. He
found by his observations —and those
of other inquirers endorsed his opin
ions —that the organ was located by the
side of Veneration. See design.

L. N. Fowler divided the organ into
three parts: Hope future, in the su
perior division, the middle division to

Hope present, and speculation in the
inferior division.

The expression of Hope is to smile
and to draw up the corners of the
mouth and the eyes. Dr. Voisin, of
Paris, is recognized as the greatest liv
ing authority on paralysis, and it is on
his experience that we are able to state
that it is this centre of Hope which is
diseased when persons become very ex

citable at one time and very despondent
at another. A man who suffers from
paralysis has a twitching of the corners
of the eye and the mouth, and his char
acter changes from a state of great
cheerfulness to great despondency.

LOCATION.
It is located in front of Conscien

tiousness and behind Spirituality, be

ing elongated in the direction of the
ears.

COMBINATION OF THE FACUL
TIES WITH HOPE.

The object upon which Hope fastens
itself will be determined by its com
binations. One having large Hope, for
instance, with small Acquisitiveness
and large Philoprogenitiveness, will
indulge the highest expectations con

cerning his children, yet show very lit
tle about his property; with large Ap-
probativeness and only small moral and
religious organs, will hope for distinc
tion and fame, yet his hopes will be

confined chiefly to this life, and he will
be sceptical concerning another state of
existence. Thus it is that Hope acts
with the greatest vigor upon those

things which are the objects of the de
sires of the other faculties. Hence,
some individuals are very sanguine
about some things while others things
cause their hope to flag.

ITS USE.
The great use of Hope is to stimu

late. It is like champagne —at least,
what it appears to be like—or the cli
mate of Aberdeen. It makes one for
get the present sufferings and lightens
the sorrows.

ITS DEFICIENCY.
Its influence on a person, when the

organ is small, makes him hardly able
to raise himself by the brightest pros
pects, and he takes little delight in
contemplating the future; is easily dis

couraged if not flattered or praised,
sees some obstacle in the way, broods
over misfortune, borrows trouble of
others, fears to undertake a risk, lacks

enterprise and buoyancy, and indulges
in melancholy.

ITS ABUSE WHEN TOO LARGE
LY STIMULATED.

Hope is an abused faculty when not
kept in check by reason and judgment.
Its abnormal expression excites to an
ecstatic command of language, and a

person will revel in bright anticipa
tions, be on the tip-toe of expectation,
and will be hazardous in his undertak
ings and imprudent in speculations.

NATIONALITIES.
Hope shows itself differently in

various nations. The Australians and
Americans have a large development
of the organ of Hope. The Scotch and
Irish also have much of this faculty.
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The Greek and the Negro have it
largely developed, as is seen in their
skulls, while the English and Germans
have a lesser development of the fac

ulty.
A great stimulant would have been

left out of the mind's store-house if the

organ of Hope had been forgotten or
left undiscovered. It has a function
to perform among the faculties that no

other one can take.
It acts as a restorative. It is the

bend in the pendulum that sets the

machinery to work when Cautiousness
has almost caused it to stop. It is the
sunshine when all around is cloud, and
in darkness it opens the door of light.
It is of vital importance when Self-Es
teem and Combativeness are small.

It inspires courage when the odds
are against one.

What would the sailor do without
Hope in the fog?

What would the captain do without
Hope?

What would the farmer do without
Hope?

What would the engineer do without
Hope?

What would the lawyer or the bar
rister do without Hope?

What would the parliamentary agent
do without Hope?

How would the doctor succeed with
out Hope?

How would the minister be able to

inspire hope in others if he had not
Hope himself?

What would the inventor do if he

had not Hope to inspire him in his en

terprise?

What would the Alpine climber do
without Hope?

What would the reformer do with
out Hope?

What would the pointer do for the

sportsman without Hope?
What would a mother do without

Hope when managing her irrespressible
boys and girls?

What would the explorers like Co
lumbus, Captain Cook, Stanley, have
done without Hope?

What would the little match girl, the

paper boy, the flower girl, do without
Hope?

The gambler at Monte Carlo, the
bookmaker on the Derby Day, both
show the speculative hope.

HOW DO OUR LITERARY
FRIENDS CONSIDER HOPE?

Shakespeare says:" Hope is the lover's staff , walk
hence with that, and manage it against
despairing thoughts.''"

Haliburton is far-sighted in his de

scription of Hope, for he says:
" Hope is a pleasant acquaintance

but an unsafe friend. Hope is not the
man for your banker, though he may
do for a travelling companion."

We are shown the extremes of Hope
by Sir J. Stephens:

" Used with due abstinence, hope
acts as a healthful tonic; intemperately
indulged, as an enervating opiate.
Thus hope, aided by imagination,
makes one man a hero, another a som
nambulist, and a third a lunatic, while
it renders them all enthusiasts."

Perversion of Human Faculties.

ALSO COMMON MISTAKES IN PHRENOLOGY.
By William J. Fowler.

It is the teaching of Phrenology, as version, resulting in one-sided develop-
also of revelation in our Bible, that the ment that amounts in some cases to
rightful use of every faculty of the hu- such human monstrosities as are seen

man mind is good and that also all the in prisons and other places where the
evil in the world comes from their per- undeveloped or the over-developed are
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cared for. All human faculties are
liable to either excessive or one-sided
development. Even those wherein
men are wont to pride themselves most
are no exception to this rule, though
many think so. How can a man or
woman have too great conscientious
ness? some may ask. But out of an ex
cess of this faculty has arisen all the big
otry and religious persecutions that the
world has seen, not only among what
are called heathen and false religions,
but even among those who profess the
name of Christian, yet repudiate the

loving spirit of one who called himself
the son of man, but whose mission on
earth was to teach the universal father
hood of God to all human beings, and

that the divine love is over all and for
all.

The Puritans of Xew England, and

especially those who came after the

Mayflower, had a great excess of re

ligion. It was enough, so some think,
to last their descendants till now. The
excess of reverence for the letter rather
than the spirit of revelat.on led very
religious men to flog, and sometimes to

burn, witches and to drive those under
such suspicion out of the State. But
the witchcraft delusion was soon ended
when Judge Samuel Sewell, of Salem,

publicly confessed hit- awful mistake,
and yearly bore his testimony by one
whole day of fasting and penitence for
his great sin in this matter.

Pride is, as quaint John Bunyan
says, the most elusive and deceitful of
all sins; yet in its place pride is a good
thing. It gives a man the dignity
which comes from innate consciousness

of his integrity, which the patriarch
Job stoutly maintained during the days
of his trials, and which the inspired
writer (probably Moses) says that Deity
justified him in maintaining. Let those
who insist that confession of sin is al

ways the proper attitude for a Chris
tian read carefully the story of Job.
Because he was covered with sore boils,
and had lost all he had, Job's three
cruel comforters tried to make him be

lieve that God had deserted him. But
Job answered in those noble words,
" Though he slay me yet will I trn«t

him." Such faith never yet failed of
its reward.

Pride and approbativeness, or the
love of approval, are often mistaken for
each other. Because a man dresses in
shabby clothes, when he could well af
ford the best, does not show his humil
ity but his pride. It probably means
that the man thus marked is so sure
he is right that he does not care what

others think. In religion or polities
this is bigotry, which a Southern negro
once defined wphen he called another
colored man too bigoted to be fit to

live.
He was asked what the word " bigot

ed
" meant as he used it. " It means,

sah, when a nigger am too big for one

pusson and not quite big enough for
two pussons."

Pride often disguises itself as an

angel of light, as it did in the Pharisee's

prayer not of confession and humilia
tion, as it well might be, but of vain

glorious exaltation. " I thank thee.
Lord, that I am not as other men are."

Verily, the publican, who could only
stand afar off and cry " God be merci

ful to me a sinner," went forth fully

justified rather than the Pharisee.

It is always very ill manners, or, as

modern society calls it
, " bad form," to

brag about our own goodness when ad

dressing Deity. One of the old proph
ets had such a vision of God's purity
and justice that he put down the

prayer,
" Depart from me, for I am a

sinful man, oh Lord." Sometimes the

great familiarity of some preachers in
addressing Deity is almost shocking
from its irreverence. Such a preacher
was once rebuked by the remark of a

little child to her mother after a very

importunate prayer:
" Mother, don't

you think that if the preacher got a

little closer to God he needn't hollo so

loud as he did." In England, more

than a hundred years ago, Rev. Row
land Hill was once asked by a loud-
shouting woman who was a disciple of
John Wesley,

" Mr. Hill, do you sup

pose you ever experienced any really
genuine religion?" "None to brag
of," was the reply that ended further
questioning.
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People of Note.

PROFESSOR ALBERT
PARSONS.

ROSS

In the photograph before us we see

a man of marked personality. Not
only in physique is he finely developed,
but also in brain-power do we find
unique and remarkable talent. There
is a majesty about every line of the face,

this country, and possibly in the world.
What is the reason for this? we hear
many ask. To answer this completely
we would direct our readers to the
quality of organization possessed by
Mr. Parsons; secondly, the wonderful
health and constitutional vigor and fine

physique that is noticeable. He has
ample chest-power to vitalize his

Photo by Rockwood"

PROKESSOU ALBERT ROSS PARSONS.

and strength in the strong appoint
ments of the head, the anterior lobe be

ing well represented both in the in
ferior as well as in the superior part;
there is massiveness in the brow under
and above the shaggy eyebrows which
manifests scientific and observing
powers. His Individuality, Weight,
Order, Time, and Tune are well repre
sented, consequently it is not surpris
ing to find on good authority that he
is one of the greatest piano-teachers in

blood. But what has that to do with
music? is asked. A very great deal in
regard to a teacher of music. No man
who is a successful musical professor
can long hold his position without
an ample foundation of the physi
cal requirements of his organization.
Mentally he is equipped with capacity
to command respect, and, besides his
wonderful perceptive intellect, his
keen understanding of men, his large
constructive ability and his superior
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taste, he has great will-power and de

termination of mind, strong symp
athies, and capacity to understand the

principles of technique. His Causal

ity unfolds many of the underlying
powers and possibilities of music, hence
he is able to produce in another what

possibly he could not reproduce him
self. He has great power of concen
tration, which makes him an exception
to the rule in the present day. He can
bend his mind to a subject in a remark-

selects his expressions, and economizes
the expenditure of language, but when
he talks he wants to exhaust the whole
subject. A word or a look are suffi
cient to indicate what he means.

The peculiar slope of the eyebrows
indicates penetration of mind and con
centration of thought on his work.
The nose indicates power in its bridge
in the upper part, while the lower por
tion indicates analysis and that cogi
tative power that evolves many plans

Photo by Rockwood.

PROFESSOR ALBERT ROSS PARSONS.

able way; hence, when teaching, he be

comes absorbed with the eloquence of
his theme or the subject before him.
He is no teacher for beginners, but is

just the man to add the finishing
touches to anyone whose musical edu
cation is about complete. He is a

master in the art of summing up music
in its finest ideals, and combines rug-
gedness, power, delicacy, and sympa
thy in one unique whole. He is not a

man of many words, fie chooses and

and theories. Truly we have here a

man of leonine type, whose strength and

gentleness are so interblended that one
does not know where the one begins or
the other ends.

LONGEVITY.

The Mohawk Valley Chapter of the

Daughters of the American Revolution,
of Ilion, N. Y., holds an excellent rec

ord for " Daughters," of whom there
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are six in the chapter. One of these,
Mrs. Adeline Jones Whitney, is now
one hundred years old. having passed
the century mark last April.

When asked recently to what she at
tributed her length of years she replied:
" To the great care that has been be

stowed upon me by my loving family."
Recently the chapter lost by death the
oldest of the " Daughters," Miss Eliza

MRS. ADELINE JONES WJTITNEY.

Marks, who lived to. the advanced

age of one hundred and five years, ten
months, and thirteen days. She at

tributed her long life to the fact that
she never drank tea or coffee and never

got married. Miss Marks was a great-
aunt of Charles W. Skinner, State
Superintendent of Schools of New
York. Another " Daughter " is Mrs.
Eliza Wright Going, who was ninety-
one years old on March 22d last.

If wrinkles make up the sum total
on longevity certainly this lady, Mrs.
Adeline Jones Whitney, is remarkable
for her long life. She possesses, how

ever, other indications and strong feat
ures. Her nose is long, and carries
with it a bridge which is always indi
cative of strength, vitality, endurance,

and long life; and the end of it par
takes of a cogitative character, which
also adds to the strength of the organ.
The chin is broad, and is of good
length from the lips; while the jaw,
half-way down from its dividing sec

tion of the cheek, indicates what we
have often explained as the enduring
pugnacious characteristic that carries

people through a long and eventful
life. She has no waste adipose tissue,
and consequently cannot take on dis
ease so readily as those who possess a

string vital organization.
J. A. Fowler.

"Render Therefore unto Cassar the Things which
are Caesar's."
By John T. Miixer.

It is now more than a century since
Dr. Gall began his public lectures on
the science of Phrenology. From the
beginning it met with opposition.
Some who later became its most able
advocates were opposed to the science
at first, but, through a careful investi
gation of its principles, were converted
to its truths. " Dr. Vimont, after at

tending Dr. Gall's lectures, thought he
could easily refute Phrenology; and,
with that aim. began what afterwards

proved to be the most extensive and

varied collection that has ever been

made, amounting to upward of six
thousand specimens of the skulls,
brains, and casts of both man and ani
mals. Instead, however, of thereby
undermining Phrenology, as he ex

pected, Dr. Vimont found his scepti
cism give way as his knowledge in
creased, and with commendable can
dor he, who began his labors with the
view of subverting the new Phrenol
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ogy, is continuing them as one of its
most zealous supporters."—" Observa
tions on Mental Derangements," by
Dr. Andrew Combe, page xxxv., intro
duction. This was written while
Vimont's great work, " Human and

Comparative Phrenology," was in
preparation.

The able advocates Phrenology has
had would entitle it to an impartial
investigation by all persons, and es

pecially students, but some students of
science to-day, in mentioning Phrenol
ogy, speak of it as something of the

past, something that has served its
time, and has been replaced by sciences
more enduring and useful. If that is
the case, it would be gratifying to know
what has taken its place. Is it psychol
ogy, cerebral physiology, experimental
psychology, or child-study? A person
may study all of these, and then add

greatly to his knowledge of the mind
by studying the principles of Phre
nology.

Psychologists, who should at least be

acquainted with the fundamental prin
ciples of Phrenology, seldom mention
them in their text-books except to mis

represent them. There are, however,
some honorable exceptions. Roark, in
his " Psychology in Education," page
30, says:

" While modern experimenta
tion has shown that there was some

thing, after all, in Phrenology, it has
so far failed to do more than establish
the general conclusion that the front
of the cerebrum is the seat of the

thought-power, and that intelligence is
to some extent proportioned to the

weight of the brain and the convolu
tions of its surface."

Quite a confession to make after
these truths have been before the world
a century. But some who are less lib
eral than Mr. Roark treat the reader to
the words, bumps, pseudo-science, pro
tuberances, etc., when writing on

Phrenology. Dr. Hill, in speaking of
Phrenology, calls it " A pseudo-science
which professes to localize mental fac
ulties by excrescences on the cranium."
"Elements of Psychology," by D. J.
Hill, page 414.

AVebster says that an excrescence is
" An excrescent appendage, as a wart
or tumor; troublesome superfluity."
Dr. Hill's explanation will be some

thing new for students of Phrenology.
In the " Popular Science Monthly,"

for March, 1897, the following is con
tributed by William Z. Ripley, Ph.D.:
" The shape of the human head—by
which we mean the general proportions
of length, breadth, and height, irre
spective of the '

bumps
' of the Phre

nologist—is one of the best available
tests of race known." Here the author
has appropriated phrenological prin
ciples, and has shown his ignorance of
the science in speaking of the "bumps"
of the Phrenologist. One is reminded
here of what Henry Ward Beecher says
in "Forty-eight Sermons, Vol. I.

,

page
303: "All my life long I have been in
the habit of using Phrenology as that
which solves the practical phenomena
of life. Not that I regard the system
as a completed one, but that I regard

it as far more useful, and far more

practical and sensible than any other

system of mental philosophy which has

yet been evolved. The learned profes
sion may do what they please, the com
mon people will try these questions,
and will carry the day; to say nothing
of the fact that all the great material
and scientific classes, though they do
not concede the truth of Phrenology,
are yet digesting it

,

and making it an
integral part of the scientific systems
of mental philosophy."

Although Phrenology is not consid
ered worthy of a place in the curricu
lum of orthodox educational institu
tions, it is being studied by the
common people. Its influence is in
creasing, and some of the greatest
scientists of the world anticipate its
general acceptance during the next
century. There is an increased inter
est in the educational works of Horace
Mann, George Combe, and other great
educators, who built their system of
education upon phrenological prin
ciples which will result in placing the
science of Phrenology before the world
in its true position.
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During recent years several biogra
phies of Horace Mann have been writ
ten, where he receives credit for the

part he took in educational progress.
In a book of 326 pages, entitled, " Hor
ace Mann and the Common School Re

vival in the United States," by Dr. B.
A. Hinsdale, published in 1898, the
author devotes several pages to Phre
nology and Mr. Mann's relation to that
science. On page 94 Dr. Hinsdale
says:

" Only one of Mr. Mann's schools
remains to be noticed. Just as he was
about to take the public schools of
Massachusetts for his province, he was

converted to Phrenology by reading
George Combe's ' Constitution of Man.'
A few years later Mr. Combe visited the

United States, remaining in the coun

try two years, which time he devoted

to travel, to study, to writing, and par

ticularly to lecturing on his favorite
subjects. Mr. Mann became his inter
ested auditor, firm disciple, and devot

ed friend. The correspondence be

tween the two men, that began in
America, continued, with some slack

ening toward the end, until closed by
the Scotch philosopher's death." All
things considered, the most interesting
series of letters that Mrs. Mann has in
serted in " The Life " are her hus

band's letters to Combe. Combe wrote

of Mann: " He is a delightful com

panion and friend, and, among all the

excellent men whom we meet in Boston,
none entwine themselves more deeply
and closely with our affections than

Horace Mann." Later in life Mr.
Mann wrote to Combe:

" There is no

man of whom I think so often; there

is no man of whom I write so often:
there is no man who has done me so

much good as you have. I see many
of the most valuable truths as I never

should have seen them but for you, and

all truths better than I should other
wise have done." Personal qualities
aside, what interested Mann most in
Combe was the philosophy of human

nature and human development that

he found in his writings, lectures, and
conversation; and what interested

Combe most in Mann was the practical

experiment that Mann was making to
carry out some of his own favorite edu
cational ideas. Mann avowed the
opinion that George Combe would
work a revolution in mental science
equal to that which Lord Bacon had
worked in natural science. Still he
did not follow his master at all lengths.
Essentially prosaic and destitute of
imagination, although gifted with
great logical powers, Combe could be

lieve in nothing that he did not see and
understand; while Mann, on the other
hand, with his mental endowment, was
able to transcend the empirical sphere
and believe firmly in a future life of
endless progress. The two men always
found an inseparable bond in their
common belief in the improvability of
the race.

" The acknowledged ability of the

early Phrenologists, the high character
of many of its adherents, and the un
deniable fact that they had laid hold
of some important truths have not pre
vented the so-called science from fall
ing into universal contempt." Page 96.

Is it true that Phrenology has fallen
into universal contempt? We shall
hear from some of the leading scien
tists of the world. In " The Wonder
ful Century," by Alfred Russell Wal
lace, published in 1898, the author

devotes thirty-four pages to Phrenol
ogy. He says:

" We have also neglect
ed or rejected some important lines of
investigation affecting our own intel
lectual and spiritual nature; and have

in consequence made serious mistakes

in our modes of education, in our treat

ment of mental and physical disease,

and in our dealings with criminals. A
sketch of these various failures will
now be given, and will, I believe, con

stitute not the least important portion
of my work. I begin with the subject
of Phrenology, a science of whose sub
stantial truth and vast importance I
have no more doubt than I have of the
value and importance of any of the

great intellectual advances already re

corded." Page 160.
" In the coming century Phrenology

will assuredly attain general accept
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ance. It will prove itself to be the
true science of mind. Its practical
uses in education, in self-discipline, in
the reformatory treatment of criminals,
and in the remedial treatment of the

insane, will give it one of the highest

places in the hierarchy of the sciences;
and its persistent neglect and obloquy
during the last sixty years will be re

ferred to as an example of the almost
incredible narrowness and prejudice
which prevailed among men of science
at the very time they were making such

splendid advances in other fields of
thought and discovery." " The Won
derful Century," page 193.

The statements of W. Mattieu Will
iams, F.C.S., F.R.A.S., in his able
work, " A Vindication of Phrenology,"
published in 1894, says:

'* I beg to state

that my Phrenology is the old Phrenol
ogy of Gall and his scientific followers,
the study of which I commenced more
than half a century ago, and have con
tinued ever since with ever-increasing
conviction of the solid truth of the

great natural laws it has revealed, and
of its pre-eminence as the highest and
most important of all the sciences, be

ing the only philosophy of mind that
rests upon a strictly inductive basis."

" I believe that its general accept
ance, its further development and

practical application will contribute as

much to the moral and social progress
of man as the inductive study of the

physical sciences has contributed to his
physical power and progress; and,
therefore, the best service I can pos
sibly render to my fellow-creatures is

to devote the rest of my life to the work
of justly reinstating it." Page 2.

There are many other scientists who
value the science of Phrenology as

highly as these mentioned, and it is a

mistake to say it has fallen into univer
sal contempt.

Dr. Hinsdale says:
" In the minds of

students it means unscientific method
and false results; in the common mind
it is associated with the quackery of
the showman; while it has no place
whatever in the history of thought as

conceived and written by orthodox
writers on the history of philosophy."

The above quotations from Wallace
and Williams are an answer to the first
statement, the second will apply only
to those who are ignorant of the merits
of the science; and, if George Henry
Lewis is an orthodox writer on the his
tory of philosophy, there is at least one
who is progressive enough to consider

*

Phrenology. In his " Biographical
History of Philosophy," he devotes

twenty pages to Phrenology, and closes
his chapter with the following para
graph: "To conclude this chapter, we

may point to Gall as having formed an

epoch in the history of philosophy by
inaugurating a new method. From
the time when philosophy itself be

came reduced to a question of psychol
ogy, in order that a basis might if pos
sible be laid, the efforts of men were

variously directed, and all ended in
scepticism and dissatisfaction, because

a true psychological method did not
guide them. The history of the

tentatives toward a true method has

been sketched in various chapters of
this volume, and with Gall that method

may be said to have finally settled its
fundamental principles." Page 768,
" Biographical History of Philosophy."

Continuing, Dr. Hinsdale says:
" In

fact, Phrenology long ago fell into such

complete discredit that the man who

mentions it to-day expects to see on the

faces of his auditors either a smile or a

blank stare."
If that is true, ignorance and bigotry

are the cause of it.
He says, further: " It is now difficult

even to create in imagination the state
of mind that led many able men, both
in Europe and America, to look con

fidently to Phrenology as the harbinger
of great mental and moral ameliora

tions— to find in the ' Constitution of
Man '

a manual of universal training
and cultivation; in a word, a sort of a

Bible. To recreate that state of mind
is far from the present purpose."

(To be continued.)
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Notes and Comments.
By Db. M. L. Holbbooe.

NEED OF A STRONG BODY AND
GOOD BRAIN.

Huxley often expressed wisdom in
his off-hand utterances. In one place
he has told us that broad shoulders and
a deep chest are of great importance to
a man. He lays stress on physical
strength, because the turning point of
a man's life may be included in a few
months, weeks, or days, and during
this time success may depend on the
power to sustain continuous exertion
of the most intense kind to take the
tide of fortune at the flood. He says:
" A varied experience with men has led
me to set less value on cleverness, and
to attach more and more importance to
physical endurance. In our struggle
for existence, in our efforts to keep
pace with modern civilization, it is the
men and women of sound minds and
sound bodies that win. Without them
we can do nothing except to hew wood
and draw water, and indeed it is doubt
ful if we can do these things well. It
is of most importance to be born with
a good brain, but, as we are hardly ever
consulted on this subject, we must do
our best with what we have, and I
might say that generally people have
good enough brains for most purposes.
It is only in breadth of generalization
that they fail. The brain is a material
organ, subject to physiological law.
The anatomist, as he passes a brain
around to his class for examination, re
marks: 'Handle with care.' The liv
ing brain, too, requires care, exercise,
rest, and food. On the other hand, if
the brain substance be injured or de
ficient, idiocy, stupidity, ignorance.

feebleness, lack of will and moral force
become at once apparent. In our age
nervous exhaustion is in the ascendant.
H crops out in every direction; our
sedentary ways of living promote it.
Our haste to get on, our risks in busi
ness, our anxieties, our cares all help
to bring on nervous exhaustion. Only
the prudent and well-organized escape,
and even these are sometimes engulfed
by the stupidity and treachery of oth
ers. It is time for us to consider this
subject in the light of science and com
mon-sense."

THE ART OF LISTENING.

Not long ago I listened to a conversa
tion between two men interested in
natural science, and one of them inter
rupted the other whenever he at

tempted to speak, so that he finally
ceased and only listened to the one who
was so ill-mannered. In a recent edi
torial in the " Golden Rule

'* I find

some words on this bad habit of inter
ruption so well said that I copy them.
The writer says:

" A few days since I was present at
a small luncheon party of ladies, and
I noticed with some surprise the scant

courtesy they showed to one another

during conversation. One of the party
would start to say something, and be

fore she had finished another would
break in with another topic, only to be

interrupted in turn. I must confess
that I was a bit surprised, for all these
women were supposed to be well-bred,
and yet they were disregarding one of
the simplest rules of polite behavior.
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" A little later I was calling on some
friends, and I noticed the same thing.
Each member of the family would in
terrupt the others, and the interruption
was considered quite as a matter of
course. Then I understood the situa
tion better, and put the blame just
where it belonged —on the lack of
borne training. If the mother grows
careless, and allows her children to con
tract the habit of interrupting one an
other constantly, she must not be sur
prised if this habit is carried beyond
the home circle, and her children show
in society the result of indulgence of
thoughtlessness.

" The habit is one of the most un

pleasant that can be contracted, and
the fact that it is such a common one
does not make it one whit better or the
more excusable. It is a habit that
grows on one unconsciously if one does

not keep close watch. It should be

the care of the mother in the house to
teach her children to respect one an
other, and insist upon that courtesy of
treatment which she expects them to

give to strangers. Unless politeness is
a habit it will never be a grace. It
must be ingrained, and the teaching
cannot begin too early."

CARE OF THE EYES.

Our eyes are the most important of
our sense-organs, and they ought not

- to fail us so early in life as they do.
They should be cared for as wisely as

we would care for a fine horse, a

precious diamond, or a beautiful child.
I have found a special daily bath for
the eyes, as age advances, very use
ful. Have a glass eye-cup which fits
over the eye, and will hold a teaspoon-
ful or so of water, fill it with warm salt
water, place it over the eye tightly so

the water will not run out, then turn
the head back and open and shut the
eye a few times. After the bath give
the eyes a good massage treatment
for a moment, and wipe them dry.
After a while the eyes will miss the
treatment if omitted by an uneasy sen

sation. In "Harper's Bazar " I find
also a paragraph on the care of the eyes

which may be useful. It says:
" On arising in the morning the eyes

should be bathed gently in cold water
— twenty

'
passes

' are said to be decid

edly strengthening. AVhile using them

closely they should be rested at inter
vals of an hour or two, for the strain
of constant reading or sewing is like
that of extending the arms at a certain

height immovable. Imagine then, the

taxing of the eyes, which cannot com

plain save after years of irreparable
neglect. AVhen dust settles in the eyes
warm water will soothe them of any
inflammation. Tea leaves grand
fathers used; but, in these modern

days of absolutely hygienic and anti
septic simplicity, water, especially in a

distilled form, is considered powerful
enough." .

HEAD WORK.

It is remarkable how much head work
can be done by one with a well-devel

oped and trained brain. Here for in
stance is an example: Littre, author of
a great French dictionary, during the
thirteen years he was composing it reg
ulated his life so as to give the least
possible time " to the current require
ments of existence," and managed to
prepare 415, 636 pages of manuscript,
besides matter for a supplement. He
rose at eight o'clock, and wrote for an
hour while his room was being arranged.
Returning to his room, he read proof till
luncheon-time; was at his desk again
from one o'clock till six; and, after an
hour for dinner, kept on at his work till
three o'clock in the morning, or till the
task allotted for the day was done, if it
was not done then. Everything having
been put in order, "

my bed," he says," almost touched my desk, and in a mo
ment I was there." He slept as soundly
as a man of leisure, till bis regular hour
for rising came. This was at his coun
try workshop. In town, his hours were
more liable to be broken into. Scribe
rose every morning at five, and worked
steadily till noon, when he varied his
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employment by gossiping at the the
atres, etc., to put himself in harness
later in the day. He lived to be seventy
years old, and during his forty years of
solid work produced 345 pieces, com

prising 897 acts, and wrote more than
100,000 verses.

EVOLUTION OF EDUCATION.

In a recent address on Modern Edu
cation Prof. Murray, of Columbia Uni
versity, says:

" Every conception of
this nineteenth century has been cross-
fertilized by the doctrine of evolution.
We have incorporated it into education
al theory, and have thereby shed a flood
of light upon problems hitherto dark.
It has bound the universe together by
homogeneous law; and the relations of
each to all, both physical and social,
have become far clearer and more def
inite. But much remains to be done in
applying the teachings of evolution in
actual plans and methods of instruc
tion. The application is going on,
however, all around us and is the cause
of not a little of the existing education
al unrest. Our schools have shed one
shell and the other is not yet grown.
Illustrations of this will be found in the

teaching of mathematics, of language,
of history, and of natural sciences. We
halt often between the logical and the

psychological order, failing to appre
ciate that evolution gives a place to each.
The logical order is the order of proof,
of demonstration; the psychological
order is the order of discovery, of learn

ing. Children do not learn logically:
they come later to see logical relations
in what they have learned. The well-
equipped teacher knows both logic and

psychology. He is prepared to guide
the pupil in his natural course of learn

ing, and also to point out to him the
structure of relationship of what he hn>

learned. Text-book writers the world
over have been slow to see this distinc
tion; but with but few exceptions, the
best American text-books, which con
trol so powerfully all school processes,
are in advance of those most in use in

Europe. The logical order is so simple,
so coherent, and so attractive that it
seems a pity to surrender it for the less
trim and less precise order of develop
ment; but this will have to be done if
teaching efficiency according to evolu
tion is to be had.

" The course of evolution in the race
and in the individual furnishes us also
with the clew to the natural order and
the real relationships of studies. It
warns us against the artificial, the bi
zarre, and points us to the fundamental
and the real. Only educational schol
arship can protect the schools against
educational dilettanteism. . . . The
existence of wonder-working elective
system in secondary schools and col
leges, together with the limitations put
upon it

,
is due to a real as opposed to a

sham individualism. The marked em
phasis now laid upon the social aspect of
education, in Europe as well as in the
United States, as well as upon the school
as a social institution and social centre,

is additional evidence of the dominance
of the individualism of Froebel rather
than that of Rousseau. The demands
for the establishment of a proper sys
tem of secondary education in England,
for the making over of the secondary
school systems of France and of Ger
many, for the closer articulation of low
er schools and higher schools, of schools
and colleges, in the United States, for
making elementary school instruction as

little wasteful and as full of content as

possible, for bringing forward studies

which give adequate scope for expres
sion in various forms, and the demand
that the community shall relate itself to
its educational system simply and effec

tively—all these are based, consciously
or unconsciously, upon the desire to ap
ply the teachings of evolution and to

progress toward the ideal of a perfected
individualism."

WILL CURE.

A few physicians recognize the influ
ence of the mind on the body, and use

it when they are able to do so. The
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trouble is that such influence must usu

ally be secured by indirection of some

kind, either by an acted lie, as when

bread pills are administered, or by the

aid of some variety of credulity or su

perstition. In an article in La Science

Franchise, M. Gabriel Prevost advo

cates what he calls the education of the
will, so that each person so trained may
have power within himself to exert on
his own body the influence of his mind,
so far as it may be exerted at all.

BREAD MAKING A SCIENCE.

The Agricultural Department at

Washington has been for some time

past engaged in carrying on a series of
experiments in the line of bread-mak

ing and analysis of all kinds of food-
products that will, if continued, be of

great value to the human race. The
results of these experiments are pub
lished in the form of bulletins, some
of which are for free distribution.
The agricultural departments of the
different States have many of their
chemists employed, who are assisting
in these experiments. The most of
these bulletins are published at the
Government Printing Office at Wash
ington. By writing to the Agricult
ural Department at Washington you
can have sent to you a list of the
various documents already published,
which are sent free and the price of
those which are not free. The follow
ing are the titles of some of the bul
letins issued:

Bulletin 23 — " Foods: Nutritive
Value and Costs."

Bulletin 24— "Meats: Composition
and Cooking."

Bulletin 28—"Chemical Composi
tion of American Food Materials."

Bulletin 43 —" Losses in Boiling
Vegetables, and the Composition and

Digestibility of Potatoes and Eggs."
Bulletin 67— " Studies on Bread

and Bread-making."
Bulletin 74—" Milk as Food."
Bulletin 85—" Fish as Food."
Bulletin 93— "Sugar as Food: Cheap

Food and Diet."
Bulletin 112—"Bread, and the

Principles of Bread-making."
The following notice of the work be

ing done in this line in the west is

copied from the Kansas "Farmer":
" At the recent Millers' Convention

in Kansas City, Professor David Chid-
low, of Chicago, advised the placing of
young women at the head of the an

alytical departments of bakeries and

mills, to carry on tests of grades of
flour, for whicli they are better fitted
by their delicate touch and keen eye

for shades. The school of which the

professor is head is training women for
this field. Professor Chidlow, assisted

by Miss Agnes Snell, a graduate of the

school, lectured to the millers on an

alyses of flour to ascertain the value of
different grades for bread-making.
Tests made with exact quantities of
flour, water, degrees of temperature,
etc., show exact amount of gluten in a

certain grade, the amount of water it
will absorb, and the grade of bread it
will make. Every detail from mill to
table is followed. The professor has
studied this subject, and the cereals of
every land for twenty years, first in San
Francisco, later in Minneapolis, and
has reduced bread-making to an exact
science. He finds Kansas wheats to
excel even those of the northwest, and
advised millers to use all they could

get hold of."
Dr. MILLET?.
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" The best mother is she who studies the peculiar character of each child and acts
with well instructed judgment upon the knowledge so obtained."

Child Culture.
BRIGHT AND PROMISING.

By Uncle Joe.

Fig. 512.—Little Suye, Japan, aged
five and one-half years.— *-A little while
ago we gave some illustrations of
Chinese children. We would like this
month to illustrate a good represent
ative of our little folks in Japan. We

hardly know all that these little ones
do, and what responsibilities they have
to carry out. As soon as the oldest
girl in a poor family is strong enough
she takes the whole responsibility of
the younger children, and the baby is

generally strapped 'on her back to be

carried about all day. This is done
often when the child is too frail to en
dure it. Frequently, after the baby is

able to go by itself, the oldest girl is

sold if the parents can get a good price
for her. There is a very excellent
girls' home in Tokio, where children
can be brought up and educated for
$75 a year.

The picture of Little Suye repre
sents the child who is being educated
by the Young People's Christian
Union, and is now under the charge of
Miss Osborn, who says that she has
been a much-petted member of their
Sunday-school ever since she was old
enough to be carried on the back of her
oldest sister. She is odd and clever,
and much enjoys the work of the kin
dergarten class. Being but five and
one-half years old she will be educated
in ample time to develop her useful
ness, and it is considered by mission
aries that it is far better to take them
as early as possible. When Little Suye
first went into the home she is said to

have regarded her teacher as some ter
rible creature who had robbed her of
her precious sister. Now she tells

FIG. 542. —LITTLE SUYE OK JAPAN.

everyone that she has become Miss Os-

born's little girl.
This little child appears old for her
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age. Her head is well developed in
the anterior and superior regions. In
fact, she has an exceptionally high
head. It will not be difficult to teach
her lessons of respect, for she will read

ily acquiesce in following the advice
that is given to her by her seniors. Her
head is broad at the base, which we

believe will give her ample energy to

carry out the work proposed and or

ganized by her intellect. She appears
to have large Firmness, and plenty of
will-power and determination of mind.
We think she will be persevering in her

efforts and will not allow difficulties to

stand in her way. The lateral portion
of her head is developed in the organ
of Cautiousness, which makes her sen

sible to responsibility and the future,

and rather timid to venture in any un

tried paths until she knows the way.
She is looking out of her eyes in rather

a shy, uncertain way, as if to ascertain

what she might expect from others.
She has fair perceptive faculties, is

broad between the eyes, and shows con
siderable breadth in the organs of Ac
quisitiveness and Constructiveness.

We consider that she will have an in
genious turn of mind, and will be able

to make her own dolls' clothes as well

as those for little children when she

grows older.
We are glad the children of Japan

are being educated, and that the little
girls are having a chance to study as

well as the boys.

Kig. 543. —Esther M. Sehwarzlose. —
West Salem, IU.^This little girl is de
veloping the vital temperament, which
is just as well, as her head is large and
she will be inclined to use her brain
early enough, and will need to be kept
back rather than pressed forward in her
studies.

She is bright and intelligent, and will
have much to say al>out things she sees
and hears. She is a fine companion.

She is a very conscientious child, and
expects everyone to speak the truth.
She will be a very honest and straight
forward child herself, and she will not
understand people if they break their
promises with her. She will make an ex
cellent teacher and make the children
toe the mark, but her discipline will be
of such a character that every child un

der her will be delighted with her ad
ministration of the work. Some teachers
are too strict. She will blend strictness
with kindness, and everyone will recog
nize that her ruling is correct. She is
very sympathetic, tender in her thoughts
for others, and capable of regulating a

large establishment. Her moral brain
will have a distinct influence over her
and enable others to come under her
sway. She will be exceedingly fond of
children, and it would be well for her
to have a dozen dolls to play with, and
give them different names and allow

FIO. 543. — ESTHER M. SOinVAHZI.OBE, WE8T
SALEM, ILL.

Age two years and eight months. Circumference of
hend 19!^inches: height 1.1 inches; eyes, dork brown ;
hnir, medium light ; complexion, fair.

them to go through all the experiences
of her immediate family.

She asks a great many questions, and
rather expects to be treated like an older
person. She will express old ideas, and
persons will wonder where she gets them
from. She will be full of imagination,
and have a great many stories to tell.
She can be kept quiet longer by some one
telling her fairy stories than by anything
else, and her mother had better have a

good stock on hand. She has large de
velopment of agreeableness and useful
ness as well as imitation, hence is able
to adapt herself to all classes and condi
tions of people. She will never be odd
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or awkward in society, and on this ac
count will be courted and admired by a
large circle of friends. She will take a
good education, but she must not be
pressed with studies until after she is
six years of age at least, then her or

ganization will have become more set
tled.

Let her study music, singing, reading
out aloud, and be encouraged to recite.
She must forget herself, and be taught
to depend upon her own efforts.

West Point and What Phrenology Has to Say of It.
By the Editor.

Phrenology, in order to be practical,
must examine every phase of life. It
was on this account that we took an

opportunity to visit West Point with

explanations of their military home.
We had long wished for phrenological
purposes to have an opportunity of see

ing the place that we had only caught

PIG. 1.— NO. 1, THE BAND AND THUEE ROWS OF CADETS; NO. 2, CADETS HOLDING THKIH
DIPLOMAS ; NO. 3, CADETS READY FOR PARADE.

the Patria Club. Political Study Class

(a club of intelligent boys), during the
summer, and had the facilities of ex
amining this military centre under the
guidance of two of the cadets, who
were most gallant, and interest*! us in

a glimpse of from the " Ehine of
America," as we passed up the Hudson,
and on this opportunity we felt that a

great treat was in store for us, as the
weather was perfect and our compan
ions were untiring in their inquiries.
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The operations of war are no sine

cure, and. when one examines the ardu

ous work that has to he followed by the

students in this academy, one under
stands a little of the vast amount of

The class this year was divided in
five groups. The five honor men, in
addition to having their names starred
in the " Army Register," as having
been graduated with distinguished-

FIG. 2.— NO. 1. CULLUM MEMORIAL HALL, EXTERIOR ; NO. 2, CCLLUM HALL, INTERIOR |
NO. 3, SEA-COA8T BATTERY.

study that has to be understood before
military operations can be in the least
successful.

In the chapel we saw several cannons
of the Revolutionary and Mexican
wars, British, and other flags.

Every Sunday morning all the cadets
are obliged tg attend the divine service
held in the chapel.

The course is four years, and is fine

discipline to all the cadets. It not
only prepares them for official positions
in various parts of the country, but it
disciplines their character.

The characteristics of the students
who qualify for such a course naturally
include first a fine perceptive intellect
which enables them to gain a scientific
insight into their work.

honor, may have their choice between
the engineer corps, the ordnance, the

artillery, the cavalry, or the infantry.
The next group of seven may choose
between ordnance, artillery, cavalry, or
infantry. The next group of twenty-
seven may choose between the artillery,
the cavalry, or the infantry. The re

mainder of the class must take either
cavalry or infantry.

From this academy fifty-four were

graduated this summer, and many

manly and intelligent cadets are to he
seen in Figure 1, No. 2. as they sit tin
der the trees and hold their diplomas.
They truly show some of the finest ex

amples of young men at their highest
development in intellect and physique.

From here they are assigned to posts
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by the War Department, and soon be

gin to serve their country in stations
of the East, on the plains, in Cuba, or
on the battlefields of the Philippines.
There has been an unusual demand for
officers of late, and the posts have been

readily filled.
In No. 1, Figure 1, we see the mas

terly band as it is ready for parade
work, and further in line are three rows
of cadets, who stand perfectly erect
and ready for action. In No. 3, Figure
1, we have a picture of the cadets with
their caps on, in line and ready for
parade examination or scrutiny.

In Figure 2, No. 1. we have a fine

portrait of the beautiful Cullum Me
morial Hall, where we saw a picture of
General Scott and the flags of many
States and battles. The red flags rep
resent the artillery; red and white,

cavalry; the white, infantry. No. 2,

Figure 2, represents the interior of the
hall, where examination work is con
ducted, and where several evenings a

week during the summer the cadets are
allowed to entertain their friends with
dances, or "

hops," as the cadets call
them. Their costumes, for an evening
entertainment, are pure white, while
those of the dress parade are white
trousers and gray dress-coats. No. 3,

Figure 2, is a picture of the Sea Coast

battery, which is observable from the

boats that ply up and down the Hud
son.

Figure 3, No. 1, we see the new

academy building which was erected in

1893. Th is contains a fine museum of

trophies and relics, and everything in
teresting in military work.

In the museum we saw self-adjiisting
guns, some of 1;400 pounds weight;
breech-loaders, safety disappearing
guns, various kinds of shells, rapid-fir
ing guns, the Catling gun, a model of
a magazine, and many other interesting
things.

No. 2, Figure 1, is a fine representa
tion of the Battle Monument, which
cost $•)(), 000, in memory of the Civil
War (the name of every man who was

engaged in it is inscribed thereon),
at the base of which we sat for a

few moments and looked off on to the
Hudson and the Catskill Mountains.
No. 3, Figure 3, introduces us to a fine

gymnasium that was erected in 1891,
and when we look at the cadets them
selves we realize how much good work
has been centred in this building. No.
4, Figure 3, is a bird's-eye view of the

encampment, and shows the many fine

buildings that surround it. The little
white tents are picturesque on a sum
mer's afternoon, and we can well fancy
that the quarters in these tents are

preferable to indoor barracks in such
a lovely atmosphere. The cavalry
parade ground is in the centre of the

picture; while No. 5, Figure 3, are the
cadet barracks from the northwest.

There is a considerable choice given
to the cadets in the line of work for
which they wish to prepare themselves.
The engineers stand first in rank; the
ordnance, second; cavalry, third; artil
lery, fourth; infantry, fifth.

From a phrenological standpoint we

often have to make use of our knowl
edge in relation to the work that is car
ried out by these cadets, therefore we
need to study the various powers of the
mind that are used by the men for these

spheres of action. We hardly know of
any place that is so intensely interest

ing to us from a scientific standpoint,
or one that can inform us more com

pletely with regard to details of the art
and science of war.

The mental work of the engineer is

the most comprehensive and difficult,
and naturally includes that of all the
others, though the graduate may select

his particular course that he wishes to

pursue when he leaves the academy af

ter he has passed his examinations, but

every cadet has to pass the same exam
inations year by year.

The second, or ordnance, includes

the knowledge of heavy weapons of
warfare, cannon, or great guns; mortars

and howitzers, which includes a study
of mathematics, the calculus, etc.

The third, artillery, is sometimes a

general term for all weapons such as

machines and apparatus of all kinds
used in war; vans laden with arms; ord-
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nance, including guns, mortars, how- close study of innumerable calculations,
itzers, and their equipments of car- deductions, and works on construction,

tridges, balls, bombs, and shot of all An engineer of this school must also
kinds; cartridges, and matches. know the work undertaken by the ar-

The fourth, cavalry, that part of a tillery, cavalry, and infantry, as well as

military force that serves on horseback, all ordnance work,

divided into heavy and light. The work of the artillery calls for the
The fifth, infantry, a body of sol- certain extent to the military engineer,

diers serving on foot who learn the art in that lie has to give considerable time
of handling hand-weapons. and attention to practical mathematics,

Military engineering includes the
use of such faculties as <'onstructive-
ness, Sublimity, Ideality, Comparison,
Human Nature, and well-defined
Motive Temperament. The tempera
ment of a military engineer should be

as near as possible of the Motive-Mental
order; the Motive in itself is not quite
sufficient, as it does not enable the
student to sufficiently comprehend a

the calculus, and must know7 the con
struction of the various heavy weapons
of warfare. He requires a good per
ceptive intellect, a healthy organiza
tion, and quick and ready mind.

The work of the artillery calls for the
finest built men in the country. They
must have not only height of stature,
but solidity of limbs, and a strong
Motive Temperament. The faculties
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of Individuality, Order, Weight, Cal
culation, and Locality are particularly
exercised, while he is called upon to use

courage, and often a daring neglect of
personal danger. He thus must have

large Combativeness, Destruetiveness,

and Vitativeness, the latter to give him
a strong hold on life and ability to

rough it whenever necessary. The ex

perience in the last war with Spain and
the recent encounters in South Africa
indicate a tremendous endurance of the
American and British soldiers in trans

porting cannon and heavy artillery up
the slopes of almost perpendicular hills
and cops. A slender, delicate man has
no right to venture upon such work,
yet, strange to say, we have examined
some lads who have hoped that we

would say they were adapted for West
Point, although their physicians had

advised them in the negative.
For cavalry a man needs a fair qual

ity of organization, and one who can
endure the life of continuous horseback

riding over rough and difficult stony
or uneven country. A person who is

accustomed to riding in Rotten Row,
London, where the turf is beautifully
smooth and yielding, knows none of
the experiences of a cavalry rider who
takes part in a military force. He
must take, perhaps, force rides, as Gen
eral French did in going to Kimber-
ley; therefore, his organization must be
seasoned by considerable discipline and

exercise, aside from having a complete
bodily health at the starting point. A
cavalry7 man must be fond of horses,
and he generally has a largely devel

oped organ of Inhabitiveness and

Philoprogenitiveness. The first gives
him a patriotic love for his country, the
second enables him to feel devoted to
the condition of the horse. Many
horses appear almost human in their
understanding of the wants of their
riders.

Many pathetic stories have been
told of the dying agonies of horses
on the battle-field; sad. indeed, is the

sight of the lingering sufferings of

some of our finest animals who have
served their country bravely. More
humane would it be sometimes to end
their struggles by instantaneous death
than to leave them in their sufferings.
The other qualities necessary to a cav
alry rider are Firmness, Destruetive
ness, Sublimity, and the perceptive
faculties.

The infantry soldier is called to serve
on foot. He also needs a strong and

healthy organization. He must be

able to bear exposure and the vicissi
tudes of warfare in relation to food.

The academy derived its first impetus
from General Washington, and in his
last annual message to Congress he
said: " Whatever arguments may be
drawn from particular examples, super
ficially viewed, a thorough examination
of the subject will evince that the art
of war is both comprehensive and com

plicated, and that it demands much

previous study, and that the possession
of it in its most improved and perfect
state is always of great moment to the
security of a nation/'

It has had many struggles since that
period, but it is now thoroughly estab
lished as one of the finest military
academies in the world—based upon
the personality of the men guiding its
formation and early operation, its ideal
location for its special functions, and
its purpose and methods.

It superintends the homo genus a I-
most absolutely from the initial mo

ment when he enters the academy until
he graduates. It controls his mental
and physical being, and sends out men
well equipped for service in all parts
of the world.

The scrutiny at five o'clock was an
exercise well worth staying to see. The
forming in rank, the examination of
the men. their guns, their dress, even
to the cut of the hair, was interesting to
us as we sat under the trees witnessing
the operation. Long remembered will
be the day that introduced us to one
of the finest institutions for discipline
in the country.
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The Rev. Thomas Allen.

As the Phrenological Journal is

international in character we are

pleased to present our readers with the

portrait and sketch of the Rev. Thomas

Allen, who is the new president of the

Wesleyan Methodist Conference, Eng
land. This office is one of the most

exalted gifts of the Wesleyan Confer

ence, and in the discharge of his duties

the president is called upon to partici

pate in various important functions,
and to perform many services involving
considerable travel, attention to detail,

and a constant draught upon his intel

lectual resources. A phrenological de

scription given of Dr. Allen shows that

he is conspicuously able to fill such a

position, and to add to its honor and

dignity by his year of successful ad

ministration. We refer our American

readers to his recent interesting visit

among them, as he was appointed as

the fraternal representative of the In
ternational Wesleyan Methodist Con

ference to the General Conference of
the Methodist-Episcopal Church which

was held in America during the sum

mer of this year.

It was our great privilege to not only
hear Dr. Allen preach a sermon of pe

culiar power, but also to speak with
him at its close. On mentioning the

name of Mr. Fowler as a lecturer on

Phrenology in England, he expressed

considerable interest when he said that
he had heard him lecture many times

in the town of Birmingham, where he

presides over an important college.

His conspicuous ability, the sim

plicity and vigor of his preaching, the

breadth and power of his fraternal ut

terances, and his charming personality

will long be remembered by those who

had the opportunity of hearing him

speak. His sermon showed breadth of

intellect, a knowledge of men and

things, deep criticisms for the things
that should be altered in both coun
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tries, and a strong cementing sympa

thy seemed to permeate his whole

character. We are, therefore, glad to

be able to present such a fine portrait
of the reverend doctor, which will in

itself prove the principles of Phre

nology.

HOW PHRENOLOGY FINDS A
HAPPY PERSON, AND HOW
DR. DOWLING SEEKS A PES
SIMIST.

Dr. Dowling recently preached a ser

mon on " What Makes Happiness?
"

In referring to the need of something
to occupy the mind and energies, he
said: " If I were looking for a pessim
ist, a man who felt that life was not
worth the living, where would I be

most likely to find him? I would not
go to the mechanic, whistling as he
handles his trowel and lays the brick
with which the structure is to be built.
I would not go to the domestic in the
kitchen, contentedly singing to herself
while doing her scrubbing and antici
pating her '

Sunday out.' I have taken
occasion to know many such people. I
have talked with them, and tried to
learn their views of life, and I cannot
now recall one pessimist among them
all.

" But I will tell you the people to
whom, as a rule, life is a business which
fails to pay current expenses. The un-
happiest people in this world are they
who have nothing on earth to do but
to seek for happiness —the men who are
studying life through the French plate-
glass of club windows; the young
women who are devoting themselves
merely to society —not as an avocation,
which would be right, but as their very
vocation. It is they whose hearts have
become burned out; actuated with no
worthy purpose, driven by no compul
sory engagements, they are the discon
tents; yes, they are the dangerous
classes of society." You recall, perhaps, that homely
but pungent statement of Charles

Spurgeon:
' A dog when he is not

noticed does not like it; but when he is
after a fox he doesn't care whether he
is noticed or not.' Let a man be aglow
with expectancy, with something before
him to be accomplished, then the whole
world, with its criticisms, is forgotten;
he is after the fox." •

To tell if a person were happy
Phrenology would not need to see a

man at work or hear him whistle, nor
hear a servant girl or nurse sing sweet
lullabies. It would tell, before hearing
these things, whether the organ of
Hope was large or small, or if Cautious
ness was active or inactive. It could
decide whether Destructiveness, Firm
ness, and Approbativeness were strong
factors in the person's character, and if
so,

" the dog would be after the fox ";
but if a person is wanting in these
salient characteristics, then the ambi
tion would be at a low ebb, the purpose
in life would be small, the person's
heart burned out. Let us not wait for
the outward expression of character, to
judge of our servants' disposition, our
sweetheart's sincerity, and our em

ployee's industry, but consult the aid
of the science of Phrenology.

WHAT FACES SHOW.

Clever Methods of Diagnosis Used by

a Hospital Chaplain.

Dear Sir :

In an interesting article in the
"

Spectator
"

you remark on the power
of the mind, or soul, to mold the body,
as is seen in the countenances of the
thinker and saint. It may not, per
haps, be without interest to mention
how very useful T find this fact "to be in
my daily duties as a hospital chaplain.
By continually scanning the faces of a

never-ceasing stream of new patients,
one learns to make a fairly accurate
diagnosis of the religious state of mind
within by merely looking at a person's
face, and before any word is uttered it
becomes indeed comparatively easy to
distinguish between the opponent, the
indifferent, and the earnest without any
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questioning whatever. It may seem ex

aggerated, but I believe it to be true that

it can very generally be seen from the

face to what religion a man belongs.
And what seems to he more remark

able is the effect that a man's work has

through the mind on his face. The
being accustomed to rule others seems

to leave a distinct trace on the face, as

does also the being ruled by others.

Many trades can be distinguished by
the face, and there seems to be a par
ticularly marked difference on the face

between the coarser and the more re

fined trades. I do not in the least wish

to pose as an adept on this subject.
Very far from it. Xor do I profess to

see more than my neighbors. But, hav

ing for some time thought that there is

a great deal yet to be discovered on this
line of thought, and as my experiences
seem to bear out what is put forward in
your article, I have thought it might
possibly be interesting to mention them.

This follows out the fact that we have
often stated that Phrenology and physi
ognomy are in daily use among our pro
fessional men.

KEVIEWS.
" Outline Study of Law.*' by Isaac Frank

lin Russell, D.C.L., LL.D.. Professor of
Law in the New York University. New
York. Baker, Yoorhis & Co., Law Pub
lishers (to be had at Fowler & Wells
Co.).
This book contains, as the title indi

cates, an outline to the study of law in
its forty-eight chapters. In the third
and last edition the Professor has added
some hundred pages or more of impor
tant notes, facts, and statistics, which
makes the book more complete and
greatly adds to its value. Those who are
making a thorough study of law cannot
well nfford to he without " The Out
lines." given in this excellent work.

It takes a bright, intelligent, and capa
ble mind to reduce so much information
into so small a space as Professor Russell
has succeeded in doing. Students who
know anything about the study of law
realize the immense volumes that have to
be studied in order to complete one's edu
cation. YTe. therefore, consider this vol
ume a treasure to the law-student, at
whatever degree of the study he has ar
rived. Tt serves as a book of reference

for many who do not intend to give much
study to law in general, yet want an ex
pert's advice upon special points. We
have confidence in recommending such a
book as this, and hope to be able to cir
culate it widely during the coming
season.
" Heredity and Christian Problems," by

Amory H. Bradford. New York: The
Macmillan Co.

The trend of thought of the present
day is to make men better, and every
book that makes us know ourselves more
clearly, that dispels some of our ig
norance, that leads us to think more
closely of our responsibilities —that is
the book for us to read. " Heredity and
Christian Problems" is such a book, and
worthy of our earnest attention. The
subject is one that is ever new, and is
constantly creating fresh interest. The
writer, in his preface, strikes at the key
note of the usefulness of studying
heredity. He says the old theories were
that the offender was an object of
vengeance, and that it was the duty of
government merely to protect itself and
punish law-breakers; but the new teach
ing is that no criminal ceases to be a

man, and that government is charged not
only with the protection of its citizens
but also with the salvation of its offen
ders. In order that that duty may be
properly discharged the criminal classes
must be carefully studied in themselves.
He asks: What are these men in their
essential nature? What tendencies are
in them? Where did their tendencies
come from? What forces are at work in
them? These questions are pertinent
and searching, and they should be an
swered by the law-makers before they
make laws for the criminal classes. In
fact, it is the duty of all such to study
heredity before they can understand the
circumstances that have made them what
they are.

The book aims at solving the problems
that face every Christian thinker and
worker, and indeed with this aim in view
we think the writer has more than suc
ceeded.

No modern thinker on the great prob.
lenis of to-day can afford to be without
the book. Throughout its pages there
lies a deep current of religious thought,
which is just the very thing that is need
ed to-day to give completeness to the
study.

There are fourteen chapters, beginning
with "The Law of Heredity," and,
among others, one on " Physical Hered
ity." "Intellectual and Moral Heredity,"
" Environment," " The Problem of the
Will," etc. The book is well printed, and
contains 276 pages of reading matter. It
is sold by Fowler & Wells Co.
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" Telepathy and the Subliminal Self.*'
By H. Osgood Mason, A.M., M.D. New-
York: Henry Holt & Co. New edition,
1899.

The above book contains an account of
recent investigations regarding hyp
notism, automatism, and related phe
nomena.

The growth of literature upon the
above subject seems to tend to the
thought that the public is awake to the
phenomena that is more or less engag
ing, namely, " The New Psychology."
There is inquiry concerning telepathy or
thought transference — is it a fact or is
it a delusion ? Has hypnotism any actual
standing either in science or in common-
sense, etc.?

It is in order to answer these questions
that we present this book, written by an
able pioneer of the subject. For many
years the writer has been investigating
the subject of hypnotism, with all its
side-lights and shades of telepathy and
clairvoyance. Since 1882, when the So
ciety for Psychical Research was started,
a much more general investigation has
been carried on, and various phenomena
in connection with mind have been sci
entifically studied, and many proofs
given that the mind often sees %vithout
the use of the physical organ of sight.
Further, that the mind can act at a dis
tance from, and independent of, the
physical body and the organs through
which it usually manifests itself.

For those who are making investiga
tions along these lines, we recommend
this work as one that will yield a lucid
explanation of the above. Sold by
Fowler & Wells Co.

OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions op General Interest only
will be answered in this department. Bui one

question at a time, and that clearly stated, must
be propounded, if correspondents expect us to

give them the benefit of an early consideration.
If Yon Use a Pseudonym or Initials,

write your full name and address also. Some

correspondents forget to sign their names.

A. C. M.—Brownsville, Ore.—You ask if
the consumption of superfine white flour
causes social degeneration? We have
often explained the evil of the white flour
when compared with the graham. Many
people think that the whiter the flour the
better the bread, but such make a great
mistake. Social degeneration is certainly
caused by the food that is eaten, and it
has been proved in many ways to add or
take from the culture and strength of
mind of a nation. Study the diet of the
French, Swiss, Italians. Scotch, English,

and Americans, and you will realize what
an important factor brown bread is.

C. S.—Cooleytown, Neb.—Yes, you can
help your friend by telling her just how
to mould the head of her infant child. A
child should be laid on both sides of the
head, not on one exclusively. A knowl
edge of Phrenology is of great service to
every mother.

Ed. C. P. —New Jersey. —Your questions
concerning Mrs. Gladstone:

On the evening of June 15 the bells of
Hawarden church rang muffled peals for
Catherine Glynn Gladstone, who had just
passed away. Two years ago, in the
month of May, they tolled for her hus
band, the Hon. William Ewart Gladstone,
England's " Grand Old Man," and friends
who knew how perfectly they had been
united in life felt that Hawarden's bells,
in this merry month of roses, albeit they
rang so mournfully, signalled a happy re
union of two, who for fifty-nine years had
been beautiful in their lives. " What
ever of success I have attained in my
career has been chiefly due to the devoted
comforter, counsellor, and companion by
my side," was the tribute which her hus
band paid to Mrs. Gladstone in an ad
dress to his neighbors in 1S89.

Mrs. Gladstone was born January 6,

1812, being the first daughter to Sir
Stephen Glynn, of Hawarden. Her mar
riage occurred in 1839. She was the
founder and supporter of many charities,
and was greatly beloved. She had six
children; her eldest son died in 1891, and
her second son is rector of Hawarden." I desire to be buried where my wife
may lie," was a special clause in Mr. Glad
stone's will, and in accordance with his
wishes arrangements were made at the
time of his own interment at Westmin
ster that his wife should be laid by his
side.

It has been well said that, if man does
the work of the world, woman creates the
atmosphere in which he does that work,
and that few men attain greatness with
out the sympathy of woman.

Great and varied as were the gifts of
Mr. Gladstone, it may well be questioned
if he would have reached such heights
and lived so long without the noble help
meet who entered into rest last June, at
the same age attained by her distin
guished husband, whom she married in
1839. A person of marked energy and
sagacity, untiring in charitable and
philanthropic work, an ideal wife and
mother, with a character strong and
sweet, Mrs. Gladstone leaves an indelible
impression upon the Victorian era.

It will be remembered that there was a
rigid direction on one point left by Mr.
Gladstone — he would not be buried where
his wife might not share his last resting-
place—and so the devoted wife of the
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great Englishman will repose in West
minster Abbey beside him whom she sur
vived two years.

TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

Character Sketches from Photographs.
— New subscribers sending photographs for re

marks on their character vnder this heading
must observe the following conditions : Each

photograph must be accompanied by a stamped
and directed envelope for the return of the

photograph. The photograph or photographs
(for, where possible, two should be sent, one giv
ing a front and the other a side view) must be

good ind recent ; and, lastly, each application
must b: accompanied by a remittance of fl.00
( 5s. English ) for twelve months' subscription
to the Phrenological Journal. Letters to be

addressed to Fowler )c Wells Co., New York,
or L. N. Fowler 4" Co., London.

Fig. 554. —M. K. —Cambridge, Mass.—

You have a strong Vital Temperament
blended with the Mental. You inherit
some qualities from your father and
some from your mother. Your size of
head is inherited from your father, while
your temperament is like your mother's.
You ought to be able to fit yourself for
some artistic work, but you would not
do very well for dressmaking. You
would hate to sit and sew all day, but
you could show taste in designing or
arranging colors and materials. You
would make a good reporter, typewriter,
secretary, book-keeper, or could help
anyone in an editor's office. You have
large Intuition, and ought to be able to
study character well, and be able to
recognize conditions and theories con
nected with human life. Encourage
yourself as much as possible, and you
will be able to succeed in carrying out
vour ambition.

Fig. 555—L. M. B.— Carlisle, Pa.—
Your photograph was taken some years
ago, and we expect you have improved
some since then. Your photograph,
however, gives us a good opportunity of
judging of your mental developments,
which appear to. us to be the following:
Your Perceptive faculties give you an am

ple insight into the affairs of life, while
your Approbativeness makes you very
thoughtful as to your future success.
You are quite ambitious and desirous of
doing your work well, and this charac
teristic marks everything you do. You
are kind-hearted, but you do not waste
any words over others. You are inclined
to condense what you think into a little.
You ought to make a good manager,
superintendent, and director of work.
You could make an excellent housekeep
er or business manager, and you must
keep busy.

Fig. 556.— J. A. M.— New York.—Your
organization favors the Mental Tempera
ment. You will always prefer to be en
gaged in mental rather than physical
work. You are well adapted to the study
of Psychology, Phrenology, Anatomy,
Physiology, and the practical sciences.
You have more ideas than you will ever
use. In fact, you generate thought very
quickly, and possess an idealistic type of
mind that is able to place things on their
higher plane and fill them out with
proper environments. Go on with your
studies, take lessons in elocution, bring
out your voice for public speaking, and
increase your conversational talent. You
are not wanting in energy, but need to
be able to express your ideas fully and
freely.

Fig. 557.— J. B. M.— Beaver Falls, Pa.—
This lad will need to develop his
physique before he does much studying.
He is intelligent and wide-awake, but he
will not show to as good an advantage
mentally if he does not take special pains
to develop his lung-power and arterial
system. He has a very ardent nature, is
thoughtful, and shows more than ordi
nary penetration of mind. He possesses
a good deal of imagination, and must try
to get into a practical way of looking at
things, and not allow his fancy to rule
and regulate his mind. The more atten
tion he gives to scientific subjects, the"
more practical his mind becomes. He
will make a good student with proper
care and encouragement.

Fig. 558.— J. W. N.— Georgetown, Tex.
—You are bound to succeed in the
world and rise above the average man,
for you will be willing to put forth a

manly spirit and a full amount of energy,
but you must be willing to take respon
sibilities upon yourself, and not lean on
your father too much. You will be quite
enthusiastic, and if you engage in busi
ness you will be able to succeed in in
creasing the scope of the business. You
will not be one to lag behind. There are
a few things that you do not feel equal
to even now, from writing a good news
paper article to hunting up evidence for
a law case or conducting business on a

large and comprehensive scale. You
have a good deal of ingenuity, which can
be turned to a good account in some en
gineering enterprise.

Fig. 559. —W. H. L.—Youngstown, 0.—
Your head is fortunately balanced by a

healthy organization, firm muscles, and
a motive temperament. You are broad
in the temples, showing ingenuity, skill
in doing mechanical work, and capacity
to work by the eye. You have large
Form and Individuality, hence can re
member people readily. You are full of
energy, pluck, and resolution, and will
not allow obstacles to deter you from
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succeeding in life. You could succeed in
scientific work, and the more time you
can do to educate your whole mind, the
more complete you will become and the
more influence you will have.

Fig. 560.— S. E. D.— Deray, Mo.— You
have had a very noble purpose in life,
and you should feel that the result of
your thought has culminated in your fine
children. You are capable of taking up
scientific work, or could succeed in lit
erary and journalistic labor, which you
could do at home. In scientific work we
mean the study of some of the exact sci
ences such as Anatomy, Physiology,
Hygiene, and Heredity. The two latter
you could apply to your own family, and
teach or lecture on the subject. You are
not wanting in artistic taste, and know
how to ornament and beautify a home,
a shop, or a church with flowers, and
appropriate drapery. You could succeed
in horticultural work. You would enjoy
being where there are flowers to a high
degree.

WHAT PHRENOLOGISTS ARE
DOING.

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE LECT
URERS.

In December, Dr. King, Dr. Branden
burg, and Miss Fowler will give addresses
on Phrenology and Physiognomy, and
delineations of character will be given at
the close.

The following ladies and gentlemen
are expected to take part in the remain
der of the course of lectures of the ses
sion: Dr. Drayton, Mr. L. E. Waterman,
Dr. Sahler, Rev. Phebe Hanaford, Dr.
Foote, Mr. M. T. Richardson, Dr. Simon,
Hon. Theodore Sutro, and Mr. C. Brodie
Paterson.

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
PHRENOLOGY.

On going to press arrangements have
been made for the closing exercises of the
American Institute of Phrenology, which
are to be held on October 26th (Friday)
at eight o'clock.

Dr. Julius King has consented to take
the chair, and Mrs. Donald McLean,
president of the New York Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution,
has promised to present the diplomas to
the graduates.

Some of the graduates will read papers,
and the members of the Faculty will
make brief speeches.

Professor G. Morris, Fellow of the
American Institute of Phrenology, New
York, gave six free lectures at Hutchin

son Opera-house, for ladies and gentle
men, on the evenings of September 28, 29,

and October 1, 2, 3 and 4.

TOPICS.

How to read character by the head,
face, form, walk, gestures, hand-shake,
dress, and hand-writing. Training of
children, choice of pursuits, or what can
I do best? Who may and who may not
marry, and live happily together. Lect
ures illustrated by one thousand good,
bad, wise and otherwise men, women, and
children, horses, dogs, and birds.

Free public examinations of men,
women, and children on the platform at
the close of each lecture.

Many in Minneapolis and St. Paul have
been helped in health, business, and
marriage by following the advice of Pro
fessor Morris.

Call at his office and see their testi
monials; also the names of noted doc
tors, Phrenologists, and physiognomists
on his diplomas and certificate.

Professor G. Morris lectured in our
town twenty years ago, and marked
many charts for the people of Hutchin
son and surrounding country. For com
parison he will examine free in public
any one who has an old chart qf his
marking.

The opera-house will be open free each
afternoon from one to six. Mrs. Morris
will entertain visitors with pictures,
skulls, and charts. From this town the
Professor goes to Glencoe.

THE FOWLER INSTITUTE REPORT,
ENGLAND.

On Wednesday, September 19th, the
first meeting of the eleventh session of
the above Institute was held. Mr. W.
Becker occupied the chair. After the
minutes of the previous meeting were
read, Mr. D. T. Elliott referred to the
recent sudden death of William Brown,
Esq., J.P., president of the Institute,
which occurred on September 3d. The
Institute has sustained a severe loss in
the death of Mr. Brown, whose unique
character, genial disposition, and hearty
enthusiasm in every goo?) work were the
admiration of his friends. His adapta
bility was very marked, and his lectures
to the Institute were interesting and in
structive. He had spent a very busy life.
His services were frequently in command
in the cause of temperance and social re
form, and the religious community of
Wellingborough found in him a strong
adherent, a faithful worker, and an able
speaker. Earnestness and sympathy
characterized his whole life. As a stu
dent he was diligent, painstaking, and
thoughtful. Notwithstanding his rnulti
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tude of duties in the directing of his large
business, he found time for active labor
in the great cause of moral and religious
reform, and in the improvement and ele
vation of his fellow-men. To enable him
to understand and further enhance his
usefulness among men he commenced
the study of Phrenology, and became
quite an expert in delineating character.
The same enthusiasm characterized him
in Phrenology as in religious and temper
ance work, lie was not ashamed of
Phrenology —he knew its value and util
ity to all classes of people, lie put its
principles into practice in business life,
and applied those principles in engaging
his work-people. Mr. Brown possessed
a happy organization; a warm-hearted,
sympathetic nature, and a well-dis
ciplined mind; he was a type of man that
could not be lazy, neither was he prolix.
He presented his thoughts in a clear, con
cise style, and could be easily under
stood. His public addresses were crisp,
and fresh struck off from his own anvil.
In dealing with the varied aspects of
phrenological teaching he spoke as " one
having authority," for he had no doubt
of its value or its accuracy as a science.
To say that he understood the sciAce
thoroughly would be superfluous. He
knew by experience what it could accom
plish in the lives of men and in the train
ing of the young, and he did what he
could to make known its teaching. The
founder of this Institute, the late L. N.
Fowler, valued very highly the abilities
and friendship of Mr. Brown, and it was
his wish that Mr. Brown should succeed
him as president, and we know how ably
he discharged his duties. We have lost
a valued friend and co-worker. This loss
will be keenly felt by Miss J. A. Fowler
and Mr. M. H. Piercy," and they will share
with us the sorrow of the separation. I
feel myself I have lost a personal friend.
He has left us a splendid example of
faithfulness and thoroughness which we
should endeavor to copy.

Mr. Elliott then read the following
resolution:

" It is with feelings of deep sorrow that
we hear of the death of our esteemed
president. William Brown, Esq., J.P., of
Wellingborough. He had by his geniality
of manner and kindliiiess of -disposition
won the affection of all the members of
the Fowler Phrenological Institute. The
deep interest he displayed in the advance
ment of Phrenology generally was ap
parent to all who came in contact with
him, and his decease means a great loss
to the Institute and to the cause as well.
We place on record the high esteem in
which we held him, and we desire to
express our deep sympathy with his
widow and family in their sudden and

painful bereavement, and assure them of
our heart-felt sympathy.

" Signed on behalf of the members of
the Fowler Phrenological Institute, on
the 19th of September, 1900.

" D. T. ELLIOTT."

Miss S. Dexter and Mr. W. Becker also
bore testimony to the value of the late
president's work in connection with the
Institute.

Mr. William Musgrove, of Blackpool,
intends spending the winter at Fall
River, Mass., U. S. A.

THE FOWLER INSTITUTE MIDSUM
MER EXAMINATION REPORT,

LONDON.
The following gentlemen were success

ful in their examinations and received the
Institute's diploma: Mr. W. J. Corbett, of
Glasgow: Mr. F. G. Sleight, Mr. James
Brake, of Australia.

The following students have received
the Institute's certificate: Mrs. Cham
bers, Mr. W. Bone. Mr. Williamson, Mr.
Hitchcock, Mr. J. Walton Clinton, Mr. F.
P. Wood.

We heartily congratulate the above
candidates, and trust they will make
good use of their knowledge, and con
tinue their studies in mental science and
human nature, which subjects include
man as a whole.

PERSONAL.
LONGEVITY.

MRS. BELVA A. LOCKWOOD'S FAMILY.
Her mother, Hannah Green, married

Mr. Bennett when she was fifteen years
old, and of the son and four daughters
who survive her the oldest, Mrs. Rachel
Robinson, of Onarga, is seventy-two
years. In January last she celebrated
her eighty-eighth birthday. She had
not been sick, and was in full possession
of all her faculties. Softly the vital cord
was disengaged.

MRS. HASKELL.
One of Chicago's best-loved philan

thropists and pioneers recently passed
away at the age of eighty. This was
Mrs. Caroline E. Haskell. Prominent
among her gifts to public institutions
was the Oriental Museum of the Chicago
University, which was erected at a cost
of $100,000. Mrs. Haskell also donated
$40,000 for the establishment of two
lectureships, one of which is devoted to
courses to be given in India. Mrs.
Haskell gave over $50,000 to the Hahne
mann Hospital. Among her recent gifts
was $10,000 to Oberlin. She was greatly
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interested in children; and the Haskell
Home for Children in Battle Creek, and
the Vilas Home for Children in New-

England, are among her beneficiaries.
Her works, her purity of life, and excel
lent example, follow her.

!• -^CHILDREN'S DISEASES.

HOW TO AVOID CONSUMPTION.

The following are nine concise rules for
avoiding tuberculosis:

1. A generous dietary of nitrogenous
food.

2. Free ventilation of dwelling and
sleeping rooms, by open windows, with
wire-gauze blind.

3. Adequate house-heating in winter.
4. Boil all milk or cream previous to

using.
5. Obtain eight hours' sleep; if not

sound sleep, contract hours to seven and
rest during the day.

6. If debilitated with weak digestion,
rest in a recumbent position shortly be
fore and after meals.

7. Wear loose clothing, especially
around the waist and lower ribs, to af
ford freedom and respiration.

8. Take systematic daily exercise in the
open air on foot.

9. If means and station in life admit of
a long holiday, from time to time, live
during fine weather in a tent in the open
air, or in a summer-house for most of the
day, and, if unemployed, pursue a hobby
to occupy the mind.

SCARLET FEVER.
I have just passed through a siege of

the scarlet fever, and consequently
learned something regarding the treat
ment of children afflicted with this dread
disease that may help some other mother.

Over a month ago my seven-year-old
boy, Leigh, awoke one morning telling
me that there was a sore lump on his
throat. I looked, and on both sides of
the neck were large lumps. The throat
was full of sores, of an ashen white color.
I summoned a physician at once, and he
pronounced it diphtheria. We treated
him for that disease; yet he complained
constantly of pain in the bowels. The
second morning- I found him almost com
pletely covered with small, red pimples,
closely resembling' measles. The physi
cian was summoned, and he pronounced
it scarlet fever of a malignant type.

Now, as to treatment: and here let me
say that if your child awakens some
morning with the above symptoms, don't
get frightened! Set to work bravely, and
keep cool and clear-headed. Very little
medicine is needed, with the exception of
washes for the throat. Tf the fever is very

high, give treatment to induce perspira
tion.

You will need an atomizer and a ther
mometer. Keep the room cool—never
above seventy degrees. Much depends
upon this. Have the covering on the bed

„ light; anything hea%'y presses upon the
patient, and makes him uncomfortable.
Get a bottle of peroxide of hydrogen
(medicinal), and fill your atomizer with
it; spraying the throat and nostrils fre
quently. (Jive the peroxide internally;
for a child of seven years, twenty drops
every three hours. If too strong, weaken
a little with water. L believe this rem
edy saved my child's life, and I am using
it now, with the atomizer, spraying his
throat and nostrils five and six times
daily.

»

WIT AND WISDOM.
TRY SMILING.

Why scowl and growl at all you find,
Nor heed hope's sweet beguiling?

Each frown will leave its mark behind,
A ragged scar upon the mind —

Try smiling.

Wny always mourn and weep, the heart
At sorrow's bowl keep quaffing?

The melancholy tears that start
Will hold your soul and peace apart —

Try laughing.

If in life's course you nobly run,
Then do not be repining;

For you will find with duty done,
Behind the darkest cloud the sun

Is shining.

A good mother, when her son was leav
ing the home of his childhood and going
out into the great world, knowing that
he was ambitious, gave him this parting1
injunction: "My son, remember that,
though it is a good thing- to be a great
man it is a great thing to be a good man."

We must put the glory of love, of best
effort, of sacrifice, of prayer, of upward
looking and heavenward reaching into
the dull routine of our life's every day,
and then the most burdensome and un
eventful life will be made splendid with
the glory of God.— J. R. Miller. D.D.

Christianity wants nothing so much in
the world as sunny people, and the old
are hungrier for love than for bread, and
the oil of joy is very cheap, and if. you
can help the poor on with a garment of
praise it will be better for them than
blankets. —Henry Drummond.

We meet at the table three times a day
in most families, and our best opportu
nity for conversation is found there. To
sit at a meal in silence, speaking only
about the affairs of the moment, asking
and answering questions, but having no
genuine table talk, is a mistake. — May
Ladies' Home Journal.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.

On February 29, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorporated

under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the pros

ecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of Fowler A Wells.
The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the

business, or in its general management. All remittances should be made payable

to the order of FOWLER & WELLS CO.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of the Phrenological
Journal and Phrenological Magazine is fi.oo a
year, payable in advance.

MONEY, when sent by mail, should be in the form of
Money Orders, Express Money Orders, Drafts on
New York, or Registered Letters. All Postmasters
are required to Register Letters whenever requested
to do so.

SIL VER or other coin should not be sent by mail, as it
is almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope and be lost.

POSTAGE-STAMPS will be received for fractional parts
of a dollar. The larger stamps are preferred; they
should never be stuck to the letters, and should always
be sent in sheets— that is, not torn apart.

CHANGE of post-office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without this
information. Notice should be received the first of the
preceding month.

LETTERS OF INQUIRY requesting an answer should
inclose a stamp for return postage, and be sure and
give name and full address every time you write.

ALL LETTERS should be addressed to Fowler & Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the office.
In this wav only can prompt and careful attention be
secured,

ANY BOOK. PERIODICAL, CHART, Etc., may be or-
dered from this office at Publishers' prices.

A8ENTS WANTED for the Phrenological Journal
and our Book Publications, to whom liberal terms will
be given.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.
" The Internationa] Monthly."—New

York. —This is a magazine of contem
porary thought. On that account it
touches subjects that deal with problems
that are interesting to men in all parts
of the world. The first article is on the
" Expansion of Russia," another is on
" The New Italy," a third on " Party
Government in the United States";
hence the magazine is important in its
wide-reaching interests.

" Suggestive Therapeutics." —Chicago,
111.—This magazine deals with subjects
that bear upon " magnetic healing " and
" hypnotic treatment." It is a concensus
of thought on the newer lines of treat
ment in the present day. One article is
on " The Mind and Activity during
Sleep." another on " Magnetic Hand
shaking," and throughout it gives
thought on therapeutic treatment along
suggestive lines.

" Health."—New York.— This is the
new title of the magazine formerly pub
lished under the name of " Omega."
This journal devotes considerable atten
tion to physical culture and hygiene, and
its contributed articles bear plainly on
the subject of health notes. There is a
" Home Department " and " Suggestions
from the Diet School." Many valuable
hints are to be found in this Journal.

" The American Monthly Review of
Reviews." —New York. —The October
number naturally contains a good deal
of political matter. There is a character
sketch of the Lord Chief Justice of Eng
land by W. T. Stead. Price Collier gives
an article on " The Rise of Golf in
America," with illustrations of various
golf clubs throughout the country.

" The Ladies' Home Journal." —Phila
delphia, Pa.—The October number is
particularly attractive. Mr. Clifford
Howard begins the story of " A Young
Man," which is the opening article. He
tells the events in the life of Jesus Christ
as suggested by a thought given in one
of Dr. Amorv Bradford's sermons.

Lippincott's Magazine — Philadelphia,
Pa.— for October contains a complete
story by Mr. Joseph Altsheler called
" My Captive." Dr. C. C. Abbott con
tributes a pleasant study of " Autumnal
Odors," while the late Stephen Crane's
descriptions of the " Late Battles of the
World " are continued.

" The American Medical Journal "—
St. Louis, Mo.—contains an article by W.
A. Goad, M.D., on " Malarial Diseases."
So many persons are suffering from
various forms of malaria that this arti
cle will be of very great benefit. Malaria,
the doctor states, is a gaseous poison
which permeates the atmosphere, and
when we inhale the air we come in con
tact with miasmatic poisons. The access
is an easy one, and it will not take long
to get our blood contaminated, and then
it is our glands that absorb and take it
up and try to throw it off, but when we
get it faster than Nature can dispose of
it then it is that we succumb. He recom
mends he use of enemas to act on the
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bowels, both with sedatives for fevers
and nourishment as paramount issue.
" Nourishing in Fever " is the title of an
article by G. W. King, M.D., and " Castor
Oil in Neuralgia " is by H. T. Webster,
M.D.

" Human Nature." — San Francisco,
Cal. — Professor Haddock continues his
" Journal on his European Trip." A
lecture of his is also given that was de
livered before the Batley Working Men's
Club and Institute. C. P. Holt has an
article on " In the Northland," where he
has been visiting during the summer.
He gives some valuable information upon
the Alaskan people, all of which we are
glad to know about, as his observations
are useful and profitable. " Nervous
Dyspepsia " is an article which treats
upon a subject of much moment to large
numbers of the community.

" The Humanitarian."—New York and
London. —There is a frontispiece of Sir
George Williams and an interview with
this distinguished and philanthropic
benefactor. " The Social Work of the
Young Men's Christian Association " is
the subject of an article which is an in
teresting interview. It was in 1844 that
he founded the Young Men's Christian
Association, and little did he think then
of the immense value of that small so
ciety to humanity to which his organiza
tion would grow.

" The Hahnemannian Advocate "—Chi
cago. HI. —contains an article by A. C.
Halphide, M.D., on "The Theory of
Psychic Healing — an Explanation of the
way the Mind Cures the Body," which
will be read with great interest.

" Boots and Shoes "—New York —is a
magazine always up to date, and makes
one look down at their own shoes to see
if they resemble the neat appearance of
many of the cuts which are displayed
through its pages. Anyone who has a

difficulty in finding boots and shoes to fit
him would do well to consult this maga
zine.

PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT.

An entirely new edition of " Plain
Home Talk," by E. B. Foote, M.D. ($2.00),
will be issued early in November. This
work is thoroughly revised, and three
hundred pages are added, which will be
a great advantage. Orders may be re
ceived at this office. L. N. Fowler & Co.,
7 Imperial Arcade, Ludgate Circus, Lon
don, have been appointed sole agents for
the United Kingdom for this work." Life and Beauty," a new monthly
publication issued in London. Fowler &
Wells Co. are the agents for the United
States. Price, 50 cents per year, and will

be sent with the Journal to new sub
scribers for $1.25." Homes for All," by O. S. Fowler, is
unique in the method of concrete build
ing. A new edition is off the press, and
may be had for $1.00, post-paid.

L. N. Fowler & Co. are sole agents for
the works of Fowler & Wells Co., and
correspondents abroad would save time
and money by addressing their orders
direct to 7 Imperial Arcade, Ludgate Cir
cus, London. They also receive sub
scriptions to the Phrenological Joub-
nal. New volumes commence January
and June of each year.

The Phrenological Annual for 1901
promises to be of unusual interest. It is
edited by D. T. Elliott and Jessie A.
Fowler. This is the last opportunity we
shall have of reminding your advertisers
before the forms go to press. It is de
sired that names that have not already
been sent in for registration should be
sent at once.

The evening class for special study on
character-reading for business men will
commence on Monday evening, November
5th. Applications will be made to the
Secretary at once for intending students.

"The Key to Magnetic Healing," by
Professor J. H. Strasser. Price, $5.00.
The book is especially intended to be a
compendium for the students of this
noble art of healing, for it will make
lecturing unnecessary and give the dif
ferent schools of magnetic healing more
time for practical instruction." Human Magnetism," by H. S. Dray
ton, M.D., is without doubt the best work
published on this subject. It will answer
the numerous inquiries that we continu
ally receive for a work on personal mag
netism. Price, $1.00." Womanly Beauty of Form and Feat
ure," published by the Health Culture
Co. This is a book containing pictures
by various authors, and illustrations of
the beauty and development of women.
It is certainly safe to say that no woman
can read this work without being in
spired to efforts for the maintaining of
a better physical condition and more
womanlv beauty in form and feature.
Price, $1.00.

EIGHT PIECES OF NEW MUSIC FOR
10 CENTS.

To anyone sending us 10 cents we will
send eight pieces of new, full-size, copy
righted music, the publisher's price of
which is $4. Besides this, we will send
thirty-six pages of bright, interesting, il
lustrated stories and up-to-date articles.
This is a fair and square offer, or it would
not appear in these columns.

Address W. E. Annis, 1123 Broadway,
N. Y.
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THE TEACHING OF CHILDREN.

It has long been known that to ply the
brains of children with too much dili
gence does great harm. When not so ex
cessive as to produce absolute illness,
physiologists tell us that a slowly ac
cumulating degeneracy of physique is
the inevitable result. The mind, it
seems, like the body, cannot assimilate
beyond a certain rate, and if facts, lan
guages, etc., are forced upon it faster
than it can appropriate them, they are
soon rejected again; they are not per
manently built into the intellectual
fabric, but fall out of the recollection af
ter passing an examination for which
they were got up. Educational reform
ers hold that it is highly desirable to
make intellectual training available in
the struggle of life. Success in the w:orld
depends far more on health and vigor of
faculty than upon mere stored-up infor
mation. In fact, strength and power of
intellect will always compensate for de
fects of knowledge. Knowledge, too, it
must be remembered, is not wisdom. In
order to prevent overworking the minds
of children, it is necessary that the
teacher should know something of
mental science. Miss Jessie A. Fowler,
daughter of the late Mr. L. N. Fowler,
purposes to equip teachers in this direc
tion. Her manual of " Mental Science "

gives us not only a knowledge of all the
mental, moral, and social centres of the
brain, but a comprehensive statement of
the temperaments, so that the character
istics of each child may be easily read.
An interesting feature is the location of
the faculties, not only on the head but
in the brain. We are also instructed in
the physiognomical signs of the faculties
which hitherto have not, so far as we are
aware, been given before in a consec
utive manner or on any phrenological
plan. There is an explanation of each
organ for teachers which is more tech
nical than that which follows for the
children, the object of which is to assist
them in cultivating and restraining the
needful powers by a simple knowledge
of each element of their minds. Miss
Fowler is a gifted writer, and it is clear
to us that the mantle of her talented
father, who was known throughout the
world as an authority upon Phrenology,
has fallen upon her. The influence of
her book is calculated to accomplish
much good in building up harmonious
and well-balanced characters.

" Massage is the most desirable mode
of exercise, especially for invalids and
delicate people. This is a thorough
manipulation by an attendant of all the
muscles. Massage is one of the most ef
fective of all manipulations to promote

nerve currents and blood circulation. It
renders the skin soft and elastic. The
action extends deeply in the body, thus
promoting the activity of all the blood
vessels." This we quote from a chapter
on " Massage " in " Tokology." Price,
$2.25.

We have had many calls for the works
of the late Joseph Rodes Buchanan, M.D.
We have one copy of " Psychometry "
left which may be "had for $2.00.

To the subscribers of the Phrenologi
cal Journal: If you are needing books
that we do not make we shall be pleased
to get them for you on receipt of the
published •prices.

Ma^iy readers of the Journal have yet
to become acqxiainted with " Homo-
Culture," the revised edition of " Stirpi-
eulture," by M. L. Holbrook. This will
furnish the most scientific information,
and add much to the happiness and lux
ury of future home-makers. Price, $1.00.

The time has arrived when people do
not live in fear and trembling as when
" the great object in life was to be in a
state of constant affliction; whatever
pleased the senses was to be suspected.
It mattered not what a man liked; the
mere fact of his liking it made it sinful.
Whatever was natural was wrong. It
was wrong to take pleasure in beautiful
scenery, for a pious man had no concern
with such matters. On Sunday it was
sinful to walk in the fields or in meadows",
or enjoy fair weather by sitting at the
door of your own house. Whatever was
natural was wrong." The above extract
is taken from " Household Remedies,"
which is most entertaining and in
structive. Price, $1.00.

The new edition of " Marriage and
Parentage " is just off the press.

" An
animal which is weak or slow, and so
cannot secure its food easily, or escape
from its foes, suffers, and perhaps loses
its life in its effort: while another one,
strong and swift, takes pleasure in all its
activities, satisfies itself easily, and has
few pains to bear. The physically and
mentally inferior of any race suffer all
sorts of privations and miseries. This is
equally true of human beings. The
healthy and well organized reap the
blessings of being so, and the inferior
fail to reap blessings, but suffering in
stead." This is only a brief extract of
what may be gathered from the above-
mentioned book. Price, $1.00.

We are often asked for a text-book on
physiognomy. We cannot recommend
one better than " New Physiognomy," by
S. R. Wells, especially on account of the
large amount of illustrations of all nat
ures. Price, $3.00.

Sydney Barrington Elliott, M.D., de
serves the reputation he has received
through the pages of " jEdceoIogy."
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Neither time nor pains has been spared
in insuring the reliability of quotations
and cases. That much benefit should re
sult from this investigation, there is little
doubt. Let the reader weigh carefully
the facts and arguments given, and we
have no fear for the results. Price,
$1.50.

We have a graphophone to dispose of,
and the first application will be supplied.
I'rice, $40, postpaid.

The New Model Manikin is the best yet
published. It contains more than one
hundred views of the human body. The
figure is one-half life size, and in many
of the special manikins, of which there
are a large number, the parts are greatly
magnified. It is very strong and* dur
able, and colored true to nature. It is
adapted for the school, office, or home
study. Price, with comprehensive man
ual, $10 by express.

" Heads and Faces." This book is still
published, selling hundreds of copies
every month. The attention of our read
ers is called not only to this, but to its
sequel, " How to Study Strangers," the
fifty chapters of which cover a broad
range. The stranger, whether child or
man, is analyzed, and the study of tem
perament is exhaustive, forming a nota-

A New Phrenological Game !

LARGE.

IDEALITY.
FORM.

COLOR.
SUBLIMITY.

This introducesPhrenologyIntoa nowgomeon thebasisof too !
otd endwell knowngameof Authors,with additionsthatwill rcn
dor It oneof the mostpopulargamesoverpublishedin thehandsot
thawsinterestedIn phrenology,and it will bea greatnoveltyand of
Interestto thosenotfamiliar withthesubject. The sample shown
aborawill givean Ideaof it, butsomenewand novelfeatureshave
beenaddedto themethodsof playing. Sentby mail, postpaid,on
receiptof price,only 15 eenta. Address

FOWLER sVWELLS CO. L. N. FOWLER A CO.
Publishers, Publishers.

HEW YORK. LONDON, E.C.

b\e addition to lectures on human phy^i-
ologj'. In fact, it shows what talent
consists of, and how different from cult
ure, etc.; the signification of capacity,
and how jt may be brought out through
training, application, &c. The culture of
children is a special feature. This work
is specially interesting in its character
sketches of eminent men and women. As
above mentioned, it is a sequel to the
book, " Heads and Faces," the price of
which is $1.50, postpaid.

Now is the time to secure a copy of
Hester M. Poole's book, " Fruits and
How to Use Them," an invaluable book,
with more than six hundred recipes for
the preparation for the table of the food
used in this country. This work, the
only one of the kind ever published, is
indispensable to good housekeeping, giv
ing new, toothsome, and attractive ways,
recipes which the careful housekeeper
will gladly welcome. The price is $1.00,

postpaid.
Sea air is most refreshing. Sea bath

ing combined with it is equally enjoyable
and beneficial to the overworked. George
Block's work on " Sea Air and Sea Bath
ing " will add much to this great luxury
in the pleasant reading and valuable in
formation on the proper way to bathe.

Shampooing
WITH

Packer's
Tar Soap
thoroughly cleanses every
pore, gives vigor to the

scalp, and renders the hair
soft, lustrous and healthy.
Send for our leaflet, " The
Value of Systematic
Shampooing."

THE PACKER MFC CO.,

81 FULTON ST., NEW YORK.

In ewi-itlMaT to •dTertlien pleue ameastloM The Phre-nolotr IcaU Jonrmal.
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FOWLER & WELLS COMPANY,
— AND —

Dr. M. L. HOLBROOK'S Publications.

Mow to Strengthen the Memory ; or Natural and Scientific Methods of Never
Forgetting. By Dr. M. L. Holbrook. Cloth. Price, by mail, $1.00.

Hygiene of the Brcin and the Cure of Nervousness. By Dr. M. L. Holbrook.
Price, by mail, fi.oo.

Eating for Strength. By M. L. Holbrook, M. D. Price, by mail, fi.oo.
Parturition Without Pain. A Code of Directions for Avoiding most of the

Pains and Dangers of Child-bearing. By M. L. Holbrook, M. D. Price, by
mail, fi.oo.

Liver Complaint, Mental Dyspepsia and Headache ; Their Cure by Home
Treatment. By M. L. Hoi.hrook, M. D. Price, by mail, $1.00.

The Relation of the Sexes. By Mrs. E. B. Duffev. Price, by mail, fi.oo.
Youth; Its Care and Culture. By J. Mortimer Granville. Price, by mail, $1.00.

Talks to my Patients. By Mrs. R. B. Gleason, M. D. A Practical Handbook
for the Maid, Wife and Mother. Price, f 1.50.

The Better Way. An Appeal to Men in Behalf of Human Culture through a

Wiser Parentage. By A. E. Newton. Price, by mail, 25 cents.

Sexual Physiology. A Scientific and Popular Exposition of the Fundamental
Problems in Sociology. By R. T. Trall, M. D. Price, by mail, $2.00.

Fruit and Bread. Bv Gustavk Schlickeysen. Translated from the German.
By M. L. Holbrook, M. D. 250 pages. Price, by mail, $1.00.

Aids to Family Government. Or the Art of Rearing and Managing Children
according to the Froebel and the Kindergarten Method. By Mrs. Bertha
Meyer. Translated by M. L. Holbrook, M. D. Price, cloth, fi.co.

Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for Intemperance. By Harriet P. Fowier.
Price, by mail, 30 cents.

Muscle-Beating; or. Home Gymnastics for Sick and Well. By C. Kiemm,

Manager of the Gymnasium of Riga. Price, by mail, 30 cents.

Marriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary and Physiological Relations, and in
their Bearing on the Producing of Children of Finer Health and Greater
Ability. By M. L. Holbrook, M. D. Price, ¥1.00.

The Diet Cure. By T. L. Nichols, M. D. Price, by mail, 50 cents.

Deep Breathing; or. Lung Gymnastics. Cloth, Price, by mail, 50 cents.

Medical Hints on the Protection and Management of the Singing Voice. By
Lennox Browne, F. R. C. S. 25th thousand. Price, by mail, 30 cents.

Emerson as a Poet. With Photographic Portrait. A Fine Gift Book. Cloth.
Price, by mail, $ 1.00.

The Hygienic Treatment of Consumption. By M. L. Holbrook, M. D.
Cloth. Price, by mail, $1.00.

Homo Culture. By M. L. Holbrook, M. D. Cloth. Price, by mail, $1.00.

Moral and Religious Development of Thomas Carlyle. By Dr. Ewald Flugel,
of the University of Leipsjc ; Translated from the German, by Jessica Gilbert
Tyler. A new, full length, striking Portrait of Thomas Carlyle, for the

American edition. Price. $1.00.

The Child. Physically and Mentally. Advice of a Mother, according to the Teach
ing and experience of Hygienic Science, Gukle for Mothers and Educators.
By Bertha Meyer : translated by Frif.df.rike Solamon ; revised by A. R
Ai.drich. Cloth. Price, 75 cents.
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EUGENE i Given Free

FIELD'S
POEMS*
A $7.00
BOOK

ow ♦

THE Bookof thecentury
HandsomelyIllus
trated by thirty-
twoof the World's
GreatestArthts.

toeachpersoninterestedin
subscribing to the Eugene
Field Monument S
Fund. Subscribeany
desired.Subscriptionsas1
u 91.00will entitledonorto
bU daintily arti»tlcvolume
"field Flowers"

(cloth bound, 8x11), as ft
certificateof subscriptionto
fund. Bookcontainsaselec
tion of Field'sbestand most
representativeworks and it
re*dyfor deliver?.

But *But for the noblecontri
butionof theworld'sgreatest
artiste this book could not
havebeenmanufacturedfor
lessthan17.00

The Fund createdIs di
rtequallybetweenthe family of the lateEugeneField

; andtheFundfor thebuildingof a monumentto themem
oryof thebelovedpoetof childhood. Addrens
EUGENE FIELD MUM MKM SOUVENIR FUND,

(Alsoat BookStores) iSo Monroe St., Chicago #
If yonalsowish to *endpostage,enclose10eta X*.*.♦*■♦,—4>w>e)»sw t»»»»»»%»<i«<+»%%,»»»t,»»

"Tig a wonderful world we live iu,
Each year sees inventions new,

To smooth life's rugged pathway,
And make our troubles few ;

And one of the greatest, beyond a

question,
Is " Ripans Tabules," a cure for

indigestion.

WANTED.-A
cane of bad health that R IPA-N-8

will not benefit. They banish pain and prolong
life. One (rives relief. Note the word R-IPAN-8 on
the package and accept no substltnte. R-I-P-A-N-8,
10 for 6 oents, may be bad at any drug store. Ten
samples and one thousand testimonials will be mailed
to any address for 6 oents, forwarded to the HI pans
Chemical Co.. No. 10Spruce St., New York.

Have ter git up early If jou darkies
wan ts to see

Better lookiu' couple than Lucindy
Ann an' me.

Bofe got sick an' bilious, an' we thought
we gwine ter die—

Took some Ripans Tabules, and dey
made de mis'ry fly S

Neber seen such medicine for ailin'
folks to tnke —

Fixed us for de cake walk—course we
took de cake!

WANTED.-A
case of*bad health

will Dot benefit. They banish
life. One Rives relief. Note the word B-I-P-A-N-
the package and accept no substitute. R-I-P-A-N-8,
10 for 6cents, may be had at any drug store. Ten sam
ples and one thousand testimonials will be mailed to
any address for 6 cents, forwarded to the Ripans
Chemical Co., No. 10 8pruce St, New York.

In ruing to adTCrtlawn ale-ue nralloi The Phrrneloglra] Jc
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Dr. CHAS. WESLEY BRANDENBUHG
228 But 14th Street, v » York City

CURES Chronic and Nervous in.. >ases. Treats
successfully chronic ailments of the nerves, nose and
throat, stomach, lnngs. liver, heart, blood, skin, kid
neys, bladder, and diseases of the urinary organs.

i IIKK ADVICE by mail on all nubject» |.ortaluinK■ II. .hi. ami IMschhc, IlMiiriic. Medicine, and
Htailc Electricity.

THE OCCULT AID BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL
Is devoted t» the investigationof the relative and intrinsic

valuesof the Oriental and Christianreligions,to the expositionof
Solar. \ ■■: i andOrganicBiology,and the lisototicSciences,
In their relationto tihysicafhealtliand ttrcu^th,intellectualdevel
opment,and unfoUtmentof the souland spiritualpowers.

II. K. BUTLER, Editor
Annual subscription,$i 50: singlecopy. 15cents,
l-'oreien.7s ad; singlecopy.91T.

Publishedby
THE EMtTKHIC l*CH. CO.. Apph-^ntc. Ciillf.

NATIONAL Lit AVI TUCORRESPONDENCE VltAL I fl
SCHOOL or you can eaBlly cure yourself at home

of any weakness or curable disease

WITHOUT DRUGS
It you know how. Inexpensive Hygienic treatment.
References. Book, 24 photos, by Sarony, 10 cents.

BY MAIL
Address: 503 Fifth Ave., New York City

A Father's Advice to Every Jioy
A Mother's Advice to Every Girl

These booklets, by Dr. Miller, were written as a special
aid to parents, day-school and Sunday-school teachers,
educators and pastors, In giving proper Instruction
and needful warning to children and youth In regard
to 'he useless expenditure of Vital Force.

There are many children that waste their vitality,
ruin their heallb. and shorten their lives for the want
of the Information contained In this book.

Price only IO vents by mall

MEATLESS DISHES. Cook Book $0 10

EUREKA CURE FOR COLDS, Hay Fever,
La Grippe, etc 20

VEGETARIAN DIET FOR ATHLETES 5

CLEANLINESS, THE FIRST PRINCI
PLES OF HYGIENE. Holtz 10

PHYSICIAN'S IDEA OF VEGETARI
ANISM. Dr. Mathewson 5

TWENTY-FOUR REASONS FOR VEG
ETARIAN DIET 5

CLERICAL SPORTSMEN. J. Howard
Moore, A.B. A protest againRt the vaca
tion pastime of some ministers of the
gospel. Dozen, 50 cents.

RELIGION AND VEGETARIANISM (il
lustrated), contains : Why Some Mis
sionaries Fail ; Diet and Temperance ;
Spurgeon's Reproval (with portraits);
Prof. David Swing's Attitude (with por
traits) ; Appeal to Christian Workers.
Dozen, 50 cents.

THE JUST AND THE UNJUST 5

KINDNESS TO ANIMALS. Mann 10

SALINE STARVATION, and How to
Avoid It. Chas. D. Hunter, D.F.S.
Scientific explanation of oause of arterial
degeneration. Hints on preparation of
foods so as to preserve essential salts.
Dozen, 50 cents.

In writing- to adrertlaera pleaae

EALTII !ARMONT !

Subscribe NOW for

99

The world's leading Magazine of
Lilwral and Advanced Thought.

CHARLKS BRODIK PATTEKSON. Editor
Contributions from the best-known writers on

Science, Philosophy. Keliglon. Psychology,
Metaphysics, Occultism, etc.

Now m Its fourth year.
$2.00 per annum 20 cents a copy.
At all news-stands, or mailed by the publishers.
Send 10 cents for Sample Copy and Catalogue of

new anil Important books on the alxive and kindred
subjects A full line of Advanced Thought works
kept constantly on hand

THE ALLIANCE PUBLISHING COMPANY
"Life" Building. New York, N. Y

UNPARALLELED CLUBBINC OFFER I

By special arrangement with the publishers, we are
enabled to send, to the same address for one year.

MIND and THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL

FOR ONLY S2.00
This Is the regular price of the former magazine alone,
and, as tbls offer Is apt to be withdrawn at an early
date, It should be availed of at once by both new and
renewing subscribers to THE PHRENOLOGICAL
JOURNAL.
FOWLER & WELLS CO.. 27 East 21st St , New York

' HOW TO STRENGTHEN THE MEMORY"9
...OR....

Natural ank Scientific Methods of Never

Forgetting.

By Dr. M. L. Holbrook.

CONTETS.
i— Introductory. The Nature of Memory,
a—The Best Foundation for a Good Memory.
5 -Memory and Nutrition- Memory and Fatigue;

Memory and the Circulation of the Blood;
Quality of the Blood; Memory and Disease;
Memory and Narcotics.

4—Exaltation and Degeneration of the Memory.
5—Memory and Attention.
6—Memory and Repetition.
7— Memory and Associations, Links and Chains.
8—A Striking Example of Restoration of the Mem

ory, and the Methods Employed.
9— Methods of Memory Culture for Schools.

10—Self-culture of the Memory.
11—Memory for Names and itsCulture.
n —Memory for Faces and its Improvement.
13—Memory for Places and Localities.
14—Culture of the Musical Memory.
15—Strengthening the Memory for Facts and Events.
16—Memory for Figures and Dates.
17—The Figure Alphabet.
18—Tricks of Memory.
19—How to Learn a New Language, or the Surest and

Most Effectual Way to Ensure an Easy and
Accurate Reproduction of Ideas.

20—Culture of a Memory for Words.
21—Advice to Clergymen Concerning Their Mem«riM.
22—The Lawyer's Memory.
23—Mastering the Contents of a Book.
24—The Art of Forgetting and What to Forget.
25—Abnormal Memories.PRICE «1.<>< >

POW LER A W ELLB CO., »T E. Slat St,, New T ork

mention The Phrenological Journal.
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MILLER'S HOTEL" :t!iA n W. Mtk Nt., R. V. Cltj

Three minutes* walk from Madison Square Park. Fifteen
minutes by trolley cars from Central Park. Elevated
and electric cars to all parts of the citv. Convenient to
Charcues, Theatres, Lecture Halls, and large Dry Goods
Stores. A quiet, home like place for guests, permanent
or transient. Electric Elevator. Sanitary Toilets, Enam-
eled Bath-tubs, Turkish, Electric, and Roman Baths con
nected with tbe Hotel, at speci -1rates to from to. Estab
lished 30 years and just renovated throughout.

R»tr *■.!to (4 ptr day, (10 ti>$30per «•. k arrordln t̂o room.
Sept. 1,1900 VV. M. II AKillT. Proprietor

U.S. SUBSCRIPTION AGENCY
Law Building

Indianapolis, Ind.
Send for our circulars.

QAM P| C copies of 100 different Leading Newa-unmr ll,
papers and Magazines sent to aiiy ad

dress upon receipt of 10cents to pay for mailing. U. 8.
Subscription Agency, Law Building, Indianapolis, Ind.
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BEST BOOKS ON WATER=CURE.
The Hydropathic Encyclopedia. Designed as a guide to families and students and a text-book for phy.

sicians. By R. T. Trail, M. D. 12 mo, 966 pp., 461illustrations. Cloth, $4.00. English Price, t6s.

The Philosophy of Water-Cure. By John Balbirnie, M. D.; with the Confessions and Observations of
Sir lid ward Lytton Bulwer. 144pp., umo, Paper, 25 cents. English Price, is.

The Practice of Water-Cure. By James Wilson, M. D., and James Manby Gully, M. D. iamo, 144 pp.
Price, 35 cents. English Price, is.

The Domestic Practice of Hydropathy. With fifteen Engraved Illustrations of important subjects, from
Drawings by Howard Johnsor. with a Form of a Report fcr the assistance of Patients in consulting their physio-
ian by correspondence. By Edward Johnson, M. D. umo, 467pp. Cloth, $1.25. English Price, 5s.

The Bath: Its History and Uses in Health and Disease. By R. T. Trail, M. D. umo, 77 pp., *5 il
lustrations. Paper, 25 cents. English Price, is.

Water-Cure In Chronic Diseases. By James James Manby Gully, M. D., F. R. S. umo, 405 pp. Cloth,
$1.35. English Price. 5s.

Water-Cure for the nilllon. The processes of Water-Cure explained. By R. T. Trail, M.D. iamo, 44 pp.
Paper, 15 cents. English Price, is.

Pregnancy and Childbirth. With cases showing the remarkable effects of Water Treatment. By Joel Shew,
M. D. New edition revised and enlarged by H. S. Drayton, M. D., iamo, 131pp. Paper, 50 cents. Eng.Price, 2s.

Hydropathic Cook- Book, with Recipes for Cooking on Hygienic Principles, iamo, 226 pp., 98 illustra
tions. Cloth, $1.00; paper, 50cents. English Price, is. and 2s.

Hints on the Reproductive Organs: Their Diseases, Causes, and Cure on Hydropathic Principles.
By James C. Jackson, M. D. umo, 48 pp. Paper, 35 cents. English Price, is.

-The Hygienic Hand-Book: Intended as a Practical Guide to the Sick Room. With an appendix,
illustrative of the Hygeio-therapeutic movements. By R. T. Trail, M. D. umo, 300pp., 49 illustrations. Cloth,
$1.25. English Price, 5s.
FOWLER A WELLS CO.. 27 E. 21st St., New York L. II. FOWLER & CO., 7 Imperial Arcade. Ludgate Circus, London

BOOKS BY MARY WOOD-ALLEN, M.D.

The Marvels of Our Bodily Dwelling
nparlng tbe body
1old as lit

No one can claim originality in c
to a house, (or tbat comparison is as old as literature.
Eccleslastes refers to the day "when the keepers of
tbe house shall tremble, and those tbat look ont of tbe
windows be darkened, and the doors shall be Bhut In
the Btreets." Abernethy uses a homely figure when
he says : " Tbe kltcheu— tbat IB your Btomacb— being
ont of order, tbe garret the head-cannot be right,
and every room in the bouse becomes affected. Remedy
tbe evil In the kitchen and all win lie rlgbt in parlor
and chamber."

But the simile Is still of Interest to the Juvenile mind,
and as Science Ib ever making new discoveries, there
Is continual demand for new and interesting works on
physiology. Price, $1.10. English. 4*. 6d.

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
27 East 21st Street, New York

J

Teaching Truth
This little brochure alms to answer In chaste and

scientific language the queries of children aB to the
origin of life. Price, 26c. English. 1b.

Child-Confidence Rewarded
"This little book treats of cblld-purtty with the

same delicate bat masterly hand shown In Dr. Allen's
other writings."— Union Signal of July 5, 18M. Price
10c. English, 6d.

Almost a Man
It Is Intended to help mothers and teacherB Id the

delicate task of teaching the lad concerning himself
Price. «5c. English, Is.

Almost a Woman
Girls have long lieen wanting a bonk written In an

attractive form giving pure Instruction needed by tbe
girl. Price, 85c. English. Is

L. N. FOWLER & CO.
7 Imperial Arcade, Ludgate Circus, London
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Commissioner of Education, assisted by a large corps of competent

BETTER. THAN EVER FOR GENERAL USE
/ ^lso Webster's Collegiate Dictionary with ScottUh Glossary, etc.

"First class in quality, second class in size." Nicholas Murray Butter

Specimen Pages, etc., oi both bookssent on application.

G. & C. MERRIAM CO., Publishers, Springfield, Mass., U. S.'A.

I", wrltlnc to advertisers please mention The Phrenological Journal.
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Indigestion, liver troubles,
Met with Ilipans, melt like bub

bles ;

Constipation, biliousness, banish
into nothingness ;

Aching bones and dizzy head,
Fly as Autumn leaves are sped ;
Cheap and handy, just the thing-
Try thvm—sure relief they bring.

WANTED.-A case of bad health that R-I-P- A-N-8
... »ul not benefit. They banish pain and prolong
life. One given relief. Note the word R-I P-A N-8 onthe package and accept no substitute. R-I-P-A-N-8,

■ « oents, may be had at any drug store. Ten sample! and one thousand testimonials will be mailed toany address for S cents, forwarded to the Ripans
Chemical Co., No. 10Spruce 8t„ New York.

Charles Brodie Patterson
Editor of "MIND." New York

NEW THOUGHT ESSAYS
These valuable papers are preceded by an original" Introduction to thk New thought, ** not hithertopublished, making » volume of over a hundred i-a •-

embodying the ripest thought of one of the most nncceKK-ful among the many American teachers and practitioners
of metaphysical healing.

BETOND THE CLOUDS
This beautiful volume comprises 134 pages, consisting-

of a series of lectures on The Spiritual Science of Life.It should be in the hands of all who advocate a return tothe primitive truths of Christianity, through a union of
churchfH on a common basis of truth and the spiritual
regeneration of religion.

SEEKING THE KINGDOM
This volume of 132 pages is composed of a series ofSunday Evening Talks on Spiritual Science. It is a fitting

companion book to the author's later work, " Beyond theClouds." and should be read by all lovers of truth —
regardless of creed, race, or religious predilections. The
work is not incouoclastic, but constructive to an eminentdegree.

THE LIBRARY OF HEALTH
IN THREE VOLUMES

A series of essays in popular form on Advanced
Thought subjects, giving Bpecial attention to questions
bearing upon individual happiness, harmony, and health.
Excellent books for beginners in the New Metaphysics.

45r* All of the above works are handsomely bound in
cloth. Price. $1.00 each ; or the six volumes complete
for $5.50, postpaid.

FOB SALE BY

FOWLER & WELLS CO , 27 East list It, Hew York

FIVE-GRAIN

TABLETS

EXACT SIZE

REGISTERED, SEPT. 3RD, IB9CJ. FAC-SJLU1LL

"The name itself suggests what Antikamnla Is, and what Its remedial properties are:—Ant! {Greek-Avrt),
Opposed to. and Kamnia (Grcek-Ka/ivoc:) , Pain— therefore, "ANTIKAMNIA" (Opposed to Pain)— a remedy to
relieve pain and suffering.

"In certainty and celerity of action, it has been found superior to any of Its predecessors in this field, espe
cially In cases of Acute and Chronic Neuralgia. Neuralgic Toothache, Tlc-Douloureux, Myalgia, Migraine,
Hemicrania, and all forms of Headache, yield to its Influence in a remarkably short time, and In no Instance have
any evil after-effects developed. The chief claim advanced In favor of Antikamnla over all other products Is, that
its use Is not followed by depression of the heart

"The dose for adults, which always gives relief In severe headaches, especially those of bookkeepers,
actors, lawyers, students, mothers, teachers and nurses, In short all headaches caused by anxiety or mental strain.Is two tablets, crushed, followed by a swallow of water or wine. It Is the remedyfor La Grippe.^As a preventive of
and cure for nausea while traveling by railroad or steamboat, and for genuine matdc mcr or sea sickness, Antikamnla
is unsurpassed, and is recommended by the Surgeons of The White Star, Cunard and American Steamship Lines.

"There are very many Important uses for Antikamnla, of which physicians as a rule may be uninformed. A
five grain Antlkamnia Tablet prescribed for patients before starting on an outing, and this includes tourists,

1
4

cknickers, bicyclers, and In fact, anybody who Is out In the sun and air all day, will entirely prevent that demoral-
zing headache which frequently mars the pleasure of such an occasion. This applies equally to women on

shopping tours, and especially to those who invariably come home cross and out of sorts, with a wretched "sight
seer's headache." The nervous headache and Irritable condition of the busy business man Is prevented by the
timely use of a ten grain dose. Every bicycle rider, after a hard run, should take two five grain Antikamnla
Tablets on going to bed. In the morning he will awake minus the usual muscular pains, aches and soreness. As a
cure and preventive of the pains peculiar to women at time of period, Antikamnla Is unequalled and unaccom
panied by habit or unpleasant after-effect. If the pain is over the lower border of the liver, or lower part of the
stomach, or In short, be it headache, side-ache, backache, or pain of any other description caused by suppressed or
Irregular menstruation, It will yield to two five grain tablets of Antlkamnia. This dose may be repeated In an hour
or two. If needed. For very prompt relief, it Is advisable to crush the tablets and swallow them with a little wine,
diluted whisky or toddy. A dozen tablets kept about the house, will always be found useful in time of pain."

Genuine Antikamnla Tablets always bear the monogram /K
QOOD DRUQQtSTS OFFER NO SUBSTITUTES

THE ANTIKAMNIA CHEMICAL COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.

l» "riling to adrerttBern plena* mention Tno Phrenolon-lenl Jon
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GIVEN AWAY
We have translated verbatim from the French of

H. DURVILLE, a modern Course of Instruction entitled

The Practice of
Human Magnetism

A scholarly work by a profound master of the art and
practice of Magnetism in all its branches.

Finely Illustrated; 130 pages; numerous
drawings showing healing methods ;

passes; stroking; applying magnetism;
nervous currents, etc., etc.

Handsomely Bound cn Superfine Paper

Cloth, Price, $3.00.
This is the Course of Instruction we
have all been looking for. The
author strikes the difference between
the magnetism of the magnet and
human magnetism.

Every Reader
flust Have a Copy

We will run off a special edition of this great work
in leatherette cover.

AND GIVE AWAY
one copy to each person who sends us $1.00 for six
months' subscription to The Journal of Suggestive
Therapeutics. Address

^ Remember this pre- TUT MAANFTmium book Is an exact ■ Hl_ lYI/tUill- I
duplicate of the work by PSYCHIC RESEARCH CO.the French Scholar,

Times-Herald Building
ALL FOR $1.00. Chicago

The signs + and—
illustrate the positive
and negative currents
of the human body.

In writing to advertisers please mention The I'hrenoloarical Journal.
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MEMORY
HOW TO STRENGTHEN

THE MEMORY
Or, Natural and Scientific Methods of

Never Forgetting

By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
$1.00

EDUCATIONAL
TOY MONEY

has for rears been a leading article in the

school and toy trade of this country.

Parents and teachers will readily appre
ciate its relation to a child's business

eduoation as alphabet blocks bear to earlier

literary knowledge. Instructive and

amusing. Sent postpaid for 25 rent*.

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 27

Not In It "iSStSST
"Not In It." By Anna Olcott Oommelin.

A story of the forced money standards, and
showing the paralyzing effect of forced money
values upon domestic life.

Price, 75 Cents; 3s. 6d. English
"WRINKLKS: THEIR CAUSE AND CURE.'

Price, 60 Cent*.
" I am in possession of a pamphlet of 52pages with the

above title. Let no one suppose that it la another of the
numerous remedies with which the advertising columns
ol our newspapers are teeming. It is from a woman,
Mrs. Anna McGowan, who has overcome all the marks of
old age by a close study of Mental Science. This pamphlet
contains the photograph of the lady, taken recently, at
au age when the face is ordinarily very much broken ; but
there is not the slightest appearance of age in it ; not a
Huu either in the face or neck."

300 SAMPLE COPIES
For 10 cents in silver, or 12 cents in stamps,

you will receive sample copies of newspapers,

magazines, and story papers from 300 different

publishers.

H. STREY, Box 804, Chicago Jll.
What Am I Best Fitted For?

8 r
Mirror of
Mind."

East 21st Street, New York

f\f\ vai I W/ICU to ,)e •"■ought into direct touch with the Ablest Writers andI "U Vrloll theRipest Thinkers? If so then to you The Living Age is
a necessity. It, presents, as no other magazine does, the world's movement along every
line. No sphere of thought or action is left untouched, but the reader is kept informed
on all subjects that move the mind or stir the imagination.

It reproduces the latest utterances of the highest British and Continental authorities
upon <[iiestions of international politics, and the freshest contributions in every Held of
literature. Science, Investigation. Travel, Discovery, History, Art and Biography; and
prints in every number Short and Serial Stories of high excellence.

nt LIVING AGE
A WEEKLY MAGAZINE of
CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE AND THOUGHT.

FORMING FOUR LARGE VOLUMES annually, aggregating about 3500 double-
column, octavo pages. It alone, among current magazines, has the space to present
with Completeness and Freshness all that is of immediate interest, or of solid, per
manent value in Foreign Periodical Literature.

PRACTICAL AND POPULAR, it appeals to all alert and intelligent readers.
" Here Is reading matter, and the best of It, for all the world."— Churchman, Xetc York.

Published Weekly at SU.OO a year, postpaid. Sample Copy free.

fDFf FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE YEAR. To all New Subscribers for the year 1899, remitting
before Jan. 1st, the weekly numbers of lsrts, itsnet after receipt of their suhncriptions, sent Free.

THE LIVING AGE CO., p. o. box 5206, boston, mass.
In iv ri tin ir to advertisers pleaae mention The Phrenological Journal.
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Save Time and Money, Clubbing for 1901

For the accommodation of our readers and friends we have made arrangements for the

combination of other publications with our popular and useful magazine, as follows: The
subscription price to The Phrf.noi.oc.ical Journal and Science of Health is $1.00, and

any of the following may be included with it at the prices given.

Arena f.*-*5
Atlantic Monthly 4-7*
American Agriculturist ' -75

" Bee Journal '75
" Gardening 2 25

Field A-7S
" History Magazine 5-7S
" Poultry Journal 1-4°
1 Machinist 375

Art Amateur

Architects ami Builders 1.75
Babyhood ■• 1-75
Century Magazine 4-75
Cosmopolitan — 1-75
Critic ... 2-75
Churchman 4*25
Christian Herald 2.2.S
Country Gentleman 2-75
Current Literature 3-75
Deniorest's Maga/inc 1-75
Detroit Free Tress 1-75
Eclectic 3-75
Ev'ry Month I 75
Forum 3-7.5
Forest and Stream 4-75
Frank Leslie's Illustrated. 1.75
Farm and Fireside 1 J11
Good Housekeeping 1.75
Golden Days 4-75
Good Health (Household Monitor) 1.75
Home Joui ual t*75
Home Magazine 1.75
Housewife '40
Homilctic 3*75
Housekeeper. 14°
Harper's Monthly .1-75

Weekly 4 75
Bazar 4 75

Illustrated London News, with Special Midsum
mer and Christmas Numbers 8.00

Independent 2.75
Journal of Ed neat ion ... 3-25
Judge 5-75
Ladies' Home Companion 1-75
Lippincotl's Magazine 3.25
Life 575
Literal y Digest 375

Literary World 52-75
I .edger . 14°
M 1gamine of Art v*5
Mind 2.or>
Musical Times zoo
North American Review. 5.7s
New England Magazine 4 r,°

Our Day 2-75
Observer .1-75
Outlook 375
Outing 3 75
Popular Science Monthly 2.75
Phonographic Magazine 1.4°
Phonetic Journal. 25°
Pock 575
Poultry Monthly. 1-40
Practical Farmer. .. - I»75
political Science Quarterly 3-75
(Juiver 2.35
Rural New Yorker 1-75
Review of Rev iews 3-25
St. Nicholas 3-75
Scribner's Magazine. 3-75
Scientific American 3-75

" with Supplement 7.75
Supplement only 575
Success 1.25
Suggestive Therapeutics 3.75
Standard (Chicago) 2.75
School Journal 2.75
Scottish American 3-75
Short Stones 1 2.25
Stenographer 1.75
Treasury of Religious Thought 2.75
Teachers' World 1.73
Twentieth Century r 75
Tribune Weekly 1 75
Voice of Fashion 2-2.s
Vick's Magazine

Werner's Magazine 2.75
Wide World 2.00

World Weekly, 3 times a week 1.75
Woman's Journal 3 25
Young Ladies' Journal 4.50

Voiith.'s Companion 3.50
Young Idea 1-4°

The only condition for obtaining the above is that the person ordering shall subscribe

for, or be a subscriber to, Tin-: Phrenological Journal and Science of Health ; then any

number of the above publications may be ordered. Make up your list and send on the

amount, saving time, money, risk, and trouble. Agents can offer the above combinations
to advantage.

ADDRESS ORDERS TO...

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
27 East 2lst Street - NEW YORK
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What is a Phrenological Examination.
This question is asked occasionally by those who are

not acquainted with the claims of Phrenology and the
method of applying it to the living subject. The purpose
oi a Phrenological Examination is to study the Tempera
ment, or constitution in relation to health, talent, and
character, and how the different vital organs are developed
and act with each other in the promotion of physical and
mental harmony and power. Next the Size of the Brain
and the Quality which the temperament gives it ; then the
developments of the different Groups of Organs; those of
intellect, preception, memory, reason ; those of force and
energy ; those that give policy, prudence, tun it, ingenuity,
taste, refinement; those that give aspiration, pride, self-
reliance, ambition ; those that give social power and
affection ; and not least, though last, the strength and
tendency of the moral sentiments.

These peculiarities of temperament, constitution, laws
of health, development of faculties, and the harmonies and
contradictions that exist in an organization, are plainly
set forth and discribed to the person under our hands,
showing the strong^ and weak points, what to encourage
and what to restrain, with a view to a proper self control
and balance of mind and character. We also study and
descriheth* Adaptations and talents of each person for
given Pursuits, and in which their abilities can be used to
the best advantage. MODEL HEAD.

We teach parents how to understand and guard their precocious children who need prudent care to save them,
also how to train their turbulent and vicious children, and how to bring their moral and intellectual powers into
the ascendant.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I have just received your Phrenological translation of ray character, and I now write to again thank you

for the many things which you have to say about my cerebral organization. I believe in Phrenology and
Physiognomy." J. a. Webb, St. Louis, Mu.

111 was very glad to learn of my weaknesses, which I shall persist in overcoming. It now seems like a duty
to go forth unfaltering and do the best I can." A. Agnks Sheparo, Orange, N. J.

" I beg to enclose herewith a money-order for $5.00 to pay for the very excellent examination I received at
your house on Saturday afternoon.

Be kind enough to convey my thanks to the lady under whose keen inspection by brother and self sat for
about ilA hours for creating a way by which I also had the benefit of her examination and advice, having gone
to New York on Saturday prepared to meet the expense for brother only. B. G. Weston, Philadelphia, Pa.

"I can only be and am genuinely grateful to you. The article is charming in its every respect."
Mrs. Donald McLean. New York.

"Sincerely I thank you for telling me so accurately that which I am. In receiving such a true explaination
of myself, I cannot pass by the fact that I have received a blessing from you, and will endeavor to show my grati
tude in a practical manner.

It is your business to understand your business, and in your delineation of my character I wish to pay you
a just tribute in saying you have given me proof (positive) that you understood vour business thoroughly. It is
one thing to tell a person a thing that is so, and its another thing for that person to ' know * that it is so. Again,
allow me to thank you." J. M. Mekritt, Rossland.

" I wish to thank you very much for your clear and concise examination. I intend to follow your good advice,
and will let you know the result in the near future." Samuel Brill, New York City.

" I received the phrenological delineation of my character by you on the 18thof March, and have pleasure
instating that I am exceedingly satisfied with it. You have thoroughly understood my susceptible nature and
have depicted qualities which I inherit from both my parents." Mary S. Nbal, Cambridge, Mass.

" I have had two other examinations at the Institute and wish to say that I do not consider either one in any
way comparable with yours." E. Victor Foulk, New York.

"My Phrenological Character at hand. I wish my Phrenological examination had been made years ago. It
is all true. I will follow your instructions." George Pae, Alta, Can.

" I was in to see you February 25th. I consider that I have received full value for my money and also beg to
thank you very much. My brother and sister both want to see you now." Philip V. Weaver, Brooklyn, N.Y.

" I received the examination last Saturday evening, and was very glad indeed to get it, but I was more glad
on account of your thinking so highly of me. I knew myself pretty well what I am able to do, but I wanted to
see how close you could come to it. I let some of my intimate friends see it (those who understand me the best)
and they say that you hit me pretty square and did not stretch in the least about my capabilities."

J. J. Graham, Bridgeport, O.
" Your esteemed favour of recent date with delineation to hand. It pleases me very much to say the least.

The lady friend of whom you made a few remarks, says that you conld not have spoken more exactly of me had
you known me all my life. T. W. K«acke, New Orleans, La.

" The examination papers of my son were received last Friday, for which please accept my thanks. There were
many *uingestions in them which will be of much benefit to him, and to his parents in helping him in his future work.

Miss Fowler's opinion regarding what he is best fitted for, coincides with mine, and I expect to educate him
for a business life.'* A. Norris, Jersey City, N. J.

" I am In receipt of the 1Phrenological Character
*

of myself, dated November 12th, and I beg to extend my
sincerest thanks for the very full and kindly manner in which you have treated me."

W. H. Harter, Great Falls, Mont.
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Sketch of Charles H. Shepard, M.D.
By the Editor.

Being deeply interested in health and

longevity, we take the opportunity of
presenting a short sketch of Dr. Charles
H. Shepard, who has been for many
years connected with a health institu
tion in Brooklyn, where he established
the first Turkish bath in this country.

The parental as well as the maternal
side of his ancestry were long-lived.
Dr. Shepard, who has just passed his
seventy-fifth birthday, looks a much

younger man at that age than most men

generally do, and this can be attributed
largely to his temperate habits, hygienic
living, and his active life. He is thin,
spare, and somewhat muscular, and car
ries a weight of only one hundred and
twenty pounds, every particle of which
appears to be now in a normal state.
His pulse is firm and full, his tone of
heart and muscles excellent, while his
temperature is normal.

Of his ancestry, his father died at the
age of ninety-three years and six
months, his father's father was eighty-
three years old when he died, the age
of his father's mother was eighty-four
years, the age of his mother was sev

enty-eight, the age of his mother's

father eighty-five years, the age of his
mother's mother eighty-two years. Of
himself he can say that he has been
confined to bed but two days during the

past fifty years.
Physiognomically speaking, Dr.

Shepard's hair has not whitened with
his present age, as it is dark, though his
whiskers are white. His eyes are blue,
his complexion is light and clear, and
contains a slight color, while his con
stitution is particularly wiry. He pos
sesses clean-cut features, an aquiline
nose, a well-developed but not obtrusive
chin, and a firm mouth and lips that
express kindly interest as well as de
cision of character.

Dr. Shepard is a very active man, and
will probably sustain himself into a ripe
old age.

Phrenologically speaking, his head is
high and narrow rather than broad and
flat. With the exception of Vitative-
ness and the anterior part of Destruct-
iveness, his basilar faculties do not pre
dominate, consequently the qualities of
Alimentiveness, Acquisitiveness, Se-
cretiveness, and Combativeness do not
rule his nature. Vitativeness is the re
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deeming quality in the base that enables
him to hold on to life, and sustain him
self through bodily fatigue even when

a more robust man than he would suc
cumb. His appetite is not a large one,

and he finds that he is better in health
for eating but two meals a day. He has
no adipose tissue to become diseased,
and this is more than a large majority
of men of to-day can say of themselves.

His intellect is supported by the an
terior part of his Destructiveness, hence
he is a man of industry, and has no idle
moments. He believes that disease can
be kept off by judicious work and the

tion, and it would not be easy for him
to violate any of nature's laws.

He was at one time, in the earlier
period of his history, a member of the
Fowler & Wells firm, and it was then
that he began to receive the benefit of
knowing how to study one's organiza
tion. Mr. L. N. Fowler encouraged
him considerably as a young man, and
Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Wells continued to
give him further help along phrenolog
ical and hygienic lines. He is a man
who will always secure the respect of
others.

Mr. L. N. Fowler said of him in 1848:

DR. CHAULE8 H. SHBI'AKD'S SANITARICM.

Turkish bath, by right living, eating,
and sleeping, and -he is putting these
principles to a daily test.

His Perceptive and Reflective facul
ties appear to be about equally balanced,
hence he does his full share of reading,
and, what is even more necessary in the
present day, lie digests what he reads.
His moral brain indicates special activ
ity in the development of Benevolence
and Conscientiousness. He is a man
who cannot live to himself, and conse
quently has the interests of humanity
closely imbedded in all his work. He
is strict in matters of duty and obliga-

" He is more sound than showy, more

practical than brilliant, more reserved
and diffident than forward and frank."

BIOGRAPHY.

Charles Henry Shepard, Brooklyn,
N. Y., was the son of Timothy and Bet

sey (Vail) Shepard, grandson of Tim
othy Shepard, and was born September
28, 1825, at Morrisburg, Canada. He
received an academic education at Og-
densburg, N. Y., and was then for ten
years, 1840-50, in a printing office. He
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undertook the study of medicine in
1847, under the direction of Dr. R. T.
Trail, of the Water Cure School, New
York City. In 1857 he entered and at
tended two courses of lectures at the
New York Medical College, having for
a special preceptor, Dr. George H. Tay
lor, and was graduated in 1859. Im
mediately after graduating Dr. Shepard
entered upon the practice of medicine

it his life-work to demonstrate to his
countrymen the advantages of the
Turkish bath, and has written exten
sively upon this subject, including
" Treatment of the Insane by the Turk
ish Bath."

Dr. Shepard is a member of the
American Medical Association, of the
American Public Health Association,
of the Medical Society of the County of

Photo hy Rockwood. £

DR. CHARLES H. SHEPARD.

in New York City, remaining two years,
then removed to Brooklyn, July, 1861.
He established the first Turkish bath
in America, at Columbia Heights, Oc
tober 6, 1863, and in 1865, travelled

through Great Britain and the Con
tinent of Europe, going as far as Con

stantinople, Turkey, to familiarize him
self with the working of the Turkish
bath in those countries. He has made

Kings, and of the Medico-Legal Society
of New York; is also a member of the
New York Reform Club, of the Twi
light Club of New York City, of the
Brooklyn Institute, the Long Island
Historical Society, and of the Brooklyn
Ethical Association, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
being treasurer of the latter since 1892.

He has been twice married, and has
seven children living.
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"Render Therefore unto Caesar the Things which
are Caesar's."
By John T. Miller.

(Concluded from page 151.)

It is not difficult for one who has
studied the principles of Phrenology
to create in imagination the state of
their minds; it is even possible to have

great hopes for Phrenology at the pres
ent time. Less than a year ago I heard
an experienced superintendent of
schools, who is familiar with the
various schools of psychology, say that
he does not think there is a true science
of mind without a phrenological basis,
and he is not alone in that opinion.

Dr. Hinsdale says: "Still, Mr.
Mann's enthusiastic adhesion to the

quasi-science, and its extraordinary in
fluence upon his mind and work, com

pel a brief review of the subject."
" As a science, Phrenology was built

on two fundamental ideas. One is the
idea that the faculties of the human
mind can be localized in the human
brain; the other is the idea that the
localization of these faculties can be
effected by observing the protuberances
of the human skull. The Phrenol
ogists differed in many points, but in
these two they all agreed. The first
idea is now fully accepted by all ac

credited authorities; the second is just
as thoroughly rejected."

Nothing that the learned doctor has
thus far said about Phrenology has
shown his ignorance of the science as

much as these statements. If he had
said that one is a classification of the
mental faculties, the other is the idea
that these faculties are localized in the
brain, and that their strength can be
determined by the development of the
brain regardless of the protuberances,
it would have been more nearly correct.

Again, the doctor says:
" But this

was not the only fatal mistake that
Gall and his followers committed.

They formed wrong ideas of what
mental faculties are, conceiving them

as things, or forces, rather than as

modes or forms in which the one en

ergy that we call the mind asserts or
manifests itself. Another fatal mis
take was the defective observation and

analysis that led to the elaborate, but
crude and even fantastical scheme or
chart of ' faculties ' that they made out.
And, thirdly, they were largely dis
credited by their false localizations.
The portions of the brain lying under
the labels that the Phrenologists pasted
on the human skull do not, in general,
correspond with the functions that the
labels name. Surely, such blunders as

these are sufficient to discredit any
scheme of philosophy, and especially a

new one."
For an answer to these misstate

ments the reader may consult " A Vin
dication of Phrenology," by W. Mat-
tieu Williams, F.C.S., F.R.A.S.

The biographer of Mr. Mann con
tinues: " But the break-down of Phre
nology as a science should not blind us
to the fact that its cultivators started
with a sound postulate, and that their
general method was right. Their
postulate was the doctrine of localiza

tion; their method, observation and

experiment. They were the experi
mental psychologists of their time. If
they had cultivated interior as well as

external observation, they might have

been saved from some of their great
blunders, but they broke wholly with
the introspective tradition, and, it can

hardly be doubted, gave the objective
method of mental study a considerable

impulse. They did stimulate a certain

kind of mental observation and create

much independent study of human
nature. What is more, if little can be

told about a man by feeling of his
' bumps/ something can be told by
studying the size and form of the head,
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his face, manner, and temperament —
to which last the Phrenologists at
tached great importance."

It is true that Dr. Gall emphasized
the inductive method, hut Phrenol
ogists have always studied mind hy
means of observation, experimentation,
and introspection, and there were
never more careful students of science
than these early Phrenologists.

On page 98 Dr. Hinsdale says:
" The

Phrenologists built upon the basis of
their science an extensive system of
education. Combe, in fact, regarded
his best-known book only as an intro
duction to an educational treatise.
This system embraced the whole hu
man being—his physical, mental, and
moral nature. Some of the favorite
ideas of the Phrenologists were these:
The body must receive careful atten
tion as well as the soul; physical health
is essential to efficiency, usefulness,

happiness; food and clothing are moral
factors as well as books, studies,
schools, and sermons; man must be

considered in his environment, and not
merely in himself. In fact, the full
title of Combe's best-known book is
' The Constitution of Man, Considered
in Relation to External Objects.' The
fundamental postulate in this educa
tional system was that man is governed
by definite laws, and that wisdom con
sists in observing them. ' The laws
God has impressed on man,' says

Combe, ' are the keys to the right un
derstanding of His rule.' No doubt
'

observing the laws ' often became
mere cant in the mouths of Phrenol
ogists; but the conception of law as

dominating the human world, at the

opening of this century, greatly needed
to be preached. Another most im
portant principle was that the facul
ties, and so the whole mind, can be de

veloped through appropriate exercise
or activity. The tendency was strong
to individualize the constituent ele

ments of character as they were under
stood, and so to effect the application
of stimulus, or its withdrawal, as might
be thought necessary. If the doctrine
of environment tended to make man

the creature of circumstances, the doc
trine of growth through activity tend
ed to put his mind and character, so to

speak, in his own hands, and thus to

give education a powerful impulse.
Possibly the Phrenologists conceived
the law of activity more mechanically
than Frobel and Herbart, but they cer

tainly put upon it an equal stress."
But the Phrenologists did much

more than to encourage education.

Holding law to be universal, as they
did, they strove to free teaching from
its empiricism and to render it scien
tific. They said education should be

practical. They emphasized the sci
ences among studies, and particularly
physiology and the science of the mind.
They entered most enthusiastically in
to practical educational work, both in
England and in America. The fact
seems to be little known, but it is a

fact that George Combe was almost as

active in the cause of popular education

in England as Horace Mann was in the

United States.
The reader must not suppose that

these paragraphs are an attempt to re

habilitate the Phrenologists. The aim

is merely to discover and, if possible, to

explain why they attracted Mr. Mann,
and whether, and in what way, they
influenced educational progress. And
there can be little question that in a

day when mental science was to a great

degree abstract and barren; when the

doctrine of individualism and the cur
rent theory of the government of the

world excluded the conception of uni
versal law from the minds of most

men; when opinion was chaotic, and

practice empirical, and when education

was deeply marked by the character

istics of the time —the Phrenologists
did set before men certain definite edu

cational ends, and did point them to a

method that they promised would lead

to those ends. In other words, Phre
nology gave her devotees, as they
thought, an insight into human nat

ure; a vision of human perfectability,
and a practical work to be accom

plished. Undoubtedly, in its day.

Phrenology energized for the work of
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life some very influential men who
would never have been energized, or
at least not fully so, by the old meta
physics or the old theology. In a
sense, the impression that Phrenology
made on men's minds may be likened
to that created on the first appearance
by the sensational philosophy. But
there was a great difference.

Why is the fact so little known that
George Combe was such an active
worker in the cause of education?
William Jolly, H. M. Inspector of
Schools, says of him: "There is no
doubt that to George Combe person
ally the country is more indebted than
to any other single individual for the
development of national education as

now chiefly accomplished, and for the

prevalence of broader views regarding

GEORGE COMBE.

the function of government in the
education of the people." "Educa
tion," by George Combe, edited by
William Jolly, page lxviii., introduc
tion.

And why is the part Horace Mann
took in educational reform so little
known by the people of this nation?

Nicholas Murray Buttler, Ph.D., in
" Educational Review," for November,
1891, says: "A generation has arisen
that knows not Horace Mann. His
name and, to a certain extent, his fame
survive; but the precise grounds on
which his reputation rests, and the
definite ends that he sought to accom

plish, are neither clearly nor generally
understood. The common school
never had a more enthusiastic and un
selfish apostle than Horace Mann, and

it is quite fitting that in the present era

of educational activity attention should
be called anew to his life and writings."
Page 387.

Dr. Albert E. Winship, in his book,
"Horace Mann, the Educator," on
page 1, says, "By common consent
Horace Mann is the educator of the
century." Again, on page 41 :

" There
has never been anything to compare
with the volume of his writings, its
freshness and vigor, its practical and
philosophical wisdom. At this day

(1896) it is a better education to read
his twelve reports, his speeches, and
his controversies than the writings of
any ten men aside from Henry Barnard
and W. T. Harris."

I quote the following from Colonel
F. W. Parker's article in " Educational
Foundations," for September, 1896:
" It would be difficult to find a child
ten years of age in our sixty-five
millions who does not know of Abra
ham Lincoln or George Washington;
but the third, at least, on the list of the
builders of the American republic is
not known to millions of intelligent
people." He wrote for the people twelve an
nual reports, which are classics in edu
cation—masterpieces of eloquence, en
thusiasm, zeal, and wisdom. In these
reports he covers the whole ground of
education. Indeed, there is very little
that we have to-day that cannot be
found in his prophetic writings.

" One hundred years have elapsed
since his birth; fifty-nine years since

he took the office of secretary of the
Board of Education of Massachusetts.
The little nation of a few millions has

grown into a great stature, but the liv
ing spirit of common education has

slowly, but surely, permeated the whole

nation. Every word that Horace Mann
has written can be read to-day by every
teacher with the greatest profit."

In his final paragraph on Phrenol
ogy, in the " Life of Horace Mann,"
Dr. Hinsdale says: "Whatever may be

the value of the foregoing speculations,
Mr. Mann accepted at the hands of Gall
and his disciples his whole philosophy
of human nature. He built all his
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HOIIACE MANN.

theories of intellectual and moral im
provement upon the ideas with which
they furnished him. Their teachings
strongly reinforced his belief in the im-
provability of man, thus making him
still more optimistic. His aim, as a

practical reformer, became more defi

nite and certain under their influence.
He sometimes wrote his letters in their
jargon. He even believed that it was
his '

causality
' which saved him from

utter wreck in the two great crises of
his life, viz., those growing out of his
early theological training and of his
great bereavement. Phrenology doubt
less led him, as in the sixth report, to
overvalue the study of physiology and
to commit other blunders. Still, it is
difficult for one who looks over the
whole ground to resist the conviction
that the measure of truth found in the

pseudo-science did much more to fit
him for his great educational work than
his earlier readings of Brown and the
other metaphysicians."

The direct influence of Horace
Mann, George Combe, Dr. Spurzheim,
and others who labored with them, and
of Phrenology, which was the basis of
their educational system, can to some
extent be measured, and by many has

already been recognized. Future gen
erations will, no doubt, give them their
true position in the history of human
progress.

The Organ of Hope.

HOW DO OUR LITERARY FRIENDS ) CONSIDER HOPE?

By J. A. Fowler.

{Continued from page 144.)

One writer gives a searching criti
cism on the benefits and curse of hope,
for he considers:

" Human life has not a surer friend
nor many times a greater enemy than
hope. 'Tis the miserable man's God,
which, in the hardest grip of calamity,
never fails to yield him beams of com
fort. 'Tis the presumptuous man's

devil, which leads him awhile in a

smooth way, and then makes him
break his neck on the sudden. Hope
is to a man as a bladder to a learning
swimmer—it keeps him from sinking
in the bosom of the waves, and by that

help he may attain the exercise; but
yet it many times makes him venture

beyond his height, and then, if that
breaks, or a storm rises, he drowns with
out recovery. How many would die
did not hope sustain them? How
many have died by hoping too much!
This wonder we may find in hope, that
she is both a flatterer and a true
friend."

The comparisons of Watson are

good. He says:
"Hope has a sustaining influence.

It is like the cork to the net, which
keeps the soul from sinking in despair;
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and fear is like the lead to the net,
which keeps it from floating in pre
sumption."

Nothing is truer than the words of
Johnson:

" Our powers owe much of their en

ergy to our hopes."
The radiancy of Hope is expressed

by Byron as

" Be thou the rainbow to the storms of
life,

The evening beam that smiles the
clouds away,

And tints to-morrow with prophetic
ray."

Jeremy Taylor takes us up to an
other world in his expressed thoughts
on Hope, for he thinks that

" Hope is like the wing of an angel,
soaring up to heaven, and bearing our
prayers to the throne of God."

Roderick considers Hope as an early
riser, and says:

" Early they rise whom Hope
Awakens, and they travel fast with

whom
She goes, Companion of the way."

Charles Dickens, who was ever prac
tical and pathetic, said:

" There are hopes, the bloom of
whose beauty would be spoiled by the
trammels of description; too lovely, too
delicate, too sacred for words, they
should be only known through the

sympathy of hearts."
" Hope is a joyful ray in the ruddy

morning and recollection is its golden
tinge, but the latter is apt to sink amid
the dews and dusky shades of twilight;
and the bright blue day which the for
mer promises breaks indeed, but in an
other world and with another sun."

Shenstone denounces Hope when he

says:
" Hope is a flatterer, but the most

upright of all parasites; for she fre
quents the poor man's hut as well as

the palace of his superior." •

Jeremy Collier, on the other hand,
speaks of the benefit of Hope, and re
marks that

" Hope is a vigorous principle; it is

furnished with light and heat to ad
vise and execute; it sets the head and
heart to work, and animates a man to
do his utmost. And thus, by perpetu
ally pushing and assurance, it puts a

difficulty out of countenance and
makes a seeming impossibility give
way."

Herschell says:" To what, then, may we not look
forward when a spirit of scientific in
quiry shall have spread through those
vast regions in which the progress of
civilization — its sure precursor — is
actually commenced and in active
progress? And what may we not ex
pect from the exertions of powerful
minds called into action under circum
stances totally different from any
which have yet existed in the world,
and over an extent of territory far sur

passing that which has hitherto pro
duced the whole harvest of human
intellect."

The progress of the future deserves
our thought, for it largely partakes of
this particular feature of the mind.
The hope of the progress of the future
will be realized: First, with increased

knowledge of nature and the properties
of matter and of the phenomena which
surround us, which the children of the
future generations will be able to ap
preciate; for the advantage which we

enjoy to-day in travelling, postage, etc.,

over those enjoyed fifty years ago, are

nothing to those that lie at the thresh
old of the twentieth century; and, sec

ondly, through the extension and im

provement of education, the increasing
influence of science and art, of poetry
and music, of literature and religion —
of all the powers which are tending to
good—will, we may reasonably hope,

raise man and make him more master

of himself, more able to appreciate and

enjoy his advantages, and to realize the
truth of the Italian proverb that
" wherever light is

,

there is joy."
M. Comte once said with regard to

the heavenly bodies:
" We may hope to

determine their forms, distances, mag
nitudes and movements, but we shall
never by any means be able to study
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their chemical composition or min-
eralogical structure."

Yet within a few years this supposed
impossibility has been actually accom

plished, showing how unsafe it is to
limit the possibilities of science by the
want of a hopeful outlook.

It is necessary to have Hope to see

the visions of the future as well as the
discoveries that are just at hand. For
instance, in the case of the electric

light: For years it had been known that
if a carbon-rod be placed in an exhaust
ed glass receiver, and a current of elec

tricity be passed through it
,

the carbon

glowed with an intense light, but on
the other hand it became so hot that
the glass burst. The light, therefore,
was useless because the lamp burst as

soon as it was lighted. Edison saw

what was needed, and had the neces

sary enthusiasm to try a new improve
ment. He hit on the idea that if you
made the carbon filament fine enough
you would get rid of the heat and yet
have abundance of light.

The difference was small, no doubt
you will say, but it was just the differ
ence that made the electric light usa
ble. If he had not had Hope he would
have let the thing alone and been de

spondent about any idea of success.
The inventor of porcelain had more

Hope than any member of his family,
and hence went on keeping up the fires
of his furnace until he had conquered
in his art. Again, in the discovery of
anaesthetics, Sir Humphrey Davy dis
covered laughing-gas, and he found it

produced complete insensibility to

pain, and yet it did not injure health.
Although his discovery was made at
the commencement of the century, yet
for fifty years this fact was allowed to
lie unused. No one had the enterprise,
nursed by hope of success, to introduce

it into common affairs. The same

may be said of printing, which was dis

covered in the fifteenth century for all
practical purposes. But printing was
known long before that. Stamps for
one word were used by the Romans.
The Assyrian kings had their names
printed on their monuments. The

printing of that day differed only in
one little way, but it was a transforma
tion step. The real inventor of print
ing was the man in whose mind burned
the lamp of Hope, the rays of which
flashed the idea that separate stamps
could be used for each letter instead of
for each word. For three thousand
years this idea had never had the en
terprising mind to foster it.

We live on Hope, we actually breathe
with its influence. Fear would close

up the lungs, while hope expands
everything.

Lubbock says:
" We have every rea

son to hope that future studies will
throw much light on the various inter
esting object of nature."

If there is a possibility of studying
nature with profit, ought we not to
make the most of our minds, which
some of us do not? The body ceases

to grow in a comparatively small num
ber of years, but the mind will grow,

if we let it
,

as long as life lasts.
Our hope of future progress will not,

must not, be confined to mere material
resources or discoveries. We are on
the high road to higher mental pow
ers.

Lubbock also says:
" The problems

which now seem to us beyond the range
of human thought will receive their
solution, and open the way to still fur
ther advance."

Progress, we may hope, will be not

merely material, not merely mental,
but moral also.

It is not unnatural that we should
feel pride in the beauty of England or
America, and in the size of our cities
and the magnitude of our commerce,
the wealth of our individual countries,
and the vastness of the empire and do

minion. But the true glory of a na

tion does not consist in the extent of
its area, in the fertility of its soil, or
the beauty of nature, but rather in the

moral and intellectual pre-eminence of
the people.

Yet few of us, rich or poor, have

made of ourselves all we might be.

If he does his best, as Shakespeare

says,
" What a piece of work is man!
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How noble his reason! How infinite
his faculty! in form and movement,

STEPHEN CRANE.

how express and admirable! " How
few of us reach this high ideal.

The future of man is full of Hope,
and who can foresee the limits of his
power, aims, and success.

i

THE THREE LESSONS.

There are three lessons I would write—
Three words as with a burning pen,

In tracings of eternal light
Upon the hearts of men.

Have Hope. Though clouds environ now,
And Gladness hides her face in scorn,

Put thou the shadow from thy brow —
No night but hath ita morn.

Have Faith. Where'er thy bark is driv
en —

The calm's disport, the tempest's
mirth—

Know this —God rules the host of Heaven,
The inhabitants of earth.

Have Love. Not love alone for one,
But man as man thy brother call.

And scatter, like the circling sun,
Thy charities on all.

Thus grave these lessons on thy soul—
Faith, Hope, and Love—and thou shalt

find
Strength with life's surges rudest roll.

Light when thou else were blind.
—Schiller.

Stephen Crane had an excellent ex
ample of a large development of the
organ of Hope. His head showed that
the faculty is well represented, and his
writings indicated the faculty of Hope
along with large Spirituality and keen
imagination. We do not know when we
have found so fine an illustration of
this faculty, and the hair is so arranged
that the location of the faculty is easily
recognized. Any one who has read
Stephen Crane's remarkable imag
inative work called " The Red Badge
of Courage" will readily see that he
could not have written the work without
possessing in a marked degree the qual
ity before mentioned. He had a fact-
gathering mind, and along with facts
he was able to weave a considerable
amount of melody and imagination.
All the merits of the narrative were ex

tolled, and stress was laid on the fact
that, although the author was a youth
who had never seen war, the story
struck the reader as a statement of facts
by a veteran. The vigor, directness,
emotional force, and great imaginative
power of the book were cordially
praised. He was a man of bright pos
sibilities; he had a genius peculiarly his
own; his power of analysis and discern
ment of character were noticeable feat
ures in his literary talent. His head
was symmetrical, but the anterior and

superior portions of it were more fully
developed than the basilar regions.
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People of Note.

ROBERT SIMPSON WOODWARD,

PBE8IDENT OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION

fob the Advancement or Science.

When delineating the character of
celebrated men it is very often difficult
to convince non-believers of Phrenol
ogy of the truth of our remarks, he-
cause they say that everything has been

aim at any credit which is not due the
science.

The celebrated gentleman whose
portrait we present with this number
is a man who is universally known for
his scientific work in the domains of
mensuration, physics, physical astrono
my, and pure and applied mathematics.
In fact, there is no finer representative

ROBERT SIMPSON WOODWARD,

PRESIDENT OP THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.

indicated in the newspapers, and, there
fore, there is no credit due to Phrenol
ogists on the question of delineating
the character or abilities. We recog
nize that this is partially true, yet there
are many things that a Phrenologist
speaks about or brings to light that a

newspaper reporter cannot possibly
find out, and consequently the observa
tions that we make of public men are
more to bear out the general principles
of the science and to illustrate the hid
den characteristics of the man than to

of the latter subject than Professor
Woodward. In 1886-88 he filled the
chair of civil engineering in the Cor
coran Scientific School of Columbian
University in Washington, D. C,
where he acquired much reputation by
his success as a teacher. Since 1895
he has filled the most important posi
tion of Dean of the School of Pure Sci
ence in connection with Columbian
University, and is held in high esteem

by his associates. He has published a
considerable amount of valuable data
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on " The Historical Survey of the Sci
ence of Mechanics," " Mechanical In
terpretation of the Variations of Lati
tudes,"

" The • Effects of the At
mosphere and Oceans on the Secular
Cooling of the Earth," " On the Form
and Position of the Sea Level," and

many other similar subjects. In 1892

the degree of Ph.D. was conferred
on him by his Alma Mater, and in
1896 he was chosen to membership
in the National Academy of Sciences.
For more than ten years he has been
an associate editor of " The Annals of
Mathematics," and since 1894 he has

been an associate editor of " Science ";
also he is one of the editorial staff of
"The Columbia Quarterly." It was

in 1884 that he joined the American
Association for the Advancement of
Science, and a few years later he was

elected to the vice-presidency over the

section of Mathematics and Astronomy.
In 1894 he was chosen treasurer of the

association, which office he now holds.
His portrait indicates two very im

portant principles. First, that he has

a well-developed perceptive intellect,
but which is under the control (as is

not often the case) of his large re

flective qualities. Some men are pure
ly scientific, while others are purely
theoretical and speculative in their rea

soning. Mr. Woodward possesses a

balance of mind, and is able in a unique
way to manifest more than ordinary
power of thought in regard to applied
science.

Darwin possessed an ample brow

with rather a retreating forehead. His
brow was so fully developed that it
caused the reflective faculties to ap

pear much smaller than they actually

were, while Herbert Spencer's fore

head represents a man whose special

delight is in the region of speculative

thought. In fact, he is the finest rea-

soner of the age. His volumes on
" Philosophy " and " Sociology " raise

him above the ordinary line of thought
which interests pure scientists of Dar
win's type. Mr. Woodward certainly
stands between the attainments of these

two men, and should be able to reason

logically on practical phenomena and
scientific subjects that require special
comprehension of mathematics.

Causality, Comparison, and Human
Nature are particularly well developed,
and enable him to unravel complex
subjects. His Individuality, Form,
Weight, and Order are also in a high
state of cultivation, and give to his
mind a superior development of power
to deal with exact facts. His superior
quality of organization is noticeable in
all the powers of his body and mind,
hence he shows a more appropriate way
of dealing with intricate scientific
problems than those who have a poorer
quality. His memory of special events
is better than his recollection of off
hand names, dates, and minutiae, which
probably has come about through the
using of his comparative memory in
connection with his mathematical
studies. Whatever he comprehends
he never forgets, even if he did not en
deavor to repeat a thing verbatim.
His head is lofty and bears the stamp
of the moral brain. He values scien
tific knowledge at its proper price, and
has no tendency to underrate the great
issues of life in any way. He has the
element of kindness and thoughtful-
ness for others in his disposition, and
must manifest a good deal of interest
in those who seek his advice and coun
sel. He is firm and positive concern
ing his opinions, yet he weighs and
considers matters and things before he

gives an opinion. He is not wanting
in intuitive knowledge, hence he seizes
hold of subjects and comprehends
them from an intuitive as well as from
a scientific and philosophic standpoint.
He has large Constructiveness, which
enables him to understand the com
bination of forces and their chemical

affinity; thus as a chemical demon
strator or engineer he would be able to
follow out many new ideas in the path
of an inventor or investigator.

His eyes, nose, chin, and ears are all
indicative of character. The first in
dicates intensity and intellectual keen
ness as well as depth of sympathy; the
second shows strength of character,
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and the dip at the end analytical
power; the third manifests resolution
and determination of mind, courage,
and superior energy; while the latter
shows strength, longevity, and consti
tutional health.

We seldom find that an individual is
so completely master of himself and so

intellectually well halanced as the

gentleman hefore us.

REV. JOSEPH ODELL.

President of the Primitive Methodist
Conference.

By D. T. Elliott.

The Rev. J. Odell, who was elected
to fill the presidential chair of the

Photo. Montfort, Birmingham.

THE RKV. J08F.PII ODELL,

PRESIDENT OF THE PRIMITIVE METHODIST
CONFERENCE.

Primitive Methodist Conference at
Bristol, is fifty-three years of age, and
has been a minister for thirty-five
years. For a period of four years he
held the position of Connexional repre
sentative in New York. The past fif
teen years he has devoted to work in
Birmingham. He is

,

perhaps, best
known for his evangelistic services.
The reverend gentleman is best char
acterized by ardor, enthusiasm, and in

tensity of feeling. All the powers of
his mind are active, he is fully alive to
all that is going on around him, and
can easily adapt himself to new en
vironment. He is in his element when
he has plenty of work on hand, and in
directing and influencing for good
those around him. He is quick in his
movements, agile, vivacious, and ver
satile. He can accomplish a great deal
of work in a short time, is decisive in
his actions, and will prefer doing
things his own way; he cannot tolerate
restraint or interference. He throws
considerable energy and enthusiasm
into his work, and does not believe in
half measures. His mental activity is

wisely directed by his thoughtful mind
and sound judgment, and is sustained
by a favorable measure of the vital
temperament, hence he can get
through more work with less friction
than most men. He is a careful busi
ness man, is shrewd in his actions, and
tactful in dealing with strangers. He
will manifest a good degree of worldly
wisdom in dealing with mundane af
fairs. This trait in his character will
frequently be called into play during
his presidential year of office, and will
enable him to discharge his important
duties satisfactorily. He is distinctly
sociable, sympathetic, and warm-heart
ed, and is in his element when minis
tering to the wants of others. He can
exert a powerful influence upon the
minds of his fellows; his enthusiasm is

contagious, and all his energies are di
rected to the accomplishment of his
great mission in life. He has always
manifested a good degree of ambition,
and preferred responsibilities to a sub
ordinate position. He could not hide
his light under a bushel, nor pass
through the world unknown. His
striking personality and fervor of mind
demand recognition, and he can sus
tain his individuality with dignity in
any sphere of responsibility. He is

determined and resolute, independent
and self-reliant, quick in resisting en
croachments upon his rights, and
forceful in the expression of his views.
These traits give strength to his char
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acter and adapt him for public work.
He has a hopeful, buoyant disposition,
and would quickly lose patience with a

pessimist. He sees no need for de

spondency, and will always look upon
the bright side of life. He has a ready
wit, a keen sense of humor, and a very
youthful disposition, and will enter

heartily into the social enjoyments of
his people. His acute intelligence and

ready grasp of a subject enable him to

keep abreast of the times, notwith
standing the conservative element in
his character. He has an excellent
memory of people and the locality of
objects. His penetrating intellect sees

far into a subject, and all his knowl
edge and facte are available for use
when required. He is decidedly in
tuitive and quick in gauging the
motives and peculiarities of people, and
is an apt character-reader. Such a

unique combination of mental powers
give him excellent abilities for preach
ing or lecturing; he is neither dull,
tedious, nor prolix. He is admirably
fitted for the exalted position in which
his brethren have placed him.

MRS. D. 0. MEARS, PRESIDENT
OF THE NEW YORK STATE
ASSEMBLY OF MOTHERS.

This association has been fortunate
in securing the able presidentship for
another year of Mrs. D. 0. Mears, of
Albany, wife of the Rev. Mears, Con
gregational minister of that town. She

possesses many qualities that amply fit
her to preside over such an assembly.
She is thoroughly at one with the ob

ject of the work; she has the executive
ability that can bend her energies to
the continuous work of organization,
and the planning of meetings and the
arranging of details. She has the
geniality of manner that wins all hearts
to her noble and inspiring work. She
possesses the happy faculty of knowing
how to say the right thing at the right
time, and in a sweetly acceptable man
ner. She knows how to get hold of the
best side of everyone, and is able to put
to use the energies she finds in those

around her. These are characteristics
necessary for a president, and it is very
fortunate for the Mothers' Assembly
that they have a woman at their head

(during the early years of its existence)
who can adapt herself so wonderfully
to her work. She is modest and retir
ing, is thoroughly womanly, and sen
sitive to public work, but she feels the
work is above personality, therefore

MBS. D. O. MEARS, OV ALBANY.

PRESIDENT OK TUE NEW YORK STATE
ASSEMBLY OF MOTHERS.

honors it with her womanly presence.
Even when others are opposed to her
on matters of principle or of opinion,
her geniality of manner will often bring
about a reconciliation or change of at

titude from those who at first did not
see eye to eye with her. She possesses

a strong social nature, is sympathetic
in her ways, and has a strong maternal

spirit.
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Her forehead indicates keenness of

perception in making note of all im
portant details through the faculties
which are located above the eye, while
the upper arch of the forehead indi
cates organizing ability and power to

plan, think, and reason upon what she

knows.
Her moral qualities are manifested

in her large Benevolence, which enables
her to see the needs and requirements
of others in a truly philanthropic way.

True it is that the mothers' clubs,
congresses, and assemblies have brought
together mothers, grandmothers, and
teachers in a practical way, and thus
the community at large has been ben
efited.

THE NEW YORK STATE

The New York State Assembly of
Mothers held its fourth annual meeting
at Buffalo the last week in October and
arranged a programme which covered
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday,
October 30th and 31st and November 1st.
through the invitation of the Bureau of
Conventions and Industries of the Mer
chants' Exchange; the President of the
Women's Union and the Mothers' Club of

From Tit? Tribune.

DELEGATES AND 8PEAKEKS AT THE ANNUAL
MEETING OF TUB NEW YORK STATE AS
SEMBLY OF MOTHERS IN BUFFALO, NO
VEMBER 1st.

Mrs. G. M. Kendall, Mm. S. M. Harris. Mrs. A. Ilens-
ley, Miss E. M. Lindlcy, Mme. E. Von Klenner, Mrs. J. C.
Fernald, Mrs. W. H. Porter, Miss J. A. Fowler.

Buffalo. The meetings were attended by
a large number of members and dele
gates.

The objects of the State organization
are to promote in the State of New York
conferences of mothers and teachers
upon questions vital to the best interests
of home and school, to stimulate active
interest in all that pertains to the high
est and best development of children, and

ASSEMBLY OP MOTHERS.

to make the work of the State a greater
force in elevating the home by unifying
home influence with that of the school,
the church, and community. Enlarging
upon this is the education and develop
ment of the mother herself through the
closer union of home and school, and the
co-operation of parents and teachers.
The State Organization of Mothers co
operates with mothers' clubs in cities
and villages and acts in harmony with
the national congress of mothers in order
that there may be an organized concerted
movement throughout the land for child-
culture and the elevation of the home.

The special topic for discussion by the
Assembly was the care of the physical
child in the home— (a) the dependence of
the mental and moral life of the individ
ual conditions; (b) special needs of chil
dren of full age; (c) evidences of fa
tigue; (d) the combined responsibilities
of mothers and teachers.

Some of the topics brought before the
Assembly were as follows: "Child Study
in the home," by Mrs. Feiedman; "A
Wise Parenthood," by Mrs. Hensley;
" The Influence of Music in the Home,"
by Madam Von Klenner; " The News
paper in the Home," by Mrs. Alden;

The Influence of Twentieth Century
Motherhood in the Home," by Miss Jes
sie A. Fowler; " Nature Study," by Mrs.
Tuttle; " Hygiene," by Mrs. Harris,
President of the Mothers' Club of New
York; "Hidden Forces in the Education
and Discipline of the Home," by Profess
or M. V. O'Shea; " American Citizen
ship Safeguarded by the American
Home," by the Rev. O. P. Gifford; "Va
cation Hours, How Shall they Profit the
Home? " by Mrs. Merrell, among other
important topics. It will be seen, there
fore that the range of subjects was very
elastic, and we shall have occasion to
give many hints and suggestions that
were offered during the Assembly in our
Child Culture Department from time to
time.

Of all the clubs that have been formed
within the last five years we consider
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none are more important than the moth
ers' club; here the mothers and teachers
assemble to confer with one another and
to exchange experiences, and the result
will manifest itself in a higher grade of

intelligence, of greater thought and care
for infants and young children, and for a
solid and substantial knowledge of the
responsibilities of motherhood in the
twentieth century.

Notes and Comments.
Br Dr. M. L. Holbeook.

KNOWING AND THINKING.
Margaret Fuller, one of the writers of

the early part of this century, used
sometimes to say to people who vent
ured positive opinions on subjects of
which they had very scanty knowledge
" that, perhaps, when they knew more

they would think differently," and Dar
win, in the preface to an early edition
of the " Descent of Man," tells us that
" it is those who know little —and not
those who know much —who so pos
itively assert that this or that problem
will never be solved by science." These
statements are certainly true, and may
be taken to heart by most of us. There
are so many people in the world who
have positive opinions on subjects of
which they know almost nothing that
it is discouraging at times to know how
to deal with them. The wise man does
not form positive opinions on meagre
knowledge, or, if he does, he holds them

subject to change as his knowledge in
creases. There are people who are ad
verse to changing their views on any
subject, and certainly they should not
do so on every slight provocation, but
every one may very properly hold his

opinions on intricate subjects subject
to change. He will then express him
self less dogmatically, and be far more

respected.

NO FILIPINO DRUNKARDS.
The Filipinos seem to have a more

healthy condition of that part of the

organ of Alimentativeness, which is re
lated to fluid food and drinks, than
many Americans, especially American
soldiers. In an article in the New
York "

Independent," President Schur-
man, chairman of the Commission to
the Philippine Islands, said: "I regret
that the Americans allowed the saloon
to get a foothold on the islands. That
has hurt the Americans more than any
thing else, and the spectacle of Ameri
cans drunk awakens disgust in the Fili
pinos. We suppressed the cockfight,
and permitted the taverns to flourish.
One emphasized the Filipino frailty,
the other the American vice. I have
never seen a Filipino drunkard."

TOBACCO HABIT CURED BY
HYPNOTISM.

Some thirty or more years ago the
Phrenological Journal printed
some articles on hypnotism, and among
other things suggested it could be used

to cure bad habits of all sorts. But
few, however, then took advantage of
it for that purpose. Now it is again
brought to the front for the cure of
disease and also such habits as are not
easily cured by the individual's own
will power. Rev. Mr. Cutten of New
Haven, if we may believe reports, has
used it effectively in reforming people
of bad habits.

Mr. Cutten has kept an accurate rec
ord of the cases which he has treated,
of which the following are examples.
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His record of Foley says that the man

has used tobacco since twenty-one years
old, and that he was taken by Mr. Cut-
ten for treatment on July 9th. He was

put to sleep for the first time in four
minutes, which is an unusual record for
a patient in such a shattered condition.
After the first day's treatment Foley
had no longing for tobacco and after
two days he had none for drink.

Thomas Duck, a street pedler, known
as

" Jim, the Penman," was treated for
incipient delirium tremens. ■He had

been on a spree for three weeks and had
taken eight drinks of whiskey the day
he applied for treatment to Mr. Cutten.
His heart was irregular in its move
ments and a stroke of apoplexy was a

possibility. His pulse was making one

hundred and twelve strokes to the min
ute. He had been unable to sleep for
four nights and total collapse threat
ened him. Cutten put him to sleep in
ten minutes. Of course sleep from any
source would have produced the same
result, but opiates had failed and
Duck's case seemed hopeless. When he
awoke after half an hour's hypnotic
slumber his pulse was almost normal
and his heart was quite regular. This
single treatment cured him of his
threatened attack o

f, delirium tremens.
He was told by Mr. Cutten to return
for another sitting, but he felt so much
better the next day that he went back
to his work.

Johnny Malley, a seventeen-year-old
boy, who was trying to stop smoking be

tween thirty to thirty-five cigarettes a

day, was treated by Mr. Cutten. The
second day after the treatment began
he was able to get along with only twen
ty, the third with only ten and the next

day he smoked only one. This was his
last. He smoked that one on March
27th. He says that he has no desire to
take up smoking again. It was simply
the craving for cigarettes which troub
led the boy. He did his best to stop
smoking, but his will power had been
shattered.

Perhaps the most peculiar case Eev.
Mr. Cutten has treated has been that of
Arthur Benedict, a parishioner of Mr.

Cutten's, forty-one years old. When he
was seven years of age he fell down
stairs and injured the left side of his
head. The speech centre of his brain
was affected and he has since then been

a stutterer. Mr. Cutten treated him
four times. During each hypnotic
sleep Mr. Benedict talked without a

lisp, and on being aroused from his
sleep he was able to talk much more

fluently than before. His improve
ment has been wonderful. His case is

not yet dismissed, but Mr. Cutten says
that he sees no reason why a complete
cure should not be reported after two
or three more sessions.

One of the severe medical cures ef
fected was that of Percy Butterfield,
superintendent of Calvary Industrial
Home. He was suffering from an ag
gravated case of neuralgia and was un
able to work. Mr. Cutten put him to
sleep for a few minutes and when he
awoke the neuralgia had completely
vanished.

It seems as if here was an opening
for clergymen to add to their useful
ness, and would it not be wise for them
to study the subject carefully with the
end in view of helping those with bad
habits to get rid of them.

ETHNOGRAPHICAL NOTES CON
CERNING THE FILIPINOS.

Every student of anthropology is in
terested in the study of the character
of every race. Just now we are inter
ested in the characteristics of the in
habitants of the Philippine Islands.
Are they all savages, or all civilized?
Are there few or many tribes, etc.?

Sixto Lopez, himself one of them,
said in a lecture recently given in
Massachusetts that it is utterly incor
rect to say that there are eighty-four
tribes, and that these tribes are at en
mity with each other. He states that
the word " tribes " cannot be properly
applied to the Filipinos. There are a

few uncivilized or half-civilized tribes
in northern Luzon and in central Min
danao, corresponding roughly to our
Indians, but we do not say that all peo
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pie of the United States belong to
" tribes." The Schurman Commission
compiled its list of eighty-four tribes
from imperfectly kept and imperfectly
spelled Spanish records. People of the
same race, with different dialects and
in different provinces, have been con
fused as tribes. It would be just as ab
surd to say that the people of Boston
and Brookline were of two different
tribes, and then to double the number
by misspelling or by translation into
French.

The main portion of the people may
be mentioned as follows: They consti
tute more than nineteen-twentieths of
the entire population of the archipel
ago, and are divided into provincial dis
tricts inhabited by the Visayans, the

Tagalogs, the Bicols, the Ilocanos, the

Pangasinans, the Pampangans, and the

Cagayans. All of these people belong
to one race, and all of them are prac
tising the morals and arts of civiliza
tion, and speaking dialects which are as

similar to each other as are the dialects
of the different provinces in England.

The difference between the dialects
of the seven provincial districts would
not be a difficulty to self-government,
because the difference is so slight, and,

secondly, because Spanish is the official
language of the country, spoken by the
educated people of all provinces. These
educated people

" are far more numer
ous than is generally supposed." When
Tagalogs, or Visayans, or Bicols meet

together, they never dream of speaking
in their own dialects; intercourse be

tween them is carried on in Spanish.
Now, as to the supposed enmity be

tween the so-called tribes. Such en

mity is quite unknown. There may be,

and no doubt there is
,

enmity between
individuals, but the enmity does not ex

ist between the people of the different
provinces. During the short term
when our government was not inter
fered with, the most perfect harmony
and unanimity existed, and provincial
and racial differences were never even

thought of. To imagine that the in
habitants of these provinces, or the

provinces generally, are at enmity with

each other, or that they would be likely
to tear each other's throats, is as absurd
as to suppose that the inhabitants of
Massachusetts would naturally desire to
rend the men of New Hampshire or
Rhode Island. The inter-relations of
the people of the several provincial dis
tricts show that no such enmity has ex
isted or does now exist. For instance,
in the schools and colleges, especially in
Manila, there are representatives of all
the chief provincials, and it would be

impossible to tell which were which.

THE DIGESTION OF FOODS.

One of the ablest American authors
on Human Physiology is Dr. Austin
Flint, Professor of Physiology in Belle-
vue Hospital Medical College, New
York. In the revised edition of his
work for 1893 will be found the latest
discoveries in physiological science up
to date of its publication. In it he
divides alimentary substances into
three different classes.

1
. " Organic nitrogenized substances

(albumen, fibrin, caseine, miosene, etc.)
belonging to the animal kingdom, and
vegetable nitrogenized substances (glu
ten and legumen)."

2
. "

Organic non-nitrogenized sub
stances (sugar, starch, and fats)."

3
. " Inorganic substances."

Nitrogenized substances are obtained
both from animals and vegetables.
Carnivorous animals obtain their food
entirely from animal structures. There
are many animals that obtain their
nitrogenized food entirely from vegeta
bles, but man has hitherto obtained his
food from both animals and vegetables.
Nitrogenized elements from animals
are mostly obtained from muscular
structures, from eggs, milk, etc. Those
obtained from the vegetable world are

largely from cereals, grains, fruits, and
from the juices of some vegetables. Al
bumen and miosene are the principal
materials in the animal kingdom that
furnish nitrogenized foods. Miosene

is the chief constituent in the muscles
of animals. The white of eggs contains

a large amount of albumen; the casein
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in milk consists mostly in nitrogenized
elements.

Dr. Flint states that "a peculiar
character of nitrogenized substances is

that, under favorable conditions of heat

and moisture, they undergo a form of
decomposition called putrefaction."
How much of this form of decomposi
tion takes place in the human system
has not been discovered.

In the process of digestion nitrogen
ized substances are changed into pep
tone, and afterward, it is thought, into
lucine, tyrosin, and some other sub
stance not well defined. Nitrogenized
foods are digested mainly in the sto
mach by the action of the gastric juice
upon them. They require an acid fluid
for their digestion, with pepsine.

The non-nitrogenized alimentary
substances are sugar, starch, and fat.

They are composed mainly of carbon,

hydrogen, and oxygen. In sugar and
starch the hydrogen and oxygen exist
in almost the exact proportions found
in water, and on that account these sub
stances are sometimes called carbo

hydrates. They have a definite chemi
cal composition, and are capable of
crystallization. Among the carbo

hydrates there are three varieties of su
gar, cane-sugar, milk-sugar, and grape-
sugar. The cane-sugar is that obtained
from sugar-cane, sugar-beets, sorghum,
etc. Milk-sugar is obtained from hu
man milk, or made by honey bees, or
from the liver of animals used a3 food.
Grape-sugar is obtained mostly from all
kinds of fruits, grapes having the larg
est percentage of it.

The difference in the chemical con
stituents of these three varieties of
sugar are as follows:

Cane-sugar (saccharose), C", H», 0".
Milk-sugar (lactose), Cu, H*«, 0«.
Grape-sugar (glucose, dextrose), C«,

H«, 0..
The sugar obtained from cane and

from sugar beets is identical in com

position. It will be noticed that cane-

sugar and milk-sugar have the same
amount of carbon, but differ in the
amount of hydrogen and oxygen.
Grape-sugar has just half the amount of
carbon, and only about half the amount
of hydrogen and oxygen that there is
in cane sugar. Relatively, the chemi
cal formula? of milk- and grape-sugar
are the same.

Now a peculiarity in the digestion of
these different kinds of sugar as food,
admitted by the best physiologists, is
this: That all the cane-sugar and milk-
sugar taken into the human system is
converted into glucose or grape-sugar
before it is absorbed by the blood. Nat
ure seems to have provided grape-sugar,
which is the sugar obtained from fruits,
as the only formula of sugar that is
taken into her laboratory with which to

carry on vital processes. This is clear

ly an indication that the sugar obtained
from fruits has qualities best suited for
the requirements of the human body.
As this form of sugar is obtained from
fruits, those who eat fruit freely get
nutrition in a form that readily affili
ates with the blood. The cane- or milk-
sugar taken into the system undergoes a

change by the action of the saliva and

digestive fluids that converts it into
grape sugar before it is absorbed.

Starchy food is obtained from the
cereals (wheat, rye, corn, barley, rice,

oats), from potatoes, chestnuts, in
grains of leguminous plants (such as

beans, peas, lentils), in tuberous roots
and many plants like the yam, tapioca,
sweet potato, arrowroot, sago plant, etc.
The cereals, when perfectly dry, con
tain from 60 to 70 per cent, of starch.
Rice contains the largest percentage of
starch, nearly 85.65 per cent. The
chemical constituents of starch are C«,

Hio, 0». It will be noticed that the
chemical formula in starch is more like
that of grape- than cane-sugar.

(Continued on pnge 10S )
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" The best mother is she who studies the peculiar character of each child and acta
with well instructed judgment upon the knowledge so obtained."

Child Culture.

LOVING INNOCENCE.

By Uncle Joe.

Fig. 544.—The picture before us is an
ideal one. It shows a mother and child,
and is taken from a painting by Gabriel
Max. The mother's face and forehead
indicate just the qualities that an ideal
mother ought to show, namely: seren

ity, affection, thoughtfulness, anxiety,

FIG. 544. —MADONNA AND CHILD.

and a keen observing mind. She is de

voted to the child she has resting upon
her bosom, and she looks to have the
wisdom to know how to guide the

young impulses and the talent of the
little stranger to this curious world of

ours that is full of temptations and

possibilities. The infant in her arms
manifests more than average ability,
and he partakes largely of her nature,
which is more complete than is often
the case. He has a well-developed
head, and the expression of the face be

tokens a world of wonderment and love
which an innocent child just pushing
his little bark out into the ocean of life
often shows. Here is the human side
of life beautifully portrayed; but is
there not something else to be seen as

distinctly as the human? We can see

the divine quality in such a picture.
The mother's character is full of in
spiration, and she has given to her new
born babe the attributes of a moral and
spiritual nature. Should we not at
this time of the year think more deeply
of the conditions that go to make our
lives more heavenly and divine? Does

not the giving of little gifts make us

conscious of the wants of others, and

are we not willing to think first of our
neighbor rather than ourselves? Let
us answer this as we severally know
how.

Fig. 545.— M. B.— New York.— Little
Merriam has been very fortunate in her
inheritance. She has many points of
character and much constitutional
strength for which she should be par
ticularly thankful. She will not find the
hardships of ill-health to contend with
such as many children suffer from, but
she will know how to sympathize with
these without the actual experience, for
her mind is full of sympathy and kindly
feeling, which will enable her to get in
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touch with her fellow-creatures. Mer-
riam will want to do some good in the
world. Even if she is wealthy and
brought up to affluence she will not for
get the conditions of those who are
around her. Her eyes are large and
lustrous, and indicate she wants to see
everything. Small eyes look for par
ticulars, while large ones seek general
ity. She will make an excellent student,
and will show a prodigious memory.
She should be taught to store this with
useful knowledge rather than allowed to

selves in a design to which they are mag
netically drawn by a law as certain in its
operation as that which produces the
frost-work upon the window-panes, or
the pearl in the oyster-shell

THE FIRST CHRISTMAS.

The children mentioned in this little
story are supposed to be making an im
aginary journey through Palestine.

Photo by Uockwood.

FIG. 545. —M. B. —NEW YOKK.

feed her imaginations. If she is not
spoiled she will make a very fine and
useful woman. She has apparently
large Spirituality, Human Nature, and
Benevolence, which will give her a taste
for literature and a desire to write.

The body is the expression of the
thought, so that the Phrenologist can
read the character in the conformation of
the head, and the physiologist in the
facial expression. It then follows that to
change the thought is to change the
body. The physical atoms arrange them-

" Where do you suppose we are now? "
queried Boger.

Jack looked about him thoughtfully.
They were seated on a low wall by a
roadside. At their feet lay a well, arched
over the top to keep out the sun, and
with stone steps descending to the level
of the water.

The country round was hilly. The
nearer slopes were cut into terraces cov
ered with vines, olives, fig-trees, and
other products of a rich and well-cared-
for country; below in the valley lay a
few well-tilled fields, and about a quar
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ter of a mile up the Bteep road could be
seen a village.

Jack shook his head.
" Palestine," he said, " undoubtedly;

but what part, or at what period, I am
unable to guess."" It's not a deserted neighborhood, at
all events," observed Roger.

It was true. Numbers of people were
passing on to the village, some on foot,
some riding asses or mules, but one and
all hailed the well as an old friend.

" It's many a long year since we drank
here last," cried one of a party of fierce-
looking Jews." True," said another; " many a wild
and stormy scene have we passed through
since then."" You speak well, Matthew. It is true,"
said a third; " and all has been in vain,"
he added, sadly — " all in vain. The ty
rant only sets his foot more firmly upon
us for all our striving. When, O when,
will He come —the Messiah, the King! "

"Peace," said the first speaker; "it
is not safe to say such words aloud. He
will come soon, for all the signs point to
His coming."

A thoughtful, elderly man then inter
posed. " Are you sure, Jacob, that when
He comes He will be altogether such as
you expect? "

" Why not? " broke in Matthew, fierce
ly; " surely He needs to be a king to put
down the pride of the priests, and a war
rior to throw off the Roman yoke."" Most true," was the quiet answer;" yet there are one or two in Israel who
say that when He comes we shall not
know Him for the Christ."" Peace to thy prating," said Jacob;" let us hasten, or methinks there will be
but little space left for wayfarers."

As they passed on Jack rose from his
place, saying quietly: " We are going to
Bethlehem."

Filled with wonder, Roger took up the
waterskins and filled them at the well,
and then they went slowly up the hill.

Now a company of white-robed priests
passed them, eagerly disputing aloud
some trifling point of doctrine; then fol
lowed the steady tramp of a small party
of Roman soldiers, then several family
parties — all hurrying up the steep ascent,
eager to find a resting place before the
sun went down.

The khan or inn at which the boys
halted was the first of any size within
the gates. It had a good many rooms
and a spacious courtyard. Here were
more apartments leading back into the
hillside: a sort of shed was erected in
front of the openings, in which were
doors, so that at first sight they ap
peared like huts. These caves were dry
and airy, though dark, and were gener
ally used for stores or stables. Now,

however, in view of the arrival of many
visitors brought here by the last im
perial edict of taxation, these places had
been cleared out, and most of them were
occupied by families.

The host of these places of entertain
ment, or rather shelter, was not sup
posed to supply food. Shelter and water
he was bound to give, but all else the
traveller provided for himself.

Jack and Roger were busy until long
after sunset, Roger carrying water to
wash the feet of the weary guests, and
Jack clearing out the last of the rock
dwellings with the help of another of the
servants.

It was quite dark when on his way
across the courtyard he was accosted by
a man who looked anxious and worried.

"Is there no room anywhere?" he
said.

As Jack turned to answer he caught
sight of a woman, young and fair, but
looking tired with her day's journey.
She stood beside the ass from which she
had just dismounted, and Jack thought
he had never seen so sweet a face." We are full everywhere inside," he
said, gently, " but if you follow me
quickly I think I can find you a shelter,
though it is not a very comfortable one."

Followed by the two, the man leading
the ass, he led the way to the apartment
which he had just cleared out, and after
seeing the travellers installed hastened
away to fetch water, which is almost
more necessary to an oriental traveller
than food.

Entering the house, Roger met him.
"What is it, Jack?" he cried, seeing

by his friend's face that something un
usual had happened. Jack so rarely
grew excited over anything.

"Don't stop me," he cried; "I am
waiting on some of the guests."

"Who? " queried Roger, with a detain
ing hand upon his arm.

" Mary and Joseph."
"Impossible!" cried Roger. " Wbat

can you mean? "
" f mean," said the boy, reverently, yet

with a strange, underlying thrill of ex
citement in his tones, " that we have
come to the First Christmas."

Roger stood still. What on earth
should there be in Jack's announcement
that should bring tears to his eyes? He
couldn't understand it, but the words
seemed to have touched something deep
down that had never been touched before.

He was kept busy until late, and when
at last the two lay down in the open air
for a few hours' rest he fell asleep at
once.

The next day the little village was still
more crowded. Every house and cottage
had its complement of visitors, and the
Roman officers who had to superintend
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the collecting of the tax added to the
crowd.

When night came, weary as the boys
were, it was long before they could get to
sleep. The broken fragments of talk
they had heard from all kinds of people
had given them a far better idea of the
restless impatience, discontent, and
other evils that possessed the nation at
this time than any modern book had
ever done.

At last they dozed off, their confused
thoughts following them even in sleep.
Suddenly Jack started up, and, shaking
Roger awake, exclaimed, " Did you
hear?" Roger listened. Was it only
fancy, born of their own excited expecta
tions, or did they really hear something
of the most wonderful music that ever
fell on mortal ears?

They could not tell, for even as they lis
tened the sound died away and was fol
lowed, or so it seemed to them, by a still
ness that might be felt.

They were wide awake now and Jack
threw off his blanket and sprang to his
feet. They took no heed of time as they
waited, it might have been an hour, it
might have been much longer, but at last
Roger, who was still lying down, caught
the distant sound of hurrying feet.

" They are coming," he said.
Jack sprang to the door of the courts

yard and threw it open. In pressed, with
eager haste, a group of men—shepherds
as their dress plainly showed.

" Where is He—the Child born to
night? Do you know?"

Silently Jack led the men to the door
of the cave, and they passed in, Roger
following. All at once he turned back,
" I couldn't go any further," he said," something seemed to hold me back."

By this time everyone was being
aroused to the consciousness that some
thing unusual was taking place, and
from unsuspected corners sleepers arose
asking breathlessly, " What is it? "

" You will hear directly," answered
Jack, and not another word could he have
spoken to save his life.

After awhile the shepherds came out
again and were at once surrounded by
an eager throng. They looked grave, yet
glad; there was a subdued exultation
about them that affected the listeners
strangely.

" He has come! The Christ! The Mes
siah! " they said.

The news Bpread like wildfire, and the
courtyard was soon thronged.

"How do you know? Have you seen
him?"

Then in simple language, and tones
which thrilled with emotion, the shep
herds told the story so often repeated
since, so often to be told again so long
as the world shall last.

They were watching their sheep on the
hillside, and talking, as they often did,
of the wonderful dealings of God with
HiB chosen people, when —

Lo, the angel of the Lord came upon
them, and the glory of the Lord shone
round about them; and they were sore
afraid. And the angel said unto them,
Fear not, for behold I bring you good
tidings of great joy which shall be to all
people. For unto you is born this day,
in the city of David, a Saviour, which is
Christ the Lord. And this shall be a sign
unto you; Ye shall find the Babe
wrapped in swaddling clothes, lying in a
manger. And suddenly there was with
the angel a multitude of the heavenly
ho6t praising God and saying, Glory to
God in the highest, and on earth peace,
goodwill toward men.

" Then it was that we heard," whis
pered Roger." Hush," said Jack. " Listen."" So we came," said the spokesman of
the group, " and found it, even as the
angel said, and we have seen him. It is
enough. Let us return."

As they passed out of the door fol
lowed by the wondering, half-incredu
lous comments of the crowd, the boys
followed them. But on the hillside all
was quiet, and here under the silent stars
they listened again to the story of that
marvellous announcement. When at last
they lay down to sleep under the brill
iant Eastern sky, some words he had
heard before seemed to ring in Jack's
ears; Blessed are they that have not
seen, and yet have believed.

Little Folks.

CHRISTMAS TWICE A YEAR.

Some children think that Christmas Day
Should come two times a year;

But that is not at all the way
That it should be, I fear.

For in the summer Christmas trees tAre very, very small;
And all the games and toys one sees,

They are not ripe at all!

The dolls are very tiny ones;
The wagons will not go;

The balls are littler than buns —
It takes them months to grow.

The candy it is, O, so sour!
The guns they will not shoot;

There's need of many an autumn shower
To ripen Christmas fruit!

A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS TO
YOU ALL.
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CHILD LIFE.

Too often the self-righteous family
has been at fault, more or less, for the
wrong-doings of the black sheep, says
Ella W. Peattie, in " Self-Culture." The
dull homes, the sullen fathers, the irrit
able, exacting mothers, the absence of
light-heartedness and mirth, and the joy
of life are to blame, very often, for the
estrangement from home of those of the
family who are pleasure-loving.

If the father and mother be of a seri
ous turn of mind, quiet and decorous,
frugal and industrious, they have little
patience if a child of light spirit comes
into the household, forgetting that God
made butterflies and singing birds as well
as plough horses, and that one is as much
a part of creation as the other.

There is a very foolish idea in some
houses that noise is an offence, and that
the children must be quiet. They must
keep still when father comes home;
they must not talk much at the table;
they must not make a noise in the even
ing when father wants to read; on Sun
day afternoon they must on no account
amuse themselves. In fact, the whole
scheme of parental training appears to
be a negation, a refusal.

In such an atmosphere talent dies or
becomes warped, generosity is frozen in
the heart, joy perishes, obedience ceases
to be a privilege. The girls elope with
the first man who understands how to
laugh and love; the boys go in search of
amusement, which too often they find in
the saloon.

The subject is an old, and possibly u
tiresome, one. But the condition still
exists, and so it is difficult to avoid com
menting upon it.

So many parents habitually say, " No."
" May we blow soap bubbles? " say the
children. " No," says the mother,
promptly. " Then may we go out into
the yard and play?" "On no account,"
the father declares. " What can we do
then?" "Sit still and read," say father
and mother together. " Here are. all these
books we have provided —" " But we
have read those! " " Then read them
over again. Or improve your minds with
something else. You're getting quite old
enough to read a little history, but you're
never contented unless you are reading
stories. How do you expect to get an edu
cation that way? "

Ennui, disgust, and rage devour the
child who is thus repressed. All that is
most sullen and unlovely in him comes
to the surface. He suspects that he is not
loved; his pride is injured, and he
naturally thinks with irritation of those
who have injured it.

It is true that parents are often fa

tigued and worried, but quite as often
this unintentional injustice to their chil
dren arises from a sort of mental indo
lence. They will not go to the trouble to
help the children to happiness.

A little boy came home from school a
few days ago, very hungry, as little boys
will be on such occasions.

" I do wish I could have something to
eat," he said, pleadingly. His mother
was entertaining callers, and she looked
up somewhat impatiently.

" I don't think there's a thing for you,
Karl," she said. " It's all nonsense, any
way, this nibbling all the time." And
she addressed herself once more to the
callers.

The little boy grew still hungrier as
the possibility of acquiring food grew
dim, and he sat down heavily in the din
ing-room chair, conscious of a headache,
and wondering if he was going to cry.

He had a little friend with him, and
the friend offered sympathy. It hap
pened that, having a penetrating and
high-pitched voice, his words reached to
the drawing-room, where, in a lull in the
conversation, they made themselves audi
ble with great distinctness.

" You'd better come and have part of
my mamma with me," said the friend.
" When I come home she says: ' Bless
my soul, I guess my boy's hungry! If
he'll tag me he'll get a glass of milk and
a cookie.' Some mammas have more
sense than other mammas. They're born
so, I guess."

There was nothing for the ladies in
the drawing-room to do but laugh, and
the one who had received this frank re
buke made the best of the situation by
excusing herself while she went to the
kitchen to request cook to get ready a
small banquet of the sort boys enjoy.

A CHILD'S SLEEPING HOURS.

The baby should be taught to sleep at
regular hours. At first he will sleep
most of the time not occupied in feeding.
At the age of six the child should sleep
ten or twelve hours at night and two
hours during the day. Training babies
to sleep is simple: Be sure that they are
comfortable as to externals, and are well,
then leave them alone in a properly
guarded crib. After several months*
humoring it may be dangerous to leave
a child alone, as the little tyrant may
work himself into such a rage as to have
convulsions or to do himself physical in
jury; but the young infant may be
trusted to " cry it out " in safety, and
after the first disappointment is over he
will be happier and more contented to
take the ups and downs of life uncom
plainingly. — Dr. A. L. Benedict.
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Rev. Ng. Poon Chew.

EDITOIl OF CHINQ 8AI TAT PO.

Any one who thinks that John
'Chinaman is a depraved opium-smoker,
gambler, and illiterate individual, and

furthermore that he is going to remain

so for all time, makes a great mistake,

for he is making great strides in Amer
ica as well as at home; in fact, wherever

contagious enterprise stimulates the

most stolid brain to activity, and the

longest step forward is to be realized,

we find that the Chinese are awakening
to their possibilities.

The portrait that illustrates these re

marks shows a man of keen susceptibili
ties, of intellectual acumen, and of uni
form energy and force of character.

The only Chinese newspaper that has

been started outside of China is printed
in California. This is an undertaking
that will surely be a boon to the many
Chinese people in San Francisco. Vast
as are the differences in other national,

characteristics between the Chinese
and Americans, in no one are they

greater than in the art of printing.
This is owing mainly to the great differ
ence in the constructive forms of the

respective languages. The English
language has as many roots as it has

derivatives, and no attainable classifi
cation could bring them into a form
where composition would be possible.
The Chinese language, on the contrary,
having neither the orthographical

"
or

etymological department —each word

being fixed and unchangeable —is de

rived from two hundred and fourteen
root words which expand into fourteen
thousand characters or words in ordi
nary uses, and can be expanded far be

yond this. Where, then, the ordinary
letters and marks of the English lan
guage can be placed in a small case in
less than one hundred squares or boxes,
it requires fourteen thousand boxes or
spaces to hold a font of Chinese type.
In the work-room of a Chinese printer's
office the great pieces are ranged about
the room resting on the floor, and with

his stick the printer dances from one
section to another, backward and for
ward, until the spectator, not knowing
what the printer was doing, would be

apt to believe he was afflicted with the
St. Vitus's dance. Each type is a word
complete in itself, and is in a box with
other type for other words, but all come
from the same root, and any one of them
can do duty for several words in the
English language. The Chinese char
acter which means storm will also mean
rain, wind, thunder, lightning, elec
tricity, telegram, telephone, and so on,
for all words that have their roots in
storm. The storm is known to produce
electricity in the form of lightning, and
all the other words follow.

A Chinese printer will pass around
his great case, and average four thou-

A CHINESE EDITOR AND PRINTING ROOM. ]

sand characters a day, or what is equiv
alent to five thousand ems of type. His
method of distributing type is also

unique, and possible only to such a lan
guage. The great case is in ten sec

tions, each section being the depository
of certain roots and derivatives. The
printer takes a handful of type, and first
distributes them into ten small boxes,
each holding the root-word of one of
the large squares. He then stands with
the small box before the section it rep
resents, and places the characters in
their proper boxes. To those who
know only an English font of type it
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looks strange to see type in many boxes

that have never been inked, while oth
ers in the 6ame boxes have been used

many times. This is accounted for by
the fact that, while they are from the
same root, they are altogether away
from common uses, and are only
brought into play when the copy of
some scholarly Chinaman is being set.
The type used is between thirteen and
fourteen points, and of middle size.
The sizes of type range from one to

eight, one being the largest, and equal
to two-inch poster type.

The hundred thousand Chinese with
in the State of California have, by the
laws of absorption and amalgamation
aa they apply to commerce and trade,

gradually merged their interests with
those of leading American houses, and
their world-wide reputation for busi
ness honesty and sagacity has won for
them fast business friendships which
all the demagogues on earth could not
break or make. Steamship lines and

brokerage and banking are largely in

Chinese hands, and the stated clear
ing-houses of San Francisco pass upon
such a volume of Chinese commercial
paper as to surprise those who do not
keep pace with the wonderful progress
of this people. Having such great in
terests in financial circles, the Chinese
merchant needs a daily adviser and
counsellor just as his Caucasian neigh
bor, and so the great innovation of the
nineteenth century follows—a Chinese
daily newspaper in San Francisco.

The Rev. Ng. Poon Chew is a capable
man who looks considerably American
ized. His eyes and cheeks have not
that peculiar Chinese angle or angular
ity that we generally find in the yellow
race. His forehead is high, and par
ticularly well filled out and developed
in the central portion where the analyt
ical faculties are located. He sees with
an understanding eye, and is a man
capable of taking great responsibilities
upon himself. With one Chinese paper
in the country, may we not expect to
find others equally enterprising?

Elder John Whiteley, of the Shaker Societies in
Massachusetts.

Having the opportunity the other

day of interviewing a remarkable man
belonging to the community of Shak
ers, who represents some rather strong
peculiarities, we asked him for his
photograph to use in the Journal.

He is at present eighty-one years of
age; was born at Huddersfield, York
shire, England, and was the first total
abstainer in that town when ten years
old. He weighs one hundred and sev

enty-five pounds, and has a height of
five feet ten and a half inches. His
mother was eighty years of age and died
of old age, and was a hard worker and
a pioneer. His father died at seventy-
three of apoplexy. Mr. Whiteley has
seldom known what it is to be sick.
Mr. L. N. Fowler was the first gentle
man he met in America with whom he
had any special conversation. He ar
rived in the packet-ship Sheridan in EI,»EK JOHN WIIITEJ.ET.
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1842 from Bristol, England. He con
sulted Mr. Fowler regarding his future,
and went from New York to Illinois.
He has lived at, Andover and Lowell,
and now is the oldest person but one liv
ing in the Shaker village at Shirley,
Mass.

The other member of the community
who is his senior is Olive Hatch, jr.
She is ninety-two years of age.

His size of head is twenty-three and

a quarter inches in circumference by
fourteen and five-eighths in height and

fourteen and a half in length. He pos
sesses the mental temperament, and is

certainly exquisite in type, and, when

seen in full front view, resembles sev

eral notable personages. When we re

sented in the organ of Constructive-
ness, and joined to a full development
of Ideality. He has the capacity of
showing taste in whatever he under
takes to do. He has been manufactur
ing all kinds of brooms, of late years,
on the Shirley estate, and, being a mem
ber of the Shakers, he naturally believes
in their ideas of brotherhood and their
communal principles. He is frank in
admitting the usefulness of the sister
hood in the Shaker fraternity, but if
any brother or young maiden chooses
to marry, they have to leave the com
munity.

He possesses excellent health, and,
what is of so much importance, he pos
sesses the mental development of Vita-

-II1KI.KY, MASS.

marked to him that he had a look of
Horace Greeley he remarked " I have
been told so several times," and when
•we further stated that he reminded us
of Benjamin Franklin he said, " With
out wishing to appear egotistical I have
been told this by others." He has a
favorable organization for health, a
clear complexion; a bright, intelligent
eye, which often shows a merry twinkle;
his hair is white, long, and silky, while
his nose is a prominent feature of his
face, and it looks as though it would
carry him through many a season yet.

He possesses a fine quality of organi
zation, which gives facility to his large
and active brain, and availability of
mind to use his talents in the right di
rection. His side-head is well repre-

tiveness, which adapts him to the con
tinuance of his life. Many men would
have given up the struggle for existence
if they had passed through what he has,
unless they possessed a similarly active
organ of Vitativeness.

The phrenological developments that
struck us as being so strongly defined

(besides his large Constructiveness and

Vitativeness) were his large Benevo
lence, Human Nature, Philoprogen-
itiveness, Cautiousness, and Conscien
tiousness. His Benevolence is keenly
represented through, or manifested by,
his interest in his fellow-men. He has

always possessed the capacity to under
stand human nature with more than an

average degree of intuitive insight,
while his Philoprogenitiveness gives
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him a deep interest in his three chil
dren. He is devotedly attached to his
wife, and speaks of her as possessing
marked ability.

The crown of his head is deficient,

and he has never felt sufficiently con

fident to bring himself to the front and

take the position of a public man,

though he says Mr. Fowler told him
when a young man that he needed to

cultivate more Self-esteem; and if he

had cultivated this faculty he would
have made an excellent speaker, enter

tainer, teacher, and exponent of the

views he holds.
He has a keen sense of humor which

will keep him young, and he will always
be able to see the force of a joke.

The ear is a well-developed organ,
and indicates health and longevity.

As is the custom with the Shaker
community, all the earnings of the
members go into one purse, hence, all
share alike. The fraternal spirit is
strong, and the goodness of heart al
ways manifested.

THE DIGESTION OF FOODS.

{Continued from page 189.)

Now, starchy food is digested almost

entirely by the alkaline secretions of the

body, which are the saliva, the bile, pan
creatic, and intestinal juices. All
starchy food taken into the mouth, if
thoroughly masticated and mixed with
saliva, is converted into glucose, which
is almost identical in its chemical for
mula with, and subsequently becomes,

grape - sugar. Thorough mastication
and insalivation is a very important
process in the digestion of starchy food.
If such food is not thoroughly mixed

with saliva it passes through the sto
mach without undergoing any particu
lar change, but when it gets into the
duodenum, or second stomach, it there
comes in contact with the secretions of
the liver, pancreatic, and the intestinal
glands, which are all more or less alka
line in their constituents, and which
complete the process of converting
starch into grape-sugar.

Now, as starch is changed into grape-
sugar, and as cane- and milk-sugar are
also converted into grape-sugar before

they can be absorbed into the blood,
and as grape sugar is the kind obtained
direct from fruits, why not cat more
fruits and thus get the nutrition re

quired for the human system direct
from the fruits themselves, instead of
going through the laborious process of
raising grains and requiring the labor

of the digestive organs in order to fit
the nutriment for the sustenance of the
human body?

Nearly all forms of fruits contain a
small amount of nitrogenized food.
There is some starch, and much nitro
genized food in nuts also, which, when
thoroughly masticated, are readily di
gested and taken into the blood.

It is admitted by nearly all physiol
ogists that the human system cannot be
sustained on pure starch or pure sugar.
There is no doubt but that nitrogenized
and non-nitrogenized substances are
found in fruits and nuts in sufficient
quantities for the support of animal
life.

Fat used as food is in the form of oils,
butter, fat of animals, etc., and is ob
tained from many vegetable products,
such as olives, cotton-seed, and many
varieties of nuts, and it is held in sus

pension in caseine." There are three
varieties of fats which are used as foods.
The use fats subserve in the animal
economy is believed to be in sustaining
animal heat. All physiologists claim
that neither man nor animals can live
entirely on fatty substances.

Dr. Flint says,
" It has been proved

by repeated experiments that fat as a
single article of diet is insufficient for
the purpose of nutrition."

The digestion of fat takes place
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through the aid of the gastric and pan
creatic juices. In the stomach it is re
duced to a fine emulsion, this emulsion

being carried on more minutely by the
aid of the pancreatic juice; from a fine

emulsion it becomes chyle, and as such

passes into the blood.

Inorganic alimentary substances,
such as water, chloride of sodium, cal
cium, phosphates of iron, etc., are taken
into the system largely with the foods.
So large a portion of the solids and
fluids of the body are water, that it is
used freely, both in food and as drink.
Inorganic substances are also eliminat
ed with the ordinary waste elements,

by all the excretory organs.
The discoveries in physiology thus

far sustain the theories of the advocates
of natural food, that fruits and nuts
contain the elements of nutrition re

quired for the human system, and that
food provided in this form is in a bet
ter condition for being digested and as

similated than when provided in animal
structures or in the cereals. There is
no doubt but that too large a portion
of the food used by the human family
is starch, and that in the process of di
gesting and preparing starch foods, the
digestive organs are too severely taxed.
The liver especially has a large portion
of this work to do, as one of its func
tions is to convert starch, cane-, and
milk-sugar into grape-sugar. In fact,
it manufactures grape-sugar as one of
its functions. The blood from the in
testines and pelvic organs is carried by
the portal veins into the liver, and,
while passing through that organ, it
secretes bile, glycogen, or grape-sugar,
and urea. The grape-sugar is absorbed
or assimilated, and goes to support nu
trition, while the bile promotes peristal
sis, and aids materially the removal of
excretory matter from the alimentary
canal.

The urea is largely passed off
through the kidneys. Glycogen, or
grape-sugar, it is believed, assists ma
terially in promoting the absorption or
assimilation of all alimentary sub
stances.

Dr. E. P. Miller.

HOW WOMEN MAY KEEP WELL.

Mr. Corbett, in an article in the" World " tells women how to get and
remain healthy. He refers to city
women, both those in business and those
who have leisure, and not to those who
live in the country.

First as to exercise: If you are a

woman of leisure rise at seven or half-
past seven. If in business, rise two
hours before work begins.

Start the day by standing straight
and taking in succession ten long, deep
breaths, drawing in and expelling the
breath very slowly. Then, keeping the
knees rigid, bend forward, and try to
touch the floor with your fingers. Try
this twice the first morning, increasing
by one a day till you reach ten times.
Move slowly, not with sudden twists of
the body. Do not try the backward
bending.

Then raise the arms straight out at
each side, keeping elbows rigid, until
the fingers meet over your head. Then
bring the arms to the side again, and
repeat ten times. Then bring the arms

up in front until the fingers touch (as
in diving position), bringing the arms
down again and backward (elbows still
rigid) until the fingers meet behind the
body. Do each of these ten times.

Then rise twenty times on the toes.

Don't use dumb-bells, Indian clubs,
or pulley-weights. They are, I think,
too violent a form of exercise for
women.

After these calisthenics take a bath.
If your heart is not affected, take a cold
bath, into which, the night before, three
handfuls of sea salt have been thrown.
If you cannot take a cold bath, take one
from which the chill has just been re
moved by a little hot water.

Kub yourself dry with a rough towel.
Eat a breakfast of fruit, cereals, two

medium-boiled eggs, and toast. Better
leave off tea and coffee if you can.

Soon after breakfast (which must not
be bolted, but which must last at least
half an hour), if you are a woman of
leisure, take a brisk walk for one mile.
If you have to go to work, walk one
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mile on your way there. People often
flay:

" I live too far uptown to walk to
the office."

It never seems to occur to them that
they can ride to within a mile of the

office, then get off and walk the rest of
the way.

When lunch-time comes, shut your
■eyes to the allurements of pie, tart,

salad with mayonnaise, fried food, and
euch like horrors.

Eat any kind of meat or vegetable
you choose if it isn't fried. Take some
dessert that is not pastry. Avoid
heavy, cloying foods.

Walk home from work (or one mile
of the distance), and, if you can get
time, walk an extra mile, or else try
some mild form of athletics. Go to a

women's gymnasium, where the in
structor will see that you don't overdo
exercise, or else take a spin on your
wheel.

Spend eight hours in bed. Nine is
still better —or even ten. The more

6leep a nervous person gets the better.
The wholesome diet and steady exer

cise will benefit the digestion, and thus
improve your complexion. The exer
cise, plenty of fresh air, and long 8leep
will quiet your nerves, and add muscle
and energy to your body. Your figure
will also grow better for the athletic
work and good diet.

Avoid late suppers. Choose your
food carefully. If you must eat candy
and drink ice-cream soda, do so in mod
eration and soon after meals—never on
an empty stomach.

Get- an hour's rest in the afternoon
if you are a woman of leisure. If you
work for your living, you can always
arrange your leisure-hours so as to get
time for the exercise I have prescribed.

It costs less to live healthfully than
to live oh bad terms with your muscles,
nerves, and stomach.

Remember, mild exercise, good diet,
lots of fresh air, and plenty of water
are Nature's grandest remedies for all
ills.

Try this plan for six months, and you
will try it for the rest of your life.

De. M. L. Holbrook.

WHAT PHRENOLOGISTS ARE DOING.

THE CLOSING EXERCISES OF THE
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHRENOLOGY.

On October 26th, Friday, the Closing
Exercises of the American Institute of
Phrenology were held in the Hall of the
Institute. The same evening had been
arranged as a grand demonstration to
Governor Roosevelt, consequently, there
was a great demonstration in the sending
off of cannons, bombs, and fireworks
and the music of bands, and the shout
ing of paraders during the whole even
ing. Fortunately, these only added to
the enthusiasm that existed within the
walls of the Institute, and as Mrs. Don
ald McLean wittily remarked that, al
though perhaps Governor Roosevelt con
sidered that all the demonstration was
on his account she considered that part
of the celebration might be properly
taken as a spirit of enthusiasm on their
own account. Singular as it may seem
just at the point when one of the readers
of the papers had mentioned the firing
of a bomb in expression of enthusiastic
appreciation for Phrenology the largest
bomb of the evening was fired off. Dr.
Julius King occupied the chair and made

some very appropriate remarks on the
usefulness of Phrenology, and the ad
vance it had made during the past fifty
years. He first called upon Mr. J. B.
Carrothers, of Iowa, to give his saluta
tory address. Mr. N. A. Clapp, of Mich
igan, followed with a paper on " Philan
thropy and Phrenology." Mr. Rockwood
sang very effectively the solo called
" The Friar of Orders Gray," after which
Miss E. M. Lutze, of New Jersey, read a
paper on " The Ethnological and Hered
itary Influences of Phrenology." Mr. F.
W. Jacobs, of California, who is totally
blind, read his own paper from raised
type on the subject of " Musical Talent,
and how accounted for by Phrenology,"
Mrs. L. Brown, of New York, read a
paper on " Educational Uses of Phrenol
ogy in the Home; " Dr. J. W. Hastings,
of Vermont, read a paper on " The Meta
physical Bearing of Phrenology," while
Dr. J. W. Anderson, of Texas, gave the
valedictory. At the close of the papers
Mr. Rockwood. by request, sang another
song in his usual sharp, crisp, artistic
manner, which song was as highly ap
preciated as the first. The chairman
then asked Miss Fowler to present Mrs.
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Donald McLean to the audience. In
a few well-chosen words she said the
Institute was glad to welcome the Presi
dent of the New York City chapter of the
Daughters of the American Kevolution,
and she hoped that if the Hall of Fame
was ever open to receive the names of
women (although she did not wish Mrs.
McLean to die until the next century
was nearing to its close), that her name
would have the honor of being added.
She belonged to a noble band of women
who could trace their ancestry back to
the early days of American History, and
she was glad to know that so many of
that Society were interested in the sci
ence of Phrenology, the study of mind,
and the interpretation of character on
scientific grounds. When looking over
the list of the prominent names that had
been selected to adorn the walls of the
new Hall of Fame she was proud to find
that there were two distinguished Phre
nologists among the number, these were
Horace Mann, the educator, and Henry
Ward Beecher, the divine, both of whose
labors had been directly useful to the
cause of Phrenology, both were influen
tial in their day as well as through their
writing for all time in supporting the
principles of mental science. She con
sidered it very brave of Mrs. McLean to
venture out on such an evening, and
knew the audience would be gratified
with her address. Mrs. McLean was
most apropos and eloquent in her re
marks to the students as she distributed
the diplomas. She showed 'a wonderful
memory and a keenly intuitive mind by
the way she alluded to the remarks that
various speakers had made in their pa
pers. We only regret that all our read
ers could not be present to hear her for
themselves. At the close Miss Fowler
presented her with a badge of the Insti
tute, which she placed above the many
decorations that adorned her dress, and
said she knew that Mrs. McLean would
carry forth the tidings and unfurl the
banner of Phrenology whenever she wore
that badge. Mrs. McLean replied in
highly eulogistic terms of the Institute,
and she said that the bust on the side
table, pointing to one on the right, re
minded her of a similar one that she re
membered seeing during her school days
which was owned by her teacher. Ever
since then the subject had interested her,
and she believed that it was now uni
versally accepted in all parts of the
world. She thanked the Institute for
giving her the opportunity and pleasure
of coming among them and of present
ing the diplomas, which she hoped the
students would prize as they went home
to their various States. Dr. King closed
the meeting with a few words of appre
ciative thanks to Mrs. McLean and

others for their kind services and their
appropriate words of encouragement to
the students, and said he thought that
all would be glad to know that they had
on the desk before them a model of Dr.
Gall's skull, and invited all to examine
it. Greetings and words of farewell
were extended to the students and
friends, and the audience dispersed to
find their way in the crowded streets
around them.

REPORT OF SPECIAL EXAMINATION
OF STUDENTS.

The following are the names of the suc
cessful graduates of the American Insti
tute of Phrenology for 1900 who have
received the degree of Fellowship: Dr. J.
W. Anderson, Dallas, Tex. (with honors) ;
Mr. F. W. Jacobs, San Francisco, Cal.;
Mrs. D. Anderson, Dallas, Tex.; Mr. N. A.
Clapp, Wixom, Mich.; Mr. B. F. Stephens,
Martinsburg, Ky.; Miss E. M. Lutze,
Trenton, N. J.; Mr. L. A. Davis, Greenleaf,
Kan.; Mrs. L. Brown, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
Dr. J. Hastings, Burlington, Vt. ; Mr. L.
C. Stewart, Willow Hill, 111.

The papers showed hard study, thor
oughness, and excellent preparation.

[Signed] E. P. Fowler, M.D.,
R. M. Dixon, M.E.,
L. W. Baner, M.D.,

Examining Board.

THE FOWLER INSTITUTE, LONDON.
THE OCTOBER REPOKT.

On October 3d, the Rev. F. W. Wilkin
son gave an instructive lecture on "The
Geography of the Brain and Skull." In
the course of his address he said, " One
of the most pleasing features of the times
is the increased interest manifested in
the science of Phrenology, and it augurs
well for its future progress. Hut the
most striking feature is that this is not
simply an increased interest by the peo
ple generally, but of some of the leading
scientists of the day, and one, viz. Profess
or Wallace, hns taken possession of the
censor's chair and expressed himself vig
orously on the subject. It seems strange
that every science, like nature herself,
becomes strong by the struggles through
which it passes, or in other words shows
its vitality and manifests its truthfulness
and usefulness by its patient endurance
and ultimate victory. Whilst the signs
of the times may be very cheering to the
adherents of Phrenology, and though a
breach may manifest itself in the ranks
of its opponents, yet its stanch support
ers must not rest upon their oars, but
they must be nlert, ever strengthening
their position by an increased application
to study and investigation, so that with
our enlarging views and substantiated
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facts, they may be prepared to present
their credentials at all times to inquir
ing minds. Phrenology, like all kindred
subjects and sciences, has not yet reached
its goal, neither have its investigators
scanned all its facts, nor yet realized its
forces. Each adherent or exponent of
the science should not only be fully ac
quainted with its fundamental principles
and be able to expatiate upon the same,
but should also be a keen, practical ob
server. Phrenology is not a science that
can be acquired in a few lessons; true, a

few facts may be gleaned, and a few
truths stored in the memory for medita
tion, assimilation, and digestion, but for
a person to have a fair grasp of the sub
ject, and a moderately workable knowl
edge, needs patient, serious investigation
and study. The lecturer then dwelt upon
some salient points necessary to be known
by practical Phrenologists.

Several questions were asked and re
plied to by the lecturer.

On Wednesday, October 17th, a good
attendance of members and friends were

present to hear an address from Mr.
James Brake of Australia. Mr. Brake
has spent the last six months in London,
studying the Science of Phrenology at
the Fowler Institute, and has been
awarded the diploma of the Institute by
examination. Mr. Brake is an enthusi
astic philanthropist and a keen business
man, and we are sure the knowledge he
has acquired of practical Phrenology
will be of great value to him in his fut
ure career in the colonies. The address
he delivered at the Institute, on the eve
of his departure from London, was full
of practical advice upon the best means
of making Phrenology more widely
known amongst commercial men and the
general public. The address was greatly
apppreciated and created a useful discus
sion, in which the chairman (Mr. W. J.
Williamson), Messrs Wilkins, Bone, Dom-
men, and Elliott took part. A public
delineation of character was given by Mr.
D. T. Elliott. The audience very heartily
thanked Mr. Brake for his address and
wished him good-by.

NOTES.

HYPNOTIC DENTISTRY.

A cavity is demonstrably a condition
and not a theory. A man with an ulcer
pulsating at the root of a molar goes to
the dentist because he must, and for no
other reason. Everything the dentist
does in a professional way is a little more
disagreeable to a patient with normal
nerves than anything else in his reper
toire. He has worked the transparent
fiction of " painless dentistry " until it
no longer deceives even himself, and he
should welcome the discovery of a prac
titioner of this useful art, which shows
that painless dentistry of a very rough
and radical variety can now be adver
tised in good faith. The discoverer of
this boon to humanity was lately called
upon to operate upon a veteran printer.
In a survey of the patient's mouth he saw
that to prepare him for the new equip
ment of teeth he needed it was necessary
to remove certain old roots which had
been worn down to the level of the gums
by years of industrious mastication.
Finding that considerable preliminary
excavation was required, he concluded
that the operation, while perfectly safe
for the patient, was not at all safe for
himself. Thereupon he bethought him
self of hypnotism. Not being himself an
adept, he sent for a local violinist who
was, and engaged him as assistant. The
service of the assistant consisted in rub
bing the patient's forehead and repeat
ing over and over again the words, You

will feel no pain." The interested spec
tators remained at a safe distance, doubt
less expecting the patient to reply," You're not telling the truth," or make
some other appropriate answer to this
inane reiteration, but nothing of the sort
happened. The patient thought he was
setting up a patent medicine display" ad." Meanwhile, the dentist dug
around with his lacerators, and pulled
the deep-seated three-fanged molars at
his leisure. When he had finished, the
patient was called to consciousness by
the operator, and declared that, all things
considered, he had enjoyed himself very
much indeed.

This pleasing incident is extremely
suggestive. Hypnotic dentistry is a great
scheme. The patient would be met in
the ante-room by the expert and filled up
with suggestions. When called to the
chair he would be made to imagine it a
front seat at a vaudeville, the hypnotist
officiating as usher. When the custom
ary napkin was brought into requisition
he could readily assimilate the sugges
tion that he had stepped out between the
acts to take something. In the grind of
the electrically rotated reamer he could
fancy he was munching a clove, and in
the final yielding of an obstinate molar to
the persuasive forceps he could be made
to believe he had unloaded a large block
of Bay State Gas, common, at 102%.
This would be a vast improvement on
anything hitherto known in dentistry,
and we hope it will be practical.
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SUCCESS.

There is but one straight road to suc
cess, and that is merit. The man who is
successful is the man who is useful.
Capacity never lacks opportunity. It
cannot remain undiscovered, because it is
sought by too many anxious to utilize it.
A capable man on earth is more valuable
than any precious deposit under the
earth and the object of a much more
vigilant search. Whoever undertakes to
build a house, to cultivate a farm, to work
a mine, to obtain relief from pain, to
maintain a legal controversy, or to per
form any function of civilized life, is
actively searching for other men qualified
to aid him. To appreciate the thorough
ness of the search, it is necessary only to
realize the number of persons engaged in
all these pursuits and undertakings
throughout the world. From such a
search no form of ability can remain con
cealed. If the possessor of capacity
sought to hide himself he would be dis
covered and induced to employ his ability
for the benefit of those who need It.

To be successful, then, one has but to
qualify himself thoroughly for some oc
cupation. Every man has some natural
aptitude. In these days the training by
which natural aptitude is developed into
effective ability can be obtained by every
one. No one can hope to be the best in
any field of labor, but everyone can hope
to be among the best. Time occupied in
worrying about opportunities, openings,
and starts is time wasted, because to
every capable man a " start " end an
" opportunity " are always furnished by
the necessities of all other men.

—Contributed by D. M.

THE ART OP LIVING.

It is mastery of self —that and nothing
more. It is the making of one's self
equal to any occasion. Mind can create
whatever conditions it is directed to cre
ate by the will, and the secret of right
living lies in training the will, and in
coming into a recognition of the personal
power that everyone has.

Jesus knew and recognized this power
as no one else ever has. But all the wise
and good and great of any age have fol
lowed along these lines. It is for us to
day to realize that it is possible for each
one of us to lead this life of the spirit at
all times and in all places, so that what
ever we may desire to possess or to be,
which is better, will come to pass.

Fear and anger are the elements that
must be eliminated from the nature be
fore tangible results can be observed, and
these are the two great forces of evil,
depression, ill-health, and lack of success.

It stands to reason that this should be
so when actual scientific experiments
have demonstrated that the breath of an
angry man breathed into a glass deposits
a brown substance which, if injected into
a dog, will cause death. Anger is poison,
and when a person is angry his whole
system is being poisoned by exactly the
same thing that kills the dog. This has
also been proved true of fear. Both must
be eliminated and their places filled by
perfect faith and absolute serenity, in
which all things are possible.

"IT'S VERY HARD."

" It's very hard to have nothing to eat
but porridge, when others have every sort
of dainty," muttered Dick, as he sat with
his wooden bowl before him. " It's very
hard to have to get up so early on these
bitter cold mornings, and work all day,
when others can enjoy themselves with
out an hour of work. It's very hard to
have to trudge along through the snow
while others roll about in their coaches."

" It's a great blessing," said his grand
mother, as she sat at her knitting, " to
have food when so many are hungry; it's
a great blessing to have a roof over one's
head when so many are homeless; it's a
great blessing to have sight, and hearing,
and strength for daily labor, when so
many are blind, deaf, or suffering! "

" Why, grandmother, you seem to
think that nothing is hard," said the boy,
still in a grumbling tone.

" No, Dick, there is one thing that I do
think verv hard."

"What's that?" cried Dick, who
thought that at last his grandmother had
found some cause for complaint.

" Why, boy, I think that heart is very
hard that is not thankful for so many
blessings."

NOSES OF FIGHTERS.

Physiognomists go so far as to assert
that the nose is the key to the man's
character, the index to his brain. And
so many people—great employers among
them — share the belief that it is almost
as lucky for a child to be born with a
good nose on its face as with the pro
verbial silver spoon in its mouth. There
are noses and noses, even among the good
specimens. There is the artistic nose
(literary men and painters have it, or
should have it) ; the " constructive "
nose, peculiar to architects and en
gineers; and not the least important is
one labelled by physiognomists " com
bative and organizing." This might also
be called the military nose. It belongs
to great commanders on sea and land,
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and is so prominent that it cannot be

mistaken. Wellington had it to an au-
normal degree. In this, as in other re

spects, he has never been equalled by any
other soldier. Wellington was a great
believer in noses.

Napoleon also admired a good nose,

and was personally well endowed in that
particular, but nothing like to the same

extent as his vanquisher at Waterloo. —

London Mail.

DISEASES OF CHILDREN.

TREATMENT FOR CROUP.

There is probably no sickness that a

mother so dreads for her children as an
attack of croup.

Doubtless many of the Phrenological
Journal's mothers could give valuable
advice with regard to the treatment to
be given in such attacks, but there may
be others without experience who will be

glad to know how to handle the case, at
least until the doctor comes.

If a child has a croupy cough at night,
apply a cold compress upon putting it to
bed. To do this, wet a small towel or a

napkin in cold water, squeezing it out
enough to prevent dripping, and wrap it
at once about the child's throat. Cover it
well with a dry towel or piece of flannel
and leave on till morning. This will
often prevent a hoarse cough from de

veloping into croup.
If, however, the child awakens with

croup, give it at once a dose of syrup of
ipecac. A bottle of this should always
be kept in the house where there are chil
dren at all inclined to be croupy. The
directions on the bottle will tell the dose
to give to children of various ages, and
the time to elapse between the doses.

Wrap the child at once in a woolen
blanket and put its feet into as hot water
as it can bear. Put hot compresses
around the throat, changing them rapidly
so that they will not grow cool, and hav
ing a hot one ready to put on the instant
the other is removed. Keep administer
ing the ipecac as directed until the child
vomits, as this is what is necessary to re
move the mucus from the throat.

If the breathing becomes easier, and
the throat looser, you may know that you
are conquering.

Most cases will yield to this treatment.
If, however, the sound becomes tighter
and the breathing more labored, lose no
time in sending for a physician.

After the treatment just described, the
greatest care must be exercised for sev
eral days to keep the child from all

draughts and cold, or a second attack
may result.

J. D. COWLES.

WHOOPING-COUGH.

When a child has whooping-cough, the
services of a physician are not needed,,

unless the cough is attended by a severe

case of bronchitis, then outside aid will
be needed.

The cough comes on in paroxysms. In
one of these the child coughs so long and
so violently, and expels so much air from
the lungs without inspiring any, that at
times he appears nearly suffocated and
exhausted; the veins in his neck swell
and his eyes seem to start from their
sockets. At length there is a sudden in
spiration of air through the contracted
chink of the upper part of the windpipe,
the glottis, causing the familiar "whoop,"
and after a little more coughing he brings
some glairy mucus from the chest. Vom
iting usually accompanies whooping-
cough, and may be looked on as a good
sign. All causes of irritation and excite
ment ought to be avoided, as passion is
apt to bring on a paroxysm.

A new-born babe or a teething child,
laboring under the disease, is liable to
have convulsions. If a child is not
weaned, keep him entirely to the breast;
if he is weaned, to a milk and farinaceous-
diet.

Confine the child for the first ten days
to the house, especially if the cough is at
tended by more or less bronchial trouble,
but be sure that the rooms are well ven
tilated; pure air is essential to recovery.
Rub the spine and chest every night and
morning with a good stimulating lini
ment. Let him wear a broad band of new
flannel, which should extend around from
his chest to his back; change the band
night and morning, in order that it may
be dried before putting on again. To
keep it in its place, it should be fastened
by means of tapes and shoulder-straps.

When the time comes to enlarge hia
diet, let him gradually return to his usual
food; and if the weather is good, let him
almost live in the open air, for pure,
fresh air is the finest of medicines. When
the disease has lasted a month, there is
nothing like a change of air to a high,
dry, healthy country place.

Do not take the flannel off until he is
entirely cured, and then leave it off by
degrees. While convalescing, care should
be taken that he does not take cold, or
the " whoop " may return. After he
seems to be well, be careful not to let him-
play outdoors if the wind is blowing from
the east or the northeast.

A. McG.
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"THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOUR
NAL."

The gospel of Phrenology teaches

man the necessity, the virtue, the ad

vantages of purpose, and as clearly
demonstrates to each individual that he

has a part in the great theatre of the

world. It illuminates every sphere of

useful activity with cheer, and makes

honest labor active.

The policy of this magazine has never

changed. It will aim, as heretofore, to

help men and women to think rightly
and to live rightly. With many exam

ples to give to those who have derived

great and lasting benefit from its pages,

and gratefully acknowledged the fact,

it expects to make many other like ex

amples in the time to come—in 1901

and the years to follow.

Among other announcements that
will be made, we take pleasure in stating
that arrangements have been made with
Felix L. Oswald, M.D., for a series of
articles on " Home Education." There
will be a series of twelve lessons on

" Phrenology," and another series on

the "
Races," illustrated by skulls and,

where possible, portraits of represent

atives of the nationalities reviewed.

Character sketches will be given of

the late Rev. Charles Garrett, who was

the G. 0. M. of Methodism, and one of

Liverpool's most distinguished public

men; the new Lord Mayor of London,

Alderman Frank Green; John Sher

man, the late eminent statesman; the

Marquis Ito, the Bismarck of Japan; the

late Charles Dudley Warner, journalist,

among other distinguished men and

women.

THE LATE JOHN CLARK RID-
PATH.

The world can ill afford to lose such

industrious men as Dr. Ridpath. He

was a noted historian, and one of the

best popular writers on historical sub

jects of the century. Though he was

born on a farm near Fillmore, Putnam

County, Indiana, in 1841, his parents

were Virginians. His father's family
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came from Berwick-on-Tweed, Eng
land. On his mother's side he was a

descendant of Samuel Mathews, one of

the colonial Governors of Virginia. It
is not surprising to find that while a

lad he showed marked fondness for

books (he was the eldest of seven chil

dren). His first work, " An Academic

History of the United States," was pub

lished in 1875, and its sale was so large

that its author abridged it into a gram

mar-school history, which became even

more popular than the original work.

THE LATE JOHN CLARK R1DPATH.

In 1876 his "Popular History of the

United States" appeared. This has

been published in German, and more

than five hundred thousand copies have

been sold. In the latter part of 1881

he published " The Life and Work of
Garfield "—of this work eighty-five
thousand copies were sold in the first
six months. In the same year he was

chosen one of the associate editors of
" The People's Cyclopedia," a post he

held at the time of his death. In 1882

he began writing his History of the

World," which he finished and pub

lished in 1885 in four volumes. More

than 150,000 sets of this history have

been sold in fifteen years. In 1893 he

published the " Life and Work of James

G. Blaine," and in the following year

his "Great Races of Mankind" appeared.

This is said to have been the historian's

best work. He spent ten years in col

lecting the material for it and four

years in writing it. In 1898 he pub
lished the " Life and Times of Glad

stone," and a supplement to the " His

tory of All Nations" for "Webster's

International Dictionary." His last

work was a " History of the United

States" in eight volumes, which was

completed only a few days before he

was taken ill. The degree of Doctor of

Laws was conferred on him by Syracuse

University in 1880.

He taught human beings to know

their real life. Next to the world's

great inventors, who add to our actual

wealth and push civilization forward,

we owe a debt of gratitude to historians

who hand down to us truthful accounts

of the achievements of the past for our

own guidance. Dr. Ridpath undertook

and carefully accomplished that great

est of all tasks—a history of the world.

Any attempt to systematize and chroni

cle this earth's fertile past calls for in

tellectual courage of the highest type.

Every nation, every century, every year

almost, furnishes material for a life

time's writing. The work is stupen

dous. When we remember that Buckle

undertook to write a history of civiliza

tion in England, but exhausted his

strength, and died when he had finished

two volumes of introduction, we may

understand a little of the gigantic char

acter of the work that a man bends

himself to when he attempts the history
of the world. Buckle's works, al
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though they only extended to two

volumes, were complete in themselves.

Anyone who devotes his life conscien

tiously to descriptions of humanity de

serves the admiration of his fellows.

Dr. Ridpath possessed an exception

ally fine intellect. His brow was lofty,
his quality of organization was excep

tionally fine, and he was able to localize

events with wonderful accuracy. He
was a genius of no common order, and

his name will go down to posterity as

a man of learning, of intense sympa

thy, and of clear insight into the affairs

of men.

THE LATE HON. WILLIAM L.
STRONG.

New York City will long remember

the administration of the Hon. William
L. Strong as Mayor of this city. He

proved when he was administrator a

man of excellent judgment, practical,
and possessed a strong, vigorous, work
ing organization. He was adapted to

the many lines of work that engage the

time of the city's Chief Executive.
He was a man of expediency, and

knew how to adjust matters and things
without giving offence. He had a dif
ficult task to perform, but he carried

his principles along with him in such

a practical way that he won the respect
of both Republicans and Democrats.

He was built much after the form of
General Grant, and resembled him in

many of his characteristics. He was a

man of indomitable energy, pluck, and

resolution, and therefore was ready for
any enterprise that came along his way.
He was not a spendthrift, but had the

economical faculty that we find ex

pressed in the lateral portion of his
head. He was essentially tactful,

economical, and far-sighted. He was

not proud and aristocratic, but met all
classes of people with deference. He
was a sympathetic man, and was able to

wield an immense influence over even

those who least expected to come under
his sway. He knew how to take men

at the right moment, and, although he

was frank, candid, and open-minded,
yet he had an intuitional judgment that

kept him from saying the impolitic
thing, or the fact that would offend and

wound a sensitive person.

His head was fairly developed on the

top. Here his consciousness pre-

EX-MATOK STRONG.

dominated. He had a reason for

everything that he did, and carried out
his principles with a stringent regard

for duty. He was very particular about

making promises, as he looked upon
them in an honorable way. He was

not a man to delight in show and osten

tation, but was a plain matter-of-fact
realistic person who expected a man to

speak straight from his heart, and his

knowledge of men and things.
He was a man of sterling qualities,

and, as his advice was sought on many
municipal affairs, his vacancy in public
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as well as in private life will be keenly

felt.

The problems he had to meet, the

difficulties he had to overcome at every

step of the way from political enemies

without, as well as the professional po

liticians and office-seekers of his own

party, can hardly be realized even at

this day. The marvel is that, in the

face of these obstacles, he made so few

mistakes and fewer still of serious blun
ders. Through some of his appoint
ments, such as that of Colonel Waring
to the Street Cleaning Department, he

wrought a change for the better in

municipal business methods which sub

sequent misgovernment has not yet

overcome. He left the office of Mayor,
as he entered it

,

with the cordial esteem

of all intelligent and respectable citi
zens of New York. He set up a stand

ard in the management of the municipal

a (fairs of the metropolis which has been

of distinct and lasting benefit to it
,

de

spite all that has occurred since to de

grade that standard, and for this his
name and memory will deserve and re

ceive grateful perpetuation in the an

nals of the city.

LIBRARY.
In this department we give short reviews o

f

such New Books as pvbliskers see fit to send us
In these reviews we seek to treat author and
publisher satisfactorily and justly, and also to

furnish our readers with such information as
shall enable them to form an opinion of the de
sirability of any particular volume for person
al use. It is our wish to notice the better class

of books issuing from the press, and we invite
publishers to favor the Editor with rectnt publi-
cations, especially those related in any way to
mental and physiological science. • We can sup
ply any of the books noticed at prices quoted-

REVIEWS.
"A Child of Light; or, Heredity and

Prenatal Culture," by Newton N. Itid-
dell. Published by Child of Light Pub
lishing Co., Chicago.
The subjects of psychology, heredity,

and prenatal influences are of ever in

creasing importance. Men and women
are beginning to look upon the subjects
as though they were as necessary to the
commonwealth of the future generation
as much as they look upon the impor
tance of engineering, law, medicine, and
finance, and it is onjy in this way that
we can hope to rear a generation that
will cope with the necessities of the
twentieth century. The writer has spent
some fifteen years in gathering and de
veloping the subject-matter of the work
before us. lie has dwelt at some length,
on psychology and the laws of brain,
hoping thereby to make the work prac
tical and helpful to all who seek to im
prove self and others. In Chapter IV.,
on Brain Building and Soul Growth, he
makes the following statement:" The idea that men and women can
long pursue a given course of life and
conduct and then suddenly change to an
opposite course has more foundation in
fiction than in fact in religious teachings
and religious experiences. It is true that
a man who has spent a life in sin and
established a physical basis in his brain
that inclines him to evil conduct may,
under the influence of sound conversion
and the power of the Holy Spirit, change
the whole order of his life and become
a new creature. But this becoming a
new creature takes time. It is not the
work of a day. It may be begun in a
moment; his outer conduct may, under
conversion, change instantly, but it is
the experience of all who have followed
the paths of evil for any considerable
time that, long after their conversion,
temptations continually arise. Brain-
building is accomplished in precisely the
same way as muscle-building —namely,
by normal, systematic use. To increase
the strength of any brain-centre so that
the clement of mind that it manifests
shall be stronger, it is necessary only to
exercise this clement or power of mind
habitually, and its physical basis in the
brain will be developed and its co-ordi
nate nerve tracks strengthened." The
writer gives three essentials with regard
to athletic training, and applies them to
brain training. " First, the exercise must
be adapted to a definite purpose. Second,
it must not be violent or straining, but
of such a character as will call the mus
cles into normal, vigorous use. Third, it
must be daily, or at least regular, and
must cease before exhaustion."

It is easy to see that the same law is
applicable to mind-training and brain-
building.

In the chapter on " Prenatal Culture "
are some valuable hints which all parents
should consider.

We highly recommend this book, for
there is much condensed knowledge that
all can use, if not in their own lives.
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they can at least pass on the knowledge
to those who can make use of the sug
gestions that it contains.
" Practical Urinalysis and Urinary Diag

nosis." A Manual for the Use of Phy
sicians, Surgeons, and Students. By
Charles W. Purdy, LL.D., M.D., Queen's
University, Fellow of the Eoyal College
of Physicians and Surgeons, Kingston,
Canada; Professor of Clinical Medicine
at the Chicago Post-Graduate Medical
School. Author of " Bright's Disease
and Allied Affections of the Kidneys,"
also of " Diabetes: Its Causes, Symp
toms, and Treatment." Fifth Revised
and Enlarged Edition. With numerous
Illustrations, including Photo-engrav
ings, Colored Plates, and Tables for
estimating total solids from Specific
Gravity, Chlorides, Phosphates, Sul
phates, Albumin, Reaction of Proteids,
Sugar, etc., in Urine. 6x9 inches.
Pages xvi + 40C. Extra cloth, $3, net.
F. A. Davis Company, publishers.
The above works may be obtained from

Fowler & Wells Co., New York, or L. N.
Fowler & Co., London, England.

OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

Questions of General Interest only
will be answered in this department. But one

question at a time, and that clearly stated, must
be propounded, if correspondents expect us to

give them the benefit of an early consideration.
If You Use a Pseudonym oh Initials,

write your full name and address also. Somt
■correspondents forget to sign their names.

E. P., Harlem. —Absent-mindedness. —
You ask how the above can be avoided.
First of all, we recommend you to find
out the cause. It may come through hav
ing too much to do, or you may indulge
in day dreams and allow your mind to
wander off in a nondescript way, with
out keeping your attention fixed on the
definite subject before you. The reflec
tive faculties are generally well developed
in persons who become absent-minded,
and to obviate their having too much in
fluence it is necessary to cultivate more
definite observation, develop the will, and
determine to think on the subject under
consideration, and do not let your atten
tion be drawn away by a passing fancy.

L. O., Saratoga. —You ask if the teach
ing of psychology does not have for a
basis the principles of Phrenology? We
have heard many teachers declare that
the ideas that Horace Mann, Oeorge
Combe and others have endeavored to en
courage in relation to teaching were
worth more to them than all the psycho
logical books they have studied, and we
know that the above-named men were

exponents of Phrenology. Psychology is
speculative and indefinite w hen compared
with Phrenology. The day will dawn
when the principles of the latter will be
understood by all our teachers.

S. B., Boston.— Dr. J. C. Warren, of
Boston, purchased the whole of Dr.
Spurzheim's collection, with the collec
tion possessed by the Phrenological So
ciety there, including Dr. Spurzheim's
skull. All of these he presented to the
Harvard Medical School in 1847. The
donation became a part of the Warren
Anatomical Museum. When the Har
vard Medical School removed to their
new building, corner of Boylston and
Exeter Streets, they transferred the War
ren Anatomical Museum, and with it the
skull of Dr. Spurzheim; but his general
collection of skulls and busts, 400 in
number, were left in the old building,
which is now partly occupied by the
Harvard Dental School. The collection
of busts can still be seen by applying to
the janitor.

Spurzheim's skull and a lock of his
hair can be seen by anyone applying to
the janitor of Harvard Medical School or
to the curator of the Warren Anatomi
cal Museum on every Saturday between
twelve and one o'clock.

J. E. C.—You ask how you can remove
sunburn and freckles. Both of these af
fections are caused by the action of the
sun's rays, but why one person tans
while another freckles is not easy of ex
planation. Both affections are said to be
caused chiefly by the chemical or ultra
violet rays, but in the case of sunburn
it is probable that the heat also has some
effect.

The tan may come gradually, without
any burn, after a succession of slight
and brief exposures to the sun or to high
winds, for wind will tan as well as sun
shine. Usually, however, the city dweller
gets well burned during the first few
days of his vacation in the country or
on the water.

In severe cases the skin is red, slightly
swollen, and the seat of a sharp, burn
ing sensation; if the exposure has been
prolonged, or the glare of the sun very
intense, it may be even blistered. After
a few days the soreness and heat subside
and the red color gradually turns to
brown.

If the burn is pretty severe, cooling
lotions, such as alcohol and water, di
luted cologne water, a solution of bicar
bonate of soda, may be applied, or the
skin may be smeared with cold cream,
camphor ice, zinc ointment, or a mixture
of lime-water and oil. Some such appli
cation as this, the sufferer being careful
to keep out of the sun for a day or two,
will usually suffice.

If blisters form they should be pricked
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with a clean needle at the most de
pendent part, and when the water has
drained away they should be covered
with a cloth spread with one of the greasy
applications just mentioned.

Freckles occur usually on persons of a
sandy complexion, especially those with
red hair. They are not common in very
young' children, under six or eight years
of age, or in persons of middle or ad
vanced life. They usually come for the
first time in summer, and are less marked,
or even disappear, in winter. Persons
who freckle do not tan as a rule.

Freckles, like sunburn, may be pre
vented by the wearing of a veil, prefer
ably red or brown.

TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

Character Sketches from Photographs.
— New subscribers sending photographs for re
marks on their character under this heading
must observe the following conditions : Each
photograph must be accompanied by a stamped
and directed envelope for the return of the

photograph. The photograph or photographs
(for, where possible, two should be sent, one giv
ing a front and the other a side view) must be

good and recent ; and, lastly, each application
must A; accompanied by a remittance of fl.OO
(as. English) for twelve months' subscription
to the Phrenological Journal. Letters to be

addressed to Fowler $ Wells Co., New York,
or L. N. Fowler $ Co., London.

561.— H. E. P., North Creek, N. Y.—
This lad takes after his mother and is
kind and affectionate. He will be at
tached to his home and not be one to go
out into the world and leave his home
surroundings until he is obliged to—
some lads are always on the fidget to
cut loose from home and seek business
in the great world abroad — he is kind-
hearted and affectionate and very intel
ligent. He will need encouraging and
may be a little slow to understand the
ordinary affairs of life. He will be, how
ever, well informed in matters that do
not ordinarily attract boys of his age.
He will make a good penman, a fine sec
retary, an excellent banker, or financier,
if working for someone else, or he could,
if his health will allow him, take up the
study of medicine along modern lines
as a hygienist, and have an institution
for hydropathic treatment. He will love
to do good, but he is hardly strong
enough to take up the work of a mis
sionary.

562— D. J. P., North Creek, N. Y.—
This lad is very sensitive, he is more like
a girl in this respect and feels criticisms
very keenly. He needs regular physical
exercise so as to increase his vitality.

He will need sheltering and caring for,
he cannot rough it as much as his elder
brother Charles. He must be given re
sponsibilities so that he may become
more independent, and devote his energy
to practical affairs. He had better study
a trade that will take him out of doors
part of each day, or else he should study
law and take up real estate work. He
will be respected and liked wherever he
is, for he is one of the finer grained lads
that will always execute good work, but
he cannot carry out rough, coarse, or
heavy work. He is very conscientious,
and will be mindful of every promise
that he makes.

563. —T. H. M., Milwaukee, Wis.— The
gentleman is adding to his knowledge
all the time, for he is a keen observer
and he notes conditions of things, and
could succeed in business, particularly
if he were not tied down to one thing
too continuously. He likes variety of
work, and gets along better where he has
half a dozen departments to attend to
than where he has but the one thing to
occupy his mind. He is rather ingen
ious, and had better give some attention
to design, to artistic arrangement of
materials, or to cutting out as a tailor,
but he will not succeed so well in seden
tary work. He is restless in disposition
and wants to be accomplishing some
thing all the time. He must apply his
mind as much as possible to the most
important lines of work, and leave the
others until he has time to carry them
out.

564. —Native Indian.—You lack appli
cation of mind, and find it difficult to
settle down steadily to any one line of
work. You are not without talent and
ability, but it will take you some time to
fathom your own mind unless you are
willing to bend all your efforts into one
channel. Your forehead is broad, which
gives you considerable power to use up
materia], and to make suggestions to
others as to how they should conduct
business, but you get weary yourself of
continuing in a work if it is monotonous.
Will you not try and make the most of
yourself and be perserving in your ef
forts. Use your will power in the right
direction, but do not run against the best
advice of your friends. You get a little
set sometimes and want to carry out
your own way of doing things; consider
whether this is to your advantage. You
could make a first-rate organizer, a good
planner, a fine engineer, or electrician,
but you have got to learn to value your
self at the right estimate.

565. —Mrs. R. W. O., Illinois.— This lady
has a highly nervous mental tempera
ment with none too much vitality to
spare. She works herself out premature
ly before she has accumulated enough
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strength for the work she takes in hand.
She needs more arterial blood to sustain
her in her work. She is very intense and
susceptible in all her feelings, in fact,
she is a little too sensitive to criticisms
laid at her door, and must be a little
more independent of what others say and
do. She needs more rest than she gets,
nine hours sleep would not be too much
for her, and if she cannot get it all at
once she must take it in piecemeal and
have a nap during the day. She is a fine
critic and sometimes sees more than she
likes to observe, for she becomes dissat
isfied with the results of how things are
done and carried out; she is a little too
particular over her own work. She pos
sesses more than ordinary taste and ex-
quisiteness of mind, but she must not be
discouraged if she cannot always rise to
her ideals as they present themselves to
her. She can superintend work, and suc
ceed in reviewing books successfully.

566— E. T. N., Omaha, Neb— Your
photographs indicate a very practical
mind, with a large development of Cau
tiousness which makes you anxious, so
licitous, and very particular what you do
and say. You worry too much, and take
upon yourself the burdens of other peo
ple. You are a good counsellor, and
know how to plan not only for your own
necessities, but for others. You are a

true friend in need, are sympathetic and
kind-hearted. You would make an excel
lent teacher, and could explain your
ideas with more than ordinary clearness.

567. —C. L., Cannon Falls, Minn.—You
have a motive temperament and do not
object to active work, you like.to be hust
ling round and accomplishing something.
You will not care to be in a small store
in a small town where there is nothing
stirring going on. You are quite busi
ness-like and able to figure up well. You
could succeed in buying in stock and
would know the profit would come in.
You remember people remarkably well,
and have an eye for proportions, hence,
can work without a measure, and can
saw a piece of wood straight as long as a

yard, and can drive a nail just where you
want it.

568. —S. G., St. John, N. B., Canada.—
The photograph of this young lady indi
cates that she is pretty bright and intel
ligent. Her forehead is broad and rather
high, hence, could make a good type
writer, secretary, reporter, or a good ac
countant and bookkeeper. She is very
critical, rather too much so sometimes,
and must guard against saying all she
thinks; it will not hurt her to keep back
a little. She is witty, humorous, and
sometimes sarcastic, and enjoys a good
joke. The study of character, of psy
chology, and physiology would be of
great interest to her.

569. —F. E. M., Fillmore, Utah.— This
lad has a good head upon his shoulders,
but he will need careful training. He is
his mother's boy, and is domesticated,
quite fond of pets and animals, loves his
home, and makes many friends wherever
he goeB. He is quite combative at times
when he is taken advantage of, but will
only fight when pushed to it. He has a
good forehead and can be trained to ex
cel as a business man in a thriving cen
tre where he will have some mechanical
work to do, either in making or manu
facturing mechanical toys for children,
or he could use his oratorical powers in
the study of law, for he will be an im
pressive speaker, and will know what he
is talking about. It is hard work for him
to be obedient without first asking the
reason why he must do so and so. He
should be persuaded to do rather than
driven to work. He will prove a very
kind-hearted lad if properly understood.

570. — G. A. H., Fillmore, Utah.— You
have inherited your mother's tempera
ment, and have a decidedly genial dispo
sition, but are rather too easy and let
others influence you when you should
stand out strong and firm for your prin
ciples. Why not make others moral and
come to your terms rather than follow
the lead of someone else who is not very
particular about his principles? Yon
have a large development of the percep
tive intellect, and need only to glance at
a thing when making up your mind,
while many people are obliged to stop
and consider and turn over the goods
several times. You have apparently a
heavy weight, and it may not be easy for
you to get round and execute your work
with so much rapidity as is generally
the case with those of a motive tempera
ment. You can work hard when you be
gin, but it is difficult for you to get your
coat off and start in. You are a little too
hospitable and good natured. Be a total
abstainer, and a non-smoker, for your
social inclinations may lead you to get
into the habit of taking stimulants for
the sake of others and of smoking to keep
company with the rest, but our advice to
you is to keep clear of those who have
to be catered to in this respect.

SUBSCRIBERS IN ENGLAND.

Constance F. Meakin. —This child pos
sesses an harmonious development of
mind and body, and is physically robust.
Her memory is remarkably keen and
very little will escape her attention. She
will ask many questions and evince a very
inquiring mind. She will want to be
head of affairs and will assume responsi
bilities when older. She will learn easily
and utilize her knowledge to the best ad
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vantage. She should be educated for a

teacher. Caution, energy, and persist
ency axe strong traits in her character.
She has a very loving nature, is fond of
pets, and will be a good conversationalist.
She has excellent mental tools to work
with. With a good education she will
make her mark in the world.

Scott Given—has a refined, sensitive
nature, high ideals and artistic abilities.
He is not adapted for the rough out-door
work of life, he will succeed best as an
architect, designer, or draughtsman. He
is thoughtful and original, with inven
tive ability and critical acumen; he is
fastidious in his tastes, versatile, ambi
tious, very imaginative, and sensitive to
criticism. As a friend he is genial and
affable, and is not disposed to underesti
mate himself. He must strive to be more
practical and should carefully study the
laws of health.

E. H. Lumsdon.- —You must be very
temperate in your habits and practice
deep breathing, for you are not particu
larly robust. You have plenty of mental
energy, sympathy, and aspiration, and
are not inclined to hide your light under
a bushel, you will succeed as a manager
and will do equally well as a mechanic.
You are thoughtful and studiously in
clined. You should study mental sci
ence, also hygiene. You are a man of
peace and are faithful in the discharge
of your duties. Apply yourself closely to
study, and exercise fully your concentra-
tive powers, you will then make greater
progress in the acquisition of knowledge.

E. M. Bonar —has a keen perceptive in
tellect, a versatile mind, and is sharp,
quick, and prompt in his actions. He is
impressionable, strongly sympathetic,
cautious, and discreet. He has the abil
ity to succeed as an artist or architect.
He has a good memory for poems, sizes,
outlines, and configurations, and a dis
criminative type of intellect. He should
cultivate more assertiveness, self-confi
dence, and aggressiveness; also give
others the benefit of his thoughts and
ideas, and so improve his conversational
abilities.

FIELD NOTES.

The monthy lecture of the American
Institute of Phrenology will be held at
27 East Twenty-first Street, on Wednes
day evening, December 5th, at eight
o'clock. John Wesley Brandenburg,
M.D.; Julius King, M.D., and Miss Jessie
A. Fowler, will address the meeting and
give practical demonstrations in the Art
of Character Reading from the audience.
Madame Cappiani will introduce the
speakers and occupy the chair. All mem
bers of the Institute and friends are wel

come. Tickets on application to the sec
retary.

William Musgrove, of Blackpool, Eng
land, is visiting America for the winter
months and will, while here, give lectures
and Phrenological examinations.

WIT.
" Did the postman leave any letters,

Mary? " the mistress asked, on returning
from a visit one afternoon.

" Nothing but a postal-card, ma'am."
" Who is it from, Mary? "
" And do you think I'd read it,

ma'am? " asked the girl, with an injured
air.

" Perhaps not. But anyone who sends
me a postal-card is either stupid or im
pertinent."

" You'll excuse me, ma'am," returned
the girl, loftily, " but that's a nice way
to be talking about your own mother! "

Little Phyllis was visiting her grandma
the other day, and gave herself up to
serious considerations. After she had
for several minutes been looking very
earnestly at her grandmother, she asked:
" Are you going to die pretty soon? "

" Yes," her grandmother answered, " I
suppose I am."

" And am I, too? "
" Oh, no, I hope you are not going to

die for a long time yet."" Well," the little one emphatically ex
claimed, " I don't want to die even when
it is yet." —Chicago Times-Herald.

Clinical Professor (to patient) —What
is your occupation?

Patient (with bronchial catarrh) —A
musician, sir.

Professor (to the students)— Here, gen
tlemen, I have an opportunity of clini
cally demonstrating to you a fact to
which I've frequently referred in the
lecture-room —namely, that fatigue and
the respiratory efforts called for by the
act of blowing on wind instruments are
a frequent cause of the affection from
which this man is suffering. (To pa
tient) —On what instrument do you play?

Patient—The big drum, sir.

The boy stood on the burning deck,
And cried, " I will not flee! '*

And forty-seven colleges
Made him an LL.D.

THE OBLIGING CAMERA.

Maud —Do you like to have men flatter
you?

Ethel—Oh, I don't mind, if they happen
to be photographers.
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FOWLER & WELLS CO.

On February so, 1884, the FOWLER & WELLS CO. was incorporated

under the laws of the State of New York as a Joint Stock Company, for the pros*

ecution of the business heretofore carried on by the firm of Fowler & Wells.
The change of name involves no change in the nature and object of the

business, or in its general management. All remittances should be made payable

to the order of FOWLER & WELLS CO.

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE of the Phrenolocical
Journal and Phrenological Magazine is Ji.oo a
year, payable In advance.

HOME Y, when sent by mail, should be in the form of
Money Orders, Express Money Orders, Drafts on
New York, or Registered Letters. All Postmasters
are required to Register Letters whenever requested
to do so,

SILVER or other coin should not be sent by mail, as it
is almost sure to wear a hole in the envelope and be lost.

POSTAGE-STAMPS will be received for fractional parts
of a dollar. The larger stamps are preferred ; they
should never be stuck to the letters, and should always
be sent in sheets —that is, not torn apart.

CHANGE of post-office address can be made by giving
the old as well as the new address, but not without this
information. Notice should be received the first of the
preceding month.

LETTERS OF INQUIRY requesting an answer should
Inclose a stamp for return postage, and be sure and
give name and full address every time you write.

ALL LETTERS should be addressed to Fowler & Wells
Co., and not to any person connected with the office.
In this wav <*;i!ycan prompt and careful attention be
secured.

ANY BOOK. PERIODICAL, CHART, ft*., may be or-
dered from this office at Publishers' prices.

A9ENTS WANTED for the Phrenological Journal
and our Book Publications, to whom liberal terras will
be given.

CURRENT EXCHANGES.
" American Review of Reviews." —New

York. —The November number is full of
interesting information regarding the
political campaign, and portraits are
given of those whose names are to be
placed in the Hall of Fame. One article
is on " The Political beginnings in Porto
Rico," while another important article
is on " Trusts in England, Recent De
velopment of Industrial Combinations,"
by Robert Donald. Mr. Stead writes an
article on "The British Czar; the Gen
eral Elector." The illustrations are un
usually fine.

The " Tranksgiving Number " of the
" Saturday Evening Post " opens with an
article on " The Leaders in American
Diplomacy." One article is on " The
Field Marshal Viscount Wolseley, an an
ecdotal sketch," which brings out his
characteristics in a clear and interesting
way.

" The Quarterly Journal of Inebriety."
—Hartford, Ct—Volume XXLL— An ar
ticle on " The Effects of Alcohol on the
Nervous System," is given by Dr. Riley,
and is illustrated in a very interesting
way. " Mental Suggestion as an Aid in
the Treatment of Morphinomania," is
another important article of this
monthly." The Psychic Digest, or Occult Review
of Reviews "—Columbus, O.—contains
short articles on " Hypnotism," " Meta
physical Healing," and " Mental Sugges
tion " under its various topics." The Ideal Review,"— New York— has
always something useful, high toned, and
interesting for those who are devoted to
metaphysical lines of thought.

" The Living Age "—Boston — contains
an article by Lady Jeune on " The Decay
of the Chaperone." She is a clever writer
and has a most interesting personality
which we were at one time favored by
interviewing.

" The Churchman."— New York.— Its
young people's department is always
highly interesting, while its illustrations
cannot be too highly commended. " St.
Peter's, Eaton Square, London," is an ar
ticle in the October Number.

" The American Kitchen Magazine "
Boston — has several articles bearing on
Thanksgiving. " The Dignity of Labor,"
is a subject treated on by Helen Louise
Johnson.

" Good Health "—Battle Creek—has an
article on stomach worship, " A Growl by
a Vegetarian." " The Basis of Child Cult
ure," by Mary nenry Rossiter, is an ar
ticle full of meaning and interest to psy
chologists at the present moment.

" Good Housekeeping "—New York —
contains an article on " Nerves in the
•Nursery." Children ought not to know
that they have any nerves at all. " Dogs
for the Home," is another illustrated ar
ticle by T. W. Burgess, which is exceed
ingly interesting.

" Aurora."— Minn. —This magazine is a
Phrenological one, and is partially pub
lished for the Swedish inhabitants, as
most of its articles are printed in Swed
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ish. We are glad that Phrenology has
take.ii m± a^t*p i* i out -oct tire Swedish in
telligence. We are personally acquainted
with several Swedish gentlemen who
have identified themselves with the Fow
ler Institute, London.

" The Methodist Recorder "—London —
contains the sad intelligence of the death
of the Rev. Charles Garrett. Mr. Garrett
was personally known to L. N. Fowler,
and was a sincere believer in Phrenology.
We propose publishing his portrait and
character sketch in a subsequent issue of
the Phrenological Journal.

" The Gentlewoman " — New York —
contains much interesting information
on subjects bearing on the household.
Its article on " Physical Culture " is cal
culated to do a great amount of good." The Mothers' Journal "—New Haven,
Ct. — contains practical pen talks for
children, and is interesting because prac
tical talks to mothers are more and more
in request every day.

"Will Carleton's Magazine" —Brook
lyn, N. Y.—contains a new poem by Will
Carleton on " The Thanksgiving Dance."
Its pages are full of short, pithy articles.

" The Journal of Hygieo-Therapy. —

Kokomo. Ind. — Dr. Gifford continues his
talks on " Life Science." The Phrenolog
ical Department is well sustained, and
the Health news is always interesting.

"The Christian Work."—New York.—
" The Life of John Wycliffe " is the head
ing of an illustrated article of November
8th. and proves to be a very entertaining
and inspiring article. Its hints to chil
dren, its Temperance Items and its Home
Life column add considerably to the gen
eral interest of the paper; while its Theo
logical Thought and Cosmopolitan Spirit
is well sustained.

" The Homiletic Review "— New York
and London — continues the article on" The Keswick Teaching in its Bearing
on Effective Gospel Preaching," bv Ar
thur T. Pierson. D.D. "The Outward
Business of God's House " is a sermon
preached by the Rev. Joseph Parker,
D.D., Minister of the City Tenmle, Lon
don. This sermon was preached in con
nection with the annual Conference of
the Institute of Journalists. London, and
is a masterly piece of advice.

"The Temple of Health "— Battle
Creek, Mich. —contains an article on" The Value of Food Products," " The
Beauty of Optimism," " Environments
and Their Influence," all of which arti
cles are worth reading.

" The Family Doctor." — London. —
" The Mothers' page and Physical Cult
ure for Health, What Housekeepers
Should Know," are some of the pages
that are full of common-sense hints for
every one to read.

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT.
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS GIFTS.

We give extracts from early books on
Phrenology purchased from a library
which will be of inestimable value to stu
dents of Phrenology, and also to any who.
may not be a believer in the science.

" Selections from the Phrenological
Journal," edited by Robert Cox, 1836.
Price, $3.00.

" The inhabitants wore
their hair very closely shaven, had their
heads painted white, and the surface di
vided by black lines into a variety of lit
tle fields and enclosures. These divi
sions among the bulk of the people,
amounted altogether to thirty-three; but
a few gentlemen, dressed in long black
gowns, who appeared to possess some
authority among them, had extenderr
them, by fainter lines, to a much greater
number." The dresses of both sexes were
ornamented with skulls; and one lady,
whose name I refrain from mentioning,
on whose dress was a great profusion of
these insignia, afterwards assured me,
that they represented the skulls of all her
ancestors in a direct line for fifteen gen
erations, and amounted to the enormous-
number of 32,768. The Lord Chamber/ain
hospitably entertains the author, shows
him the country, city, shipping, etc.. and"
then narrates the history of the island.
" Signor Blascopo," said he, " the flour
ishing country which you here see is the
famous kingdom of Phrenologasto, the
capital of which, in the Italian tongue, is.
Cranioscoposco."

Extracts from a letter of G. Thomson.
Esq.,1 Surgeon of the Ship England, to-
James Wardrop, Esq. " I have to thank
you for your introduction to De Ville
and Phrenology, which I am now con
vinced has a foundation in truth, and beg
you will be kind enough to call on Dr.
Burnett, whom T have requested to show
you my Journal, at the end of which is
Mr. Dc Yille's report, and my report of
conduct during the voyage; and like
wise the depositions against some of the
convicts whom you, with your usual
tactus eruditus, discovered would give
me some trouble during the voyage, and"
T think the perusal of them will make
you laugh, as they were going to rip up
the poor doctor like a pig. De Ville is
right in every case except one, Thomas
Jones; but this man can neither read nor
write, and, being a sailor, he was induced*
to join the conspiracy to rise and seize
the ship, and carry her to South America,
being informed by Hughes, the ring
leader, that he would then get his lib
erty. Observe how De Ville has hit the
real character of Hughes, and I will be
grateful to De Ville all my life: for his
report enabled me to shut up in close ens
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tody the malcontents, and arrive here
not a head minus, which, without the re
port, it is more than probable 1 would
have been. All the authorities here have
become Phrenologists, and I cannot get
my journals out of their offices until they
have perused and re-perused De Ville's
report, and will not be in time, I am
afraid, to send them by the Fairfield.
We cannot conclude without bestowing a
well-deserved encomium on Mr. De Villi',
for so cheerfully undertaking and so skil
fully performing a task from which all
but a zealous Phrenologist would have
shrunk with a mingled feeling of disgust
and fear. We regret that the details in
the Logbook are so meagre, and that Dr.
Thomson has not sent home extracts
from the evidence on the trial."

Spurzheim's answer to Gordon, 1833
edition. Price, $3.00.

" The proprietors
of the ' Foreign Quarterly Review ' have
now granted the permission to publish
separately the first article of their No.
111., on Gall and Spurzheim, or Phrenol
ogy. This permission was particularly
desirable, since the article is highly cal
culated to remove prejudice against, and
excite inquiry into, the truth of a system
which finally must prove eminently im
portant, and interesting to mankind. I
avail myself of this opportunity to cor
rect, by additional notes, some prevailing
errors, and to explain several points of
Phrenology, which are misunderstood,
because they have been misrepresented.
I like discussions fairly conducted, and
as long as truth alone is the object of in
quiry; but I am disgusted with scien
tific pursuits being degraded by a party-
spirit and self-passions. The impartial
reader, therefore, is requested not to re
vere any petulant critic as a decisive
oracle, and not to rely on the opinions
of friends or foes, but only on the au
thority of nature and her immutable
laws; to examine and judge for himself,
and to remember Locke's saying, ' There
cannot be a more dangerous thing than
the opinion of others, nor more likely to
mislead one, since there is much more
falsehood and error among men than
truth and knowledge.' "

" Phrenology Vindicated and Anti-
phrenology Unmasked," 1838 edition.
Price, $2.00.

" M. Cuvier was a man of
known talents and acquirements, and
whose mind was applicable to many
branches of science. But what equally
distinguished him with the versatility of
his understanding, was the suppleness of
his opinions. He received the German
Doctors with much politeness. He re
quested them to dissect a brain privately
for him and a few of his learned friends;
and he attended a course of lectures
given purposely for him and a party of
his selection. He listened with much at

tention, und appeared well disposed tow
ard the new doctrine; nuU tUo vrriw of
this article heard him express his appro
bation of its general features, in a circle
which was not particularly private."

" Combe's Lectures on Phrenology,"
1841 edition. Price, $1.25. "If some one,
who has been accustomed to scoff at
Phrenology, should have accompanied me
hitherto, 1 would respectfully, but can
didly, say to him, at parting. If Phrenol
ogy be true, then, by continuing to op
pose it, you will merely injure and
dishonor yourself. You may laugh, but
laughter is not wit; you may scoff, but
scoffing is not argument; you may shut
your eyes, but it will not therefore, be
dark; you may raise clouds of dust, but
you will merely obstruct your own vi
sion, not extinguish the radiance of
truth. Be candid and generous there
fore, and till you have examined the sub
ject in an adequate manner, acknowl
edge, that what you have not properly
investigated, you have no right to decide.
With the Phrenologist, 1 would part in
congratulation for what has been
achieved, and in bright anticipations of
future advancement."

" The Harmony of Phrenology with
Scripture," by William Scott, Esq., will
be found exceptionally interesting at the
present time. This is the 1837 edition.
Trice, $2.00.

" Statistics of Phrenology," by Hewett
C. Watson, 1836 edition. Price, $1.00. This
work contains numerous notices of the
early Phrenological societies, of which
twenty-four were at that time estab
lished. This work should be a treasure
to the student of Phrenology." A Defence of Phrenology," by A.
Boardman. $1.00, 1847 edition, contains an
account of Dr. Gall's visit to the prisons
of Berlin and Spandau in 1805. and the
remarkable results of his investigations.
It also contains the examination at dif
ferent points of Antonio Lc Blanc, the
Morristown murderer, by O. S. and L. N.
Fowler.

We ha\e a shelf-worn edition of " Love
and Parentage and Amativeness," of 1848.
Price, $1,00.

" Memoirs of John Caspar Lavater," by
P. I. Heisch. This work contains a por
trait of John Caspar Lavater and St.
Peter's Church. Zurich, also plate of the
original epitaph. 1S42 edition. Price,
$1.25.

" Kssay on Drunkenness," by Thomas
Trotter, M.D., 181.'). Price, $1.00." The Effects of Ardent Spirits upon
the Human Body and Mind, by Benjamin
Rush, M.D. " The effects of ardent
spirits divide themselves into such as are
of a prompt, and such as are of a chronic
nature. Price, $1.00.
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Dr. E. P. Miller's writings have sold
very readily, but there are many readers
•of the present day who have not made
themselves familiar with his work on
" Vital Force," selling at $1.00.

" Human
Perfection," " Natural Laws," " Derange
ments Observable in Mankind," and " The
Primary Cause of Derangements," etc.,
are very valuable chapters. E. H. Stowe,
M.D., says of this book: "It supplies a

great need. It is most delicately and
beautifully written. After giving it a
careful perusal, I was ready to exclaim,
' Oh, that the world might now believe
and be saved.' "

A good generator of sleep is brisk out
door physical exercise. To brain-work
ers this is not always possible or agree
able. To those who have difficulty in
obtaining sufficient sleep,

" Sleep and
How to Obtain It " contains many hints
that will pay such an one a thousand fold.
Price, 50 cents.

WHAT THEY SAY.
" I am interested in the study of

Phrenology, so I heard of your Journal
and will give it a trial, and hope to have
good results.

" J. B. L., Bainbridge, Lane Co., Pa."

IA New Phrenological Game!

LARQE.

IDEALITY.
FORM.

COLOR.
SUBLIMITY.

This Introduces Phrenology Into a new game on the
buis of the old and well known game of Author*, with
additions that will render ft one of the most popular
frames ever published in the hands of those interested in
phrenology, and it will be a (rreat novelty and of interest
to those not familiar with the subject. The xaruple shown
Above will ffive an idea of it. but some new and novel
features have been ndded to the methods of playing.
Bent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, only 15 cent*.
Address
FOWLER A. WELLS CO. L. N. FOWLER & CO.

Publishers, Publishers,
NEW YORK. LONDON, E. C.

" Will you kindly send me some more
of your ' Fowler's New Chart.' This is
my fourth order since you got these
charts, and I must say I am delighted
with them." Mrs. E. M.,

Buffalo, N. Y.
" How to Study Strangers " to hand.

It is a fine work, and I am well pleased
with it. W. B. O'R., New Design, 111.

" Choice of Pursuits " was received a
few days ago, and I am greatly pleased
with it. E. J. R., Toledo, O.

" I received the book ' Fowler's Self-In
structor ' some time ago, and I was en
tirely satisfied." M. W.,

Hoquiam, Wash.
" Your books should be read by every

young man and woman. Am very much
interested in Phrenology." E. A.,

Kellers Church, Pa.

Do you want a copy of the famous An-
tikamnia Calendar of " Skeleton Sketch
es " for 1901? Cut this notice from the
Phrenological Journal, send it to the
Antikamnia Chemical Company, St.
Louis, Mo., and you will receive a calen
dar by return mail. Samples of Anti
kamnia Tablets will also be sent, if spe
cially requested.

Shampooing
WITH

Packer's
Tar Soap
thoroughly cleanses every

pore, gives vigor to the

scalp, and renders the hair
soft, lustrous and healthy.
Send for our leaflet, "The
Value of Systematic
Shampooing."

THE PACKER MFO. CO.

8i FULTON ST., NEW YORK

In writing: to Rdvertlsers please mention The Phrenological Journal.
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FOWLER & WELLS COMPANY,
— AND—

Dr. M. L. HOLBROOK'S Publications.

How to Strengthen the Memory ; or Natural and Scientific Methods of Never

Forgetting. By Dr. M. L. Holbrook. Cloth. Price, by mail, $1.00.

Hygiene of the Brain and the Cure of Nervousness. By Dr. M. L. Holbrook.
Price, by mail, $1.00.

Eating for Strength. By M. L. Holbrook, M. D. Price, by mail, $1.00.

Parturition Without Pain. A Code of Directions for Avoiding most of the
Pains and Dangers of Child-bearing. By M. L. Holbrook, M. D. Price, by
mail, ji.oo.

Liver Complaint, Mental Dyspepsia and Headache ; Their Cure by Home

Treatment. By M. L. Holbrook, M. D. Price, by mail, $1.00.

The Relation of the Sexes. By Mrs. E. B. Duffey. Price, by mail, $1.00.

Youth; Its Care and Culture. By J. Mortimer Granville. Price, by mail, $1.00.

Talks to my Patients. - By Mrs. R. B. Glkason, M. D. A Practical Handbook
for the Maid, Wife and Mother. Price, $1.50.

The Better Way. An Appeal to Men in Behalf of Human Culture through a

Wiser Parentage. By A. E. Newton. Price, by mail, 25 cents.

Sexual Physiology. A Scientific and Popular Exposition of the Fundamental

Problems in Sociology. By R. T. Trall, M. D. Price, by mail, $2.00.

Pruit and Bread. By Gustave Schlickeysen. Translated from the German.
By M. L. Holbrook, M. D. 250 pages. Price, by mail, fi.oo.

Aids to Family Government. Or the Art of Rearing and Managing Children

according to the Froebel and the Kindergarten Method. By Mrs. Bertha
Meyer. Translated by M. L. Holbrook, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.00.

Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for Intemperance. By Harriet P. Fowler.
Price, by mail, 30 cents.

Muscle-Beating; or. Home Gymnastics for Sick and Well. By C. Klemm,

Manager of the Gymnasium of Riga. Price, by mail, 30 cents.

Marriage and Parentage, in their Sanitary and Physiological Relations, and in
their Bearing on the Producing of Children of Finer Health and Greater
Ability. By M. L. Holhrook, M. D. Price, fi.oo.

The Diet Cure. By T. L. Nichols, M. D. Price, by mail, 50 cents.

Deep Breathing; or. Lung Gymnastics. Cloth, Price, by mail, 50 cents.

Medical Hints on the Protection and Management of the Singing Voice. By
Lennox Browne, F. R. C. S. 25th thousand. Price, by mail, 30 cents.

Emerson as a Poet. With Photographic Portrait. A Fine Gift Book. Cloth.
Price, by mail, $1.00.

The Hygienic Treatment of Consumption. By M. L. Holbrook, M. D.
Cloth. Price, by mail, fi. 00.

Homo Culture. By M. L. Holhrook, M. D. Cloth. Price, by mail, $1.00.

Moral and Religious Development of Thomas Carlyle. By Dr. Ewald Flugel,
of the University of Leipsic ; Translated from the German, by Jessica Gilbert
Tyler. A new, full length, striking Portrait of Thomas Carlyle, for the
American edition. Price. $1.00.

The Child. Physically and Mentally. Advice of a Mother, according to the Teach
ing and experience of Hygienic Science, Guide for Mothers and Educators.
By Bertha Meyer ; translated by Friederike Solamon ; revised by A. B

Ai.drich. Cloth. Price, 75 cents.
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PRACTICAL HYPNOTISM.
(WE USED TO SELL THIS COURSE ALONE FOR $5.00.)

6VERYONE

is looking for the best course of instruction extant upon this
science. The public demand is for a course of instruction which does
Instruct. We have prepared the best course that has ever been

r

t

I

■written, and we have seen them all.

p0tTtaQoiiRstoFN

®- INSTRUCTION20? I

nYPNOlISN^
*Mesmerisms
^cwirvovance
suggestive^?

* therapeutics
anotheJEEEPCUHE

\ HvpNoriiiifi^ J\

The matter contained in this course
has not appeared in Suggestive
Therapeutics in the form of articles.
The whole course is new, original,
and thoroughly up to date. It teaches

you how to hypnotize; how to mes
merize; how to instruct and cure
during natural sleep; how to perform
stage hypnotism; it reveals all the

old and all the new mysteries. It fav
ors especially the induction of THE
DEEP SLEEP, and teaches how you
mayinduce it. It gives you instruction
in the use of Hypnotism in the treat
ment of disease. It gives special in
struction for the doctor; special in
struction for the layman, and special
instruction for the dentist in Hypno
tism and Suggestive Therapeutics.

It is not in any sense of the word
a copy of any other course, or a re
hash of old matter. It is unlike any
other course, and superior to all.
No other Course of Instruction is

necessary, but without this the student i3 not fully equipped to do his work
It contains no less than 50 Methods of inducing Hypnosis, and devotes a

Lesson to the Method of Mesmerism which Dr. Esdaile, the English surgeon,
made famous in India.

After mastering this course the student is able to hypnotize either for
his own satisfaction in psychic research, or for the correction and cure of
bad habits, nervous diseases, and functional disorders.

This Course is GIVEN AWAY to Anyone WHO SENDS $1.00 for Six Months

Subscription to SUGGESTIVE THERAPEUTICS.

\ PSYCHIC RESEARCH COMPANY,
Room H. TIMES-HERALD BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

In writing: to advertiser* plenne mention The Phrenological Journal.
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THE WONDERFUL MISSION
OF THE

INTERNAL BATH
The record of Its cure* and benefit* reads like a revela-

tion to those hitherto unacquainted with it. It in used
(by means of the** J. II. L. CASCADE/' the only
scientific appliance for this purpose) by hundreds of the
beet-known people in New \ork and by innumerable min
ister*, lawyer*, actors and other i*rsons whose intelli
gence Rive* unequivocal weight to their testimony.

We have thousands of testimonials from well-known
people.

The following Is from one of Philadelphia's most prom
inent and respected merchants:

JOHN LUCAS
Philadelphia, Junk 10, 1899.

DsAn Pbof. Tyrrill:
In resi>onse to yours of the 6th, no man living has

greater cause to speak highly of \our J. B. L. Cascade
than m\ sell, for, had it not been for its use a few yean
ago, I should not be living to-day. I was in charge of a
faithful man nurse and the best medical attendance at
Portland Soring* and so low and ill. it was considered
questionable bv the doctors if I could reach mv borne
alive, and death considered certain within a week after
arrival. My attendant followed out your instructions to
the letter In i«rsevering with the use of your Cascade
and though now in my 76th year I am enjoying a fair
share of health, apart from weakness of mv heart,

I recently returned from Jamaica, West Indies, travel
ling from one end to the othor. jkt rail and in carriages,
with comfort. I have bought and made presents of your
Cascade to several i>ersonal friends, all of whom are de*
lighted with the wonderful results of its use.

Very sincerely yours,
JOHN LUCAS,

Firm of Johh Lucas k Co.

We want to send free to every person, sick or well, a

simple statement setting forth this treatment. It con
tains matter which must interest every thinking person.
If you live in New York you are earnestly invited to call,
and make an appointment for a free treatment, but if you
can not call, write for our pamphlet 'The What, The Why.
The Wav," which will be sent free on application, together
with our Great Special Offer for this month only.

TYRRELL'S HYGIENIC INSTITUTE
1562B BROADWAY. NEW YORK

(Between 4£th and 47th Streets)

In writing- to a<lvertiaern plenste mention The Phrenological Journal.
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Dr. CHAS. WESLEY BRANDENBURG
223 Kant 14th Street, New York City

CURES Chronic and Nervous Diseases. Treats
successfully chronic ailments of the nerves, nose and
throat, stomach, lungs, liver, heart, blood, skin, kid
neys, bladder, and diseases of the urinary organs.

FREE ADVICE by mail on all subjects i>ertamine
to Health and IMaeaHe, Hygiene, Medicine, and
Static Electricity.

THE OCCULT and BIOLOGICAL JOURNAL
Is devoted to the investigationof the relative and intrinsic

Talliesof the Oriental and Christianreligions,to the expositionof
Solar, Astrologicaland OrganicBiology,andthe EsotoricSciences,
In their relationto physicalhealthand strength,intellectualdevel
opment,and unfolunientof the soulandspiritualpowers.

II. K. BUTLER, Editor
Annual subscription,$i 50; singlecopy,15cents
Foreign.7s ad.; single copy.otl.

Publishedby
THE ESOTERIC 1'CB. CO., Applegate, Calif.

NATIONAL. U»J- A ■ TU
CORRESPONDENCE HE AUTM
SCHOOL or You can easily cure yourself at home

of any weakness or curable disease

WITHOUT DRUGS
If yon know how. Inexpensive Hygienic treatment.
References. Book, 24 photos, by Sarony, 10 cents.

BY MAIL
Address : 503 Fifth Ave., New York City

A Father's Advice to Every Boy
A Mother's Advice to Every Qirl

These booklets, by Dr. Miller, were written as a special
aid to parents, day-school and Sunday-school teachers,
educators and pastors, in giving proper Instruction
and needful warning to children and youth In regard
to the useless expenditure of Vital Force.

There are many children that waste their vitality,
ruin their health, and shorten their lives for the want
of the Information contained In this book.

Price only 10 ornt* by mnll

HEALiTII !A.RMOKTY !APPINB88 !

Subscribe NOW for
ft* 99

The world's leading Magazine of
Liberal and Advanced Thought.

EDITED BY
John Emkby McLean »ndCharles ISrodie Patterson.

Contributions from the best-known writers on
Science, Philosophy, KellgJon, Psychology,

Metaphysics, Occultism, etc.
Now In Its fourth year.
ii I'" per annum. 20 cents a copy.
At all news-stands, or mailed by the publishers.
Send 10 centa for Sample Copy and Catalognt

new and Important books on the above and kindred
Send 10 centa for Sample Copy and Catalogue of

lew and Important books on the above and kindred
subjects. A full line of Advanced Thought works
kept constantly on hand.

THE ALLIANCE PUBLISHING COMPANY,
"Lire" Building, New York, N. Y.

UNPARALLELED CLUBBING OFFEII
By Bpeclal arrangement with the publishers, we are

enabled to send, to the Bame address for one year,

MIND and THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL

FOR ONLY S2.00.
This Is the regular price of the former magazine alone,
and, as this offer Is apt to be withdrawn at ao early
date, It should be availed of at once by both new and
renewing subscribers to THE PHRENOLOGICAL
JOURNAL.

FOWLER & WELLS CO.. 27 East 21st St., New York

T\f\ VOI I W/I^H '° Drou£n'; into direct touch with the Ablest Writers andI UU TYIoII the Ripest Thinkers? If so then to you The Living Age is

a necessity. It presents, as no other magazine does, the world's movement along every
line. No sphere of thought or action is left untouched, but the reader is kept informed
on all subjects that move the mind or stir the imagination.

It reproduces the latest utterances of the highest British and Continental authorities
upon questions of international politics, and the freshest contributions in every field of
literature, Science, Investigation, Travel, Discovery, History, Art and Biography; and

prints in every number Short and Serial Stories of high excellence.

THE LIVING AGE
A WEEKLY MAGAZINE of
CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE AND THOUGHT.

FORMING F0LR LARGE VOLUMES annually, aggregating about 3500 double-
column, octavo pages. It alone, among current magazines, has the space to present
with Completeness and Freshness all that is of immediate interest, or of solid, per
manent value in Foreign Periodical Literature.

PRACTICAL AND POPULAR, it appeals to all alert and intelligent readers.
" nere Is reading matter, aud the best of it, for all the world." — Churchman, iVeu? York,

Published Weekly at SG.OO a year, postpaid. Sample Copy free.

FREE F0R THE REMAINDER 0F THE YEAR. To all New Subscribers for the year 1899,remitting
before Jan. 1st, the weekly numbers of 1898, issued after receipt of their subscriptions, sent Free.

THE LIVING AGE CO., p. o. box 5206, boston, mass.

bTVrrtUnec to udverttnorw lileane mention The Phrenological Journal.
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MILLER'S HOTEL
SI, 19 * II W. ■.•IllI, HI.. IK.Y. (II;

»«T.BKOAPWAT* tllTK ATI.

Three minutes' walk from Madison Square Park. Fifteen
minutes by trolley cars from Central Park. Elevated
and electric cars to all part* of the city. Convenient to
Chnrches. Theatre*. Lecture Halla, and large Dry Qooda
Stores. A quiet, home-like place for guests. t>ermaneut
or transient. Electric Elevator. Sauitary Toilets, Enam
eled Balh-tnbs, Turkish. Electric, and Roman Baths con
nected with the Hotel, at speci 1rates to guests. Estab
lished 30 years and Just renovated throughout.

Ral« $2to $1 per day, ftlMt» $S0 pi-r waakMrordia, to r ,

Sept. 1. 1900 W. M. IIAIGIIT, Proprietor

U.S. SUBSCRIPTION AGENCY
Law Building Send for our circulars.

Indianapolis, Ind.

CAM P| C copies of 100 different Leading News-OHlflrLC papers and Magazines sent to any ad
dress upon receipt of 10cents to pay for mailing. U. S.
Subscription Agency, Law Building, Indianapolis, Ind.

WE RESTORE SICHTI
CLASSES RENDER
DEFECTIVE VISION

CHRONIC.
Write for our

ILLUSTRATED
TREATISE,

Mailed Free.
The ideal Company,

230 broadway,
NEW YORK.

The
ELKHART MlBJIW, SCHOOL

AND BUSINESS INSTITUTE
Gives the best Coup***. Method*, and in

struction in Pcdaaogv, book-keep inn, Stenog
raphy, Penmanship, Ijrawing, Elocution and
Oratory, and Ph>Mtcal Culture, and at the
lowest rates for tuition and board. Positions
secured for graduates. Day and evening ses
sions. Diplomas awarded. Students can enteraions. Diplomas awarded, mtnients can enter
at any time. Circular, blotter, and a copy
"Educational News" free on application.

Dr. II. A. MCMAW.Sec'y. Elkhart, Ind.

r

Tbe Water Gap Sanitarium
Is the place where permanent cures
are made of all forms of disease.
Rates reasonable. A christian family
home. Address

F. WILSON HIIRO. M.O., MImI, Moeroe d.. Pa.

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

i rade iy1arks
Designs

Copyrights &c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
Invention In probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
■ent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.

Patents taken through Munn A Co. recelre
tprcUU notice, without chargp. In tbe

Scientific Httterican*
A handsomely Illustrated weeklr. Largest cir
culation of any scientific Journal. Terms, 93 a
year; four months, |L Sold by all newsdealers.

NN&Co 331 Broadway,
|

ffloereS F SU Waahlngfon, I).

AJSharpPoint
can be kept on Dlxoii'a American (.rnphite
Pencils without breaking otT every minute.
Thev write smoothest and last longest. Ask your
dealer for DIXON'S PENCILS, or mention
'I n i: Phhhno logical Journal, and send 16 cents
in stamps for samples worth double the money.

JOSEPH 0IX0N CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N.J.

FKKK to F.A.M. An engrav
ing of tbe Hall of tbe Mys
teries, also large Catalogue of
Masonic books and goods,
with bottom prices. New Il
lustrated History of Free
masonry for Agents Beware
of spurious Masonic books.
REDDING & CO.. Publishers
and Manufacturers of Mas
onic Goods. No. 81! Broad
way. New York City.

HUMAN FACULTY
81.00 per Year 10 Cents a Copy

Send Stamp for Sample Copy

L. A. VAUGHT, Publisher
317 Inter-Ocean Bldg., Chicago, Ills.

Human Nature
A Monthly Magazine of

World-Wide Repute

Edited by Prof. Allen Haddock

Subscription price, SOcents.

1020 Market Street • San Francisco

writing to advertisers please mention The Phrenological Journal.
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I^eady Deq. 31st, for 1901

The Phrenological Annual
AND REGISTER

-OF-

Phrenological Practitioners and Lecturers.

Pounded 10th October, 1S8S. Entered jama Date.

An Illustrated Yearbook on Mental Science,

Edited by J. A. FOWLER and D. T. ELLIOTT

25 CENTS
- We would remind you of the forthcoming issue of the Phrenological Annual for 1901, which

will be ready by 15th Deo. next.

Whilst gratefully acknowledging the kind support met with in the past, we would assure

you of our continued endeavors to enhance its usefulness.

The international character of the Phrenological Annual is considered an advan

tageous feature, giving, as it does, opportunity for instructive interchange of thought and ideas.

We shall again have the valuable oo-operation of Miss Jessie A. Fowler and friends
in America and other countries. The editing and printing will be done in England, and the

book issued by December 15th.

The Phrenological Annual and Register (title protected) will oontain the only
Authorized List of Phrenologists in England and other countries, the names and

addresses being corrected right up to date.t^The Register is being more fully recognized
year by year, and the importance 'of| every Phrenologist being on this, the only Register,

cannot be exaggerated, as it is constantly referred to by those desiring the assistance of com-

petent Phrenologists.

The Phrenological Annual for 1901 will contain artioles on every phase of Phrenology by

the best known writers, Character Sketches, Reports of Phrenological Societies from all parts of
the world, and a large number of items of Phrenological and miscellaneous interest to all.

Dr. Shepard's Sanitarium
81 and 83 Columbia Heights

- BROOKLYN, N, Y.

An attractive, quiet home for the treatment of Rheumatism, Malaria, Neuralgia,
«tc. A specialty is made of Turkish, Russian, Roman, and Electric Baths and
Massage, together with Hygienic Diet.

Send for Pamphlet on Rheumatism. Address :

CHAS. H. SHEPARD, M.D.

In writing- to ad vertlaem pleaae mention The Phrenological Journal.
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^Q3|^ ^SEVENTY-FIRST YEAR XQOX

countryTentleman
The ONLY Agricultural NEWSpaper

AND ADMITTEDLY THE

Leading Agricultural Journal of the World

Every department written by specialists, the highest authorities
in their respective lines.

No other paper pretends to compete with it in qualifications of
editorial staff.

Gives the agricultural NEWS with a degree of fullness and com
pleteness not even attempted by others.

BEST REVIEWS OF THE CROPS
BEST MARKET REPORTS
BEST ACCOUNTS OF MEETINGS
BEST EVERYTHING

INDISPENSABLE TO

ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS
WHO WISH TO KEEP UP WITH THE TIMES

Single Subscription, $2.00 Two Subscriptions, $3.50
Four Subscriptions, $6.00

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS TO RAISERS OF LARGER CLUBS
. *r WRITE FOR PARTICULARS ON THIS POINT'S*

CLXJB -A-O-EITTS WANTED EVEHTWHBHE

Four Months' Trial Trip, SOZcents

SPXIOIMEIST OOPIX3S
will be mailed free on request. It will pay anybody interested in
any way In country life to send for them. Address the publishers:

LUTHER TUCKER & SON, Albany, N. Y.
In writing to advertise™ please mention The Phrenological Journal.
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FIVE-GRAIN

TABLETS

■NODRUBHABITINOUCED-NOTOXICEFFECT.I EXACT SIZE

•I ilJ-iH'l LIE
REGISTERED, SEPT. 3RD, 1890. FAC-SIMILE

"The name Itself suggests what Antikamnia is, and what Its remedial properties art: —Antl (Graft- AyrO ■

Opposed to, and Kamnla {Greek-'Kafivoq) , Pain— therefore, "ANTIKAMNIA" (Opposed to Pain)— a remedy to
relieve pain and suffering.

"In certainty and celerity of action. It has been found superior to any of Its predecessors In this field, espe
cially In cases of Acute and Chronic Neuralgia. Neuralgic Toothache, Tic-Douloureux, Myalgia, Migraine,
Hemicrania, and all forirs of Headache, yield to Its InfiuenceTn a remarkably short time, and In no instance have
any evil after-effects developed. The chief claim advanced In favor of Antikamnia over all other products is, that
Its use Is not followed by depression of the heart

"The dose for adults, which always gives relief fn severe headaches, especially those of bookkeepers,
actors, lawyers, students, mothers, teachers and nurses, In short all headaches caused by anxiety or mental strain.
Is two tablets, crushed, followed by a swallow of water or wine. It Is tbc remedyfor La Grippe. « As a preventive of
and cure for nausea while traveling by railroad or steamboat, and for genuine tnaidemer or seasickness, Antikamnia
Is unsurpassed, and Is recommended by the Surgeons of The White Star, Cunard and American Steamship Lines.

There are very many Important uses for Antikamnia, of which physicians as a rule may be uninformed. A
an outing, and tills Includes tourists,
day, will entirely prevent that demoral-
m. This applies equally to women on

shopping tours, and especially to those who invariably come home cross and out of sorts, with a wretched "sight
seer's headache." The nervous headache and irritable condition of the busy business man Is prevented by the
timely use of a ten grain dose. Every bicycle rider, after a hard run, should take two five grain Antikamnia
Tablets on going to bed. In the morning he will awake minus the usual muscular pains, aches and soreness. As a
cure and preventive of the pains peculiar to women at time of period, Antikamnia is unequalled and unaccom
panied by habit or unpleasant after-effect. If the pain Is over the lower border of the liver, or lower part of the
stomach, or fn short, be it headache, side-ache, backache, or pain of any other description caused by suppressed or
Irregular menstruation, it will yield totwo five grain tablets of Antikamnia. This dose may be repeated In an hour
or two. If needed. For very prompt relief. It Is advisable to crush the tablets and swallow them with a little ' *~

diluted whisky or toddy. A dozen tablets kept about the house, will always be found useful in time of pain."

Genuine Antikamnia Tablets always bear the monogram /K

GOOD DRUGGISTS OFFER NO SUBSTITUTES

THE ANTIKAMNIA CHEMICAL COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MO., U. S. A.

MEATLESS DISHES. Cook Book $0 10

EUREKA CURE FOR COLDS, Hay Fever,
La Grippe, etc 20

VEGETARIAN DIET FOR ATHLETES 5

CLEANLINESS. THE FIRST PRINCI
PLES OF HYGIENE. Holtz 10

PHYSICIAN'S IDEA OF VEGETARI
ANISM. Dr. Mathewson 5

TWENTY-FOUR REASONS FOR VEG
ETARIAN DIET 6

CLERICAL SPORTSMEN. J. Howard
Moore, Alt A protest against the vaca
tion pastime of some ministers of the
gospel. Dozen, 50 cents.

RELIGION AND VEGETARIANISM (il
lustrated), contains: Why Some Mis
sionaries Fail ; Diet and Temperance ;

Spurgeon's Reproval (with portraits);
Prof. David Swing's Attitude (with por

traits) ; Appeal to Christian Workers.
Dozen, 50 cents.

THE JUST AND THE UNJUST 5

KINDNESS TO ANIMALS. Mann 10

SALINE STARVATION, and How to
Avoid It. Chas. D. Hunter, D.F.S.
Scientific explanation of cause of arterial
degeneration. Huns on preparation of
foods so as to preserve essential Baits.
Dozen, 50 cents.

A GHEAT BOOK
Who is not interested in vital magnetism, mental

science, hypnotism, telepathy, and magnetic healing 7
But, who has a full and clear understanding of these
subjects? All information >ou may waut, aud the
answer to every question you may ask iu this connectioa
js contained iu our new book :

THE KEY TO MAGNETIC HEALING
By Prof. J. H. STRASSERPB1CE SB.OO

FOWLER A WELLS CO.. 27 East 21st Street, New York

WHAT YOU HATE BEEX I <><,(,LOOKING FOR" /Bultum in parvo "

The Psychic Digest and Occult Review of Reviews
In this popularmonthlyJournal, all that is of prime interestla

therealmsof PsychicScienceand Occultismis condensed,rran*
lated, illustrated, digested and reviewed, from over a hundred
periodicals,gatheredfromthe world over. This is all done with
thegreatestcareand impartialityandofferedto thepublic for the
smaltpriceof tocentsa monthor (1.00a year. Three monthson
trial for25centsin stampsor silver.

A TREASURE FOR BUSY PEOPLE
Address, Suggester and Thinker Pub. Co., Columbus, 0.

Memory
and Intellectual
Improvement

o. s. FOWLER
$1.00

In writing: to advertisers please mention The Phrenological Journal.
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Ph re n o 1 ogical Examinations
from Photographs.

We always recommend a personal examination where possible. If you
cannot come to us, send your photographs.

OUR METHOD
Have two photographs, profile and full front, taken especially for the

purpose. Have the hair smoothed (not frizzed or curly.)
Be sure and send your name and address. Also your age and color of

hair and eyes. FEE, $5.00.
Address, FOWLER & WELLS CO., 27 East 21st St., N. Y. City.

TESTIMONIALS.
" I received your valuable and interesting paper with my photo, and your extremely good character reading

in it. You are a wonderful woman, your aim is the highest and noblest, and you deserve an elevated olace in
this wor'd. Ll-isa Cappiani, New York City.

" I beg to thank you for the franknc s of manner in which you have expressd an opinion of my character and
will act on your advice." J. C. v., Washington, D. C.

" I am much pleased with my son's character. You can publish it in the Journal. I expected a good deal
from you, but your delineation has been a surprise to his mother and myself. Several points in his character you
have exposed which we have known for some time ; other points you have laid before us that we did not know,
but think you are probably as correct in those." George Wbldon, Greenfell, Can.

" Find with this my check for $2.00 for which please mail 20 copies of the Phrenological Journal, the July
number, to the above address. I am pleased with your character reading of David Lord Richardson as are
doubtless his parents. I think your arrangnments of the illustrations exquisitely artistic."

N.H. R., Athol, 1
*' The character reading from photos is quite satisfactory. Your mind dissector could have hardly become

more familiar with her subject had she been acquainted with him for a lifetime. The summary in the main is
very correct and for the purpose desired is simply admirable." J. F. Ruggles, Bronson, Mich.

*To-day I received your typewritten delineation of character from photos. I am well sati$6ed and consider
it a step to my onward and upward progress." Dr. Fred. 1. Summer, Norwich, N. Y.

" My delineation from photos received and if you had previously known me for so years your description
of character could not have been more accurate

It is a remarkable fact that in every calling wherein you state that I would succeed I have had some ex
perience and was naturally successful.

It would no doubt be interesting to you to know how accurate your statement s were In every minute detail/'
Robert Dorman, Jones, O. T." I am in receipt of your ' Phrenological Character ' and was agreeably surprised at its correctness in every

detail as I scarcely expected it from a reading from photographs.
While I paid all that was asked of me I feel deeply grateful for the correct delineation and advice given and

desire to thank Miss Fowler very heartily for it. My brother said it was worth $25.00 and for myself I might say
it is worth considerable more than that. With best wishes for your future success, I remain.

Yours very truly, Andrew T. Schiedsl, Berlin, Can.*1
'* Permit me, herewith, to acknowledge receipt of all the delineations ; also to state that they are to the ful'

satisfaction of all parties concerned." J. O. Viking, Ispeming, Mic.
" Now, however, since the delineation, I find that having learned my status, I feel somewhat freer in company-

With proper cultivation, I hope to be able to build up my language and self-esteem ' to an appreciable extent-
The cultivation of 'Agreeableness

' will also receive considerable of my attention as will 'Eventuality' and the
other organs that you suggest." F. S. Hazard, Washington, D. C.

" I received my Phrenological character written by you and must say that you have phrenology down to per
fection." Jos. Calhol'n, Wheatley, Ont., Can.

" We were delighted with the photograph and sketch of our little Margaret's character in your magazine, and
wish to thank you very much for sending ittous. We were surprised that so true a character could be given of
such a baby. Everything is perfectly correct." Mr. and Mrs. Irwin." Mr. Pcnlin sent your description of himself to his mother and she finds it so good that it is difficult for her
to believe that you knew nothing of him through me, and had only the photo to go by. In fact she thinks it very
wonderful, and as we wish to give her a little surprise at X mas, we would like to send her a description of her
self. I enclose the two photos of her that we have, hoping that they may be sufficient for that purpose."" 1am truly thankful for the help in coming to a decision for I could not trust myself. There would have
Dcen more or less of doubt in my mind without the help you bring, now I make the step without doubt and your
instruction follows my inclination and also my judgment.

May God bless you in your work and may I prove worthy of the lady who is to be my partner."
S. N. McCann, Balsar, India." My delineation from photographs was received on the oth. I was pleased beyond expectations with your

description of my character. Your advice concerning my health I am following. My health is the best it has
been for fifteen years and there is still room for improvement." Edward W. Burt, Haddam, Kans." I have safely received the readings of my four children. I am well pleased with them, and I hope to find
them a great aid in training the little ones. I hope at some future lime I may be able to send my youngest baby
to you for a reading." Mrs. C. Haddock, Uuiversity Heights." I hand you herewith check for $5.00 together with three photos of my boy Alfred Laverne Souter to have
an examination of head. He is a brother of Hal. M. Souter. whose examination you made recently. You struck
k close in his case." A. E. Souter. Shelby, Mich.
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T II K
Phrenological Journal

AND THE ( 18158'

Phrenological Magazine
(1880)

Published for over SIXTY YEARS, and lias always been in advance of the times in everything pertaining to
the study of Human Nature, Psychology, as well as all questions of Health and Hygiene. It is steadily
gaining in public favor, and we are confident that this year will mark an important epoch, its history. To
secure ihis result we are determined to spare neither trouble nor expense.

Edited by JESSIE A. FOWLER,
Associate Editors, H. S. DRAYTON, M. D. and M. L. H0LBR00K, M. D.

CHARACTER STUDIES OF FAMOUS
MEN AND WOMEN.

CHILD CULTURE DEPARTMENT
Mothers should read as a guide to proper de
velopment.

SCIENCE OF HEALTH DEPARTHENT
SHORT, USEFUL CONTRIBUTIONS,

ARTICLES AND STORIES
will also appear from lime to time.

INTERESTING ITEMS
on what they say about Phrenology.

NEWS AND NOTES OF THE fTONTH
will von tain Notes and Queries from members of
the American and English Institutes, and reports
of the meetings.

NEW Subscribers to Thk Phrknolcical Journal
are given short character reading if desired.

$1.00 PER YEAR.

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 27 East 21st Street, New York.
L. N. FOWLER & CO.. 7 Imperial Arcade, Ludgate Circus. London.
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Anthony Hope, author
of **The Prisoner of Zenda,"
etc. Has a mental tempera-
meat j is an idealist.

Rev. S. Baring Uould,
author of " Eve, 4Red
Spider," etc. A mental
temperament : very keen
intellect.

Count Leo Tolstoi, au
thor of " Master and Man,"
etc. A strong motive men
tal temperament : great in
dividuality of character.

NO TWO HEADS ARE
EXACTLY ALIKE.

Observe the Contrasts in these Heads.

John Jacob Astor. author
of 41A Journey in other
Worlds. A motive tem
perament; practical man*

Hall Calna, author of "The
Manxman," "The Christ
ian," etc. High forehead;
large imagination.

Phrenological Examinations,

setting forth all the Strong and Weak points of
character and disposition, showing clearly in each
case what to cultivate and what to restrain.

Will Aid Young Men and Women
just starting in life, who are full of Zeal, Strength,
and Courage in

Selecting Proper Pursuits,
in which their abilities can be used to the best
advantage, thus securing the best results of their
efforts, and gaining honor and happiness.

Young Ladies and Gentlemen of
Wealth and Leasure

will find Phrenology an infallible guide to the
proper use of their best powers.

Parents will be shown how
to understand and train turbulent, wayward, and
selfish children and how to bring their moral and
intellectual powers into the ascendant ; also how to
deal with the delicate, tender, and precocious so as

To secure the best results.

These examinations are given verbally and in
Chrrts. with all the candor and faithfulness of
confidential communications.

In every examination the quality of the brain, the
Strength of the constitution, the disposition, natural
tendencies, and capabilities will be described.

Also a full description of the complexion, tem
perament, height, weight, features of face, and
shape of head of the lady or gentleman best adapted
in marriage to the person examined.

A liberal discount to families and clubs.

Justin ncCarthy, author
I of ''Red Diamonds." A
I strong vital temperament:
a genial disposition.

Rudyard Kipling, author
of " Soldiers Three," "Bar
rack Room Ballads." etc.
Forehead very broad.

Madam Sarah Grand,
author of "The Heavenly
Twins." Has a vital men*
tal temperament.
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A Handsome
Colored —^
Symbolical Head

From iNew and

Special Drawings

The pictorial illustrations
show the location of each of
the Phrenological Organs.

The Head is about 15 inches wide, handsomely lithographed in six colors, and on
heavy plate paper, size about 30 by 20 inches, ready for framing, 30 cents. Mounted on
canvas and rollers, $1.00.

A New Articulated Five Part Phrenological Bust.

Giving the relative location of the Phrenological Organs on the convolutions
of the brain according to the latest discoveries, and Physiognomical Poles
of Circulation, Respiration and Digestion.

This latest and best bust, made in material lighter, and more durable than
plaster of paris, and furnished at the low price of $5.00 by Express.

Should be in the hands of every student.

FOWLER & WELLS CO..
27 Eait 71st Street, New York.

L. N. FOWLER & CO.
7 Imperial Arcade, Ludgate Circus. London, B. C.



The New Illustrated Self-Instructor in Phrenology,

Physiology and Physiognomy. A complete Hand

book for the People. With over one hundred new

illustrations, including a chart for the use of prac

tical Phrenologfsts. Revised and printed from New

Plates, i2mo. 19a pages. By the Renowned

Phrenologists, Profs. O. S. and L. N. Fowlhr.
Cloth, $1.00.

Lectures on Man. A series of twenty-one Lectures

on Physiology, and Phrenology, delivered by Prof.
I« N. Fowler, during his first tour in England

many of which are now out of print and can only

be had in this volume. $1.50,

Brain and Mind ; or Mental Science Considered in

Accordence with the Principles of Phrenology and

in Relation to Modern Physiology. Illustrated.

By H. S, Drayton, A. M-, M. D., and James
McNeil, A. M. Extra cloth, $1.50.

The Temperaments, considered in their relation to

Mental Character and Practical Affairs of Life, by

D. H. Jacques, M. D. 150 Illustrations. Cloth,

$1.50.

This set of books is recommended to those who wish to take up
the study of Phrenology at home or to prepare for attending the Ameri
can Institute of Phrenology. At list prices these amount to $15.00. The
set will be sent by express for $10.00.

TO SUBSCRIBERS to the Phrenological Journal who
will send $5.00 and fill out and sign the blank below we will send at once.
This offer is good for a limited time only.

For an additional $3.00 the China Bust will be
substituted for the plaster.

Fowler's New Phrenological Bust. With upwards
of one hundred divisions, in china. Newly div
covered organs arc added, and the old organs have
been subdivided to indicate the various phases of
action which many o( them assume. It is a perfect
model, beautiful as a work of art, and is urv-
doubily the latest contribution to Phrenologica.
Science, and the most complete bust ever pub
lished. Price, $5 00.

New Physiognomy ; or, Signs of Character, as mani
fested through temperament and external forms,

and especially in the **Human Face Divine."
1,000 illustrations. By S. R. Wilis $300.

Physiology, Animal and Mental. Applied to the
Preservation and Restoration of Health of Body
and Power of Mind. 25 illustrations. By O. S-
Fowler, (unabridged edition.) Price, $1.00.

The Phrenological Bust, showing the location of
each of the Organs. Price, $1 00.

The Constitution of flan ; Considered in relation to
external objects. By Gao. Combk, with portrait,
bound in cloth, $1.35.

A Natural System of Elocution Mid Oratory.
Founded on an analysisof the Human Constitution

considered in itsthree-fold nature— Mental, Physio
logical, and Expressional. By Thomas A. and
William Hvl-e. Price, $2,00.

The authors have studied the subject closely, and pre
sent it from new and original standpoints This 's

-

not a common-place book on the plan of numerous
school text-books ; but one well worthy the atten
tion of all who would excel as speakers, readers, etc.

Hygiene of the Brain, and the Cure of Nervousness.
By M. L. Holdrook. Part I, contains chapters on
the Brain, the Spinal Cord, the Cranial and Spinal
Nerves. How to Cure Nervousness. Value of a

Large Supply of Food in Nervous Disorders. Fifty
Important Questions Answered. Price, $i.<o.

I 900

Fou/I^r 9 U/ells ^o., 27 2ist St., fteu/ York;.

Please send to my address as below, the STUDENTS SET [Price $/o.oo]

for which I enclose $5.00, and further agree to remit promptly f/.oo on

the first of each month until the balance $5.00 is paid.

Express Address Name

Post Office

State



A Tonic and Nerve Food

HORSFORD'S

Acid Phosphate.
When exhausted, depressed

or weary from worry, insomnia

or overwork of mind or body,
take half a teaspoon of Hors-
ford's Acid Phosphate in half

a glass of water.

It nourishes, strengthens and
imparts new life and vigor by sup

plying the needed nerve food.

Sold by Druggists in original packages only.

TheAmerican Institute of Phrenology
Was established In the City of New York by special

Act of the New York Legislature in I8O6,
under the following Charter :

An act to incorporate "THE INSTITUTE OF fHRENOLOG Y."
Passed April 20, 18d6,by the Legislature of tbe State of New York.

Hoard of Trustees for IU00 and 11)01:

Mr*. <. V. WELLS, .... Preside*!. .1. A. FOWLER, .... rire-Frrildeat.
EDWARD I'. KIWI. Kit, N.D.. A former President. II. S. DRAYTON. JI.D., Emeritus Associate.
M. I.. HOLBHOOh, M.I). M. H. PIEBCT, Secretary.

In order to deepen the interest in Phrenology it has been decided to broaden the avenues of
the Institute, opening the doors to those interested in the science, on the following terms:

A free copy of Tue Phrenological Journal.
Use of the circulating library, containing a valuable collection of books for the

study of anthropology and craniology.
Admission to all the incidentnl lectures of the Institute (not including the

regular course) held on the first Wednesday of each month.
Fee for the foregoing, $2.60 annually.

THE LIBRA IIY contains the choicest selection of phrenological reading, works on
phrenology, physiognomy, physiology, etc , also a number of rare and scarce works (which
cannot now be bought), for reference only.

On January 4th, a class will be commenced for the study of Phrenology and
the Art of Character Reading.

All communications to be addressed to the Secretary, M. H. Piercy.

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 27 East 21st Street, New York.
In writing to advertisers please mention Tbe Phrenological Journal.

The Dr. C, 0. Sabler Sanitarium, Kingston, N. Y.
is most beautifully situated at the foot hills of the far-
famed Catsklll Mountains, and near the banks of tbe
Uudson Klver, tbe Rhine of America. It Is tbe only San
itarium, in the United States, established and conducted
for the treatment of all forms of mental and nervous
diseases, and drug addictions, by psychology. Dr.Sahler
recently enlarged the Sanitarium, besides having two
large cottages across the square In front of the Sanitari
um, for the accommodation of his patients. Kingston Is
the old colonial city of the state, and a most healthful
town, beautiful scenery, many antiquated homes, etc.,
of Interest, and the best of water supply brought from
mountains twelve miles distant. Dr. Sahlcr has devoted
:t number of years to occult study, and all those wishing
to know about this special method of treatment, anil
more particularly anyone who Is arnlcted by aliments
or disease, all other methods having proved a failure,
will And it to their Interest to write for a special circu
lar Issued expressly for the enlightenment of suffering
humanity. For full particulars concerning system of
treatment, terms, hours for consultation, etc., address
all communications to

The DR. C. O. HAULER SAMTARU M
«1 Wall street Kingston, N. T.

Tk<iw Pni\t, 2t>:-2u K. Twelfth Siki-.ki, Xkw York
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